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FOREWORD
This Literatt_re Search updates and supplements Astronautics !nformation
Literature Search ,_;o. :_I, "Organic Serc, icol_ductois: Prope'tie_ and Applica-
tions." Most o_ the entries refer to material published or papers presented in
the period July 1961 through September 1963. Translations of foreign articles
formerly referenced in the original language are cited. Literature Search No. 482 /
has been prepared at the request of the techn'.'cal staff of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and is pub)ished for distfib_tion to interested organizations working
in the field -gfastronautics.
f
The references are ,,.lassified ;,n four broad sabiect areas: Conductivity, and
Semlconductivity, Photoconductivity, Excited States, and Dielectric Effects.
Entries in each of the four areas are filrther grouped to comprise general refer-
ence._, theory, experiment, _ ,_-- "sy:..... _-sls, and appiication. Within each of these groups
the material is arranged ,,lphabetically by sodrce. An aut]aor index is included.
Several subjects which were only sampled ii_ Literature Search No..341, such
as organic Fquids, biological molecules, and electron spin resonance, are more
fully covered he_. t.on, exeiton, and ,,lectron conduction processes are con-
sidered for both extrinsic and intrinsic semiconductors. Various types of emis-
sion and absorption spectra are discussed in the section on Excited States. Many
of these entries may be conside, ed as basic theory for Conductivity and Semi-
conductivity and Photoconductivity. A sampi.;ng of available studies is presented
in the Dielectric Effects section. '_
The following reference scurces were consulted in the preparation of this
document: Solid State Abstracts (SSA), Physics Abstracts (PA), International
Aerospace Abstracts (IAA), Chemical Abstracis, Chemical Titles, Cu,'rent Chem-
ical Papers, National Aeronautics and Space Administration Scientific and Tech-
nical Aerospace Repcrts (STAR), Defense Documentation Center Technical
Abstract Bulletin, and JPL Library acquisitions, _ncluding periodicals, both
foreign and domestic, De, tinent to the fields of chemi_tl T, electronics, -_d opt'_cs.
The, compiler wi_hes to ack'aowledge the assistance of Dr. Alan Rembaum
and Dr. Jovan Moaeanin of the Jet Propulsion La.r_oratory.
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CONDUCTI'_IITY AND _-_MICONDUCTI_ITY--GENIERAL HEFERENCES
CONDUCTIVITY AND SEMICONDUCTIVITY
GENERAL REFERENCES
1. PROCEEDINGS OF TIlE INTLRNATIONAL sistivity measurements, p,essure dependence f r resistivity,
CONFERENCE ON SEMICONDUCTOF_ I'H_5ICS. single crystals, results w_th thia i_lms, and phthalocyanines;
PRAGUE, 1960 photoelectric phenomena, including photoeonductivity and
Aeadenlic Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., and photovoltaic effect in organic semiconductors; discussion of
London, England, 1961 the energy, gap. with the energy band model, the tunnel
The conference, which was orgarqzed by the Czechoslovak effect, and tho ox(qtorl; ar_ _erniconductive properties of the
Academy of Sciences, took place from August 29 _o aromatic-halogen molecular complexes and of the alkali metal-
September 2, 1960. It was held under the auspices of IUPAP aromatic complexes. The molecular formulas of semieonduc-
and was supported by the Czechoslovak Government and Yive organic compounds a_:d the commercial names of vat
UNESCO. About 760 scientists from 25 countries attended dyestuffs are presented in append:'ces.
the cgnference,,which was devoted to fundamental problems
in the physics of semiconductors, both from the experimental
and theoretical point" of view. Topics covered included: band 4. CONDUCTION AND BREAKDOWN IN LIQUID
struc :ure and related problems; transport phenomena inelud- DIELECTRICS
Sharbaugh A. H., Watson, P. K.
ing scattering, processe:, hot electrons, and galvanomagnetic In "Progress in Dielectrics, Volume IV," pp: i99-248
effects; recombination; xadiation damage; optical properties; Birks, J B., Hart, J., Editors
optical and magneto-optievl effects; photoconductivity; surface Academic Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., and
phenomena; resonance: ,_hermal propertie_ and thermoelec- Heywood & Company, Ltd., London, England, 1962
trici_; ionic crystals; and semiconducting materials. (PA,
1962, #21 113) This is a review, main_,y of work since 1957, on the con-
ductior and breakdown of purified organic liquids. The topics
considered include low-field and high-field conduetion, elec-
2. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOP.b trica! breakdown measurements, miscellaneous high-field
Garrett, C. G.B. phenomena, and mechanisms of electrical breakdown. 89 ref-
In "'Proceedings of the International Conlerence on
Semiconduch,: Physics, Prague, August "29- erences. (PA, 1962, # 19,579)
September 2, i960," pp. 844-848
Academic Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., and 5. GIANT MOLECULES AND SEMICONDUCTORS
London, England, 1961 Brillouin, 1,.
Various organic materials display an electrical cond, ctivity Cahiers de Physique. v. 15 pp. 413--425, October 1961
that increases with increasing temperature: many of these A discussion is presented of the relationship between the
show photoeonduetivity as well. Among well-defined sub- behavior of ]arge Liologieal moleeules (proteins and nucleic
stances, one can distinguish two classes of organic semieon- acids) and that of semiconductors. The work of many authors
ductors: molecular crystals such as anthracene, arid charge- is reviewed, and it is shown that their resuhs suggest a close
transfer complexes such as perylene-iodine. The properties of sircfilarity between these moleetdes and semiconducting cir-
materials fallfltg into these two classes are reviewed. (PA., eu':ts. 42 references. (PA, 1962. #6430)
1982, #23,304)
6. ELECTRICAL t_F,oPERTIE_ C,"7.ORGANIC SOLIDS
3. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ORGhNIC Kearns, D. R.
SEMICONDUCTORS 1960
Inokuchi, H., Akamatu, ti. California, Univers,_'ty of, Berkeley
In "Solid State Physics--Advances in I.eseareh and Thesis
Applications," Volume 1_, pp. 9:_148
Seitz, F., Turnbldl, D., Editors
Academic Press, Inc., New fork. N.Y., 1961 7. ORGANIC CONDUCTORS RESEARCH
Chemical and Engineering News, v. 40, no. 9, pp. 86-95,
'r'he article covers the fNlowi,g: intr._(action, including February 26, 1962
hist6rical survey of eleetrioa[ ctmduction in organic com-
pounds, concept of organic sennc.',nduetors, classes of the The survey includes a discussion of conduction rnechaolsms
organic semicondactors, and structural aspect of the organic and conduction in anthracene, p,..qymers (inc|udiog po]ydike-
semiconductors: Frci:=rations and purifications of organie semi- tones _i_d the polyacene quinone radical polymels), ionic
conductors; _leetrical resistivity of orgrnic semlccnductors, photoconductor dyes, the eharge-trar_sfer complexes (includ-
including preptration of condt, ct;vity cells, survey of the re- ing 7,7,8,8-tetracy_inoquino-dimethane and iodiae-perylene).
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CONDUCTIVITY AND SEMECONDUCTIVITY--GEHERAL REFERENCES
dialn,mds and graphite. Work being done at various agencies "Tile Diffusion of Excitons and Charges in Mo!ecular Crys-
is po?nted out, and the SSSR contributions to the field are t_ls," by J. N. Murrell, pp. 127-145 (For abstract see
noted. Entry #732, AI/LS 341.)
"Molccular-Orbit.:l Theory and Crystals," by J. A. Pople,
8. POLYMERIC SEMICONP._CTOR5 pp. 147-162 (Fo," abstract seo Entry #733, AI/LS
Rembaura, A., Moaeani-, J. 341.)
To be publisl d in "P_ogressin Dielectrics, Volume VI"
Heywood &Company. Ltd.,L'mdon. England "Weak Transitions in Molecular Crystals," by D. P. Craig
(in publicat;o._1964) and S. H. Walrnsley, PI_. 163-181 (For abstract see
Entry #734, AI/LS 341.)
9. SYMPOSIUM ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY "Emissio, Spech,t i, C_st,lline Naphthalene," bv
IN ORGANIC SOLIDS H. Sponer, pp. 183-191 (For abstract see Entry #735,
Kt.llmann, H., SPver, M., Editors AI/LS 341.)
I_terseience Publi,_ers. Inc., New York,N.Y., 1961
(Rev;,_.-b:"_ A. Klein available in Solid-State Electronics, "Absorption and Luminescence Spectra and the Spectral
v. 5, pp. 418--419, 1962) Dependence of Photoemission and Photoconduetion in
Proceedings are presented of a conference (Duke Univer- Aromatic Hydrocarbon Crystals," by L. E. Lyops, pp.
sity, Durham, North Carolina, April 1960) sponsored by the 193-203 (For abstract see Entry #736, AI/LS 341.)
Office of Ordnance Research, U.S. Arm),; the Office of Naval "Paramagnetic Resonance of Phosphorescent Naphthalene
Research. U.S. Navy; and the Office of Scientific Research. Molecules," by C. A. Hutchison, Jr., pp. 205-218 (For
U.S. Air Force. The conference was devoted entirely to this abstract see Entry #737, AI/LS 341._
"new" area in solid-state research. The following papers are
presented: "Dispersion Forces in Molecular Crystals," by D. S.
McClure, pp. 219-238 (For abstract see Entry #738,
"Charge-Transport Processes in Organic Materials," by AI/LS 341.)
H. Kallmann and M. Pope, pp. 1-25 (For abstract see
Entry #669, AI/LS 341.) "Electronic States of Aromatic Solids," by D. Fox, pp.
23.9--245 (For abstract see Entry _739, AI/LS 341.)
"Photoconductivit3, in Aromatic Hydrocarbon C,/stals," by
O. Simpson, pp. 27-38 (For abstract see Entry #712, "Ionic Organic Photoconductors," by R. C. Nelson, pp.
AI/LS 341.) 247-256 (For abstract see Entry #710. AI/LS 341.)
"Photoelectric PraFerfies of Semiconducting Organic Dyes," "The Electrical Conductivity of Sohd Free Radicals and
by A. Terenin, pp. 39--59 (For abstract see Entry the Electrcn Tunneling Mechanism," by D. D. E_ey
#162, AI/LS 341.) and M. R. Willis, pp. 257-276 (For abstract see Entry
"Observations on Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Connection #670, AI/LS 341.)
with Their Electrical Conductivity," by N. Riehl, pp. "The Chemical Aspects of Semiconductive Compounds,"
61-68 (For abstract see Entry #676, AI/LS 341.) bv H. Akamatal and H. Inokuchi, pp. 277-290 (For
"7_he Photovoltaic Behaviors of Aromatic Hydrocarbons," abstra2t see Entry #671, A1/LS 341.)
by H. Inokuchi, Y. Manlyama, and H. Akamatu, pp. "Photoconduction and Photovoltaic Effects ir, Carotenoid
69-76 (For abstract see Entry #713, AI/LS 341.) Pigments," by B. Ros,-nberg, pp. 291-308 (For abstract
"Pulsed Photoconductivity in Anthracene," by R. G. Keplei, see Entry #'l ] !, M/LS 341.)
pp. 77-81 (For abstract see Entry #715, AI/LS 341.)
"Semieonduotive Pro,_erties of Molecular Complexes," by
"A-C and D-C l:'hotoconductivity it_ Anthracene Single R. Sehr, M. M. L_:bes, M. Bose, H. Ur, and F. Wilhelm,
Crystals," by T'-/I.Pope and H. Kallmann, pp. 83-104 _p. 309--324 (For abstract see Entry #672. A1/LS
(For abstract :.ee Entry #717, AI/LS 341.) 341.)
"Spatial Distributim of Trapped Electrons in Anthracene," "Electric and Magnetic Properties of Some Low-Resistance
by M. Silver a.id W. Moore, pp. "05--111 (For abstract Organic, Semiconductors," by J. Kommandeur and L. S.
see Entry #731, AI,q_S 341.) Singer, pp. 325-336 (For abstract see Entry #673,
M/LS 341.)
"Trapping Centers wJd Electronic Conduction Processes in
Anthraceue and .),10-Diehloroanthracene," by A. Bree, "Electrical and Thermal Properties of Pob'-Copper Phthak'-
P. J. Reucroft, an_:lW. G. Schneider, pp. 113--125 (For ey._nine," by A. Enstein and B. Wi|di, pp. 337-357
abstract se6 Entry #716, AI/Lq 341.) (For abstract see Ent_ #674, AI/LS 341.)
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"Long Scintill_tion-Decay Times in Anthracene," by P E. 13. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOIt_
Gibbons and D. C. Northrop, pp. 359-368 (For ab- Kureda, H.
stract ,_ee Entry #740, AI/LS 341.) Kagaku No Ryoiki, v. 17, pp. 113--120, 1963
A review is presented.
"Biological Aspects," by J. Gergely, pp. 369-383 (For ab-
stract see Entry. #675, AI/LS 341.)
14. ZUR ELEKTRISCHEN LEITFJ_ItlGKEIT VON
"Energy Tranffer by Aqueous Solutions of Human Serum- HOCHPOLYMEREN (EI,,ECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
Albumin (SAtl): Photosensitized Reactio,_s," by P. OF IiI(;H POLYMERS
Douzou, J. C F:ancq, R. Goldstein, and J. M. Thuillier, Kallweit, J. H.
pp. 385-394 (For abstract see Entry #741, ._,I,/LS Kolloid.Zcitschrilt, v. 188, no. 2, pp. 97--114, April 196'1
34L)
"The Influence of Electrode Material on the Photoconduc- 15. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
tivity in Anthracene," by H. Boroffka, pp.. 39.5-398 ( For Eley, D. D.
abstract see Ent:y #714, AI LS 341.) M & B Labora:ory Bullcl)n, _. 5, pp. 51-57, l_;6;J
A review is presented. 41 references.
10. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Juster, N.J. 16. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Journal of Chen'ical Education, v. 40, no. 1O,pp. 547-555, Brophy, J. J., Buttrey, J. W., Editors
October 1963 The Macmillan Co., New York. N.Y., 1962
A re clew _s presented includir:g discussion of the terms in- This book presents (i) a brief, semi-technical survey of the
volved, the different mechanisms of semiconduction, the highlights of the Inter-Industry Confelence on Organic Semi-
organic materials which show photoeonduction or dark con- conductor,',; (2) an up-to-date collection , ; reports on major
ductivity, and possible uses of conductive organics. 48 ref- research activities; (3) a concise summary o: the present state
of knowledge; (4) technical papers on the details of electrical
erences, conduction processes in various organic materials; and (5)
suggestions for possible new applications of organic semicon-
11. SEMICONDUCTING POLTMERIC MATERIALS ductors in electronic devices.
Tol_chiev, A.V. The follgwing papers are presented:
Journal of Polymer Science, Pa,¢ A: General Papers,
v. _t,no. 2, pp. 591-597, February 1963 "Charge Carrier Mobility and Productio._l :,n Anthrac(ne,"
This paper deals with theoretical and experiment;,1 data on by 1-L G. Kepler, pp 1-20
polymeric products with semieonducting properties. The data "Electronic Transport in Anthracene and Other Organic
show the possibility of producing, on the basis of polymers, Systems,' by O. H. LeBlmlc, Jr., pp. 21-2f;
particularly polyacrylonitrile, substances characterized by
high eleetroconduetivity and exponential dependence of the "Carrier Generation and Electrode Contact Effects in PhotG-
latter on temperature, Possible chm_ges in electrophysical conducting Anthracene," by M. Silver, pp. 27-35
properties of the materials are discussed. A quasimetallic "'Comparison o,_ Measuxements on Single Crystal and Con,-
model of a pol_anerie semiconductor is described, pressed Microcrystalline Mc-iecular Complexes," by
p, I.. Kronick and M. Labe.s, pp. 36-44
12. SOME RELATIONS OF STRUCTURE OF SYNTHETIC "Electronic Conduction and Exchange Interaction in a New
SOLID POLYMERS TO TIIEIR ELECTRICAL Class o,_ Conductive Organic Solids," by R. G. Kepler,
PROPERTIES P.E. Bierstedt, and R. E. Merrifietd, pp. 4,5--48
Baker, W. O.
Introductory Paper presented at the International Symposium "Electronic Conduction in Charge Transfer Molecular Cry-
on Maeromolp-cular Chemistry, Paris, France, July 1-6, 1963, stals," by E. Menefee and Y.-H. Pan, pp. t9--78
sponsored by the International Union o/Pure and Applied
Chemistry, under the patronage o/Monsieur le Ministre "Electronic Properties of Organic Compounds: I. Hetero.
d'_..tat char:_6 de I.. Recherche S .'ienfifique, under the cyclic Compounds," by S. Aftergut and G. P. Bro'_,
auspice, ot the I3'_16,_ationG4nt rale h la Recherche pp, 79-88
Seientifique et Technique, and t _e Nationa! Co_nmittee for
Chemistry" "Electronic Properties of Organic Compounds: II. Then-
(To be published in Journal of I ol_mer Science, Part C: retical Co_:sideratmns on the Effect oi hnpurities," by
Polymer Sympo_da) G.P. Brown and S, Aftergut, pp. 89-99.
3
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ac | • • • • • _.Effect of Imp mhes on the Electrical Conauctwlty of olmple Technical Report, "Unsolved Problems in Polymer Science,"
Polycyctic A,omatic Hydrocarbons," by Y. Okamoto, pp. 182--187, ASDTR432-283, AF 33(616)-1861
F. T. Huang. A. Gordon, W. Brenner, and B. Rubin, AD-282-067
pp. 100--107 A general review is presented of electrie,,l c ondactivity of _'
"Photoconductivity and Intermclecular Interaction in Non- polymers. These polymers generally possess a conductivity
ionic Aromatic Crystals," by M. Y. Kleinerman and intermed;ate between metals and insulators, i.e., in the range
S. P. McGlynn, pp. 108-1! t of 10 ..3 to 10 _'-'ohm-_cm -_, and e rdaibit electronic, in contrast
to ionic, cor, duction. Some of _hem are noted as photocon-
"An Open Shell Self-Cons'stent Field Method for Aromatic ductors. Problems s':ill to be solved are poh.ted out, such as
and Olefinie Orgapic Molecule_," by o. W. Adams and the following: (1) development of materials that would be
P. G• Lykos, pp. 115-122 suitable fc" 9Lotosyuthesis, i.e., would have both catalytic and
"The Thermal Ceaductivity of Molecular Crystals," by power-conversion capabilities; (2) development of materials
that would be suitable for ion exchange and at least as con-
R. W• Keyes, pp. 123--133 ductive as sea water, thereby possibly permitting fresh water
"Sen_ic:::_,_tuction in Polymers," by H. A. Pohl, pp. 134-1al preparation by an economical means; (3) development of
materials that wol;id be suitable for electron exchange (redox
"Studies of Some Semieonducting Polymers," by H.A. operation) and would bo conductive; and (4) development
Pohl, J• A. Bormnann, and W. Itoh, pp. 142-158 of interpretative understandip.'r of organic semieonductive
"Electrical Coaductivity in Pyrolyzed Polyac_lonitrile," by processe_ that would carry over into useful understanding of
W. D. Brennan, J. J. Erophy, and H. Schonhorn, pp. various important biological proc,'sses, such as the photo-
159-168 induction of cancer, enzyme actie, n, photosynthesis, and vision•
,_urrent Noise in .Pyrolyzed Polyacrylonitrile," by J. J.
Brophy, pp. 169-179 20 PROGRAM AND ABSTRACTS: ORGANIC CRYSTAL
SYMPOSIUM, OCTOBER 1O, 11 AND 12, 1962
"Electrical Properties of l:'yrolytic Graphites," by C.A. National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
Klein, pp. 180-239
This symposium was sponsored by the National Research
"A Management Appraisal of Organic Semiconductors," by Council of Canada; United States Army Research Office,
Jo F. Bourland, pp. 240--243. Durham, North Carolina; and United States Office of Naval
Research, Washington, D.C. The sessions included: Optical
17. CONDUCTION PHENOMENA IN SOLID Properties; Charge-Trapsfer Complexes and Exeitons; Expert-
DIELECTRICS me_,tal Tc-,hniques; Elec:rical Properties (Theory, Anthra-
Lipsett, F. R., Roife, J. eel, _", _'_ap3_etic Properties; ar.d Charge-Transfer Complexes
• . _ _In "Digest ')f Literature on D_electr_c,_1959, Volume 23, m'd Other Orgar,_e Systems.
pp. 101-131
Yrisc% L. J., Cal.linan, T. D., Editors
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 21. POLYME_ SEMICONDUCTORS
Washington, D.C., 1960 (available as Publication 799) Azernikov, V.
Nauka i Zhizn, no. 2, pp• 8-1(t, February 1961
(Translations available ss _Pt/S 4874 and JPRS:4592, Joint
18. CONDUCTION PHENOMENA IN SOLID Publications Research S_:', ...... Washington, D.C., and
DIELECTRICS OTS:6!-27958 and OTS:6I-,? _._,l.!, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Davisson, J. W., Pasternak, J. Oflqce of i"echnical Service;, v, ,_.hington, D.C )
In "Digest of Literature on Dieleetries--19fli," Vob_'me 25,
pp. 147-_?"_
Packs, A.M.,Editor 22. ORGANIC SEMICO_:_UCTORS
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Couu -._1 Brophy, J. J.
Washington, D.C., 1962 (available as Publication 1034! Physics Today, v..'4 ,,,,_, '_,pp. 40--41, August 1961
For organic material,;, ordinary conduction is cor_sidered (See also Entr_, _ ',_,_)
on pages 173 through 1/6; photoconduetivity on pages ]96 A ceport is give_ .,_ ,_ two-day corfference held in April
through 198; eleetroluminescence on page 199; and eleetrets ]961 i_ Chicago t,_d_:: the cosponsorship of the Armour Re-
on page 212. search Foundation and the magazine Ele_rtronics. The audi-
ence of nearly 300, dx'awn from widely diverse organizations,
19. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID POLYMERS was heated to eight invited addresses and fourteen contri-
Pohl, H. A., Huggirs, M.L. buted papers. The object of the program was to present a
March 1962 concise summary of the present understanding of a field in
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, which major research activities are only two years old. (PA,
Washington, D.C. 1981, # 17,676)
4
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$3. THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ASPECTS OF ORGANIC 26. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS Gutmann, F., Netschey, A.
Pohl, H.A. Reviews of Pure and Appl_ed Chemistry, v. 12, pp. 2--15,
February 1, 1962 March 1962
Princeton University, Plastics Lab., N.J.
Technical Report 64C, DA 36.039-sc-89143 The sectkms of this review are: Introduction; Band Struc-
AD-273,720 ture in Molecular Crystals; Mobility; Energy Gap; Excitons;
(Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Officeof Tunneling, Other Hypotheses; and Semiconductivity and
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) Structure.
A literature review of studies on organic semiconductors is
presented. There are certain aspects of the electronic behavior Information on the teraperature depend.'ncc of electrical
of both monomeric and polymeric sere,conductors which need conductivity of organic semiconductors, representing much
considerable enlightenment. These include the origin of the of tire literature published before 1961, is tabulated. 45
activation energy observed for the co,_duction processes, the references.
high eonduetivifies of incompletely c13"stalline material_ and
the low sensitivity to impurity (and t,,,ssiblv to morphology)
exhibited by large numbers of organic semiconductors. In 27. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
comparing the organic semiconductors with the best examples Traynard, P.
of the inorganic ones, it _hould be noted that wbile overall Revue de I'lnstitut Frangais du P_trole et Annales des
eonductivities for either class of material can be made quite Combustibles Liquldes, v. 18. pp. 62-82, 1963
lazge and comparable with the conductivities of some metallic
substances, the organic semiconductors have not yet been A review is presented. 17 references.
prepared with the high mobilities characteristic of. the high-
est quality inorganic semiconductors. Certain attributes of
the presently avaiiable orgat.ic semiconductors such as high 28. USSR WORK ON SEMICONDUCTORS
pressure sensitivity of certain organic resistors may offer Zhurnal Vses_uznogoKhimicheskogo Obshctestva imeni
some advantage. D.I. Mendeleeva, _. 5, no. 5, October I960
(Translations available as |PRS: 9293, Join_ Publications
Research Service, Washin, .to, D.C., May 26, 1961, and
24. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS OTS: 61-°_3009, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Ot_ce of Teehn'cal
Krentsel, B.A. Services, Washington, D.C.)
Pdroda, v. 56, no. 1, pp. 51-55, January 1961
(T-anslationsavailable as JPRS:948C, JointPublicatlms This report contains selected papers of USSR work on
Research Service, Washington, D. C., June 19, 1961 and
semiconducters. The follow".ng articles are included: "TheOTS:61-28617, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Technical
Services, Washington, D.C.) Chemistry of Semiconductors and Electron Mechanislm oE
Chemical Reactions"; "Organic Dyestuffs-Scmiconductor_ and
25. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS Their Photoelectric Characteristics"; "The Semiconductor Prop-
Garrett, C.G.B. erties of Polymer Materials"; "New High-Temperature
Radiation Research, Supplement 2, pp. 340-348, 1966 Semiconductors and Their Application"; "The Chemistry of
(Proceedingq of Bioenergetics Symposium, Brookhaven Diamond-like Semiconductors"; "Chemical Reactions on the
National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y., October I_,-16, 1959, Surf,qee of Germanium, Silicon, and Their Electronic Ana-
sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission) logues"; "Vitreol:s Semiconductors"; "Physieochemical Analy-
The following sections appear in the article: Introduction; sis of Semiconductors"; ':Radioactivation Analysis ef Pure
Survey of Experimental l_csults; Theoretical Models; and Sur- Materials and Prospects o_ its Development"; 9nd "Physico-
face Effects vs. Volume Effects. chemical Problems of Dielectrics."
THEORY
29. CALCULA"ION OF MOLFCULAR ORBITAL The energies of eight types of macromolecules (43 sub-
ENERGIES OF MACROMC_LECULES WITH stances) were calculated by the simple MO-LCAO method
CONJUGATED DOUBLE BONDS
Kouteck_, J., Zahradrdk, R. The re._ults of tire calculations show that the energy difference
In "Proceedings of the International Conference on between the highest filled energ, level a_.d the lowest empty
Se_.',iconductor Physics, PrMgue, level is, in the case of certain of the :nolecule_s studied, of the
August 29--September 2, 1960/' p. 849
Academic Press, Inc., New Zork, N.Y., arid same order of magnitude as the ,. _ergy gap in normal semi-
London, End,land, 1961 conductors. (PA, 1962, #23,020)
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30. GIANT MOLECULES AND SEMICONDUCTORS Among the topi.-s covered are basic theories of energy
Briliouim L. transfer and electrcn transfe;, inciuding tile exciton theory, of
In"Horizons in P._.hemt_try.,'"pp..'295-318 energy transfer (e_citation transfer), charge-transfer interae-
K.-_ha,ML,Pullman, B.. Editors tion (donor-acceptor interaction ). and elect;onic semieonduct-
A_deraie Press, Inc., New York, N.Y.,and ivitv in molecular a__,gregates:and moleculac memory m,_dels.Londcn, Enghmd, 3962 " _ "
The purpose, of this report is to give the vie-vpoint of a
theorelOcian, who has been at the origin oi the whole theory 33. A THEORY OF EXCITON TRANSFER IN
- AN_fHKACENE
of sem,conducte_s, and to discuss in very general terms the Zalewski, K.
eonditi)ns required for a possible application el the then_" of Acta Ph_ica Polonica, v. 90, no. 4, pp. q13-319, 1961
_m'ficor-_uctors to rnacromolecule_. (in English)
A continuity equation describing the motiol, of localized
33. SEMICONDUCTIVITY IN BIOI,OCICAL MOLECULES _xeiton_ i,a an an',hr_eene e_-¢_talis proFosod. The intermolec-
Eley, D.D. ular transition probabilities are computed in the dipole ap-In "Horizon_in B.;ochem/_try,"pp. 341--2_0
Kasha, M.,Pullman, B., Editors pro_ma'ion with a semicmpirica] adjustment, as used by
Amutemiel_e_, Inc., NewYork, N.Y.,and De_er. Simpson's experiment is discussed aud his phenome-
London, England, 1962 r_ological theory, reexamiaed. (PA, i96!, _ 17.473)
T|_ paper deals with semiconductor behavior, including
spec:fie c_nductivi,_-, electron transfer in c_'stals, the poten- 34. ELECTRONIC STBUCI ERE OF DEO,_,YRIBONUCLEIC
tial box (electron gas) mc_.el, the energy gap, Ohm's Law ACID. 3. APPROXIMATECALCULATION OF TIlE
and r,o and mobility: the molecular types of solid free ra_i- ff-ELECTI[I,ON OVERLAP BETWEEN ADJACENT
NUCLEOTIDE BASES. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES
cals, charge-transfer c_mplexes, porph.vrins, preteins, nucleic Ladik, J.
aei,ls, and nuclenproteins; photoconduetion; and biological Acta Phydologica Academlae Scientiarum Hungaricae
_'stems, including cytochrome systems, chloroplasts, carei- v. 31,pp. _39--f_,58, 1960
n_genesis, ener_ conversion in retin-,d reds, and irradiation of
proteins. The approximate quantum mechanics z:.-eleetron overlap
integrals between the parallel nuele:,tide bases of deoxyri-
It is suggeg._fx! that ___ important function ot adsorbed bonucleic acid (DNA) at 3.36 ._ _om one another indicate
_ater is to transfer e!eetrons to biological molecule,, such as the existence of a --electron interaction whiek cannot be
proteins and nucleic acids, so as to form n-b'pe laminae. The neglected. The biological effect of physical or chemical
"_ntetaeticnof quinones and other electron _.,:ceptor._:._ch :,-_ ehang__s localized in s_aah pa_ of DNA is explained by tak-
a free radical source wiff_ proteins in lipo_dal environments, ing into aeeo-mt the mobil2y of the electrons along the lcng
then fo_ms p-type hminae. The iuxtapo_;_ou of these strut- axis.
t,rres, _s in traraisto_, w_ll allow a wide r.',-ngeof electron
eouduet..on behavior, a,_d pem_it the. localizatior, of oxidation
35. STATES INVOLVING CItARCE TRANSFER IN
and reduction behavior in chloroplasts, mitochondria, etc.
r_ localization may be coupled with stereochemical con- ORCANIC SYSTEMSBende'cskii,V. A., Blyumenfeld, L. A.
sideraticns to give a high degre:_ of specificity. This new Akad,tmi_a Nnuk SSSR, Doklady, v. 144, no. 4, pp. 813--$16,
hypothesis may serve to unify the three concepts of Szent- June 3, 1962
Cytirgyi. and is offered as a subject for Curther experimentation.
It is hypothesized that tbe local states, which deterndne
the mag'aetic and elecbic properties in two-component ac-
32. QUANTUM CHEMISTRY I:- MO[ECULAR BIOLOGY ceptor-donor crystals, ¢,rganic polymers, and low-molecular
IKasha,M. weighl compouuds with conjugated bonds, are responsible
]n "Horizons in Biochemistry,"pp. 5_k3-599 for the charge transfer between molecules or between indi-
Kzsh_,M,: Pullman, B.,Editors vidual segments in tlae molecule, thu:, explaining the forma-AcademicPress, Ira:.,NewYork,N.Y., and
London,England, 196'_ tior_ of carriers in dissociav:,,: contplexes involving charge
tr:msfer. The potential curves ol a c_mptex formed from two
In this essay a nurnb_ of topics in quantum chemistry r,aoleculcs in neutral and polar conditions were studied. The
nave been singled out for evaluation mad comment as an local state in a polar compJex represer_.._ an increasing dis-
indication of the potential which these topics offer for de- location in which the mole-,?cs ,:re :...;Gatedcloser to each
tailed molecular electronic mechanisms in biological phe- other than in neutral m ystals. T'.,; el_:ctrie conductivfly of
nomena A number of important topics, such as ligand-field molect, lar e_stals was stuJie,_ b) .':,'.'culating the dissociation
theory _r metal ions, the intricacies of intramoleeular elec- and polari_'_tion energy of :_,, _
.... m.a. state i_,volving a charge
tronie excitation, and uumerous others have ]men omitted transfer, a,ad it wo; found that the dissociation eneff,_ de-
from discussion here. creased rapidly with the _i_ o,_ the molecule and increased
6
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polarization energy, indicating the appearance of charge ear- the cotlcentration of u_'i,aired electrons (spins / cma). and
riers in molecular crystals. The concentration of carriers, p, AF.. is the free energy of formation of carriers. There i_ eel-
was found by the equation p =--N_, exp(-c,, / 2kT) 4- n dence for a hopping process of very low saddle _eight
exp(-Ea / 2kT) + "/[No / (1 + W 1 / W_)] exp(--_' / 2kT), ener_', E,, with the mobility It va,'3'ing as tt = (collst.)T'-'
where 7 _ 1, and W_ and W.., are the probability factors of exp(-E'/kT), and involving carrier-exciton interacti.ms in
deactivation and dissociation of the excitons, the field-favored direction, i.e.,
(4) R- + .R. --->.R. , R-
36, ELECTRIC CON.'OUCTIVITY AND ELECTRON SPIN
RESONANCE SIGNAL IN POLYMERS WITH (5) R+ 4- .R.---->.R. -'- R*.
CONJUGATED DOUBLE BONDS
Levlch, V. G., Markin, V. S., Chirkov, Yu. C.
Akadem.iyaNauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 1-._9,no. 4, 38. CONDUCTION AND REI.AXATION IN POLY&MII)ES
pp.894-896, April l, 1963 McCall, D. V_.
AmericanCl'.emicalSociety. Washington, D.C.
Expression: for electrical conductivit?. are presented, cor- Paper9.0,Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at the
responding to , model of a long-chain molecule with eonju- 144thMe*.ting,ACS,Los Angeles, Ca!:'.,
gated double bonds. Thermal vibrations and heteroge]leities Marcia31-AprilS, 1963
in the chain represent the resistance to displacement ,_f an
electron along the chain. The electro:, spin resonance of the An attempt is made to give a self-consistent discussion of
model chain is discussed, the conduction, polarization and relaxation processes in poly-
amides. The melting range is usually [,road. pre:;umably be-
cause of a distribution of crystaUite sizes, and ff.e crystalline
37. THE NATURE OF SEMICONDUCTION IN SOME regions show a structure change well below the melting poi;it.
ACENE QUINONE I_ADICAI. POLYMERS The htter change is associated with retation about the chain
Opp, D. A,Pohl, H.A. axes. The amo_hous material exhibits a gk.ss _ansition,
AmericanChemical Society, Washington, D.C. which is sensitive to water, and a separate rel Lxation region
Paper86, Division of Physical Chemish-y,presentedat the associated with _'ater dipole motions, is obse.rved at lower
I40th Meeting, ACS,Chicago, Ill., September 3-8, 1961 temperatures. At still ,ower t, _peratures a transition involv-
The polymers prepared by condensation of vafiou- substi- ing both crystalline and amorphous regions a_pears and this
tuted aromatic hydc_arbons with various aromatic ac.:d an- is ascribed to rotation about the chain _xes. I mic conduction
hydrides are semiconductors which conduct eleetrenicalb and in the amorphous regions gives rise to a substantial dc con-
not ionically. Determination of ve,rious electronic propert:es_ ductivity above the glass temperature, and an accompanying
such as the Seebeck coefficient, the cgnductivity, and 1,s low frequency polarization (Maxwell-Wagner) is obse_,ed.
changes with temperature, pressure, and electrical field strength The nature of the conduction mechanism is discussed.
afforded clues as to the ngture of the pro_esses basic to elee-
tror,ic conducticn in ,:ueh molecular solid.,:. 39. ON THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS
Evidence for the existence of eka-coniugation in the various AND THEIR PRECURSORS
organic polymers showing enhanced eleet_ onic semiconduction Huggins, C. M.
is discussed. Eka-eon_ugatien is said to arise when the degree AmericanChemical Society, Washington, D.C.
_aper 30, Division of Polymer Chem/str), presented at the
of conjugation is such that _ppreei,_.ble ar_=ounts of biradica! 14*thMeeting, ACS, LosAngeles, Calif.,
(or exciton) state appea_ at room temperature_ The energy :£_r." 31-April5, 1963
of formation of the excited st_:tes (in ev) can be approxi-
mated by the electron-in-a-box riaodet as, AE _ E_ rr-_m_ Considerable data exist on the eh_-_rical conductivity of
(n_._ - nf-) / 8ma* _ 14.4 / x_, where x is the number of some polymeric systems, but it has not been possible to make
conjugated double-single bonds ass¢._iated, and the average quantitative correlations with chemical or physical sh'uctures.
bond length is 1.40A, n z = 2, n_ = 1, m = mass of eleetc, m, Several techniques of measuring the conductivity itself are
a = width of potential well. Carrier m_tion is considered to discussed, and it is shown that on_y unde," the most optimum
occur by hopping mechanism. 'The basic reactions important circumstances will the measurement reflect the "true" bulk
for carrier formatiop, are c_nsidered to be: conductivity. The difficulties inherent in making theoretical
arguments based on eve_ the best of the .e eonduetivib' data
(1) R _ .R. ; AF_ _ E _ ,--=kT have mi_6mized progress on the study of polymers.
(2) .Ft. + R_.R:- + R AF= = AH_ + TAS=
This report describes the separatio_._of the two main he-
g;ving tots controlling eonducti¢ity, carrier generation and mobility,
(3) n_ = (s/2) exp[(-AF,, + Es)/2kT] with emphasis on hypothesized mechanisms in typical con-dueting polymers. For a consideration of carrier h'ansport _,
where n, is the concentration of carriers of either sign, s i_ a usual polymer, it is first necessary to ascertain the effect of
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random molecular orienta_on on the mobilitSes as well as any The generality is questioned of Weiss's explan_t_ion of
self-polarization trapp'.'ng. For a model corapound, measure- semicondt, ctivity of higher-temperature carbons as th_ inter-
ments of photo-induced carrier generation and mobility are action of ether and carbony! grou;js. The high-temperature
made on crystalline and amorphous fl-c_r:,tene, a highly e_- semieonductivity of carbonized poly(vin_hdine chlocide) and
eit'nt photoconductor which can be considered to be a pre- carbonized violanthrene is _xplain::d as pairing of a-electrons
cursor to a ;1/ne_a"conjugated hydrocarbon. The technique of of broken bands with adjacent r-electrons.
transient space-charge-limited photocurret3ts is used to meas-
ure generstion, mobility, and the effects of structure and
impurities on carrier trapping. 43. THE ORGANIZATIONOF CELLULAR ACTIVITY
Ku_peLCh. M. A.
Elsevier Pubhshing Company, Amsterdam,The Net.ierlands,40. ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN ORGANIC CRYSTALS
LeBlanc, O. H., Jr. and New ":ork,N.Y., 1962
AmericanChemical Society, Washington, D.C.
Paper31, Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at the
144th Meet/ng, ACS,Los Angeles, Calif., 44. ELECTPONIC PROCESSES IN P_RAFFINIC
March31-April 5, 1963 HYDROCARBONS. PART 2. VALIDITY OF A
Electronic dtEt mobilities have been reported by several BAND MODEL
workers, most notably by Kepler who has made a thorough MeCubbin,_. L.Faraday Soclety, Transactions of the, v. 59, pt. 4, no. 484,
study of hole and electron mobilities in anthraeen% including pp. 769-774, April 1963
anisotropy, temperature dependence over a wide range, a_ld
pressure dependence. The drift mobilities are of the order of (Fgr Part 1, see Entry. #141.) Recent investigations on the
1 em2/v-sec and deere_.se with increasing te.'nperattue. Sire- validity of a band model for orgamc materials have concen-
ilar results are obtained in other crystals, taated on unsaturated hydrocarbons. Because the approach
normally used makes no clear distinction between chargeThe Hall effect has been observed in metal-free and copper
generation and charge iransfer mechanisms, conclusions [re-phthalocyardne. _he sigh of the effect is that for majority
electrons in the former and for majority holes in the latter, with quently rest on assumptions which are sufficient but not nee-
essary. The present calculation answers only the question:
Hal_ mobilities of _0.4 and _200 cm¢/v-see, *espectively. how fast does a positive charge-entirely free from the nega-
These results can be interpreted in a straightforward, self- tire charge with which it may at one time have been assoc.-
consistent f_,shion with band formalism. From this point of ,_'ated-move from one paraSn molecule to another? The
view the transport mechanism in organic cD,stals is qualita- result shows that it is valid to describe charge transport in
tively the ,,ame as that in valence semiconductors; quantitative _elans of a band model.
differences arise from the extremely narrow bandwidths in
An apr_areut conh'adiction arises from the experimental
organic eryzt._ls. Whether the ban_ model really describes
what g_s on in these crystals, or whether it is just a phe- result that the conductivity of liquid parat_n _eatly exceeds
• that of the solid at the melting point. By an extension of the
nomenologieal scheme that more or less aceidentel]y gives ideas embodied in tLe above-mentioned calculat/on, i': is
reasol_.able resn!_, is still very much a moot question, possible to give a straightforward explanation in terms of
band theou'.
4L A CHEMICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF AMORPHOUS CARBONS
Weiss, D.E. 4,5. ON TIlE THEORY OF IMPURITY LEVELS INAustralian Journal _1Chemistry, v. 14, p. 157, 1961 AMOItPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS
Qualitative relations are set up between change in Gubanov, A.l.
conductivity of C with carbordzation temperature and the Fi.dka Tverdogo Tela, v. 3, no. 8, pp. 9.336-2341,
supposed structural features of the C. The p-.type semicon- August 1961
ductivity of C prepared at 600--8000C is thought to be due (T:anslatedfrom theRussian in Soviet Phlidcs--SC.idState,
to an electronic interaction between carbonyl and ether v. 3, no. S, pp. 1694-1697, February.1962
groups, through an aromatic residue. Variou_ hypotheses are proposed to explain the absence of
impurity conduction in amorphous semiconductors. It is
49-. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT.TREATED ORGANIC shown by theore,'ical analysis of these bypoti:eses that C_e
COMPOUNDS absence of imp_,rity conduction in amorphous semicc:,ductors
Brooks,J.D. ea_ cnly be explained by a shift in local levels as the result of
Australian ]oumal of Chemistry, v. 14, pp. 645-646, 1961 a reorientatlon of the atoms iu the vicinity of the defect.
8
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46. THEORY OF CHARGE TRANSPORT ON THE Professor R. Feynman, California Institute of Technology
SURFACE OF SEMICONDUCTOR FILAMENTS that the former equatior,_ were not adequate to give the cor-
Chobanu,G. rect oscillator strength or polarizabdity for a polymer.
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 3, no. 8, pp. 2434-2441,
August 1961
(Translatedfromthe Russian in Sov/et PhysicsmSclld State, 50. BAND STRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT OF HOLES
v. 3, no. 8, pp. 1767-1772, February 1962) AND ELECTRONS IN ANTHRACENE
LeBlanc, O. H., Jr.
The effective (rms) mobility of carrier charges in a semi- Ioumal of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 4. pp. 1275-1280,
conductor filament of cylindrical symmetry, is computed, tak- October 196I.
ing i'ato account the presence of a region with a space charge
at the surface of the flament. The computation is carried out Previous mobility measurements indicate that the band aT,;_-
by means of the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation, proximation can be used to describe the behavior of injected
holes and electrons il_ anthracene, and the pre_nt theoretiea_The obtained formulas are applied to the case when the space
charge has a potential of parabolic form. _nvestigation appears to confirm this. The structures of the
bands appropriate to a hole or electron are calculated with
the tight binding approximation. Hiickel linear combinations
47. LOCAL FLUCTUATION LEVELS IN AMORPHOUS of Slater-type atomic orbitals are used for the molecular basis
SEMICONDUCTORS functions. Both bands are highiy anisotropic and each is found
Gubanov, A.I. to be approximately 0.56 kT wide at room temperature.
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 10, pp. _73-$879, Mobility tensors are derived using a simplified treatment .f
October 1962 scattering which assumes isotropic scattering parameters. The
(Tramlatedfromthe Russianin Soviet PhuKcs--SoIid State, calculated mobilities exhibit roughly the anisotropy that has
v.4, no. 10,pp. 2104--2108, April 1963) been observed experimentally. Magnitudes of the scattering
A theoretical study is made of the formation in amorphous parameters are estimated from the observed mobilities, and
bodies of local electron levels due to 8uctuations in the posi- these are found to be reasonable (e.g., free path > lattice
tion of atoms. These electron or hole fluctuation traps m_y be distances). (r'A, 1961, #17,451)
responsible for the absence of impurity conduction in glassy
semiconductors. 51. RESONANCE TRANSFER MODEL OF ELECTRON
AND HOLE CONDUCTION IN ANTHRACENE
Kearns,D.48. ON THE OBSERVATION OF TRANSIENT SPACE- Journal oJChemical Physlc_, v. 35, no. 6, pp. 2269-2270,
CHARGE-LIMITED CURRENTS IN INSULATORS December 1961
Silver,M., Mark,P., Olness, D., Helfrich,W., Jarnagin,R. C.
Journal of Al_pl;edPhysics, v. 33, no. 10, pp. 2988--2991, A r_sonance transfer model is applied to the experimental
October 1962 result_ o,c Kepler. Variation of electron and hole mobilities as
The conditions for the observation of space-charge-limited the reciprocal temperature agrees with experiment, but both
(SCL) transient current ptdses in insulators are examined. A have the same dependence on temperature from the theo D
parametec _ = 2tJr (t, = space-charge-free transit t-hne and which conflicts with experiment. Anisotropy of hole mobility
r = r_ponse time of the Gilt, it) is defined, whose value de- in the model shows good agreement with experiment but dif-
terrnines the extent to which the _,ulses are distorted from their ferenees occur in the ease of _'lectron mobility. (PA, 1962,
ideal shape. For ¢t_> 10O, the pulses are undistorted. For #4027) ._
20<ct< 100, the pulseshape becomes disto, ted from the ideal
case, and for a<20, pulses begin to be indistinguishable. It 52. SEMICONDUCT[V_. PRCPERTIES OF TETRA-
is shown that carrier transport in any insulator may be in- CYANOETItYLENE COMPLEXES AND THEIR
vestigated by transient SCL current measurements provided ABSORPTION SPECTIi_
that trapping is not too severe and that ohmic contact forma- Kuroda,H., Kobayashi, M., Khmshita,M., Takemoto, S.
tion (either txansient or steady-state) is possible. (PA, 1962, Iouraal oJChemlcai Physics, v. 36, no. 2, pp. 457-462,
#23,259) January15, 1962
The absorption bands characteristic: of tie solid molecular
complexes ef tetracyanoethylene are att:ibuted to the charge
49. ERRATUM: OPTICAL AND OTHER ELECTRONIC transfer ;nteraetion between tetraeyanoethylene and donor
PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS molecules. In the complexes with polycyclic aromatic hydro-
Tino¢o,I., Jr. carbons, the energy gsp associated with the semiconductivitylournal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 3, p. 1067,
.M_rch1961 agrees well with the energy of the charge-transfer excitation
in the crystalline state, while the former is much smaller than
Corrections are made in the equations of a previous paper the latter in the complexes with pulymethylbenze,aes and
(Entry #686, AI/L5 341) as a result of the criticism by azulene. (PA, 19e2, #4040)
9
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53. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PROTEINS. 55. THEORY OF HOLE INJECTION AND CONDUCTIVITY
H. SEMICONDUCTION IN CRYSTALLINE BOVINE IN ORGANIC MATERIALS
HEMOGLOBIN Kallmann,H. P., Pope, M.
Rosenberg,B. ]ou_*nalof Chemical Phydo, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2482--0-4_5,
Journal of Chemical Physks, v. 36, no. 3, pp. 816-823, MaT 1, 1962
February1, 1962
The relationship [;etwee;, current and applied voltage is
Evidence is presented to show that cry,,taliine bovine calculated for a process in which a given re;tuber of ebarge
hemoglobin is a semiconductor in the dry state. The semi- carriers of one :sign is inject_.d into matter which eo, dains
conduction activation energw is 2.3 ev. This is similar to the only a vegligible de,sit3" of charges of the opposite sign. Dif-
values obtained for a number of other proteins, chromopro- fusion effe_'ts are taken iiit_ accotir_t approximately. T/_e eur-
teins, and biological structures which have proteins as the rent-wJltage relat, onship depends strongly on the image force
main constituent. The effect of adsorbed water ;s to increase exerted on the ;niecte,2 carriers ne_tr the electrode. "l',le eal-
the conductivity enormously. The dependence on the amount culated current-voltage curve agrees qualitativel/ vcith that
of adsorbed water is exponential, ir_ agreement with the re- obs_:rved in anthrace,e under light e-citation. The x olt'tge at
s_'ts _ " _axter and Spivey. In the "wet" state, the protein is wbich saturation is approached can be ealculated and de-
_tilla .,_,,_ieonductor, but the semicor,duction activation energy pends upon a reeombin.'tion veloci .ty of the injected charge
i_ lower. The depende,ace of the activation energy on the with the injecting electrode, and upon tee image force.
amour.t of adsorbed water is given by Different satur,tion voltages for various electrode:, can be
explained [.y a difference in recombination velocities. Toe
Ew = Eo -Sm. dependence of the saturation voltage upon tb_ intensity of
It has been proved that this is the only effect of water in the saturation cur:,ent is also explained. For anthracene, the
causing the increase in eonductivity. The value of cr _n the recombination between holes and a water electrode is ex-
semiconduction formula is 7 × 103[f2-cm] -_ and is ind'.pen- pressed as a velocity, much greater than thermal velocities.
dent of th._-adsorbed water content. The effect of water ad- (PA, 1962 #14,521)
so_'ption on the conductivity is reversible when tl_e water is
desorbed. Experimental evidenee, which strongly indicates 56. TUNNELING MODEL FOR ELECTRON TRANSPORT
that the conductivity process in the wet protein is electronic AND ITS TEMPERKIURE DEPENDENCE IN
rather than ionic, has been given previously by the author. A CRYSTALS OF LOW CARRIER MOBILITY
theory is developed which shows that the effect of adsorbed Keller, R. A., Rast,H. E., Jr.
water in increasing the dielectric constant of the protein lou,,al of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 10,Pg. 2640-2643,
lowers the wo-k r_ecessary to separate the charge_ due to the May 15, 1962
increase in the poiarizability of the medium. This leads to a
A tunneling model is used to explain electron transportprediction that the dependence of the dielectric constant on
in crystals of low carrier mobility. Temperature is ineorpo-the adsorbed water content should be of the form
rated into the model by allow;ng the barrier width to vary
_" :- _/( 1 -_xm). sinusoidally as a result of lattice vibrations. The maximum
amplitude of vibratioI_ is proportional to T _/z. The resulting
Some previous measurements of Medley and King are in semi- expression for the mobility exhibits a linear temperature
quantitative agreement with this. The theory also predicts dependence. The model can also be u:;ed to estimate the width
that for higher adsorbate concentrations, the conductivity of the cond,letion band. The calculated results a_e compared
should become constant (saturation effect). Again, the meas- with experimental results on anthrac_._ae, and the agreement
urements of Medley and King confirm this. This saturation is quite good for the mobility bat nm as good for the temper-
effect allows an estimate to be made o_ the radius of the _ture dependence. "
polarization (R) and the ionization energy minus the electron
affinity _I -A) for the protein. R _._2,.8 × 10-s cm and
I-A _ 10 ev. L:nth values are in reasonable agreement with 57. ELECTRON CONDUCTION IN CHARGE-TIL_NS_E,R
expectations. (PA, 1_2, # 6473) MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
Menefee, E., Pan, Y.-H.
Journal of Chemical Phgsics, v. 36, no. 12, pp. 3472-3481,
54. ERRATUM: BAND STRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT June 15, _.962
OF HOLES AND ELECTRONS IN ANTHRACENE Molecular crystals consisting of strong electron donors andLeRlanc,O. H., Jr.
loumalofChemlcal Ph¢sics, v. 36, no. 4, p. 1082, strong electron accepters in ordered array often po_ess elec-
February15, 1962 tronic properties which are not found in other types of
organic solids. Molecular orbital calculations are carried out
(For original article, see Entry #50.) A mistake in one of for the triethylammonium (tetracyanoquino dimethane)2 crys-
the eq_,ations is pointed out. Corrected values of the resonance tal. The LCAO.MO method combined with a crystal-field
integrals are given. (PA, 1962, #8188) .splitting calculation results in a reasonably accurate value for
10
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the activation eoerg'/nbservcd for electron conduction. Oc a carrier. Where such processes take place, measurem_,ts of
basis of the r_'sults of this calculation, it would be. concluded thermally excited conduction wdl in general lead to one of
that this t,,pe ot org;atic solid shoul,:' not be expected to three results when interpreted by simple eqnilibriurn theory:
exhibit the prope.'.txes of ccnventional inorganic semieonduc- the correct activation eneL_b, wi.ll be found, but the mobility
tors. Howevcc, the results do provide a basis for some hypo- inferred will be impossibly high; or, the mobility will be of
these_ concerni,g electron conduction processes and possible the correct order of magnitude, but the activation vnergy ",viil
pF,otoconduction mechanisms in these solids. (PA, 1962, be too low; or both will be incorrect. The theory is applied to
h:16,673) data for dark conduction in eight tfiphenylmethane dye
halides, and it accounts |or the observed thermal activation
energies in terms of optical energy levels, and leads to mobd-
58. CALCULATED ELECTRON MOBILITY AND ities which are similar and of acc, ptable magnitude.ELECTRICAL CONDUCTla,rITY IN CRYSTAL,_OF
LINEAR POLYENES
Tobin, M.C. 61. BAND STRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT OF-HOLES
Journalof Chemical Phydct, v. 37, no. 5, p. 1156, AND ELECTRONS IN HOMOLOGS OF
September1, 1.562 ANTHRACENE
Using the theory of Bardeen and Shockley, the mobility Thaxton, G. D., Jarnagin, R. C., Silver, M.
and electrical conductivity of a crystal of long-chaili 1;_lear ]ournal of Physical Chemlstry, v. 66, no. 12,pp. 2461-24i65,
" December 1962
polyene molecules were calculated to be 1.4 cmZ/v see and
0.12 ohm-_ cm-L (PA, 1963, #4926) Calculations of the band structure and of the mobility, of
excess holes and of excess electrons in homologs of anthracene
have been completed. Following LeBhnc, the ,'ight bindfng
59. ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY IN MOLECULAR approximation was used and applied to naphthalene, tetra-
CRYSTALS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO TIlE RLOCIt. cene, and pentacene. Calculated mobility tensot-s and band-
FUNCTION APPROACH widths indicate the mobility properties of excess ch_ge
Keller, R.A. carrier: h_ all four molecular crystals to be much alike. Ex-
loumalofChemieal Phys/cs, v. 3._, no. 5, pp. I076--1093, perimental results for the crystals other than anthracene are
March 1, 1963 not yet available.
Bloch functions are not good bas;.s functions for molecular
crystals in high electric fields. When the interaction with tt_e
electric field is large with respect to next-neighbor interac- 6_.. CONDUCTANCE MECHANISM IN ORGANIC
tions, it is better to use wave-functions wI:ich are localized SEAIICONDUCTOIgPOLYMERS
Airapet3ants, A. V., Voitenko, R. M., Davydov, B. 1_..,
over molecular sites as basis functions. A treaL'ment of e;ec- Krentsel,B. A.
tronie mobility and diffusion in molecular crystals is de- Preprint70, presented at the InternationalSymposiumon
wloped using quan_m mec:hanica| transition probabilities MacromolecularChemistry, Paris,France, July 1--6,1963,
between localized energy levels and considering only nearest- sponsoredby theInternational Union of ]Pureand Applied
neighbor interactions. The asymmetry of the pctential Chemistry,_mderthe patronageof Monsieurle Ministre
function, caused by the electric field, and the conservation of d'Etat eharg_de la Recherche Scientifique,underthe
energy during transport are considered. The mobility is found auspices_f the Dfl_g4tion G_nfrale b la Recherche
to be independent of temperature, and the diffusion const'mt Seientiflqueet Technique, and the National Committee
proportional to t,°iaperature. The magnitude of the diffusion for Chemistry(To be published in ]oumal ot Polymer Science, Pm_ C:
constant calcu!ated from phonon-induced transitions '.'s quite Polymer Symlmsia)
reasonable (4.6 × 10-a). Photon-induced transiticns do not
appear to be important. A previous study of the dependence of differential thermal
EMF and temperature showed that the character of this
dependenco is governed by the nature of the polymer when
60. DARK CONDUCTIVITY OF CATIONIC DYE experiments are conducted ia air. The present paper describes
PHOTOCONDUCTORS how the adsorption of oxygen influences the electrophysicalNelson, R: C.
tel, mat of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 4, pp. 859-863, properth_s of semiconduct_ng materials derived from poly-
August 15, 1963 aerylonitrile. The desorpt_on of oxygen is accompan/ed by an
increase in conductivity and by a decrease in the energy of
A theory is put forth to account for the dark conduction in activation of polymeric semiconductors. The desorption of
cationic dyes, which assumes thermal excitation h'om ground oxygen is also accompanied by a decrease in thc_,nal EMF
state to conductive excited state, followed by trapping of the (positive sign) which at definite temperatures characteristic
hole at the anion. It is applicable in principle to any c_se in of each semiconductor passes through zero and changes its
which charge _arriers are separated by an intrinsic thermal sign. The desorption of oxygen thvs causes the transition of
process which is followed by deep trapping of the minority the hole-containing semicondactor (as the sic- of thermal
11
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EMF sho/.':s) into electronic materials. The dependence be- one representing ionic conduetipn, the second depen:ling upon
_veen th_ Lhermal EMF of deaerated polymeric semieon., absorbed water. Conductivity of the materials containing
dupers _.d temperature i_dieates the existence in the studied appreciable amounts of water is expressed by a separate
examples of partially or completely degenerated current car- formula: o = or, (a/no)", where _r, is conductivity at sat-
riers; t_lvir concentration ,]oes not depend on the temperature, uration, a the amount of water in percent of dry weight, %
and :ze exponential inere_:._eof c_nductivity, is determined by the amount of water at saturation, and n a constant depend-
exponential increases of the efficient mobility of the carriel s. eat on ",hestructure of the material.
Moreover, the assumption that carriers degenerate is con-
firmed by the nature of the dependence between the therm.d
EMF and electroconductivity. 66. IONIZED STATES AND CHABCE TRANSPORT IN
CRYSTALLINE CHARGE.TRANSFER COMPLEXES
[ABSTRACT]
63. ELECTRONS AND HOLES IN ALTERNANT HYDRO- Tobin, M. C.
CARBONS In "Program and Abs_aets: OrganicCrystalSymposium,
McLaehlan,A.D. October10-12, 1962," ._#.46--49
Mo_m' Physics, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 49 -,56.January 1961 NationalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
The theory of creation and destruction operators is use(] It has often been reported that crystalline charge-transfer
to give a uew, simpler proof of the well-blown vairing complexes have dark conductivities orders of magnitude
relation between eleetronic states of altemant hydrocarbon higher than either component. This seems to be due in good
positive and negative ions. The method is like one that part to a lessened activation energy.
Heisenbexg used to explain why the atomic spectra c.r ele- Lyons and Fox have. pointed out that for intrinsic conduc-
ments such as C (with two electrons in the 2p shell), and O tion, o:dy ioniz_--xlexciton states of an organic crystal may be
(with two holes) are so similar. It depeads on the ar_a!ogy involved, since these are the only ones which can be markedl7between electrons in an orbital ¢/ and holes in t._e paired
antibonding orbital ¢/ of the 7r-electron ehell. A modified affected by an electric field. Lyons hyp_bes[zes that anionized exciton raigrates to a trap, where the trapping energy
pairing relation holds also in a magnetic field. Applications of leads to dissociation. Fox, howeve,', shows that the energetics
the. operators to other problems are suggested. (PA, 1961, nf the lowest conaucting state are such that conduction in
#14,071) organic cry_'_ls might often be intrinsic. In both pictalres, a
major rector is the polarization energy of an isolated charge
64. THE MOBILm' OF HOLES AND ELECTRON_ IN in a crystalline lattice. To examine these questions, the ionic
ORGANIC CRYSTALS energy levels in a hypothetical, ideal crystal of a charge-
Murrell,J.N. transfer complex is considered, using Lyon's approach. Llmi-
Molecular Phydcs, v. 4, no. 3, pp. 205--P,08,May 1961 taUons of the applicability of the arguments are pointed out.
Overlap integrals between the molecular orbitals of differ-
ent anthracene molecules in the crystal lattice are cslculated. 67. I'OLARONS IN MOLECULAB CRYSTALS
In the ct direction rite highest occupied orbita]s ovedap to a [ABSTRACT]
greater extent than the lowest vacant orbitals (a ratio of Siebrand, W.
4.7:1). This result explains the experimental fact that holes In "Yrogram and Abstracts: OrganicCryst_ Symposium,
are more mobile than electrons in this direction. It is predicted October 10-12, 1962,"pp..56-60
that in the ab plane the mobilities of the holes and e.leotrons National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
should be approximately equal, and considerably greater than
in the c' direction. (PA, 1962, #585) in conventional band theory the electromc overlap term ofthe total Hamiltonian is considered in zeroth order, producing
Bloeh-type energy bands, whereas the interaction of the eor_-
05. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN DIELECTRICS ducting electroxls (or holes) with nuclear v£oration:_ is treated
Armstrong,H. as a perturbation giving rise _o scattering. In narrow band-
In "Digestof Li._erature(mDielectrics--1960," Volume 24, type semiconductors, such as molecular crystals, the order in
pp. 121-1_7 wldch these terms have to be taken into acco_mt may be
CaUinan,T. D., Parks,A. M.,Edito, reversed. The elec_on-phonon interaction then will lead toNational Academyof Sciences,NatiopalResearchCouncil,
Washington, D.C., 1961 (a:'_flableas Publication917) forrcmtinn of_polarons_ i.e, e|eetrons in .°e_-induc_,;l potent;a]
welh, and the electronic overlap will produce polaron hands
In a section on polymers and organic substances, Murphy's corn.spending to the motion of a polaron as a whole. In this
work on cellulose, silk, and water is reported. Conductivity of note recent developments in polaron theory are applied in a
nearly dry ceUulose is represented as the sum of two terms, qualitative way to molecular crystals.
12
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08. TECHNIQUES AND IN'fERPRETATION OF As limiting cases of carrier motion, two models are usually
TRANSIENT MEASUREMENTS [ABSTRACT] cor:sidered-a band (_lelocalized) model and a hopping (lo-
Mark,P. calized) model. In thc forr..'_rcase one visualizes carriers as :
In "Programand Abstracts: Organic CrystalSymposium, traveling in a wave-like fashion, traversing many lattice sites
October10-12, !902," pp. 75-79 before being scattered, while in the lager case carriers areNationalResearch Council, Ottawa, C_nada, 1962
eavL_ion_d as hopping in a random fashion from molecule to
The salient features of SCL current transients in insula- molecule. The purpose of this discu_s_gn _, to investigate
tots, first reported independently by Ma'ay, et al., and by charge mobilities in beth cases in terms of exizting semicon..
Helh'ich and Mark, are illustrated. At t = 0 (it is .%_sumed ductor theory under conditions expected to occur in organic
that the applied voltage rises instantaneously to its steady molecular crystals. What may be expected from organic semi.
state value), the injected space charge resides on the surface conductors in the way of high carr:er mobilities? Mos favor.
of the crystal viewed as a capacitor. As t increases, the crystal able conditions arise when bands are wide and the .lal',ice is
begins to fill vdth space charge, located behind a well-defined isotropic. Even then, however, it is difficult to eo.,'.,oive of
carrier front which advances through the crystal from the situations where the mobility exceeds 10-30 cm"/v/._ec, pro-
injecting electrode by the action of the applied field. As the vided the tight-binding approximation holds.
crystal fills with space-charge, its capacitance in-teases with
One obiection to this conclusion might be that the argu-time. This also causes the current to increase until the ca__rier
ments presented have assmxmd a simple lattice of translation-
front arrives at the exit electrode (which may be either ohmic ally equivalent molecules rather than a real _attiee structure.
or blocking) at the time to = 0.786 t, (t, = d2/l_v, the uni- In the latter case it is possible to find configurations which
form field transit tiff,e) : to is less than tr because the average give much smaller effective masses at band edges, and there-
field seen by the carrier front as it traverses the crystal is fore a mobility higher than that to be expected for a simple
always greater than rite uniform field v/d. A cusp appears in lattice. In organic molecular lattices, however, these advan-
the current at to because at to the space charge in the crystal tages are small, for the deformation potential is inversely
is concentrated near the exit electrode, while in the steady proportional to the effec_ve mass. Tills effect, combined with
state it is concentrated rJear the injecting electrode. As t the effects of lattice anisotropy, suggests that little is to be
increases beyond to, the redistribution of the iniected space- gained in seeking fa,Jorable lattice structares. It should also be
charge causes the current to decay from the cusp to its lower remembered that in this band model, mu]tipho.non processes,
steady state value. The exact shape of the transient in the vibrational modulations of localized site eriergies, defect and
interval 0 <_, t _ to can be obtained analytically and has the impurity, scattering, and librational lattice modes have been
form ignored-all factors which may be important, and which will
[ tl-2 further reduce the mobility below that calculated. Unless it_(t) = 0.445 h, 1 -_, (amp/m2). can be shown that bandwidths in the ev region may occurin organic crystals, so that the tight-binding approximation is
For t > to, numerical methods are required to calculate the no longer adequate, the conclusions as to the magnitude of
decay to the steady state, electron mobilities in organic semiconductors are probably
t_ITect.
69. ELECTRON-LATIICE INTERACTIONS IN ORGANIC
SEMICONDUCTORS [ABSTRACT] 70. THE PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
Glarm,, S.H. ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR CONDUCTANCE IN
Iat"Program antl Abstracts: Organic Crystal Symposium, AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS [ABSTRACT]
October 10-12, 1962,"pp. 84-89 Forster,E. O.
NationalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 In 'Trogram and Abstracts: Organiv CrystalSymposium,
October 10-12, 1962,"pp. 125-127
To assess the potential of organic materials for semicon- National i_esearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
ductor applications it i_, necessary to know their carrier mo-
"I'he activation energy E as obtained from the change ofbility characteristics, in an electric field mobile charges drift
conductance with temperature has been used as an important
through a lattice, and a steady state is reached in which the parameter in elucida ;thug the conduction mechar.ism of or-
potential energy gained by these charges is converted into ganic sul_stances. No satisfactory explanation has been ad-
lattice vibrational energy. Any a priori calculation of drift vanced to account re,' the fact that the value of E does not
mobilities must take into account the electronic and vibra- change monotonically with increasing size of the aromatic
tional states of the lattice, as well as their interactions. At molecules. To elucidate this problem, available data for E
present, information cor_cerning the properties of organic (using the form exp(-E/kr)) have been compared with
lattices is so l'mited ff._t stmh a calculation is not practical, such molecular parameters as resonance energy, (RE), and
and to approach the problem theoretically oversimplified energy values (E ") for the transition from the ground state
models are needed, t<_the lowest excited state (sE_) (both for solutions of the
13
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r_pective tao]em_.le m llonp_j!ar _olvents and for the sold process in taese polymers has _eea calculated, artd the resultz
material). These quantities are compare_ for a series of linear have beer, interpreted in terms of an ionic diffusio_ process.
polyacenes, _.nd a similar comi)adsola is also made for eom- The activation energy for the conduction process at-_ears to
pounds derived from naphthale.,m. Included _.re vah_es of E,, be a very sen¢it'_veindex of the ex',ent of polymerizat,.'on.
a predicted activation energy wliich was calculated _om the
empirical relation E_ = 0.667 r,',where p is the number of
peripheral ,-r-eI_trons. and 0.067 is a constant selected so as 73. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF IMIDAZOLE
to fit the experimental data for benzene. The existence is Aftcrgut, S.,Brown, G.P.
suggested of two basic conduction mechaa_¢rns iu aromatic Nature, v. 191, no. 4786, pp. 379--380,July 22, 1961
molecules. One mechanism, applicable to polyaeenes with
less than ].8 pecipheral ,-r-electrons, involves the injection of An energy gap of 2.6 ev was obtained for imidazole ",asing
an electron at the cathode. The s_.,ond mechanism, applicable the equation o -- Po cxp(E/2kT). This value was compared
to polyacene_ havlr,¢ more than 18 peripheral 7r-electrons, with an estimated value of 5 ev for benzel}e, and it was con-
cluded that the hydrogen bonding of imidazole affe_'.ts theinvolves the ir,trir 'z fo"mation of charge carriers, a possi-
bility already considered t,y Fox. For molecules with i8 semiconduction. (PA, ._96I, #17,745)
peripheral ,-r-electrons, either mechanism can dominate or
both can operate simultaueously.
74. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE AND ITS
CRYSTALCOVIPOUNDS IN THE DIRECTION OF
71. MOLIONIC LATTICES [ABSTRACT] THE e-AXIS
Port,C. T., Kommandeur,J. Ubbelohde, A. R.
ha "Programand Abstracts: OrganicC_,_sl Symposium, In "Proceedingsof the 5th Conferenceon Carbon,
October 10--12,1962," p. 169 PennsylvaniaState University, University Park,
NationalResearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, I962 June 19-23, 1961," Volume I, pp. 1-7
Pergamon Press, Ltd., Londot_,Angland, and
In most eases the conductivity observed in solid organic The MacmillanCo, New York,N.Y., 19_2
and semi-organic donor-aceeptor complexes is accompanied
by a strong electron spin resonance signal. In some cases the Band theory can now be used to give a fairly satisfactory
account of electronic properties of graphite and of its cwstal
number of spins is temperature dependent; in others it is not.
In all cases a temperature independent number of spins is compounds in the direction of the a-axis but, as yet_ yields a
much less complete account of corres'ponding properties in
found below a certain temperature, the direction of the c-ax':.s. Important inforvmtion includes the
To explain this pheuomenon it is supposed that at 0°K the resistivity and thermoelectric power of vm ")us graphites, and '
crystal lattice of the complexes is bw_lt up of ions and neutral of crystal compounds derived from them.
molecules in such a fashion_ the". t!'.e lattice encr_,y is a mini-
nmm. By calculations it is c,_aeluded that such a n:!nlntum For near-ideal graphites, the thermoelectric power shows
is possible. For other arrangements the lattice energy will be ._ large anisotropy numerically, and also has opposite signs irx
slightly higher. Then, at normal temperatures there will be the direction of the c- and a-axes. Formation of crystal com-
a statisticai distribut;.on over the several states of the lattice, pounds either with electron donors or electron acceptors
which under certain conditions will lead to conductivity. At *uppre._ses the difference in sign, and g__crally reduces the
low temperaturos the whole lattice is in the lowest state and numerical anisotropy. Changes in resistivity and ,in its tem-
a constant number of _pins ls expected. If the energy differ- [ erature coefficient give additional information. Traps and
ences between the various states of lhe lattice are large, there sc_,'_,mg effects may function anisotropieally, for transport
of charge in the direction of the a-axis and c-axis.w_llbe im temperature _tependenc.-" of the number of spins.
/
72. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE AND 75. THEORY OF THE ELECTRON TRANSPORT
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE-CRYSTALLINEGRAPHITE
CONDUCTION IN HIGH POLYMERS MeClure,J. W., Smith,L. B.
Warfield,R, W., petree, M.C. In "Proceedings of the 5th Confe.reoceon Carbon,
September 19, 1958 PennsylvaniaState Uni_,ersity,University Park, r
Naval OrdnanceLaboratory,White Oak,Md. June 19,23, 1961," Volmae II, pp, 3-.10
NAVORDR-6246 Perdita-onPress, Ltd., London, EnfJaad, and
(Alsoavailable as OTS:P1_145,826,U.S. Dept. of The MacmillanCo., New York,N._.'_/I_)63
Commerce,Officeof Te©hnlcalServices, Washington,D.C.)
Caleul_ _ions, expressed as famctions of the' temperature and
The temperature de#endence of the electrical resistivity of impurity _ otent, are presented for the electrical resistivity,
a number of high ,polymers has been ¢_etermined. By means magnetoresiJtance, Hall effect, a,ad thermodeetric power of
of an Arrherdus plot, the activation energy for the conduction graphite single crystals.
14
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l
76. THEORY OF TRANSIENT SPACE-CHARGE-LLMITED complexes have appeared, and the ainl of thi.¢ art.iele is to
CURRENTS IN SOLIDS IN THE F_ESENCE OF s,em up the lesults so far obtaiued regarding the atomic
TRAPPING arrangements in the solid state aud to discuss their signif-
Many, A.,Rakavy, G. .':eance for the charge-transfer b,)nd.
Physical Review, v. i26, no. 6, pp. 1980-1988, June 15_1962
The problem of transient space-charge-limited emTents in
insulating and conducting crystals is treated mathemati(,_lly. 79. DCNOR-ACCEPTOR INTERACTION
With a number of simplifying assumptions= solutions are bicGlynn, S. P.
Radiation Reseawh, Supplement2, pp. 300-323, 1960d_rived for the time-dependent current and space-charge ( ls-
t,Proceedingsof Bioenergetics Sympmium, Brookhavtn
tribution following the onset of injection, _.e latter tak, ng Na_ionalLaboratory, Upton, N.Y.,October 12-16, 1959,
place via an ohmic co_dtact under an applied voltage-pu!se, sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission)
Exact analytical solutions arc given for the _vo limiting c:.scs
of no trapping and fast trapping. For flow in an in:adator reader This work has as its ma_t purpose the delineation of those
slow trapping, approximate expressions are derived wh._ch :.re 15roperties of donor-acceptor corrh,Jexes whicl= would seem
valid for happing times larger than twice the transit time, For to be of importance to the biochemi_ and biophysicist. Lim.;-
shorter trapping times the equations of flow are solved numor- tations of space, however, have made necessary, the omission
ically ar,d the solutions presented in graphical form. of any explicit discussion of i'ffrared and Raman spectra,
dipole moments_ _aagnetie susceptibility, adsorption, self-
complexes, metallic ,-r-complexes of unsaturates, and the spec-
77. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GRAPHITE trophotometrie determination of equilibrium constants.
Sugib_:ra,K., Sato, It. Besides the introducti_r_, the following sections are in-
Physical Sociatriof ]apan, Journal of the, v. 18, no. 3, chided: Basis of Electron DoJtor-Aeceptor Interactions (with
pp. 33_.-341, March 1963 both iL,tramolecular and intermolecular donor-accept or inter-
Theoretieal calculations are given for the electrieal conduc- action); Charge-Transfer Transttion (with energy, solvent
tivity of graphite in the hexagonal layer planes. The resistwity effects, polarization, intensity, and pressure effects included);
increases with temperatures as T_.2 bet,,veen 25 and 77"'K. Energy and Charge Transpc,rt in Donor-Aecoptor Ccmplexes;
In the long wavelength limit, the lattice _,ibrations of graphite Possible Biological Importance of Charge-Transfer Com-
are approximately grouped into two modes, polarizatiort being plexes; and Effect of Complexing on R_,orion Rates. Several
in the layer plane in mode 1, and parallel to the c-axis in pages of references f_llow the text.
mode 2.
Contributions to the relaxation process due to the scattering
of carriers by the two modes are comparable in order of 80. TRANSFER MECHANISMS OF ELECTRONICEXCI'IATION ENERGY
magnitudes. The ratio of the etectron-phonon codplflig con- Fiirster, Th.
stants which gives the best agreement to the temperature Radiation Research, Supplement2, pp.326-339, 1960
dependence of the observed conductivity has been found to (Proceedingsof BioenergetiesSymposium, Brookhaven
be C_.C. = 6:1, where C, denotes the coupling constant NatignalLaboratory,Upton, N.Y.,October 12-16, 1959,
between c.-.i,i_rs and dte/-th mode phonons, spo_,_oredby the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission)
The Hal] coefficient is strongly field-dependent ar,d the The following st ctions are included: Experiments on
present theory could not explain the positive sign of the Hall Energy,.' Transfer in t_iological Systems; Possible Transfer
coefficient in the low field limit. Thus, in discussing the itall Mechanisms; General Principles of Resonance Transfer;
coefliCent a more refined theory seems to be necessary. Theory of Slow Resonance Transfer; and Resonance Transfer
in Proteins. i
78. DIRECT STRUCTURAL EVIDENCE FOR WE.'_
CHARGE,TRANSI_R BONDS IN SOLIDS Sl. ENERGY MIGRATION IN AGGREGATED PIGMENT
CONTAINING CHEMICALLY SATURATED SYSTEMS AND BIOLOGICAL ENERGY CONVERSION
MOLECULES Tollin, G.
Hassel, O., Roemming,C. R¢_iation Research: Supplement2, pp. 387-406, 1960
Quarterly ltevbnos, London, v. 16, no. 1, pp. 1-18, 1962 (Pre_.odings of Bioem_getie_ Syml_ium_ ikooklutven
National Laboratory,Upton, N.Y.,October 12-16, _959,
In order to be able to draw advantage from the tnore direct sponsoredby the U.S. AtomicEnergy Commission)
inteder_...netric methods, particularly those with X-rays or
neutron beams, it was felt that crystal structure analyses Sections of the report follow: Introduction; Energy Migra-
s'_ould be carried out on solid addition compounds expected tion by Exeiton Transfer; Energy Migration by Charge-
to exhibit weak charge-transfer bonds. Since 1954 a number Carrier Motion; Energy Conversion in Photosynthesis; and
of papers deaIing with compounds corresponding to "loose" Problems for the Future.
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82. ROLE OF ELb:CI'RON AND EXCITON TRANSFER The dependence of the energy of activatioP E on ¢o,
IN CARCINOGENESIS as displayed in the diagram, shows that for the materials used
Mmwa,R. energy of activation does not rise with the increase of c,o, as
P_sd_ioaRs_arc_, Supplen_ent2, pp.452-461, 1960 it did with Talroze and Blyumenfeld, but decreases; i.e., there(Proceedingsof Bioenetgetics Symposium,Brookhaven
occurs the _ame type of dependence of E on Croas is toundNational Laborato_, Upton, N.Y., October12-16, 1959,
spomoredby theU.S. AtomicEnergyCommission" with normal non-organic semiconductors.
83. A MOLECULAR THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 86. ELECTROCONDUCTIVITY OF POLYMERS--VI.
WAVE PROPAGATION IN TWO-COMPONENT CALCULATION OF SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITIES IN
ANISOTROPIC POLYlVlEBSYSTEMS THE REGION OF DIPOLE-P_I,DIC.LL POLARIZATION
Bullougb_B, K. Sazhin,B. I., Fflippovich,D. S.
Royal Society of London, Philosophical Trm_sac_.ionsof the, Vysokomoleku!yamye 5oedineniya, v. 5, no. S,
Scri_ A_Mathematical and Physical Sc/ence_ v. 254, pp. 1207-1212, August 1963
no. 1044, pp. 397-440, 1962 Formulas have been delved permitting calculation of the
The principal refractive indices cf such a system are cal- dependence of the specific cubical resistance upon the tem-
culated and given explicitly in terms of geueral_cd radial perature and time of holding the specimen under tension in
distribution functions The several electric fields w'.'thin the the region of appearance of dipole-radical polarization. Ex-
system are analyzed. (PA, 1962, #4116) perimental tests have shown that such c,-.lcu!ations can be
used for assessing the value cf pv _.t comparatively low tern-
84. THE ELEC_TtlCAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DRY Feratures from the dipole-radical polarization data obtained
CYTOCHROME C: EVIDENCE FOR IONIC in alternating fields.
CONDUCI"ION [ABSTRACT]
Taylor, C. P. S.
In"International BiophysicsCongress.1961. Abstractsof 87. STATES WITH CHARGE TRANSFER IN ORGANIC
ContributedPapers," pp. 214--215 SYST£,MS
TryckeriAktiebolaget"llmle,Stockholm,Sweden, 1961 Blyumenfeld, L. A.,Benderskii,V, )L
Zhumcl Stftdcturnoi Khimii_v, 4, no. 3, pp.405-414, 1963
85. THE SO-CAI..LED "COMPENSATORYEFFECT" IN
ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS 88. STATES WITH CHARGE TRANSFER IN ORGANIC
Airaretyants, A. V., Voitenko, R. M., Davydov, B.E. SYSTEMS. TRANSFER EXCITONS AND
Serebryanikov,V.S. CCNDUCTANCE ELECTRONS IN MOLEC_SLAR
Vylokom_lekulyamlle Soedineniya, v. 3, no. 12,p. 1876, 1961 CRYSTALS
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Polymer Science U.S.S.R., Bendersldi,V. A.
v. 3, no. 6, pp. 1148-I149, 1962;publishedMa_ 1963) Zhumal Strukturnoi Khiraii, v. 4, no. 3, pp. 415-424, 1963
EXPERIMENT
89. SEMICONDUCTOR PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC values obtained in the first case of single ci'ystal measurements
MOLECULAR COMPLEXES on _. molecular complex to be reported. (PA, 1902, #23,305)
Labes,M', Sehr_R., Bose, M.
In "Proceedings of the InternationalConferenceon 90. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITYAND SEMICONDUCTIVITY
SemiconductorPhysics, Prague, OF THE KEYNON-RANFIELD RADICAL
AugustL29-September2, 1960," pp. &50--SS_ Chojnaeki,H.
AcademicPress, Inc., New York,N.Y., and Acta Phydologlca Polonica, v. 21, noo4, pp. 359-363, 1962
London, F,ngland, 1961 _' _in English)
For a large uumber of solid molecular complexes, resistivi- The surface conductivity of crystals of the Keynon-Ban_eld
ties lower than those normally expected for organic m_,,.terials radical was measured in the dark a_d -fter UV illumination.
were observed; for eight representative materials, resi._tivities Dark conductivity rose exponentially with the temperature,
and See.beck coefficients as functions of temperature, and un- the "activation energy" ranging from 1.0 to 1.7 ev. After illu-
paired spin concentrations were measured. The validity of ruination, a slow ri._e in conductivity wa,: observed, probably
the electrical measurements, performed on compress¢_ micro- related to the formation of an unstable intermediate in _e
crystalline .material, is substantiat,_d by their agreem,mt with course of photoo/adaUoia. The absorption spectrum of the
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Keynon-Benfield radical in methanol solution is also given, with that of C obtained by carbonizct/on of viscose. Samples
(PA, 1962, #14,584) under study were strands of several hu,adred threads :2--,3
il_ diameter. The potentials ill N H2SO4, in N NaOH, and in
air were obtained. The activation entr_Jes of conductivity91. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CHELATE
POLYMERS were determined or,' threads avd correlated with the poten-
Terentev, A. P.,Rode, V. V.,Ruldaadze,E.G., tiai. A study of the difference between maxima and minima
Vozzhennikov, V. M., ZvonkovaTZ.V., EadzL aze, L. I, of the potentia!s ( 1O0 my. corresponding to three orders of
Akademiga Nauk 8SSR, Doklady, v. 140, no. 5, magnitude in terms of catalyzed reaction) may indicate some
pp. 1093-1095: October 11, 1961 connection with the :_pecificity of organic catalysts m bio-
chemical systems.
"l_e conductiviiies and activation e_.ergies were obtained
for several metal chelate polymers found by treating orgavies
with metal acet_,tes. In all, 48 products were examined. 94. THE ELECTRIC CONDUCTIV!TY OF A
Polycheh, res of Cu have the highest conductivity and those POLYAMIDE MELT
containing p-tolyl _r diphenyl groups h_,ve higher conductivity Bmhtn, V. V., Dumanskii, I. A., Dtanamkli, A. V.
than do other analogs in which methylene chains are present. Akademiga Nauk SSSR, Dokladg, v. 143, no. 4, pp. 894--895,
Activation energy r:_es and conductivity _ecrease_ in the April I, 1962
series Co, Zn, and Ni. The polymer with Co cont_k"_ng an The electric conductivity of polycaprolactam was measured !
ethylene bridge shows eni:aneed conductivity and lowered ot 230--290°C in the absence of O. "lhe eamples, initially
activation energy of conductivity along with reduced mag- heated for 59 min at the _given temperature to remcvo, the
netic moment (2.58) owing to the improved coplanarity of moisture from the polymer, showed specific e;,.-,".tricconduc-
the chelate nodes; a compound of this type with Ni has tivity increases with temperature from 4 to 15 ohm -x cm-L :
higher conductivity and lower magnetic moment (1.ll) than Gamma-irradiatiou of 0.3-1.2 Mrad did not increase the elee-
does a similar polymer with a diphenyl groupina (moment of tric conductivity. The activation en<:gy was 0.32--0.40 ev. The
2.62). Ethylene bridges tend to favor square _tr'.'.'butionof specific electric conductivity decreased sl_ghtly with time at ,
metal to S bonds. In produc':s based on Cu, conductivity rises constant temperature, explained b)" volatilization of the re-
rapidly vAth temperat,_e. In polychelates with rubea_ie maining H.oC as well as other low mol. w _, substances.
structures, the conductivity declines in the series Cu, Ni, Cd.
In polychelates with Fe, the conductivity rises when metal
to N or O bends are established. _5. ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY AND ACTIVATION
ENERGY OF DITHIO-OXAMIDE, N.SUBSTITUTED
DITHIOCARBAMATE, AND THIOCY/_NATE
92. THE INFLUENCE OF THERMAL INTERACTION ON (CU, CO, NI) POLYMERS
SYSTEMSCONSISTING OF POLYMERS AND Vozzhennikov,V. M.,Zvonkova, Z. V.,Rukhadze, E. G.,
DISPERoED METALS Zhdanov,G. S., Glushkova,V, P.
Levlna, S.D., Lobanova,K. P., Vannikov,A.V. Almdemiga Nauk SSS,_, Dokladg, v, 143, _o. 5,
Akaderaiya Nauk SSSR_DoMad#, v. 141, no. 3, pp. 622-624_ pp. 113t-1134, April _I. 19_$
Noveraber21,1961 The specific electric conductivity, o, and the respective
Polymer-iron powder compositions were obtained b_" the activation energy, E, of Cu, Ni, and Co chelates of dith/o-
method descr- ",y Kargin and Plate. All these compositions oxamide, N-substituted dithioearbamate, and thioeyanate poly-
possess p_tvp_. , .tuctivity. Fe-polyisobutylene was chosen mers were measured at 17-227°C. Results are presented and
for studying t; ,_tructure ff the polymer-layer current con- interpreted. The presence of rr-elee_rons increases _ and
ductor, and the system t.,,.polyethylene was studied analo- lowers E. Values o_"a and E of Cu SCN are also given.
gousl_. Samples containLJl:, I0, 20, and 30% polyl_:er were
studied. By warming a r._mple with 30% in vacuo at 180-
200°C, speet.flc resistat ",., of the sample was lowered to 2--4 96. TIIE SICNIHCANCE OF CONJUGATION ANDORDERLINESS FOR THE SEMICONDUCTING
ohm cm-_, _md th_ eone,lctivity decreased as the temperature PRO._ERTIES OF POLYMERS
decreased. The curve _-ogt, vs. 1/T resembles those of mixed Dtdov,_A. A., Slinkin, A. A., Lio_ _nkll,B. I.,
semiconductors. Rubimhtein,A. M.
Akademiya Nw_k $SSR, Dokladv, v. 143, no. 6,
93. ELECTRODE _HAVIOR OF HEAT-TREATED pp. 13&5-13_7, April21, 196_
POLYACRYLt,,N'TRILE Semiconducting properties of polymers of the type
Frumldn,A. N., Roguslavskii,L. I., Serebrennlkov,V.S. C1[C_H, (CH_)_C_H,] ,, IN: NCoH, (CH_),C_H,] ,CI, where x
Akadcmt_a Nauk S55R, DoMadl_,v. 142, no. 4, pp. 878-880, is 0, 1, 3r 2, were investigated. Introduction of CH= groups
Febre'_ryI,19d_ betweenbenzenerings,although_e degreeof conjugation
The electrochemicalbehaviorof heat-treatedpolyacrylo, alongthech.ln_isreduced,doesnatdiminishthesemicon-
nitrile,an organicsemicc,ndaetcr,was studiedand compm'ed duetingcharacterofpolymers,as shc_m by activatione er-
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gies o_ electric conducti'_ity between !20 a_d 2.7-'0°C. Moth- Furthcr studies ,are necemary to correlate these effects with
)lene bridges, increasing the staidness ot macromo!ecular changes of _jand thermoelectric power duc to O.
chains and contributing So denser packin[; of maermnole-
cutex, facilitate el_tron interactions between ,ndividual chains.
With i_u_eninq CH. bridges, the degree of cr .,ta_ni_ is 98. TIlE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THEELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF POLYCBYSTALLINEincr_._sed .as sho'vo by irreversible conductivity changes on
_..ating _he po_aners. Polymers with x : 0 ha'Je the loosest GRAPHITE AT PRESSl[,_ES UP TO 250,000 kg/cm_
chain packing and, therefme, the itTeversible change_ of their S_nerch_.,, A. A.,Ktndn,N. N., Vereshchag/n, L. F.AJ_..derdya Nauk SYSR,Doklady, v. 146, no. 4, pp. 803--804,
_.oeductivity on heating ale gun, test. All of these polymers Octo'_er1, 1.°,62
show relaxation polarization due to transl,.;,.ation of charged {T-ansi_,;.edfrom the Russianin SocietPhysics_DokIadg,
_g, nents of pt,l_mer chains i,_ the eleet:ostatic field. 7, no. 10, pp. 901-902, April 1963)
It was of interest to investigate the temperature depend-
ence of the electrical resistance of graphite at high pressures.
97. ELECTRIC .AND PARAMAGNETIC PROPERTIES The invest/gated material was sp_x.tral]y pure polyca'ystallineOF PRODUCTS OF THE RADIATION THEBM._L
TBLATMENT OF POLYETHYLENE graphite with a resistivity p = 26 × I0 _ ohm-era. The re-
gakh, N.A, Bityukov,V.D, Vannikov:A.V._Grishina, A.D. sistance at temperatures h'om 29--200°C was measured
Akademit#zNaukSSS/i, Dok/aa'y,v. 144,,jo. 1,pp. 1-35-_.38, at pressures o_ 30,000. 80,000, 140,000, 9,00,000, and
.M_y1, 1.962 250,000 kg/cmL Resistivity decreased with increased temper-
ature, and the values correlated wall with other pubhshed
A s.'tudy is reported of progressive transformation nit a di- data.
electric linear polymer (under radiation-thermal treatment)
into .,_miconduetor material. Nonevacuated and evacuated
sampl_ of high-pressure polyethylene were h-radiated with 99. ELEC-'TBICCONDUCTIVITY AND ACTIVATION
7.2 X 10z-_,4.3 X 10_s,and 1.5 × l02. ev/g at 60°C. Thermal ENERGY"OF CHELAT_z. ('OMI_GUNDS OF
treatment at up to pqoC followed irradiation. The foUo__'ng DITHIOCABBAMATES AND THIOAMIDES OFPYBIDINE DERIVATIVES
electro-physical properties of the products were investigated: Terentev, A. P., Buldaadze,E. G., Vozr_ennikov, V. M.,
conductixStT (8) in constai_t and alternating _elds, activation Zvonkova, Z. V.,Oboladze, N. S., Moehalin_ I. G.
energy (AE), thermoelectric pewer, and structur',d properties Akademiya Nat& SSSR, Doklade, v. !47, r.o.5,
by electron paramagrtetie resonance (EPB) spectra. The pp. 1094-1097, December " !, i962
• alue of 8 increases monotonically from i0 -_, for a sample
that had not been thermally L-,ated, to 10-i ohm-em -I, for a The conductivity of chelated polymers having I, II, and IH
sample treated at 800°C. An lucre"asedradiation dose yi-_!ds units, with R = 4,4'-biphenylylene, 3,3'-dimethyi--4,4'-bi-
samples more vulnerable to themtal treatment. Temperature phenylylene, and 3,3'-dimethoxy--4,4'-biphenylylene groups
dependence of $ between --25°C and + 150°C follows the and M = Cu, Co, or Zn, was determined at 383°K. "l'he
relation _ = 80 exp(-AE/gKT), with c'onstant AE for each values of conductivity were in the range 10-_° to 10-_'aohm -_
sample. The value of AE changes adiabatically with cha_.ges cm-L Ten,perata_re coefficients of these polymers with respect
of 8 as a fmmtion of the temperature of thermal treatment, to conductivity indicated activation energies of 1.28-5.2 ev.
Thermoelectric power is 2_)--254 /_v/°C for samples ther- The maximum values were for these substances free of metal
really treated at 620-930°C ,vith _-type conductivity in all atoms. The general le_,el of conductivity depends on M and
cases. In the prepuce of O, 8 and thermoelectric .power arc follo'vs the declining series Cu, Co, Zn.
greater and AE is smiler than for evacuated samples, these
differences exist only below certain temperatures, above which _.. Me
both evaetmted and _onevacuated samples are identical. All _J_/$_=NR--- ._M_'_ S
effects of O are reversible. StructmM cMnges which produce _ N=[_M/.,_,,_ NR-an increase of $ (constant field) by a factor of 10a_ are -N%/" ¢'N_
shown by changes of specific red_anee with frequency. EPR %..._ Me_spectra of _rradiated, tLermally treated and untreated samples
cut_sist of a single hne, the intensity, width, and foim of which (l) (II)
_'- "_. The concentration of p0xai,adgnetie _enters for samples
t._.-..,_-dat <600°C is the same in the pre_ence and absence
of O and inc_._u_s with t.% irradiation do_e. Below 600°C, I_/CH:NR-
90 mid 106% !osses aeem" for _tmples treated at 720 and NR-
820°C, respee_vdv,, in the presence o[ O. Molecular O in- - q_'_S" "V')_'l
creases the line _di.h in EPR spectra without changing the -RN:CH
number of patamagne_c _xmters, affects other factors and
blocks paramagnetic cenh-rs in treated samples at >600°C. (IlI)
18
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100. CONDUC_'IVITY OF FILMS OF A POLYMERIC 103. TIIE RECTIFYING EFFECT IN ORGANIC
CfJMPLEX I"ORMED BY TETRACYANOETHYLENE SEMICONDUCTORS
V_'ITH SOME _ETAI,S Vaa_:ikov, A. V.
Bogusl_-skii, L. I., _ti|bans, L.S. Ak,ulemitta Nauk SSSR, DoF.14uly,v. 152, no. 4, pp. 905-907,
Akademiya Nauk SSSF,, Doldady, v. 147, no. 5, t._ober 1, 1963
pp. 1114--1117, December 11, 1962
The dependence of the electric resistance of a polymeric 194. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE X-BAY
film deposited on Fe and AI was s'.udied as a function of the LUMINESCENCE AND DARK CONDUCTIVIT_ OF
frequency and the established potentials at different tempera* YAKUTSK DIAMONDS
tures. A mathematic expression is proposed to calculate the Pogodsev, K. N.,Viluth, E. S.
Akademi_,a Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya,S_ya Fizicheskaya,
variation of the conductivily activation el_erg3". The depend-
ence of the specific resistance of the fi|m on AI as a function v. 25, no. 3, pp. 373-.375, 1961(Paper presented at the N_ntb Conference on Luminescence
of the recipr_ea] ;:emperature was investigated for the fre- --Entry #.498; translated from _he Russian in BuP_eef¢_of tke
quency limits Z0 to 2 "/_J0" cps; the activation energy de- Academ_ of Fcie_ces of the USSR, Pi:.ijsi_'dSe_e_ , v. 25,
creases up ro - .". 10 _ cps. The observed activation energy no. 3, pp. 364-365, March 1961)
increase stated for a frequency of 5/.. 104 cps is explained.
Data are reported for diamond twin clystals from ",'_kutsk.The adopted modei departs from an assumption that the film
Measurements are given for the dependence of ,he electric
_s formed by at least two kinds of polymeric structure.
conductivity on temperature. Both unexcited diamond and
diamond irradiated with X-rays were studied in the tempera-
101. MECi[ANISM OF CONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC ture range 50 to 350°C. Above 220°C, the temperature
SEMICONDUCTOR POLYMERS dependence of the conductivity was exponential. Current
Airapetyants, A. V., Voitenko, R. M., Davydov, B.E., carrier activation energies were between 2.05 and 2.82 ev. In
_:rentsel, B.A. X-irradiated diamonds the conductivity increased substantially
AkademlyaNaukSSSR, Doklady, v. 14b, J_o.3, pp. 605-608, below 200°C, showing maxima at 180 and 110°C, but an-
January 21, 1963 healing to 350°C caused these to vanish. The e,_qdence shows
Graphs are presented showing the conductivity-tempera- that the low-temperature conductivity is of n-type. The exist-
ture relation in polyacrylonitrile samples in vacuum and an- ence of two kinds of trapping level is inferred. (PA, 196:_:
nealed at 580-700_C (with and without heating--cooling #23,0,9-53)
cycles), and showing the thermo-EMF produced in pol)ancr
fibers with such heat r-eatment. PreliminaD' heating
to 420°C produced conductance three times as great in the 105. ENERGY TRANSFER OF ELECTRON EXCITATIONIN STABLE SOLUTIONS OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
polymer annealed at 730°C and ten times as great in that Andreeshehev, E. A., Kilin, S. F., Rozman, 1. M.,
annealed at 520°C; all specimens, except that anneale6 at Shir._kev, V. I.
730°C, showed inversion of sign for tb_rmo-FMF and speci- Akademiya Naqk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya,
mens _,Ath hole conductance became electronic conductors, v. <27,no. 4, pp. 53,3--.539, 1963
(Another cycle treatment to 420°C again reversed the thcmao-
E,'-_F sign.) Mobility of current carriers was of the order
1.3 × 10 -_ em-_/v/sec; heat treatment variation changed 106. EFFECTS OF HIGH PRESSURE ON SOME
mobility. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTING POLYMEI_Pohl, H. A., Henry, A. W., Rembaum, A.
American Chemical 3ociety, Washington, D.C.
102. COMPENSATION EFFECT FOR THE ELECTRICAL Paper 150, Division of, hysicaI Chemistry, presented at the
CONDUCTIVITY OF CRkSTALLINE DIELECTRIC 141st Me_-ting, ACS, Chicago, I11.,March 20-29, 1962
POLYbIERS (See also Entry # 116)
Sazhin, B. I., Podosenov_, N.G. It is shown that certain solid polyiaers exhibit semiconduc-
Akademilia Nauk SSSR, Dokladlh v. 148, no. 3, pp. 627---629,
January21, 1963 tion whic!l is sensitive to applie d pressure. The effect is
rather l_,rge and quite reversible. Over a pressure range in
The effect of temperatuce on electrical conductivity (with which most metal; double in conducti_,ity (about 40,f_30
subsequent determination of _-0 and change of E) was studied atm) these solids incr__ase approximately 100-fold in cond_,c.
for crystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate), poly(trifluox-o- tivity. Part of the change is due to changes in the activation
chloroethylene), and poly[bis(chloromcthyl)oxacyelobutan¢], energy, part to changes in the mobility. A simple theoreti.cal
Conductivity above :/g increases by a factor of I0-1000 treatment of the effect is presented, based upon pressure
when degree of crystallinity increases from 10 to 50%. The effects on the intermolecular overlap of electron orbitals. Ttae
activation energy is shown to be equal tt_ 0.7 log _o-21. equationa appear to fit the experimental observations.
i9
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107. RESISTIVITY STUDIES ON POLYMER were observed to change m_rkedly ruth pressure. It appears
SEMICONDUCTOPd that the intrimie energy"gap is "compressible" to near zero
PohLH. A.,Gogm, C. G., Cappas, C. values, while the impurity level gap remains relatively tmaf-
AmericanChemicalSociety, Washington, D.C, fected by pressure. This interpretation accounts for the oh-
Paper_ Divirlen of Physical Chemistry,presented at _e
served tran._itionin carriertype, as the mobility of th_ eiectronsl,L_d Meeting, AC$, AtlanticCity, N.J., Septemberq--_4,
is greater than that of the holes.1962
(Senaho Entry #190) High piezo-re_'stive changes were also observed in several
The class of polymers synthesizable from arcmatic hydroear- other types of pol)'ners, namely, a Schiff's base polymer ob-
bon_ and their derivatives and a, omatie acids by polyconden- tained by polyeondeLsation of naphthaquinone and p-toluene
sation is outstanding in that the members are se_,ni_ndueting diisoeyanate, a pol_e_achlorothiophenol, and an infinite
and contain high concentrations of unpaired spins. The pres- order polymeric complex, prepared from pyrene and I_. The
ent study is directed at delineating tlic, effects ot synthesis highly conjugated monomerie material, niekd phthalocyanine,
variables upon the electronic characteristic;. Eighteen poly- was also observed to show large p;ezo-resistive changes. The
me_s of this ciass were sTnthesized, varying degree and type res,qts were considered to show ggod agreement with the
of substitution on the monomefic portions, as well as catalyst, predictions based upon a theory built upon an absolute re-
time, and temperature. The resistivities of the highly purified action rate formalism.
polymers were found to be sensitive to the conditions of
synthesis and to temperature and pressure during resistance
measurement. The thermal energy interval (analogous to the 109. MOLECULAR STRUCTUBE PARAMETERS
forbidden energy gap in single crystal semiconductors, Ee) CERTAIN SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS
ranged ,_rom0.4 to 0.5 ev. Kho, J. H. T., Cappes, C., Fold, H./L
AmericanChemlzal Society, Washiagton, D.C.
Although the formalism of the simple intrinsic semiconduc- Paper 54, Division d PhysicalChemistry, presentedat the
tor band model is not strictly applicable to data on these 142ndMeetiu_ AC$, Atlantic City, N.J., September9--i4,
polymers, especially because of their low mobili_'_es and hck 1962
of more than short range _ca 200 A) order, .,,'ach analysis
was found instructive. Three seri_s of highly conjugated polyacene quinone radical
poiymers (PAQR) exhibi_g semi,:onc_.iction w'e_e synth-:-
sized and their electronic behavior wa.s studied. The effect of
108. PIEZO-RESISTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOblE the foUovdng variables on the electrical properties were exam-SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS
Honry, A.W.,Pohl, H.A. ined: (1) hydrocarbon portion of the polymer, (2) acidic
Ameflemt ChemicalSodety, Washington,D.C. portion of the polymeL (3) eopolymerization ar.:l mole rado
Paper53, DivtsiondYhysicalChemistry, presented at the of startin_g monomers, (4) metaUie salt formation, and (5)
1_4f.ndMeeting, ACS,AtlanticCity, N.J., September9--14, pressure at_d temperatuz'e.
196t
Correlations between the structural parameters _,nd the
The piezo-resistive behavior 9f a series of highly conjugated, macroscopic propertie_ were established. Room temperature
polymers mad of an elemental polymer (Te) w_ examined reslstivities wece found to depend inversely on the num-
over a range of high pressures. The resisti_ties of the or- ber of fused aromatic rings of the monomer, on the ionization
ganie polymers, ranging from 102 to 10_ ohm<m at room eenstc.nt of the aeidie monomer, on the square root of the
temperature and at 18,400 atm, decreased 100-, and for some external pressure, and directly on the energy interval (ant.I-
polymers, 1000-fold as the pressure was increased to 35,000 ogous to the conventio,ml folbidden energy gap term) in all
atm. Elimination of voids and particle-to-particle contact the PAQR polyme_ studied. Furthermore, the pressure eo-
problem._ was obtained by preconditioning at high tempera- efficient of resistivity, the energy interval, and the resistivi_,
ture and pressure, as e:-_'denced by (1) absence of hyster_is at "infinite" temperature were observed to depend upon the
in the piezo-resis:;vity and (2) low measured permeation rate size ot the conjugated regions, expre_ed as the number of
to gas. fused rings in the monomerie portion, The piezo-resistive
¢_Icient varies directly as the observed energy interval. The
A correlation bet,veen the extrapolated zero-pressure aetiva- concer.tration of unpaired eleetrons was observed to wry
tion energy for the polyacone qninone radical polymers and directly a_ the carrier eoneentraiSon, exceeding it by several
the number of h_sed rin_ ha the aromatic portion of the poly- orders nf m_,_mitude. The spin concentration observed was
mer was obtained, indicating a dependence of the conduction inversely proportional to the resistivity of the PAQR polymers.
parameters upon m,_,leeular structure as predicted.
For the PAQR polymers studied, room temperature re-
The -demevtal semiconductor in polymeric form (p-type sistivities ranged from 10_ to 10_* ohm-era. The Seebeck
tellurium) was ob_rved to change from p- to n-type upon coeflleie:ats ranged from 0.05 to 66/_v/°C and the spin con-
compression. Both the resistivity and thermoelectric power centrations from 10a* to 10:' cm-L
ZO
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110. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES AND STBUCTUBr_ IN Salts of tetracyanoqninodimet',tane (TCNQ)CONJUGATED POLYMEBS
Pohl, H. A., Ch_,t_, R. r., nelnisdb R. F., Cappas, C. (NC) 2 C --_ Q = C ( CN ) 2Amerkan Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
Paper -55,Division of PhysicalChemistry,presented at the
14ProdMeeting, ACS,Atlantic City, N.J., September9-14, are found to exhibit high electronic conductivity The salts
196_ which exhibit the highest conductivity, on the order of 100
ohm -! era-:, also exhibit a paramagnetic contribution to their
The relat/on between chemical structure and ele_.-tronic magnetic susceptibility which is indepeadent of temperature,
properties for t_aree classes of organic polymers containing whereas the salts with condL-_.tixity lower than about 1 ohm -x
e':tensively _-_z_ugated double bonds was studied. These hi- _m-1 exhibit a paramagnetic contribution to their suseeptibib'ty
cluded tb.ree linear polyalkynes, 11 wholly aromatic pe/yben- _givenby
zimidazoles, and several dozen rolyacene quinone radical -
(PAQR) polymers, x_ = (2g2fl2N/3kT) [1 + _ exp(]/kT)_-L
The polyalLTrtes studied have high resi_vities (ca 10t° These results are interpreted as mearfing that in tile higher
ohm-era), but relatively low therma! energy intervals (E0) conductivity materials th._ electrons of the TCNQ ion rvdicals
(ca 0.5 20 0.7 ev). The polybenzimidazoles had resistivities form a degenerate system such as that in a metal, while in
ranging from 10_° to 10:0 ohm-era, E_'s ranging from 1 to 3 t_e less conductive materials these same electrons are paired
ev, and no detect_able electron spin resonance. This can be. in quasi-molecular states, each having a triplet .state lying an
interpreted as due to the large araount of low molecular weight energy. ] above a singlet ground st_,te. The electronic prop-
material in the molecular weight distribution curve, cliluting erti_ of the higher conductivity materials are consistent with
the eEects of the eka-coujvg_tted molecules of higher molecu- the hypothesis of metallic character. Their conductivity is
lar weight. The PAQR polymers studied here have properties large and relatively indep,mdent of temperature, and they
typical of this class, with resistivities ranging from 10" to 10" exhibit relatively low thermoelectric powers. In the less con-
ohm-era, Ee's ranging from 0.35 to 0.8 ev, sharp elect:on dJactive salts the conductivity va:ies exponentially with tern-
spin resonance spectra, and _gh concentrations of unpaired l_.rature and the thermoelectric power is large relative to
electrons, low carrier mobilities, positive Secbeck coel_eient_ values observed in metals and semi-metals.
indicatiaag dominance of p-type carriers, and high piezo-
resistive coefficients. _12. DONOR-ACCEPTOR COMPLEXING AND
As structure is varied, spin concentration clearly parallels CONDUCTIVITY
conductivity, although exceeding carrier cencentxation, usu- Lah_s,M. M.
ally by Grder of magnitude. A linear relation between the American Chemical Soclet_, Washington,D.C.
Paper 9_7,Division of PolymerChemistry,presented at the
thermal energy" interval, E¢, and the log _f the extrapolated 144tb Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif.,
resistivity at "infinite" temperature, ao, is wellobeyed, except M&rch31-April 5, 1963 "
for the most conducLive polymers.
For a large number of solid organic complexes, conductivi-
Infrared spectra taken, using a KBr pellet techr.ique, showed ties higher than those normally expected for organic materials
one polymer (PAQR) made from 3henol and phthalic an- have been observed. Extensive studies of the conductivity
hydride to have phthalide groups limited in highly extended and its activation energy, of the Seebeck coe_cient, and of
conjugation forming the repeating groups. Polymers with sire-
magnetic properties of these interesthlg solids have been made
liar chemical structure have simibx electronic properties, in the last few years and will be reviewed.
Th,_ wide range of electronic properties observed in these Most of the measurements have been made on compacted
polymers lends supl:ort to the view that highly conjugated mierocrystalline material. However, utilizing micromanipu-
molecule _. can exist partially in the form of biradieals and lative techniques, measurements have been performed on tiny .
internal ionic states, characteristic of the electronically ex- single crystals, and these results will be compared with pre-
cited states of eka-conjugated molecules, and that the en- vious measurements on compacts. A discussion of this rela-
haneed electronic behavior of these materials is directly tionship or lack thereof of crystal structure, chenfieal str eture,
related to the observable elec_en spin resonance.
magnetic properties, and electronic properties will be pre-
sented.
1]1 ELECTRON:C CONDUCTION AND EXCHANGE When one allows a gas to come in contact with an organic
INTERACTION IN A NEW CLASS OF crystal with which it may interact in a donor-acce,ptor sense,CONDUCTIVE ORGANIC SOLIDS
Kepler,R.G. pronounced effects on the bulk conductivity of that crystal
Am¢_ricanChemical Society, Washington, D.C. occur. Thus, 10-: mm Hg of iodine enhance._ the dark con-
Paper _6, Division of PolymerChemistry, presentedat the ducti_Sty of anthracene from 30- to 175-fold, depending on
144th Meeting, ACS,Los Angeles, Calif,, whether the electrodes are attached perpendicular or parallel
Mszch31-April 5, 1963 to the ab plane; ammonir_ and alkylamines increase the bulk
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dark conductivity of a ehloranil single crystal. These eff_ts trolytic, unusual chemical reactions accompany the flow of
are rapid and reversible and will be discussed in tenrls of current.
surface cc.mplexing leading to carrier injection rote organic
crystals. At sufficiently high fields, both ae and de, a large dark
current can be produced in _nthracene, accompanied by the
emissionof light(electt_luminescence)._llaelightischar-
113.ELE,UFRONIC CONDUCTIVFf¥ OF COMPLEXES OF acteristicofthenormalfluorescenceofanthracene.Tl_evolt-
POLY-_PHENYLENE
Mainthia, S. B., Kronick, P. L., Ur, tt., Chapman, E.F., ag_ dependerlce of tJae brightness is typical of an impact
Labes, M.M. excitation mechanism.
ArnericanChernical Society, Washington, D.C. The sc.-lc and variety of these phenomena warrant the
Paper_, Division of PolymerChemistry, presented at the close attention of those concerned with the interaction of
144th Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., organic solids with o;her substrates in the presence of addi-
March 31-b,pril5, 1963 tional encrgy such as light, and especially if electric fieids
Poly-p-phenylene forms a molecular complex with the are present.
electron a_eptors iodine and tetracyano'ethylene. Polymer-
iodine complex samples, prepared both in solution and by
exposing solid polymer to iodine vapor, have remarkable 115. ELECrBON-SPIN RESONANCE IN MOLECULARCOMPLEXES. I. ELECTRONIC SPLITTING AND
stability as compared to aroma_c-hydrocarbon-iodine com- tlYPEIiFINE INTERACTIONS IN THE SOLID
plexes reported earlier. The formula for the weight-average :_TATE
species in the iodine-saturated sTstem is [(C_H_)41219-10, Bcw, M.,I.abefbM.M.
the resistivity of which is 2.5 × 10_ ohm-era, lower than that -_rArr_'dcanChemical Society, Journalof _ y. 83,
of poly-p-phenylene by eleven decades and that of iodine by pp. 4_05-4508, November 20, 1961
four decades. The acUvation energy for conduction is 0.87 ev.
Poly-p-phenylene-iodine is believed to be the first reported The resolution of the ESR absorption of several amine-
example of a conducting complex involving a polymer, quinone complexes in the solid state establishes the existence
of uncoupled spins as a rather general feature of these rea-
l* is likely that charge separation due to the donor-accepter terials. Hyperfine sta_cture has also been observed. A delinea-
interae_on plays a role in the conductivity, leading to some tio_ and discussion of the respects in which amine--q_ihaones
orbital overlap between molecules containing delocalized differ from the paramag_aetic hydrocarbon-halogen complexes
electrons, is given. The relationship of ESR data to information regard-
ing electronic conduction in the same materials is also dis-
114. ELECTRONIC CONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC cussed.
MATERIALS
Pope, M.
Americao Cher,ical SocietT,Washington,D.C. 116. EFFECTS OF HIGH PRESSUi_.EON SOME
Paper _9, Division of PolymerChemistry,presented at the ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTING I_3I.YMERS
144ff_Meeting, ACS, LosAngeles, Calif., Pohl, H. A., Rembaum,A., Henry, A.
M;,xeli31-April 5, 1963 American Chemical Society, ]ournal o_the, v. 84, no. 14,
, . pp. 2699-2704, July 20, I962
The prereqmsltes for conductivity are a _upply of carriers (See also Entry #106)
and _ mechanism for their transport through the given ma-
terial. Among other ways, the carriers may be supplied by Certain organic polymers are shown to possess a very
thermal iorfization of the host material or they may be in- high piezo-resistive coet_eient. Compared to metals which
jected by the electrode. This work with different electrodes change up to two-fold in a given pressure range, these ma-
has emphasL-,_edthe role of charge injec'_on. Using evaporated teria_ change by a factor of t00-foid or more. The results
metal electrodes on an anthracene crystal, saturation photo- are explained in terms of the easil_ compressible intermolecu-
cmTents can be driven through a crystal at sut_ciently high lar distances and energy barriers for electxon transfer. A more
fields. Using NaC1 electrolyte electrodes, satmation photocur- quantitative theory in terms of an absolute reaction rate
rent can be attained at kto ti_ field strength of the metal formalism is presented.
electrode covfiguration. Using iod_ae electrodes, large ¢onduo.
tivity with light to which the crystal is transparent can be
obtained; wiO, Ce'  electrodes,saturation currents may be 117. PREPARATION AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITYOF COPPER -TETIIA-2,3.PYRIDINOPORPHYKAZINE
reached in complete darkness. The differences in electrode AND COPPER TETRA-2,3-PYRAZI_OPOIWHYI_AZlNE
behavior may be understood in terms of an energetic criterion Danzig, M. J., Liang, C_Y._Pbumgila, E.
for charge injectioe, and an image force analysis of the same American Chemical Socletg, loumal of the, v. 85, no. 6,
proceds, pp, 668-871, Msreh gO,1963
In the pre_nce of strongly absorbed light, m-,thracene will In order to relate semi'conduction of. organic substances to
demonstrate a photovoltaic effect. If the electrodes _re dec- st-meture, copper tetra-2,3-porphyraz_nes wea'e made contain-
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ing pyridm2 and pyxazine rings. Tile measured resistbtity of crystals of this material show the same general behavior as
Cu phthaloeyanine, Cu tetra-2,3-pyridinoporphyrazine, and the pressed pellets. Since a Itall effect was not observed in
Cu tetra-2,3-pyrazinopo_phyrazine follows the equation p = either substance, an uppe_" lim:.t for the mobility of 0.01
p0exp (Ed/2kT), where p0 is a constant and Ed is an activation cm2wlsec-_ was inferred. The carrier depsities, therefore,
energy. Values of E,_ for the three substances are 1.3, 1.17, must be at least 7 × 10tScm-_ and 8 × 10:gem -3 for the py-
and 0.81 ev, respectively, and p. is the same for the three rene and perylene complexes, respectively.
substances. It is deduced from these results that the mobility. :,
for the materials is an activated process. The photocurrents 121. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE IN SOI_IE
for these samples are prooortional to the applied voltage at ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
various temperatures. Singer, L., Kommandeur, J.
American Physical Society, New York,N.Y.
118. EFFECT OF GASES ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF PaperR3, presentedat the ThanksgivingMeeting of the
ORGANIC SOLIDS. I. TIlE ANTHRACENT_,-IODINrE AmericanPhysical Society, Case Institute of Technology:
INTERACTION Cleveland, Ohio, November27-28, 1959
Labes, M. M.,Rudyj,O.N. Electron spin resonance measurements have been made on
American Chemical Society, Journal of the, v. 85, no. 14, organic sere(conducting complexes of pyrene and perylene
pp. 2055-2059, July20, 1963 with iodine. -_,t room temperature, the spin concentration in
Although gases are generally thought to affect the surface the pyrene-iodine complex is about 10 t' g-a. The temperature
conductivity of organic crystals alone, evidence is presented dependence of the spin concentration is exponential with an
that the bulk dark conductivity of anthracepe is increased in activat/.'on energy close to that found for the electronic con-
a sensitive, specific, and reversible manner upon exposure duction. Furthermt, r*. there is no anisotropy of the spin
to iodine, resonance in single crystals, and the spin-lattio_ relaxation
time T x approximately equals the inverse line width Tv These
observations _,ggest that the spin rcsonm_ee is due to charge
119. EFFECT OF GASES ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF carriers. At low temperatures the spin concentration becomes
ORGANIC SOLIDS. II. THE p.CHLOBANIL--AMINE independent of temperature, T_ becomes much larger than T2,
INTERACTION and the resonance of tingle crystals becomes ._aisotropic;Reueroft, P. J., Ruab'i,O. N., Labes, M. M.
American Chemica/Sode_, loumal of the, v. 85, no. 14, these results indicate that some type of trappe_3: spin is
pp. 2059-2062, July 20, 1963 present.
Ammonia and aliphatie amine vapors are shown to increase
the bulk dark conductivity of p-chloranil single crystals. These 122. ELECTRON CURRENT THROUGH THIN POLYMER
data, when viewed a- conjunction with previous results on FILMS
the anthracene-iodine interaction, suggest that a rather gen- Perry, R. L.Amer/-'.anPhysical Society, New York,N.Y.
eral phenomenon exists-bulk conductivity of organic crystals PaperT3, presented at the Winter Mee_'agof the American
being affected by donor-accepter interaction at the sm_ace. Physical Society, CaliforniaImtitute of I eehnology,
Pasadena, Calif., December 19-21, 1963
120. LOW.RESISTANCE ORGANIC SEMICONDUC_rOR T]-e current through flints of silicon( polymer with tl'Ack-
Kommandeur,J., Hall, F.R. nesses of 190-425 A has been meamred as a function of
American Physical Society, New york, N.Y.* voltage and temperature. The polymer films were formed by
Paper R2, presented at the ThanksgivingMeeting of the electron bombardment of a thin layer of silicone off and the
AmericanPhysical Society, Case Institute of Technology, metal electrodes were evaporate_ silver fllrm on a glass sub-
Cleveland, Ohio, November27-28, 1959 strate. A dependence of the current on the temperature of the
Addition of iodine to the aromatic hydrocarbon pyrenc form I = A expBT was found. The comp-rison of the data
results in a material of much lower resistivity than either one with theory is discussed.
of the components by itself. The phase diagram of pFtene
and iodine shows the existence of a metastable complex of 1_3. E.S.R. STUDIES ON THE SEMI-CONDUCTOR
composition 2 Py I2, as well as a stable complex of composi- THEORY OF FREE ELECTRONS IN LARGE
tion IX/ 2 Iv The latter material can also be prepared' from ORGANIC MOLEGULES
solutions of the constituent components; pressed pellets have Allen, T., Ingrain, D. J. E.
a specific resistivity of 75 ohm-cm at room temperature. From Archives d,mSe/eneea, v. 13, Special Numbel, pp. 219-9,23,
the temperature dependence, the activation energy for con- 1960 (haEnglish) .
du_ion is about 0.11 ev. A complex prepared of another (Paperpre,sented at the Ninth Ampere Colloquium, Pisa,
aromatic hydrocarbon, perylene, and iodine, with the forrr_ala September 12--16,1960--Entry #501)
2 Pe_ 3 12 has a specific resistivity of 8 ohm<.m at room Electron spin resonance spectra of tyrosine, leucine, egg
temperature with an activation _ nergy _f 0.016 ev. Single albumin, and mixtures of amino acids and proteins irradi-
23 ,
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ated at 3000 A at 90 and 300°K were studied. In the first The authors studied the electrical conductiviW in vacuum
two cases there was no signal at 300°K. It appears that of thin anthracene films obtained by thermal evaporation in
loosely bound water must be present for the energy level vacuum. 'The thin polyerlstali/te films exhibit polarization
system of the protein to act as a semiconductor. (PA, 1961, which is stronger in air than in ca.mum, and also hysteresis
# 11,115) The electrica_ conductivity is strongly influenced by humidity.
(CA, 1969.,#6424)
124. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND PHOTO- 127. CBYOSCOP;C AND CONDU_TmC lU_OrEBTIESCONVUCTlvrrYOFTHINANTHRACENELAr_SS OF PHENOL AND OF THE THREE CRESOLS
IN VACUUM PerrY, R.
Gh_rg_.qa-Oancea,C. _ de/a Soc/dt_ Ch/m/q_ de Fray'e, pp. 333-_q36,
BritishIo_._d of Applied Ph_ics. v. 12, no. I0, 1963
pp.579--,580(L),October 1961
,_nemeltingpointsofverypurephenol(I_and o-,m-,and
FJectrical conductivity P_nd p_otoconductivity measure- p-cresol (II-IV) and their conductivities below melting points
ments pedormed on thin evaporated layers of anthracene were determined. The values for specific conductivities of
are discussed. In order t9 eliminate as much as possible the I-Iv were 270 × 10-1° (at 50°C), 2.2 X 10-_° (at 25'_C),
sudace phenomena produced by _ir and water vapor adsorp- 2.9 X 10-' (at "25_C), and 2.3 X 10-' (at 25°C) _-1 cm-1,
tion, cel_ were prepared inside the vac_.lum sy_em used for respectively. The effect of traces of H_O or of Na was con-
the electrical conductivity and photoconductivity measure- sidered.
ments. It was found that the dark and photocurrents increase
with increase of press_ire. ($$A, #12,_79) 128. THE EFFECT OF THE AMBIENT OXYGEN ON
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF AN
EVAPORATED FH,M OF PENTACENE1_. A KEVIEW OF RECENT IN_-ESTIGATIONS INTO
ELEC'IT,ICAL CONDUCTION AND BREAKDOWN Kuroda,I-L,Hood, E. A.
OF DIELECTRIC LIQUIDS Canadian Icurnal of Chom/strv, v. 39, no. le,
Swan_D.W. pp. 1981-1988, 1961
British lounud of Applied Phydcs, v. 13,no. S, pp._)8-21S, The "oxygen-effect" on the dark current as well as that on
May 1962 the photocurrent was investigated using thin evaporated films
_ecer_t work concerning ele:trical breakdown and conduc- of pentacene, 1,2-benzpentacone, 1,2,8,9-dibenzpentacene,
tion in dielectric liquids is reviewed. Particular emphasis is 6,13-diphenylpentacene, aud 5,7,12,14-tetxaphenylpentacene.
given _oliquids of simple mo!eeular structure, _lthough refer- No oxygen effect could be detected in the dark current.
ence is _ade to some invcstigatioos using complex oils where From the photocurrent dependence on oxygen pressure
the ,'e_al_ obtained are also applicable toother liquids. Con- and from the rate of photoc_rent decay, itisconcluded that
duction me_.surements have been ex_.ended to £elds up to additional charge carriers are produced on illumination by
1.3 Mv em -1 ,_ing microsecond pulse techniques, and under photoexcitation of a surface complex.
these condition_ very large cu__rentsare observed, the evi-
dence concerning a collision ionization process is conflicting. 129. THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC
Negative io_ mobility measw_ments have been reported for THIN FILMS: PEIIYLENE, COIIONENE, AND
fields of 500 kv cm -_ in n-hexane, and both the positive and VIOLANTHRENE
negative ion mob_ties in superfluid liquid helimn have been Inokuchi,H., guroda, H., A_atu, H.
thoroughly investigated. Electrical breakdo_ of liquid argon Chemical $o¢iett_of ]a_n, Bullot_ of the, v. 34_no. 6,
has revealed prono_mced electrode effects, and the influence pp. 749--753,June 1961
of the anode is particularly emphasized. Dissolved oxygen is A sandwich cell and a sudace-type cell were used forfound to increase the strength of a liq,,fid and _o give rise to a
number of effects which can be explained by assuming the for- specimens in the term of thin film, and a quartz tubing having
marion of space charge layers a_ the electrodes. Recent meas- two electrodes in it was used for a compressed powder (under
urements of formative and statistical time lags in n-hexane the pressureof 116 kg/cm_).Thc resistivity p, given by p = Pc
h_ve _ho,xr_ that previous interpretations were frequently in- cap (_e/2kT), where _ is the apparent energy gap, showed
correct. 74 _efere_ces. (PA, 1962, #11,383) values at 15°C as follows: perylene 4 × 101_ ohm cm (withAe = 2.0 ev), _10 Is (2.2), and 10_s --- 101' (2.0); coronene
1.7 X I0_ (1.7).I0_ ,'-,I0" (1.65),and 101_ ,-.-I0I_
1_6. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THIN (1.6); and vio]anthrene 2.1 X i0" (0.85), _ 10' (0.9), and
ANTHBACENE FILMS _, 10" (0.9), for t_.e compressed powder, the sandwich ceil,
Gheorshita-Oaneea,C.,Teodoreseu, G. and the sttrface-type cell, respectively. An exp|anation is of-
Bulettmd Imtitutului Politech,l¢ Bucures,, v. t_, no. 3, ft.,'ed for the discrepancies among the values, and substant_ :t-
pp. 13-18, July-September I960 (in French) ing evidence is given.
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!30. ORGANIC SEMICONDOCTORS WITH hIGH C_/c:d So¢_t9 of Japan, Bull_In of the, v. 3,5,no. 9, ;
CONDUCTIVITY. IH. PERYLENE-IODINE pp. 15_9-._1, September 19_|
COMPLEX
Uehide_T., Akemate, H. The electronic conductivity of two forms of a, a'-dip_nyl-
Chemical Sc_tv of lapan, Bulletin of the, v. 34. no. 7, fl-picrylhydrazyl, ti_e single crystal and the thin film, was
pp. 1015-1_.'_,0,luly1961 observed. The res]sti,_ty (p15) at room temperature along
c-axis (1 × 101° S2 cm) is 10s times lower than that per- :
(For Pa_'t I, see Entry #80, AI/LS 341; for Part II, see. pendicular to the axis (1 × 1015 f_ cm), but its activation
Eatry #42, AI/LS 341.) Preceding papers in the series have energy (Ae) agaimt temperature i_ in good agreement (1.5
presented a preliminary survey of the semicondue0ng prop- and 1.6 ev). This hrge anisota-opy may be introduced from
erties of these complexes and _he violanthrene-iodine system, that of the arrangement of molecules in the crystal. In the
I_ this paper, the pre.v xation, composition, electronic prop- case of thin film, the values _ p_, m:d of Ae are _ 1010 t2 cm,
er_;es, magnetic susceptibility, 7_SR absorption and structure 1.7 ev for a surface-type cell, and -.. 10:8 f_ cm, 2.7 ev for a
are discussed for two compley,es. Both complexes show re- sandwich-type cell, respectively. A great difference on the
sistivjty of 9 _ 10 ohm cm al_.dan energy gap of 0.06 ev
characteristics of photoeonduction and on ",becurrent-volta_.e
relation in these two types of cell was found.
131. SE'_ICONDUCTIVITY AND ABSORPTION
SPECTRUM OF PERYLENE SINGLE CRYSTALS
, Sano, M., Akamatu,H. 134. A NOTE ON THE EXCHANGE INTERACTION
ChemicalSociotv of Iapan, Bulletin of the, v. 34, no. 11, BETWEEN DIFFERENT ELECTRON SPINS .INORGANIC MOLECULAR COMPLEXES
pp. 151_9--1571,NGvember!961 Kin_h|t_, M.
Synthesi_ of pe_lene from naphthalene is described. When Chemka/Soc/etlt of Iarmn, BuU_tin of the, v. 36, no. 3,
the electric resistivity of perylene was measured, no departure pp. 307-309, Mtreh 1963
from Ohm's law was observed in the voltag,_ region employed An explanation is offered for the _ree observed g-values
up to 1.6 × 103 v/era. The resistivity decreased with increas- of the complex of 2,2'-dinaphthyl disulfide with antimovy
ing temperature and a good linear relationship was obtained
between the log of the resistivity and the reciprocal of the pentachloride. Experiments are reported which support the
temperature. The absorption spectra of a perylene crystal and theory. The complex p-phenylenediamine with p-cldc_,'anil,
its solution in EtOH were obtained with a Cary Modal 11 and the aromatics-iodine system _e also consid(=e,L The
speetrophotometer. Anisotropy was found in regard to t,_e g-val,es for the iodine c_mplexes and for the monopositive
ions are tabulated for pyrene, perylene, pyranthrene, rio-conductivity, but not to the value of the energy gap. It is cot
eluded that the anisotropy arises from the difference in the lanthrene, and phenothiazine. Mention is made _i the relation
mobility of free carriers, which is dependent on *.he direction of ESR data to electron transfer and elec_cal conduction.
of drift, but not flora the difference in _e number of carriers,
which are in thermal equilibrium 135. SEMI-CONDUCTIVIT_ ET PROPRII_.TI_S
I_q_LECTRIQUES DE LA GUANINE
132. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN THE (Tile SEMICONDUC_IVITY AND DIELECTRIC
PRO,_E3TIES OF GUANINE)
VIOI.ANTHRENE-IODINE SYSTEM Mesaard, G., V_Jil_cu, D.
Uchida, T., Akamatu,H. Compt_,_Re_4m Hebdonmdaire_ des S_anc_s de _Acaddm_
Ch_m:_calSociety of ]apan, Bulletin of the, v. 35, no. 6, des Sci_m_,es,v. _kS, no. 6, pp. 1081-1083, Aug_" 6, 1962pp. 981-985, June 1962
Electrical conduction and ESR absorption in the violanthreoe Conductivity and dic._ectric properties were measured from
-120 to + 100°C in dry end in slightly humid air. At 10-siodine system have been investigated, varying the iodine con-
tent. Observation of the Hall effect has been attempted, but mm, cr = % exp I-E/kT_,; ¢0 _ 7 × 10-_ ohm-_ cm-1 for
the Hall voltage was so sma.il that the effect could not bc pellets compresse_' at 100 kg/,_m_; o'oincreases with the pres-
determined. It _as pointed out that, concerning conductive _ sure up to 2 × 10" _*ohm -x cm-_; 2; = 0.14 ev. At room tern-
behaviors, the violanthrene-iodine system is analogous with perature, ,r = 3 × 10-le ohm -_ cm-:. Abnormally high
the nickel(lI) oxide-llthium oxide soli.?l solution, and that the resistivity zones a_?pear at -50, --90, and -105"C, but
hopping model of electrical conductioa can be applied. From outside these zone; the conductivity decreases with the tern-
svch a viewpoint, the correlation between the observed un- perature, in dry a_r. DieleclaSc measurements are normal for
paired spins a_._dcharge carriers has been estimated, temperatures abovv xoom temperature. B,*,lowroom tempera.
tin'e, the dielectric constant goes throu&h a ma._num at
-700C. Large d,_viations occur in slightly humid air owing133. ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SINGLE CRYSTALS
AND THIN' FILMS OF _,(x'-DIPHENYL-_. to structural evolution and dipolar Debye x'elaxation. The
PICRYLHYDRAZYL humidity tends t_ increase the dielectric constant and tan 8.
Inoimchi, H., Harada, Y.,Maruyama,Y. No ferroelectric effect is obtained.
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136. CATALYSE SUR SEMI_ONDUCTEURS ORGANIQUES 75-e75_C. Plots of log _rvs. 1/T_,,, generally gave str,_igt_t
(CATALYSISON ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS) lines above about 125°C with slopes characteristic of t'e
Salle, R., Gallard, J., Tray_Jard,r. chemical composition of the polymer film. Conduetiviti_;:_ at
ComptesRendusHebdomadaires desS_ancesderAcad_mie !50°C ranged from I0 -lr mho/cm (film._ rich in halo_er_ t_
des Sciences, v. 256, no. 12, pp. 2588---2590, March 18, '.963 10-''_ mho/cm (ferrocene, tetracyanoethylcne). A _:,_=_s_]qe
The present study was undertaken to chow relation be- re]ahc_nship between structure and conductivity is di,,_usscd.
tween catalytic properties and electronic characteristics of
organic semiconductors. C,;talysts studied i_,cluded phthalo-
cyanines, polybenzimidazole (I), potyaeenequihone (pyro- 139. CONDUCTIVITY AND THERMOELECTKIC
mellitic anhydride and quinone), condensation polymer of POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS ON PERYLENE:METAL HALIDE COMPLEXES
polyisoprene-benzoquinone and polyisoprene-chloranil (II), Frant, M. S., Eiss, 12.
and polyaerylonitrile (III) pyrolvzed in ,zix or Ar. Catalyst Electrochemical Socieiv, Iournal of the, v. 110, no. 7,
activities were e×pre_sed on the ba_i_ of uni: weight and unit pp. 769-772, July 1963
area. Three catalysts (I, II, and III p)JJlyzed in Ar) hatl
greater activity for decomposition of N,,O teen NiO (green). The conductivities and Seebeck coefficients of a series of
Gther catalytic processes studied were simultaneous dehydro- perylene complexes with metal h,dides from groups IIB,
genation and dehydration of cyclohexanol and iso-PrOH, IliA, IVA, VA, VB, VIB, VIIA, and VIII of the periodic table
ist,merization of, butene: and oxidation of Tetralin. All poly- have been studied to determine possible depenticnce of these
mers studied were conjugated structures and produced a signal properties on the nature of the halide. No direct correlation
in electrer.,ic paramagnetic resonance, and a• least some poly- was found between conductivity and position on the pe_':'odic
mor_ were semiconductors. The catalytic properties of these table. The complexes having a conductivity of > I0 -5 miao/cm
organic semiconductors are closely related to their electronic (InCl,, PCla, FeCI3, IC1, SbCI_, I2) were black in color; none
properties, of the others were blaek. Activation encr_es were me&sured
for material_ having a conductivity > 10-' _ mho/em and were
0.60 ev or lower. There was _,_ ,,t_proxiraate straight line
137. CONDUCTIVITg I_.LECTRIQUE DE QUELQUES relationship between the log conductivity and the activation
AMINES ALIPHATIQUES SlMPLES; INFLUENCE energy, indicating that eo:,ductivity for the series is deter-
DE LA PRI_.SENCEDE PETITES f2UANTITI__ D'EAU mined primarily by the number of thermally activated car-
(ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITg oF SOME SIM2LE tiers rather than by the reservoir of availabl_ carriers in
ALIPHATIC AMINES; INFLUENCE OF THE lower energy states. As a rule the most conductive materials
PRE._iENCEOF SMALL AMOUNTS OF WATER) had the lowest Seebeck coefficients. It was found that
Pou_t,t,B. perylene:FeCl_ cc,uld be prepared as either p- or n-typeComptes Re,_dusHebdomadaire_des 5_anees de |'Acadgmie
d_s Sclence._,v. 256, no. 13, p,, 2834-2836, March _25,1.963 dependilag on the initial reactant ratio, with the perylene-rich
material showing p-type properties.
Measurement of the electric conduc.t;vities permits one 19
put in evidencr: an_l' to determine the ammants of very small
quantifies o£ water in the amines. This sensitive method per- 140. SEMICONDUCTIVIT_( OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES.PART 6._A RANGE OF PROTEINS
mits a dosage of.water from around 30 rag/1. Conductivity ap-
pears in this case superior to e_3,oscopy, as a criterio=l of purity. Eley, D. D., Spivey, D. _.
Mea_,_rements are reported on n-prepylamine, n-batylamine, Faraday Society, Transactions of the, v. 56, pt. 10, no. 454,
and h-amylamine. The curves show variation of conductivity pp. 143-2-1442,October 1960
of the m_ine-water mixtures as a functio_ of quantities of The variation of dc electrical conductivity with tempera-
water at 25°C. ture has bee_ "m,estigat_d in some fourteen proteins and
polypeptides in the dry state in vacuo. All the substanees
show a reproducible semiconductivity, with relativel;. • high
138. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THIN ORGANIC energy gaps, 2.6 to 3.1 ev, and high mobilities of charge car-
FILMS riers, J0 _ to 10_c.m_ v-1 see-a assuming band theory equations
Br_._|ey,A.Hamn_s, J. P, and an effective mass equal to the free electron. These results
E'_ectrochemicalSociety, lournal olthe, v. ll0, no. 1, confirm and extend earlier work on hemoglobin, and their
pp, !5--22, January1963 outstanding feature is the overall similarity of be._avior in so
Thin organic polyrner film .specimens were prepared for many substances. The results are discussed iv terms o, a model
electrical conductivity ._easurements by the glow discharge in which the determining process is the penetration of a po-
polymerization process!. The experimental procedure for filn_ tential energy barder by thermally excited electrons. The basic
preparation is &;scribed in detail. Data on film properties ant] unit is regarded as the 4 rr-electron _.CO.. HN( unit, excitexl
deposit;m'_ efficiencies (g/kwhr) are presented for'their po'_- electrons traveling through a whole ,,:hain of these Units of
sible beating on "the polymerization mechanisms, Dark cc,a. length l, with barriers between units (which might be _-keratin
ductivities (_r) were measured over the temperature ravage spirals). On the whole, the more ordered structures have
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lower :ae and higher mobility values, but the changes (_-.g., 143. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES.
due to denaturation) are small, Ohrn's law deviations are also PART 9.mNUCLEIC ACID IN TIlE DRY STATE
smaller tl=qn in other organic semiconductors. Reference is Eley, D. D., Spivey. D. I.
made to the correlation of thermal energy gaps with optical Faraday Society, Transaction8 of the, v. 58, pt. 2, no. 470,
trarJsitions in the zolid, and a solid-state spectrum reported pp. 4il--415, February1902
for hemoglobin. The dc conductivity of four samples of DNA and one of
BNA in the dry state has been examined. All five specimens
sbow similar behavior, with a specific resistivity of about
141. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES. 5 X 10 11f2cm at 400°I_ and an energy gap of 2.42---0.05 ev.PART 7.--TILE POLYAMIDES
Eley, D. D., Spivey, D. L It is probable that the conduction arises from thermally
Faraday Society, Transactions of the, v. 57, pt. 12, no. 468. excited electrons on the paired bases traversing the whole
pp. 2280-£287, December 1961 length of the axis of the DNA double helix, and tunneling
In an earlier paper, Baker and Yager demonstrated de con- through the barriers between one DNA molecule and its
duetivity in polyamide 66 and 610, and suggested that t_e neighbor.
amide protons acted as charge carriers. In this paper the dc
conductivity for nir,e polyamides is shown to be (I) 10 ._ 144. ELECTRONIC PROCESSES IN PARAFFINIC
times that for the electronic semiconductors, proteins and HYDROCARBONS. PART 1._ON 'IHE NATURE
amino acids, (2) markedly time-dependent and non-ohmic, OF CARRIER TRAPS
(3) te possess an activation energy of ca 1.0 ev at high tem- McCubbL--,W. L.
peratures changing to one of ca 2.5 ev below a transition Faraday Society, Transactions of the, v. 58, pt. 7, no. 475,
te_aperature around 100°C. It is sugg3sted that protonic pp. 2307-2315, July1962
charge carriers are generated by a self-ionization process, with Previous work in the field of rad.iation-induc_-_l conduetiv-
a beat of formation which gives rise to the high-temperature ity in I.ong-chain hydrocarbons has left open _everal impoi-tant
activation energy. Below the transition temperature, the rate- queszions. The question dealt with here is the role which
determining proce._s is one of rotation of chain segments, indigenous impurities play in the phenomenon of carrie_ trap-
which is a necessary preliminary to transfer of protons between piing. The method involves a compa"son of certain eonduc-
amide groups on neighboril;g chains. Since chaha rotation tivity parameters of pure octacosane (C.,_Hss) with those of
is ruled out in proteins, pro.on conduction cannot occur and commercial p,_lytbene, _hich has already been studied. It
the observed conductivity arises from mobility of _r-electrons. is a direct consequence of the different ways in which these
substances are prepared that most of the impurities which
142. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES. are probable il_ the one are lacking in the other.
PART 8.--PORPHYRINS AND DIPYRROMET_[ENES The important physical quantities which are measured, or
Eley, D. D., Splvey, D.I. deduced from conductivity measurements, include the follow-
Faraday Society, Transactions of the, v. 58, pt. '2,no. 470, ing: the activation energy of conductivity in the absence of
pp. 405--410,February 1962 _adiation, the total density of traps, the approximate form of
The porphyrins, and the copper and cobalt complexes of the e_ergy distribution of traps, and the free electron-hole
4,4'-diethyl-3,3',5,5'-tetramethyl dipyrromethene (dipyrro- recombinafi,m coefficient. It is found for oetacosane that all
methene I or DI) have energy gaps of 1.8-1.9 ev, and this values except the trap densaty lie close to the corresponding
fact suggests that there is a certain degree of resonance inter- values for polythene. This is shown to be inconsistent with the
action between the two dipyrromethene groups, although for idea that chemical impuriUes constitute the fundamental
steric reasons they cannot be exactly eoplanar, traps in these materials and consistent with the theory that
long- or short-range ordering of molecules is the source of
The complexes of 5-bromo.3,4'-diethyl-4,3',5'-trimethyl- the trapping phenomenon. (For Part 2, set' Entry #44.)
dipyrtcme,_hene (dipyrromethene II or DII) have an energy
gap of 2.2 c'.,: which corresponds to electronic excitation
within a single dip_'rromethene molecule. £be absence of 145. CHARGE.TRANSFER COMPLEXES OF LINqE_AR
resonance interaction suggested by this result may arise from POL_dERS
the electron-attracting inductive effect of a Br atom tending Slough, W.
to favor tetrahedral ionic bonds bet_,een metal and N atoms. Faraday Society, Transactions of the, v. 58, pt. 7, no. 475,
The zinc complex _f mesomethyl 4,4'-di(2-methoxycarbonyl. pp. 2360-2369, July 1962
ethyl)-3,3',5,5'-tetramethyl d,pyrromethene (dipyrro- A series of charge :ransSer complexes in which the elee-
methene Ia or Din) also has h_ = 2.2 ev. Presumably, hfJre tron donor was o;Ae of the polymers-polyst)rene, poly-ct-
the dipyrromethenes have a nonplanar configuration, because viny[naphthalene, polyaeenaphthylene or polyvinyl mesitylene
the Zn atom is restricted to a tetrahedral sp a arrangement of -and the electron acceptor was one of the species-tetra-
valencies, eyanoethylene, tetraehloro-p-benzoquinone (chloranil), 2,3-
i
i
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dichloro-5,6-dicyano p-benzoquinone, or silver perchlorate-- 147. TELEBMOSTIMULATEDE.M.F. APPEABING tN
has been prepared J.nd examined in the solid state. For the IRI_ADIATED HYDROCARBONS UNDER &
polyvinylaaphthalene-tetracyanoethylene system the corn- TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
plexes wi_ a stereoregular (isotactic) polymer have also been Frlmkevich,E. L., Talr_ze, V. L.
prepared and examined. All the complexes prepared showed Fi_ika Tverdogo Te/a, v. 3, no. 1, pp. 180-181, january 1961(Translatedfrom_heRussianin Sov/et P:wdc_Solid State,
an exponential variation of specific conductivity with tempera- v. 3, no. 1,pp. I31-132, J,._y1061)
ture in the range 20-75°C. Values of E and loglo crocalculated
from _ = ¢o exp(--E/2kT) were not found to be very sensi- Para_n and polyethylene were irradiated with 1.6-Mev
tive to tt_e proportion of the two components in the corn- electrons at 200°K .and allowed to warm up. The EMF was
plexes. Seebeck coefficients were measured for certain of the measured for temperature drops across the specimens of less
materials and showed the majority current carriers to be posi- than 20°K. "Bursts" of EMF appear between 250 and 2800K
tively e 'barged. From a combination of the conductane_ and for paraffin and 26"0-280 and 340--380°K for polyethylene.
Seebeck coefficient data the carrier concentration and mobil- The max_mm voltages were 50-1090 v. There must be cur-
ity have been calculated for these materials. In solution, rent carriers in shaUow traps which may be radicals produced
spectra showing charge-transfer absorption bands are recorded by the irradiation. The dependence of the EMF on the tern-
for the polymers poly-a-vinyl naphthalene and polyv_JW1- perature gradient is probably due to the nonuniformity of
mesitylene behaving as electron donors and tetracyanoethyl, tr_,pped carriers rather than the gradient of carrier concentra-
ene, or tetrachlorobenzoquinone (chloranil) behaving as tion produced by the temperature gradient. The equivalent
aeceptors. The spectrum of one chloranil complex is also electrical circuit is discussed. (PA, 1961, ,,-...... ,
recorded in the solid state. Spectra ha the solid state are also
recorded for complexes in which polyvinyl naphthalene and
polystyrene behaved as 7r-electron donors and silver ion was 148. THEFaVlALACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE DARK
electron acceptor. In these spectra n9 new absorption bands CG?,fDUCTIVITYOF ORGANIC COMPGUNDS
appe,-red, but a slight red shi_ of the long wavelength edge Vartanyan,A. T., Bozemhtein, L. D.
of the aromatic absorption b_nd occurred, together with a F/z/ka Tverdogo Te/a, v. 3, no. 3, pp. 713--722, March1961
c_nsiderable increase in the intensity of absorption in corn- (Translatedfromthe Russian in Sov/_t Phvdes_Solid State,
parison with the parent polymeric molecule, v. 3, no. 3, pp. 520--526_September1961)
The structure of the co: Iplexes, part,.'eulariy the effect of The actava_ion energy"was obtained from the temperature
the polymeric nature of the donor, is discussed in relation to dependepce of the dark conductivity of solid layers of a
the observed propertiea_, series of orgaific dyes and uncolored compounds. It was
shown that _tese values agree with the short-wavelength edge
of the phosphorescence band at low temperatures and with
146. EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON THE OPTICAL AND the long-wavelength drop of the spectral absorption curves
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIE_ OF .NUCLEIC ACIDS of the corresponding substances. The free carriers are thusSnart, R. S.
Faraday Society, Tranmctions of the, v. 59, pt. 3, no. 483, thought to be crcated by a singlet-sivglet electron transition.
pp. 754-760, March 19,53 (FA, 1961, # 14,388)
The dc elect_l conductance of solid gels of deoxyribo-
nucleic acid, 1sider hig'h vacum_a, shows a semiconducti'¢e 149, THE TEMPERATURE DE,_IsNDENCE OF DARK
behavior,'vAtlt an activation energy of 2.44 ev and a _o valae CURRENTS IN ANTHRACENE
of 6.3 X 10" ohm-: cm-L In an atmosphere of air or oxygen Plotnikov, Yu. I.
the activation energy is decreased to 1.27 ev and the uo value FiffilkaTverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 11, pp. 3104-3109,November 1962
to 4 × ]0 -e ohm-_ em". However, after heating at 75°C in (Translatedfromthe Russianin _oviet Phydcs--Solid Stats,
oxyge_t for a period o__two days, the activation energy in- v.4, no. lI, pp. 2271-2274, May 1963)
_re_asedto 1.56 ev and the _o value to 2.5 × 10-i ohm-_ crn-1,
which were reproducible under oxygen or a high vacuum. The Thermal activation energy values are given fol' dark cur-
absorption spectrum of the sample that had undergone oxygen rents in single-crystal and polycrystalline anthrace__e speci-
treatment showed a highe_ degree of hypochromicity than mens prepared by different methods. These values amountett
native DNA. A difference spectrum between oxygen treated to 1.98 _ 0.04 ev for both bulk and surface cunen_ and no
DNA and native DNA shows a peak at 300 mt_ which may dependence on crystallographic direction was observed.
be due to an increase in the hyperchromieity of the nucleic
acid. Experiments have demonstrated a phosphorescence at In the presence of oxygen, the thermal activation energy
470 m/_ on illurni_.ation of _ solid gel of DN & with 300omit increased in the initial experiments, but in later experiments
light, which is possibly the vavelengtb correspoxtding to the decreased to 1.46-1.80 ev in correspondence with the E value
n-_r* transition in nucleic acids. Temperature curves have o._ anthraquinone, which is formed as the end product of
shown that the oxygen-treated sample may be cross-linked, anthracene oxidation.
i a8
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150. INVESTIGA'IION OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS mechanism by which radiation affects the e!eet_cal conduc-
ARergut, S.,Brown, G.P. tivity of graphite appears to be that of forming additional
July 1961 _raps for the current carriers. Radiation-induced changes in
C,eneral ElectrlcCo., Schenectady, N.Y. tl,e l]all coefficient were observed previously, qwelling wasReport for March 1960--March1961 on Solid State
Research and Properties of Matter, WADC TR 5f1-469, practically absent in these experiments which suggests that
I H, AF 33(616)-6908 this is due to less stable forms of radiation damage. (PA,
_D-'26%" 19_1, # 17,586)
Measurements of sy_cific resistivity vs. temperature were
performed on a variety of organic compounds including 153, THE CONuUCTWITY OF ARTIFICIAL GRAPHITE
phenazine and st,me of its derivatives, solutions of phenazine Shulepov, SoV., Pashnin, M. I.
in naphthale3_e, hydrogen-bonded compounds such as imida- Izvestiya VttsshildhUchebnykh Zavedenii, Fizika,
zole, benzim,.'dazole, and 4-l_ydrcxypyridine, pigments oi the no. 2, pp. 34--39,19_,2
aniline black type, polymers, and pyrolyzed polymers. Action- Electrical conductivity, Hail effect, and Nernst-Ettinghausen
tion energies for semiconductiotl were computed. The mocha- effect were studied in powder and solid samples of graphite.
nism of _emiconduction of organic compounds is discussed in With increasing temperature of graphitization, electron me-
terms of the overlap of molecular orbitals. The recent litera- bility _nereases in comparison with holes. The type of con.
ture is reviewed, ductivity-n- or p-conductivity-depends on graphitization
temperature; above 2600°C n-tTpe is present.
151. INVESTIGATION OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Aftergut,S., Brown,G.P. K.vt.ELECTRIC CO_DUCTIVm'AND PIELECTRIC
May 1962 LOSS IN FOLY (VINYL CHLORIDE) FLASTICS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. Anikeenko,V. M.,Kevroleva,K. M., Kesser.lkh,R. M.,
Report forMay 15, 1961-April 14, 1962,WADC TR 59-469, Sotnikov,V. G.
Izvestiya V_lsshikh Uchetmykh Za_edenii, Fizika,
Pt. HI, AF 33(616)-8293 no. 5, pp. 75-80, 1962
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistance
was ob'-_ned on polymers and simple substances i_clud- Electrical conductivity at 500-1500 v/cm at 48-97°C ;_;d
tag p_'ly(m-phenoxylene), poly(p-phenylene _uitide), a dielectric losses at 104 ups were determined for poly(vinyl-
p-?Jmetbylborophane polymer, a polybenzimidazole, aeri- chloride) plastics of various compositions. The following results
done, diphenylguanidine, carbanilide, and phenothiazine. The were found: specific resistivity war 2 × 19t2 to 1 × ]0 _aohm/
resistance versus temperature of hii_2¢ole was measured in cm; diel.ectric permittivity varied -s,ith the temoe tture and
a zone-refining tube; the en,.r?y gap changed o_ zone-refining increased to 9-10 at 97°C; tan ?, varied from 0.1 at 40°C
but became constant 'after 39 passes. New (apparently poly- to 3-3.5 × 10-" at 90°C.
merle) complexes of imidazolc and copper, zinc, and cobalt
were prepared. The recent l_t,_. ,_tlre on organic semicon 155. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON CGNDUCTIVITY OF
ductors was surveyc .1. kOLYACENEQUINONE Bt, DICAL POLYMERS
_embaum, A.,MoacaTdn,J., Cuddihy, E.
In "Research Summary,V_,Imne36-14," pp 15"2-154
152. RADT? q-INDUCED CHANGES IN SOME Jtt Propulsionlaboratmy, CqL'ifornlaInstitu,'eof
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITES OF Teci,_nology,Pasa_lena,Calif., May 1, 1962
VARIOUS DEGREES OF GRAPHH'TZATION
Aleksenko, Yu. N., Kakushadze.L.E. Conductivity r:aeasureme_tts were carried out in an appa-
bltemational Journal of Applied Radio'.tonand Isotopes, ratus which consist._d of a cell, press, ard electrometer. Using
v. 8, no. 2-3, pp. 131-132,July 1960 this equipment, an evaluation was made of the properties of
Volume increase of graphite after neutron irradiation is four polyacenequinone radical PA,"2R powders. The cor_due-
a_samed to result from decxease in size of the crystalli3es, tivities, forbidden energy gap Eu, and pro-exponential [actors
of these materials w-:re studied a_ functions of both pressure
i.e., to graphitization. Six samples of graphites of vari_ms and terrperature.
degrees of graphiti_tion were irradiated by 6.2 × 102° neu-
trons cm -2 at 350-4500C. The absolute radiation-induced A study was made of the de conductiv_ties of the four
changes in electrical and thermal resistivities are, withir, ac- powders at eight pressures from 7,900 to 57,000 atm end
curacy of the measurementa, independent of graphitization, temperatures of about 22, 60 and 93°C. For any gwen
The relative changes are smaller ior the less graphitized polyme_ at constant temperature, the conductivity increases
samples. Thermal conductivity versus temperature indicates by about a factor of 100 over the pressuce range investigated.
that the radiation-induced breakdown of the cr_stal lattice At constant pressure, conductivity ;ncreases by about a factor
in graphite has the same effect on the propagat'gn of thermal oF l0 over a 70°C temperature range. Expenm_,,,a_ results
vibrations as the crystallite boundaries or impurities. The ate graphed.
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158. ANIONIC POLYMEBIZb'.,"IONOf" i58. CURRENT NOISE 1-_ PYIiOLYZED
9-_1NYLANTIIRACE,_EAND SEMICONDUCTIVITY POLYACRYLONITRiLE
OF POLY-9_v.'_'_I'LANTHRACENE-IOD!NE Btophy, J. J.
COMF:__XES Journal o#A_plied Physics, y. 33, _o. l, pp. 114--117,
B':,abaum,A.,Henry,A., Wait.%H. January1962
In "Snaec ProgramsSumma_', 37-19, VolumeIV."
pp. 10,%110 Current noise measurements of the organic semiconductor
JetPropu!_ionLabor_tory,CaliforniaInstituteof polyacDlol.itrile pyrol', _ed in nitrogen at temperatu_s from
Technology,February-28,1963 550 to 90_,°C which reveal changes in conductivity similar
to those attributed to carrier fluctuations in inorganic semi-
It is concl-tded tl ,t the electr_cal'cOnrmctivity of polymers conductoTs are rep:_t_ed. The current noise spectra exhibit
appears to bt- due mainl._ to mobile --electrons, as for charactelistie time comtants of 10-". 3 × 10-_, and 5 × J()--_
example, in molecules containing co.ajugated double bonds, sec which .:ire independent of pyrolysis temperature and are
or to charge transfer complexes saich as polycyclic hydro- tentatively associated with the molecular structure leading
__ K ,-I
,._r_as a_,_ halogen addit/cn comQounds. Both types of enrr,- to L, nductiv;ty. The observed noise magnitude suggesto the
pomids possess a conductivity intennediate bet_een metals existence ot a large number of independent sub-volumes
and insulators, i.e., in the range of 10-; to l0 z-_obJn-_ em -_. which increase in size with tr_ ttment temperature. Samples
According to this classification dehydrogenated PVA may pyrolyzed above 700eC exhibit noise that may L,e indicative
tbere!r_orebe.classified as a polymeric semicenductor. Conduc- of a different molecular structure.
tivity oi PVA is considerably enhanced by complexing it with
iodnie and is probably due to (1) the quinoncid structure:
and (21 the substituted a,_thraoene structure, 159. SPACE-CHARGE-LLMITEDCURRENTS IN ORGANICCRYSTALS
The average iodine content of the complex was found by Ma_LP., He!frich, W.
elemental analysis to ix equal to 32.3%, and en the basi_ ]ournal o#AppliedPhy._cs v. 33, no. 1, pp. 205-215,
of reaction yields, the average amomit wa,; 27.9%. One iodine January1962
molecule per three anthracene traits would require an iedine Electrical conductivity measurements performed on thin
conte,.t of 29.6%, which is in fair agreement ,"":ththe experi- i50 ;_) single eo'stals of p-terphenyl, p-quaterphenyl, and
mental results. Monomerie complexes of this kind cont,.i,, ar, thracene using aqueous electrodes are discussed. The
a much larger proportion of halogen and are gener.,dly e_-.iiy results strongly indicate that the aeceptor electrode (an I-I
CtL_iated. Tais limits the temper_.ture range at which elcc- solution) can form ohmic contact for hole iniection into these
trical measurements may be m ,.de and ge_._rally makes the crystals and that space-charge-limited currents can be drawn
determhaation of resistivity a great deal more difficult. The through them. The crysta:.s were found to contain hole-
PVA-iodine complex is stable ._ver a wide temperature range, trapping slates; the location-in-energy of these states can be
and .furthermore the uncomplexed iodine ma) be removed approximated by a decreasing exponential distribution above
by extraction ._Sth boiling benzene or similar solvent. This the valence band. Measurements showed that the hole mobil-
stability- may be due to the conipar_tively high energy gain ity in p-terpEeny! is about 3 X 10--_cm:/v-sec and is inde-
which, according to Mullikcn, constitutes the attractive pendent of the field up to about 4 X 10<v/em. and that the
charge-transfer force. The latter depends on the value of the hole-trap concentration is at least 10_cm -_. The acceptor
electrode used doe.s not form ohmic contact to cD'stals of
ionization Ix_tential of the donor eomponen-_. It is likely that naphthalene and diphenyl; an explanation for this is pro-
the elee_ea, c. ",ductivity ,_f charge-transfer complexes may pcsed. Some theoretical aspects of ohmic contact format_..m
be coirelaled wiff, this value of energy gain. Studi_s in this to organic crystals and space-charge-limiti_d current flow m
direction may throw some light o:i the tnech_nisw of elec- insulators are also discussed. (SSA, #14,076)
trical conduction in organic solids.
160. PYROLYTICGRAPHITES: THEIR DESCRIPTION
157. ELECTRICAL SURFACE PROPERTIES OF AS SEMIMETALLIC MOLECULAR SOLIDS
POL(MER:_ CONTAINING BOUND ANIONIC Kleln,C. A.
GROUPS ]ournal o#Applied Phqsics, v. 33, no. I l, lrp. 3338-3357,
ltolmes, F. H., Perkins, P.G. November 1962
]ournal o_Applied Chemistry, v. 12,pp. 150-156, 196"2
An investigation is made of the electrical, the galvanomag-
Sulfonated sheets of polystyrene cross-linked with divinyL netic, and the thermoelect, ic properties of pyrolytic graphites
benzene and sheets (with COzH groups) o1[copolymerized whose morphological fe ltures are conditioned by the deposi-
styrene, divinylbenzene, and methacrylic acid exhibited sur- tion tempec'_tare, the l_,eat treatment, and the dopir, g level.
face eonductivities which iacre,_sed with relative humidity. (1) Banal-plane magnetolesistance and c-direction specific
Such increase is consistent wi_h au increase in the dielectric _:._lstance of deposits prepared at tempelatur,..s ranging from
constant o_ the polymers. 1900 to 2500°C point to = remarkable improvement of
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the erystallites" alignment with rising deposition temperature, field depehdence, is the s 'me order of mag:z.itude as the
In both crystallographic directions tile Seebeck coefficient diff_asional mean free path estuna_ect"" ' from diffusion studies
closely fellows semi-empirical predictions based on the two- in other polymers. Th _ coad-_ctivity, conduction activatign
dimensional model of the rr-electron bands. The Fermi level energy., ._nd field dependence, appear to be ;e!atively inse.a-
of a standard deposit (2100°C) is at 0.925 ev below the sitive to polymer cryst_.llinity.
valence-band edge and thus indicates "hat crystal defects
trap about 7.5 _: 10_° electrons/cm 3 at ro,)m temperature;
this figure is in accord witl, a Hall coefficie;it of 0.33 cm_/C. 162. ELFCTRON SPIN I-_ESONANCEIN COMPLEXES
The average in-plane mobility (930 cm" v-_ see-'-) corre- Oh' AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS WITH IODINE
sponds to a mean free path o1 the order of the crystallite Singe,, L. S., Kornmm._leur,I.
]omnal of Chemical Phy6cs, v. 34, no. 1, pp. 133--140,
diameter _250 A). (2) Post-deposition treatment at tempeTa- January 1961
tures above 2500°C results il_ (a) a rapid drop of the room-
temperature basal-p,_ane resistivity down to 50 ttfi c; l or less, Accurate measu,'ement: of electron spin concentration in
(b) a Hall effect coi:;e, sion from p- to n-tpe in the early semiconducting molecular complexes of perylene an,1 pyrene
stages of graphitization, and (c) a trend toward negative with iodine have ind._cated an exponential temperature de-
Seebeck coe_cients in the layer planes. In conjunction with pendence ir_ txcel.lent agreement with the activation energy
low-field magnetoresistance nleasurements these results can for electronic conduction. The agreement of the m_.gnitudes
be described in terms of semimetallic concept._, the simul- of the spin concentratior_ with the carrier coneentratign
taneous presence of holes and electrons with equal coneen- estimates obta,_'ned from el,_ctficat measurements further con-
trations (6 × 10 _* cm --a at room temperature) stemmir;g firms the identification of tb.e un?aired spins as charge ear-
from a slight band oveiiap. Aeerage mobilities imply that riers. At low temperatures, sma_l temperature-independent
the carrier behavior approaches single-crystal characteristics concentrations of trarped spin" or free radicals are observed.
(_ 10_cm-' v _ sec-t at room temperature) after heat treat: Spin resonance line shap;s, relaxation times, and g-factor
ment above 3000°C. Norrnal to the layers, the specific anisotropies also have been det, xmin,"d
resistance ahvays exceeds 0.1 fl cm, which points to a mole-
cular conduction process in this direction. (3) An ir,corpora-
t£on of boron into the carbon-hexagon networks lower._ the 163. ELECTRIC.hL CGNDUCTIVITIES OF ¢x-AND
elect_cal resistance of graphite particularly in the c-direction [3-PHTHALOC'iANI:EWihksne, K.,Newkirk, ,t, E.(twent?:,-fold decrease at a composition of 0.6 at. % B) ; concur- ]otnmal of Chemlcal P_,,,6c._,v. 34, no. 6, t_9. _18d---9185,
xently the two temr_erature coefficients become approximately June 1961
equal to zero. In the rigid-lattice approximation band-
population figures derived from the resistivity temperature- The two cry.,_al modifications have 6i_erent conductivit_.,s:
deI..endence reflect the Hall coefficient behavior, the peak a-phthalocyanine has a higher cottductivity with aL _ctivation
oect,,rring at an equivalent boron content of 0.04%. The energy of 0.25 ev, while fl-phthalocy_nine has a eondu.,tivR7
ioniz_tion efficiency is of the order of 50% with a Fermi which is l0 s times lower and an actx, _tion energy of 11.9ev
level oepressed by more than 0.I ev. Thermoelectric power The irreversible transition fro_:t a to, 3 by heating ',:an be
measurements in the c-direction accord with the view that followed electrically. (PA, 1951, #14,393,
charge transport across the layer planes involves most of the
excess holes, and rev-al that boron enhances the Seebeck
anisotropy of g_aphite. (P:,, 1963, #820) 164. PHOTO- AND SEMICONDUCTION IN CI_YSTM,LINECHLOROPHYLLS a AND b
Rosenberg,B., Camisc,o]i, J. F.
161. ELECTtllCAL CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYPROPYLENE Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 3, pp. 9_2--99ez,
Foss, R. A.,Dannhauser,W. Septemb_ 1961
]ournal o_Applied Polymer Science, v. 7, no. 3, Measurements are reported on some characteristics of photo-
pp. 1015--1022,May 1963 conduction aud semiconduction in pure crystalline chloto-
T_,e steady-state (de) electrical conductivity of polypro- phylls a and b. The semiconduction activation energy is 1.12
pylenc has been measured as a function of temperature ev in chlo_'ophyl] a and 1.44 ev in chlorophyll b (E/2kT).
(25--150°C) and field strength (0-94 kv/cm). The tempera- The latter value is in excellent agreement with the triplet
ture coefficient of the conductivity is 34.6 kcal/mole ex- state energy of 1.43 ev measured by the phosphorescence
pressed as an activation energy. This is much larger than method in chlorophyll b. The former value suggests that a
the activation energy for diffusion of small molecu!es in the possible cause of the lack of detectable phosphorescence in
same polymer. Thus, iovization rather than diffusion appears chlorophyll a is that it occurs in the infrared at about 11,000
to be the prima_y activation process. The conductivity is A. The evidence indicates that the mobdity of the predomi_
nonohmic; the conductance quotient is a linear function of nant charge carriers (positive holes) is the same in both
field strength but is larger than predicted by Onsager's theory, crystals. Photoconduetion is easily measured in chlorophyll b
The ion "jump distance," as evaluated from the isothermal and less easily in chlorophyll a, because of the much larger
3t
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dark current. "l"l_ephotot_nductlon activation energy in mampulauve methods, which are described to some detail.
e_lorophyll b is 0,36 ev. This supports Rabinowitch's view Measurements on sin?'le crystals of three diamine-quinone
that photoconduction in chloro_'hyll is not involved in the complexes are reported and discussed in relationsbJp to
primary a_ of photos:,_thes(s, measurements on the compressed materials. Detailed inter-
The oxygen adsorbed on the surface of the crystals forms pretation of the data given must await crystallographic
an oxygen-chlorophyll complex. Th/s leads to an increase in analyses, since it is no*, known what kind of _nolecular staek-
both the dark current and the photocurcent probably by ing oceurs in X, Y, and Z directions. (SSA, #13.104)
• " "tincreasing tl'_ moodky of the surface charge _.-an'iers.There
is no detectab!e effect of oxyger, upon the semic_nduction 167. ON TH£, NATURE OF THE ELECTRODE EFFECTS
activation energy, ch-i,._ethe increase of the magnitude of the IN THE CONDUC'IIVITY OF ANTHRACENE
c'arrent is small (a factor of 4 to 10). The binding energy of MONOCRYSTALS
the oxygen-chlorophyll a complex is about 1.4 ev; that of Be--c.,_oft.P. J.
the o_ygen-chlorophyll b complex 0.63 ev. There is no de.. Jo.r,ud of Ch_ndcal Physics, v. 36, no. 4, pp. 1114-1116,
tectable aetivatioL energy for the formation of the complex. Fotauary 15, 196_
It is not a photo_.rddation process. Some evidence suggests Dark conductivity mzasurements indicate that the electrode
that a more _ghfly Lound oxygen complex exists wh/eh has barrier is indep2ndent of the work funetien of the metal of
no effect on electronic .-_nducti_ty. T_s more stable corn- the electrode. Non-ohmic behavior v, as _,bserved with dec-
plex is convel%*d by light into the weakly bound complex trode_ of Aquadag and copper iodide prepared by two
described above (probably hy photoreduetion of chlorophyll metJJods. A copper iodide electrode on one face is positive,
in the complex). These results are _milar to those of Arnold at zero current, with respect to a metall/e electrode oa the
and Sherwood's work on dried chloroplasts. They favor the/r opposite face; the pc,tential difference ,x_rrehtes with the
alternative expLnation-that of _m oxygen compound being work function of the metal. (PA, 1962. #8P.95)
responsible for thermolunfinescenee and a thermal spike in
cond,,,':tivity-rgther than their first assump_on, that o.¢ dec-
tron trat-ping a_.d re'.ombination in chlorophyl[ itself. 168. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF NAPHTHALENE
llommamn, J. A.
Journal of Chemical PhydeJ, v. 36, no. 6, pp. 1691-] 09_.,
J65. ORGANI._ SEMICOHDUCTORS. AROMATIC Mard. 15, 19a.$HYDROCARBONPOSITIVE !ONe; _ SOLIDS
Biomgren,C. E., Kommandem, !. Measurements on both high-purity and further zone refined
]otw:m/of Chemical Phy, F,J,v. 35, no. 5, pp. 1636-1639, material showed an extremely" sl_'p 1000-fold drop in the
Novemt-.r 1961 intrinsic resistance on melting of very. pur.,; naphthalene.
Mixtures of aromatic hydrecarbor, s wi_]a antimony pe:_ta- E := 0.73 ev (_ = _o exp _/kT) for the solid and the resist-
chloride in carbon tetraehloride have been sta_died by the ance charge was found to be indeoendent of the direction of
methods of electron spin resonance and vidble spectroscopy, temperature change. (FA, 1962, #8369)
The oh_rvation of a Tyndall effect and the spectroscopic
_roperties show that the mixtures are colloidal susoensions.
The visible : peetra are characteristic of aromatic ions, ar,:] 169. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF POLYSULFURNITRIDE
a eompariso, of ion concentrations measured by visible spec- Kronick,P. L., Kaye,H., Chapman, E. F., Mainthla, S. _.,
tr_xscopyand spin concentrations measured by spin xesonance Labes, M. M
iodicaies that the aromatic ions in the solids are the only ]oumal o_Chemical Phgaics,v. ":o6,nr,.8, pp. R,_"_5-2237,
paramagneti¢, species present. The s_:ids were found to April 15, 1962
exhibit h:zh electronic ,"onduetivity.
This linear polymer of alteraating sulfur and nitrogen
atoms with cor.jugated double bonds is of interest in con-
166. ORGha_lC SEMICONDUCTORS COMPARISONOF nection with studies c,f the eleehordc proT)erties of conjugated
MEASURE.'_gNTS ON SINGLE-CRYSTALAND organic p_lymers. T!-e valne of 0.013 ohm em at 250C for
COMPRESSED MICROCRYSTALLINF the elec4aical resistivity of a compressed sample extrapolatedMOLECULAR COMPLEXES
Kronick,P, L., Labes, M.M. to infinite pressure, the lowest that has been observed in any
Iem_tal of Ch_dca_ Pht_cs, v. 35, no. 6, pp. _01(1-g_,19, altemant polymer chain, suggests that tcere ma: be unique
December 1961 structural features in (SN), influencing its electrical prop-
erties. The materiai was synthesiz_ by the method of
Measurements of conduct!vity, activation energy of con- Coehring from tetrasulfur tetranitride.
duction, and Seebeck coefficient performed on charge-transfer
COb. lex single crystals are _ported. Very small single crystals The Seebeck coefficient (S) was measured on pressed
were grown usin_ slow cooling or evzporative technique'_, pellets 15 mm in diameter and 4 v tin thick in an evacuated
They were large enough to be handled by specialized micro- die at various pressures.
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The resistivity as a function of temperature was :neasvxed of the crystal with 3650- ')r 4300-A light, at low vo|tagez
in vacuo on a Kelvin dm_ble bridge, using platinu.n probes there ,&'as a distinct photoef_cct which was attributed to the
and a t,hermocouF!e embedded in a sample comlcressea in emptying of polarization producing traps, thus increas;ng
a special dde at 5000 a_,m. the internal _ield. The saturstion current was proportional to
For organic conjt, gated polymers it is calcuiated that the sb:-tenths power o_ the Ce4" concentration. At low volt-
chain-chain inte,-aetion ,qad the ertent of deloca:ization of ages, tl',e ct_rent was very smali until a certain voltage,
7r-electrons withir, *lae ind'vidual chains are small. Fzr (SN): referred to as the onset voltage, was reached, alter which
the individual chah_ r_.present a conjugated s)stem with the current increased rapidly. The onset voltage was larger
resonance forms in'olv/_g the alternation of p,,sitive and for the dark current than for _te photocttrrent. The efficiency
negatwe sulfur atoms, which is believed to lead to a .high of carrier production by" the Ce 4" ion was about 10-_° based
intraehain conductivit'_, lu addition, the expansion of the cn a simple collision hypothesis. Possible explanations for
sulfur valence shell gives m_re ooportunity fo_ interaction this low e_ciency were advant.ed but no defirrite mechanism
" was chosen. The use of Ce_" ion was without effect in
involving the drr-orbi,:als. The extra elt_ztrons o'_ the nega-
tively charged sulfur, situated in such an cxparded orbital, increasing either tl_ dark o: photocurreut.
might be expected then to facil;.tate charge transport between Using )ositive ele_rode of I_ in glacial a,_tic acid, it
chaSns, was found that there was practically no hole injection, in
contrast with the marked hole injecting characteristics of
the aqueous I2- I- electrode. Furthermore, ".he Ce*  and
170. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CHLOB?ROMAZINE I_ -- I- electro:los were ineffective with naphthalene. These
Gutmann,F., Netsehey, A. results are explained by reference to a criterion for hole injec-
iournal of Chemlcal Phy;_cs; v. 3(], no. 0, pp. _355-2360, tion ?.t -- W _ -- E: < 0, where W s is the work function of
May I, 1962 the electrode, I.- is the ionization energy of anthracene in
Chlorpromazine (10-dirnethylaminceropyl ohenothiazine) the solid, and E. is the externally supplied energy (optical,
in the form of slabs cast _om the melt is a semicondl,ctor, thermal, electric field).
The activation energy of conductivity has an average vaJue of
E = 2.1 ev: referring to the equation a = ao exp(-E/2kT),
above a transition tempera .t_.e of 32°C. There is no signff- 172. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE RESISTANCE OF
leant change of E upon fusion, its value remaining _.onstant PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE
up to 80°C..The transition has been construed by thermal Samara,G. A., Dricimmer,H. G.loun_l of C?'e.micalPhys_.cs,v..37, no. 3, pp. 471--474,
_.nalysi_, dielectric measurements, and by infrared spectxo- August 1, 1962
s_oy. The spectra indicate that the side chain as well as "
the L;ng system is affected by the transition, which is be- The effect of pressure to several hundred kilobars was
lieved to be due to an unfolding of the side chain above measured on samples of pyrolytic graphite of density 2.18
a critical temperature, this causing a change in the micellar and 2.20. Measurements along the c-axis show a relatively
association of the substance. Value_ are reported, as functions high resistance which decreases with increasing pressure and
of temperature, for the refractive index, the permittivity at levels at high pressure, apparently due to strongly decreas-
l Me and at 1592 cps, the parallel ac conductivity and the ing compressibility. Along the a-axis the resistance is low,
loss tangent at the latter, lower, frequency. The substance is but increases at higher pressures, apparently due to recrystal-
diamagnetic, lization. (PA, 1962, # 18,633)
171. CHARGE INJECTION INI_O ORGANIC CRYSTALS: 173. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE RESISTANCE OF
INFLUENCE OF ELECTRODES ON DARK- AND FUSED-RING AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY Samara,G. A., Drickamer,H. G.
Pope, M., KaUmann,H. P., Chen, A., Gordon,P. loumal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 3, pp. 474-479,
Iom',_ o_Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2486-2492, August 1, 1962
May 1, 19e_. The effect of pressure to several hundred kilobars was ":
Studtes have beee made of dark and photoconductivity, in measured on the resistance of s_ven fused ring aromalac
thin anthracene single crystals using a Ce_  _olutionas one compounds, including two polyacenes and five quinone_;.
electrode and a 1MNaC1 solution as the other electrode. It In general, there is a rapid drop in resistance at lower pres.
was found that the Ce_  electrodewas capable of injecting sures, followed by a marked leveling at above 200--25(_
holes into anthracene in the dark, the saturation current at kilobars. The leveling is apparently associated with the rapid :!
15,000 v/cm being about 1 ga/em _. This current was oh- decrease in compressibility at high pressure observed by _
served when the Ce_ electrode was at a positive potential. Bridgman. The resistance at high pressure varied by several
With the same polarity, it was found that there was praeti- orders of magnitude among the compounds, It seems to be
tally no increase in the saturation current upon illumination closely associated with the amount of overlap between ad-
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jacent molecules in the unit cell. The temper:,.ture coefficient _nce of halogens reduced the resistances by eight to ten
of resistance at high pressure was obtained Eor three eom- orders of magnitude. (PA, 1963, #6.593)
pounds. They all remained semiconductors at the highest
pressure studied, I;ut the activation energy was about one- 177. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS ON POLYVINYLENE
sixth of the atmo_heric pressure value. (PA, 1962, # 18,70I ) AND POLYPHENYLENE
Mainthia, S.B., Kroniek, P. L., Labes, M. M.
]ournal of Chemical Phynlcs, v. 37, no. 1O,pp. 25(H)-P,510.
174. ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN CRYSTALLINE AND November 15, 1969-
LIQUID PYRENE
LeBlane, O.H., Jro The resistivity of polymer samvles depends markedly on
]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 4, pp. 916-917, the presence of water. Different drying techniques led to
August 15, 1962 variations of 104 ohm era. (PA, 1963, #4936)
Electronic m¢_bilities were measured in several organic
solids and liquids and the remits suggest that the mechanism 178. INVESTIGATION OF BULK CURI_ _TS IN
of transport is different in the two phases. In the experiment METAL-FREE PHTHALOCYANINE CRYSTALS
reported here, it was found that the hole mobility in p vrene Heilmeier, G. H., Wm'lleld, G.
decreases abruptly by three orders of magnitude at the melt- ;ourna/of Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 1, pp. 163--168,
ing point; thus the transport mechanism is dearly different in January 1, 1963
the solid and liquid phases. A possible transport mechanism The bulk current in many single crystals of metal-free
is suggested for the liquid phase. (PA, 1962, #23,256) phthalocyan_e was found to exhibit ohmic behavior up to
fields of 10' v/era and square-law dependence on voltage for
175. ELECTRIC CONDUCTION IN"LIQUID higher fields. Ph3tocurrents in these crystals were ohmic over
HYDROCARBONS. I. BENZENE the en_e range. If one interprets these results as space-
Forster, E.O. charge-limited currents, trap densities oi 10_z to 10_/em 3 are
Ioumal o)_Chemical Phys/ca, v. 37, no. 5, pig,.1021-10'28, found from the temperature behavior of the I-V charaeter(stic.
September 1, 1962 From the transition between ohmic and square-law re_ions,
the concentration of free carriers was calculated to be approx-
A technique has been developed which allows the deter- irnately 10_ to I07/cm 3, in fairly good agreement with that
ruination of specific conductance in the bulk of a liquid, found from Hall raeasurements. Samples were measurerl
independent of electrode materials or electrode separation. By which had both dark and photocurrents which varied as V
this method, the specific conductance of benzene saturated at low fields, but as V :._-_.7 at higher fields. These observ,t-
with air was determined to be 1.1 -+ 0.1 × 10-'4 Q-1 em.-_ t'ions are interpreted qualitatively in terms of% m,.Klel in
for fields between 50 and 400 v/cm. Measurements of the which a lu)er of higher resistivity than the bulk ex_ends from
potential gradients between dectrodes show them to be the contact into the bulk.
strongly asymmetric. The temperature dependence of the
dark current conduction of benzenewas shown to follow the
typical relation normally associated _qth semiconductanee. 179. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOME POWDERED
The value of E wac determined to be 0.42 -4-0.4 ev for both ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOrtS
liquid and solid benzene. The photoconduetanee of benzene Hugg:ns,C. M., Sharbangh, A. H.]oumal of Chemical Phys_.es,v. 38, no. 2, pp. 393--397,
was bound to _ollow closely its spectroscopic behavior. The January 15, 1963
experimental results are interpreted to suggest that conduc-
tion in both liquid and solid benzene is based on an electron The use of electrical conductivity measurements to char-
transfer mechanism. The temperature dependence of this aeterize the charge den_ty and/or mobility parameters of a
mechan'_m is shown to be independent of impulities and to material is discussed. The common practice of using simple,
be a property only of the bulk of the liquid. (PA, 1962, pressed electrodes with dc measurements i_sfelt to be grossly
#21,922) inferior to four-probe techniques. Even this refinement, how-
ever, is subject to considerable error for powdered samples.
Many workers have used hirly simple ae techniques to
176. EFFECT OF HALOGENS ON TI_ RESISTANCE eliminate interparticle contact resistances in organic semi-
OF SL%'g3LF,CRYSTALSOF COPPER conductors; this approach is shown t_ have been misapplied.
PHTItKL-OCYANINE It is possible, however, to measure what appears to be a
Carry, J.,Cassidy, E.P. specific conductivity (independent of packing pressure or
Journal oJChemical Physics, v. 37, no. 9, pp.2154-2155, filling factor) by more elaborate ac analysis. Measurements
November 1, 1962 of the effective parallel resistance and capacitance are given
The resistances of single crystals of semiconducting copper for anthracene (powder 8,nd single-crystal), metal-free
phthalocya:dne were determined in a ve.cuum and in the fl-phthalocyanine, and a t-carotene tri-iodide complex for a
presence of gaseous iodLne, bromine and chlorine. The pres- frequency range of 0.05 cps to 300 Me (PA, 1963, #8557)
$4
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180. CONDUCTION IN HEXAMETHYLBENZENE 184. SYNTHESIS AND CHhRACTERIZATION OF SOME
THROUGH THE CRYSTALLINETRANSITION IIlGHLY CONJUGATED SEMICONDUCTING
Kronick,P. L., Labes, M.M. POLYMERS
]tmrnal of Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 3, pp. 776-777, Pohi, H. A., Engelhardt,E. H.
February 1, 1.963 Journal of PhylicaI Chem/drg, v. 66, no 11, pp. 208,r_-2005,
November 1962
Hexamethylbenzene has been shown to undergo a reversi-
ble transition from a triclinic crystal lattice below 109°C to Conductivity, energ), interval (oon'esponding to the energy
an orthorhombic lattice, :_:tble above this temperature. The gap in single-crystal semiconductors) thermoelectric power,
log of the resista:ace vanes linearly with 1iT, with an app3r- tiall coefficient, ohmic behavi_-, ;pin concentration, photo-
ent activation energy of 0.89 ev. There seems to be no dis- conductivity, and photovoli:-_e were studied, using a series
continuity and no slope change at the 109_C transition point, of synthetic organic pol_-._r semiconductors. These included
the polyacene quinolt: radical polymers, polyquinazones, a
po!yacene, and aniline black. Conduction was shown to be
1S1. EFFECT OF PURIFICATION ON 2q-IE electronic, not ionic, and, in a homologous series, to depend
SEMICONDUCTICN OF IMIDAZOLE upon the chemical s_dctatre. The conductivity-thermoelectric
Brown, G. P,,Aftergut, S. power data are best fitted by a two-carrier model. A slight
]oumal ot Chemical Physics, v. 38: no. 6, pp. 1356-1359, field dependence of conductivity, is observable. A common
March 15, 1963 feature of high conjugation appears in these semiconductors.
The techmque of measuring the temperature dependence High spin concentration (ESR) parallels high conduetivitT,
of the electrical resistance of organic compounds directly in a but spin concentrations greatly exceed the apparent carrier
zone-refining tube has been explored with imidazole. The concentrations. (PA, 1963, #10,837)
temperature dependence, determined as a function of the
number of zone-reS._;ng passes, became constant after 39
passes. The res_'_':_.vere com_ared with those of imidazole 185. THE NATURE OF SEMICONDUCTION IN SOME
purified by ._tttcessiv_'sublimations. The contribution of hydro- ACEN'E QUINONE RADICAL POLYMERS
gen bondhig t,J _he se._dconduction of imidazole is d._scussed. Pohl, H. A.,Opp, D. A.]ournal o[PhgdcaI Chemistrg, v. 66, no. I1, pp.2121-2126,
(PA, 1963, # 1.0,826) November 1962
Semieonducti_n rangc_ from 10 -5 to 10 -:2 mho/cm in 51
182. RECTIFICATION P.'-IENOMENAIN example; of organic po].vmers prepared by condensing aro-
POLYCRYSTALLINE PHTHALOCYANINES matie hydrocarbon deri'_atives with acids. Conduction is
Hank, F. A.,Noha, J.F. electronic, not ionic or electrolytic. It depends strongly on the
Journal of Chemical Phv8:ca,v. 38, no. 1l, pp. 2648-2651, chemical nature of the monomerie units, mildly on the field
June 1, 1963 strength. The concentration of unpaired spins (ca 10_ cm -3)
Rectification was observed ,_n polycrystalli: e samples of is roughly 100-fold larger than the apparent carrier coneentra-
me2al-free, copper, nickel, and l_olybdenum phthalocyanines tion. Certain of t!aese substances are highly piezo-conductive,
when these materials were sandwiched between different reflecting sensitivity of orbital overlap to intennolecu]ar dis-
metal electrodes. The presence ot a small amount of a liquid tanee in these eka.conjugated structures.
polar impurity proved essential _'or rectification, and it is
suggested that the observed reeti,%ation is caused by the
formation of an ionic space-charge barrier in the vicinity of 186. SEMICONDUCrlVITY AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
the least noble electrode. The high,:st rectification ratio ob- OF PURINES AND PYRIMIDINES
served was 500 and was obtained wit_ copper phthalocyanine Basu, S., Moore,W. J.Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 67, no. 7, pp. 1563-1564,
between a platinum and a silver electrode and also between July 1963
a silver and an aluminum electrode. 'r'he effects of tempera-
ture, electrode material, and electrode dze on the rectification High quantum yields in macromolecules suggest that an
ratio are given, exeiton may travel freely through the molecule until it is
trappe:l at a site at which the elementary reaction of de-
activation can occur. Such exeiton mechanisms are elosely
183. ON THE VARIATION OF ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE related to the phenomenon of photocov:ductivity. If, _uring
OF A POLYMER AS A FUNCTION OF THE the course of its motion, the exciton encounters a _trong
EXTENT AND NATURE OF SOBBED WATER donor or acceptor ePtity (i.e., ,_trapping center'), then eit.tter
Lawasaki, K. the positive hole or the negative electa_n w_ll be trapped,
loumal of Colloid Sc/e_e, v. 16, no. 4, _p. 4C5-410, leaving its counterpart moh';le. The trapping effect, therefore,
August 1961 leads tG the generation of charge carriers which can carry
Results are given for polymethylmeth_c ylate, polyvit_yl electric current through a _._nduction band. In order to obtain
alcohol and gel cellophane. (PA, 1962, #6429) further information on such transfer processes in nucleic
:115
1i,
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acids, the conductivity and the photoconduetivity of their water. The fast term is regarded as representing volume con-
constituent purines and pyrhnidines were measured on thin ducti_n in which dissociation requires 40.2 kcal/moh, but
fihr,s of the powd_ed samples in air and in ,_g'uo. The dark mobility f:_governed by the breakin__ of two hydrogen bonds.
conduction was the same in air and in vacuo, but the photo- The ratio 3.55 X 10-1°/4.50 × 102 (= 0.79 × i0 -12) is
current .vas markedty higher in air. In air the photocu_-ent p,oportional to the concentration of "impurities." It is un-
was higher when the sample was illuminated through the usually small. A possible significance of this is discussed.
positive electrode than when it was illuminated through the (PA, 1961, #17,632)
negative e/ectrode, which is in ae,_rd with a mechanism in
which the predominant current etxrriers are positive hol_,,s.
In vacuo the photocurrent was independent of the direction 189, $TRUCWURALDEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRICAL
o_ illumination. The activation energies for the semicoodue- CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYETHYLENE
t-ionwere calculated. TEREPHTHALATE
Ambm-ski,L. E.
Journal of Polymer Sc/ence, v. 62, no. 174, pp. 331--346,
187. CONDUCTANCE IN DIMETHYLSULFOLANE December 196_
Eliassaf, J., From, R. M.,Lind, J. E.
louma/of Pl_dc¢/Chendst_, v. 67, no. 8, pp. 1724-1725, The de conductivity of th-,ee different forms of polyethylene
AugustI963 terephthalate was studied over a wide temperature and
voltage range to determine the structural dependence of the
The compound 2,4-dimethylmlfolane was distilled at conduction process. From the _ in the amorphous, crys-
100*C and about 1 ram, from sodium hydroxide, usivg nitro- tallized, and oriented and crystallized forms, it was deter-
gen to sweep air out of the system; the solvent conductance mined that crystallization reduces the conductivity by more
was 2-4 x 10-a. The viscosity at 25°C is 0.0904. The dielec- than one order of magnitude. Orientation results in a six-fold
tric constant is 29.5 and the density is 1.1314. Tetraphenyl- decree.s_ in conducti_ty. The conductivitT does not change
arsonium iodide was prepared as described by Lyon and Mann over a wide range of molec,'b- w___ghtor earboxyl end group
and rec=ystallized twice from water. Txi,a_ethylphel_ylammo- concentration. As s_._wn fro_q model polymers and copoly-
nium iodide (Eastman) and potassium thiocyanate were re- mere, disrup_/_:l of _hain s_Tnmetry and molecula_ _acking,
clystallized from ethanol. Conductances were measured at introduetio., _[ side chains, or any other modification which
25°C in a eel] with constant equal to 0.1245. reduces t_. crystpRinity a_td order, result in greater conduc-
tivity. T' , _,tructural dependevee of conductivity, the teraper-
ature ¢_ ,sdence, and the cta-rent-vol P¤ relationshipsof
188. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE poly_;_ ._e terer_hthalate are consistent with a proposed
CONDUCTIVITY OF DRY CELLULOSE ionic m_ hanis_ ;.or the conduction proces.q.M=_by, E. J.
lournd of PhVde_a,d Chem/m_ of So/b/,, v. 15,no. ! -2,
pp.66-71, At_,ust 1960 190. RESISTIVITY S'rU_IES ON POLYMEB
An experimental investigation of ",he electrical conductivity SEMICONDUCTORS
is described. It leads to the following expressi_n for the Pohl, H. A.,Gogos, C. G., Cappas, C.
conductivity: loumal of Polwner Science, PareA: General Papers,
v, I, no. 6, pp. _07-_1_, June 1963
_r'---4.50 X 10_ exp(-30.7 × 10s)/lqT + 3.55 × 10-_° (See aho Entry #107)
exp(-10.0 × 10?)/RT Eighteen polyacene polymers were synthesized, and their
resis_vities were found to be of the order of 10s-10 _ chin-era.
where _ris the conductivity in (fl cm)-L/t the gas constant, The resistivity of these polymer semiconductors was found to
and T the absolute temperature. Thi_ has the form usual in be sensitive to changes in the conditions of synthesis, changes
the theory of ionic conduction in crystals. From the coeflicien_ in the structure of the polymers, and variations of pressure
of the first term, the lattice constant for conduction can be and temperature during experimentation. The forbidden en-
calculated: the value obtained is 5.4 A. The observed energy ergy gap for these polymers was about 0.5 ev. Although the
in the Boltzmann factor for the first terra can be regarded as formalism of the simple intrinsic semiconductor band model
spfitting into the sum of two terms: a dissociation ener_, of
40.9. keal/mole and an activation energy for mobility of was not strictly applicable to the data on these polymers, such
10.6 kcal/mole; this gives (40.2/2) + 10.6 _ 30.7, the a treatment was found instructive.
observed value. The second term, which is d,e to impurity
conduct/on of som_ kind, has an activation energy for mobil- 101. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LUMINESCENCE AND
ity of 10.6 kcal/mole. Tb2s agrees approximately with the SEMICONDUCTING I'IIOPEItTIES OF SO; IE
activation energy f,rr conduct/on in ice; consequently, the SYNTHETIC I'OLYMEIi$
second term is regarded as due to conduction in adsorbed Kry,ffiewdd,M., KurczewdubH., Szym,_msld,A.
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Preprint "7, presentedat theInternational Symposiumon the resistivity is not measurable above !0 _s ohra-cm. This re-
Maerqmoleeular Chemistry, Paris, France, July 1-6, 1963, suit tends to show that the conductivity is of. an ionic nature.
si:o_xsoredby the InternationalUnion of Pureand Applied
Cbemistry,under the patronage of Monsieur le Ministre
d_'_.tatcharg6de la Recherche Scien_que, under the 193. ON ELECTRICAL ASYMMETR_ _',TTHE JUNCTION
ampiees of the Del6gation G_n&aleb la Recherche OF CATIONIC AND ANIONIC PEBMSELECTIVE
Sctentfllqueet Techniqut, and the National CommiKeefor MEMBRANES
Chemistry Fdedhmder, H. Z.
(To be published in ]oumal o/Polymer Science, PareC: Preprint80, presentedat the InternationalSymposium on
Polvn_r Sympos/_) MacromoleculmChemistry, Paris,France, July 1-6, 1963,
sponsoredby the InternationalUnion of Pure and Applied
The luminescence (fluorescence and phosphore. :_nce) avid Chemistry,under thepatronage of Monsieur le Ministre
electrical resistance of polyamides and copolymers of vinyli- d'P.tatcharg6 de la Recherche Seiontifique,under the
dene chloride with vinyl chloride, as well as the influence of auspicesof the D61_gationC_n_rale/t laRecherche
ultraviolet icradiation on both phenomena occurring in these ScientiR.queet Technique, and the National Committee.
polymers, were investigated. It was found that ultraviolet for Chemistry
irradiation influences in diff6rent ways the luminescence and (To be published inIouma/of foI4/mer Science, Part C:
resistance of both kinds of polymers. In polyamides, ultra- Pd_rt_. Sllmpoda)
violet irradiation results in the decrease of duration of phes- Previously electrical asymmetries and amplification of sig-
pborescence and resistance. The first phenomenon is due nals have been reported for arrays of separate ion-exchange
to the formatlun of radicals and their subsequent oxidation; membranes, ion-exchange membranes in conjunction with
the second is du_ to the brealdng of intramolecular hydrogen insulation layers, and ion-exchange membranes mixed with
bonds in the amorphous part of polymer, which enhances metallic depolarizers. This communication describes the prep-
chain mobflitT and proton transfer by appropriate orienta- aration of integral bipolar ion-exchange membranes, which
tion of segments in electric field. The ultraviolet irradiation of are electrolytic analogues of p-n junctions, from thermoplastic
vinyl polymers containing cbJorine atoms causes formation of sheets by compression molding. By use of this new, simplified
vinylene chain._ and results in greater luminescence ability junction, the question of asymmetrical, electrol_c_ r_stance
and resistance decrease. The radicals bei_tg formed are more is examined for direct current, alternating current, and square
easily oxidized witho,.tt change of vinylene sequences so the waves, and comparisons are made a_ong junctions, arrays
luminescence is not destroyed by the oxidation of radicals, of dissimilar membranes, and individual pieces for the case
of highly washed samples free from electrolyte. The saliniza-
tion-desalinization mechanism generally advanced for ex-
192. I_TUDE DE I.A CONDUCTIBILITI_ I_LECTRIQUE plaining asymmetry is analyzed with relation to these data.
DE FILMS D'ACIDE DI_SOXYRIBONUCLf_IQUE A new method for the measurement of electrical resistivity of *
(STUDY OF THE ELECTR!CAL CONDUCTIVITY ion-exchange membranes, namely, that of the equiconductive i
OF FILMS OF DEOXYRIB3NUCLEIC ACID) electrolyte, is described. This new method compares the iHanss, M., Douzou, P., Sadron, C.
Preprint78, presentedat the InternationalSymposiumon resishvRy of the ion-exchange membrane to that of a known
MactomolecularChemistry,Paris, France, July 1-6, 1963, electrolyte without the necessity of measuring the dimensions ,
sponsoredby the International Unionof Pure and Applied of the membrane or the variabilities associated with pressur-
Chemistry, underthe patronage of Monsieur le Ministre ing probes, i'
d'£tat charg6 de la Recherche Seientifique, underthe
auspicesof the D_l_gation C_n&ale _ la Recherche
Scientifiqueet Technique, and the National Committee lb4. _ "C_BICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MOLTEN
for Chemistry POLYCAPROLACTAM
(To bepublished in ]ourna/of Poll/met Science, P_t C: Bushin, V. V., DumansidLI. A.
Polymer Sympolda) Khimichedde Volokna, no. 1, pp. 23-_,5, 1963
The study of electrical conductivity of dehydrated fdms of The specific el_trical conductivity of molten polycapro-
DNA as a function of temperature presents a number of lactam changes with time and temperature, the latter depend- i
dit_culties, especially those of establishing good electrical ence analogous to that of polymer semiconductors. Gamma
contacts and of measuring currents of very low intensity, irradiation has no signiRcant effect.
Despite this it is possible to present some results of experi-
ments actually realized. (1) After the first cycle of heating, 195. INFLUENCE OF ADSORBED G&_;ESON i
one observes an important lessening of conductivity. (2) ELECTROPHYSICALPROPERTIES OF
Within the limits of experiment (20--100°C), one is able to PYROLYZED POLYACRYLONITRILEFIBERS :
represent the variations of condnetivity cr by a law of the Kastanovtch, I. M.,Patalakh, I. I., Polak, L.S. l-
form: u ¢o C-Z/"_, where E ffi 0.86 +- 0.1 ev. (3) At 90°C, K/net/ka t Kahd/_, v. 4, no. i, p. 167, 1963
the resistivity of the samples is of the order of 10_ ohm-era. Pyrolyzed polyacrylonitrile fibers with semiconduct_e
When the films of DNA are prepared by dialysis of a solution, properties were subjected to desorption of pyrolysis products
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in air for three hours at 200°C and 10-4 mm pressure, with 200. SEMICONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC MOLECUL&R
an increase in conductivity from 10-e to between 10-s and COMPLEXES
10-2 ohm-: cm -x. The conductivity wab independent of tern- vander Hock, J. A.,Lup._nskl,J. H., Odsterhoff,L. J.
perature between -78 and +200°C. Electron conduction Molecular Physics, y. 3, no. 3, pp..099-360, May 1960
was indicated, and the EPR signal intensity increased. A p-n Complexes of benzidine or tetramethylbenzidine with
junction was prepared, iodine, bromine, or tetranitromethane were prepared and the
electrical conductivities measured at 27°C. Tile measurements
were made on compressed powders by adc method. The
196. ELECTROCONDUCTIVE SILICONE RUBBER. accuracies were not good and the complexes were "_c atol-
l. CARBON BLACK.COMPOUNDED ELECTBO- chiometric. The electrical conductivities of the complexes
CONDUCTIVE SILICONE RUBBER ranged from 10-3 ohm -1 cm_1for benzidine:I2 to 10-1° ohm-1
Manami, H., Nishizaki, S. cm-_ for benLddine:Br2 and tetramethylbenzidine:I.,. (FA,
Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi, v. 62, pp. 8_-887, 1959 "1961,# 17,718)
The compounding, curing, and testing of electroconductive
silicone rubber are reported. The rubber was tested for elec-
trical and other properties, and the effects of manufacturing 201. STRUCTURAL DEPENDENCE OF TIrE
variables were investigated. Resistivity less than 10 ohm-cm ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OFPOLY(ETHYLFNE TEREPHTHALATE)
was exhibited. Amborski, L. E.
1961
National Academy of Sviences, National Research
197. ELEGTROCONDUCTIVE SILICONE RUBBE_. Council, Washingto_, D. C.
H. HEAT DEGRADATION AND RESISTIVITY Publication973, pp. 11-13
OF ELECTRO-CONDUCTIVE SILICONE RUBBER
Manami, H., Nhhizaki, S. Substa.ntiatSon of an ionic mechanism for dc conductivity
Kogl/o Kagaku Zasshi,v. 62, pp. 887--890, 1959 is given by the following observations: the log of the conduc-
tivity decreases linearly with polymer density, which is
The effect of temperature on resistivity from 25 to I50°C proportional to the degree of crystallinity; the conductivity of
is noted, and the change in resistivita: by blending is dis- the crystalline forms is one to two orders of magnitude less
cussed, than for the amorphous film; the temperature dependence of
conductivity is also less, and evidently the number of current
carriers or mobility, or both, is reduced; film orientation pro-
198. DIE BEEINFLUSSUNG DER ELEKTRISCHEN duces a six-fold decrease in conductivity, because of decreased
LEITF_IIGKEIT DURCH HOCH POLYMERE. segmental mobility and mobility of the curreat carriers. Re-
KONZENTRATIONS.DP-EFFEKT (INFLUENCE OF placing the terephthalate with isophthalate results in increased
ELECI_RICALCONDUCTIVITY THFOUGH HIGH conductivity by _ee to four orders of magnitude because
POLYMERS. CONCENTRATION AND DEGREE OF loss of symmetry disrupts packing and introduces greater
POLYMERIZATIONEFFECT) segmental mobility. Lowered internal viscosity, v'ith resultant
Koios, F., Treiher, E. increased conductivity and lowered activation energy, is pro-
l,dloid-ZeiMchrift, v. 180, no. I, pp. 1-11, January1962 duced when 25% of the terephthalate is replaced by alivhatic
sebacate, and the use of glycols w_th > _ C atoms or with
lateral groups enhances these effects199. ANOMALOUS ANISOTROPIC ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF TRIGLYCINE FLUORO-
BERYLLATE NEAR THE PHASE-TRANSITION 202. RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
]POINT BY AC AND DC TECHNIQUES [ABSTRACT]
Gurevich,V. M, Zholudev, I.S. Huggins, C. M.
Kdsta//ob_atilta,v. 6, no. 5, pp. 778-779, In "Programand Abstracts.Organic f rystalSymposium,
September-October1961 October 10-12, 1962," pp. 68-74
(TranslatedfromtheRussianin Sot,/et Physics-- National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, _ anada, 1962
C_lhdlograpLy, v. 6, no. 5, pp. 624-625(L),
March-April 1982) The usual measuriag techniqu, consists of applying a
known voltage (E) across a sample of known dimensions and
Measurements of the electrical conductivity of triglycine measuring the induced curreh, (//) in the external circuit.
fl,xoroboryllate in the temperature range 20-95°C are re. Two major difficulties can arise i'mmediately from the elec-
ported. The r_ults show that the temperature dependence of trode-aample contacts: the contwct at the eb_trede-sample
c(,nduc_vity is exponential, but with an at_omaly near the interface may be of such high re_listance as to effect a signifi-
phase transition point. The nature of the trar_sition, i.e., fi_t cant voltage drop at the electrode rather than -,cross the
order or see(rod order, is still uncertain. (SSA, #15,960) s_mple, and/or the electrode system may in some way serve
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to change the nature of the sample itself. Measurements give effects of sample geometry, electrodes and macroscopic in-
n value of the resistance, R, of tile sTstem, including sample, homogeneities are either removed or r,_ueed. For organic
electrodes, and measuring devices. This number can, and semiconductors with their large displacement currents and
does, have practical significance in many instances, non-degenerate carriers, it is not certain at this time whe_er
the method would be applicable. Some workers have used
For the determination of the specific conductivity, the square-wave, dc pulses in conductivity measurements. This
electrode-sample contact difficulty can be eliminated or mini- method is mainly used to avoid ohmic heating in high-current
mized by the use of a four-probe technique. In this method, measurements on good conductors. The wave-form analysis of
four probes (or contacts) are arrange( in-lh_e so that the sqaare-wave pulsing can also be used t ctudy frequency-
outer pair supply f}.e current and the inner pair measure the dependent effects such as discussed in relation to ac methods,
voltage gradient in the sample. Prowling the inner pair are but the interpretation of results ,:s severely complicated.
su_ciently removed from the outer pair, the nature of all
these contacts is unimportant insofar as their resistance is It is concluded that, because of the many pitfalls discussed
concerned. The conductivity as det_.:_ined above is often the here. credible determinations of specific eonductivities of a
most refined measx:remept that ca, :_ made. Howew,r. ex- crystalline material can only be made from de measurements
treme caution should be exercised in making theoretical on single crystals. The ac methods as previously used are not
interpretations of t a this measurement. A variety of pitfalls satisfactory; some improvements ha_-e been achieved. The
have been shown .- be present. The electrical conductivity interpretation of mechanism for organic semiconduction is
of most materials L--"'n extreme function of many, otherwise now most severely limited by the lack of single-erystai meas-
minor, perturbations such as impurity content, degree of vtements, including direct determinations of anisotropic con-
crystalline perfection, surface effects, and perhaps cosmic-ray tributions.
activity.
It is universally agreed that, wher_ possible, conductivity 203. THE SEMICONDUCTION OF IMIDAZOLE AS A
should be determined using large, perfect crystals. For many FUNCTION OF PURIFICATION [ABSTRACT]
materials, this concept has not been realized. Polymers simply Brown,C. P., Aftergut,S.
do not form large, single crystals; other materials resist the In "Programand Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposium,
formation of large crystals to a prohibitive limit. To obviate October 10-12, 1962," p. 80
this difficulty, t_ee approaches have been used: simple de NationalResearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
measurements on comrJressed powder, four-pro,be dc meas- Elimination of the effect of impurities by successive puri-
urements on mechanically fused samples, and ac methods on fications_ until constant electrical properties are attained, has
powders. Each of these has its appealing features. Alter,rating been attempted. The temperature dependence of the resist-
current methods of resistance measurements have been used ante of imidazole was measured on five qami_.leswhich had
by many w,:"_rs. T: asv'l roe_surements consist of deter- been sublimed up to five times, but the results did not con-
mining the net effe_'. _e resistance of a sample at audio or verge to a constant value. In addition, imidazole which bad
radio frequencies b_ bridge or Q-meter techniques. The been purified by recrystallization and sublimation was sub- ""
assumption is made that at sufficiently high frequencies the jetted to zone-refining in a sealed glass tube which was
high-resistance cow,tact is electrically shol_ed by its _wn equipped with play-inure electrodes for making electrical
capacitance, the remaining resistance then being ascribed to ,nea,,'urements. It was found that a constant temperature
the bulk resistivity of the particles themselves. As it is shown, dependence was obtained only after 39 zone-refining passes.
this assumption may prove valid.
Where single-crystal me_urements have been made, most 204. ON THE INTRINSIC CONDUCTIVITY OF
valence semiconductors and molecular semiconductors show ANTHRACENE [ABSTRACT]
marked crystalline orientation dependence of conductivity. Heifrk-h, W,, _ichl, N.
For exantple, one TCNQ compound exhibits conductivities In "Program and Abstracts. OrganicCrystal Symposium,
of t.0, 0.05, and 0.001 mho cm-x along the three principal October10-19_,1962,"pp. 94-98
crystal directions. Since the relative magnitudes of these NationalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Caxaada,1962
principal conductivities are intimately associated with the The conductivity of anthracene has been studied by many
prolzosed mechanism of conduction in TCNQ compounds, it workers. It is, however, not undelstood why the results differ
was essential to have them determined for single crystals, widely as to magnitude and temperature dependence. Agree-
No such information can possibly be obi _:ned from de meas- ment exists only about the form of temperature dependence
urements on powders, o_,the conductivity _, which is always found to be
Another technique, developed by Bean, De Blois, and
Nesbitt, utilizes the rate of decay of indaced, diamagnetic _ = Onexp(-E/2kt)
flux in a conductor as a measure of the Sl::_cificconductivity, where E = activation energy of conductivity. In this investi-
For metals, thi:' method is quite suecessfu" p,:,_icularly since gation, single crystals of 10 to 10(O thickness were used
39
• °1
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which had been [ epared from the vapor phase-under re- through the excitation bands requires not only a driving
dueed pressure (_ 10-a Torr). They showed violet fluor- field but also the ex_.stence ot sources and sinks for the
escenee. The crystals were clamped between polystyrol plates charges. Thus, the excitation bands may be compared to
having ,4-mm-D ho_,es serving as dectrodes when filled with water-fiNed pipes. The water cannot flow through such a
liquid. Distilled water was usually chosen, on the assumption pipe even if the pipe is tilted, as long as at least one end o£ it
that it would not inject excess holes or eleotrom and that is closed. Objections to the model are presented.
it forms no complex with anthracene. A constant voltage
source 6_nnocted to the sample produces a time variable
current. An initial current transient which is due, at least in 205. THE MEASUREMENT OF DAILK CONDUCTIVITY ?
part, to the properties of the measuring eircuit has decayed OF ANTHRACENE BY THE USE OF PULSE
after less than one minute. Yet, the current does not become TECHNIQUES [ABSTRACT]
stationar/ but continues to docrea_. Even after 30 rain no Feilehenfeld, H., Many, A.
stationary value is reached. A plot of current vs. time usually In "Programand Abstracts:Orphic CrystalSymposium,
shows two portions of reduced slope occurring after a few October 10--12,1062," pp. 99-101
Natlonal ResearchCouncil,Ottawa, Canada, 1962minutes. The current at these particular sections is propor-
tional to the field strength up to the rather high value of In the present work, advantage is taken of the character-
25,000 v em-_, the limit of this investigation. The logarithm of istics of blocking contacts to measure the bulk conductivity of
current for a fixed ,,alue of field strength was plotted against single crystals of anthracene, and the transient rather than
the inverse temperature. The current was measured near the the dc response is studied. A voltage pulse is applied aeross
end of the seetions oi reduced slope. The experimental points the sample in series with a resistor ( 109 or 10_° ohm), which
are,..'yompatible with two straight lines having a slope corre-
sponding to the activation energy of 1.65 ev reported b_, serves as the grid resistor of a low input-capacitance big!a-
Motto and Pick. It is assumed that these two straight line.." gain amplifier driving a CRO. To eliminate the large eapacl-
tative rurge at the onset of the voltage pulse, a relay isindicate the, temperature dependence of two separate cop-
duction mechanisms. For the lower line a value of % = 3.10 -s employed which short-eircttits the grid resistor until a short
ohm-_ em "_is found; the upper line leads to about twice that time (1 rnsee) after the pulse onse4'. With this arrangement
value. Equal results were obtained with two different crystals, a response time of about 5 msec is obtained to_ =urrents above
one of which was 18/x the other 52/L thick. According to 10-_z amp. All samples are provided with a guard ring to
blette and Pick, 2.5 × 10-_ < Gro < 5 × 10-_ ohm -_ cm"_ is to eliminate surface currents. The sample is enclosed in a eryo-
be expected for currents which flow, like these, perpendicular stat whose temperature may be continuously varied between
to the ab plane. Thus, an exlxapelation of the temperature room temperature and 200°C.
dependence of conductivity reported by Me_e and Ihck
agrees with the present results at much lower temperatures A detailed study of the transient eha:acteristies can afford
of 20 to 50°C. useful information regarding both m,_'ta!-insulator contacts
and trapping effects. In this paper, ho,_,_ver, the emphasis is
A model is proposed which may be able to account foc the on the bulk conductivity and its temperature dependence,
existence of two apparently separate conduction meehanisms, and so only the initial peak of the current is of interest.
The familiar pair of excess carrier bands are called "dissocia- Measurements of peak current have been carried out along
tion bands." These dissociation ban:Is can be populated as the principal erystallographie orientations. Semflog pl_,ts of
well by thermally dissociated, carders as by injected carriers, the conductivity vs. 1/T are presented. All plots yield a value
In addition, the existence is postulatt :1of another pair of con- of 0.5 ev for the activation energy. For comparison purposes
ducting bands which are populated when electron wave func- the "conductivity" plots derived from the steady-state current
tions belonging to a molecular gn,und state are replaoed by are also ineluded. For most contacts these plots exhibit an
those of an excited state. These two additional bands are activation energy of 0.8 to 1 ev, which is within the range
called "excitation bands." While thinking of a molecular state of values quoted for anthracene by de meam_tmaents. An ex-
i' of excitation, one would have to consider the exciton as oeption to this behavior is an evaporated _ver contact,
!_ being smeared out over the ehtire extent of the lattice. Re- where the steady-state activation energy approaches that
i combination of the wave functions representing holes and derived from the p_ak current (0.5 ev).
! electrons in these excitation bands shouid occur bimolecu-
larly so ",hat E in the equation _ indeed the activation energy In conclusion, it is seen that contact effects may play a
t of the molecule. In ths case of anthracene it is suspected that dominant role in de conductivity measurements and may wen
it the ea_ited state may b_ the first triplet state. Thermal ex0iI_- lead to erroneous interpretation of the experimental data.tion alone determines the population of the excitation baL,ds Transient measurements, on the other hand, seem to be a
which thus always contain equal numbers of holes and eloc- promising tool for the study of high resistivity materials. It i_
_ trons. Carriers in the excitation bands are not localized; interesting to note that blocking contacts and large trap
each molecule remains electrically neutral and excess carriers densities, which in many eases are undesirable, are here theare not allowed to exist. Charge transport, i.e,, current, factors which make the measurements possible.
- 40
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206. THE HALL EFFECT AND BAND MODEL IN R_tdts aa'e compared with previous exper/mm_t and with
METAL FREE PHTHALOCYANINE SINGLE theory..
CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT]
HeiImeier,G. H., Wartleld,G., Harrison,S. E., Assour,J. M.
In "Program and Abstracts:OrganicCrystal Sympo.,ium, 207. OBSERVATION OF HALL EFFECT If.
October10-12, 1962/' pp. 133-138 COPPER-PHTHALOCYANINE [_IlSTRACT]
NationalResearchCouncil,Ottawa, Canada, 1962 Dviacote, G., Schott, M.
In "Program and Abstracts:Org_ic Crystal Sy_pos,um,
The conductivity of the crystals was measured along the b- October 10-12, 19G2,"pp. 143-147
and c'-axes of the crystal using ohmic contacts of silver paste National ResearchCouncil, Otta_-_,Canada, 1969
over the temperature range from 26 to 350°C. The plot of Hall mobilities have.been, measured in two monoerystals of
conductivity vs. the reciprocal of the absolute temperature copper phthalocyani_le, in the range 400-620°K. As this work
yielded a straight line over the entire temperature range from is already in progress and extended toward lower tempera-
which am activation energy of 1.66 ev was obtained. This tures and to ot_:r __mbients,and as a detailed account of the
value was found to be independent of crystalline orientation, most important results of the first i'art of the work is to be
However, the conductivity along the b-axis was ten t rues published, only a brief rcymrt is giver.
greater than that along the c'-axis. This indicates that the The Hall mobility is clo_e to the microscopic mobility,
mobility is anisotropic which is accounted for by the differ- which in Cu-phthalocyanine is definitely greater than the
ence in the 7r-orbital overlap in the two directions. A striking
macroscopic mobility already measured in anth/aeene; this
equality was found between the thermal activation energy means that the theory of high mobility semiconductors may
for conduetivity and the onset of strong optical absorption, perhaps be applied here, and supports the idea that a model
The optical absorption of the crystal which is similar to the of conduction through free carriers frequently trapped in
shifted molecular spectrum was obtained using an 80-hr shallow levels can be more useful than the model o_ hopping
exposure on a Jarrel-Ash grating spectrometer. This was processes. The discrepancy between th_ result_ of LeBlenc
ne_ssary due to the opacity of the crystals in their strong and Kepler, and those presented here,'_ be explained, by
absorption region. The measurements of cogduc_vity were (1) intrinsic difference' in the materials, (2) the existence
repeated on four different crystal_ and reproduced on each. of shallow level_, and (_) a very field-dependent mobility,
It is felt that this _-_iden_ ._peaks strongly for a conduction but a value of <r2>/<r> 2 so different from uni_y is notprocess which involves the oxcitation of an electron from the
highest filled level to a conducting state deriving frora the probable.
molecular singlet state.
208. INVESTIGATION OF BULK CURRENTS IN
Previous attempts at Hall m_surements on organic semi- METAL.FREE PHTHALOCYANINI_SII_._LE
conductor crystal and films have succeeded only in estab- CRYSTALS tABSTRACT]
lishing an upper limit for cartier coI'.centration and mobility. Heilmeier, G. H., Warfleid, G., Harrison, S. E.
The experimental apparatus used here consisted of a Cary In "ProgramandAbstracts: OrganlcL'-_rystalSymposlum,
vibrating reed electrometer who_e outp, t can be displayed October 10-12,1962," pp. 148-15_
on a recorder, a reversible balancing supply to remove spuri- National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
ous voltages due to any asymmetry in the positioning of the Direct-current measurements of the cmrent-voltage char-
Hall probes which was introduced into the feedback loop of acteristics of metal-free phthalocya',dne single crystals with
the electrometer to preserve its input impedance, a main ohmic guard ring electrodes have been made. Phthalocyanine
voltage supply for the sample current, and a Varian magfiet, is a molecular crystal having semiconductor properties. "Int,
The measurement technique consisted of recording the output dark current at room temperature is characterized by an
of the Hall probes with the electrometer as a function of time ohmic dependence on voltage up to fields of 104 v/era. A
with the rt _glletic field on, off and reversed. A typical result square law behavior is obtained beyond this field strength.
with field in a specific direction is shown. The data were Photoeurrents were ohmic over the entire range of meamre-
then integrated using a p!animeter to eliminate the e:ffects of ment, indicating that the mobility was taut field dependent.
noise on the Hadl voltage. The results of these measurements Data are presented and the results are interpreted.
on several samples are tabulated, assuming that in the calcu-
lation of the Hall coe_cient, mobility, and carrier concen- 909. STUDIES OF THE CABBAZOLE.CHLORANIL
trat;_n only one type of earr/er is mobile, a band model is CH_xRGE TRANSFER COMPLEX BY ELECTRON
applicable, and the conductivity is lsotropic. The assumption SPIN RESONANCE [ABSTRACT]
of an isotropic conductivity is probably not completely valid, Koidn, R. P., Mf_ller,K. A., Hoegl, H.
as the separation of the molecules ;n the lattice i_ a function In "ProgrammadAbstracts. Organic CrystalSympomlm,
d crystallographic direction, as is undoubtedly the case for October 10-1 _t,1989," pp. 170-174
National ResearchCounc/lj Ottawa, Canada, 19_Ithe overlap of the molecular wave functions, Thus, the as-
sumption is only a crude first approximation to t|_ true solu- The ESR measurements on carbazole-chloran_l samples
tion wbach is much more complex, were made with an X-band superhetero_lyne sp_trometer
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miLg low-frequent, (73 cycle) magnetic field nmdulation, temperature conductivity by three orders of magnitude for
For the equ,.'-nmlar samp.lc mainly s_died, the resonance the copper derivative, The activation energy (_r --=.0e -r,'2_r)
consisted o1_a single Lorentzlan-_:Japed line h:_ving a g-factor for the copp__r compound is 1.35 vs. 1.65 ev for the metal-free
of 2.0038 and a widd', of 4.4 gauss. Other equi-molai samples compound. One possible source of this difference in conduc-
prepared at dLfferent temperatures and pressures had in gen- tivity can be found in ai. analysis of the electron spin
eral different line widths and in some eases the line shape resonance el copper phthalocyanine diluted in metal-free
was more closeiy gaussian. All measuren,e,ts weie made at phtl_alccyani._e. This analysis predicts a greater overlap of
reduced power levels (less than 25 _tw) since the signal from _r-electro,s in _he copper compound.
the complex was found to saturate for power [evel_ greater The impoztant qeglitativ.._ feature to be noted is that there
than approximately 300 t_w when using a cavity hzving a Q must be consider,-ble out-oi'-pl,ue :r-bonding. The situation is
of 2500. At room temperature, the intensity of the .,'goal from
" fiwther comph.xed by the fact that from the phthalocvanine
a certain £<lui-mo_ar sample corresponded to 7 X I0 _7 ".m-
• , orbital calculation the r,-electron density is determined to be
paired spins/g, or approximately one unpaired electron for 20% higher on t_heligatJng nit..'ogens than on the other atoms
every 2000 donor or accepter molecules, of the phthalocyanine ring.
As the tempersture was lowered the intensib" of the signal The increase an conductivity of copper phthaloeyanine over
; was ,%und to decrease and could bc _c-,_l by the equation met,al-free phthalocyanine can be explained in terms of the
1 ,x T-. exp (--E/kT) where the activation every/. E, had a increased =-electson flow through the center of the phthalo-
value of a_,proxirnately 0.014 ev. Measuremeats were made in
the temperat,:re range from 150 to 300"_K. Eh ing intense cyanine molecule througb positions of maximum overlap be-
fllumination of a thin powdered sample by visible light from tween parallel molecules.
a filtered o._00,w high pressure mercury ".."clamp, the signal
was found to increa._ in intensity by approximately 40% _11. EFFECTS OF BULK AND SURFACE
ot that obtained from the- sample in the dark. Variations in CHARGE-TRANSFeR COMPLEXING ON THE
the concentratiort_of the two components produced variations CONDUCTIVlTIES OF ORGANIC CRYSTALS
i;' tt_ ccaeentration of unpaired electrons in the sample. [ABSTRACT]Labe_M.;a.
Since no spin resonance signal has been observed from the Iu "Program arid Abstracts:OrganicCrystal Symposium,
e_nplex in solution, it is assumed the paramagnetism i.,.not October I0-I2,1967." pp. 190-194
asmciated with the d:mor-acceptor pah itself but rr.ust be NationalResearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, 196_
.,elated to properties oi tt,e solid. The behavior of th _. -,pin The effect of exposure to iodine, water, sulfur dioxide, oxy-
resonance, signal from the carbazole-cldorarfi] mixture is, to a
certain extent, similar to that reported for the perylene-iodine gen, hydrogen chloride and nitrogen dioxide oft the bulk dark
and some similar complexes, which shows an intensity tern- condu( .ivity of anthracene was examined. To, _ablish the
peratuie depevdence e}._araeteristie of a low thermal activation generohty of the gas-solid interae_on observed, f'he case of an
energ/. The._ complexes exhibit a spin resonance due to electron-accepter cwstal interacting _th an electron-donor gas
therm_d ex_tation o_ unI._tir',_l_nductiou electrons or holes, was investigated, using a single eD'stal of chloran_i i., armne
as is supported by their large conducUvitv :rod the equiva- vapors. Results of the experiments are reported. A §our-probe
" technique for resistivity measurement is described.
: lence l_.tween tlre thermal activation energ.es _or both the
conduction and the _mpaired carrier _nee tration. On the
other hand, the complex sted:ed at present has a relatively 212. ELECTRONIC PE 3PERTIES OF TCNQ ANION
: low conductivity(lessthani0-_ohm -_cm-_). RADICAL SALTS [ABSTRACT]
Siemens, W.J.
_10. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE AND THE In "_rogram and Abstracts:OrganicCrysta!Symposium,
: CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER AND METAL-FREE October 10-12, 1962," pp. 19,5-197
'i PHTHALOCYAN_NE [AitSTRACT] NationalReseareh Council,Ottawa, Canada, t962
Hammn, S. E. Assouz,J. M Thermal-EMF and electricai res:s'dvity measurements were-I
.:r In "Progra_ _." Abstract_Urf,ani_CrystalSymposium,
October 10-12, Ic+.,j"w_ ,5-180 made as a function ,,f temperature on a ]arge number of organic
i; Nation.dR_:_c'- f,e,mefl, :?:_.--wa,C.anada,1962 saRs formed from the radi.,a] of i:etracyanoquinodimetharte
(TCNQ) and various caEons. In _eneral, the activation energy
"_i The electrical conduei!vity o_ metal-_ee and copper of con_luctivity, thermal EMF and electrical resistivity show the
phtha]c_.yanines has been measured over a 300°C range same order of inereaslng magafitude .;n the various compounds.
1 (5fe-350".C). The In _ vs. 1/T p_ots reveal straight lines over They can be ciassified roughly into three t,froups. The first group
_: :he entL_e temperature range. Measuren_ents on the same has electrical eonduetiv.lty high (> 10-_ ohm-_em-X), thermal
:t compo_md :-tow the respective dopes to be reproducible with EMF lee ( < 100 t_v/°C), and activation energy of conduc-
loss ',h_n 5% deviaiion. This is believed to be evidence in tivity low ( _ 01 ev). The eompeands in flus group have tem_
,._ favor of intrinsic c_nduciion. The results iadieate higher room perature indet_endent paramagnetism. The second has electrical
7
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conductivity medium ( 10" .... 1 ohm-_ cm-_), thermal EMF ,"2_henueleosides were found to have resistivitJes in the range
variable (0-1250 ttv/°C), and activatiou energy, of conduc- 101:-J0 t:" ct cm at 400°F, and to have higL-e _ergy gaps of
tivity medium {0. I-0.3 ev). The compounds in this group have 4.5-5.0 ev, but good results were obtained by using specially
paranaagnetism as a result of a low-lying triplet state. The slow rat_s of cx_oling. The nucleotides, with resistivitie_ gen-
th/xd group has electrical conductivity medium to low (< 1C,-: erally in the. range 10--1O _z 12cm (riboflavi_ had nearly I0 _
ohm-_cm-_), thermal EMF medium to high ( > 200 _.v/°C), f2 cm) and .'._ _alues of 2 ev, gave no experiznem:l dit_.culties.
and aetiv,_uon er,erg3' of conduct!vi_" medium to high ( ".-0.2 The on!-',e_,v.,,,,,'"_'_ *_,,,_-,.,_,grouping"- ='"-'s,,anv_m,_,^-"- a nur,eosld,:,'" -
ev). The compounds i_ this group are diamagnetic or have with At = 2.1 ev. The results a._e tabulated. Theoretical ex-
only a small amount of paramagnetism, planation is offered.
Most of the samples were compacted powders. Si_.*glecrystal
measurements were only made on [(CzH._)3NI-I ] (TCNQ) z. 215. THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTW!TY AND THE
[ (C6H_) aAs(CH_) q (TCNQ): and Cs2(TCNQ) 3, all belong- HALL COtA"r,CIENT OF GRAPHITE
ing to the second group. The effects of compacting and of im- Sugihara,K., Sato, I-I.
National Technical Report, MatsushitaElectrae Indmtrial
purities were investigated. Co., Omka, v. 7, pp. 254-957, 1961
It was concluded that both holes and electrons aet.ed as The electl_eal resistivity ol graphite increases with temper-
carriers, ature approximgtely pr-oporti_y._al to 7 't.2 up to liquid-N
temperature. The Hall coettleient is strongly field-dependent.
213, CONDUCTIVITY AND TIIEItMOELECTRICAL Theoretical explana_;.on is offered. The laViee _qbrations of
POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS ON _aphite are divided into two modes, one on the layer plane
PERYI.ENE: METAI.-HALIDE COMPLEXES aud one parallel to the c-axis. The relat/oa process is deter-
[ABSTRACT] mined predominantly by ff,e interaction of electrons with the
Frank M. S. Etss, R. former mode, and the coupliag constant is five times as large
In'Trogram and Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposi_ma, as that of the latter mode.
October 10-19, 1969," p. 198
NationalResearchCouncil,Ottawa, Canada, 1_2
216. BULK CONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC CBYS_[ALS
The effect on the conductivity and Seebeek ccet_eients ,,f KaHrmtnn,H. P., Pope, M.
changing the nat,,xe of the metal halide acceptor has been Nature, v. 186, no. 4718, pp. 31--33,April 2, 1960
stadied in a series using perylene as the donor. Complexes have
been formed with accepters from groups IIB, IliA, IVA, 't/A, In former experiments an anthracene crystal was provided
VB, VIB, VIIA, and VIIi of the Periodic Table. In a more de- with eleclaolyte electrodes. One electrode compartment was
tailed study of a single compound, it was found that pcrylene, filled with 1 M sod/urn iodide solution saturated with iodine,
FeCIs ,could be plepared as either n- or p-type dependiv.g on while the other electrode compartment was filled with 1 M
the initial reactant ratio, with the perylene-dch material show- sodium iodide solution without iodine. The dark current
ing p-..ype properties, which flowed when the iodine compartment was made dec-
trieaUy positive was 22 times that when the iodine compart-
ment was negative and 80 times the dark current when
214. CONDUCTION IN NUCLEIC ACID COMPONENTS neither compartment had any iodine. These results were
t,ABSTBACT] explained by assmning that the iodine extracted an electa,on
Eley, D. D,, Leslie, _. B. from the adjacent anthracene crystal, becoming an I- ion,
In "Program and Abstracts:Organic Crystal S,-mposittm, thereby injecting a positive hole into the and_meeneOctober 10-12, 1962," pp. 199--202
National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 The energy balance is shown to be favorable for the extrac-
tion of an electron from the anthracene, and the in_:tion/at order to gain fiu'ther insight into the conduction mechan-
of a positive hole into the anthracene. At the opposite dec-ism, the authors have investigated the units used in building up
the nucleic acids, namely, (1) the nucleotides-b_e-ribose- trode, the process is the discharge of the positive hole,
simihr to the discharge of an ion at a metal e:ectrode,phosphate units whieh are the "monomers" of the molec-
ular chains; (2) the nucleosides-base-ribose (or base- probably produc;ng free iodine. The magnitude of the current
desoxyribose) units; and (3) the bases-adex_Ine, thymhle, (i-) which flows when the illuminated side of " , crystal is
guanine, cytosine and uracil, at a negative potential is markedly affected by the nature
of the ,Iectrode distant from the light, and in the same way
All five bases gave difficulties due to mblimation, which still that the positive current is affected; the i- has almost the
occurred even in a nitrogen atmosphere, and all if at can be same &'pendenco on the exciting light intensity as the
stated is that their _pecifie reststivities were all around 10t5 positive current: both negative and positive currents are
f2cm at 400°K. Thermal decomposition effects were also difl]- aturated at a_ "ut the same _,oltage although at greatb dif-
cult to avoid, but the observed resistivity is consistent with ferer, t currents Most dark currents differ in behavior from the
a predided wdue of At = 3 ev for this group, eondu._tivi_ described in this eommtmieatiou.
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217. ENHANCED SEMICONDUCTIVITY IN PROTEIN 4 V=, when the conducti_qty increases sharply to a.r_ut
COMPI,EXES 10-s f/-_ cm-t at 30°C.
DIvis, K.M. C., Eley, D. D., Snart, R. S.
Nature, v. 188, no. 4752, pp. 724-7.0.5,November26, I960 h _s suggested that initially water n,okcules are held on
sp_ial _ites and donate electrons into the conductivity band
An aqueous solution of bovine plasma albumin was shaken of the; p:'otein molecule giving an n-type (negative) protein,
with p-chloranil, the excess p-chloranil filtered off, a:td the where a high mobility is expired throughout the crystal.
solution evaporated to form a bovine olasw.a albumh.-e- "[his view differs from that of Baxter, who suggested that
ehloranil complex fho. Such a flirt: contained -t yew small electrons tunneled from one adsorbed water molecule to the
amount of chloranil, approximately "_,.5%,corresponding to next. It may be that the relatively m_.rked effect of water on
3 ehloranil molecules to I molecule c: bovine plasma albumin, the conductivity of some polymers points to the operation of
This plasma--chloranil film ";nthe dr., state had a room tern- yet a third effect due to adsorbed wa,'er on flexible chain
perature resistivity of 3 × 10_zO.cm and an energy gap ol_ molecules cont::ming CONH groups, that is, the plasticizing
1.06 ev, compared _ ith values for a control dry fi'.mcf bovine effect of water molecules on chain movement, facility.ring
plasma albumin, of 8 × 10*r,Qcm (extrapolated) and 2.80 ev. transfer of protons between NH and CO groups in J-Afferent
_Thus,the chloranil has raised the specific conductivity ,ff the chair, s, first described b.'. Baker and Y._ger.
protein by a factor 3 × 10"_.The bovine plasma albmnin-
chloranil complex showed a weak but definite electron reso-
nance signal, _ath a g-value of 1.998 and c. line-width ,ff 219. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF IMIDAZOLE
6 gauss. There was no optical absorption or photoconductivity Aftergut,S., Brown, G.1'.
at a wavelength corresponding to the energy gap m"1.06 ev. Nature, v. 191, no. 4786, pp. 379-,'180,July 22, 1961
Bromanil and iodanil complexes gave very similar results.
Admission of water vapor at a vapor pressure chosen to give If the overlapping of molecular or[itals gives rise to semi-
approximately a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller monolayer over the conduction, then m.y other factors which contribute to such
(relatively small) available surface of the bovine piasar.a overhpping should also encourage semio;iMuetion, even if
albumin-chloranil comFlex gave a t'wcive-fold increase in only few r.-electrons are present in the individual molecule.
resistivity. This is in marked contrast to the ,.'fleet of water Since intermolecular hydrogen bends may provide such over-
vapor in decreasing the resistivity of pure dry proteins, lap, it might be expected that activation energies in the
including bovine plasma albumin. I'hese results may be hychogeo-bonded compounds should be lower than antici-
explained 6n lines well known for inolganie semiconductors, pated solely 6n the basis of the number of :-electrons.
Supporting evidence for this view has now been found in a
sttxdy of the resistivity of imidazole. Imidazole is extensi_,ely
218. $EMICONDUCTIVITYIN HYDRATED hydroge_.>bondcd as adduc_q from its relatively high melting
HAEMOGLOBIN and boflfi_g points and from its spectra. In the present work,
Eley, D. D., Spiver, D. 1. imidazoie was purified by several :ec_'sta!lizatiom, di_tilhtion
Nature, v. 18_,no. 4752, p. 7_5, November26, 1960 at redu_d pressure, and zone-refining. The resistivity was
measured as a hmction of temperature on a compacced poly-
Hemoglobin is regarded as a model for a large cl_s of c,'ystalline *-_mple, and the results are graphed. The energ3,
oxidation enzymer where electron mobility may be of gap computed from the ."quation p = .oo exp(E/2kT) was
biological significance. In the dry state its very low specific 2.6 ev in the temperature range of 28-6e°C. Slightly higher
conductivity, about 10-_s _2-t cm-_ at 30°C, is attributed to :esistivities were obtained at a higher potential stress; it is ,,ot
electron and hole mobility in the CO .... HN bridge system, knox_n ,shether this is a significant effect. El._rgy gaps
¢tater is adsorbed on natural, or methanol-denatured, hem_o- ranging between 2.8 and 3.0 ev were obtained on several
globin, corresponding to a Brunauer-Emplett-Teller "BET other s,-anples wh:ch had not been as rigorously purified.
monolayer volume" V_ of 319 moles/10 s g protein, whereas a
close-packed monolayer of water mo!,cules over all the
molecuLr surfaces throughout the crystal would involve 1.160 220. SEMICONDUCTIVITY OF CHLOKPBOblAZINE
mole_/10 _ g protein. The mglecular dimensiors for the latter Cutmann, F., Netschey, A.
calculation are taken from X-ray dat_ which also show that Nature, v. 191, no. 4796, pp. 1390-1391, September 30, 1961
water molecules do r.ot penetrate within ',.heactual mclecuk.%
but only over the molecular surfaces. A study has been made Fifteen runs of heating and cooling cycles on four different
of the effect of adsorbed water on the semieonductivity of a samples gave a plot of log R vs. 1iT which shows five parts.
so.lid specimen of methanol-denatured hemoglobin, allowing From 34 to 80"C (m.p. 56--85°C) a continuous curve was
three days for equilibrium for each pcint. The result shows obtained, corresponding to an activatinn energy of 2.1 cv.
that there is a large increase in conducd_,ity which reaches a The discontinuity at 32°C, where the temperature eoefllcient
constant value at about V,,. Thereafter, there is little change of resistant., reverses sign. is associated with a erystallo-
until a relative vapor pressure of about 0.9, con'6sponding to graphic change. (PA, 1981, #19,875)
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221. ELECTRICAL"F._OPERTIES OF PHENOTHIAZINE made by the layer method. All the liquids investigated had a
Brown, G.P.,Aft,_rgu_,S. residual conductivity k _< 10-t_ f_-_cm-L The viscosity (T/)
Natqre, v. 193, no. 4813, pp. 361-362, January27, 19£2 was measured using Hoeppler and Arrher.ius viscosir_eters.
As part of an investige:ion on the mechanism ot cor:rl.uction The mobility of negative ions in all the above liquids is greater
of organic substances, the dependence on temperature of the than that of the positive ions. The transit qme of the front
electrical resistivity of phenotbiazine has now been investi- edge of the negative ion layer is sharply de_*ied, indicating
• the existence of inns with sraall diffusion velocity. The diffuse
ga;ed. Resistivity m_:asurements have been carried oui. on a velocity spectrum for positive ions showed that several kinds
numtx'r of specimens of the same substance b, various stages
of purification. These measurements were made on d,_sks of of ions _ere present. The negative ion mobility (u) is ex-
polyc_jstalline materials which had been compacted under pressed by u =--fir/-_ in agreement with Stokes's law, and that
of the positive ion by u = A_ -3/2, where A = 1.2 × 10-7
pressure pri,>l to the measurements, cm2/v see poise _./3. (PA, 19f12,.#.15,612)
In _e present work, phenothiazine was purified by chroma-
tography, mult-ple vacuum sublimations and zone-refining.
Results obtained at potential stre_es of 76 ard 760 v/cm on z24. ELECTRON-DONATING PROPERTIES OF CENTRAL
a sample of phenothiazine which had been ch,omatographed, SYMPATHETIC SUPPRESSANTS
subl:med, zone-refined and resublimed are presented in a Lyom, L,E, Maekie, j. C.
gral.h, as are th6 results for a sample puri,ed by chroma- Nature, v. 197, no. 4867, p. 589, February9, 1963
tography and one sublimation. Using the equation p = po Electron-transfer reactions between oiga_ic substances
exp(E 2kT), where p is the specific resistivity at absolute tem- have often been implicated in vmious biological processes.
perature T, the energy gap E was computed as 1.6 ev over the Recently. K_',eman, Isenberg, and Szent-GyOrgi have sug-
temperature range of 5G--17,0^C. Th_ _,tlu_s for resLstWit3' gested that certain central sympathetic suppressants act l:.y
were reproducible and followed Ohm's law. donating elec,xons on the inside of the electric double layer
of the central nervous system. A consequence of this hypotbe-
Failure of the, sublimed samples to show ohmic resistivity, is
sis would be that pharmacologically active substances should
tentatively attributed to impurities, and on this basis the valu'..' possess r_lat_velv low ionization _9otenti',ds. Though the direct
of the energy gap, 1.6 ev, of the zone-refined material would "measurement of ionization potential is quite difficult, it is
appe-_r to bc :Ee more reliable one. Work is continuing in nevertheless _ossible to derive values of this quantity from
order to confirm this value and to clarify the nature of the photoelectric measureme_ts on the solid.
possible impurities ir.volved in the behav'.'or of the sublimed
samples; details of this work will appear elsewhere. "Die following table presents Ie and Io (threshold enersy)
for several central sy,_Fathetic suppressants and for one
pharmacologically inactive substarce:
222. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PROTEINS
Rosetlberg,B. Idev) fo('v)
Natt,re, v. 193, no..t813, pp. 364--305,January 27, 1962 Phenothiazine" 5.14 -----0.05 6.7
A 1.0 mg sample of powdered crystalline bovine homo- Promazine 5.16 + 0.05 6.8Promaz_nehydrochlorlde 5.46 ± 0.05 7 't
globin (salt-free) was placed between electrodes in a spe-
cially prepared and dried condt_eti_,ity cell. The thickness of Chlorpromozine 5.05 -----0.05 6.7
the pressed sample was 75/z, and 45 v de was applied while Chlorpromazinehydrochloride 5.22 ---+0.05 6.8
the temperature was kept constant (+-0.1°C) at 6.5°C. After Trilluoperazinedlhydrochloride 5.68 -t:_0.10 7.3
an initial fall in the current, a steady state was obtained and Prochlorperazine 5.45 --4-_0.10 7.1
thereafter the current remained con_ta,_t, showing that the t_eserpine 5.40 +" 0.05 7.0
process of conduction is almost purely electronic. If ionic ,q,,c,,. _h,,=,col._,o,y
conduction played any appreciable part, water would have The measurements indicate that these substances have
been electrolyzed and the current would have fallen as the striking electron-donating properties.
time increased. (PA, 1962, #8301)
225. DIE ELEKTRISCHEN L'ND THERMOELEKTRISCHEN
223. MOBILITY OF IONS IN LIQUID DIELECTRICS EIGEN.SCItAFTEN VON PHTHALOCYANINEN
Czowski, O. (ELECTRYCALAND THERMOELECTRIC
Nature, v. 194, no. 4824, p. 173, April 14, 1962 PROPERTIES OF PHTHALOCYANINES)
Hamann, C., Storbeck, I.
Meas_,rements of the mobility of negative and positive ions Naturwiuemchaften, v. 50, p. 327, 1963
produced by means of X-rays in n-hexane, n-heptane, n-
octane, n-decane, and mixtures of n-(_tane-n-h(;xane and Phthaloeyanines were prepared, presscxl at 4000 atm, and
n.decane-n-hexane in the temperature range 8--50"C were contacted with Cu or Ag powder.
4S
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The [ollowing data came [rom measurements in N' 228. EFFET HALL ET MOBILITI_ DES PORTEURS DE
CHARGE DANS UN CRIST.CL MOLE,CULAIRE
Therme- (PHTALOCYANINE DE CUIVRE) (HALt EFFECT
t_¢tlv,ltlon el_'tri¢ Typest AND MOBILITY OF CHARGI" CABBIERa IN A
Resistivity en_J_y l_er _onduc- MOLECULAR CRYSTAL, COPPER PHTHALO-Form {ohm-oral (,iv) pv/oC lion CYANINE)
H_C32H_d'ti ct. 790 X 10' C.71 1250 ptype Delacote, G., Sehott, M.
r- 42 × 10''_ 0.87 670 p.type Ph_.uslc._aStatus_ Solid i, v. 9b no. '_I, pp- 1480-1465, 1962
CuC_2H,sCIN, ,,- 1 X lift 0.30 910 /_[ype
_J- 2 X 10" 0.78 1170 p-type The Hall effect was measured '_n a molecular crystal, in the
NiC,2H,Jq, .- 14 X 10' 0.60 970 p-type temperature range 400--600°K. The Hall mobility is of the
_- 40 y "to" 1.14 1280 p_pe order of 100 cm2/v see. The charge carriers are holes. ThisZaC,,H,_qa a- 4.7 X 10' 0.43 960 p-type
fl-- 0.043 X I0u 072 1750 _,-type result shows that the usual model of free carrie_ in energy
InCIC32H,sCIN,#- 3.8 X 10" 0.S2 161o ,-txpe bands can be applied to some molecular crystals. (PA, 1963,
Resistivity¢m¢.activationenergyo_p-conductorswere sensitiveto C partial _2911 )
p4r_tsure.Activationm_ergiesof a.forms changedat 100-150"C.
229. CARRIER DENSITIES AND MOBILITIES IN
29,6. ELECTRON SPIN IUESONANCEOF TWO PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE
BENZIDINE COMPLEXES IN WEAK FIELDS Klein, C. A., Straub,W. D.
Roost, R.,Poulis, N. ]., Horsman,G. Phi/s/ca/_ev/t,w, v. ]23, no. 5, pp, 1581-1583,
Phllsic_..v. 28, no. 1_pp. 15--20,1962 (in English) September 1, 1961
Measurements were carried out on the electronic _pin con- Based on conductivity, Hall effect, and magnetoresistance
centration in two molecular complexes of benzidine, both of
measurements, an attempt is made to describe the behavior
which have semiconducting properties. The widths of the ab- of current carriers in the layer planes o| well-ordered pyrolytic
serption curves increase rapidly with decreasing temperature, graphite. The total carrier ,-oneentration decreases from ap-
Activation energy for conversion of conducting t¢ noncon- proximately 11 × l0 ts cm -a at roow temperature to less than
ducting states are 0.08 and 0.23 ev ior the two complexes. 4 × 10_s em-3 at very lo,v temperatures, in good agreement
with single-crystal results. The average mobility, which is
9-_7. ELEKTRISCHEN EICENSCHAFTEN'DONNER strongly dependent upon the crystallite size, was found to
BENZOLPOLYMERISAT-UND KOHLEAUFDAMPF- exceed 3000 cm2 w _ sec -_ at liquid nitrogen temperature in
SCHICHTEN (ELECWRICALPROPERTIES, OF specir_ens depositc_ at 2500°C; the mobility ratio (_/_th)
THIN BENZENE POLYMER AND CABB&N
appears to remain temperature independent and equal to
EVAPORATION L_YEI_S) 1.08  0.01.(PA, 1961, #12,447)Pagnia, H.
PhllsicaStatus Solidi, v. 1, pp. 4.99--511,1961
In order to learn the conducting mechanisers of the higher 2_0. EVIDENCE OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL
conductivity shown by these organic films when coked, thira CHARACTERISTICS IN HIGHLY ANNEALED
carbon layers, varying in composition from H-free benzene PYROLYTICGRAPHITE
Klein, C. A., Straub,W. D., Diefendod, R. J.polymers to practically pure C, were prepa,:ed by three pro*
cesses: (1) by glow discharge in a benzene atmosphere, yield- Phl_cal fiev/ew, v. 125, no. 2, pp. 468--470,January 15,1962
ing layers with _ecific electrical resistance._ of 10_°-10 -2 It is demonstrated that massive specimens of pyrolytic
ohm-cm depending on the hydrocarbon used; (2) by evap- graphite heat-treated at 3600°C may exhibit electrical char-
oration of C by the Bradley process in which layers were con- acteristics comparable to those of the best single crystals
densed on various hot bases, giving specific resistances of presently avail_ble. Low-field magnetoresistance data taken
1-10-: ohm-cm; and (3) by pyrolytic decompositior, of gaso- perpendicularly to the c-direction of these specimens yield
lhae in a tube fu_ace at 1300°K. w_,th resultant specific re- average carrier mobilities (1.3 × 10_ cm_,/v see at 300°K;
sistance of 2 × 10-_ ohm .,'m. ,MI samp:es showed increasing up to 8 × 10_ cmZ/v see at 4.2°K) ha substantial agreement
electrical conductivity with inctc.asiug temperature. Activatiov. _lith Soule's and _,'_.Clure's results for the layer planes of
ener__jes of 1--0.0"2ev were calculated for"benzene polymer highly purified natural graphite. In conjunction with temper-
and carbon vaporization deport layers; a_ the activation ature dependence _-t,:dies of the zero*field resistivity, it is
energy increased, the conductivity deereozed. The thermal fount ._ that the carrier density reproduces the theoretically
power and the Hall coetlicients were also measured. The pyro- predicted behavior down to 77"K, but departs at lower tem-
lytic C layer had a negative Hall constant. No_ all observa- peratures. Plausible interpretations ef this discrepancy and of
lions cord be explained qt:antitatively with a simple model the "knee" in the resistivity curve are briefly discussed. (PA,
of homogeneous _miconductor. 25 references. 1962, #4035)
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231. MEASUREMENT OF THE HALL EFFECT IN PlastichesMel'4ag_, no. 4, pp. 61-64, April 196fl
METAL-FREE PHTHALOCYANINE CRYSTALS (Translatedfrom the RussianJ_Soviet Fiastics__o.4,
He_lmeier,G. H., Warfield,G., Harrison,S.E. pp. 5.5-58, April 1962)
PhllsicalRed,JewLetters, v. 8, no. 8, pp. 309-311,
April 15, 1962 The pxesent article describes work on l:leasming the re-
sistivity of a solution of polyclectrolytes (polyrrers) by an
Experimental techniques fcr the measurement of the Hall "alternating-current bridge," providing separate rrteasure:nent
coeflqcient of organic semiconductors of very. low electrical of the ,,,._-*:"-,,,,.anti ic_.cti-¢e parts t,i-ra _,,tpA_x reslstai_ce.
conductivity are described and the results of measurements on In developing measuring apparatus, attention was paid mainly
single crystals of metal-free phthalocyanine are reported. The to ensuring maximum sensitivity and the requisite accuracy.
results are interpreted on the assumptions that only one type Simplified bridge c_reuits with no balancing of fhe reactive
of carrier is mobile, the band model is applicable, and the components are too crude, and the requisite senfitivity and
conductivity is isotropic. A table is given showing the values accuracy can be obtained only by a carefully constructed
of the measured and the correctcd Hall voltages, Hall coeff_- "ac bridge," i.e.. a bridge circuit with separate adjustment of
cient, csaxier concentration, Hall mobility and the s_gn of the the active and reactive components. Furthermore, to obtain
carriers. The sign of the Hall voltage is explained using the hi_t sensitivity the selection of a null-indicator, i.e., a device
molecular model of the crystal. (PA, 1962, #16,73)) indicating the degr:e of out-of-ba'lance of the bridge, is
important. The best results are considered to Ix. given by
frequency-sensitive null-indicators which eliminate various
232. ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION OF POLYMER SINGLE sources of interference and the _"feet of harmor_ies in the
CP.YSTALS output signal of the bridge circuit. Such a null-indicator was
VanRoggen, A. used to improve the sensitivity of the bridge and increase
Physical Review Letters, v. 9, no. 9, pp. 368-370, the accuracy of the apparatus. Such an indicator is also
November 1, 1962 essential because, to give the requisite sensitivity, ar_amplifier
The current-voltage characteristics of microcrystals of with e. sufficiently high amplification must be ineorlmrated in
polyethylene were measured. Electrical contact with the crys- its circuit. The null-indicator with the apparatus for deter, nin-
tals was made by means of a metallic support and a cat's ing conductivity, can be used to characterize the aggregate
whisker. The characteristics show rectification and negative composition of soil and determine its connection with the
resistance regions, dependent on the composition of the metal- mobility of nutrients in a soil solution. Other applications are
lie contacts and the structure of thc polyethylene crystals, mentioned.
(PA, 1,963, #8558)
235. SEMICONDUCTION IN PHTHALOCYANLNE: A
233. RADIATION DAMAGE IN WELL ORIENTED STUDY IN ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTION
PYROLYTICGRAPHITES Heilmeier, G.H.
Blackman,L. C. F., Ssunders, G., Ubbelohde, A.R. 1962
Physical Society_Proceedi_,.gsof the, London, v. 78, pt. 5 (il), PrincetonUniversity, N. J.
pp. 1048-1055, November 15, 1961 Thesis
(Microfilmavai]abieas Mic 63.526, University Mi_Tofilms,
Graphite formed by cracking methane under various condi- Ann Arbor,Mich.)
tions was exposed to neutron irradiation. Changes in elec-
tronic properties were measured: (1) after radiation damage This work is _ study of the semieonductien pr_,pcr'-'.'csc,.r t_.c
by neutron doses of the order 10_r neutrons/cmZ; (2) after organic molecular crystal, phthaloeyanine. The band model is
shown to be applicable to this mate_al, and the conduction
"mild" aunealing around 470°C: and (3) after "strong" an-
band is hmnd from optical abgorption data to consist of ar_ealing at 2£00°C and above. Effects o,r r_diation damage are
series of band:; of width 0.56 kT (0.014 ev) separated byproportionately greatest in specimens whose properties are
initiall_ nearest to those of ideal graphite. ,,.-.me diserimina- 0.049 and 0.12 ev. The optical absorption spectrum of th_
tion can be made between the types of disorder originally e.'ystals retains much of the characteristic spectrum of the
present, and the disorder added by irradiation. Changes of isolated molecule due to the relative;, _ weak intermolecular
thermoelectric power of graphite in the direction of the c-axis binding forces. The importance of the flr_t excited singlet
show "latel_t" increases attributed to disorder frozen in until state in the omduction process as emphasz _d by. the equality
after mild annealing. (PA, 1982, #614) of the "_dge _or optical absorption and photocondueti_ity and
the thermal activation energy for dark condue_.'-_ty.
The spectral response for photoconductivity is found to be
_14. ELECTRIC ZERO-INDICATOR APPARATUS FOR
THE MEASU3EMENT OF ELECTRICAL the same as the optical absorption spectrum. Further ev'dence
CONDUCTIVrI'Y OF POLYMERS is presented for the produt .n of carriers by incident radi-,_.
tPOLYELECTROLYrES) ation in a direct process rather than through the intermediate"
Batyult, V. P., Rybalka,K. F., Gordienko,S.A. |ormatfoa of excitons. The photocurrent as a function of
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extinction coefficient is calculated for the ease of non-zero 239. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH
surface recombination velocity. Application of h'ais relation- Rahm, L. F.
ship togeth_ with the effective carrier lifetime determined May 1, 1960
from phot/_eonductivity shows that thc carriers are created Princeton University, Plast_s Lab., N.J.
me "_ than a diffalsion length from the surface. Hence the Quarterly Stat_s Report57 for Februar> I-ApP,I 30, 1960,
measured lifetime should be characteristic of the bulk. This Report 6, DA 30-039-se-78105AD-239,_.73
1_.t_,_.___ J- .... l._ r _k. _..1_..be !-1_,= lif_tlmo nf the.uzettltle is nttowai tO tr-_ ,J_, t.,,.. 3_._C ..........................
carriers in the first excited singlet state, thus further empha- This report deals in part with both semiconduetiort and
dielectric behavior of high polymers.sizing the role of this level in the conduction Froeess.
From theoreti¢_al considerations of the conductivity and
Hall effect in narrow band semiconductor:, the r_obility is 246. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH
expressed as a functio_a of the width of the band and of the ]at- Rahm, L. F.
lice spacing. The Hall effect was measured by integrating out August 1, _960
the effects of noise, and a carrier density of '2-12 X 106/era 3 Princeton University, PlasticsLab., N.I.
and a mobility of 0.1-0.4 cm_/v see were found. Quarterly Status Report 58 for May 1-]dy 31, 1960, "
Report 7, DA 36-039-sc-78105
Bulk currents were measured in single crystals using guard AD-243,943
ring electrodes. "l_e I-V characteristic is linear up to fields of Polymers a._ semiconductors and dielectrics are included.
10_ v/cm, and then becomes square law. If _'his behavior is
attributed to space-charge-limited currents, t.ae temperature
dependence indicates the presence of traps o_' depth 0.8 ev 9,41. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH
and of concentration 10_/cm3. This inte"preta -ion predicts a Rahm, L. F.
room temperature free carrier density of 8 × 106/era s from Novem_r 1, 1960
the transition voltage between ohmic and square law behavior. Princeton University,Plastics Lab., N.J.
This densi_! is in agreement with that found from the Hall Quarterly Status Report59 for August I-October 31, 1960,Report 8, DA 36-039-se-78105
effect measurements. IDA, 1962) AD-248,981
Semicondu_ion and dielectric behavior of polymers are
236. HIGH PGLYMER RESEARCH included among the topics discu3sed.
_,L.F.
August 1, 1959
PrincetonUniversity, PlasticsLab., N.J. 24o.,HIGH PO1,YMEB RESEARCH
QuarterlyStatusReport 54 for May I-July 31, 1959, Rahm,L. F_
DA 36-039-sc-78105 February 1, t96I
AD-266,372 PrincetonUniversity,PlasticsLab., N.J.
Quarterly Statu_Report60 for November l, 1960-
Doped polymer carbon semiconductors arc included as a February1, 1961, Report9, DA 364)39-s¢-78105
par of one section of the report. AD-_53,073
The chemical section contains information on Ziegler poly-
237. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH merization of nonconjugated doul,le bond systems, directional
Ralun, L.F. hydrogen bonding--property relationships in polyamid,:s, ferro-
November 1, 1959 eene chemistry, and intramolecular rr-hydrogen bonding. In
PrincetonUniversilv, Plastics Lab., N.J. the dielectrics section semiconduction in high polymors, melt
QuarterlyStatusReport 55 for August 1-October31, 1959, behavior o[ sheared high polymers, .and stereoregularity andDA 36-039-se-781t_,5
AD4,30,916 dielectric _ l'_aviorof high polymers are discussed. Mechaniea!
properties are also considered in a third section.
Aluminum doping in high polymers was found to decrease
conductivity.
243. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH
Rahm,L. F.
238. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH June i, 11161
Rahm, L.F. PrincetonUniversity,PlasticsLab., N. J.
February 1, 1960 Quart^rly Status Report 61 for February 1-June 1, 1961,
Pdnceton University,PlasticsLab., N.J. Report 10, DA 36-039-sc-78105
QuarterlyStatus Report 56 for November1, 1959- AD-260,185
January31, 1960, Report 5, DA 36-039-sc-78105 (Alsoavailable throughU.S. Dept. of Commerce, Omce of
_D-9,34,610 Technical Services;Washington, D.C.)
Semiconduction in high polymers is included s:_one section The topics conddered are: polymerization of nonconjugated
of the report, double bond systems, directional hydrogen bo_ding-prope_ty
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relationships in polyamides, and ferroeenP chemistry.; semi- November 1, 1961
conduction in high polymers, and melt behavior of sheared Princeton University, Plastics Lab., N. J.
high polymers; dynamic mec!Janical properties of polyolefins, Technical Report 63B, DA 36-039-se-89143,
polymer melt elasticity, and low temperature properties of DA 36-039-sc-7SlO5
polypropylene. AD-266,707(Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.)
•244. HIGII FOLKSIER RESEARCH Eighteen polyacene polymers were synthesmed and their
Rahm, L.F. resistivities were found to be of the order of 104 to 10 _
December l, 196t ohm-era. Resistivity of these polymer semiconductors was
Princeton University, Plastics Lab., N.J. found sensitive to changes in synthesis t.onditions, changes inQuarterly Status Report 63 for September l-
November 30, 1961, Report 1, DA 36-039-sc-89143 the structure of the polymers, and variations of pressure and
AD.270-961 temperature during experimentation. The forbidden energy
(Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of gaps for these polymers was about 0.5 ev. 17 references.
Technical Services, Washingt,m, D.C.)
Po!yaeene quinone radical polymers exhibited changes in 248. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SOME
conductivity and thermal activation energy upon application HIGHLY CONJUGATED SEMICONDUCTING
of the pressure ranges-used by 13ridgman for metals. There POLYMERS
was a 100-fold change in conduction. Engeihardt, E. H., Pohi, H. A.
January 1, 1962
Princeton University, Plastics Lab., N.J.
245. HIGH POLYMER RESEARCH Technical Report 64A, DA 364)39-se-89143,
Rahm, L.F. DA 36-039-sc-78105
July 16,1962 AD-273,723
Princeton University. Plastics L_lb., N.J. (Also _.vailable through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Final Report for March I-July 15, 1962, Report 65, Tecludcal Services, Washington, D. C.)
DA36-039-sc-89143 A series of highly conjugated, semiconducting polymersAD-284,382
(Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of was synthesized and electronically characterized. The con-
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) d Lctivines of polymers produced ranged from approximately
10-'_-10 _ mho cm at room. temperature. A correlatlen be-
Semiconduction in high polymers is included in the report, tween conductivity in PAQR polymers and the size of the
aromatic hydrocarbon monomer was established. Thermo-
246. FURTHER STUDIES OF SOME SEMICONDUCTING electric power measarements and a Hall determination
POLYMERS generally indicated p-type conductivity in the polymers.
Bornmann, J. A., Pohl, H.A. Additional electlieal determination:- included: thermal acti-
Sepiember 1O,1961 cation energy of conduction, ohmic behavior, carrier species.
Princeton University, Plastics Lab, N.J. electron spin density, thermal and chemical stabiilty, and
Technical Report 63A, Dh 36-039-sc-78105 photo-electrical effects. The electronic nature of conduction "_n
AD-264,772 the polyacene quinone, eadieal polymers was proven by
(Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Olfice of observing a large (positive) Hall coefficient, and the stability
Technical Services, Washingtoa_, D.C.) of conduction to large charge passage. Non-ohmic behavior
The structure of celxain semiconducting polymers was was observed at low electric field strengths. ;34 references.
studied by means of conductivity and infrared measurements.
The polymers ace formed by the reaction of aromatic hydro-
carbcns with acids or acid anhydrides. The conductivit_es of 249. SEMICONDUCTION IN IvlETAL-DOPED
various a!ternate polymers indicate that it can be con_htded PYRO-POLYMERS
that the polymers prepared using phthalic anhydride are not Rosen, S. L., Pohl, H. h.
poly(aromatic) ketones, but possibly quinoid or lactone January lS, 1962Princeton University, Plastics Lab., N. J.
stn_ctures. A varlet?, of new polymers showing electronic Technical Report64B, DA 36-039-se-89143,
semiconduetion was prepared u_ing either phenanthrene or DA 36-039-sc-78105
anthracene and various organic acidic eompouvAs such as ,_D-273,724
acids, acid anhydrides, acid chlorides, and imides. (Also available through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Ollice of
Teeh_dea_lServices. Washington, D.C.)
247. RESISTIVITY STUDIES ON POLYMER The electronic properties of pyrolysis products of Na-, Ca-
SEMICONDUCTORS _nd Th-doped ion-exchange resins were investigated. The re-
Gogos, C. G., Pohl, H.A. suiting pyro-polymers were degenerate semiconductors whose
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resistivities decreased from approximately 0.I to 0.01 o[_m-em An eler,_ent._ t_olymeric sewieo,_lductor with high conduc-
as the pyrolysis temperature increased from 800 to lg00°C, tivity (i.e., p-t)I* tellurium) wa_; also observed to have a
Resistivities were altered roughly by a factor of 2 with appro- decreasing thermoelectric power with increased pressure ar.d
priate doping. The materials exhibit the negative resistivity- a relatively constant activation energy, both due to the" p-tyT?e
temperabire behaviol- common to semiconductors, and have Tee 2 impurity.
small (0.005 to 0.05 ev) energy gaps. Sn, all, negative (0 to
-0.05 co/coulomb) Hall coeffcients were observed. Carrier 252. MOLECUL.*tR STRUC_TURF.PARAMETERS IN
concentrations were estimated at approxima:ely 1-3 ><,IG_°/cc, CERTAIN SEMICONDUCq'ING POLYMERS
with mobilities of 1-4 cmZ/v see. 27 references. Kho, J. H. T., Cappas, C.
June 15, 1963
Princeton Univer_i_, Plastics Lab., N.J.
250. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE IN Technical Report67B, DA-31..12,t-ARO(D)-21
CONJUGATED POLYMERIC SYSTEMS
Chartoff,R. P.,Cappas, C. Three series of highly cenjug_ted PAQR semieonducting
February lS, 1963 polymers were synthesized and their electronic l:ehav'_or
Princeton University,PlasticsLab.,N.J. studied. The effects of the followinl_ variables on the f_lectrical
Technical Report66D, DA31-1rzA-ARO(D)-_I _'roperties of the PAQR polymers were examined: (J) hydro-
carbon portion of the polymers, (2) acidic portion ot theT_.e relation between chemical structure and electronic
properties for three classes of organic polymers with systems polymers, (3) copolymerization and mole ratio of starting
of conjugated double bonds was studied. The three classes raonomers, (4) metallic salt formation, and (5) pressure al_d
include linear polyalkynes, wholly aromatic polybenzimida- temperature.
zoles, and highly cross-linked polyacene quinone radical Correlations between structural parameters and macro-
(PAQR) polymers, scopic properties were establfshed. Room tem'3erature resis-
tivity was found to be. indirectly del_mdent on the number of
The wide range of electronic properties observed for these /used rings of monomer, ionization constant of acidic mono-
polymers lends support to the view that (1) highly coniu- mer, square root of pressure applied, and directly on the
gated polymer molecules exist in the form of stable biradicals, energy interval of a21the PAQR polymers studied. Relatioe.s
and (2) the enhanced electronic behavior of these materials between number of fused rings of monomer and the following
is directly related to the biradical population which may be properties were also found: pressure coefficient of resistivity,
observed by electron spin resonance spectroscopy, energy, interval, and resistivity at infinite temperature. Pres-
Infrared absorption spectra were obtained for several PAQR sure coefficient cf resistivity was found to be a direct function
of the energy, interval of the polymers. Spin concentration
polymers by the KBr pressed disk technique, and a stnacture varies directly with carrier concentration and indirectly with
consistent with spectroscopic and chemical evidence has been
proposed for phenolphthalein PAQR polymers, room temperature resistivity of the PAQR polymers.
For _he PAQR polymers studied, room temperature resis-
tivities range from l0 s to 10 _2ohm-era. Seebeck coefficients
251. PIEZO-RESISTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME range from 0.05 to 66.1 Fv/*C, and spin concentrations range
ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS from 10t7 to 10_9spin:;/g.
Henry,A. W, Cappas, C.
April._5,1963
PrincetonUniversity, PlasticsLab., N.J. 253. ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION IN SOME POLYMERIC
TechnicalReport67A, DA-31-124-ARO(D)-21 SYSTEMS
Krebs,J. A., Capp_s,C.
A series of highly conjugated polymers with semiconduct- June 30, 1963
ing characteristics was examined to determine the piezo- PrincetonUniversity, Plastics Lab., N. J.
resistive behavior. The resistivities, ranging from 102 to 10_t Technical Report67C, DA-31-124-ARO(D)-21
ohm-cm at room t_naper", re and 1840 atm. pressure, The main features of electronic conduction in organic sub-
decreased 100-fold (and for _vme polymers, 1000-fold)as the stances have been reviewed. Experiments were m_de to
pressure was increased to 35,000 atm. characterize semieonductivity in pow&_re_ polyacenes and in
Elimination of voids and particle-to-particle coutact prob- amorphous polyphenylacetylene. Thr_i'afluence of variol,_ fac-
tors such as the number of fused rin_its per monomeric unit,lems was obtained by the extreme pressures used, as evi-
dential by: (1) absence of hysteresis ,:n the piezo-resistivity, the introduction of monomers with carbonyl groups, and the
and (2) low measured permeation rat,; to fir. introduction of heteroaromatic monomers has been studied.
Spin coneentratiot, and mobilities of some typical samples
A correlation between the extrapolated activation energy were measured. The classical band theory was reviewed to
for the PAQR polymer_ _nd the number of fused rings in the determine its applic_abtlity to organic polymers. Some new
aromatic portion of the I_o]ymer "ws obtained, ideas on the theory of polymer conduction were developed.
i
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254. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID ORGANIC phenone to 1.06 ev for p-bromobenzophenon,. _. This was in
COMPOUNE'g good agreement with values reported in lite_at_,re for other
Htoc, M.S. organic semiconductors.1961
RensselaerPolytechnic In._t_tute,Troy, N.Y. Electrical conductivity measurements made at varying ap-
Thesis plied voltage levels indicated that Ohm's law was valid within
(Mier.ofilmavailable as Mic 61-3945, University Microfilms, the voltage range of approximately 30 to 1600 v cm -1. (DA,
Ann Arbor, Mich.) 1961)
The history of electrical conductivity measurements on
solid organic compounds such as proteins, dyes, polymers, 255. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRIC
organic fibers, orga_dc crystals, and organic molecular corn- CONDUCTION OF NYLON 6
plexes was reviewed. On the basis of this information, it was Naka,.'ima,T., Torii,K.
decided to limit the investigation to white or colorless organic Reports on Progress in Polymer Physics in ]apa1_,v. 5,
powders since very litt!e data have been reported, in this area. pp. 209-210, 1962 (in English)
(Available throughKobayasiInstitute of Physical Research,
A special three-electrode assembly for measuring electrical Koimbtmji,Tokyo, Japan)
conductivity of organic powders was designed and constructed. Among a number of crystalline high polymeric substances,
The design was a modification of the method developed by nyl_.m 6 (polycaproamide) containing hydrogen bonds be-
Amey for plastic materials. By using this method., it was pos- tween amidc groups is, from the electric point vf view, the
sible to measure both volume and surface resistivity values on most interesting material. In order to obtain some information
the same sample, about the molecular processes which are responsible for the
More than 100 organic powders, including saturated all- electrical conduction, a preliminary investigation of conduc-
phatic compounds, unsaturated aliphatic compounds, mono- tion was carried out.
auclear cyclic compounds,, polynuclear cyclic compounds, Measurements were made in the 0 to ] 3C_C temperature
heterocyclic compouvds, monomers (for polyelectrolytes), range as temperature increased at the rate of about 0.2 to
and organ_metaUic c_mpounds, were used for initial condue- 0.5°C/miu, _nd at comtant electric field of about 10_ v/cm.
tivity measurements. The purpose was to screen out corn- The logarithm of current at constant field vs. 1/T _ shc,wn.
pounds of very high electrical resistivity and to select low The sample was used at 24-hr intervals in vacuo. It was
resistivity compound_ for fur,her study, found that the current decreases slowly at constant tempera-
The effects of relative humidity, temperature, applied volt- ture. Logarithm of current vs. 1/T curves satisfy a relation
age, and chemical structure on the electrical conductivity of o, = croexp(-E/kT).
the selected organic compounds were ,.'nvestigated. The effect of water content is noted, and the activation
energy E evaluated in the three temperature regions. Two
'U_ere was a correlation between the mechanism of con- types of conduct%n mechanisms are suggested. Photocon-
dvction of the material and its electrical conductivity change ductive phenomena in nylon 6 will be reported elsewhere.
w_th relative humidity. Elec_cal conductivity of compounds
p.assessing ionic conductivity changed with relative humidity.
On the other hand, organic compounds reported to be dec- 256. SEMICONDUCTIVlTY OF POLYACETYLENE
tronic conductors had cc,nstant electrical conductivity regard- Hatano, M., Sera, N., Kambara, S., Olmmo_.o,S.
less of relative humidity ,_.onditions. Rt,portJ on Progrea_in Polymer Physics in ]apan, v. 5,
pp. 211-214, 1962 (in English)
There was no consistent correlation between the electrical (Available throughgobayasi Instf.tuteof PhysicalResearch,
conductivity and chemical structure of organic compounds. Kolmbunji,Tokro, Japan)
In,purities appeared to cause greater changes than chemical
structure in electrical conductivity. High-molecular-we,_ght crysta_ne or amorph=us polyacety-
lenes have been ob ained from acetylene by the use of
Four new organic semiconductors ( <_ 10*° ohm cm in vol- various catalyst syster,s of the Ziegler-Natta and other types.
ume resistivity) were discovered. They were p-bromobenzo- It was supposed that the resultant polyaeetylene had a stereo-
phenone, p-ehlorobenzophenone, 2,4'-d_chlorobenzophenone, regular structure of substantially transconjugated C-C double
and p-bromoacetophenone. All of these ex_pt p-bromobenzo- bonds. Since, it was erpected that these polymers having long
phenone were _vhite; p-bromobenzophenone was tan. These conjugated systems might beh" ve _ a semiconduct6r, the
compounds lo_t t::eir electrical conductivity on recrystalliza- electrical conductivity and its tempera_.ttre dependency for
ilon, indicating that they were impurity or extrinsic semicou- these polymers were measured. Me_sureme_,.ts were made in
du,"tors, nitrogen to avoid oxidation and resultant rise In resistance.
The thermal activation energy of conduction for the four The electrical resistance waa measured by the direct e::,.
new semiconductors ranged from 0,.38 ev for p-bromoaceto- rent produced by a kLov,n applied potential. By usin¢_ a
B_
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lever system, _be 3pecimen was compressed between two 258. ELECTRIC CONDUCTION OF NYLON 6 (H)
metal eled.rodes under a pressure of up to 160 kg/cm _. The Naka_ima,T, Mat_moto, Y.
dimensioTas of the specimen were between 0.1 and 0.3 cm in aeporMon Progren in Polymer Physics in Japan, v. 6
height a_,.tt 0.503 cm2 in cross section. The ceil, together pp. 241-244, 1963 (in Engllsh)
with a thermomete,', was placed in a thermostat which was (Availablethrough Kobayasi Institute of Physical Research,
heated at _he rate of approximately 0.5°C/min. Kokabunji, Tokyo, Japan)
The electric surface cohduction of the crystalline high
_e relation between electrie_| resi_vity p and applied polymer _y!on 8_ was ro,ported in a pr_;_t_us paper. This
pressure p can be written as p,"per relates to the previous experiment. After being dried
sufficiently at room temperature in a vacuum cell which
p _-:a + b/x/-p ,-,onta.;nedP,,O_ powder and wh'ch was packed with a silicone
and the formula is analogous to that for ezrbo_ black. The ,_ease, each of the specimens was placed between two quartz
resistivity was approximately c_nstant above 140 kg/cm 2, plates and was heated at 220°C; after meltiug, it was sud-
and values measured at 160 kg/em _ were tabulated. The denly cooled to about 50--190°C. The measuring cell con-
sists of copper electrodes with very pure nickel plates stuck
temperature coefficient of the electrical resistance was nega- on their surfaces, an electric furnace surrounding the elec-
tive in every case, with a linear relation betweer, log p and trodes, a dummy electrode to1 the purpose of measuring
1iT corresponding to p = po exg(E/kT), where E is the the temperature of the specJmeo which has the same heat
activation energy. The expression for resistivity can also be capacity as the electrodes, and the thermocoup!e which is
written in a form analogous to that for intrin.sie conductivity, inserted in a vacuum vesscl. In addition, a device was used
All of the observations seem to show the condaction is dec- to prevent induction noise and leak currents. After a specimen
tronic. The poiyaeetylenes can be assumed to be so-c_alled was placed between the electrodes, a force of about 1 kg
intrinsic semiconductors because of the semieonducting be- weight was applied by a double spri,_g system.
haviors. A .tentative explanation is offered for the phenomena
observed. Measurements of the dark current we_ made when the
specimen nearly reached thermal equilibrit:m, with the cell
maintained at 10-3 mm Hg (at least) under vacuum. It
257. ELECTRON SPIN ttESONANCE OF POLYACETYLENE was recognized that the contact between the specimen and
electrode was ohmic, and the clark current-_;oltage char-Hatano, M.,Kambara,S.
Reports on Progren in Polymer Physics in Japan, v. 5, acter_stic, after the absorption current waq decayed enough,
pp. 215-218, ll_i (in English) almost followed Ohm's law in the range of applied potential
(AvailablethroughKobayasiInstitute of PhysicalResearch, gradient from 10_ to 104 v/cm.
Kolmbunji, Tokyo, Japan)
In the preceding paper, the semieonductivity of these _59. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF P'_'ROLYTIC
polymers is described briefly. GRAPHITESKlein, C. A.
The polyacetylene having the semieonducting pr perties Reveiws of Modem Physics, v. 3_, no. 1, pp. 56-73,
had a stereoregular structure of substantia!ly trans-conjugated January 1969_
double bonds, a fact which was supported by various further Pyroly+_, _-phite can be prepared by deposition _om
experimental results, Since it was expected that the ._olymers methane ,qver tt'._, temperatt_re range 1700 to 2100°C. The
containing long chains of coyljugated "double beards might degree of preferred orientation and the galvanomagaaelSe
ha¢e stable free radicals, w)dch arose from lattice defe.-ts properties of this material are found to be strongly dependent
or conduction electrons, parvmagnetic properties of the poly- on its temperature of formation. Measurements of the Hall
rners were measured, coefficient and magneto-re:ds_ance ovec tl_e temperature range
30 to 1300°K for various samples are compared with X-ray
An appreciable conccn_a'ation o_ unpaired _dectrons ha._ measurements of their degree of ,orientation. A qualitative
been found iv all of the 9olyacetylenes through the apl_lica- comparison is made between the experimental results and
tion of electron spin res3pance spectroscopy. T_e figure, in the band model for graphite, together wfth its modification
spin/g, for crystalline Folyacetylene is 10a_, Jk_' amorphous as the crystallite size decreases. (PA, 196'2, #12,494)
polyacetylene i_ 10_s_ and for oxidized po_yaeetylene is
10_L The following data for these polyaeetylenes are given: 260. ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYCRYSTALLINE
conditions of prepar_,ti_m; paramag._e_e and electric prop- [_"NAPHTHOL
erties; and chemica! analyses of polyacetylenes. A typical Wolter, M.,Zyezkowska, T.
recorded curve of the electron spin resonance spectrur, of Rocmtkl Chemii, v. 3_qpp. i_7-140,196'3 (in English)
polyacetylene _s sbown. Some explanation of the observed The specific conductivity v of crystalline /_-naphthol at
llne shapes is offe¢od. 60-11(_,°C in air or N was examined. No electrical con,,luc-
q965003236-056
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tivity was indicated. The results conform to the equation as a function of composition in both a- and c-axis directions.
= _ro exp(-E/2kT), where the activation energy E i_ Anisotropy of electrical resistance becomes smaller, and of
2.35 in air and 2.37 ± 0.05 keal/mole in N, and ao is thermoelectric power sinks to practically zero, on c_,mpound
2 × 105 in N. This value of E corresponds to the visible formation. Compounds between graphite and rubidium or
region of the optical spectrum, where /3-naphthol solutions cesium have been studied more briefly under conditions
do not absorb light. The behavior of this material thus dif- approximating to saturation.
fers from that of other simple aromatic molecules.
In the direction of the a-axis, the large decreases of elec-
#ri_'alresistance observed can be interpretecl oz, the basis that
261. ELEC'RICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSI'AL the alkali metal atoms inject electrons ;;_to the upper r-band
COMPOUNDS OF GRAPHITE. L CONDUCTANCE of graphite. This is confirmed by the observed changes of
OF GRAPHITE/BROMINE thermoelectric power. Changes resemble but do not com-
Blackn'_an,L. C. F., Matbews, J. F., Ubbelohde, A.R. pletely mirror those observed with electron acceptor eom-
RoojalSociety c,_London: Proceedings of the, Series A-- pounds; the fractional transfer of electrons appears to be
Mathematical and YhysicalSciences, v. 256, no. 1284, less complete with the electron donors.
pp. 15-27.._,lay 31, 1960
In the direction of the c-axis, interca]atior: of the electron
Measurements are reported of the eieetrical resistance of donor alkali metal atoms leads to a much more striking de-
graFhite/bromine of various compositions. Some of the ex- crease of electrical resistance than is observed with various
periments refer to natural graphite, but the majority deal electron aeceptor groups. To supplement results previ_u;ly
with specimens of pyrolytic graphite which show good orien-
tation with respect to both a- and c-axes. Changes of resist- published, brief studies are reported on crystal compounds
ance in these two directions have been measured as a function between graphite and aluminum chloride, and graphite and
of bromine uptake to limiti_:g concer, trations; cyclic sorption- iodine monoehloride.
desorption studies have been included wliere approprL_te. Possible band models for graphite compounds with both
Results are discussed in the light of current theories about electron donor and acceptor atoms are discussed in the light
the electron band structure in graphite and in re,ation to of the experimental findings.
the nature of the bonding between bromi'ae and graphite.
264. DEFECT STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF
262. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTAL PYROLYTICCARBONS
COMPOUNDS OF GRAPHITE. [I. ACID SALTS Blackman,L. C., Saunders, G., Ubbelohde, A. R.
OF GRAPHITE Royal Society o_Lot.don, Proceedings of the, Series A_
Blackman,L. C. F., Mathe,.vs,J. F., Ubbelobde, A.R. Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 264, pp. 19-40,
Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the, Series A-- OctoberP,4,1961
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 258, no. 1294,
pp. 329-338, October 25, 1960 Defects were stud_sd systematically in graphites prepared
by the pyrolysis of methane at temperatures in the range
Experiments are described on the formation of crystal 1600 to 2200°C. Physical methods us_l il,.cluded measure-
compounds of various compositions by anodic oxidation of ments of the bulk density and studies of X-ray diffraction
well-oriented pyrolytic graphite. Concentrated sulphuric acid photographs. Electronic properties exam,led were the elec-
was used in most cases; other acids h:_ e al_o been examined, trical ,esistivity and its degree of an._,otropy, the r,'.agneto-
Chang,,_ in the electrical resistance are discussed in relation resistance, the Hall effect, and the thermoelectric power. The
to use of two- and three-dimensiona 1 electron energy band uptake of bromine to saturation at room temperature was
structur_ models, used to characterize the structural disorder by chemical
means. One main conclusion is that a striking change occurs
in pyrolytic carbons as their deposition temperature passes
263. ELECTY.IICALPROPERTIES OF CRYSTAL through a critic01 region, around 1900°C. Specimens pre-
COMPCL_UNDSOF GR/..PIIITE. IlL THE ROLE OF pared below this temperature have low bulk densities, show
ELECTRON DONORS oaiy a eomparativelv small degree of preferred orie,_httion,
Blackman, L. C. F., Mathews, JoI'., Ubbelohde, A.R. anal conta:'n appreciable concentrations of residu,-.i .b,ydrogen.
Royal Soeietlt of London, Proceedings of the, S_ies A_ Specimens deposited above this temperature ha,'e bulk deu-
Mathematical an('tPhysical Sciences, v. 258, no. 1294, sities and _)ther properties which tend toward those of perfect
pp. 339-349, October 25, 191_0 gr_.phite. The crystal orientation impcove_ progressively in
Crystal compom_ds between potassium and well-oriented specimelt_ d_posited ,lp to 2200°C and can be brought still
pyrolytic graphite hay._ been prepared with a range of tom- closer to ide_',l graphite by subsequent recrystaUization at
positions up to saturation. Measuremects have been made of around 2700°C. A second main F,nding is that the a-axis
changes of electrical resistance and of thermoelectric power thermoelectric power, wEose values at room temperature lead
_3
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to the same geaeral conclusionsabout cLystal defectx as the 267. _._._CTRIC CONDUCTIVITY O[ SYNTHFFIC
other methods used, shows Tcmarkable anomalies as t_- CERESIN IN THE MEL1[ING BANGE
temperature i_ lowered, to valrtes of reduced temperatu_ T/0 Bondmenko, A. V., Nik/ten_. V. I.
mxmm_d0.03. A_preliminar,,• examina,:rm wzs made of change, Trade Noeocherkag_.go Fca2¢kh,ichegko$o ln_dut_
in the aemma]ies re_ul_g ft_m ta'_ "l compound /ormatio_, Rabot_ KafedryF/z/ched'ogo. v. 73, pp. _-46, 1959
and hem n_atron bomba.,dment. Tentative attributiwa of (_atto _Jemt_Jcn_dZ.h,J_ma{,_ :961, _9..aN_,6)
these _nomalies can be made to hhe interaction of e_-arge Dependence on temperature of the electrical cor.ductivit3
carriers _ith h.q'ice vforaUons. (PA, 1981, #17,523) of @-nth.#,Jeceresin was studied. Me'_-uremcqats were taken at
intervals of 2--5'C, w_th the rate of heating (or cooling) i_C
for each "2--10rain. In heating ap to 57°C (t,e melting point
ELECTIUCAL CONDUCTION AND 2P.E_AX'13OWNE'_ of low-molec,_dar-weight comlx_aent paraffins), one oo_.st_,t
Lw,,c_I_TD DIELECTRICS was maint_i_erl inrate of c:hant_eof lot o, (specific volume
Cheng, P, Kswarahaymhi, T.,Inuts_Y. r ;stance.), wMle above 57°C :his rate of cl_-,nge had an-
T_:_mo/_g_i_ae_o_OmteU.-'_m'a_,v. t0, o_er, i_ ger constant. In the .melted state tl',e structural
fff_30, Jmmary1960 orient_ti_,_ seemed to be varied hy the electrical field and as
The elet,uieal condu,=_ion and breakdown phenomena in a result the cooling c_drvedeviated from the heating curve,
n-hexane and _Rrobenzene are investigated with the apphca- crossing it at the middie of the melt region.
tiou of dc and re,."tangoL_rpulse voltage,. For the dc experi-
ments a thyratron d/veriercircuit was used in pat'S! with 268. TRAMS.MISSIONOF ENEI/GY IN ANTHRACENE
the test gap, which enable:l more reprodueib] _ result_ up to CRYSTALS DOPED WITH Ph'ENAZINE AND
the _ llt_l, sueugth. Exits vdth pulse volt- ACRIDINE
ages were carried out for in_ortm,tion about the dynamical Ker_a_Hi, V. M., Fai-Jish,O. M.
pra_ of conduction processes. The. foil,re, lug relations Ubeim'Idi F/=_chn//Z/re=M/,v. 8, p,o.683-688, 1963
were obtained between the _t i ar_d E. At low fiekt
streugth in n-hexane containing se_era_, percent of ethyl
alcohol, log t varies in proportion to _/E _the_ ffmn to E. 269. TEMPERATUBE DEPENDENCE OF THE
But at higher field strengths, especially just below break- ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOME MELTS
• OF POLYMORPHIC SUBSTANCES
down, R incaeases very abruptly, and sc_ne electronic pr_- Urazovskii,S. S, Kane_kaya, Z. M.
comes ieading to breakdown appear. Direet-_trrent breakdown Okralm'idi K/t/m/cheek//Zhmna/, v. 27, pp. "296-302,1961
.qremsth of mh_xane is about 0.7 Mv/cm. (PA, 1982,
#11,384) Discussion, graphed data, and explanation are offered for
file temperature dependence of the electrical cor_uctivity of
mcnochloroacetic acid, benzophenone, salol, menthol, and
266. CONDUCTIVITY INDUCED BY INJECTED ae;tophenonein ]iqu/d and supercooled-liquid state. Transition
ELECTRONS IN LIQUID DlgLEG'rRICS points show as breaks in the curves.
Ck,ag, 1'., lauttht, _.
- Tec/mob_ _st, o_aae Omta Unleen_, v. I0,
: pp._4Ev-_l, Oetober 1969 270. NEW MElflOD OF STUDYING CONFIGURATIONM.
CHANGES OF POLYMERS
Conduetivit3_ induced by injected electrons in n-hexane Oraz_vskii,S. S., Ezhik, I. I.
and benzene was investigated. The drift mobi]ities /_ of the Ubei_'kil Khlmlche,_'ii Zharaal, v. 28, pp. 329-332, 196_
injected electrom in whexane and benzene were found to be (in Russ/an)
1.0 × l0 s and 0.45 × 10 -_ cm2 v-' at 20°C, being almost The chaxige in phase angle of high-frequency electric cur-
independent of the applied field strengths up to _.5 Mv em-L rents prod,aced by solutions of high polymers in organic
This small value of the dr'_t mobility shows that the injured solvents is plotted against temperatare. Measurements were
electrom do not behave as free electrons such as in gases, From made by a Q-meter. Line breaks occur near temperatures at
the temperature dependence, assuming _=1_, exp(-A_tdkT), which conformational changes of the polymers take place.
the activation energy of the drift mobility can be estimated
as 0.16 ev both in n-hezane and in benzene. This activation
evergy does not coincide with that of the viscosity. Possible 271. TIIE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ARTIFICI_.L
mechazdsw.s for tht.se small dr/ft mobi!ities are discussed. The GBAPHr'£ESAND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
nmf._itudes of induced charg_ were greatly affected by the ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITYMason, I. B., KnObs, R. H.
eondit_oning of the electrodes, which may be due to the March 1_
ioniT_ationof absorbed gases on the electrode surface. Elec- United KingdomAtondeEnergy Authority,Research
trou multiplication due to collision ionization in the liquid Group,AtomicEnergyResearch Establishment,
itself was not observed below field strengths of 0.5 Mv cm -_ Harwell, Berks, England
(P.4,1962,#0988) s_._.a97a
B4
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Meararements of thermal eonducti_riW at room tempe,'ature can be. used for the study of the kinetics of. polycondeusation
eover/ng a wide range 9f commerciai .and experim_ltal gra- react/ons in various system._
phites are presented. In addi._on, some graplutes of interest
in the nuclear field w_ (ramined up to 500°C. It is d._non-
strated that for a given material thermal resistivity (inverse 273. ON THE SO-CALL_D "COMk_ENSATIONEFFECT"
conductivity) varies linearly with electrical resisti_ity when IN ORGANIC SEMJCONDUCrOB MATERIALS
either the orientation c', the cwstallini_y varies. F.q_ressiom hirapeOan_. A. V., Vt,itea_ B. M, Davydov, B. E.,
corre'la_ng these two quantities are given. It is a';o found Serebryanikov, V. $.
that one _._eh e=2r_on fits the data for over 40 different $'ymlannob, lad_ $o¢_v. 3, ao. l&p. 1876,
graphites, and enables i_e thermal r_-/;tis ity to be est.imated December 1961
from elec_ric.-ai measurements to v'/t.hin ±15%. A _airly It has been shown that semiconductors obtaiced on the
simple theoreti_l analysis of the data suggests that the tern- b_is of pvlyacrvlonitr!le with electr..xxmductivi_, o X !0-* to
perature variation of thermal condhcti_t) of most graphites 2_ :3hm-tem -t at room temperature display a fall m the acti-
can be represented by a single family of cth-'.,_. _ t_is b_.ms vafon ener_' _ conductivity (E) with increase in value of
it is indicated how values of thermal conductivity at elevated the p_e-exponential factors o_ the expt_.'_on oo exp(E/9,kT);
temperah _r._ may be estimated from room temperature data i.e., the sarr,e reb.don between E and *o holds in the case of
(£A, ._9q2, # 23,093) ordinary semiconductors.
272. A STUDY OF THE KINETICS OF INTERFACIAL 274. TliE SYNTHESIS AND SOME PHYSICAL
POLYCONDENSATION BY THE MEASUREMENT PROPERTIES OF POLY-pDIETHYNYLBENZENE
OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY Kotlyarevtldi,L I., F'tther,L. B., Dtdov, A. A.,
Fainberg,E. Z., Mildmilov, N.V. $1inkin,A. A., Rubinshtdn, A. M.
V_,so/mmo/e/_l_rn_ $_, v. 2, no. 7, pp. 1(L39-1044, Vi_tu_tnlm _ v. 4, no. ill,pp. 174-18l,
]'.dy1960 February 19_
tT,anslated fromth( Rt._ian in PMemerScienceU.$.S,R., (TramlatedfromtheRmsian in Po/lmu_ Sc/_ U.5_JL,
v. 3. no. 2, pp. 22g-_, 1962; published August 1962) v. 4, no. 1, pp..58--68, 1963)
A method has been develop,_d for the study of the kinetics Many papers have bee.n published recently on the synthesis
of pelycondensation at an interracial boundary, based on the a'ad physical properties of polymers containing systems d
measurement of the electrical conduetivi,y of the aqu "ore conjugated bonds. It has been found that such compo,mds
phase (diamine solution). The study of the reaction was possess special electrical and magnetic properties ren'dniscent
carried out on systems consisting of benzene solutions of of the properties of inorganic semiconductors and paramag-
adipyl and sebaeyl eh!orides and aqueous solutions of hexa- netic materials. In this field poly-p-diethynylbenzene, a poly-
methylenediamine. A quaternary ammonium base of the type mer in which triple bonds are conjugated with benzene rings,
of triethylbenzylammonium hydroxide was used as detergent, has been syvth_zed and son',e physical properties have been
As has already been noted, for the purpose of the investiga- exaniined.
tion it is s,dEcient to know the change in concentration of the The electrical conductivity was measured at constant cur-
diamine; hen_, platinum electrodes, sealed into the vessel, rent _.noacuo (5 × I(P3 ram), u_ing tablets of the oligomer
were immersed in the aqueous phase and consequently dis- compressed at 5000 attn. Specimens of polymer were pre-
turbance of the organ c-solvent phase; the upper layer, was pared by heating the tablets at different temperatures for
avoided. This enabled the experimental error to be reduced 20 In" in a current of nitrogen. The temperature dependence
considerably became agita_on of the upper phase makes of the specific conductivity, followed the usual experimental
possible the transfer of substance._ to the aqueous phase which law o = Ooe-_/_T. The results show_,u good reproducibility
world alter its electrical conductivity and falsify the value of when the temperature of measurement was repeatedly raised
the diamine concentration determined from the electrical con- and lowered, the relative error being not more than -.+15%.ductivity. More,vet, it seems that even under static conditions
with no disturba,me of the upper phase (organic solvent) The conductivity of the oligomer at room temperature be-
some disto_ion of t_hevalue of the electrical conductivity of fore heat treatment was less than 10-" ohm"tcm -t and at
the aqueous phase (diamine solution) is possible, caused by 120°C o = 5 × 10-tt ohm-tem -t. The energy o_ activ:_tion :
penetration of reaction products into this phase, for conductivity, E, in the temperature interval 1_0-200°C
was 0.86 ev.
For a stringent, quantitative study of the reaction kinetics
this factor should be taken into account and, if necess_ry, a The conductivities of specimens heated at 220-000°C are
correction applied. "13_ismethod seems qu/te satisfactory for given. With increase in the temperature or previous heat
a comparative study. In the first stages of the experiment the treatment the electrical _¢sistance falls and the energy of ac-
measurement was made by meam of a valve miUivoltmeter, tivation for conductivity decreases. There is a point of in-
"l_e results obtained in thi_ work ihdicate that this method flection in the plots of log o against I/T, and the temperature
_5
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corresponding to this point iacreases as the heat-treatment above, heating at high temperatures leads to the disap.p._ar-
tempe_rature increases, ante o_ tl=_ narrow ESR sigaal with a simultaneous In :ease
in conductivity.When specimens ?reviously heated at P'20°C are 2rradiated
,_ith ultraviolet light the conductivity h_creases instantan_
ously by several orders o[ magnitude. Vehen the irradiation is 275. SIUDI' kSL'_iTHE EL_CTIaOCONDUCTIVITY OF
st._'_pped_e conductivit." revtrts to the previous value almos_ i'O."Y_IFBS. V. POLYCABBONATE_1"OLY-
irmantaneously When th _ specimen_ are heated at _00°C the ETHYLENETEBEPHTIIALATE.,MLXED POL'IT_.STER
egec,t _ very. much weaker, and with specim,.-ns heat-treated at ._ND 1'OLYOXYblETHYLENI_
•500 and 600;C, irradiation has no effect on the resistance. 5azhlrL,B. I., Eidehant, M.P. "V_rkomo/dmb, m_ Soed/aen/Se, v 4, no. 4,
Determinatioa c._ the sign of the thermal EMF of a spee:- pp. 583-590, April1962
men heat-tTe_t:ed at 600°C _ud aL_uthe rever_bk decr_,,se The r__osultsare desc_bed of the experimental determilm-
in resistance on absorptior, of exy.gen indicate the "hole" finn of the resistivity of polyearbonate, polyethylenetereph-
nature of the condueti_i_, thahte, n.ixed polyester of terephthalie and sebae:e acids with
ethylene glycol, and polyoxymethylene, depending upon the
Magnehc susceptibility was als.., measured and ESR _pe_._a temperature ( - 180 to 200"C ) and the dm'ation of loading
plotted, of the specimen (0.01 to 1200 see). It hag been shown tl_t
Results confirm that the e_ectrical and magnetic prope_ies for T < T9 the value of #v is greatly dependent up_m the
are d_per.dent on the crystallini_ of the polymer. In fact, establishment of dipole radical polarization. The crystallization
specimens heated at the lower temperatu.,-_ (up to 220°C) of the first two named pobaners is accompanied by a consid-
are amorphous and g_ve a narrow ESR signal, the intensity orable increase in _.. (For Part VI, see Entry #86_
of which inc._ ,_,'ifl_increasing heat-tree.tmeat tempera-
ture. The value of X for the ,mcompressed specimen in this 276. SOME PROPERTIES OF POLYMERIC
lower interval of temperature is the same as that of the orig- SE_HCOND_JC"IORS
inal polymer. The electrical resistance and energy" of activa- Davydov, it. E., Baskina, E. M, gr-,mtsel,B. A.
tion for conductivity are very. high, and the conductivity Vymkomo/eka/s_n_eSoed/nen/_a,v.4,no. 10,
increases markedly under the action of ultraviol.et rad;ation, pp. 1_t4--1605, Oc_,ober196"2
Consequently, these speeJme-_s still do not have a crystalline _, study was made of the temperature dependence of the
structure but comist of ",veal,I:, associated coniugat_xi seg- the:'mal dectromotive force of semiconductor polymers; it
ments; hence thor electrical and magnetic properties are wa:. shown that they may be classified as semiecndactors,
deterndned by the behavior of the individual, weakiy Later- semimetals, and metals. It has been found that at etevated
acting, unprJred electrons within a given segment and by the te_,_per,atures a number of polymers change the sign of the
energ." barriers between the segments. Consequently, ,t wo:dd th_:rmal EM.F and hence the sign of the current earrie.,s
be expected that in t_-_,_region o_ heat-treatment tempet_- (determined by the sign of h_e EMF).
tures the number of unpaired elect.-ons calculated from the
ESR data would coincide with the number obtained from the
maD'_etie _usceptibillty. 277. EIN NACHWEIS DER RAUMLADUNG BEIRAUMLADUNGSBESCHRgNKTEN
Sir_ce the intensity of the ESR signal varies iv the sa:ne DEFEKTELEKTRONENSTROM_N IN ANTHRAZEN
maraaer as the electrical conducti,,ity, it may be considered (DETECTION OF THE SPACE CHARGE IN SPACE.
that in po!_,_aers heat-treated at lower temperatures the un- CHARGE-LIMITED DEFECT ELECTRON CURRENTS
paired electrom detected by the ESR and static magnetic IN ANTHRACENE)
susceptibility methods take part in the proecss of conductivity, tlelfrieh, W., Mark,1'.
ti_e high activation energies are due to the potential barriei's Zeitschrift fiir Phydk, v. 168, no. 5, pp. 495--503,
at the t_:,ndaries of the conjugated segments. July 25, 19o2
A method is described with which the space charge of the
In the general e_e, a correlation between changes in con- er:cess hole eurrent in anthracene, flowing under space-che rge
ductivity aad the numLor of unpaired electrons calculated limitation, can be detected in spite of the short porsistance oi
h'om d,c nzarow ESR _ignals should rot be expected. Co,a- this charge in the crystal. One injecting (ohmic) and one
sequently, the l.'tentificatioa of unpaired electrons with con- non-injecting (blocking) electrode are used. After space-
ductivity electrons in complexes with a "transfer of charge" charge-lirnited current flow is established, a reverse voltage
suggested by Eiey is scarceiy justifiable, partieularly si_,._etLe is suddenly applied which causes the excess space charge in
changes in conductivity that he obtained do not correspond the ctTstal to flow ot_t through the ohmic electrode without
to t.be changes in intensity of the ESR signal in these com- additional carriers entering through the blocking electrode.
plexes. There is also little basis for the attempt to explain the The magnitude of the space charge so measured agrees with
increase in conductivity of polymer_ on heating by an increase that expected from the capacitance of the crystal. (PA, 1962,
in the content of biradica] structures because, as was shown #16,715)
156
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278. EINE BE£TIMMUNC DER EFFEKTIVEN ch .ge up to a certain quasi-Fermi level. The thermal activa-
ZUSTANDSDICHTE DES BANDF.S FOR tion energy of the current should be a kind of spatial average
tJBERSCH_SSIGE DEFEK_'ELEV(TBONENIN of tla.islevel. This energy was measured and used to calculate
ANTHRAZEN (DE'I"EILMINATIONOF THE the effective density, of states. The result, 4 × 10:t crn-S,EFFECTIVE DENSITY OF STATES OF THE BAND is close to the double melecular density which is 8.4 × I0::
FOR EXCESS DEFECT ELECrRONS IN cm -_. A disclLssion on traps ,_s given in an appendix. (PA,ANTItRACENE)
Helfrich, W., Mark, P. 1963. #4844)
Z,dtsehrift tiir Ph!ndk, v. 171, no. 3. pp. 527--536,
I3_*ember28, 1963 gT_. THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL
AMINATES OF TRIVALE._r THALLKIM IN
Stea=ly-state space-charge-limited current measurements NITROBENZENE SOLUTIONS
were used to obtain the effective densi.,y of states in the ba_d Kulba. F. Y.,Mironov, V. E-, T_in-'ga,_ T.,
appropriate to excess hole motion in anthracec+e. Sinoe the Filiplmva, Z. G.
energetic trap density decreases exponential.ly with the e_.- Zhm'na/Neorganlchest_oi Khindi, v. 8, no. 3,
ergy ,:listance from the band, _e traps are filled by the space pp. 672-675, 1963
SYNTHESIS
-2,80.ELECTROPHYStCAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMERIC energy of 7-13 kcal/mole. Temperature dependence of con-
COMPLEXES FORMED BYTETRACYANOETHYLENE --luctivit:. was shown g_raphicaHy. The, _olyrners gave a narrow
WITH HETAL$ electron paramagneiS.'c re_nance signal with spacing of 4--6
Berlin. A. A.,_oguslavskii, L. I., Bhrshtein, R. Kh., oersteds between peaks and g-factor = 2; the concentration
Matveeva, N. G., Shede, A. L,Shurmovskaya,N.A. of paramagnetic paJ_cles was 10-*°-10Z_/g.Akado.miy,, Nauk SSSR, Dokladg: v. 136, no. 5,
pp. 1127-!129, February 11, 19el
Polymeric chelate coa:.ings were formed by treating etched 282. SYNTIIESIS OF POLYMF.RS WITH CIIARGEDHETERO-ATOM_ IN TIlE CHAINS OF THE
surfaces of Cu, Fe, Ni particles ,,,it.ls vapors of tetraeyano- MACROMOLF,CULES. ONIUM POLYMERIZATION
_+hylene at 150-400¢C frona 5 _o 20 hr at 10-5 mm Hg (of Berlin,A.A.,Bazvodovsldi, E.F.
th.ckne_s 5 × 10_ to 3 × 10-:' em). With an ac bridge, the Akademi_laNauk SSSR, Doldady. v. 140, no. 3,
cap _'ity and resistance of films were measured in vacuo as a po. 598--600, Septemk-.r21, !{_61
f,,ne+,on of temperature. The specific conductance, a, flue- Heating pure 4-chloropyfidin- at 50.-60°C, or maintaining
tuated with polymerization temperature, depending on the
time o1:]mating and the pretreatment of the metal surface, it at 20°C, yields a yellow-brown polymer consisting of apara-connected chain of pyridine rings wiLh pyridinium chlo-
A thin film formed on Fe ehig_ by reaction at 2500C for 3 hr ride units at the N-junctions; the polymer contain_ some 90%
showed o of 3 × 10-9 ohm-a em-t, and the effective die!ectric titratable C1 and the chain let,gth is 8-14. The rate of reaction
constant _.of 7 at 3000 cps. Heating samples an additional 3 is greatly incre_q,'d by addition of 0.5-2% compounds withhr caused o to become 3 × 10-*' ohm -acm -_ and E 36. In-
reactive C1 ichloranil or already prepar_l poly(pyridine
creasing the re._ctiov, temperature from 250 to 4000C and chloride)]. The presence of pyridine stops chain formation.
heating for 10 hr gave o equal to 5 × 1'"6 obm-_ cm-_, and The polymer decomposes at 160-165°C and shows a narrow
e 70. The therrnoelectric power is based on p ,type conduction, band, electron paramagnetic 'resonance (EPR), spectrum with '+
6 oersted bandwidth and q-factor _,9;the content of para-
281, SYNTHESIS AND SOME PROPERTIES OF POLY- magnetic units in the polymer is 3.8 × 10+S/g. This may be,
(TETBACYANOETHYLENE) explained by facilitated unl',airing of the _--electrons and their
Berlin,A.A.,Matveeva, N.G. delocalization along the chain. Copo]ymers were obtained
Akademiya Nar k SSSR, Doldady, v. 140, no. 2, between chloranil and y,y'-'tfipyridine in a melt at 130"C or in
pp. 368--370, Sept_.nberI1, 1961 toluene solution. The pol_er gives a symmetric EPR signal
Tetracyanoetl'.y]ene was polymerized in the presence of corresponding to 5 × 10_S/g paramagnetic units; q-factor
reagents capable of opening the C'_ group, alcohols, phenols, 2.0 and bandwidth 8 oersted are reported. 4-Pyridylpyridi-
amines, and amides, at 2O0°C. Of various reagents tried, nium chloride-HCl has conductivity &, 3 × 1Ot_ and _,_,,o
El Oil was most effe<tive with 43.7% polymer formed. The 3 X 10-_'_with E = $5.8 kcal/mole; poly(chloropyridine)
polymer was .;table _p to 300°C, but suffered some weight gives respective valuts: 10"_,10-_, 18.2; eopolymer bipyridine
loss at 350°C; this became greater at higher temperature, and cl:.loranil give respective values: 10_, 10-_, 21.7. These
with complete destruction at 500°C. The polymers had a result,,, indicate a sharp rise of conductivity with elevation of
conductivity of about 10-r-10 -_ ohm -t cm -a and an activation the temperature in these polymers.
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283. OXIDAIION PRODUCT_;OF HIGH-MOLECULAB- also t'qe c._aT_ertype. Said in another way. the materials range f
WEIGHT CONJUGATED POLYENES from p-type to n-ty_)e.
Berlin, A. A.,Aseevs, R. M.,Kaiyaev, G. I., FIankevlch, E. L.
Akodcmitla Nauk S3SR, DoMady, -:.144, no. 5, The conduction mechanzm in the PAQR polymers is dee-
pp. 10_-10,15,Jm,ell, lt_62 tronic, as evidenced by unchanging resistivib" during pro-
ionged electrolysis experiments, and by th_ existence of a
Polymeric po!yeaes were formed by dehydroehlor_nation of relatively large Hall coefficient. Non-ohmic behaH_r has been
poly(vinyl ehlori_. _) (I) or chlorinated i resih by NaOAm established by comparison of die polymers with ohmic re-
and subjected to _,i;d oxidation at 20°C They gave a narrow sisto,'s in a Whertstone bridge.
:_-lectronparamagne_ic :._onance (EPR) signal correspovding
t, 10_*paramagnet_c parfie|_ per gram. The signal from the A semiquantitati_e relationship betw,_en electron spin dens-
p._duet derived from I was the wid(_ of the two, indicating ity and conducti:m h_s been established in the PAQI_ poly-
lesser exchange interactions between the unpa.re_,_ electrons, mers. I?_is indicates that the conductiov, in polymers in this
T]-.e oxidation with O was followed kinetically i, ultraviole_ series is related more by the number of carriers than by the
_ight or visible light. The poisoners changed color, and the carrier mobility, though no: entirely. A high density of elee_
F_PBsignal disappeared. The polyene from I reacted the rr,_:- tron spins with n_axow peak half-widths "_sobservable. (] 0l_"
rapidly of the two. The final oxidation product contained to 10_-_'em-3_.;hence these polymers are poiyradical:.
32.5% bound O and appeared to cont ,ain peroxide units,
possibly" as O bridge_ across C atoms adjacent to residual The PAQB polymers have a dissimilar .¢_ruc-_ureand .-node '
double bon?s. If the oxidation products are heated to 150- of electronic conduction from that of pv;opo;,ymers.
200"C wit_:,ut access of air, the color deepens and the EPB
signal appears again. The conductivity rises simultaneously. 285. REACTIOI_;SOF METAL HAL'._.DL,'SWITH
This product eontah_s but 15% bound O and appe_s to have ' AROMAT2_ COMPOUNDS
an aromatic type of conjugation. A brown polymer formed Kwaeio, P.
after Lhe loss of some 50% of i_dtially contained O gives a AmericanChemical Soeic.-_,Washington,D.C.
narrow EPR signal with 10_T/g unpaired electrons. The Paper 42; Division of Petrole_ Chemistry, presentedat the
peroxides shown above can conwrt tetrahydronaphthalene into 149ndMeeting, ACS,A_antic City, N.J.,
C_oHs. Heating the peroxides of polyenes from chlommted I September9-14, 1962
in air does not result in the br_,akdown of the former, and A variety of reactions, including halogenation, side-chain
the products actually become more and more stable as hea_- attack, n-_clear coupling, and polymerlzaJon, can oecu: with
ing proceeds. Heating and pressing r_,t, in strong pb_s.'ics aromatic compounds m_dthe Lewis acid met_! halide.s, ferric
with good heat resistance. _he dielectric properties of var'ous chloride, antimony pentachlorl.'de, or cupric chloride.
•_lymers are imptoved by in_':orporationof the polyene
peroxides described above. Ferric chloride and .mtimony pentacldoride are k,,own to
effect nuclear chlorination with halobenzenes, ",dkyll_enzenes,
and polynuclear hydrocarbons. The cupric hahdes are less
9,84. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATIONOF SOME active haiogenating agents. Side-chain involvement, observed
HIGHLY CONJUGAT_.D SEMICONDUCTING with alkylated benzenes, produced di-, try-, and tetraaryl-
POLYMERS '" methanes, disproporti0n_tio,_, and probably polymerization.
Poll, H, A., Englehasdt, E. H, With m-xylene and ;fiesitylene, nuclear coupling and chlorin-
Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. ation resulted f, om the ferric hloride reaction. Benzene can
Paper22, Divisionof PolymerChemistry,presented at the be polymerized in the s/stem, cupric ch_.oride-aluminum
14t0thMeting, ACS,Chicago, IlL,September 3--_,1061 chloride-water, under ,'emarkably mild conditions to a solid
Highly conjugated semieondncLing polymers are produceo possessing the properties of p-pclyphenvl. Evidence for the
by the condensation of an acene .viLh aromatic acid anhy- p-polyphenyl structure is based upon e_emental analyses,
drides, in the presence: of zinc chloride, at temperatures of infrared spectrum, X-ray diffraction pattern, insolubility, and
about 200 to 400°C. Specific conductivities ranging from thermal stability. The mechanistic aspects of thv various re-
10-e to 10-_c mbo cm -x were observed by varying the type and ae'ions are discussed_.
concentration of aromatic t,ydrocarhon in the polymer. Acti-
vation energies of the conduction process in these polyacene
g86. POLYMERIZATIONOF NON-CONJUGATED DIYNES
quinone radical (PAQR) polymers are observed to range BY COMPLEX METAL CATALYSTS
0.1 to 0.,5 ev, and are closely related to the room te_nperature Stiile, I. K., Frey, D. A.
resistivPy as quoted above. Amer/can Chemical Soctotg, Iotmud of the, v. 83, no. 7,
The series of PAQR polymers prepmed here exhibit a p_. 1697-1701, AprilS, 1961
range of Seebeck coeffic;_,ts (thermoelectric power) o{ from The polymerization of 1,6-heptadiyne by Ziegler-type cata.
-10 to _-34,5 ,_v/°C. As the temperature _ncrea_es, the lysts leads to soluble, highly colored polymers of 10,000-
Seebeck cmefl_cient becomes more and more negative, hence 20,000 molecular weight, which: contain a|tenmting double
r
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and single bonds along the backbone of the Polymer chain aration temperature_ frem 350 to 450"C_ At 250--350°C, I,
and a eyc:ie recurring unit as the main structural features. II, and FeCI.. gave compounds whose con tuctivities were 20
Polymerization of 1,7-octadi:._ne and 1,8-r_'_adiyne under the times greater thaa those prepared with l'eCl:, The conduc-
same conuitions, however, affords mostly cross-linked polymers, tivity of these polymers is attributed to interac' ion between
donor N atoms and acceptor groups, su,:h as the metal i'.n,
quinones, and quaternary N atoms linke _1within a fully ,"m-
287. NEW ORGAI_,OMETALLICSEMICONDUCTOR jugated polycyclie system. The existence of the metal in more
Dewar, M. I- S., Talati, A.M. tlmn one oxida_on state, as m_v occur n the FeCI2 polymer,American Chemical Society, loumd of the, v. 85, no. 12,
p. 1874,June 20, 1963 may Ix- of fm ther benefit.
The expected electricel properties of coordinat._on polymers
are discus:;cd, and the s_aathesis of a _,ew organom_._allic semi- 291. CYCLIZING TRLMERIZATION 3F ALKYNES BY
eonduc.tor of this kind L_reported, _;_ecupric derivative of MEANS OF CARBONYLCOMI OUNDS
the dinxime of 1,5-diaeet?.'l-2,6-dib) 2ro.xynaphthalene. The Hfibel, W., Hoogzand, C.
conductivity of the Pol_mer was measured in corupressed C_emieche Berlchte, v. 93, pp. 10_-115, 1960
disks (prepared at about 9 × 10' psi) at room temperature. (For full ibstraet, see ChemlcaI/d.aracts, 1960, Entry9839Q
Three sampies of the l_lymer, prepared in different ex-
periments, had resistivit:es of 8.0 × ",07, 7.4 × 10: and Conve_io, to _ne derivative: of mono- and disubsti-
8.0 X 10Tohm-cm, tuted acetylenes by heating wi_ ,anall amounts of metal
carbonyl derivatives, with or withmt solvent, is reportcxl.
Unsymmetrical a]kynes of the typ:_.RC:CR' yielded under
208. POLYMEBICCONDUCTORS AND SEMICONDUCTORS these conditions exclusively benzene derivatives with identical
I_echer,M.,Mark, H.F. substituents in the 1,2,4- and 3,5,6-positions, respectively.
AngewandteChemie, v. 73, pp. 641--646, 1961 It was postulated that the trimeri_tion proceeded via an
Pr,'paration of electrically conducting polymers by building intermediate organic metal earbonyi complex.
ionoger_c groups into the structure or by introducing mobile
electrons through cnnjugated systems is explained. Work on
the electrical and magnetic properties, as well as the prepara- _t2. ON THE SYNTHESIS AND l ;LEC'I11ONIC
tion, of polymers containing heteroatoms, metal chelate poly- P11OPE11"HESOF POLYACE5YLENIC
n:.xs, and polyvinylenes is summarized. HYDROCARBONS
Okamoto,Y.,Gordon,A., Movso_ icius,F., Hellman, H.,
Brenner, W.
289. DONO11-_CCEPTO11COMPLEXES Chemistry & Industry, London, no. _._,pp. 2004-2006,
Mtdli..ken,R. S., Pe;son, W. 11. December 9, 196i
In' AnnualReviewof PhysicalChemistry,"Volume 13, Fhenylace[Tlene was thermally polymerized under oxygen-pp. 1'37-120
Eyring.H.,Edito_ free, dry nitrogen at reli,t_x temperatures for 20-65 hr in the
bnnuallleviews, lnv.,PaloAlto, Calif., 1962 ab,;ence of solvent as well as in 10--20 wt.% solutions of
decalin, xylene, 4iethylene glycol dimethyl ether (diglyme),
Vely recent material not fully covered in Briegleb's book arid chlorobenzene. In all cases deep red solids were obtained
(Entry #334) is reviewed, and current thinking, which in in near quantitative yields, which became yellow-orange
some respects goes beyond or differs from that in the litera- powders upon reprecipitation from benzene, acetone, carbon
ture and in Briegleb's book, is presented, tetraehloride, or chloroform solutions by adding methanol,
,_thanol, or petrolenm ether. To determine the electroconduc-
tivity of the material, a temperature-resistivity profile wa._
290. SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS CONTAINING made nnder purified nitrogen on con',pressed pellets. The
COORDINATED METAL IONS bulk polymer appears to obey the usual exponential law for a
Bolto, B./L, Weiss, D.E. semiconductor, pa exp(E/kT), where # = resistivity, ohm-
Au_ral_n Journalo_Chemlstry, v. 15, pp. 653-667, 1962 cm; E apparent energy, gap, _v; k is Boltzmann's constant; and
Conducting compounds thought to be polycoordinated T is absolut,._ temperature. The low molecular w_,ight mate-
quinoxalophenazine derivatives were. prepared by beatiug rials o_tained to date do not shiny c_nductivities sf_gnificantly
chloranil (1) (1 mole) o-pbenylenediamine (II) (2 too|ca), lower than those of many other non-con|ugated polymer
and a metal salt (0.67 mole) in N at 250-400°C for 30 rain, systems. A room temperature resistlcity of 10_ ohm-era and
grinding the reaction r-ass and extracting with EtOH until the a high apparet_t energy gap o_ 0.963 ev place the polymer in
e_act was colorless. ()f the metals examined (Cr, Mn, Fe, the dielectric categor',,, even though it conducts better than
Co, Ni, Cu. Za_,Cd, Mg, Ca, Ba, Ru, and Os), Fe as FeCI_ linear Polystyrene by a factor of 1000. Further studies on
gave the best conductor (resistivity 38,000 ohm-era for prep- such polymer.,: are now in progress.
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._35.POLYMERISATIONOF DICYANOACETYLF_NE 296. SYNTHESIS OF POLYMERICMATERIALS
Bench, M., PeskY.J., Wiehterle, O. POSSESSING SEMICOI_IDUCTORPRO_'ERTIES
Chemistry & Imtustr_, London,no. 12,pp. 562-583, Geyderild,, M. A., Davydov,B. E., KrentseLB. A.,
March 24. lff_ Kristanovich,1. M., Polak,L. S., Topch_ev,h V.,
Polymerization of acetylen2c monome_ to linear polycon- Voitenko,R. M.In "Mezhdunar_dnyi Simpoziumpo Makromolekulyarnoi
iugated polymers has attracted increasing interest in recent Khimii,MezhdtmarodnyiSoyuz Cbistoi i PrikladnoiKhimii,
year_ Dicyanoaeetylene (DCA) prepared ,according to I','omisslyaMakromolelmlygrnoiKhimii, DoHady i
Moureu and Bongaand was chosen for these polymerization A:_oreferaty (International Symposium on Macromolecular
experiments. The darkening of this compound induced by Chemistry,The Intern.ationa!Union of Pure and Applied
caustic soda as .-'eseribed by the French authors indicates an Chemistry, Committee on MacromoleeularChemistry,
ability to undergo base-ec.talyzed polymerization. According Papers and Summaries), Moscow, June 14-18, 1960,"
to '.his extended investigat_on, DCA is po_anerized easily by v. 3, pp. 85-92
many other anionic catalysts: e.g., N-ethylpiporidine, triethyl- Izdatelstvo Akademii Nauk, SSSR, Moscow, 1960
phosphir.c, butylmagnesi,.im bromide, potassium benzophe- (English tramlatiun available in/flg.L_-_-4470,1961,
none, sodium naphthalene in tetrahydrofuran (THF), pp. 22--28,U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,Technical
butylllthium in THF or hexane, sodium cyanide in dimethyl- Information ServiceEntenslon, Oak Ridge, Tenn.)
formamide. _mong the materials _:ynthesized are: polyeondensation
The paramagnetic behavior of this polymer, prepared with products of phthalic anhydride with bydroquinone and with
THF, was given by ESR spectnun which shows a narrow p-phenylenediamine; the substances obtained by dehydro-
signal with a hal_-line width ot approximately 7.5 gauss. The chlorination of polyvinyl chloride; and the products of thermal
conversion of polyaerylonitrile. Param,_gnetic and electricalg value was form,1 to be 2.0029 -4- 0.0003 and the amount
of unpaired spi_s o_ the order 10_S/g, as calculated by corn- properties of the polymers are tabulated and graphed. The
parison with a standard of diphenylpic.D'lhydrazyl. Further conductivity mechanism l_ considered.
work on the polymerization of D( s, and related compounds,
and the investigation of the stn_cture and electric and mag- ,o97. SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF SOX,IE
netic properties of the polymers .formed, are in progress. AROMATIC POLYMERS
Berlin, A. A., Liogonkii, B. L, Parini, V. P.
294. POLYMI_RISATIONDU Plti_NYLACE'INLi_NE SOUS In "Mezhdunarodnyi Simpozhlmpo Makromolekulyarnoi
L'INFLUENCE DES CATALYSEURSORGANO- Khimii, MezhdunarodnyiSoyuzChistoi i PrikladnolKhimii,
MRTALLIQUES (POLI_MERIZATIONOF PHEN_L- KomissiyaMakromolekulyarnoiKhimii, Dokladyi
ACETYLENE.UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF Avtoreferaty(InternationalSymposiumon Maeromolecular
ORGANOMETALLICCATALYZERS) Chemistry,The International Union of Pure and Applied
Champetier,G., Martynoff,M. Chemistry,Committee on Macromolectdar Chemistry,
Comptes RenclmHebdomadai,'es des S_ances de l'Acaddmie Papers and Summaries),Moscow, June 14-18, 1960,"
des $c,ences_v. 252, Jm.5, pp. _/33--636,Jammry30, 1961 v. 3, pp. 115-123
Izdatelstvo Al_ademiiNauk, SSSR, Moscow, 1960
Contrary to acetylene, the phe_yacetylene is pot polymer-
ized in an appreciable quantity by the catalyzers obtained Linear polynuclear aromatic compounds were synthesized
by the action of ferri,, chloride tm .'he._,ganomagnesia corn- on decomposing bisdiazo compounds by a cuprous ammonia-
pounds mixed or sy_i'netric. In usivg "-he tetrachloride of cal solution. Equivalent quantities of the bi_diazo salt_ based
titanium and a symmetric organomagnesia, it is pos._ible to on benzidine and 3,3"-benzidinedicarboxylic acid, and of the
obtain soluble yellow polyphenylacetylenes containing, as an cuprous ammoni,_.cal solution were used. The procedure was
average, thirteen monomers, and insoluble orange polymers of performed both by the addition of the salt to the solution and
l'dgher molecular masses, by the re_erse additio_,_of the materials.
295. CATALYSE PAR LE POLYACRYI,ONITRILE
PYROLfSI_ (CATALYTICACTION OF PYROLYZED _,98. POLYMERIZATIONOF BENZENE TO p-POLYPHENYL
POLYACRYLONITRILE) BY MOLYBDENUM PENTACHLORIDE
Gallard,J., Trayn_rd, P. Kovaei_,P., Lange, R. M.
Comp_es Rtmdus Hebdomadaires des $dances de rAaad_mie ]ournal o_Organic Chemist_,y,v. 28, no. 4, pp. 968-972,
de, Sdences, v. R54,no. 20, pp. 3529-3531, May 14, 1962 April 1963
Polyacrylonitrile needles heated to 400°C become black, Benzene is polymerized by molybdenum pentachloride
and the powder fo_med dark red-brown, the two forms being under mild conditions to p-polyphenyl. The polymer, which
very stable to heat and semiconducting. They give a para- contained a small amount _ff chlorine, was identified by
magnetic signal of about 10 :s centers/g. Only NiO semicon- elemental analyses, ipfrared spectrum, X-ray diffraction pat-
ductor had a higher" catalytic activity with N_O than the tern, pyrolysis products, oxidative degradation, insolubility,
powder form of pyrolized polyacrylonitrile, and thermal stability. The low molecular weight organic prfgl-
6O
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uct, prer¢nt in trace amounts, contained 4,4'-dichiorobiphenyl, 301. COLLECTUv'EINTERACTIONS IN POLYMERIZATION
dichlorobenzene, and chlorobenzene. Facile dc._yd_'ogenation PROCESSES AT LOW TEMPERATURES AND IN
of 1,4-cyclohexadiene to benzene by molybdenum penta- POLYMERS WITH CONJUGATED BONDS
chloride lends support to the proposal that the reaction Semenov, N. N.]oumal of Folymer Sc/enc¢, v. 55, no. _62, pp. 563-596,
proceeds by oxidadve cationic polymerization. The polymer December 1961
formed under more drastic conditions possessed a dalker color
and a higher C/(H 1- C1) atomic ratio The first pa_ of the paper is concerned with iow-
t,_mperature polymerization, and a hypothesis explaining its
mechanism is proposed. Physical properties of new cla_;_ of
209. REACTION OF ANTIMONY PENTACHLORIDE polyv'_ers are discussed in the second part. The importance of
WITH MONOALKYLBENZE_gS electTon collectivization ar 1 energy levels both in pobaneriza-
Kovacie, P., Sparks, A K. tion r,r.cesses and in physical propert.;es is emphasLz/_d.
]oumal of Oeganlc Chemlstrg, ¢. 28, no. 4, pp. 972--974,
April 1963
302. POLYMERS WITH SYSTEMS OF CONJUGATED
The products formed from azRimony pentachloride and BONDS AND HETEROATOMS IN THE
monoalkylbenzene_; included chloroa]_:ylbenzenes, diaryl- CONJUGATED CHAIN
methane-type hydrocarbons, disproportionation products, and Berlin, A. A.
polymeric material. Ethylbenzene yielded chloroethylbenzene, loumal of Folvmer Science, v. 55, no. 162, pp. 621---641,December 1961
1-(ethylphenyl_-l-phenylethane, and polymer. Cumene gave
ehlorocumene, benzene diisopropylbenzene, 2- (isopropyl- (Paperpresentedat the IUPAC :,nternationalSymposiumonMacromolecularChemistry,Moscow,June 1960)
phenyl)-2-phenylpropane, and polymer. Evidente was found
for a coeatalytic effect ._ the cumene--antimony pentachloride Review and discussion are pre_nted of the synthesis and
reaction involving side-chain ._ttack. study of the properties of polymers having eoniugated bond
systems and heteroatoms (in partieulah metal atoms) in the
conjugated chain. A characteristic featurz of such polymeric
300. POLYBENZlMIDAZOLES, NEW TIIERMALLY substances is the great degree of delocalization of the rr-elec-
STABLE POLYMERS trons in the maeromolecule. The decrease in the internal
Vogel, H., Marvel, C.S. energy due to the delocalization of 7r-electrons and the energy
]oumal ofFolumerScience, v. 50,,ao. 154, pp. 511-539, gain in the unpairing of the ¢r-electrons in ",he conjugated
April 1961 chain are responsible to a considerable degree for the high
Wholly aromatic polyber, zimidazoles were synthesized from thermostability of macromolecules containing systems of con-
aromatic tetraamines and difunctione! aromatic ac:'ds and jugated bonds. The decrease in the energy of excitation to the
characterized as new thermally stable polymers. The melt triplet state and the decrease in the ionization potential for
polycondensation of aromatit_ tetraamines and the dipheuyl long conjugated chains give rise to semiconductivity and
esters of aromatic dicarboxylic acids was _eveloped as a gen- specific magnetic, electron-exchange, optical, and chemical
eral procedure of wide applicability. Polybenzimidazoles .-on- properties of these substances.
raining naixed aromatic units in the chain backbone were Tho p,,lymcrs are divided into those with acyclic conju-
prepared from 3,3'-diaminobenzidine, 1,2,4,5-tetraamino- gated s._tems (polyvinylenes), those containing aromatic
benze,ae, and ,, variety o_ aromatic diphenyl dicarboxylates, structures in the coniugated chain, and those containing
Phenyl 3,4-diaminobenzoate could also be po!ymerized by heterocyclic and m_:allocyclic structures in the conjugated
melt condensation to give poly-2,5(O)-benzimidazole. The chain.
polymers were characterized by a high degree of stability,
showing greay.resistance to treatment with hydrolytic media
and an ability _o withstand continued exposure to elevated 303. SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF SOME
temperattures. Most of the polymers were infusible, but some AROMATIC POLYMERS
had melting points above, about 400°C. Many of the polymers Berlin,A. A., Liogonkii,B. I., Parini,V. P.
exhibited no c'_mnge in properties on being heated to 550°C lournal o_Polymer Science, v. 55, no. 1(12, pp. 675-682,
and showed a weight loss of les_ than 5% when heated under December 1961
nitrogen for several hours to 600"C. The polymers were Multinuelear aromatic compounds are distinguished by con-
soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid and formic acid, pro- siderable thermostability. In a number of cases they have
ducing stab!e solutions. Many of the polymers were soluble been shown to be endowed with semiconductor properties.
in dimethyl sulfoxide and some also in dimethylformaml:le. In view of this, the developmvnt of a method of synthesis
The _nherent viscosities of a number of polymers in 0.5% and investigation of aromatic polymers with a common system
dimethyl sulfoxide solution ranged from approximately 0.4 of conjugated bonds has both theoretical ,_nd practical inter-
to 1,1. The hig;ler polymers could be cast into stiff and tough est. Such substances have been synthesized by the authors on
films from formic acid and dimethyl sulfoxide solutions, decomposing bisdiazo compounds by an ammoniacal solution
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of univalent copper, and also on decomposition of bisnitroso polymers. The determinatiov of the torsional modulus-
acetates. In particular, 4,4"-bisdiazobipheayl, 4-4'-bisdiazo- temperature spectrum afforded a simple method for dis-
bitolyl, 4-4'-bisdiazobiphenyl-3,3-diearboxylic acid, and tinguishing block from randGm copolymers.
benzidine, N,N'-bisnitroso acetate were employed. On decom-
positiou of the bisdiazo compounds, a powder of orange to 30_. SYNTHESIS AND SOME ELECTROPHYSICAL
brown color was formed, soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS WITH SYSTEM GF
and insoluble in mo_ organ._c solvents. Analysis showed it CONJUGATED BONDS
probably to possess the comt3osgt_on: Korshak,V. V., Vinogradova, S.V., Sos|n, S.L.,
S,.kovC1- N = I',1-- -CI PrepriLt69, presented at the Interna.*ionalSymposlum on
/ R R ..1:L R ]'i -Jv MacromolecularChemistry,Paris,France, Ju|y I-q, 1963,sponsoredby the It4tema_ionalUv_onof Pure and Applied
Chemistry, wider the patronage_JMonsieurle Mint_tre
where R may be H, CCR)tI, or CH_ On the, _,__age one d'Rtat©harg_de la RechercheSeientillque, underthe
azo group is present for _,ach 4-10 benzene rings and two auspiceso[ the D616gationG_n6rale_ la Recherche
chlorine atoms for each 10-20 rings. The mean molecular Seientifiqueet "Iechnique, and the National Comn.ittee for
weight determined for one of the carboxylated polymer speci- Chemistry
mens was found to be 3000. On heating to 400"C the polymer (To be published in Im,rnal of Pol_ Seien_ . Part C"
decarboxylates. At 450°C decomposition sets in. Viscosity Polymc_Sympoda)
curves of the solutions (plots of _sj,/C vs. C) exhibit an anom-
alous rise within the limits C = 0.1-1%. The concentration of Polymers with a conjugated system of carbon-nitrogen and
unpaired electrons in the polymers was shown by the electron ca=bon-carben bonds have been obtained by the treatment of
resonance method to be _10_/g. Heating the substances aliphatic and aromatic nitriles, aromatic diamin_s, and di-
leads to an increase in concentration of unpaired electrons by phenols with tea-butyl peroxide (polyrecombmation reaction).
1-9. magnitudes. The spectra and X-ray diagrams ef the By this reaction polymers containing iron (polyferrocene) and
substances were obtained. Evidently the formation of poly- germanium have also been obtained. Polymers and copolymers
mers from bisdiazo compounds is of a radical nature, leading with conjugated system of carbon--carbon and carbon-other
to the formation of stable radicals of low activity. Low mohe- element bonds have b_,_n obtained from acetylene and bis-
l _ar fracUons isolated from the polymers are fusible and ethynyl derivatives of silicon, germanium, and tin by the
soluble in benzene. They are capable of reacting with di- oxidative polydehydrocondensation-eaetion. ]3y means ,:.._the
ethynylbenzene with the formation _f nonmelting and insol- polycoordination reaction some polymerz with chelate bonds
uble thermostabl_ products. Carl_oxylated polymers form salts have been synthesized which contain metals in the main chain
with transition elements that evidently are of the nature of such as copper, zinc, cobalt, beryllium, nickel, and others.
int_acomplex compounds with intcrmolecular cross-linkage. In the polymers with a conjugated system of bonds thus
Products of the decompo_.;tion of benzidine bisni_oso acetate obtained, the presence and the intensity of a single line of the
are in general similar to those resulting from bisdiazodi- ESR spectrum were determined to be due t,._ the electron
phenyl, but contain less unpaired electrons, deloealization along the chain; the dependence of _he electric
conductivity on the temperature has been shown to have an
exponential character. The values of the activation energT for
304. SOME RESULTS OF CESIUM-INITIATED DIENE conductivity and magnetic susceptib':llty were determined.
POLYMEKIZAT!ONAND COPOLYMERIZATION The data obtained indicate thrt the polymers studied have
Rembaum, A., Ells, F. R.,Morrow,R. C., Tobolsky, A. V. some propeRi'es characteristic of semiconductor materials.Journal of Polym_ $cience, v. 61, no. 171, pp. 1,5,5-165,
September1962
396. CONDUCTING POLYMERS FROM CYCLO-
A study of the homogeneous polymerization of isoprene PENTADIENE
and butadiene by means of alkali aromat:'e complexes con- Blatz, P. E.
fi,,med the influence of polarity of the medium on the Preprha71, presented at th_ International Symposium on
microstructure of the homopolymer. Ceshtm naphthalene in MaeromoleeularCh*raistry,Paris, Frauee, July 1-6, 1963,
tetr_hydrofuran yielded a high concentration of the 1,2- sponsered by thelntemational Uninn of Pure and Applied
adduct (29%) and 3,4-adduct (43%) in polyimprene, but Cberaistry,underthe patronage of Monsieur le Ministre
a comparatively low concentration of 1,2-structmes (74.5%) d't-tat eharg_ de ia Bee.bercheSvlentillque, under the
in poiyhutadiene. Practically pure, 1,2-polybutadiene was anspitm of the I_16gatinn C_,&a&dei h Reeherebe
synthesized by means of Li naph&alene. A gradual decrease Seientiliqueet Technique, and the National CommRteefor
in the concentration of 1,q-polybutediene structures was noted Chemlstry
as the electrolK,sltivity of the alka1_ counter/on increasex4. (To be published in [oumal of Polymer S¢lenve_Pa_ C:Polymer Svm_os_ )
The influen_._ of solvent, temperature, and mo]ecqdar weight
on fire struct_re of polybutadiene was examined. Copolymer- ?¢u_c'darinfrmed spectra are observed when cyclopentadiene
ization of the isoprene-styrene monomer pair y|elded hlock is polymerized with Imy of the following catalysts: stannic
6_
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chloride, titanium tetrachloride, or the combination of tita- their thermal var:ation. The activation energies have been
nium tctraehlor/de arid alu ainum alkyl. Vv_en the resulting found to dec:ease ,¢ith it:creasing ;nsaturation.
polymer is brominated, it spontaneously undergoes a spec-
tacular dehydrobromination which gives a series of color 308. POLYDICYANOACETYLENE: PREPARATION AND
changes and finally a black cmbonlike mater: al that is insoluble ._ROPERTIES
in common laboratory solvents. Consideration of the remaining Beneg M., Peddl, J.. W_ehterle,O.
bromine content of the dehydrobrominated polymer along Preprint 74, presented at the International Symposium on
with tile visual spectrum produced by the actively dehydro- MacromolecularChemistry Paris, Pruner.,july 1-6, 1963,
brominating polymer, the infrared and ultraviolet spectra and sponsored by the lnternt,tio_mlUnion of Pine and Applied
the v/s, ml spectrum of the original and isomerized polycyclo- Chemistry, under the p_,trc_,ageof Monsieur le Ministre
pentadiene indicate the structure of the polymer and the mode d'l_tat chars6de la RechercheSeientiflque, under the
of polymerization. _ae bromodehydropolycyclopentadiene ausl:;eesof the D_lig_:iun C__n6raie_-ia Recherche
shows unusual physical properties; it has a re:;istivity of 106 Scient/_que et Technique. md tl'.e National Committee for
ohm-cm and an electron spin density of 10_ spins/g. The Cherr,lJtry(To be published 'a ]ournal of Pelvmer Scle_ce, Part C:
polymer also exhibits unusual thermal stability. In a nitroge, I'olyraer Symposia)
atmosphere _,t 900°C it is _till 50% intact and is not com-
pletely pyrolyzed until a temperature of 1100°C is reached. Synthesis t,f conj, tgated polymers by direct catalytic poly-
merizatio_ of suitabk monomers is studied. Polymerizahon of
dieyanoacetylene (DCA) with which fonaation of polymers
307. POLYMI_KESA LONGUES S_QUENCES DE analogods to the well-known "black Orlon" could be. expected
DOUBLES LIAISONS CONJUGUI_ES: PR_.PARATION is described in detail. DCA polymerizes by the action of
ET P._IOPRI_TI_S(POLYMERSWITH LONG
anionic polymerization catalysts. The reaction is stronglySEQUENCES OF CONJUGATED DOUBLE BONDS:
exothermal and requfres a large amount of catalyst. The
• PREPARATIONAND PROPERTIES)
method of g, _dual addition of the catalyst to the solution ofBoth,J. P., Rempp,P., Purred,J.
Preprint72, presentedat the International Symposium on the monomer was therefore adopted. Under these eonditic_hs
MaeromolecularChemistry. Paris,France, July 1--6,1963, a low molecular weight (< 10q) polymer is formed, and the
sponsoredby the InternationalUnion of Pureand Applied conversion is directly proportional to the amount of the earn-
Chemistry,underthe patronageof Monsieurle Ministre Iyst (butyllithium). With Li :iaphthalene or benzophenone-
d'Etat eharg_ de la RechercheSdentiflque, underthe Ll-ketyl. iuitiation by electron tra,lsfer was observed, as neither
auspicesof the D616gationC_n_raleb la Recherche naphthalene nor benzophenone is bound to the pol/v.aer. The
Seientifique et Technique, and the National Committee for polymer has apparently the structure of polyeyanopolyene,
Chemistry
(To be published in ]ournal of Polymer Science, Part C" as strong CN absorption is found in the infrared spectrum,persisting up to 200°C. The polymer is soluble in water and
Polymer Sympoda) in polar organic solvents. It is paramagnetie and the ESR spec-
Macroxnolecuiar chain molecules bearing long sequences trum shows a single narrow signal (7 gauss) without any fine
of double bonds cannot be readily obtained by polymeriza- structure. Electric conductivity in the so_d state was meas-
tion reactions, but it is possible to create such unsaturated uved in pressed disks between Pt electrodes under pressure
blocks on suitable saturated polymers by an elimination re- in high vacuum. Conductivity at room temperature _r_0was
action. It appears that polyvinyl halides are quite suitable for fom-d to be in the range 10-_-10 -_z ohm -_ can-*, and the
this purpose. A_,_attempt was made to get compounds as well activation energy (E/2kT) was 0.8-1.2 ev, differing accord-
defined as posAble. Therefore, thermal dehydrohalogenation ins to the method of synthesis.
was not used as it usually yields cross-linked samples, nor was
elimination by means of organic bases, which leads to substi- 309. CATALYSE SUB _'OLYMI_RESPRRSENTANT DES
tution side-reactions. Lithium chloride (an_..some other salts) PROPRIETY5 DE RI_SONANCEP._RAMAGNI_TIQUE
is quite effective, in dimethylfonnamide (DMF) solution, on _LECTBONIO'._E (CATALYSIS OF PRESENT
polyvinyl ha]ides; this reaction, if carried out at moderate tem- POLYMERSWITH PROPERTIES OF ELECTRON
perature, creates very long polyenic sequences on the PVC PABAMAGNETIC RESONANCE)
macromoleeules. These substances are usually dark violet Dawans, F., Gallard, J., Tey, te, Ph., Traymtrd,Ph.
powders and exhibit strong light absorption near 550 mp. To Pceprlnt75, presented at the International Sympmlum on
elucidate further the dehydrohalogenation mechanism sys- MacromolecularChemistry, Parts, Franee, July 1-6, 1963,
tematic experiments have been carried ,. 2, and it has been spomoredby the InternationalUnion of Pm'eand Applle_lChemistry,wader the Imt_'onageof Monsieur le Mini_tre
shown that the chloride anion behaves in DMF solution as a d'f.tat eharg_ de la Recherche Selenti_lue, under the
strong base, and is responsible for the observed reaction, auspices of the D_16gatiouCdu&ale i la Reeh_ehe
Electrical conductivity measurements have been undertaken Seientlfiqueet Technlquv, ann the National Commltt_/or
on the dehydrohalogenated polymers at constant frequency Chemistry
( 1520 cps). Resistivities at room temperature are .quite high, (To be publahed in ioumal of Poll_" _cl¢_e, Pa_ C_
but typical semiconductive behavior has been observed _,r Po/_ne_ Sltmpo_'
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New polym_.'rssynthesized by contensation of unsa._ated Pregrint82, present_ at the International Symposiuma_
pelym.ers (Ix,lydien_) with chlor_u'_l and benzoquinone ex- Mac_omolec,tlarC).emistry,Paris,France, July 1-6, 1963,
hihit __.-_d'_ngel,'_:tronspu; resonence signal (2 Y I0:z spiPs/g) sponsoredby the I )ternationalUnion of Pure and AppliedChemktry, under thepatronageof Memieur le MinL_tre
¢_rJparabie to that of thermaG,.- treated p31yac._,loniL-iIe, d'_tat clmrg&de'a RechercheScientifique, under the
All _ polymers have a Ilotice.ab_e catalytic activity on Gle anspices of the I'_l_gationC,M.n_xale_ la Recherche
d.,,oomnosidon of N:O, the dchydndion of eyclo.hexanol, and Sci_, 'qque et "lreehnique,and the National Committee for
_e ;somerization cf l-butene. An interesting parallel was Chemistry
establish(d between the catal) "it: activiW of al_ these pro- (To be publishM in ]ournal of Polttmer Science. Part C:
duO.s and their spin concen_'ation,-. Po/t,.merSym!m/a;
The 2,4-diuitrol<@styrene, obtained by nitration of poly-
styrene, supplies tae EDA complexes with hydrocarbons and
310. POLYVlNYLANTHBAQUINONEREDOX IO;SL_S naphthalene amires (a-naphthylamme). SimiLarly, the poly-
(ELECTRON EXCHANGE POI,1rMEBS) styrene p-dimeth, ]amine binds the dinitro-and trinitrobenzene
._hneche, G., Stet_ W. with formation o/pairs of contact and complex. The behavior
Preprlnt81, im,r.entedAtthe.Into-nationalSympnsitmton of the po;.ymers is compared '_othat of the homologs of lowChemistry,Paris,France.July 1-6, 1963,
slmmoredbytheIntetnatinn_ Union oi Pure and Applied molecular weights, such as 2,4-dinitrocumene, and eumene
Chemlstry, tmd_r the pat;_mageot Momie_leMi_.tre p-dimethylamin _..The equilibrium constants of eomphxing
d'lgtateharg_ de la Reelm-ebeSdentifique, tm_lerthe are compared _mong themselves, and discussed. Their spec-
auspkmoftheD_gationG6ag_elhRecherche trometrie ew,Jt,ation is made dif_eult by the changing in
et Tedmiq_ and h_ Naional Omm6ttec f_ posi_qn of the maxima arm coefllcients of absorption. In a
Chemlttry similar way, fm absorption power of the hydrocarbons has
Orebe O,iblish_ in Iotmml of Po:_,er Sden.._, far* C: been studied •vitk regard to the coordination complexes ob-
l'ollnm_. Stmr,ow) tained by a.tiing nickel thioeyanate to poly-4-vinylpyridine.
Pob.eondensation redox lesins (ek,=-tmn ezchange poly- Althgugh it L, not possible to ob..',,n a coordination complex
reefs) w/th pquinone/hydroquiaor,e 1edox groups show at. from two bas_ by the nickel ion, neverd.z':o°_s the electronic
assessment o aromatic hydrqcarbons is importa=* enough,
the petentionletrie titration, it. comparmn with comparable and essentially a funet_on of the we.alth of different ),o::'
monomer redox s')_ems, higher normal redox potentials and aromatics. T _e aIiphatic hydrocarbons are on!y very feeble
also raised index potentials. To investigate the reason for this adsorbers. The adsorption of alcohols and ami_,e has beenbcha_or, hydrequino_e, phenol, and fommldehyde redox com-
pounds of low and uniform molecular weight were _nthe- equally cons dered.
sized and their redox properties studied. The titration eurve.s
w_e atmlyz_d theoretically..As the strc_ture of the polycon- 312. NEW FERRCUS-CONTAINING POI,YMER5 BASED
demation ret4ox resins is not uniform a_d as they are ",dsc ON F ERROCENE AND THEIR ELECTROPHYSICAL
chemically not very stabk',, new redox resins with uniform PBOPP.;]RTIES
strncture and better ehemioml properties were synthesized. Pamh kb_,I. M., P.olak,L. S., Vishnyakova,T. P.,
For this purpose _methyl-3-vinyl-l,4-naphthoquinone and Patahkh, L L, Maehus,F. F., Solinskaya, T. A.
g-vinyl-9,10-anthraquinone were syathesi_.ed. The naphtho- Preprnt 83, presented at the International Sym0os)_'n on
quinoae eomp_tmd golymerized very badly. The new zvnthesis Maer_,muleeularChemistry, Paris, France,July I-6, it_63,
soons )redby the InternationalUnion of Pure AndAppliedof the _-vinylanthraquinone yielded a ve_T pure monomer
which showed very good poly,_erix,ation- and copolymerization- Che_ istry, under thepatronageof Monsieurle Ministred'l_ta:charg6de la RechercheScientillque,u,',derthe
properties. A cross-linked copu|ymer of sP/rene, divinyl- auspicesof the D_l_gationC,_n6rale_ la Recherche
benzcn¢, and 2-vinylanthraqrinone was suliouated. The Scien._ifiquet Teehn|que, and the National Committeefor
so-produced swellable fedox resins of relative uniform strut- Chemistry
ture are resistant to mild oxidizing agents and chemically stable (To t e published in loumal of Polymer Sclenee, Part C:
at all pH regions. The ca_)n exchange Cal_acity, the re_ox Pol_erSt_mpm/a)
capacity, the nonna! redox potentials, and the infrared absorp-
tion _ve_ invatigated as function,s of the eotaposition of the A .tomb _r of new polymers based on ferrocene were pre-
redox resins. The possibility of catalyzing the _ow establish- pared and their e]ectrophysieal properties fii_-estigated. The
merit of equilibrium of the r___c;, resins during the redox polymers were obtained from the polyrecombination, i.e., by
reactions is dise,:--._'d, linkage of the p, imary monomers of ferrocene with a number
of aroma ie compounds (naphthalene bromide, p-diehloro-
benzene, quinoline, benzonitrile, diphenyl, diphe,._ylamine) in
311, FORMATION DE COMPLEXES MOLlgCULAIRES the pres_n_ of tert-butyl peroxide. The prepared polym_r_
SUR HAUTS I'OLYMgRES (FORMATIOH OF are blac_ powders infusible up to 500°C. Approximately _.6-_
MOLECULARCOMPLEXES OF ItlGH _OL'_MERS) of a pol'maer is a soluble product and correspondingly
Smets:C,.,Balogh,V., Castille, J.P. are insoluble parts. Molee',dar weightsof the soluble polymers
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are within the range of 2000-3000; elementary composition stability., _ncreasing condactivity, and _ood semiconducting,
,rod Fe content are in good agreement with the given formu- magnetic, electric._l, ;nd ion-exchange properties.
lae. The polymers give a peak in the EPR spectrum. Polymers
obtained from alkyl ferrocenes (from i-C_HgC_H4FeC_H_-
CsH17C.H_FeC_H_), e.g., tert-butylferrocene, are soluble, =nd 315. SYMPOSIUM Obi NEW SYNTHETIC POLYMERS
melt at 290-300°C, but these polymers do not give a peak Kogyo Kagaku Zasshl, v. 65, pp. 658-742, 1962
in the EPR spectrum. Unlike benzene and its homologs, ferro- A number of the polymers for which sy.,=theses were pre-
cene forms high molecular comDounda by polycondensat',on sented at the symposium are semiconducting. Specific papers
wifll acetone; tl.ese polymers have molecular _,:ights of concerning these are referenced in the foll6wing entries.
3(Kg)--3200, melting points of 320-360°C, and g/w, a peak _n
the EPR SlY.-ct.nam.Polycondensation of acetyl, alkyl acety],
and diacetyl ferrocenes forms soluble a_d in__olublepol_aers 316. PARA3,1._t,NETIC AND ELECTBIC PI;_PERTIF$OF POLYAC_ryLENEgiving a peak in the EPR spectrum. For a number of the pre-
pared p_]vrners elec_ophvsieal prope:ies have been defined. Hatano, M., K::mbara,S., Okamoto,S.
• " KogyoKagaku Zasshi, v. 65, pp. 716-719, 1962
Measurements of conductiv/ty were made in vacaum The m :hors have obtained high molecular weight, crys-
(1 × 10-4 mm Hg) by the compensation method within the talline or amocphous polyacet.xlene by the use of various
temperature range of 20-200°C. All samples have a posi.t_-,e catalyst system- of Ziegler-Natta type. The resultant pol_-
thermal c_efficient of conductivity and i,, the :,ve.,tigated acetylehe, had a stereoregt:lar structure of st,bstantia|ly trans-
range of temperature are subjugated t,, :he exponential de- conjugated C = C d_mble bonds. Since it was expected that
pendency of conducti,Aty on temperatare _r = o-,,_z/_r which these polymers cor,taining long chains of conjugated du:,ble
is character'stic of ust.al semiconductors. The value of specific bonds might have stable free radicals, paramagnetic an,'!
electroconductivaty at 50°C is 1 × I0 -_ - 5 × 10 8 ohm-a cm-_ semiconducting properties of the polymer_ were m_asured. An
and the activation energy is 1.74-0.47 ev. aFpreciable eoncenbation ot unpaired electrons has been
found in all of the polyacet3,1"nes bv means of electron spin
reson,mce ._pectrozeopy. Tha_ the authors had the figure, in
313. MOBILE ELECTRON-CHARGE:tYPE MOLECULA.8 spius/_., for amorphous polyacetTlene, 10% for erystallice
COMPLEXES polyacetylene, 10_9,and for oxidized polyacetylene, 10_'L EachTsubomura,H., Ku0oyama,A.
Kagaku To Koggo, Tokyo, v. 14, no. 6, pp. 537-,547, of these spectra consisted of a narrow singlet having 8 to 10
_'me 1961 gauss of the line width. The g-factor of the spectra of poiy-
acetylene was 2.0028. Hence, th.: unp:i,ed electrorts in poI;,-
Muiliken's tl'_ory initiated experimental as well as theo- acetvle_e would be ,'" "• exp_,_,_a to be unlocalized electrons
retical studies on mobile electron-charge-type molecular tom- which are stab_lizc,l via resonance in hi_.h _,m_a.jugations.
plexes, and led to the t-.-esent level of works. A significant Then the czmductivities of the pressed samp_,.s were meas-
contribution in this field w,,._ the elucidation of electron u,'ed at various temperatures by a direct current method. The
structure and bonding characterisK_s of molecular comploxes, va."iations of resistance of polyaeetylenes with temperature
and an understanding of _]ectron and vibration spectra was were found to obey the usual equation for an intrinsic semi-
htrtber deepened. It,_:ormat:on obtained i.-"being utilizeo for conductor.
analyses of reaction mechanisms, action of sol:'d catalysis, and
so,d-state physics. 317. POLYMERIZATION OF ACETYLENE BY BINARY
SYSI'EMS COMPOSED OF TRIETHYLALUMINUM
314, SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF POLYME'_S AND VARIOUS ACETYLACETONATES OF
WITH SYSTEMSOF CONJUGATED BONDS TRANSITION METALS
Khimicheskaga Promishlennmt, v. 5, pp. 23--30, Kambara,S., Hatano, M., Hosoe, T.
July-August 1960 Kogyo Kaga_, Zasshi, v. 65, pp. 720-723, 196_
/,Onepage translationavailable as"Theoretical Information Becently, the authors have found that polyacetylene oh-
on theManufaeture_Polymers With Desired ta_,_ed by the use of Ziegler catalysts behaves as a typical
S,_miconductingand Heat-Resistar.eeProperties,"v
AID 60.81, Libraryof Congress,AirInformationDtv., organic semiconductor. In the present paper, a new catalyst
Washington,D. C.,November 7, 1960) syste_r ,_,hich is capable of synthesis of such polyaeetylene
as mentioned above ,-, L'-_- _tudied. In tiae polymerization
This article is a theoretical discussion based on materials of acetylene, if catalyst ,_>:tems are p_ct::.:_.d from eleotr_
published recently or unpublished at the time of the appear- philic trausition metal compounds, c.g., TiCI,, with Ai (CzH_),,
ante of the article. In this review emphasis is placed on the acetylene is converted to amorphot:_ polymer. On the other
synthesis of polymers with structmes a:_d distributions of hand, if a less electrophilic compom'd, e.g., Ti(OC_H_)_. is
energy on the Londing electrons which display desired phys- used as a component of catalyst, high crystalline polya_etylene
icochemical properties. Such properties include high thermal might be obtained from acetylene. The preferred catalyst
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-.'omponents might be compounds containing no halogen atom catalysts, it may be concluded that polymerization of acetoni-
rather than electrophilic compounds, trile proceeds by the anionic mechanism, in the case of other
monomers, it is not clear which mechanism is _3redominant.
With these considerations in mind, t:he authors tried the The g-values and degrees of polymeri_thoia are small.
polyn.erization of acetylelm by the u.,_ of binary systems
composed (:f triethylaluminum and _.:me transition metal Produced polymers have conjugated double bonds and are
chelate compounds containing stable and neutral ligands, colored dark brown.
Various combinations of 2,4-pentadi,,,'m compounds of
metals of gr')u_:s IV to VIII, e.g., Ti, V, Cr. Co, Fe, with
A1(CzH...):: ",_.-r. _tsed. In those combinations, the complex 300. RADIATION-INDUCED LIQUID- AND SOLID-PHASE
'_ catalysts from VO(CH_COCHCOCH3) z AI(C2H_) 3 or TiO- POLYMERIZATIONS OF ACETYLENE
• Tabata, Y., Saito,B., Sh_ano, H., Sobue, H., Oshhna,K.
(CH_COCHCOCH._)AI(C._Hs) _ have been found to be very. KoggoKagaku Za_hi, v. 65, pp. 731--734, _1;162
effective as the catalyst for the polymerize.tic n of acetylene to
crystalline polymer. On the contrary., binary sy_ems of the Radiation-induced polymerization of acetTlene was investi-
other combination were less effective or net at ah effecti_,e, gated in the i_quid znd solid states of monomer. It was
concluded from these experimental results that tim liquid
p.'base polymerization proceeds by cationic mechanism.
318. THF_,STRUCTURE OF CRYSTALLIPJE
POLYACET_._NF. It was foued that the structures of the polymer obtained
Hatano, M, in the liquid ._nd the solid state pol_unerizations are quite
Kogl/oK_,gakuZmn_ti,v.65, pp, 703--727,1962 different, that is, in the form_, c/s-forrn polyacetylene is
The polymers obtained from ace_'lene by using catalysts rich, and in the latter, trans-{orm is rich. These faets confirm
of Ziegler tTpe behave as a typical organic, selnieonductor and that a stereospecific polymerization is possible in solid state
have unlocalized unpaired electrons. The author undertook po!ymeriz_tion, using ionizing radiation, as was previously
the present study to lea,m more about the structure of these pointed out by the authors.
polymers as well as about the length cf their conjugation, by The authors proposed a new mechanism, "electronic poly-
means of. th._ measurements of infrared spectra, specific merization," for solid-state polymerizations at low tempera-
resistances and X-ray di_raetion patterns. It was supposed that tures.
the polyacetylene had :. Rereoregnlar structure of substantially
trans-trans conjugate__, double bonds, and support for this
view came from the data on /:ffrared spectra and _-ray 321. PREPARATIONS AND ELECTRICAL
diffractions of the polymer. Thus acet)lene-d_ was polymer- CONDUCTIVYrlES OF POLY(VINYLANTHRACENE)
ized to poly(acetylene-d.,) by the -catalyst, and infrared AND OF ITS MOLECULAR COMPLEXES
spectra of poly (acetylene-dr) were compared with that of Inoue, H., Noda, _K.,Takluchi, T., Imoto, E.
polyacetylene, and then each band of the_e polymers was KogyoKagaku Zgs'shi,-:.65, pp. 1286-1290, !962
assigned, respectively. This comparison showed that the poly- 9-Vinylanthracene (I), m.p. 64.5-67°C, and 1-vinylanthra-
acetylene had fully extended trans-conjugated double Eonds. cene (II), m.p. 64--660C, were synthesized from correspond-
The X-ray diffraction patterns indicated that the molecular ing acetylanthracenes through i (1-o_nthryl)ethanol. II gave
layers were kept separate from each other by 3,754 A. This a pobaner in 75% yield at 760C for 72 hr by using 0.1-1.0
value of intermolecular distance might be near enough to mole % (BzO)2 as an initiator. I gave 10-60% polymer in
allow the electron in the crystallite to jump from one molecule 24--94 hr when 0.2-1.0 mole % (tert-BuO)_ was u_ed as an
to the next. A tentative consideration suggested that the initiator at 115-140°C. The degree of polymerization and
conjugation might be more than 25 for the crystalline poly- melting point of these polymers were in the region 4-6 and
met, and less than 14 for the anmrphous polymer. 120-180"C, respectively. For the v-.t,,,se of obtaining the
steroregulated polymer, I was polymerized by Ziegler cata-
lysts with various ratios of AIFta to TiCI_. The yield of the
31_. RADIATION-INDUCED POLYMERIZATIONSBY polymer at 80°C increased from 20 to 90% according to a
TRIPLE BONUS decrease of the ratio trom 4 to 2. E'..'enwith TIC14alone, poly-IOkamura,S., Hayathi, K., Yamamoto,M,, Nakamura, Y.
Kogyo Kagaku Zauh/, v. 65, pp. 728-731, 1962 was obtained in an approximate 90% yield at 80_C. BFs OEt2
also gave poly-I in a 91% yield ever, at room temperature.
The mechanism of radiation-induced polymerization of The repeated addition of iodine to poly-I prepared by the
monomers having a triple bond such as acetonitrile, propargyl radical-type initiator finally gave a molecular complex (III)
alcohol, propargyl bromide, and phenylacetylene was investi- having a mole ratio of anthracene to iodine nf 1.7. By a
gated. The rate of polymerization is proportional to the first similar procedttre, a molecular complex (IV) haV ._;the ratio
orde_ of dose rate and not influenced by the existence of air, 2.8 was ob:ained from poly-I prepared by Ziegi,_r catalyds,
The activation energy is very small. As compared with the Resistivity (p) of the polymers and their molecular complexes
results of radical, cationic and anionic polymerization using was determine<l at various temperatures and the energy gap
66
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(_) wqs calculated from p = po exp(r/2kT). Values of p at obtained by A. A. Berlin and associates in 1959 (source 2) by
20°C were 1 x 10_'_,4.6 × 1013, 2.! X 10", and 3.7 x 10" the condensation of copper-aeetonylacetonate w/th tetra-
olun-cm and _ values were 1.59, 1.32. 1.02, and 1.03 ev with cyanoethylene at 160-300°C. Source 3 lists an Authors' Cer-
respect to poly-I prepared by the radical initiator and poly-I t_ficate (126612) for a method of manufacturing heat.resistant
prepaced by Ziegler catalyst, III, and IV, respectively. The chelate polymers, ,:ssued April 7, 1959. This method provides
low e value of poly-I prepared by Ziegler catalyst m compari- both for film production on metal plates and for hot pressing
son w,_'thpoly-I prepare_i by the radical initiator is thought tu of tetracyanoethyle,e with finely dispersed metals.
be due tG the difference in polymer structt:re as suggested by
the X-ray diffraction diagram. Values of r and p generally 324. CONJUGATED POLYMERIC ',iCHIFF'S RASES.
_ncreased with the decrease ":n the iodine content of the THERMALLY STABLE POLYMERS WITH LOW
complexes. Trinitrobenzeue and Br also gave complexes with ELECTPJCAL RESISTIVITY
poly-I prepared by Ziegler catalysis, having p 1.2 X 10a3 anti Akitt, J. W., Kaye, F. W., Lee, B. E., North, A. M.
7.2 × 10_2ohna-cm and e 1.03 and 1.50 ev, respectively. MakromoL,kulare Chemic, v. 56, pp. 195--199,1962(in Englisl_,)
Polymeric Sehiff's bases have been obtain_l by the eonden-
322. PREPAKATION AND ELECTRICAL sation of conjugated .']ia!dehvdes, such as glyoxal and tereph-
CONDUCTIVITIES OF METAL CHELATE thalaldehyde, with conjugated diami,c_ __*ch as phenylenePOLYMERS
Inoue, H., Ilatashi, S., Takluchi,T., Imoto, E. diamine ot diamino phenol. I.,ow molecular weight colored
Kogyo Kagaku i'asshi, v. 65, pp. 162_-1626, 1962 polymers are obtained from aqueous systems, while high
molecular weight black polymers are obtained by dilute
Thirty-one metal chelate polymers were prepared by c_Jm- solution condensation in dimethyl sulphoxide. The electrical
bluing five different ligands, 2,3-diacetylresorcinol (DAR), conductivities of these polymers at room temperature range
2,4-diacetylresorci,ol oxirne _DOR), 1,4-and 1,5-dihydroxy- from 10 -7 to !0-a_ohm-_em-L Spectroscopic: electron spin
anthraquinone (1, 4-DOA, 1, 5-DOA) and 1: 5-dihydroxy- reso:mnce, and conductivity measurements all suggest consid-
phenazine (DOP), with metal ions, Cu++, Zn+ + x+ € eraoleelectron delocalization both through the -CH=N-
Co, +, Cr °   x SnSn :_. Electrical conductivities linkage and across the meta positions of the aromatic nucleus.
were studied. The electrical resistivity is 10za-10 to ohm cm at The high molecular weight compounds exhibit remarkable
20°C with an energy gap 1-3 ev. With each ligand, the energy thermal stability.
gap is smaller as the ionization tendency of the metal ion is
higher, and, with each metal ion, (DOP) > (DOR) > 325. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
( i, 4-DOA) : (1, 5-DOA) > (DAR). Biehl, E. R., Dcebel, G. F., Dolle, R. E., Wildi, ]8. S.
December 30, 1961
MonsantoResearchCorporation,Dayton, Ohio
323. SEMICONDUCTING POLYMI_tLS SemiannualScientific ReportI for May-December 1961,
April12, 196_ AFCRL 62-245, AF 19(604)-8497
Lih,'aryof Congress, Air1InformationDivhion, AD-281,892
Scienceand Technology Section,Washington, D.C. (Also available throughU.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
AID 6149 Technical Services, Washington, D. C.)
AD-255,791
(Alsoavailable throughU.S. Dept. of Commerce,Ol_ce of The synthesis, purification, and single crystal growth of
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) coronene, perylene/iodine complex and chloranil/durenedi- ;
amine complex are described. The usual purification methods
This report, a brief analysis of curn.nt Soviet experiments of organic chemistry, i.e., chroma.tography, crystallization, and
on chelate-type semicondueting polymers, presents translations vacuum sublimation, have been employed. Attempted analyti-
from (1) "Some Electrophysieal Properties of Polymer Corn- eal metbod._ for determination of impurities in the above
plexes Formed by Tetraeyanoethylene With Metals," Akade- compounds are described. The polymer of 2,4,6-tricyano-s-
raiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 136, pp. 1!27-1129, 1961; triazine was prepared and shown to be a semiconductor.
(2) "Letter to the Ed.;tor," Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya,
Otdeleniye Khimictwskikh Nauk, v. 12, p. 2261, December
1959; and (3) "Method of Obtaining Chelate Folymer Corn- 326. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
pounds" (Authors' Certificate 126612), B_ulleten Izobretenii, Wlldt, B. S., Biehl, E. R.
v. 5, p. 38, 19(30. Source, 1 describes experiments in which May 15, 1962MonsantoResearchCeeporaUon, _ayton, Ohio
th,,rt _ghly elea:_ed copper, iron, or n;ekel plates are exposed Final Report forMay I, 19_ll-Apri130, 19d2,
to w.pors of tetracyanoethylene at 150 to 400"C and covered MRC DA-3, AFKCL_t,_600, h_ 19(fl04)-_497
with tb:a hires of a polymer c_nsisting of carbon, nitrogen, AD-277,494
and melal bound with ordinaw and chelate-type vah;nces into (Alsoavailable threufihU,S, Dept, of Commerce, Office of
an assumedly azoporphyrin structure. Similar polymers were l'eehaicai Services, Washinglon, D. C.)
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The synthesis, purification, and single crystal growth of 329. TRAPPED RADICALS IN ORGANIC DEPOSITS
coronene, perylene/iodine complex and cldoranil/durenedi- Mangiaracina, R.,Mrozowsid,S.
amine complex are discussed. The usual purification methods In "Proceedings of the Sth Conferenceon Carbon,
of organic chemistry, namely, chromatography, recrystalliza- PennsylvaniaState University,UniversityPark,June 19-23, 1961," Volume II, pp. 89-96tion, sublimation and zone relining wh_re applicable, were PergamonPresa,Inc., London,England, and The
employed. Purification of coronene co_ltaminated with 1:12- MacmillanCo., New York, N. _., 1963
benzoperylene- 1:12-C-14 ( 11,000 ppm) and coronene 1:2-
dicarboxTlic-l:2-C-14 anhydride (15,000 ppm) reduced the Polymeric deposits showing e.n electrou spin resonance
impurity concentration to 57 and 0.25 ppm, respectively, absorption were made by passing an electrical discharge
Attempted analytical methods for determination of trace through vapors of relatively simple organic compounds. Very
impurities in the above compound are described. IR, UV, and high spin concentrations (10'-'°/g) were obtained in films
fluorescence spectra apparently cannot determine impurity formed using naphthaleue (_oH_) and anthracene (C_,Hto)
levels of the order of 1 ppm. X-ray analysis of eoronene vapors. Paramagnetic spin centers were also found in films
crystals, ly_rylene/iodine crystals, and chloranil/durenediamine depesited from vapors of decalin (C_,_H_s) and of secondary
crystals revealed eo_lsiderable strains and distortions. The butyl alcohol (C4H]00) but with much lower concentratioa.
electrical p_operties of the single crystals of the above semi- The free radical structures are either formed iv tee discharge
conductors are described. Polymers of 2, ,t, 6-tricyano-s-triazine itself a_d then trapped in the deposit o_ created by bombard-
and terephtb.alonitrilc were prepared and shown to be semi- ment of the film after deposition, and seem to be predomi-
conductors, nantly of an aromatic nature. By studying the heat-treatment
dependence of the spin resonance in tl_ temperature range
9--1000°C, differences are noted from t_lms charred at tempera-
3_7. PURIFICATION AND CRYSTALLIZATIONOF tures above 400°C.
SOME OR_:_NIC COMPOUNDS [ABSTRACT]
Sioaq, C. I.
In"Program andAbs_aets: OrganicCrystalSymposium, 330. SYNTHESIS OF ACENAPHTHYLENE, ITS
October19-12, 1962," pp. 6_q--67 POLYMERS, AND COPOLYMERSWYfH OTHER
National ResearchCo,moil, Ottawa,Canada, 1962 MONOMERS
Golubeva, A. V., N-e]'mark_O. M., Usmanova, N. F.,
Zone refining and nor,nal freezing have been applied uot Sivograkova,K.A,, Bezborodko, O. L., Meerzon, A. A.
only to the purification of anthracene but to the quantitative F/aai_hesk/e Ma,_, no. 8, pp. 3--6,1960
estimation of purity. Gas chromatcgraphic analysis of z.qne
refined commercial anthrao,ne showed at least 12 impurities, Acen-_phthylene (I) was synthesized in 88% yield by
although on|y four were detectable in the starting material, catalytic dehydrogenation of ace_aphthene at 640--650°C.
Effective segregati_;_ coet_cients were determiced f,.om nor- Polymers of I were very brit:le, bu_ the 20:80 copolymer with
real freezing experiments at various rates for fluorene, anthra- styrene (I1) had better heat resiszance than polystyrene and
quinone, tetracene, and carbaz_;!,_ in anthracene, both with good dielectric and mechanical p-.operties. I was polymerized
and without stirring, by the block meti,od in the presence of BzzO 2 and by the
emulsion method with KzS208 initiator and sulfanol emulsifier.
A _echnique has been developed for zone re,truing anthra- Copolymers of II and I were prc9mod by the block method in
cene in an inert atmosphere in a sealed system, _r_d for a sealed ampul and by emulsiou in a stream of N at 80-85°C.
transferring the purest fraction to a crystallizing tube £or The copolymer was separated by coagulation with a 5%
erystallization in vacuum, without opening the t_be to the solution of K alum, washed, and dried to constant weight.
atmosphere. New techniques for crystallizing from soit_tlon Properties were determined for the 50:50--10:90 copolymers
are described, and for polystyrene. The 20:80 eopulymer and polystyrene
show the foii,._wing: power factor vt 10_ cps 0.0005, 0.0003;
dielectric constant at 10_ cps 2.0, 2.5: volume resistivity (ohm
328. RESEARCH ON THE PREPARATIONOF cm) 4 × 10_6, 1 × 10t_;, and surface resistivity (ohms)
PURE METALS 3.0 × 10_'_,1 X I0 x7Brmlner,W., Marsel,C. J.
March_5, 1963
New YorkUniversity,College of Engineering, N. Y. 331. DEPOSITION OF THIN FILMS OF _IYDROCARBON
Final Re_ort, AFCBL-63-97,AF 19(604)-4124 POLYMERS OF VARYING CONDU_fFfIVITIES
...Basic research oa the preparation and characterization of Pagnia, H.
organic sen,i .oonduc'ors is d_scusred, with emphasis on the PhllsicaStatus Sol/d/, vo1, pp. 90-93, 1961 tin German)
effect 9[ chemical purity on the electronic prop0rties of a During ion or electron impact from glow discharge in a
series :J p')lycyelic aromatic hydrocarbons. The preparetion beazene atmosphere, polymeric layers are built up on exposed
and electrouic propertit_ of certain acetylenie polymers are surfaces from the molecular fragme.tts produced. The polymer
t:isctt_sed. 70 references. (ST._R, 1963, N63-16739) layers vary with the pressure in the discharge vessel, the
_8
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3_J.electrode distance, the strength of current and voltage, and "" ORGANIC SUBSTANCES WITH SFMICONDUCTIVE
the temperature. In particular, low temperatures and voltages ELECTRICAL PItOFERTIES
produce l'.y4rocarbon f,lms of co.nductivities _10-1°/ohm cm; Ratusky, J., Setm, F., blbert,'.L
high temperatures avd voltages produce carbon _|ms with September 15, 1961 (patent application, May28, 1960)
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
conductivities up to 10'3/ohm cm. The temperature stability Czechmlovakian Patent 100,972
upholds the conclus:,ons.
Semiconductive materials w]'.ich are more chemically and
thermally stable than the corresponding inorganics are formed
3,3_. CHAKGE.TRANSFER MOLECULAR COMPLEXES by thermal decomposi'tion of salts of acetylene- and poly-AND THEIR I_OLE IN CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Booth, D. acetylenecarboxylic acids. An example is detailed.
Science Progrels, v. 48, no. 191, pp. 43,5-455, July 19ti0
333. POLYMERS AS CONDUCTORS AND 338, VOLATILE ORGANIC LIQUIDS OF INCREASED
SEMICONDUCTORS ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
Atlas, S. M., Becher, M., Mark, H.F. van der Minne, J. L., Hermanie, P. H. J.
SPE (Society of Plastics Engineers), Tramactions December 12, 1961 (Netl_erland; p',,ent application,
of the, v. I, no. 4, pp. 169-173, August 1961 December 30, 1952)
U.S. Depa:-tment of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
The introduction of mobile ions (conduction by ion pairs), U.S. Patent _,012,969 (assigned to She_ Oil Co.)
the introduction of mobile electrons (polymers with conju-
gated double bonds), the prepara_on of polymers with Increase in electrical cond,lctivity of an organic Lquid
metallo-cyclics in the chain of conjugation, and the prepara- containing 90 mole % Cx2 and having a dielectric constant
tion of polymers containing heteroatoms are explained as less than ,q is claimed by the use of certain additives. Two
methods of increasing polymer conductivity to the point of additives are used for the compound, one a multivalent metal
semiconduction arid even conduction for low-frequency oper- organic salt of molecular weight _ 200, tb_ other an O-
at'ion. 'l'_,e pararcta_letic as well as electrical properties are contaf-,ing compound_ of mol_cular weight _ 200 and in
discussed for polymers prepared by the four methods above. , chich the product of this molecular weight and the specific
conductivity in C6H, at 1 g/l is _>=10 _°. ".he two additives
sLould not have an ion in common. Use of Cr diisopropy]-
334. ELEKTRONEN-DONATOR-ACCEFTOR KOMPLEXE salicylate and Na dioctyl sulfosuecinate increases the con-
(ELECTRON.DONOR.ACCEPTOR COMPLEXES) ductivity of _e so_,ution containing both to 165 times as great
Briegleb, G. as the sum of the conduct,.'vities of the solutioos containing
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1961
only one _ each.
335. CONDUCTIVE MATERIAL
Gul, V. E., Kaplunov, Ya. N., Maizel, N. S., O_tryakov, I.A. 339. ELECTRICALLI CONDUCTIVE POLYMERIC
December 27, 1960 (application date) FIBERS AND FILMS
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. Campbell, T. W.
USSR Patent 1_0,110 U_mber 26, 1961 (patent application, D,.cember 9, 1957)(See also ByuUete_ Izobretenii, no. 15, p. 2_., 1961)
U.S. Departv_ent of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
The rnaterial is based on a furfurolacetone polymer, acety- U.S. Patent 3,014,818 (reigned to E. I. du Po,_t de
lene soot, and acetone. Nemo_rs & Co.)
A claim is made for production of ele,.tricaUy conductive
336. SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE MADE FROM polymers by mixing a solution of a s,/.athetic hydropbobic
ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS I.olymer with a reducible salt of Ni, Co, Ct,, ot Fe, forming
Bohlmann, F., Dexhelmer, H., Fuchs, O., Kraemer, H. the mixture into a shared _rticle: and then reducing the metal
April 20, I961 (patent application, September 28, 1957) _alt to the free metal by NaBH4 or ,,ther redocing agent. The
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. ,lletalf, which are more electroTaegative than Cr, are finely
Germ.an Patent 1,091,657 (assigned to Farbwerke divided particles ha; ing an average diameter of < lft. The
ltoechstA.-G.) _mount of me_al is 0.1-35% by weight of the article. The
Polynes of the formula R (C i C), R' exposed to light or shaped an'icles, preferably films or fibers, can be plated with
heat form semiconductors. An example of heated 3- ( 1-napl:thyl- Ni, Co, Cu or any metal more electronegative than Mn. An
carbamoyloxy)propyl is detailed; the r.esistivities at 50 and example is given of a copolymer of acrylonitrile, Me acryk.te
200"C were 101° and I05 ohm era, re,;pectively, ana Na styrenesulfonate mixed with FeCI.. and HCONMe2.
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340. SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS FROM _I1tE reaction of 4,5-dichlor,_cyclohexene-3,6-dione with NH3 (resis-
CONDENSATION OF ALDEHYDES AND KETONES 'Jvity_ 10_-10"%hm-em). Dehydrogenation changedresistiv-
Lomonosov,M.V. ity to the order 1013-,'0 x_ ohm-cm. Metal chelates oF this
March12, 1962 (patent opp|ication,Janvary4, 1961) material showed resistivi_ of _ 1012-10 _, and iodine com-U.S.Departmentof Commerce,Washington,D. C.
French Pa_ent1,277,189 (assignedto Moscow State plexes of the material, _ _'07-10 s.
University)
Preparation of a heat-resistant polymer which has semi- 344. ON THE POLYMERS OF CHELATE COMPOUNDS
conducting properties is claimed, by polycondensaticn of Berlin,A. A.
Me2CO in the pre_nce of a Lewis acid. Me,COw_th an- Uspekhi Khlmll i Tekhnologli Polimerov, 5bornik,
hydrous ZnCIzas a catalyst yields a dark purple polymer heat- v. 3, pp. 3-13, 1960
r_istant at 500°C. Other polymers are obtainer] by the The synthesis of metal chelate polymers is proposed as
following carbonyl compoands and catalysts: Me_CO, TIC14; one answel to the current search for polymer compounds with
Me2CO, FeCl_; PhAc, Zn_12; and Actt, ZnC12. high thermal stability, electr¢_-onductivity, magnetic perme-
ability, electrono-ionic exchange capacity, and other proper-
341. SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS ties. Syntheses are describe_ for a number of the chelate
Okamura,S., Hayashl,K., Ohdan, K. polymers, and the relative merit of using Cu"+, Co++, Zn ++,
August8,1962 (patent application,June 21, I'H_0) Ni+*, and Cd+"for the metal is pointed out.
U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Washiv "_n,D. C.
JapanesePatent 10,594 (assignedto Jal _Je_e Association
for RadiationResearchon Polyrf_rs) 345. AROMATICPOLYTRIAZENES
Berlin,A. A.,LiognnHi, R. I., Parhfi,V. P.
A claim is made for preparation, of a red-brown, tram- Vysokomolekulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 3, no. i0,
parent elastomer with specific resistance (p) of 3 × 10_ pp. 1491-1494, October 1961
ohm-em at 20°C, and a pale-yellow transparent resin with O (Translatedfromthe Russian inPolymer Scivnce U.S.S.R.,
of 4 × 10_ ohm-cm. The former is .:omposed of acrylonitrile, v. 3, no. 6, pp. 1000-1004, 1962; published May 1963)
HCONMe:, and AgNO3 irradiated by gamma irradiation of
",-_epresent communication deals with the preparation and1.2 × 106 r; the latter consists of acxylonitrfle, a lesser amount
of HCONMe2, and AICIs. _udy of aromatic polytriazenes of the general formuda
F //_--_._ /7--'_X -1 //7-XX /7-'_._
342. SEMICONDUCTIVE POLYMF.RS - L_N=N-NH-J_
Topchiev, A. V., Krentsel,B. A.,Kergin, V. A.,
Davydov, R. E., Makhova, I.E. Aromatic polytriazenes have been prepared, of evidently
February13, 1963 (patent application, May 30, 1961i linear structure and of greater heat resistance than monomeric
U.S. Department of Commerce,Washington,D.C. triazenes. Anomalous viscosities suggest association of rigid
BritishPatent glS,368 (assignedto Institut macromolecules in solution. The strength and nature of the
NeftekhimicheskogoSinteza, AkademiyaNauk, SSSR) ESR spectra of the polymers indicate that coniugati._n is
Semieonductive polymers were produced by condensation maintained aloy_gthe macromolecules and that unpaired eL*e-
of phthalic anhydride (I) with hydroquinone (II) in the trous exist in the ground state of the material. The rigidity
presence of metal salts, such as CdCl_, ZnCl_, or AICl_. An of the macromolecules, manifested in the anomalous _'iscos-
example is given of equimoleeular amounts of I :rod II heated ities, also confirms the preservation of conjugation. At room
to 238-252°C in the presence of 10 wt. % ZnCI_for 17-21 hr, temperature the aromatic polytriazenes are virtually insulators.
the polymer formed washed and dried and then pressed int_ At higher temperatures their electrical conductivity increases
tablets w_ich _howed a specific conductivity of 10-_ -10-" considerabiy.
ohm-_cm-_ at room temperatuvz and an activation energy of
The method of preparation described may be considered0.6-0.8 ev.
to be applicable generally for derivatives of aromatic poly-
triazines with difl'erent substituents in the benzene ring.
343. ELECTRIC&L CONDUCTIVITIES OF
POLYCONDENSED BENZOPYRAZINE AND
RELATED COMPOUNDS 346. POLYMERIZATION KINETICS OF HYDROCARBONS
Inoue, H., Inmto, E. w.FrH CONJUGATED BONDS--II. POLYMERIZATION
Untvertlt_ o_Omka Prefecture, Bulletin o_the, Seri_ A_ OF PHENYLACETYLENE AND THE PARAMAGNETIC
Engineering and Natural Sc/ences, v. 10, pp. 61-70, 1961 PROPERTIES OF THE POLYMERS
Shantarovtch,P. S. Shlyapnikova,I. A.
Heteroaromatic compounds in which benze_o tings fused V_sokomolekulcarn_ Soedineniva, v. 3, no. 10,
alternately with dihydropyrazine rings were formed by the pp. l#95-!499,Oetober 1961
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(For Part I, see Ently #707, AI/LS 341.) The products based on a ohenol-forma!dehyde resole resin and the epoxide
of the thermal polymerization of phenylaeetylene have been resin E-40 containing various proportions of acetylene black,
investigated. The polymer has a chain length of 6--17 mon- and compared the results wi*h the ccsults of the measure-
omer units. All specimens exhibit durable EMR spectr8 in ment of electrical properties.
the form of a narrow-line singlet without hyperfine structure.
With elevation of temperature the mean molecular w=ight of In experiments on the hardening of the resins, the speci-
the polymer falls and the EMR sigrlal increas,:s. _t tern- mens were held for a suitable time at a high temperature-
peratures of 40(0-4500C carbonization takes place, aceom- the phenol-formaldehyde compositions at +150°(3 and the
panied by a sharp increase in tbe EMR signal to 101_-10 :° epoxide compositions at +80°C.
active particles per gram.
Ia order to study the structural changes occurring during
the curing process, an apparatus was designed which, in con-
347. ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING SYSTEMS BASED junction with a Polyani dynamometer and a PMT-3 micro
ON POLYMERS--I. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE hardness gauge, enabled the variation in viscosity of the
STRUCTURE OF CONDUCTIVE SYSTEMS BASED polymeric systems during hardening to be followed. The ap-
ON UNCURED RESINS paratus was a modification of the Volaro_ich and Tolstoi dyna-
GUl,V. E., Maizel, N. S., Kamenskii,A. N., Fediman, N.M. mometer in conjunction with a Polyani dynamometer. By
VysokomolekulyarnFe Soedineniga, v. 4, no. 5, pp.642-648, measuring the limiting load P required to stretch rods of the
May 1962 hardened compositions, it is possible to determine the abso-(Translated fromthe Russianin Polymer Science U.S.S.R.,
v. 4, no. 2, pp. 207-214, July 1963) lute shear stress.
The strueture of current conducting compositions consisting
of unsolidified phenol formaldehyde resin of the resol type 349. NITROGEN-CONTAINING POLYMERSWITH
and of epoxide resin E-40 together with varying amounts of PARAMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
acetylene black has been investigated. It has been shown that Maltsev, V. I., Lebedev, \V.B., Itskovich, V. A., Petrov, A.A.
when the concentration of the black reaches a value of 30% Vysokomolekulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 848-8_,
an abrupt fall in the specific electrical resistance takes place. June 1962
The structural and mechanical properties of the composition Insoluble powders with paramagnetic and semiconductor
showed that at sufficiently high 5egrees of filling a difference properties have been obtained on oxidizing aromatic amines
arises in the yield value of the filled resins. This indicates (aniline, diphenylamine and triphenylamine). The intensity
structuration of the black. The structure formation was con- of the EPR signal increases -_ter heating or UV irradiation of
firmed by electron microscope studies which revealed chain the specimens or after passing an electric current through
structures of the black particles at a concentration of about
30% carbon black. The reason for the higher conductivity of them, or cooling them to - 180°C. The products obtained
compositions based on phenol formaldehyde resin than upon apparently conta'n quinoid and amine groupings, interaction
of which in the solid polymer is of the same nature as that
epoxide resin for equal black contents is due to better com-
patibility of the former resin with the black. Electron micro- taking place in paramagnetie mixtures of quinone and amine
scope studies confirmecl tbe fact that the chemical nature of the powders or in polyphenyl_w,_n_tuinones.
binder has en important inl_uence on the electroconductivity
of the composition.
350. CONJUGATED BOND POLYMEBS WITH
HETEBOATOMS IN THE CONJUGATED CHAIN.
XIX. SOME PROPERTIES OF ANILINE BLACK
348. ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING SYSTEMS BASED Parini,V. P., Kazairova,Z. S., Berlin,A. A.
C_NPOLYMERS_II. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE Vysokomolekulyarnge Soedimmiya, v. 3, no. 12,SYRI;CTURE OF CONDUCTIVE COMPOSITIONS
BA_;ED ON HARDENED RESINS pp. 1870-1873, December 1961
Gul, V. E., Maizel, N. S., Kamenskli,A. N., Fodiman, N.M. It has been shown that aniline black, obtained by dichro-
Vysokomo_'tultlam_e Soedlneniya, v. 4, no. 5, pp, 649-654, mate oxidation of aniline _ives electron paramab_netic'_esonance
May t962 spectra containing a wide line (ca 450 oersteds) with _jper-
(Translatedfn_mthe Russianin Polyraer Science U,S.S.R., position of a narrow (11-12 oersteds) signal. The wide line
v. 4, no. 2, pp. 215-221, July 1963) disappe_xs on heating the specimen. Removal of chromium by
The present work is concerned with the examination of the treatment with hydrochloric acid and reprecipitation from
hardening process whereby the materials under examination acetic acid does not change the nature of the EPR spectrum.
pass gradually from the viscous-flow to the solid state during Aniline black possesses catalytic properties and is a semicon-
the period of observation. The authors followed the structural ductor. The electroconductivity of the base is .0-_s-lO -5
changes occurring during the hardening of compositions ohm-_em-_ and of hydrochlorides 10-5-10-2ohm-_eua -_, The
71
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authors associate these properties of aniIhle blacl" with the Polymers of the proposed general formula
aecumuhti:._, in the molecule of quinonodiimii_e glc,uplugs.
[ o °"- lr _"°1- - - -_-,_- -CI,351. CONJUGATED BOND POLYMERS WITH /_ j,. L. ,_ .J,HETEROATOMS IN THE CONJUGATED CIIAIN. 0,_ 0 O"XX. SYNTHESIS OF POLYMERIC PHTHALO-
CYANINES AND INVESTIGATION OF THEIR where Ar is the corresponding aromatic group with possible
BASIC PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPI_RTIES :ubstituents, have been obtained by reaction of p-benzo-
Berlin,A. A., Cherkashina, L. G., Balab,mov,E.I. quinone with b/s-diazo compounds prepared from p-phenylene-
Vysokomolekulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 3, pp. 376-382, d_amine, benzidine and henzidine-3,3'diearbox3 hc acid. The
Mareh1962 pdymers cont,__in 0.oo-ll.6zo""_ N and 2.0-6.4% C1. "l_ey
Polymeric phthMocyanines were synthesized on the i,asis possess electron exchange properties and give a narrow ESR
of pyromellitie acid and 3,3', 4,4'-tetracarboxydiphenyl ether signal. Some of them lose not more than 3% of their weight
as well as mixtures of each of the compounds with phthalie- at 300°C, possess electroconductivities of the order of 10-1°
anhydride, mid their principal magnetic and electrical prop- ohra-_ em-_ at room temperature, and reaet with heavy metal
erties were investigated. The s),_thesis was carried out with salts with the probable formation of cross-linked chelate
the objective of obtaining substances with semiconductor structures.
properties. It was found that the polyphthalo:yanines being
relatively thermostable (300--350°C) possess enhanced dec. 354. CONJUGATED BOND POLYMERS WITH
troconduetivity C'3ooox_= 10-T-10 -s ohm -1 cm-_ with E = 7-9 HETEROATOMS IN THE CONJUGATED CHAIN.
kcal/mole and are characterized by wide electron paramag- XXIV. SYNTHF._SISAND INVESTIGATION OF THE
netic resonance lines o: b lgh intensity (10_9-102°). A definite PROPERTIES OF LINEAR AROMATICPOLYMERS
correlation has been f,mnd to exist between the EPR signals WITH METHYLENE GROUPS BETWEEN THE
and the eleetroconductivity of these substances. BENZENE RINGS
Berlin, A. A., Liogonkii,B. I., Parlni, V. P., Leikina, g. S.
Vysokomolelmlyarnye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 5, pp. 662-669,
352. CONJUGATED BOND POLYMERSWITH May 1962
HETEROATOMS IN THE CONJUGATED CHAIN. (Translatedfromthe Russian in Polymer Science U.S.S.R.,
XXI. POLYMERIC COMPLEXES OF v. 4, no. 2, pp. 221-230, July 1963)
TETRACYANETHYLENE
Berlin,A. A., Matveeva, N. G., Sherle,A. I., Kostrova, N.D. Aromatic polymers with -- CH2-- and - CH2- CH2--
Vysolcomolekulyat_y_ Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 6, pp.860-868, groups between the benzene nuclei, and including some azo
June 1962 groups, have been prepared by the reduction of the products
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Polymer Science U_q.S.R., of b/s-diazotization of 4,4'-diaminodiphenylmethane and 4,4'-
v. 4, no. 2, pp. 260-269, July 1_63) diaminodibenzyl. The average molecular weight of the an-
" fractionated products was 12(10-1600 and 2400-2600, respec-
Polymeric complex compounds have been obtained for the tively. The absence of significant anomalies in the viscosity
first H_aeon reaction between tetraeyanethylene with copper, of the solutions bore evidence of a less rigid structure for the
iron and magnesium aeetylaceconates, both in the presence molecules of the polymers than that possessed by polyphen-
and absence of solvents as well as with various metaL. The y!enes. The polymers exhibit electron resonance absorption,
polymers are black, non-melting substances, partially soluble the intensity of which diminishes with in_'rease in the number
in dimethylformamide, pyridinc, triethanolamine and con- of methylene groups in the backbone. They possess a high
eentrated sulfuric acid. The polychelates are stable up to temperature dept._dence of electroeonductivity which in com-
40(0-4500C, posse_s enhanced magnet'2 susceptibilities, con- bination with thcir high thermal stability makes them promis-ductivities from 10-'_to 10"_-_ohm -_ cm-a and actNation ener-
ing stock for the preparation of materials with considerable
gies of conductivity 10--15 keel/mole. The infrared spectrum electroconductivity at high temperatures.
show_ no absorption bands in the region 700-1200 cm-_,
but a -C--_N vibra_on peak at 2210 em-x that disappears
on heatiug. 355. CONJUGATED BOND POLYMERS WITH
HETEROATOMS IN THt_ CONJUGATED CHAII_',
XXVI. POLYAZOPHENYLENFERROCENES
@,53.CONJUGATED BOND POLYMERS WITH Berlin, ,_.A.,Liogonkii, B. I., Parinl, V. P.
HETEROATOMS IN THE CONJUGATED CHAIN. Vyeokomolekulyamye Soedi_eniya, v. 5, no. 3, pp. 330-337,
XXH. PRODUCTS OF THE REACTION BETWEEN March 1963
b/s-DIAZO COMPOUNDS AND QUINONES
Parini, V. P., Kazakova,Z. S., Okorokova,M. N., Berlin,A.A. The reaction of ferrocene with salts ot diphenylbisdiazon-
Vysokomolekulyamye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 4, pp. 519--515, ium-4,4'-dicarboxylie-3,3'-acid and diphenylbisdiazonium-4,4 '-
April 1969. dicarboxylic-3,3'-acid affords polymers apparently of ribbon
7_
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structure, containing 3--6 diphe%,l residues per 1 atom of Fe. 356. SYNTHESIS OF ELECTROCONDUCTIVE POLYMERS
The resultant compounds are paitially soluble in organic WITH A SYSTEM OF CONJUGATED DOUBLE
solvents and completely soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid, BONDS
wher :as tile carboxyl-containing polymers dissolve also in Pshenitsyna, G. M., Shantarovich, P. S.
dimethylformamide. Ah are capable of compression molding Vysokomolekul_amye Soedineni_a, v. 5, no. 8,
(the carboxyl-containing polymers being inferior in this re- pp. 1228-1231, August 1963
spect). The benzene-solable fractim_ possesses a mean The polycondensation of benzidine and quinone has been
molecular weight of about 1000-1400 and yields films from investigated. Conditions have been :_hown for preparing or-
solutions. Of much high_,r molecular weights are the benzene ganic materials of high electroconductivity.
insoluble fractions. The polymer fractions insoluble in organic
solvents are nonmelting and of h._gh thermal stability in an
inert atmosphere, losing in weight about 2% at 400°C, about 357. SYNTIIESES OF HIGH.POLYMERIC
4% at 500°C, about 7% at 600°C, and about 8% at 700°C. SEMICONDUCTORS
They are not thermostable in air. All the polymers give EPR Hatano, M.
sigvals and possess static paramagnetism. The electroconduc- Yuki Gosei Kagaku Kyokai Shi, v. 20, pp. 326-.342,1962
tivity of these polymers at room temperature is 10-1n-10-16
ohm-1 cm-_, A review is presented. 121 references.
APPLICATION
358. GRAPHITE, A BADLY KNOWN SEMICONDUCTOR; may be used to produce an electrically conductive mirror
TTS USE IN THE PREPARATION OF PURE coating.
METALS AND SEMICONDUCTORS [SI,GE]
Millet, Y.
Bulletin de la Socidt_ Fran_aisedes £1ectriciem, v. 2, 361. ENERGY CONVERSION STUDY OF
Series 8, no. 13, 1961 SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRODES
Tannenbaum, 1. R.
A review is presented. June 1962
Electro-OpticalSystems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif.
Final Report for February-December 1961, EOS-1640,
359. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOR CHALLENGE ASD TDR-62-89, AF 33(616)-7939
Pohl, H.A. AD-282,849
Chemical Engineering, v. 68, no. 22, pp. 104-110, This work is a prelimiiaary investigation of the parameters
October 30, 1961 of semiconductor electrodes. Four electrodes-lithiated nickel
Potential applications for organic semiconductors include oxide, zinc oxide, anthracene, and phenanthrene-have been
catalysis, sea water convemon, electron exchange resins, studied. Sample preparation is described; overvoltage, specific
thermoelectric power, solid-state batteries, solid-state elec- reaction rate constants, stoichiometrie number, rate limiting
trolytes, and information storage components. This survey steps, exchange currents and equilibrium potentials are de-
considers conductivity factors, electronic properties of termined; and the _,pplication of these data to iuel cell tech-
monomers, coordination polymers and molecular c¢,mplexes, nology is discussed.
polymers as semiconductors, and organic superpolymers. (El,
1962) 362. CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVES
Wentzel, 1t.
Fertigungsteehnik und Betrieb, v. 12, no. 8, pp. 520-524,
360. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE METAl, 1962
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS These compounds were prepared by mixing 50-ft A1 plates,
llarwood, J.H. 12-/_ Ag powder, 40-_ Cu platelets and 1.5-1.6 ta Ni powder
Chemistrtt & Industry, London, no. 11, pp. 430-436, with various organic eastable resin:_, and applying pressures
March 16, 1963 of 0.3-3 kg/emL tiesistance was independent of casting time,
This article is concerned mainly with the non-electric but was lower with finer power. The lowest _esistance, 3 milli-
usable properties of these eo_,qpouads. It is mentioned, how- ohms cm 2, was found for 3-p Ni with a powder-to-,_'esin ratio
ever, that eyclopentadienyl compounds of transition e!ements of 3:10. Conductive bonds were tested in humidity chambers,
show promise in printed electrical circuits; titanium alkoxides under SO::, in vacuum, and with high current flow, deteriora-
are usable in electrical equipme,at; al_d antimony ethoxide tion with increased joint resistance occurring in each case.
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363. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH 366. ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE ORGANIC BONDED
TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES GRINDING WHEEL
Ruetman, S.H., Wrasidlo,W. J., Levlne. H.H. NortonGrindingWheel Co., Ltd.
November30, 1962 December20, 196t (U.S.patent application, D.-_eember30,
NarmcoIndustries,Inc., San Diego, Calif. 1958)
Final SummaryReport for November 1, 1961-October 31, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington,D. C.
1962,NOw 61-0254-c BritishPatent885,192
AD-291,711 Formation is claimed of an electxically conductive grindiug
Constructive pyrolysis of silicone-phenollc hminates in wheel, or other abrasive article, _rom abrasive grains, an
argon at 1800°F resulted in semiconducting specimens with crganic bond for the grains, a filler of solid particles of e]ec-
increased oxidation resistance and improved high tempera- trieaHy conductive material, arid an elec_r;eally conductive
ture strengths. Constructive pyrolysis of silicone-phenolic liquid selected from formamide, dimethylforr:_amide, dicthyl-
laminates in the presence of small amounts of h3,drogen sul- fonnamidc and their mixtures. The grinding wheel has a
fide further improved their high temperature pe_ormance, resistivity _ 1 meg cm. An example is give1, of the use of
Several arsenic compound cured epoxy-novolac adheqve sys- AlzOs, phOH-HCHO resin, powdered graphite, CaO powder,
terns were developed which offer useful strengths after 30 and dimethylformamide to form a grinding wheel.
at 1000°F or after 1000 hr at 500°F. Mechanistic studies
of ortl:o-linked phenolic model compounds showed the ether 367. SHEET MAGNETIC i'ARTICLE CARRIEB WITH
and the direct carboy,--carbonlinkages to be most stable under IMPROVED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
oxidative conditions at elevated temperatures. A material Eiehler, W., Brueck,R.,Abeck, W., Kranes, F.
containing organic groups and showing outstanding oxidation January25, 1962 (pat,mr ap__lieation,November 14, 1959)
resistance was obtained when silicone dioxide in the "E" glass U.$. Der,,artmentof Comme_ee, Washington, D.C.GermanPatent 1,122, 725 (assigned to ALdaA.-G.)
formula was replaced by a phenyl silicone resin. Improvement
in oxidation resistance of a commercial novolac was obtained A claim is made for a sheet magnetic garticle earner with
after treatment with certain arsenic compounds. Synthesis of improved conductivity. One form is a 15-/_ foil of terephthalic
sul;ur contaming phen_lics by reaction of thiophenol with acid-glycol polyester coated on one side with 0.1 _ of Ag, in
formaldehyde of phenol with sulfur dichloride resulted in turn covered with 1/x of lacquer. On the opposite side of the
celt low molecular weight products, foil is a magnetizable layer of cubic lattice of Fe20_ in a mixed
polymer-poly(vinyl chloride) and poly(vinyl acetate)-
:bvut i0 Vthick. The whole structure has a resistance of 10_2to
364. ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC 10_ ohms, and no static charging can be detected. An improve-
COMPOSITIONS ment over the former two-foil structure is noted.
Lewis, A. S.
November26, 1958 (applicationdate)
U.S.Department of Commerce,Washington,D.C. 3 '_. ELECTBICALLY CONDUCTIVE WEBS
U.S.Patent 3,003,975 (assigned to MyronA. Coler) Pattilloch, D. K., Polowczyk, C.
February,e,'0,I,°62 (patentvppL_catinn,February 13, 1958)
Molded, electrically conductive plastic articles are claime_, U.S.De_trtment of Com,nerce, Washington, D. C.
which are usable for multi-contact switches. Spaee_ within U.S. Patent 3,022,213 (assigned t6Michi_m Research
the network are filled with a conductive material eomvris_ng [.ai,o_etories,_ne. and Eiectr_-C..._emFib,,-rSe_!Corp.)
fine conductive powder in a synthetic organic plastic. _"re_,_ar- r_e?aration of a conductive ,_r._r/_-',ton, which is formed
ation of the material is described, into a web and way be used for t_,o_ir_atedpanels and other
structures, is claimed An aqueGt_ su_peusion of fibrous web-
365. POINT CONiACT-RECTIFIER DEVICE forming material (celhdose asb_st ,':i_ is treated with 0.5--5%
Epstein, A.S. of dicwndiamide-HCHC co_d_:_'_ation product. The treat-
Apri118,1961 ment with an aqueous coll_,i,"_J .ilica solution containing
U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Washington, D.C. _0% of silica is follow_ _, _dition of up to 300% by
U.S. Patent2,980,833 (assigned to MomantoChemical Co.) weigh_ of a finely d_vidad u,;h,[;_.cfivematerial (graphite, Zn).
Fabrication of organic point contact deyices employing
monomeric metal phtha|._cyanine, formed _nm tetrafunc- 369. HIGH-VOLTAGL'SI_IELDING COMPOSITION
tional pyromellitonitrile, is described. The degree of p-type Anaconda Wire a_.dCable Co.
or n-type conductivity will vary with the excess of deficiency April 11, 1962 (U,S. patent application, February 10, 1959)
of the metal stoichiometrieally required. A device produced U,S. Departmentof Commerce, Washington, D. C.
BritishPatent 893,587from copper polyphthalocyanine, employing a Feint contact
of gold-plated copper, gives a rectification ratio of about 3 to 1. A claim is made for an Os-resistant, elastically resilient, dec-
(SSA, # l 1,073) trieaUy semi.conductive composition suitable for use in shielding
74
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high-voltage electric power cables. Chlorosulfonated polyethyl- 373. ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOR 'ZI-IEBMOELECTRIC
erie, a copolymer of Jsobutylene, and a small proportion of a DEVICE
diene, a finely dispersed metallic conductor, and 0._-3% by Wildi, B. S.
weight of an antio,,tidant, N,N'-dialkyl. p-p'aenylenediamine, of July 24, 1962 (p_tent appliealion, March 7, 1960)
at least eight C atoms are combined and tbe product cuztd. U.S. Departmer,t of Commerce;Washington, D. C.
U.S.Patent 3,046,322
370. CONDUCTIVE COATING Preparatiou of pyrolyzed pyromeiiitonitrile-H.,S reaction
Price,J.E. products is claimed, which are usable as components or ele-
ments in thermoelectric devices. The resistivity on one of theApril17, 1962 (patent application,September 15, i959)
U.S.Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. samples, measured under vacuum of 10 -1 mm, was found to
U.S. Patent3,030,_.37(assign,_!to North American be 190 ohm/era at 23°C. Thermoelectric l,ov.'er (TEP) of
Aviation,Inc.) -24 _v/°C was determined. The sample had n-type con-
ductivlty, as shown by the negative sign. A second pellet
A conductive coating is claimed, which exhibits good was given a further heat treatment at 560°C and 0.2 mm
adhesion to a nonconducting lightweight base material and pressure for 40 hr, and exhibited conductivity of 22 ohm-cm
also possesses decreased resistivity. It is composed of carrier and a TEP of + 1.6 pv/*C. Thus, it can be seen that by the
resins, such as phenolics, polyesters, and alkyds, and metallic additional heat treatment a pyrolyzed pellet can be produced
pigment particles. The pigment particles should be approxi- which has a p-type conductivity. Maximum p-type conductivity
mately 44/_ or less in size, and a combination of flakes and can be obtained by using optimum treating temperatures and
ball particles. The prefelred pigment is Ag, although A1, Cu, time of treatment. Methods of fabricating thermoelectric gener..
and Au may also be used. The ratio of pi_aent to carrier ating or cooling devices from these eleme_its are described.
resin should be approximately 150:40 to prevent setthng and
provide maximum adhesion Metallic driers are used to pro- 374. SEMICONDUCTIVE POLYACRYLONiTRILE
duee the desired end pr.duct. MOLDINGS
Ohdan, T.
371. POLYACRYLONITRILEFIBERS OR FABRICS September4, 1962 (patent application, _,pril3, 1961)
U.S, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.WITII SEMICONDUCTING PROPERTIEb
VsesoYuznyiNauchno-IssledovatelskiiInstitut JapanesePatent 12,933 (as-ig,_edto Shin-Etsv Chemical
hkusstvennogo Volokna and Institut Neftekhimichcskogo IndustryCo., Ltd.)
Sinteza, Akademii Nauk USSR Powdered polyacrflonitrile was heated in vacuo at 150°C
April20, 1962 (patent application,May 15, 1961) for 4 hr, crushed, and then molded. The profuct was again
U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Washington, D.C. heated in vacuo at 500°C for 2 hr to give a solid article
French Patent1,291,163 having a specific electric resis_ante of 6.5 )< l06 ohm-cm. The
2
The fibers were heat-treated in two steps (at 200°C and molding is carried out at 10O0 kg/cm, and the dimensions
500-1100°C) while they were stretched to 10-25 times their of the mold should be decided on the basis <ffthe volumetric
original length. The conductivities can be changed from 10-_ contraction caused by secondary, heating. The time and tera-
to 10_ ohm-1 cm-x by varyin_ the temperature and the dura- perature limits acceptable in primary and secondary heating
tion of tb-e heat treatment as well as the atmosphere in which are mentioned.
the fibers are heated. Fibers with increased electrical con-
ductiv_ty brought about by combined heat treatment and 375. THERMOPLASTIC MANUFACTURE OF
stretchin$ are claimed.. MECitANICALLY STABLE HIGH-MOLECULAR.
WEIGHT ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Schlosser,E. G.. Fucbs, O.
37_. SEMICONDUCTIVE VARNISH November 15, I962 (patent application, Apri__7, 1961)
Nicolas, H. U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Wa,_hington,_. C.
May28, 1962 (French patent application,March9, 1955) GermanPatent 1,139,586 (assigned to Fm'bwerke
U.S.Department of Commerce,Washington, D.C. Hoeehst A.-G.)
EastC,erman Patent2:i,202 (assigned to Compagnie
C,enerale d' l'lectrieit_) A claim is made for the shap_lg of formerly patented or-
ganic powders (German Patent !,097,037) ia,_o films, tablets,
A varnish usable in semiconductive coatings on hiLb- or rods for transistors or rectifiers, without binding agent_.
frequency cables, wires, or insu]ated conductors is claimed, Molding is done at about 3000C, which is below melting
which is prepared by dissolving, in MeCOEt, 15-20 wt. % point. Hard bodies ar_:produced w]_ich have a comluctivitv
of a copolymer of vinyl chloride _.n_ vmyl acetate, in the oi _b,mt 2 X 10'°_2ohm-_ cm-1 at 30°C and 10-_ ohm-! crn-_
presence of a plasticizer, ouch as tritolyl phosphate, adding at 300_C, i.e., 500 times and 10 t.,nes, respecth'ely, th*t of
t3-10% acetyle_.c black, and stirring, the original material,
'Tilt
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GEN_.A_, REFEREF'[CES
376. PHOTOCONDUCTlVlTY OF _,CETYLENE The c_nference was sponsored by the International Union
POLYMEBS of Pu_'e and Applied Physics, the American Physical Society,
Mylnilmv,V. S., httseiko, E. K., Terenin, A.N. and tte Office of Navat Research. (FA, 1962, #6486)
A_le,dW lVaukSSSlt, Doldadc, v. 149,no. 4,
pp.897-900, Apx-_l, 1963
379. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC SOLIDS
377. EI.,EKTBO:,IF__'UBEFLF_I'tlqUNGDURCH Kem-u_D.
LICHT.kilSORPTItqNI.!ND -EMISSION IN Radiation Rewarch, Supplement 2, pp. 407--43.1,1960
ELEKTRONEN-DJNATOR-ACCEPTOR-KOMPLEXEN (Fsx)t'e_im_sof Bioenerge_cs Symposit:m, Brooldutven
(E_LE.C_RON"IT.ANSFERBY MEANS OF LIGHT National Laboratory, Upton, N. Y.,October 12-16, 1959,
ABSoBFrlON ,_uNql)EMISSION IN ELF,CTRON- sponsoredby the U.S, AtomicEpergy Con_m_ssion)
DONOtt-ACC-LFroIg-COMPLEXES) D_:,tssions are included of: ,aaterial.s; kinetics of photo-
_iegleb, G., f,zdadla, J. current decay; flash photocoszductivity" rise; results with san3-
Angtnmnd/¢Chem/e,v.72,no.l_.pp.4Ol-l13,JoneI960 With oells and annealed sam.pies; temperature and voltage
A review with 58 t'e[erei_es is presented, dependence of steady-state photocm, rent and dark ctment;
spectral response of steady-_ate p}:otoconductivity; effect of
ambient illuwdnation on flash photocondu_.edvity; experimental
378. I)ROCE__ADINGSOF THE 19t]1 INT'L'F.NATIONAL procedure; results of experiments on dark conduet'_vity, steady-CONFERE_ICE ON FHOTOCONDUCTIVrYY,
,NEW YORK, AUGUST 21-g4 state photoecaductivity, electron spin resonance, _ght-
Lcvinaei_, EL,Editor induced polaxization, thermoelectric power, and flash-induced
loum_oJP/u_k_andChemhtrl_ofSo/id_v. 22, photoco_ucti_Sty; special results with tetracene and penta-
k_eembe. 1961 cene: yard conclusions reached.
THEORY
380. CABRIER GEW£RATION L_ PHOTOCONDUCTING _,e trapp,._l. It is _hown that the expenment_.l results can only
ANTHRAL_£._ be understood if it is assumed that the traI_ping of charge
Silve¢,M., Moore,W. carriers is _:_oreimportant in limiting the carder eoncen_ation
In"Ihroeecdtags d the Intenmtimal C_,odereneeon than the di_harge of the carriers at the electrodes. From the
SemleonductmrPhysic. Prague, Angmt Rg--September2, sign of the rectifying effect it is deduced that the pos_t_ive
1060/"pp. _ C;uTiers;,re the more mobile. (PA, 196[, #2419)Ae_l_z_e Press, Inc.,New York, N. Y.,and London,
._d, l_l
An analysis based on rt_-ently reported results on the spatial 382. OBGANIC PHOTOCONDUCWOBS. V. A MODELFOIl PHOTOCONDUCTIt.'ITY IN CATIONIC DYES
distribution of trapped d_.trge in anthracene is presented. Nelson, B.C.
This analysis shows that anu_racene is an extrinsic rather than locmud of Chemical Phy_cs, v. 30, no. 2, pp. 40d--409,
an intrinsic photoeondu_or. Further c.,_erimental evidence ;:ebmary 1959
is presented which irtdicates that most of 'he free electrons (For Part IV, see AI/LS 341, Entry #16_3.) It is shown
are injected into the anthracene at .*he negative eleetcode, that there is a _,lose relatio_ship between the excited state
(PA, 1962, #°,?3,449) associated with the lowest optical trans;tion o[ the molecule
in solution and that associated with phcto_.,.nduetivity in the
381. THE PHOTOCCNFJ,i3CTIVITYOlr- MOLECULAR solid dye. The model considers the solid dye as a periodic
C:_',$TALS array of potential wells having discrete bands of allowed
Murrell,J.N. energies corresponding to the ground state and excited state
Fa_edaySocwt_, Diwm_im,s ot the, no. 28, pp. 36-47, 1959 of the molecule. In the case of dyes whose conductive prop-
"r',eoretieal expressions are derived for the photoeurrer, t of erties are strongly temperature-dependent, it is aszumed that
a mo:.ecular crystal in the form of a power series in the ligh_ an excited electron can move in the array by passing over the
intensit3, which includes the first- and _e,.'ond-order terms, rater-molecular barrier. Extension of this assumptior, to dyes
The current depends in the first instane _.o_: the relative values in which the conductive properties depend only slightly on
of the potential difference across the ca.,'stal, the extinction temperature leads to contradictions, and it is assum.=d in this
coetfieient of the ery_tal, and _e rate at which free carriers ease that electrons move through th_ array by tunneling. It is
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shown that in such a system the diffu_ivity will be ve;y large singlet excited state of the dye molecule. This substantiates the
and the mobility ver_ small, and that the Einstein dtffusivity- feature of tne author's model for photocondvetion in dyes
mobility relationship does not hold. The model Eas properties which postulates a close relationship between the two states.
which are in accor:l wit]', those observed for the two classes It is also shown that the values of the e_iergy levels associated
of d:,'es (PA, 1959, #3500) with photoconduction in catiomc dyes are affected only
slightly by the choice of the anion. (PA, 1982. _6493)
383° PIIOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF ORGANIC MOLECULAR
CRYSTAI,S AND THE TRIPI ET STATE 387. ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTORS. v!:. COLLECIlVE
Kleinerman, M., McGlymi, S.P. AND LOCALIZED CON'DUCTION P.RfP'AESSES
Journal d Chemic_Physics, v. 37, no. 6, pp. 1369-1370, Nelson, R. C.
September 15, 1962 Journal of Molecular Speetrosc_3nj, v. 7, no. 6, pp. 449-459,
Arguments are presented to refute the' triplet-state thegry December 1961
of conduet, vity and the correlation of photoconduction activ,,- Although the photoconductive behavior of catioaic dyes is
tion energies with a vibrational quantmn or two. (PA, 1963, li,_le affected by the nature of t]:e anion, the dark conduc-
#4951) tivity is highly dependent upon it. In ce_ain cases the anion
h_.s the formal character of a donor impurity. No materials
384. SOME COMMENTS ON THE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY were found in which intrinsic semicondnet_qty was indis-
OF ORGANIC MOLECULAR CRYSTALS AND THE putably present, and one type of film was obse:ved in which
TO.EPLET STATE, it was certainly absent. In the latter case, the character of the
Rosenberg, R. photovoltaic effect at a dye--cadmium sulphide junction was
]oumal ofChemlealPhllde_, v. 37, no. 6, pp. 1371-1372, consistent with a localized process model for conduction;
September 15, 1962 where substantial dark conductivity existed, the photovohaic
The criticisms of K!eiuerroan and M':Gly:m (preceding effect was consistent with a collective or band model. (PA,
abstract) are answered. (PA, 1963, #4952) 1962, #6492)
.185. EXCITOI_:-EXCITON INTERACTIONS AND 388. THE INTERACTION OF RAb,ATION WITH
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN CRYSI'ALLINE MATTER
AN 1HRACENE, Mohanty, S. R.
Choi, S., Rice, S, A. Journal of Scientifw Research o[ the Ba:mras Hindu
!ournal of Chemical Ph_,,dc#, v. 38, no. 2, pp. 366-373, University, v. 12, pt. 2, pp. 299-316, 1961-1962
January lS, 1963 The ir.t_-ractio, of radiation wSth solids produces effects
The mechanism of photoeonductivity in crystalline anthra- depending upon the nature of the solid and upon the nature
t_ne is considered. It is sho_vn that two excitons may interact and energy of the incident radiation. The et_ects are primarily
to form a pair of charge carriers and an unexcited molecule, excitation, ionization, the displacement of atoms from lattice
The computed rate ef generation of charge carriers is 3.7 sites, and transmutatiot, of nuclei. InterstitJals and vacancies
× 10s cm -_ see -t in satisfactory, agreement with the (approxi- from displacement events, and holes, electrons, and cxcitons
mate) experimental va:m" of 7.2 × l0 s em -_ see -_ when the generated in excitation and ionization, are capable of migra-
excitoP, concentration is 1.2 × 10-a° cm-L Other qualitative tion through the crystal. The holes, electrons, and excitons
features of the r, roposed mechanism are in agreement with produce cherw:cal damage in molecular crystals and ionic
ob_rvat_on if electron-hole recombination is accounted for. solids with pmyatomic ions. (PA, 1963, #2841 )
Recent experiments by Silver demonstrat_;ng a photocurrent
proportiont:l to the scluare of the light intensity, nnd hv
McGlynn demonstrating the necessity for singlet states as the 389. EXCITON-EXCITON IN fERACTIONS ANDPHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN CRYSTALLINE
kinetic intermediate in charge-carrier generation, are in agree- ANTHRACENE [ABSTRACT]
ment with the model propo._ed, (PA, 1963, #8568) ChoL S., Rice, S. A.
In "Program and Abstrae_s_ Organic Cryst,_l S_,animsimn,
386, ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTORS. VI. THE October 10-12, 19_2," pp. 50--52
NATURE OF THE CONDUCTIVE EXCITED STATES National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, Iq62
Nelson, 1_.C, (See also Physiccd Review Letters, v. 8, no. 10, PI_.410--415,
Journal o[ Molecular Spectroscopy, v. 7, no. 6, pp. 439-448, May 15, 1962)
December _9_1 Of the various suggestions for the origin of photoeonduc-
(For Part V, see _,.try #382.) By means of measarements tivity in organic erystals, that of Northrop and Simpson is
of t,be work function and electron aflhlity of solid dye films, selected for discussion. These investigators conclude from
it is show_: that the energy of an electron in the conductive studies of photoconductance and fluorescence quenching il:
excited state is very nearly equal to that of one in the first dolled anthracene that exciton-exciton interactions are re-
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sponsible for the promotion of electrons into conducting energy-dissipative processes ensue: (1) luminescence emis-
states. To render this mechanism plausible, it must be demon- sion, (2) nonradiative degradation into vibrational motion of
strafed that the transfer of excitation energy between two lattice and/or molecule, and (3) production of eur-ent car-
excited molecules with nonovcrlapping electronic wave rune- tiers. It is noted that processes 1 and 2 are subtracSve with
tions has a signi_cant probability. In this paper the properties respect to 3. Despite this, it is the thesis of the preser:t paper
of crystallL'ae anthracene are considered. It is found that a that (a) the better photoconductors will be found among
transfer of excitation energy betweei_ degenerate stat_ can h_rninescent species. (b) the occurrence of intenr, olecular
occur _ery readily and therefore that exciton-exciton inter- interaction, as exemplified for instance by fluorescence self-
action can lead to photoeonductivity, quenching, enhances process 3, and (c) a significant triplet
state population density, somewhat contrary to existing belief,
The rammer of calculation is detailed. From the calculations indicates improbability of process 3.
it is estimated that under the conditions used by Northrop
and Simpson where the density of exeitons is about 3.5 ×
10_2the rate of carder generation = 3.2 × 10a_ cm-s sec-_. 391. EIN REAKTIONSKINETISCHES MODELL MIT
Northrop and Simpson estimated the rate of production of FONF OBEBGXNGEN FOR PHOTOLEI'IER UND
charge carriers in anthracene to be 1._, × 10_7 see-2 and LUMINOPHORE (A REACTION.KINETIC MODEL
concluded that the mobility of the positive charge carrier WITH FIVE TRANSITIONS FOR PHOTO-CONDUCTORS AND PHOSPHORS)has to be 5 × 10-_ c'n-_ w _ see -_. Their value for the rate
Biier, K.W., Voigt,J.
of production, when corrected to yield the result of recent Zeltschdtt _ Naturtor_chung, v. 16a, no. 9, pp. 875-879.
measurements of the mobility, is 3.5 × 10_ cm -_ see-t, in September 1961
agreement (the uneertaintie._ introduced in the theory coupled
A simple reaction-kiitetic model is proposed which showswith the experimental error make order of magnitude agree-
ment satisfa.,'tory; note that the theory predicts a rate of electron transitions to the condue_on band ,and also considers
carrier generation which is larger than the evade observed transitions to the va]enc_e band by a single effective transition
value) with the theoretical estimate quoted. Because North- Farameter. This model is discussed at steady-state c_nditions
for the conductance-electron concentration and the iumines-top and Simpson_ determination of the rate of carrier pro-
duetion is subject to considerable un_rtamty, the results cenee intensity and seems to fit the experimental data more
presented here should be regarded as a demonstration of tJae closdy than do other models.
plausibility of the mechanism whereby charge carriers are pro-
du,._l frora exciton--exeito_: _te_actions in a molecular o'ystal. 392. ON THE MECHANISM OF THE OPTICAL
SENSITIZATION OF SEMICONDUCTORS
BY ORGANIC DYES390. THE PHOTC_ONDUCTIVE AND EMISSION
SPECTROSCOPIC PROI_ERTIESOF ORGANIC Terenin,A., Aidmov,I.
MOLECULAR MATERIALS Zeltschdft fiir Fhydkalische Chvmle, Leipzig, v. 217,
Klehe_man, M., Azarraga, L., M_ _iynn, S.P. ,m. 5-6, pp. 307-390, June 1961 (in English)
In"LumineseencedOrganic and InorganicMaterials," The different theories for the mechanism by which the
lnternatiomdConferenceProeeeoings, New YorkUniversity, inner photoeffect in semiconductors can be sensitized by
N. ¥., 1961,pp. 196-225 adsorbed dyes are discussed. On the basis of experimental
Kallmann,H. P., Spmeh,G. M.,Editors data, it is shown that the excitation energy of the dye mole-
JohnWiley & Sons,Inc., New York,N. Y.,1962 cule is transferred to electrons in surface traps, and not au
The initiating act ha the generation of a photocurrent is electron from the excited dye m_lecule to the conduction
the absorption of a light quantum or quanta. Thereafter, d,ree band ol the semiconductor. (PA, 1962, #6488)
EXPERIMENT
393. EI_CTItON SPIN' RESONANCE (ESR) The ESR method may be used tt, investigate radiation-
INVESTIGATIOI']SON IL_DIATION-INDUCED pro,'luced unpaired electrons in lyophqized biological strue-
CIIEMICAL EFFECTS IN BIOLOGICAL SPECIES tures. The authors have studied nearly all the amino acids,
alymnn_dd, L. A, Kalmammn,A. E.
_a number of di- and tripeptides and va:ious proteins, nucleo-In_"TheInitial EBeets of Ionizing Radtatiom on Cells," _.
pp. 59_88 proteins, and tissues.
Harr_,lL|.C.,Ed_'.or The number of free radicals prodteed in _/-irradiated
Academic Press, Inc.. London,England, and New York,N.Y.: lyophilized proteins is some two or three orders of magnitude1961
less than in amino acids and peptides. It is suggested that(Proceedingsof a symposiumheld in Mmcow, October 1960,
mppot_alb}UNE$COandlAEA, spon_a_qlbyAeadomy "conductive channels" may exist and that electrons can
of Sokn_USSll) migrate along these, thas "healing" the nj_mes,
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39L COMPARISON OF CERTAIN PROPERTIES OF Akademiga NaukSSS)_,Dokfady, v. 144, n_. 4,
SOLID AND ._.[QUID })L_.LECTRICSDURING pp 840-843, 5une 1, 1962
IRRADIATION (Traaslatedfromthe Ru,.lan :u P:oceer_i_gsof the
Kolomoitsev.F. I., Mitskevich,P, K., Boby|, V. G,, Acaden.y of Scie.._es of the U_SR--Ph_sical Clve_i_rg
Yakunin,A. Ya. Section, v. 144, no. 1-6, May-_une 19_2)
In "'_:.zlkaDielektrikovSbornlk,"pp. 510-517
• 1 I.
.SdmdemiiNaukSSS_t,Moscow, 1969 Six out of elgn. acetylene polyrqers sy,_thesized at the
(See also Releratiw,_Zhurncl Fizika, 1961. #9E157) autho, s' laborat_,ries were fOuo.d to possess photoelectric
Electrical conductivity curves of _t,n_,--':J,_,,_,._..'_''I_, '_o._ /,,_i,-._,....... , properties _ith either p- or n-tvpe conductivity, the ma:dmum
quartz, polyethylene, polystyrene, polytetraflt:ort,ct_ylene, photo EMF observed amounting to 10 mv/mw. Photo-EMl-
poly(methyl methacrylate)) and liquid die!ec._,ics (CHCi_. spectxa obtainerA for two _)f the substances studieu had a
CHBr,-Et.:O, CHBr._-anisole, CHI_-Et_O, ch]_rophenol. Phl_ maximum at A _ 780 v_/_. illumination of _aO"p-type speci-
mens with ultraviolet light _k <_ 366 ms.) in vacuum brom;ht
_re compared. The increase in crduring irradiation is shown to
dt_end on the nature and intensity of inadiation and on the about a considerable increase in their photo E_;F which,
purity of the dielectric and is due to fixing of the cun'ent however, decreased again when the specimens were exposed
carrier on metastable levels. The decrease witi, time in o after to the action of atmospheric oxygen, this be,ng a reversible
cessation of irradiation is shown to be proportional to the effect. (PA, 1962, #23,371)
thermal liberation of the current carrier from metastable
levels• At fields up to P3_ v/era, Act is proportional to the 398. OPTICAL AND PHOTOELECTRIC PROPERTIES
field strength. For liquid dielectrics A_ is two to three orders OF Mg PHTHALOCYANhNE AS INFLUENCED
of magnitude higher than for solid dielectrics. BY ELECTRON.ACCEPTING ADDITIVES
Futveiko,E. K.
395. DF,TERMLNATIONOF THE CURRENT IN Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 148, nr_.5,
DIELECTRICS BEING iPRADIATED WITH pp. 1125-1128, February 11, 1963
GAMMA-RAYS The absorption and photoelectric sensitivity spectra ofVul, B. M.
Akade,n'maNauk SSSR, Doldad_, v. 139, no. 6, amorphous and microcrystalline layers of Mg phthalocyanine,
pp. 1339-1341, August 21, 1961 either de:?osited in vacuo (10 's mm Hg) on mica and quartz
(Translatedfromthe Russian in Soviei.I'hydcs_Doldady, or precipitated from concentrated acetone a,d ether solu-
v. 6, no. 8, pp. 725-726, Februar:_1962) tiom, activated by electron-accepting additives, were studied.
Gamma irradiation of dielectrics produces ionization which Experimental apparatus is eaplained. Layers deposite_ in
gives rise to aa increase in the electrical conductivity of the vacuo on mica or quartz (20°C) are amorphous. In their
material. The increase "_nconductivity is directly proportional absorption spectrum, maxima at 680 and 690 raft appear.
_o the intensity of the radmtion. A mechanism for the phenom- The evaporation method, temperature of mica and qu:,rtz,
enon is proposed, and expressions are derived that agree and the pressure influence the state of aggregation. After the
with the results of measurements on quartz, polyethylene, deposition on mica and quartz (100-150°C), on w,hich previ-
s_dphur, ceramics, and other materials. (PA, 1962, #21,205) ously a Aa or a Pt layer had been deposited, a new absorp-
tion maximum at 820--840 mF appears. The same maximum
396. THE SEMICONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF appears when layers are treated with liquid acetone, ether,
BLOOD PIGMENTS or EtOH, or when precipitated from concentrated acetone
Vartanyan, A.T. solution. This effect is attributed to the presence of a crys-
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doldady, v. 1.13,no. 6, talline form (poszible _-form) with included molecules of
pp. 1317-1320, April21, 1962 the solvent. The thermal activation in water vapors in vacuo(Translated fromthe Russianin Soviet Phtisics--Doldadlh
v. 7, no. 6, pp. 332-335,October 1962) or the treatment by solvent_ causes an increase of plaoto-
electric etiect and the formation of a new photoelectric effect
The temperature dependence of electrical conductivity for with the r,aximum at 840 mt_. Adsorption of quinone fi'om
layers of haemin, haematin, and haematoporphyrin was in- dilute EtOH on amorphous layers raises the pl_otoele_tric
vestigated in vacuum and in oxygen. The dependence of sensitivity 100-10_ times; at the same time the new photo-
photocurrent and of optical absorption on wavelength for electric effect maximum at 840 mp appears, attributable to
haemin and haematoporphyrin was measured for 350-650/_. the formation of superficial impurity centers on which elec-
Both properties exhibited a peak at _ 400 _. (PA, 1969, trons are fastened. The analogous effect can be observed in
#16,718) depmition on cells of photoelectric resi_ors. The conductisqty
increase:; by"three to five ordvrs under the action of moisture,
,197. PHOTOSEMICONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF
and the photosensitivit_ decreases by two to three orders, butACETYI..ENEPOLYMERS
Mylnilmv,V. S., Sladimv,A. M.,Kudryavtsev, Yu. P., regenereticn is possible by means of adsorption of quinone
Luneva, L. K., Korshak,V. V.,Terenin, A.N. from EtOE[ _olution.
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399. SPECTRAL DISTlrOBUTION OF CtILOROPHYLI,A of the dielectric constant of the materials in X-band range in
PIIOTOCONDUCTIVITY AS DEPENDENT ON THE the dad" and while irradiated by light; and investigation of
TtIICENESS OY"THE, CHLOROPHYLL LAYER the X-band magneto-optical properties of the materials, ln-
Vartanyan,A.T. te:'est i:" in the photosemiconducting compounds, and authra-AJmdemiyaNauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 149, no. 3, pp. 563-565,
M_cI_21, 19(_ cene, naphthalene and phthalocyanine are the materials.
404. PHOTOCONDUCTION OF CRYSTALLINE400. ACTIVATION ENERGY OF DARK CONDUCTIVITY
AND PHOTOCONDUCYrlVITYOF CHLOI_OPHYLL-A 9,1u-DIBROMOAN'IflRACENE AND
Va.q_myan,A.T. 9,10-DICHLOROANTHRACENE
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Dokicdy, v. 149, no. 4, pp. 81_-815, Smith, I. C.,Rock,E.
April1. 1963 Canadian Journal of Chemistry, v. 40, no. 6, pp. 1216-1218,
• 1962
Tbc photocurrcnts induced in amol,_hous chlorophyll-a In order to facilitate .he elucidation of C_e role played b)
film by ¢,xposure to light from an ineandezcent lamp oper- the triplet state in tl,e photoconduction process, it w:as de-
adr_g at - -_us temperatures of the filament _ere measured, cided to investigate the photoc.onductivity of 9,10-dibromo-
The thermal activation energy was found to be 1.74 ev; that anthracene, and also the temperature dependence of the photo-
for eldorophyll (a - b) was 1.77. The activation energy" ob- cmxent in 9,10-die.hloroanthracene-a dependence not hitherto
tained from photoelectric curves was determined at 1.3"7 ev determined.
for chlorophyll-a. After two days of exposure to O atmosphere
in the dark the activation energy, dropped to 1.63 ev while All measurements were made on optically clear crystals
the conductivity rose by a factor of 10, providing an explana- grown from solution by cooling or by recirculating super-
tion for. the anomalous results reported by Rosenberg and satmated scb, ent over seed crystals.
Carrdscoli. Temperature dependence of photocurrent in the Only de conductances were measured. The electrodes were
chlorophyU-a layer was measured i_ vacuo at various levels
of illumination. Explanation of the data is given, always mounted on the same face of the prismatic crystals -
a "surface cell" :arrangement. Contact was made by tbln
platinum wires attached to the crystals by means of an alco-
401. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERMOLECULAR hollo suspension of graphite. Except in special cases, all
ELEC'HION TRANSFER IN TETRAPYRROLE measurements were made _n vacuo or trader dry nitrogen.
PIGMENTS UNDER PULSED ILLUMINATION rh,: dependence of the surface photocurrents on applied field
Shakhverdov,P, A,, Terenin,A.N. w_,s fouag to be linear up to 3000 v cl]{'1-1for all crystals
_i_ NatdcSSSR,Doldady, v. 150, no. 6, studied of each compound. The variation of the photocurrent
pp, 1311-1314, June 21, 1963 in 9,10-dibromoanthr_cene with light intensity was also linear
for the wavelengths 3650, 4050, and 4360 A. The tempera-
402. PHOTOSEMICONDUCTINGPROPERTIES OF ture dependence of the photocurrent fitted an expression of
METAL ACET'_'LIDES the form i = in exp (-AE/kT). For crystals st'_red under
Mylnikov,V. S., Terenin, A.N. nitrogen, AE = 0.14 ---+.01 ev. Crystals stored in air showed
Akademlse Nauk SSSR, Dokladv, v. 153, no. 6, a discontinuity in a plot of log i vs. 1iT, yielding two strai£
pp. 1381-1384, December21, 1963 lines of different slope. ]he high-temperature portions of
these curves yielded _E = 0.11 "+-,:.01 ev. The low-tempera-
403. MICROWAVEPROPAGATION IN AROMATIC ture portions gave AE = 0.2U ± .01 ev The level of photo-
COMPOUNDS conductivity in the chloro compt, und was ._everal r,rders of
Kusnezov,N. magnitude higher than that in the bromo compound under
June 1961 similar conditions.
California, Universityof, ElectronicsResearchLab.,
Berkeley These results show that 9,10-dichloroanthracene and 9,10-
Series60, Isst,e 369, AFOSR-II87_AF 49(638)-1043 dibromoanthracene are easily oxidized on exposure to air,
AD-116,5,790 and that the o×idation products affect their sudace photo-
(Alsoavailable throughU.S. Dept. of Commerce,Officeof conductivities. The reversibility with respect to adsorbed
Technical Services, Washington,D.C.) gases shows that the gases also affect the photocurrent
An investigation of those electrical properties of aromatic through electrical double-layer formation.
eompouuds which are related to tk_ir potential uses as micro- The relative orders o| magnitude of the photocurrents are
wave modalators or mixers is presented. The study includes: not what one would expect on the basis of the triplet-state
repeat measurements of conductivity and variations of con- theoly. Further measurements on the dark conductivities are
duetivity of aromatic materials as flmction of the intensity being made to cont]rm this statement. The effect of gases on
and frequency of the irradim_ing light; measurement of the the surface photocurwnt shows the majority charge carriers
Ha_l constants of the material:_; investigation of the variation to be positive holes.
8O
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405. THE PHOTOVOLT._IC 3EHAVIOR IN O/',GANIC benzene solutions of pyranthrene (3.3 × 10-5 mole/']), tetracene
COMPOUNDS (2.0 × 10-:' mole/l), and pyrene (1.3 × 10-I mole/l), all of
Inolmchi, H., Maruyama, Y.,Akamatu,H. which si_ow intense absorption spectra in the range of
Chemical Societg of lapan.. Bulletin of the, v. 34, no. 8, 370 _ 500 m/_. A photocell was made of teflon, with two
pp. 1093-1096, August 1961 perallel Nesa-glass electrodes (I.3 cm2 in area), forming a
Photovoltages of ab3ut 10 mv were produced with white sandwich-type o;I1. The distance between the electrodes was
light, using aromatic compounds between two conducting lay- 6xed at 3 w.m. Through one of the electrodes the solution was
ers, one of which was partially transparent. The latter layer, illuminated by monochromatized light. The currents were
when irradiated, became negative. The type of metal used for measured by adc method. The dark currents through the
contacts influenced the decay, solutions, a,. well as the benzene, followed Ohm's law below
the electri( field of 10= v/era. The specific conductivity of
benzene v,as 6 4 _/ 10-_'q -_ cm-_, judging fror, the observed
406. PHOTC_ONDUCTIVITY OF POLYCYCLIC current i, this ohmic range. Be)ond the electric field of the
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS above va'_ue, _he current increased-nonlinearly and showed a
Sano,M. tendency to saturate in accordance vrith an applied voltage.
Chemical Societyoflapan, Bulletic of the, v. 34, no. II, Similar behavior was found in the photocurrent in the soh-
pp. 1668--1673,November 1961 tions. Benzene itself did not show any response to illumina-
The voltage, light intensity, and temperature dependence tion in the visib|e spectral region; :he benzene solution of
for photocurrent in polycyclic compounds (pyranthrene, viol- pyranthrene exhibited a remarkable ehotocurrent in the spec-
anthrene, and perylene) were studied as well as _e effect tral region between 400 and 500 m/_. Some explanation is
of limiting the area of illumination. Tlm photocurrent was presented for the observed phenomena.
ohmic at 100-7000 v/cm, increasing linearly with the inten-
sity of light in th_ region of low light intensity, up to 10_ 409. CONTRIBUTION A L'I_TUDE DES PROP--S
photons/sec cm -_,aod increasing as the fractional power of ]_LECTRIQUES DU POLYI_THYL_NE IRRADII_
the light intensitT in the region of high intensity. (perhaps (CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
caused by a trapping process for charge carriers). Photocur- ELECTRICAL PISOPERTIES OF IRRADIATED
re__tincreased with an increase of temperature at 173--293°K. POLYTHENE)
Activation energy was independent of wavelength and light Fallah, E., Coelho, R.
intensity. The results indicated that conduction in polycyclic Comptes RendmHebdomadalres dee S_anceJde rAcaddmte
aromatic compounds was due predominately to electrons des Sdences, v. 256, no. 4, pp. 948-949, Jantm_ T 21, 1963
which were generated in the bulk of the aromatic films. Obs_rva_ons of the conductivity induced by low intensity
X-rays were used to study the permanent changes in samples
of high pressure polytbene effected by irradiation in a reactor
407. CHARGE CARRIERS IN PYRENE CRYSTALS or with a cobalt source. (PA, 1963, #10,866)Inokuchi,H.. Ohld,K.
Chemical Societg of ]apart,Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 1,
pp. 105-107, January 1963 410. PHOTOCON'DUCTIVITY IN TIHN ORGANIC FILMS
The sign of the charge carriers in molecular crystals of an Bradley, A.,Hammes, J. P.
organic semiconductor has been investigated by observing the Elect; .,chemical Society, ]ourmd o)the, v. 110, no. 6,
rectifying behavior of photoconduction. The ratio of forward pp. 543--548,Jun," 1963
to reverse photecurreI't corresponds to the ratio of mobilities Organic films of approximately 1 p, thickness were prepared
pe/t_h, where ge is the mobility of electron, and #h is that of by glow-discharge polymerization of monomers containing
hole, The ratio for pyrene crystals exceeds unity with repeated nitrogen, sulfur, selenium, and certain metals, and tested for
purification, Le,, the predominant charge carrier iz changed photosensitivity. Conduetivities _in the dark ranging from
from hole to electron with increasing purity of the crystals. 10-17to 10-'-s mho/em at room temperature) were enhanced
(SSA, #18,541) by as much as three orders of magnitude by 10 w/in. 2 of
white light excitation. Nit ile groups and sulfur appeared
most promising as chemical substituents in the polymer films
408. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY_.; AN ORGANIC for promoting conductivity to useful levels. Addition of traces
LIQUID SOLUTION of iodine to the discharge during the deposition of a poly-
Seaao,M., Akamatu, H. naphthalene film increased its dark and photooonductivityChemical Societalof Japan, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 4,
pp. 480--481,April1963 over 1000-fold. Activation euergies of photocondtti,'tion of
• the order of 0.25 ev were found (25-175°C). Short-circuit
In the present experiment the photoconduetivity of solu- photocurrents of consistent polarity in all films were observed
tions was investigated preliminarily in relation to the inter- and attributed to a photovoltaie effect at the interlace be-
molecular energy transfer. Measurement was made with tween the film and the transparent electrode.
8t
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411. PHOTC_CONDUC?:IVITIESOF a AND _ FORMS OF (Translatedfrom the Russianin SovletPhydcs--Soli4 Sta_,
METAL-FREE PHTIIALOCYANINE v. 4, no. 6, pp. 1133-U37, December 1_6_1)
Liang, C. Y.,Sc_co, E. G.
Electrochemical Societg,loumal of the, v. 110, no. 7, The spectral characteristics of the internal photoeffect in a
pp. 779-783, July 1963 number of organic and inorganic semiconductor l_yers of dif.
ferent thicknesses were investigated by different methods,
Some experimental results on the photoconductivities of namely, photoconductivity, condenser photo EMF, contact
a and fl forms of metal-free phthalocyanine are presented potential and photodielectric loss methods.
and discussed. It is found that the photocurrent threshold
energy is lower for the a sample than that for the fl s_mple. Analysis of the curves obtained and comparison with t,t,c
The activation energies for dark conduction are about 1.9 ev corresponding absorption spectra provided information con-
for the fl sample and 1.4 ev for the a sample, while the acti- cerrfing the nature of the photoresponse in these materials.
ration energies for photoconduction are about 0.34 ev for
the fl and 0.42 ev for the a. All these differences are inter- 415. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE INTERNAL
preted as due to the disordered structure o£ the ,, sample. PHOTOEFFECT IN PHOTOCHEMICALLYSENSITIVE
SEMICONDUC'FORS
41t TIlE EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION ON THE Akimov,I. A.
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVrI'YOF INSULATORS FizilmTverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 1549-1558, Jane 1962
Vul, B.M. (Translatedfromthe Russianin Soviet Ph_sics_Solid State,
Fizika Tverdogo Te/a, v. 3, no. 8, pp. 2264-2274, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 1138-1144, December 1962)
August 1961 A velocity method was used to investigate photoconduetiv-(Translatedfromthe Russianin Sov/_,tPhydes--Sal/d State,
v. 3, no. 8, pp. 1644-1650, Februa_- 1962) ity and photo-EMF spectra in dyed and undyed silver halides
in microcrystalline powder form. Cyanine dyes were used and
Under the influence of ionizing radiation the concentration the measurements were carried out in the region from 350 to
of free charges in the dielectric e.an be significantly increased, 1000 m#. The semiconductor was irradiated with energies of
causing an increase in the electrical conductivity. A descrip- the order of 10-_ w/era -_.
tion is given of meas, arements made on various materials, in-
eluding fused quartz, glass, ceramics, sulphur, polyethylene, The change in the photoeffect in the region of the semi-
and rubber used as insulation for electrical cables. Effects of conductor absorption edge is exp_ined by the formation of
intensity of irradiation, temperature of surrounding medium, eleetron trapping levels as a result of chemical decomposition
and duration of irradiation are discussed. (PA, 1962, #399_.) of the silver halide. Experiments with dyed layers corflrm
the mechanism of energy transfer from the dye to the semi-
conductor and the importance of aceeptor levels in the _rni-
413. INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ON THE conductor in regard to optical sensitization.OPTICAL AND PHOTOELECTRIC PROPERTIES
OF PHTHALOCYANIN WITHOUT METAL
Mylnikov,V. S., Putseiko, E.K. 416. NON-UNIFOILMPHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN
Fi_,a Tverdogo Tda, v. 4, no. 3, pp. 772-779, March1962 ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
(Tranz_atedfromthe Russianin Soviet Physics--Solid State, Bm-shtein,A. I.
v. 4, no. 3, pp. 566-571_ September1962) Fi_ka Tv_dogo Tele, v. 5, no. 5, pp. 1_$4-1278, May 1963
A study was made of the effect of the crystal _a'uc4ure on
the absorption, photo-EMF and photoconductivity spectra, 417. THE CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYTIIENE UNDER
and on the sign of photocurrent carriers in vacuum-sublimated GAMMA IRRADIATION
layers and powders of phthalocyanin without metal. It was Wintle, H. J.
/ound that the two different crystal modifications, a and t, lntemational Ioumal of Applied Radiation and Imtop_,
of the pigment have different absorption and photoelectric v. 8, no. 2-3, pp, 132-134, July 1960
spectra. In crystals of the t-modification, which have closer The increase in electrical conductivity of polythene per unit
molecular packing, n-type conduction was observed due to of gamma irradiation at 0.014 rad/min is comparable to the
overlapping of intermolecular potential barriers, increases obtained by others at much higher dose rates. How-
The spectrum ,ff the photoconduclSan quantum yield of ever, in contrast to previous works, the rise and decay times
vacuum-sublimated layers was also investigated, were of the same order. (PA, 1961, #17,63e)
414. PHOTOELECTRIC SENSITIVITY SPECTRA IN 418. GAMMA-_iAYINDUCED CONDUCTIVITY IN TOLY-
SEMICONDUCTORS DETEPMINED BY VARIOUS ETHYLENE AND TEFLON UNDER RADIATION
METHODS AT HIGH DOSE RATE
Aldmov, I. A., Putseiko,E.K. Yalmgi,K., Danno, A.
F_/ka Tv_dogo To/a, v. 4, no. 6, pp. IM2-15418, ]our,',d of Applied Ph_s, v. 34, no. 4, pt. 1, pp. 804-809,
June 1962 April 1963
OZ
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The conductivity it-duced by gamma radiatiot_ from Co_° container with the electrode side facing its quartz window.
has been measured for polyethylene and teflon as functions of The container was evacuated during measurement. The resis-
temperature, dose rate, and applied voltage. The range of tance and photocurrent were measured by a General Radio
dose rates was from about 103 to 105 r/hr and of tile temper- electrometer. Using a tungsten light source, the qe'artz prism
ature from 190 to 300*K. The value of ti, which shows the monochromator was set at about 1000 m#, where the ._ample
dependence of the induced current i on the dose rate R, i.e., was highly photose asitive. A measuring resistance R_ wa_ _ased
i oc RA, varies from 1 (characteristic of the monomolecular and a bias potential was connected to the grour, d terminal
recombination) to U_ (characteristics of the bimolecular re- in order to balance the dark current for photo,-onductivity
combination) with decreasing temperature. In both polymers, measurement. The sample resistances Rs meas,ared between
below about 240°K the induced current at thermal equilib- 0 ard 100°C obeyed the equation R_ = R,, exp(AE/2kT)
rium was independent of temperature, altEough it was slightly with an activation energy for dark conduct;.on AE = 1.9 _v.
increased with decreasing temperature. From the investiga- In studying the photoconductivity, the voltage across th;
tion of temperature and dose-rate dependences, it is consid- sample __:!the temperature range studied was maintained ._t
ered that the thermal electrons are dominant as charge essentially 90 v, the voltage of the battery supply. The acti-
carriers abo'_'e 2300K, but fast electrons at below that tern- ration energy Ac proved to be about 0.34 ev.
perature. (P2_, 196,3, #10,874) Another method was used to observe the temperature de-
pendence of photoconductJon with constant voltage across the
419. ELECT3ICAL PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC SOLIDS sample. The sample was kept at constant temperature; photo-
IV. CHARGE CARRIER DIFFUSIVITY IN currents were measured at various values of applied voltage,
METAL-FREE PHTHALOCYANINE and the voltage across the sample was computed; and the
Kearm,D. It.,Calvin, M. activati'on energy Ae Was again 0.34 ev.
Journal oi Chemical Physics, v. 34, _o. 6, pp. 2022-2025,
Jmae1961 4'
422. SPECTRA AND PHOTOCONDUCTION OF
The pulsed light technique has been applied to determine PHTHM,OCYANINE COMPLEXES (1)
the charge carriox mobility in microcrystalIine or aniorphous, Day, P., Williams, R. J. P.
metal-free phthalocyanine layers. This appear_ to be of the ]our_ud of Chemical Phydcs, v. 37, no. 3, pp. 567-570,
order of 10-s to 10-z cm 2 sec-t v -t, and the positive holes are August 1, 1962
the majority carriers. The low values are attributed to the
physical state of the layer. Rellection spectra of Co, Ni, Cu. Zn. and metal-free phthalo-
eyanines were measured. The Davydov spliRing of the main
absorption peak in the metal compounds correlate_ with the
420. PltOT_'_ARBIER GENERATION IN ANTHRACENE relative tendencies of the metals tc, out-of-plane bonding.
Hoesterey. D.C. Photeconduction respo_,_e curves were measured between
Ioumal,.,fChemicalPhyJlcs, v. 36,no. 9.,pp. 557-558, 1500 and 300 mp for single crystals of these compounds.
January 15, 1962 Besides a high response following the crystal absorption,
Crystals between conducting electrodes were excited by metal-free Ni and Cu phthalocyanines also had considerable
2-#sec sparks in air. The crystal sm'faces were contaminated photosensitivity in the near infrared, peaking at 900-1100 m#.
by various organic substances to determine their effects on The effect on the short-wavelength photoconduction of meas-
the hole photocurrent and the electron photocurrent perpen- uring in vacuo instead of in air also correlates with the ability
dicular to the ab plane, relative to their value for a clean of the metals to bond out-el-plane groups. (PA, 1902,
crystal. In general, the hole current was increased and the #18,751)
electron current decreased by the electrophilic impurities,
which act as electro_ traps. Photocarrie_ were generated only 423. EMISSIVITY AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF
at the surface. (PA, 1962, #4059) ORGANIC MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
Kleinerm_,M., Azan'ag_ L, MeGlynn, S. P.
421. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF PHOTO- ]oumal of Chem/ca/Phl/s/cs, v. 37, no. 8, pp. 1825-1834,
CONDUCTIVITY OF METAL-FREE Oetob¢_ 15, 1962
FHTHALCdCYANINE The materials investigated in this work were of three e_t-
Liang, C. Y.;Sealco, E. G., Oneal, G., Jr. treme types with regard to their fluore_ence characteristics:
lownal of Chemical Phydcs, v. 37, no. 2, pp. 459--460, (1) materials which are strongly fluorescent at room temper-
July 15, 1962 ature in both th_ solid and the dilute neutral solution, and in
After the sample was pressed into a disk, two electrodes which quenching of all sorts is small; (2) ma_,erialswhich are
were attached to one side of the disk with about l-ram sepa- nonfluorescent in both solid and dilute neutral solution at
ration. Into one side of the sample, a small hole was drilled room temperature and also at - 190"C, but which are Jtrongly
and a thermoco pie inserted. This assembly was put in a phosphorescent at -190"C, and in which the imersystem
83
i¢,.
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crossing-rate constant is very large (kt_ _ 10r_ set"1) ; (3) ms- the valley-to-valley separation of the sh'actt, re found in the
terials which fluoresce strongly in dilute neutr,q solution at strong response regions of the spectral r--spouse of photo- ._
room temperature, but m which the fluorescence efficiency conductivity and :he peak-to-peak separation oi th,_ infrared
de_eases markedly with increasing concentration until in the optical absorption spectrum has been used tt, fermuhte a
single crystal it may be absent or weak, and in which the self- model for photoconduet/vity in metal-free phtualoeyardnc
quenching rate constants of a bimolecular or higher-order crystals which involves the direct creation of carrio.r._ Ly
process must be very large. Many materials intermediate in suitable radiation. An expression for the effective lifetime of a
their luminescence behavior between these extremes were in- photoexcited carrier in ,_ cryst'_l with a finite surface re-
vestigated, and. in particular, materials in which kls was combination velocity was derived. "I'i_._ was found expert- :
increased by a number of different ways were studied. These mentally to be approximately 0.9 × 10 -_ see. Using _h.'_, ,
methods all function by increasing the spin_rbital coupling lifetime and the mobility determined by H_II effect measure-
in the n_olo.:ule and are: (a) appending a heavy atom, as a ments, the diffusion length for electro,as was calc_dated to be
substiruent, to the molecular framework; (b) decreasing the 5 × 10-8 cm. A comparison of thi_ diffusion length wida the
S* <"_ T energy spl",; (e) forming charge-transfer conlp!exes; recip-ocal of the extinction coefllcier_t indicates that the free
(d) designing the molecule such that ,1, ,-r* levels intervene carriers excited by 7300-A radiation are produced further
between S_._, and T,,, states. The conclusions to be drawn, from the surface than a diffusion length. Thus, the lifetime of
with reservations, are as follows: (1) Photogeneration of car- the free carriers should be more nearly characteristic of the
riers proceeds with significantly higher probability from the bulk. The experimentally determined lifetime is in rough
lowest single/ excited state than for the lowest triplet state, agreement with the theoretical decay time for fluorescence.
(2) As a corollary of 1 it may be concluded that the be'.ter This emphasizes the in.,portancc of th_ first excited singlet
photoconductors w_ll be found among those species which state in the conduction process. 3rhe structure o_.the spectral
have simultaneously the lfighest quantum yield of fluorescence response of photoconductivRy was used in conjunction with ,
and the lowest fluorescence rate constant. (3) The difference previous diset_ssions of the applicability of the band model to
in probability quoted in 1 is such that the intersystcm infer the nature of the conduction band in metal-free phthalo-
crossing process leading to triplet-state population may be cyanine crystals. (PA, 1963, #10,890)
considered in a kinetic sense to be competitively concurrent
with charge carrier forma_on. (4) Photoeonductivity increases 425. GAMMA-1L_DL_TION-12_DUCEDCONDUCTANCE IN
in a fashion which corresponds roughly to the extent of in- LIQUID HYDROCAh_,_NS
creasing intermolecular interaction in the solid. (5) As one Freeman, G. R,
corollary of 4 it is not surprising that the best photocon- ]ournal ofChcmiealPhvsCcs, v. 38, no. 4, i_p.LG22 __a_3.
dt_ctor investigated, namely rubene, shows complete self- February 15, 1963
quenehhig of fluorescence in the solid. (6) ;!'he process which
provides energy' for the carrier generation act is predomi- The conductance of n-hexane reader the influence of gamma
nately, or perhaps evei, completely, communal; it requires the radiation was meazared as a function of voltage. The fact that
pal_icipation of two or more molecules. It may be first order, the conductance values are unaltered by the addition of
oxygen is an indication "hat escaped electrons behave .as
hut it is not monomolecular. It is possible that conclusion 2 massive i,_as even in "pure" n-hexane. Electron mobili_J,
is relevant only because the singlet exciton is mole mobile
u = 1.40 × 10-3 cmz v-_ se,.'-Land yield of escaped electrons
than the triplet exciton and can more readily attain the sur- are g_ven for n--hexane.
face or an appropriate defect where it then degrades to a
triplet', or because a biphotonic bimolecular process is in-
volved, one molecule being a S' species, the other a triplet 426. PHOTOELECTI_IC PHENOMENA IN HEMOGLOBIN
species. The simple biphotonic process, in ..which the second AND DYED GEL/_TIN
photon causes excitation entirely within the triplet manifold Nelson, R. C.
of a previously excited molecule, is not excluded either. (PA, ]oucnal of Ch_,raied Phltdcs, v. 39, no. 1, pp. 112--115,
1963, #3060) July 1, 1963
Hemoglobin shows photoconductivity with a threshok, at
about 3.9 ev. A similar phenomenon is found in dyed gelatin
424. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN METAL-FREE films. In the latter case, the response arises from light ab-PHTHALOCYANINESINGLE CRYSTALS
Heilmeier, G. H., Wadleid, G. sorbed by the protein rather thaa by the dye, ar,.t it is
]oumal ofChemtcalPhltsics, v. 38, no. 4, pp. 897-901, suggested that the energy is transferred to the dye by a non-
February 15, 19_1 radiative resonance process involving the aromatic amino acid
residues in the protein, and that the dye ._unctions only zs a
The spectral response of photoconductivity in metal-free relatively ,asi!y ioniz_blc center in the solid. 't_,.e same is
phthaloeyanine crystals was obtained in the region 2500- presumably trve of the porphy_n group in hemogiobm. No
25,000 A, and was found to have the same response edges as evidence fez the existence of band.model structure in these
the optseal absorption spectrum. The correspondence between proteins could be inferred from the data.
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427. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDY OF SOME markedly by absorption of electron aeceptors, or donors, on
ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTORS the surface of the crystals. This leads to the conclusion,
Cho,B.-Y.,Nelr_n, R. C., Brown,L.C. already infen'ed from other work that most of the charge
Journalof Chemical Phtss/c_,v. 39. no. 3, pp, 499- _03, carriers are gei_erated in the surface layer. (PA, 1962, #8428)August 1, 196.3
In dye photoconductors which have a very high density of 429. TRANSIENT SPACE-CHARGE-LIMITED
traps, such as rhodamine B and crystal violet, it is possible to PHOTOC_URRENTSIN ANTHRACENE
build up a d,msity of spins _ 101';/cm:_ill _trong illumination. Silver, M., Swicord,M., Jarnagin,R. C., Many, A.,
The kinetics o,c rise and decay of these spins can be dir_.ctly Welsz, S. Z., 5imhony, M.
related to those of photoconductivity, and the spins are lo_rnal of Physicsand Chemistry of Solids, v. 23,
believed to be associated with trapped conduct,on electrons, pp. 419--_22, April 1962
Since the magnitude of the ESR signal is a measure of the "Ihe interpretation of transient photocurrents in the absence
number of electrons, the assumptions regarding mobility and presence of space-charge effects is discussed. Theorywhich have been made to account for the conductive behavior
suggests that for the space-charge-limited case (1) the initial
_:an be tested. In general, _e conclusion that the mea.a or ,_mplitude varies as (applied voltageS2; (2) the transit time tx
drift mobdity has an exponential temperature dependence of the first front of carriers is about 20% more than the transit
corr.esponding to a monoene._getic trap depth has beep con- time in the absence of space-charge; (3) the form of the
firmed. The mean mobility of electrons is estimated to be photocurrent ve!sus time curve represents a combination of
._1 × exp(-Et/kT) cm'-'/v-sec. The previously observed the rise with time due to space-charge effects anC the decay
irregularities in the photoconductive behavior of rhodamine-B due to trapping and surface recombination; and (4) for
arise from the existence of _, considerable population of t > t_ the photocurrent decays even in the absence of trap-
unpaired ekctrons which do not contribute directly to con-
duction, but interchange with ffose which do. Some salts ef ping. Measurements in anthracene crystals were found to bein agreement with the theoretical predictions. Space-charge
trysts.! violet which have appreciable semiconductivities _',,ere effect_ were observed at very low current de_._ities due to the
found to have soin densities -_ 10_r/cm _ in the dark. very low carrier mobility. (PA, 1962, # 14,578)
428. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC SINGLE 430. SYNTHESIS AND STUDY OF THE PHOTOELECTRIC
CRYSTALS PROPERTIES OF POt,YAZINES AND ".'_,HIFF
Kommandetw,J. POLYIL_SES
]c',,_d o,_fhydcs and Chemisf_j of Solids, v. 22, Topchiev, A. V., Korshak, V. V., Popov, U.A.,pp. 339-._9_ December 1961
(Paperpt'esearedat the Int_rnalqo_a!Confe__n_eon Rcsenstein, L. D.Preprint68, plesented at the International SymposiumPbotocgndvctivlty, New York, N.Y., August21-24, 1961-
on MacromolecularChemistry,Paris,France, July I-6, 19,33,
Entry #378) sponsoredby the InternationalUnion of Pure and
In general, it is very difficult to define a "band gap" in Applied Chemistly, underthe patronageof Monsieurle
organic materials. The ultraviolet ._t>ectrum of the _olid is Minlstred'_tat charg6 de la RecherO4eScientifique, under
• " the auspices of the I_ldga.ion G_ndra_e_ la Recherche
almost identical to that of the molecules in the vapor phase. Scientifiqueet Technique, and the National Committee
Therefore, light absorption is es_',_,,tially determ; ned by the for Chemistry
single molecules. Thins, no relatior between thermal and fro _e published in Ioumal of Polumer Science,
ot_ical band gap is to be expected cr found, Pher.omenolog:- Part C" Polumer S_mposia)
ca!ly, anthracene can be used for an iUus_atien of most of the TI_ method of linear polycondensation of dicarbunyl covt_-
prcl: -_ties encountefe¢;. Surface curre_ts at,d [;',ilk currents pounds with hydrazine or with its salt in organic acicJs or in
were observed and sel_.:,rated experimentally. Under inhomo- a water-alcohol medium with addition of hydroxides of aikali
_,zneous illuminr"m, space charge effects, the Dember effect metals as catalysts has been used to produce a number of
and many .3that related phenomena were detected. The photo- polyazines. They _.re t.olored substa_:ces with a relatively low
response is closely rel_ "d to the absorption spectrum and molecular weight and with a very limited solubility in organic
depends critically on the geometrical arrangement. The mate- sol_vents. The structure ot maoy pglyazines is crystalline.
rlal is exceedingly sensitive to neutron irradiation. The high Their resistance depends on temperature and is governed by
impedance of the material precb_de- measurements of the an exponential law; the energy of activation ranges from 1.56
Hall or photcelectromagnetic effects, but recently the hole to 2.82 ev and their spec;fic electroco_,,luctivity 020 varies
and electron mobit(ties were measured by a pulsed photo- from 7.08 × 10-'" to 1.12 × 1()_8 ohm -_ cn:-L A number of
conductivity technique. It was found that the mobilities are Schiff polybases with a system of conjugated bon_4_have been
of the order ._f 1 cm2/v-sec and anisotropic. A theoretical synthesized from p-phenylenediamines and 2,6-di_a,'_nopyri-
calculation of this anisotropy is successful. The magnitude of dine with carbonyl derivatives: diacetyl, benzyl, glyoxal, ter-
the photocurrents and _heir spectral sensitivity can be changed ephthalic dialdehyde, maleic dialdehyde, diace_ ylphenyl oxide,
Be;
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and diacetyldiphenyl *.ulfizle.The _lor of the resulting poly- electrodes, If very small amounts of certain water-._oluble
mers was black to grey. The polymers are soluble in dimethyl- organic dyes are added to the u_,sitive electrode eomp_arh,ent,
formamide and acetic, formic, and sulfuric acids. The electric photocurrents can be observed due to light that is absorbed i
properties of Schiff polybases were investigated. The terapera- by the dyes. (PA, 1963, #13,129)
ture dependence is go,,erned by the equation a = a0e-_E/_T
and the energy of activation varies from 3.6 to 0.8 ev. Photo-
electric sensitivity has been fuund in a number of compounds. 433. ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN ORGANICSOLIDS AND LIQUIDS [ABSTRACT]
The voltampere, ]axampere, and temperature dependence of LeBlane, O. H., Jr.
photoeurrent has been established. The phenomenon of polar- In "Programand Abstracts:OrganicCrystal Symposium,
ization was investigated in the polyaner product of the October 20_12,1969." pp. 81_83
polycondensation of be,zyi with p-phenylenediamine, National Rcse_,'ch Council,Ottawa, Canads_ 1962
Electronic mobihty measurer:tents iv. hydrocarbon crystals
431. MODIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES and liquids have revealed a remarkable dependence of the
OF SOME SYNTHETIC I_)LEVlERS transport mechanism on phase. Transport in the crystal is
Krys_wsld, M., Skorko,M. described by the band model; transport in the liquid by the
l'rqmlnt76, presented at the International Symposium hopping model. The liquid data, which are rehtively un-
on MaeromolecularChemistry,Paris,France, July I-6, 1963, familiar, are reviewed briefly. As in the pulsed photoconduc-
sponsoredby the International Union of Pure and
AppliedChemistry,underthe patronageof Monsieurle tivity experiments, transit times are detelmined from transient
Ministred_tat eharg_de la Recherche Scientiflque,under currents produced by charge _wrier pulses. The method of
the auspicesof the D61_gationC,_n_raleb b Recherche generating the carrier p_dses has usually been different in the
S©ienti_ueetTt_mique, and the NationalCommittee liquid experiments, however, since those hydrocarbon_ that
f_Cbemistry are liquids at room temperature are usually not photo-
(To be publishedm loumal o Polymer Sc/¢n_, conducting to light in the visible or near ultraviolet regions.
Part C: Polymer Symposia) Many differcut carrier generation techniques have been used.
Changes in electronic propert;9.s of ultraviolet-irradiated Reiss irradiated dilute solutions of anthracene in n-hexane
chlorine-containing vinyl polymers (saran and PVC) on addi- with UV, presumably producing "free" electrons and anthra-
tion of Zn and Cd ions and Tn and Cd sulfides were investi- cene mono-positive ions. The respective mobilities were
gated. The Zn and Cd ions were intr_iuced into polymer filmz _ = 1.3 × 10 -3 and _p =: 9.9 × I0 -4 at 25°C. Gzowski a_d
Terlecki ionized n-hexane directly with a spatially narrow,by swelling in appropriate mixtures of solvent and aqueous
salt solution. The sulfides were formed in the swollen films by pulsed X-ray beam and measured ft, = 1.3 × 10-s a_d _p ::
diffusion of H2S (amorphous sulfides) or introduced by 4.1 × 10 -4 at 19°C.
casting or pressing of films from mixtures with crystalline ZnS The author injected electrons into n-hexane from a photo-
or CdS. It was found that the Zn and Cd ions accelerate the cathode and m.easured p, = 1.4 × 10-_ at 27°C. The mobility
ultraviolet degradation, causing discoloration and a large de- exhibited an Arrhenius temperature dependence with acti-
crease in resistance. The presence of these ions in the studied
ration cr,ergy, AE = 0.14 ev. Chong and Inuishi, using the
films yields the disappearance of photocondu¢tivity found in
same technique, found _n = 1.0 × 10-,_ at 20°C, aE = 0.16
pure irradiated films. The amorpbo_ and crystalline sulfides
ev for n-hexane and _ = 4.5 X 10-4 at 20°C, aE = 0.16 evinfluence the resista,ace only very slightly but enha:'ce the for benzene.
photoconductivity of irradiated films, especially those con-
taining crystalline semicondueting powders. Fihns containing The internal photoeffect was used to generate carriers in
ZnS showed a larger polarization than the pure irr,-liated crystalline and liquid pyrene (sv,prisingly, the photoconduc-
films. Some experiments carried out with polystyrene suggeot tivity of liquid pyrene proved to be comparable to that of the
that these effects are not only related to the presence of small solid). The hole mobility in the crystal just below the melting
amounts of semico_fl]ucting compounds, buttointrinsiccbanges point (150°C) is _0.3 and increases with decreasing tem-
in the polymeric materials during irradiation. Some sugges- pcrature; the hole mobility in the liquid just above the
tions are given in order to explain the observed phenomena, melting point is _3 × 10-' and increases with increasing
temperature. The decrease of three orders of magnitude _nd
43_. SENSITIZED PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN the change in tempe_._ture coefficient thus occur abruptly at
ANTHP,_CENE the melting point. Paradoxically, the 1000-fold decrease in
Std_, J. W,, de Joas_ J. mobility at the melting point of pyrenc is ac_-_,mpanied by a
KontrdditkeNedsrland_ Akad_raie v_.nWetenschappen, 100-fold increase in conductivity, Riehl and Bornmann have
P_oce_d/ag_,S_d¢_B_ l'h_dcd Sc/_e_, v. 60, _o. 2, observed a simdar increase in the conductivity of naphthale_.e
pp. 76-79, 1963 (in English) upon melting, and a perusal of Bornmann's data is d interest.
The photoconductivity d anthracene single crystals has His results are fitte6 we:i by a = ¢o exp(-E/kT), but with
been studied in a sandwich type of cell with electrolytic different values of _,: _,nd E for the solid and liquid. The
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parameter a,, is in fact two or three orders of magnitude lower at trapping electrons thau holes, and (3) in relatively small
in the Uquid than in the solid, but the effect of a_ on a is over- concentrations, are effective in controlling the photoeonduc-
whelmed by a corresponding decrease in E. There is no tive behavior of anthracene. These impurities are better
necessary eontladiction involved in the mobility and conduc- electron acce3tors than anthracene and it is not too surprising
tivity changes, although an explanation of the conductivity therefore that they are better trap_ for electrons than holes.
must now bridge quite a few orders of magnitude. Where
before one had a factor of 10_ in conductivity to account for, In the naphthacene-doped crystals, the impurity content in
._'. 1 I ..
now one has a factor of 10 '5in carrier concentration. A, expla- various portions oL the ingots was detcrn,,,_t: t,_ ;tandard
nation of this phenomenon must await the long-sought theory speetrophotometric methods. For naphtha_ne-in-anthracene
of dark conductivity, the distribution co:',_cient is 0.0I and the satt:ration solubility
appears to be about 100 ppm. Naphthacene is not an effective
Transport mechanisms are discussed, electron trap. For examr_k, the electron lifetimes are 20 and
80 psec in crystals containing 40 and 10 ppm of naphthaceoe,
434. ELECTRON AND HOLE MOBH,ITY IN :,_spectively. The behavior suggests that naphthacel',e is acting
ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT] z._ a shallow trap and that the drift mobility of the bole is
Kepler, R.G. being controlled by multiple trapping. According to the flee-
In "Programand Al;stracts:OrganicCrystal Symposium,
October 10--12,1962," p. 90 carrier _,_tment of multiple trapping by Shockley and Read,
National Research Co,moil, Ottilwa, C_nada, 1962 the trap depth is 0.43 cv. Furthermore, the mobilities in the
naphthacene-doped cx-,stals are correct!y predicted "by this
In an attempt to determine the intrinsic behavior of elec- theory if it is assumed that (1) the microscopic mobility is
trons and holes in anthracene, their drift mobilities have been that found in the undoped crystals, (2) all of the napathaeene
measured in a large number of crystals as a function of crystal molecules are effective as traps, and (3) the effectivc density
orientation, temperature, and pressure. The measurements of states in the hole band is equal to the density of an_raeene
were made using a pulsed photoconductivity technique, molecules.
Additional measurements on the naphthaeene-doped crys-
435. TRAPPING OF PIIOTOCARRIERS IN ANTHRACENE tals show that (1) the quantum efficiency for c:_rier gener-BY ANTHRAQUINONE, ANTHRONE, AND
NAPHTHACENE [ABSTRACT] ation is the same as in undoped crystals, (2_ no car_ers are
Hoestery, D.C. generated by light absorbed in the lowe,_t energy absorption
In'Trogram and Abstracts: Organic Crystal Symposlum, band of the naphthaeene, and (3) the hole capture cross
October 10-12, 1962," pp. 91-93 section is greater than 10-_-'_cmL
NationalResearch Council,Ottawa, Canna.., 1962
To obtain a more quantitative measure of the effects of 436. TRANSIENT PHOTOCURRENTS IN ANTHRACENE
impurities, the bulk, transient photocurrents in anthracene FROM lONG WAVELENGT_ EXCITATION
crystals intentionally doped with anthraquinone, anthrone, [ABSTRACT]
and naphthacene have been studied. The apparatus in which Silver,M., Olness, D., Swicord,M., Colby, G. H.,
the measurements were performed is similar to that described Jarnagin, R. C.
by Kepler. The 0.2-see exposure comes from a condenser- In "Programand Abstracts: Organic Crystal S:lmqlosium,
powered air-spark whose output was controlled so that the October 10-12, 19_12,"pp. 102-105
photoeurrents were not space-chargP limitezl. NationalResearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
If the surface is the only source of free carriers, then under
In the undoped crystals, the ho_e and electron trapping life- high intensity flash illumination the transient current will be
times range between 150 and 250/_see. (With small electrie space-charge-limited. Just such a result has been previously
fields, about 103 v/em, no transit is obse_'ed and the photo- found. However, under extremely high intensity illumination,
currents decay exponentially with time ov_'t their entire
measurable range. The lifetime is defined as the time constant an initial transient over and above that prescribed by space-
of this deeay.) The decay of the photocurrent must arise from charg _. limitatio., has also been observed previously. Otle
trapping and not recombination, sitace carriers are generated possible explanation for this result is th,at the fluorescent light
only at the illuminated surface and their relative motion is generating carriers throughout the bulk of the crystal. T|,is
separates them so that the,, cannot recombine, possibility has been investigated by observing transient photo-
currents in anthracene with microsecond trashes of high
The behavior o_ the anthraquinone- and anthrone-doped intensity ttuorescent light and light of wavelengths longer
crystals is similar. Assuming &at the trapping lifetime is an than 4000 A. Three different electrode configurations have
accvrate indicator of the impurity eoneentration, these data been used - electrolytic, blocking, and pressed tin oxide dec-
show that both impuritie_ (1) have a distribution eoeffieient trodes - the latter being used to observe the current transients
in anthracene which is less than unity, (2) are more effective as a function of temperature.
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437. PHOTO-c'.LEUI'IIOLYSLSAT ANTHRACENE-- The techniques of recr.'sta!lizatio,i from trichlorobenzene
ELF,UI'I_L_LYTF,L--_C'£ERFACES[ABSTRACT] and also of subiimation in high vacut_m were effectively
Gfllfland, J.. Jr., Jarnagin, R.C. applied to make s.pecin_ens for measuring its electronic prop-
In"Program and Abstracts:Organic Crystal Symposium, erties. The single crystal (0.2 × 0.2 × 5.0 ram) was grownOctober 10-I2, 1962:"pp. i17-1_,4
NallomlRest..trchC, oundk Ottawa, Canada, 1962 by sablimation in a glass vessel which was evacuated to a
pressure of 10-'-10 -_ mm Hg. The cells used m thLs work
Recent work em_.,Ioying electrolytic solutions as contacts to were sandwich type and surface type. To make an appropriate
anthracene crystals and demon.qrating tLe enhancement t_{ cell for an observatie, of phot,)electromotive force, the evap-
photocmrent by sele_-.tedelectrolytes has made it de._irable to oration of the metal (AI) an_ the organic compound was
better understand the processes occurring during conduction earn _,_1out in vacuo successivel} to avoid a contact of oxyge_
at .)he anthracene-electrolyte ilttea_aces. _ single crystal of with i'_tersurfaee of the film;. The aromatic hydrocarbous
anthracene __ndwiehed between two elextrolytic solutions to have electrical resistivity as .ow as 10_-106 ohm-cm for a
which electrical ¢onneL-_tionsare nmde via platinum wires is direction along the ab-plane. Fror.a the results of two types 9f
analogous to two electr:)iysis cells connected r,a series through ceils, a substant:al ar:isotropy -f the resistivity _sas found b) a
a high value resistance. If positive current is p.',__:,edtbrough factor of 10r-10s; l0 s ohm-cr_ _or surface-tyl;e cells and 10 '3
the cells from left to right, then a net oxidation mus? occur in ohm-cm for the sandwich t ,pe. Tbe e_'stallites of quater-
interracial region; I _-_.,_.3, and a net reduction m,_st occur rylene are in ahgnment with their a,b-planes parallel with the
in interfac:.al regions 2 and 4. Some aspects of the o.ddation(s) film surface. The nearest ap ?ro,_ch 3f neighboring molecules
whiela oct.-ar at the a_thl aceae--clectrolyte interface analogous is found in the ab-plane, a ad the t.verlapping of molecular
to region 3 during photoelectrolysis have been exan.haed, orbitals of =r-electrons betv.een neighboring molecules may
Anthracene s_mgle c:3stals cleaved and polished in the take place along the direceon par_llel to the ab-phne. This
ab (001)plane have bee._,subjected to photoelectrolysis. The r_ult is consistent with tlmt observed with single ewstal.
O_ concentration m the dark eL,_'trolyte solution (illuminated Comparison with other a_T_m_tticcomp,.,unds is given.
only by light transmitted through anthracene) was monitored
polarographicaUy. Two classes of experiments were done: 440. THEILMOELECTRIC AND PHOT(3'ELECTBIC
(1) high Oz case, in which the dark solution was initiaUy air- EVIDenCE FOR POSITIVE CHARGE TR,M_qSFER
saturated and the cell _.aintained in an ambient air alanos- IN FEPJIOCENE CRYSTALS [ABST,tL&CT]
phere; and (2) low O_ case, in which the dark solution was MeRe, H., Losco_ C.
initially Nz scrubbed and the cell maintained in an ah_bient In "Programand _b-7acts: Organic Cryst-AS_anpt_ium,
Nz atmosphere. Results are presented and interprzted. October 10--12,1069_,'pp. 139-142
NationalResearch Go,moil, Ottawa, Canada. 1962
438. ELECWIIONICCONDUCTION IN TWO It was thought to be d:sirable to perform charge carrier
CI_YffrALLINEFOIhMSOF HEXAMETHYLBENZENE determinations i,_ a material by thermoelectric pgwer, and t_[a_SraAcT]
P.L. compare these results with tl_e photoconduetivi,'y measure-
In "ProgramandXlzaracts:Organic Crystal Symposium, ments. The materi_:l selected for the Fresent investagation was
October 10=12, 1961g"p. 128 fe_ocene, a metallo-organie compound that crysta]l/zes in the
NationalResearehCotncil, Ottawa,Canada, 1962 m')nocli,le lattice and possesses electrical properta_ i'_ an
accessible range. Sivgle crystals were obtained from zope
Electronic eonduet/on perpendicular to the ;amellae :n films refined material by three methods: slow evaporation of a
of this material as it passes through its transition is c_nu mous saturated benzene solution growing from the vapor phase,
with no change in s_pe. Small changes in crystalline pveking and growing from the melt. The rgsistivity was measured as a
and Large ehange_ in symmetry are then not significant in fixnction of temperature and showed the e,.ponential behaeior
determining the thermal excitation and mobility of carriers, of orgm_c solids with an activation energy o17e = 0.6 ev. The
Using electrolyte for elec!rodes, the conductivity is me.:- room temperature resistivity is 1.2 X 10_:__ cm, which is sev-
sured poaallel and perpendicular to the molecular planes in eral orders of magnitude lower _nd therefore in a more
single crystals. Studies are reported of photoconduction excited accessible range than most other organic solids. The current-
by ultraviolet light. The sigaa of the mobile photocarfi_ is electric field strengtl _,characteristics 9f the material show the
•_cduced to be positive, since illumination of the cathode" typical "soft" behavior of organic solids w_th devhttions from
{uces no photocurrent. Ohm's law begixming at 3000 v/era. Electrical contacts to the
materiai were made with silver paint.
439. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF QUATERRYLENE The mea_surement of the photocond,_etivity was performed
[ABSTRACT] in a manner similar to that reported earl/or by Kepler m_dInolmehi, IL, Harada, Y., Maruyama, Y.
In"l_rm _l Aharae_s. Organic Cr,_te,l Symposium, Boroffka. The photoconductive cell is connected in series with
October 10--12,1962,"pp. 1_-132 a de battery and fed directly in a Tektronix Type 121 pre-
NatimalResearchCouneil, Otlaw_, Canada, 196'2 amplifier. Strong mieroseeor, d Strobotac ligh_ pulses _¢;e_se
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fi'om the ,-ell electric current pulses tba_ produce a voltage 442. THE CONDUCTION STATE IN THE CHARGE-
drop a_ ross the 10-meg input o:_ the preamplifier and are TRANSFER SOI,ID COMPLEXES [ABSTRACT]
amphfied and reproduced on the screen of a Tektronix Type Akamatu, H., Kurod_, H.
,._5 o.¢cilloscooe. The samples were si_gle crystals with areas In "Program and Abstracts: Organic Crystal Symposium,October 10-12, 1962," pp. 181-185
of 0.7 2( 0.7 c,n-' and 1 to 15 mils thick. One side was glued National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
with silver [,aint to a strip of conducting glass. The other
(illuminated) surface of the c-'2'staI was provided with a serm- Sol.;,t complexes of charge-transfer type which are poor
transparent btrt well conducting contact by the application semiconductols and do not show any appreciable ESR absorp-
of either a thin Ag or Cu.,I._.suspension. An alternate ,nethod tion are investigated. They are complexes between aromatic
of preparil_g photocells c_nsisted of pressing ferroce:ae powder hydrocarbons (donors) and tetraeyanoethylene (TCNE),
between either conductit_g glass or transparent Cs! (T1) 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB) or halogee.ated quinones (ac-
single cr/stal disks and heating them for a short moment ceptors). They are of interest since a simple picture of the
above the me'.ting point of ferrocene. Upon solidification, relation between the charge-transfer state and the conduction
large area cells with good contacts to the conducting gl_.ss state :nay be anticipated for these loose molecular complexes,
were obtained, in contrast to the ct_mplexes with a strong interaction. '
It is irdicated that pbotoeonductivity in organics cannot be These solid complexes show photoconduetion, and _he
interpreted on the basis of a simple model where photocarricrs spectral dependence of phottn_nductance is use_l to clarify
are generated at one electrode and leave the crystal at the the relatit_n between the excitou state and the conduction
other electrode, but that other mechanisms, e.g., replenishment state.
of carriers at one electrode upon leaving the other electrode,
or _apping processes may be taken into account. 443. PHOTOCONDUCFION AND SEMICONDUCTION
IN SINGLE CRYSTALS OF CHABGE-TRANSI'EB
COMPLEXES. THE 1:1 PERYLENE-FLUOBANIL
441. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF METAL FREE COMPLEX [ABSTRACT]
PI-ITHALOCYANINESINGLE CRYSTALS Kokado,H., Hasegawa, K., Sehncider, W. G.
L'ABSTRACT] In "Programand Abstracts;Organic CrystalS_anposium,
Heilmeier,G., Wadleld, G. Octol_er10-12, 19_2," pp. 186-189
In "Programand AbstraCt: OrganicCrystal Symposium, National Research Councl]:Ottawa, Canada, _962
Ot_ober 10-12, 1962,"pp. 15.3-155
National Research Cotmcil,Ottawa, Canada, 1962 Attempts were made to find a saitable complex which can
be prepared t.onveniently in the form of single crystals and
The spectral response cf pl-,otoconductivity in metal-free which is also a moderately good photoconductor. Several sys-
phthalocyanine crystals was obtained using ohmic contacts, terns which approach these conditions were found. These
and it was found to have the same spectral response edges as include either perylene or pyrer.e as the electron donor, and
the optical absorption spectrum a,ad thermal activutio_t energy chloranil. _uolanil, or tetracyanoquinodimethan as electron
for conductivity. The correspondence between the "valley-to- accepters. In ea,:'|t case the crystals tend to be elongated along
valley" separat_,m of the structure found in the strong response one axis and are bluisb,-black in color. Order of magnitude
regions of the spectral response of photoconductivity and the comparisons of the con6uetivities of some of these complexes
"'pc,k-to-l_eak" separation oi the infraled ophcal absorption are tabulated.
spectrum has been used to formulate a model for photo-
conductivity i_J metal-free phthalocyanine crystals which in- The perytene-f!uoranil complex has been iv estigated
volves the direct creation of carriers by suitable radiation, in greater detail. Mono-cD,stals (approx. 10 × 2 × 2 mm)
The experimental results obtained for metal-free phthalo- were grown from toluene solution. With polarized light the
cyanine crystals are consistent with a direct carrier prodncie_g crystals are strc.ngly dichroic. The complex has a 1:_ mole
absorption m-.,_'hanism where the surface ]ifetiine of free ratio of the <:_mponents. An X-ray analysis carried out by
carriers is less than that of tee bulk. The structure in the Dr. A. Hanse'_ shows the cryst'd t,, t_ mono<,linic, with unit
spectral response of photoconductivity data _:nd the infrared cell a = 17.3, b _-:7.49, c = 6.97A and fl --=-90.4 deg. There
absorption spectrum can also be. used, in connection with the are four mo!.eeules, i.e., two complex units to the unit cell. Thedonor and ac.ceptor molecules are alternately stacked, the
discussion on the applicability of a band model and the photo- stacking direction being the c er)stallograp_,ic axis. (The
_.'onduction process, to infer the general nature of the c,_n-
duction bands in metal-free phthalocyanine crystals. The first crystals tend tc b_ e_ongated ._Iong the c-axis. ) The perpen-dicular interplanar spac':r,g between donor 3nd accepter mole-
one is seen to consist of discrete levels of width .014 ev and cul_s is 3._7A. The molecular planes are inclined at an angle
separ,.tion 395 cm-: and 960 cm-L This band is located at
of 69.7 deg to the c-axis.
1.66 ev abov_ the highest filled band. A secor,d conduction
band is found at 3.2 vv for which there is qual.itative evicteL:ce The anisotropy in the electronic conduction was measured
for discreteness from photoconductivity data, wi'h the aid of a four-,_robe mctht_t, The results are tabulated,
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together with the thermal activation energy for semiconduc- To study the effect of concentration of the sensitizing dye on
tion and photoco.-.duction. The're is roughly a three-to-ten-fold the photoresponse, films with different dye concentrations of
greater conductivity along the c-axis than that normal to this malachite green were prepared. Within experimental error
axis. the photocurrenl was directly proportional to the dye present.
The quantum efficiency of these films was estimated.
The spectral dependence of the photoconductivity of
perylene-fluoranil monocrystals is illustrated. For these mea-
surements electrodes were applied to the ends of the crystal, 445. PHO'rOCONDUCTIVI'I_" OF MANGANOUS
essentially a s,trfaee-cell arrangement, with current flow along PHTHAt.(_"YANINE
the c-direction. It was established that the presence of oxygen Day, F., Sc_egg,G., Williams, RoJ. P.
had no effect on the photocurrents, _md accordingly the Nature, v. t97, no. 4867, pp. 589-590, Feb.-uary9, 1963
measurements were made in dry air or nitrogen. The light Manganous p}thalocyanine differs in its behavior from the
source consisted of an Osram XBO-1001 xenoo discharge other members oE the series of metal-free and transition-metal
lamp together with a Beckman monochromator, phthalocyanines Lna _triking manner. The measurements were
made on the needle-shaped crystals using two electrodes. No
444. ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTIVE SYSTEMS guard ring was used, and the arrangement is therefore equiv-
[ABSTRACT] alent to a sudao. _ conductivity cell.
Mehl, W., Greig, H. G., Wolff, N.E. "]he dark resistivity of the manganous compound Is much
In "Programand Abstracts:Orga:fieG_rystaiSymposium, lower than that o_the other phthaloeyanines. While the photo-October10--lg, 196g," pp. 204--208
National ResearchColmcil,Ottawa, Canada, 1962 conductive actioa spectra o[ compounds other than mangan-
ous phthaloc_anine were generally similar, having two or
Organic photocondueti_,e systems are descri -[_w,_which con- more peaks in the region of 5000--8500 A, and another, usu-
sist of the solution of_a photoconductor in an insulating ally weaker, peak in the region 10,000-12,000 A, manganous
polymer matrix. The polymer ma_, itself does not show phthalocyanine :_howod its spectral response over the range
photoconductivity. 7000-20,000 A (the limit of our monochromator) with broad
A large number of triphenylmethane and benzophenone maxima at 13,500 and 16,000 A. The photocurrent in the
deiivatives have been used for the photoconductor. A small infrared was stronger in this compound than in any of the
amount of dye (< 1% by weight) derived from these uncol- others. The photocurrent is depressed in a remarkable way by
ored dye precursors activates phot_'onductivity in the visible gases.
region. The unique property of these films is that they show
photcconductivity although only short range order exist_ in 446. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF SODIUM
them and although the photoconducting molecules are sep- DEOXY3IBONUC-_.EIC ACID IN THE DRY STATE
arated from each other by an insulating polymer. The inves- Liang, C. Y.,Scalco, E. G.
tigation of these systems promises to give new information Nature, v. 198, no. 4875, pp. 86-87, Ap,'fl6, 196,3
on the mechanism of charge trm_sfer in organic photocon-
ductors mainly because in these systems the distance between A surface cell was prepared by att_-_hing t_o electrc,.des
the photoconductor molecules can be varied over a wide range, about 1 mm apart tc a quartz plate. A thin film from a
Na-DNA water solution was then deposited and afterwards
The photoconductivity of these films has been studied for dried between the electrodes. Conductivity measurements
the system bis(4,4"-dimethylvminophenyl) phenyl methane
were made in vacuo. For photocurrent observations, a tung-(compound I) in a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolyrner.
sten l_ght source was used.Single crystals of compound I were grown from solution. They
absorb in the UV _nd show phctoconductiv_ty. Dye sensitiza- The dark resistance of the sample is plotted against inverse
tion of these crystals has not been obtained so far. Photo- absolute temperature, and the photocurrents of the sample
conductivi .ty in the system here discnssed was observed observed at various temperatures and various applied voltages
with 10 to 70% by weight of compound I in the polymer, are also plotted. The activation energy for dark conduction,
The upper limit is given by the miscibility limit of the pol:,- E,1,was found to he 2.43 ev. The activatiot, energy for photo-
mer and compound I. For all measurements reported here _.onduction, Ep, Was found to be 0.89 ev. Equations are pre-
compound I constitutes 30% by weight of the total' system, sented for the relations.
Sensitization in the visible was achieved by adding a small
amount of the cationic dye malachite green, the oxidation
product of compound I, as the chloride to the system. The 447 ENERGY TRANSFERS BETWEEN SENSITIZER ANDSUBSTRATE. Ill. SENSITIZATION BY TI-',CK DYE
concentrations were determined by optical absorption mea- FILMS
surements. Photoresponse curves were determined with a Nelson, R. C.
calibrated mono_hromator and normalized for equal photons. Optical Srgiet¢ of America, loumal of the, v. 51, no. 11,
The incident light was 2 X 10" photons cm-_sec-_ at 6300 A. pp. U82--1186, November 1961
9O
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Pho.'.oconductivity can be sensitized in cadmium sulphide eene crystals are measured with the same optical system.
films by ._peciallv prepared films of pinacyanole and krypto- A plot o!_ the photocurrent per quantum of incident light
• against wavelength shows a close correspondence to the
cyanine having a thickness _ 1 It. Preparations of th:s sort
offer considerably more opportunity for experiment than those absorption spectrum, the current being a function of the ex-
tinction coefficient. The wavelength dependence observed con-
sensitized by monolayers of dyes. Their properties support the firms the theory that absorbed energy is transferred as excitonsvalidity of the electron-transfer mechanism. (PA, 1961,
#17,797) to the positive surface of the crystal where charge separation
can take place. The electron is captured by the electrode
while the positive hole mm;es through the crystal to the oppo-
448. ENERGY TRANSFERS BETWEEN SENSITIZER AND site negative electrode. The diffusion length of the exciton i._
SUBSTRATE. IV. ENERGY LEVELS IN SOLID about 1200 A. A very small photocurrent found when the
DYES negative' electrode is illuminated appears also t_ be due to the
Nelson, R.C. li_,.htabsorbed in a regioncloseto the positive electrode. (PA,
C_tical Society of Amer/ca, ]ourna/of the, v, 51, no. II, 1963, _;:2_)70)pp. 1186-1191, November 1961
The work function, or ionization energy, for eight solid 451. IMPERFECTION PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN
dyes was measured. In each case it was found that _is energy DIAMOND
was equal to the sum of the electron affinity of the dye, as Elmgren, J. A., Hudson, D. E.
previously measuced by the author, and the energy required Physical Re_.iew,v. 128, no. 3, pp. 1044-1053,
to produce a charge carrier in the solid dye. The data confirm November 1, 1962
the point of view that electron-transfe_ pr¢_esses in dye sen- The effect of monochromatic light throughout the visible
sitization are energetically possible. (PA, 1961, #17,798) region on the rzte of decay of a persistent internal field in
diamond was studied. The persistent field was generated by
449. THE INFLUENCE OF THE RE-ABSOIKeTIONG_" .spatially separated trapped electrons and holes, and was
LIGHT ON THE SPECTRAL DEPENDENCE OF sampled by the counting rate of the polarized diamond acting
PHOTOCONDUCTIV1TY IN MOLECULAR as a nuclear particle counter. Under the influence of light the
CRYSTALS internal field decayed exponentially with time in a fashion
Agranovich, V. M., Konobeev, Yu. V. characterized by an intensity-depe.tdent decay constant. The
Optika i Spektromkopiyav. 11, no. 4, pp. 498-503, decay constants, norrr ahT_edto a common photon flux density,
Ot_ber 1961 varied over more than four orders t.l?r_ _gnitude in the photon
(Translatedfrom the Russian in Optlc_ and Speetrowopy, energy range from 1.8 to 3.5 ev. The results are interpreted
v. ll, no. 4, pp. 269-_,7R,October 1961) in terms of imperfection photoconductivity a,qsing from ira-
The influence of the re-absorption of light on the spectral perfection levels with photoionization energies of 2.5 and 3.0
depen,:lence of photoconductivity in molecular crystals is dis- ev. This photoconduction model utilizes a decay mechanism
which has been overlooked in previous diamond work. Ancussed. Considerable overlapping of aosorption and emission
spectra occurs in many crystals leading to more re-absorption, alternate conventional interpretation in terms of detrapping
The re-absorption increases the photon lifetime in the crystal, is also presented. (PA, 1963 #2975)
and consequently increases the total number of excitons. This
increase must be accompanied by an increase of photocurrent. 452. FHOTOGENERATION OF FREE CARIUEI_ IN
The rc-absorption effect is examined by use of a model of ORGANIC CRYSTALSVIA EXCITON-EXCITON
_,olume conductivity in anthracene proposed by Kommandeur INTERACTIONS ,
and Seho.eider. It is demonstrated that the occurrence of re- Silver, M., Olness, D., Swicord, gl., Jamag_a, R. C.
Phl/_a/Rev/ew _, v. 10, no. 1, pp. 12-14,
absorption in an anthracene crystal increases the magnitude of January 1, 1983
the photocurrent and noticeably modifies its spectral curve.
(SSA, #13,299) In this note, some results are presented which not only
support the exeiton-exciton theory, but also yield a bimoleeu-
lar rate constant in good agreement with that caleuls "d by
450. PHOTOCONDUCTANCE AND SPECTRAL Choi and Rice.
ABSORPTION OF ANTHRACENE
Stekete_,J. W., de ]onge, J. A current is observed which increases with the square of
Philips Re,earth Rel_orts,v. 17, _o. 4, pp. 363--381, the light intensity _d also increases with temperature in the
August 1962 superlinear region.
The photoconduetivity of anthracene crystals is measured Transient current pulses for high- and Iow-lntensity, weakly
in a sandwich type of eel], the crystals being illuminated and strongly absorbed light in a 1.45-mm anthracene crystal
through the positive electrolytic electrode with plane-polar- (800 v applied, 19 p_-,_/cm) are graphed as is curr_mt density
ized Yight. Photecurrent and spectral absorption of anthra- vs. incident light inteosity for v,eakly absorbed light [or I000 v
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applied. Surface or near-surface generation of carriers is also Aluminum was evaporated on the film as de eleeh-odes which
considered, were separated by a gap of 0.I cm. The monochromatic light
for photoconduetivity measurements was obtained from a
50-w tungst,.-,_ lamp dispersed by a quartz prism monochloma-
453. DRIFT MOBILITY" OF PHOTO-INJECTED tor. Temperature deperqence of the dark conductivity wasELECTRONS IN HEXANE-SILICONE MIXTURE
measured in dry. air for a sandwich-type cell at temperaturesChon$, P., Inuishi, Y.
Phudcal Societv of lapan, lournal of the, v. 16, no. 7, from 300 to 480°K. Thiekpess of the film in the cell was 0.I
p. 1482, July 1961 to 0.2 ram, and the strength of the applied field was 5 × 103
v/cm.
In this paper the mobifit 3" of photo-injected electrons in
n-hexane-silicoP.e oil mixture is mentioned. The silicone oil
used has mean molecular weight 1200 and viscosity 6 × 10 -2 456. COLOR SENSITIZATION OF PHOTOCONDUCTIVE
pois_ at 20°C. The de_,endenco of the drift mobility of photo- MATERIAI,S BY DYES. SUPERSENSITIZATION OF
iniected carrier on the viscosity of the mixture is shown. ZINC OXIDE
-, Namga, S., Hi_hiki, Y.
", Rika Gaku Kenk_msho Hokoku, v. 39, no. I, pp. 27-34, 1963
454. EFFECT'OF GASES ON THE PEOTOCONDUCTION
OF ANTHRACENE
Nakad_ I., Kaiyoh, H. 457. TRANSIENT PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF POLY-
Physical Society of Japan, journal of the, v. 17, no. 1, STYRENE AND POLYISOBUT_ENE EXPOSED TO
pp. 93-99, january 1962 PULSES OF NEUTRON AND GAMMA RADIATION
Measurements of pLotoconductivity in the ab-plane of Coppage, F.N.
at). anthracene single crystal in various gas ambients are de- June 1962
tailed. In., rder to examine the depth of the surface region in Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
which the free carriers are itd]uenced by absorbed gases, bulk SCR-525
and surface currents are measured separately. The magnitude (Paper CP-62-1238, presented at the AIEE Sunlmer General
of the surface current is increased by a factor of about three Meeting and Aero-Space Transperta_ion Conference,
Denver: Celo., June 1962)
when the ambient is changed from nitrogen to oxygen. Water
vapor eliminates the effect of the oxygen and approxim,_tely Photoconductivity in polystyrene and polyisobutylene-
the same value as in the nitrogen ambient is obtained. Btdk impregnated Kraft paper dielectrics has been measured dur-
current is only slightly influenced by adsorption. The range ing and following exposures to sholt-duration, high-intensity
of influence of adsorption is estimated to bo less than 0.i mm pulses of nuclear radiation. Absorbe'l dose rates were < 1 ×
h'c,m the erystalsurfaee. (SSA, #15,218) 10 r rad/sec. Temperatures of the dielectric samples were
controlled in the range from -8 to _-80°C. Radiation sources
utilized were the Sandia Pulsed heactor and the TRIGA Mk F.
455. PIIOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT-TREATED The prompt reactor periods for the studv ranged from 30POLYACRYLONr_ILE
Ohigashi, H. to 300 #sec for the SPR and 4 msee for the TRIGA Mk F.
Reports on erogrem in Polymer Physic.,. in ]at, an, v. 6, ( STAR, N63-18,972)
pp. _A4-248, 1963 (in English)
(Available through Kobayasi Institute of _hysical Research,
Koimbunji, Tokyo, Japan) ,158. MEASURED BEHAVIOR OF GAMMA-RAY PHOTO*
CONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC DIELECTRICS
Althouzgh the photoelectric effects of organic molecular Harrison, S. E., Proulx, P. F.
clystals of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons have been June 196g
studied extensively, few investigations on the effect of semi- Sattdia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
condt, eting polymers have been reported. "[herefore, there SCR-526
is flinch interest in obtaining information on the photoelectric (Paper CP-6/-1251, presented at the AIEE Summer General
effects of heat-treated PAN, In this w,_tk, spectral sensitivity Meethlg and AeroSpace Transportation Conference,
of the photocurrent, its relation with optical absorption, and Denver, Colo., June 1962)
the temperature dependence of dark conduztivity have been
studi_l. Photoconductivity measurements are reported for poly-
ethylene, polystyrene, a mica-filled epoxy fornmlation, poly-
PAN powder, prepared by redox polymerization, was dis- propylene, nylon, teflon, diallylphthalate, and H-film. The
solved in dimethylformamide and made into a film on a gamma-ray measurements were made at intensities within the
glass plate. The film was heated in a quartz tube in various interval from 1.0 × IO _ rad (H.,O)/sec to 1.0 × 104 rad
conditions as tabulated. The steady-state photoeurrent was (H20)/see, and at temperatures which ranged from 38 to
measured with a vibrating reed electrometer in vacuo ( < 10--_ 71 °C. Conductivity was found to have distinct features in
mm Itg) for a surface-type cell with applied field of 10 '_v/cm. three time intervals. (STAR, N63-18_974)
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459. A STUDY OF GAMMA-BAY PItOTOCONDUCTIVITY Eremenko, V. V., Medvedev, V. S.
IN ORGANIC DIELECTRIC MATERIALS Soviet Physlcs--Solld State, v. 2, no. 7, pp. 1426-1428,
HarrLqe-a,S.E. January 1961
1962 (Translation of Entry #215, MiLS 341)
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
SCDC-2580, AEC-TID-1548 cz,AT(_9-1)-789
462. THE RED BOUNDARY OF PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
The gamma-ray photoconduetivities of polyethylene, poly- OF ETHER SOLUTIONS
styrene, polyvinylehloride, polypropylene, tefir, l, nylon, KeI-F, Romanets, R. G., Nemchenko, A. M., Bobyl, V. G.
and three thermosetting resins denoted as Epoxy 1478-1, Ukraim'IdiFizlchniiZhumal, v. 6,1_p. 803-80_, 1961
1478-3, and 1478-22 were meaqured. Conductivi b' changes Solutions of bromoaniline, CH.,I.,, MeI, and CHI.. in Et.,O
resultiL, g from steady-state ga._ tma-ray exposures were mea- " ....
sured c_mtinuously throughout the exposure and after the were investigated. Electrocenductivity and photoconductivity
exposure. The conduct._vib' ,vas fo:md to exhibit distinct were studied in .m electrical field (1000 v/cm) at room tem-
features it= ,hree time intervals: interval 1 is where photocon- perature. The current was allowed to reach a steady value
in the dark. Then the sample was irradiated with monochro-duetion is responding to a step increase in radiation inteasit3';
matic ultraviolet light, and the increase in the current strength
interval 2 is where the photoconductivity has reached an ,:qui- was measured.
librium value whose ma_"aitude is defined by radiation inten-
sity and temperature; and.interval 3 is where the conductwity
is re_-'overing upon sample removal from the gamma-ray en- 463. INCREASING PHOTOSENSITIVITY OF PHOTO-
vironment. The time required during inter,.:el 1 for the con- CONDUC"IVE MATERIALS
ductivity to reach the equilibrium values of interval 2 is defined Shely, B. L.
as the rise time (r_) and was experimentally found to decrease December 18,1962 (patent application, June 3, 1960)
with increased., irradiation intensity according to the relation- U.S. Department d Commerce, Washingtou, D.C.
ship r_ = _R-_. The equilibrium conductivity values of U.S. Patent 3,069,365 (assigned to Minnesota Mining
interval 2 give a dependence of photoconductivitT on irr_d, ia- and Manufacturing Co.)
tion intensity at a given temperature which is characterized to An organic solution of Eosin Y dye is used as a sensitizer
good approximation in one or more re_ions, within which con- for ZnO photoconductive material. The solvents EtOAc,
duetivi.'T (,r) is expressed as (r = ,roB._. Experimental values BuOAc, PrOAc, MeCOEt, BuOH, and EtOH were more
of 8 range from 0.00 to 2.72. Conductivity decay_ with time successful than MeOAe and the latter better than MezCO.
(t) from an equiliblium value (or.q) after abruptly stopping Several still less successful solvents are noted. Dark con-
radiation exposure. The photoeonductivity decay is character- duetivity was obtained from current measurements on the
ized tc good approximation by (r(t) = cr_q[Ae -t/r, 4. Be-t/r=] unilluminated sample; photoconduetivitT measurements were
when r_ and r2 are two distinct decay constants. Conductivity made after 5 see of illumination from a 200-w tungsten bulb
was observed to vary. with temperature under both dark and operating at 3100°K and placed to allow 0.0045 w/cm _ of
radiation-induced conductivity conditions according to the radiant energy to fall on the sample. For three samples using
relationship _- = m,e -E,'_r. The thermal activation energy (E) EtOH as solvent and treated as follows: dark-cdapted ZnO
is lowered by irradiation except for Epoxy 1478-I which has and dyed in dark, nondark-adapted ZnO but dyed in dark,
one intensity irlterval, within which E is unchanged, and a sample dyed in light, the sensitivities were, respectively,
580 × 10 -9, 210 × 10 -9, and 130 × 10 -9 mhos.
460. EFFECT OF TEMPERA I'URE ON THE PtlOTO-
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLUTIONS OF CtlLOROFOFJ_I, 464. INDUCED ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE AND
BROMOFORM, AND IODOFORM IN ETHYL ETHER ELECTRICAL STRENGTH OF IRRADIATED
Mitskevieh, P. K., Bobyl, V. G., Kopylov, Yu. A. POLYVINYLCHLORIDE
Sbornik Nauchnykh Trudov Y?.nepropetrovskogo Inzhenerno. Kuchin, V. D., Shastova, A. K.
Stroitelnogo Instituta, no. 9, pp. 139-142, 1960 V_lsokomolekulltamye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 12,
(See also Referativnyi Zhumal, Fizika, 1961, #12D80) pp. 1863-1866, Decewber 1962
An increase in temperature ( - 16 to + 16°C) increased the X-ray-induced EMF in polyvinylchloride increases expo-
photoconductivity. Cortfirmation was given an earlier thcory nentially with increase in radiation intensity, tending toward
of temperature dependence of photoconductivity: _ = (A/T) a saturation value. With h_crease in temperature the induced
exp(-B/T), where A and B are constant e,'oefl]cicnts for EMF decreases, independently of the radiation intensity. "I'h_,.
voltage of the electrical field and intensity of incident light, electrical strength of PVC increases with increase in dosage,
evidently due to decrease in size of the defects and to the
4_1. DEPENDENCE OF THE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY action of the space charge generated by the radiation. An
AND THE INTENSITY OF LUMINESCENCE OF analysis of the experimental res,dts is presented, and the
ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS ON THE EXCITATION mechani,sm of the plocesses in PVC caused by irradiati._n is
WAVELENGTH discussed.
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465. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC MATERIALS a single activation energy for temperature dependence, decreas-
Pope, M. ing with previous X-ray dose. F!aorescem.e also d creases
In "Luminescenceof Organic and InorganicMaterials.." with dose. Specimens with tetrazeae impurity are a_o studied
International Confe_oneeProceedings,New YorkUnive:'sity, Theoretical interpretations qre given. (PA, 1963; # fl628)
N.Y., 1961, pp. 276-$81
Kallmann,ELP., Spruch,G. M., Editors
John Wiley & Sons,Inc., New York,N.Y., 1962 467. OBER DEN MECIIANISMUS DER DUNKEL-
UND PHOTOLEITFXHIGKEIT "ON RHODAMIN B
Two problems face workers in this field. The first is the (MECHANISMOF DARKAND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
apparent discrepancy between the energy requirements for OF BI-IODAMINEB)
ionization in the solid crystal and the much lower optical Hauffe, K., Kaufhold, J.
energy threshold at which conductivity starts. The second Ze/t_hr//_ f_r E_;ktroc/_;n_e, v. 66, no. 4, pp. 316-_25,
problem relates to the method by which the c_rriers move April 30, 1962
inside the crystal from one molecule to the other, from one It wab fou,d that photoc.onductiviD of films of rhodamine
side of the crystal to the other. Exue/iments are reported for B showed no maximum at 0°C and decreased below a
the anthracene crystal. It is shown "hat photocxcitation is not measurable v',due at -40°C, and that oxygen lowered pho,'o-
necessary for the induction of h gh conductivity, m organic conductivity though the effect was =eversil-le. The conduc-
crystals. By a suitable choice of the electrodes, c,3nsiderable tivity seems to be caused by surface electronic charge carders.
charge injection can be effeeted. When photoexeitation is in-
volved, the excitation diffuses to the surface where dissocia-
tion takm place as a result of an interaction with the 468. LIGHT ABSORPTION BY ELECTRONS OF NON-
electrode, the electron passing preferentially into the electrode METALLIC CRYSTALS IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD
or being trapped there and the hole becoming free to move Y_kovlev,V. A.Zlnm_ Ehl_rdmenta_noi i Teorefiche_" F/zdk/, v. 40,
through the crystal. When the electrode is absent o,r blocking, no. 6, pp. 1695-1698, june 1961
dissociation may occur at an impurity at the surface. The (Tramlatedfrom the Rv_slanin &inlet Phymies--IETP,
mobility of the caITiers as determined by Kepler is about 1 v. 13, no. 6,pp. 1194--1196,December 1961)
cm2/v-sec. In the case of anthracene the exteot of the true
negative electron current is not greater than about 0.3% of The effect is determined of a strong e_ectric field on the
the hole conductivity, and there is also some trapping of optical absorption coefficient due to tb.e conduction electrons
holm. of a nonmetallic crystal (semiconductor, insulator).
466. RONTGFN-PHOTOLEITUNG, UV-PHOTOLEITUNG 469. PKOTOIONIZATION OF ORGANIC VAPORS IN THE
UND FLUORESZEN'ZIN ANTHRAZEN (X-RAY VACUUM REGION OF THE SPECTRUM
PHOTOCONDUCTION, U V PHOTOCONDUCTION Vilesov, F. I.
AND FLUORESCENCE IN ANTHRACENE) Zhumal Fizicheakoi Khimii, v. 35, no. 9, pp. 2010-20,_5,
Hartmann,H.K. September 1961
Zdt_brilt _ Angmvandte PhlIsik, v. I4, no. 12, (Translatedfromthe Russianin Russian ]ourmd of Physical
pp. 727-734, December 1962 Chemlstrlh v. 35, no. 9, pp. 986-989, September 1961)
X-ray excitation produces a homogeneous distribution of The photoiordzation potentials of aniline (I), m-tolidine
electrons and holes. The X-ray-induced current shows line0r (I1), benzene, toluene, o-xylene, m-xylene, p-xylene, mesity-
dependence on applied voltage. The current decreases with leae, durene, pentamethylbenzene, hexamethylbenzene, and
accumulated X-ray dose but is still ohmic. Temperature N,N-dimethylanillne were shos'n to be 7.69, 7.50, 9.24 "+"0.02,
dependence is complex-exponcatial, giving various activation 8._ 1 ± 0.02, 8.56 -+.0.02, 8.59 ---+0.02, 8.44 ± 0.02, 8.41 +--
energies in different ra-.ges, all dependent on X-ray dose. 0.0'2, 8.05 ± 0.02, 7.92 ± 0.02, 7.85 _ 0.02, and 735 ev,
UV-excited currents are not ohmic, but pure anthracene shows resl_ectively. Theoretical discussion of I and II is presented.
SYNTHESIS AND APPMCATION
470. GAMMA INDUCED PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IN A 4 × 10" r/see. The results are compared with a semiempirical
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE CAPACITOR relation. (NSA, 1962, # 21,088)
Conrad,E. E., Marvin,S. M.
May4, 1962 471. PHOTOCONDUCTIVE LAYERS FOR ELECTRO.
Diamond OrdnoneeFuze Laberator_es,Washingto_ D.C. PHOTOGRAPItlC PROCESSES
DOFL-TR.1037 Sehaum, G., Ilaydn, H., Xoenig, A. v., Seibert, H.
November14, 1958 (application date)
Results of photoconductivity measurements are presented U.S. Department of Comm_ee, Washington, D.C.
[or mylar capacitors at gammt: radiation fluxes _f 102 to GermanPatent 1,10_,55e (m_ii_edto AlfaA.-G.)
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PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY--SYNTHE$1S A._,IDAPPLICATION
The matelials claimed contain defivative_ of polycyclic con- October2, 1962 (patent application, September_i, 1959)
densed hydrocarbons of the from: U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Paten,.3,056,169 (assigned to E. I. du Pont de
O Nemours& Co,)
R._'g'.__ p, A ,.'laim is made for the prep:_:ation and use of the material.
Acrylonitrile monomer ( ] 5-70 mole % ) is mixed with AgNO3
I..Z'_ R" (5--35 mole % ) and H._,O( 17-73 mole % ), polymerized with
cat,.lysts and heat or radiation, and _-h_equently shaped, or if
(I_ _hn, oriented. Light sensitizers ma¢ be added to fihaa. The
AgNO, is converted to Ag, AgS, or Ag halide, and the polymer
Z repre_ents atoms to c.,mplete a benzene, pyridine, pyridone, is dried. The material exhibits low surface resistivities. It is
pyrimidine, or pyrimidone ring; R and R' are CN, NO2, H, usable for electrical apparatus, wave guides, and radiant heat-
a haloge:;, alkyl c- are! groups, or alkyl- or arylamino groups, ing umt parts, as well as seat covers, decorated surzraces, etc.
R" depends on the ring ,.ompleted by Z. These compouvds
are more l_ght en._;.tive than usual organic conductors, and
are sepsitive to vis.ible light as well as ultraviolet. An example 475. PHOTOCONDUCTIVE LAYERS
is detailed. Miller, A., Haydn, H.
May 29, 1958 (patent a_pAoation, December 14, 1956)
U.S. De[mrtmer,t cf Commerce, Washington, D.C.
GermanPatent 1,931,127 (assigned to Agfa A.-G.)472. PHOTOCONDUCTING FILMS FOR ELECTRO-
PHOTOGRA_RIC PROCESSES Phctoconductive layers are claimed, which are composed
Schaum, G., Haydn, H., Koenig, A. v., Seibert, H. of binders of polycarbonates of 4,4'-his (4-':_yd:.>xyaryl ) alkanes.
November 1.1,I_)56 (appli_tion date) and of photoconductors of either inorganic material or organicU.S. Depertnaent of Commerce, Washington,D.C.
German Patent 1,104,823 (assigned to AgIa A.-G.) (anthracene, anthraquinone, p-diphenylbenzene, benzan-
thro,e, 1,5-dic-'anonaphthalene, or aminophthalodinitrile).
Condensate_ of the type YN(R')(X)CH:CHC_H_R are Advantage_ of the layers are pointed out, the preparation is
claimed, in which Y is the residue of a heterocyclie ring to expl:Jned, and an example is detailed.
wl-ieh may he fllsed a Ph or naphthyl ring, which may also
L_ar substituents; R a_,d R' are substituent groups; and X is
an apion. These condensates are prepared from aromat:, 476. PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS CONTAINING LIG11T-
aldehydes and salts of quinaIdine, benzoquiualdine, or pico- SENSITIVE DYES
line. When they are i_.corporated into film-forming resins, Kos_elec,J.
such as cellulose, poly( ,inyl chloride), polyurethans, poly- March 12, 1959 (application date)
esters, polyamides, polye_.rbonates, or silicones, the films ob- U.S. Department of Cc,mmerce, Washington, D.C.
_r.S.Patent 3,u_J9,0_ (assigned :o GeneralAniline and
tained are sensitive to visible light anti can be used in copying Film Corp.)
apparatus. Examples are given.
A co_',inuous film of a light-sensitive dye (phthalein or
rose be,_al) is used to extend the spectral sensitivity of
473. PHOTOCONDUCTIVE FILMS FOR ELECTRO- photoconductive ZnO. The cell using such a film is claimed in
PHOTOGRhJPHY the patent.
Schaurn, G., Haydn, H., )'.oenig,A. v., Seibert, H.
November 14, 1956 (application date)
L S. Department of Comn_erce,Washington, D.C. 477. PHOTOSENSITIVE PO/..YPHTHALOCYANINE
C,_,manPatent 1,105,273 (mssignedto Agfa A.-G.) COMPOUNDS FOR PHOTOELECTRIC DEVICES
AND SOLAR CELLS
A product is claimed of crystt lline aromatic nitriles, such as Wildi, B. S., E_tein, A. S.
1,4- and 1,5-dicyanonaphthale,_e, aminophthalonitrile, and June 1, 1959 (application date)
nitrophthalodinithle, embedded in a film by adding to a U.S, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
solution of the nttrile and film n.atrix another solvent which U.S. Patent 3,009,981 (assigned to Met.santo Chemical Co.)
dissolves only the latter. A high level of charge is produced,
and a smaller dark conductivity than usual with organic The use of photosensitive polyphthalocyanines in photo-
photoconductors results, electric and solar devices is claimed. The example of Cu
polyphthalocyanine is explained; a p-type conductivity is pro-
duced with stoichiometrie excess of Cu, n-type with less than
474. POLYACRYLONITRILECONTAINING SILVER OR stoichiometric amount of Cu, the degree of n- or p-type vatT-
INSOLUBLE SILVER _iAI,TS ing with deficiency or excess of Cu. Similar results are tound
Hendrieks,R.W. with other metals. Doping techniques are expla/md.
9B
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478. ELECTROPI_IOTOGRAPHICMATERIAL CONTAIN!NG 483. ELECTROPHOTOGBAPHIC PI_OCESS
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS Cas'd_rs._F. _J...tLart,R. M.,Coniz A. J.,Nys, J. M..
GevaertPhoto-Frodn_en N.V. Willems, J. F.
April i, 1960 (Britishpatent application, February.5, 1959) August26, 1960 (BritLshpatent a_91ication,
U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Washington, D.C. February26, 1959, April22, 1959, January2_ 19_0)
Belgian Patent58.5,507 :tI.S.Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
Belgian Patent 588, 049 (asa;gnc_ to C,evaert
Organic compounds of the formula R(A),R" are ¢!ain:ed Photo-ProductenN.V.)
as photoconduet'.'ve layers, tl an_ B' represent aryl or substi-
tuted aryl radicals; A is Cti:CH; and n is I or 2. Several suit- A polymeric substance, w:th dark resistivity of I_}_-10 TM
able compounds and their preparation are presented, ohm-era which can be re_Jueed by eleetromag', etie rr_diation
such as ultraviolet or visible ligE[, is claimed as mate;%j _fora
photoconductive layer in close s_.:rfoeecontact w;th a condue-
479. ELECTROPIIOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL CONTAINING tive substrate. Among the suitable sui)st, noes are polyesters,
ORGANIC:COMPOUNDS polyethcr_, and pobmerized or copolymerized, q;y] _-tals,
C_vaertlehoto-Produeten N.V. vinyl ester,;, vinyl derivatives of ileteroe ,'lie corr.pounds,
April i, _960 (patent application, December 9, 1959) acrylic acid derivatives, and stycene derivatives.U S.Departmentof Commerce,Washington, D.C.
Be]glan Patent 585,450
484. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHICMATERIAL CONTAINING
Benzofuran derivatives are claimed as photoconductors for PHOTOCONDUCTIVE VINYL POLYMERS
electrophotographie mate_'_al. Preparation of 6-hydroxy-2,3- Cassiers,P. M., Hart, R. M.,Nys, J. M., Willems, J. F.
bis(p-dimethyl-aminophenyl)benzofuran is described and Augnst26,1960 (Britishpatent appHcation,
_eeeral other furans (similarly prepared) are named. February26, 1959, &pril22, 1959, January 29, 1960)
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washhigton, D.C.
Belgian Patent F4_8,050(assigned to Gevaert
480. PHOTOCONDUCTORS WITH OPT/MAL DARK Photo-ProductenN.V.)
RESISTIVIT'2
Cassiers,P. M., Nys, J. M., Willems, J.F. The photoconductive layer of th,'. claimed electrophoto-
August5, 1980 (Britishpatent application, Febr_aary5, 1959) graphic material contains vinyl polymers or copolymers. The
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. following subsequent patents increase sensitivity of this photo-
Belgian Patent 587,300 (assigned to Gevaert conductor: Belgian Patent 589,994, by additicn of rfitroben-
Photo-ProduetenN.V.) zene derivatives; Belgian Patent 589,995, by addition of a
triazule derivative; and Belgian Patent 590,299. by additionAn improved photoconductive layer in close surface con-
tact with conductive foil is claimed. T_'. substance is purified of a hydrazine derivative.
by reerystallization, and a concentrated solution Frepared by
dissolving in a strong organic solvent which is easily evapor- 485. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHICMATERIAL CONTAINING
ated; the warm solution is spread on the foil and quickly ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
dried. Vacuum coating of the organic photoconductive sub- Gevaert Photo-Produ©tenN.V.
stance onto the foil is also recommended. September30, 1960 (patent application, March31, 1960)
U.S, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
Belgian Patent 589,239
481. ELECTROPHOTOGILt,JPHICMATERIALCONTAINING A pyrrole or indole derivative is claimed as a constituent of
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS the photoconductive layer of an electrophotographic material.
Oevaert l?ltoto-PreduetenN.V. All example is given of the use of an indole.
• August5, t960 (Britishpatent application, February 5, 1959)
U.S.Department of Commerce,Washington, D.C.
Belgian Patent587,301 486. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS
Cassiers,P. M., Nys, J. M., Willems, J. F., Hart, R. M.
Organic compounds of the 1,2-dihydropyridine, 4-selenazo- October24, 1960 (Britishpatent application, April22, 1959)
line, 4-thiazoline, 4-oxazoline, or 4-pyrroline series are claimed U.S. Departmentof Commer_%Washington,D.C.
as photoconductors for an electrophotographie material. Belgian Patent 589,908 (assigned to
Gevaert Photo.ProduetenN.V.)
482. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHICMATERIAL 1"heconductivity of organic polymers used :n the photo-
Gevaert Pboto-PreduetenN.V. conductive layer of the material is given _, lasting ,acrease by
August 19, 1960 (patentapplication,February 19, 1960) addition of a small amount of ladiation-_ensitive compound.
U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Washhlgton,D.C. Suitable organic polymeric photocondaetors include acetals,
BelglanPatent 587,784 vinyls with unsaturated groups or heterocyelie or aromatic
Diphenylmethanes and phenothiazines are claimed as con- polyeyelie rings in the side chain, polyesters, cellulose deriva-
stituents of the photoconductive layer. Several specific corn- tires, and _unylose acetate. The radiation-sensitive compounds
pounds are meutioned, include benzenediazonium salts or complexes with amino or
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azc groups, stilbene derivatives, organic hal;=les, chloran_l, and _hotoelectric cells Iesponsive to visible, ultraviolet, and
organic peroxides, infra.'ed radiation were constructed from (1) a polynuel_;ar
homo- _r heter_cyclie eo,_der, sed ring compound having large,
487. POL_IMERIC ACRYLONITRILESIN ELECTRO- fiat planar molecular configuration with primarily 7r-electron
I':.tOTOGRAPI-I'," system, and (2) an organic material that could act as either
Hoegl, tI.. %hlesinger, H. an oxidizing ag._nt or a reducing agent with respect to the
June 20, 1962 (applicationdete, May 30, 19_9) _st eompc,ent. Examples are detailed. In the first, Mg
U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Washington, D.C. phthalot,va.n.ine (I) and an acetone solution of air-oxidized
GermanPat_at 1,131,988 (assigned to Kalle A.-G.) tetramethyl-.p-ph_ nylenediamine were used to develop voltage
A claim is made for N-substituted acrylonitriles o_ the for- of '200 mv w_th light from a 500-w lamp. In other examples,
mula [C(R_)[CON(R_)R:_]CH.], to be ,used in photocon- I was used with /3-carote_ie; I was used with dibrominated
ductive lays.is. R_is z.n alkyl group: R'-'and l:l:_are H or o.simple tetramethylphenyleuediamine (II); Ni phthalocyanine was
or substituted aryl group or heterocyclic group (or N, R2, and usc,l with it: decaeylene was used with II; perylene was used
R'_together may be part of a heterocyclic group): and n is an with p-chloranil; and coronene was used with o-chlt,ranil. The
integer > 1. W_en n is large, the materials are resinous and potential set up on light absorptmr, depended on the nature
can be used without a binder. Mixed polymers are also useful, of the electron donor, electron accepter, and the matrix
Optimum irradiation frequencies and methods of further sensi- containing them. The organic photocells could be more eco-
t_zation of the layers are mentioned. :_omical than the inorganic and elemental semiconductors
because there is a wider variety of starting materials, the
manufacture of organic semiconductors is not dependent on488. ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTING MATERIALS
Renker-RelipaG.m.b.H. the delicate crystal growth conditions of the inorganic, and
August15,1962 (Germanpatent application, April 29, 1961) photosensitivity is achieved without predetermined impurity
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. dispersions.
Belglaa Patent617,032
Sheets for ×erographic printing were made by coating elec- 491. ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
tflcahy conducting foil or paper with a film containing photo- Renker-Belipa G.m.b.H.
conductive conjugat_:d ketones or thio-ketones of the t3,pes December 28, 1962 (German pater.: application,
(XA)..C(:Y), X_C(:Y) (CH.CH),AX, and XA(CH:CH),,C September 13, 1961)
(:Y) (CH:CH)_X, where L is O or S, X is a group which U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
may contain active hydrogen, and A is an aromatic or un- Belgian Patent 622,409
saturated heterocyclic nucleus. Some of the photoconductive
agents were treated with epoxy or isocyanate prepolymers and Materials are claimed for application to an AI foil hav;ng a
integrally bonded to the base sheet, porous 1-8/x film of Al..,O3,Thus, 250 g Me 4-diethylamino-
") tz-hydrox_ benzophenone-2 -carboxylate, 500 g _ynthetic resin
An example of the procedure is detailed, using 4-diethyl- (styre_e + Et r.raleate), and 7.5 g Saf_a_line T are dissolved
amino-2-hydroxy-2'-carboxybenzophenone as the photocon- in 2 liters hot cyclohexanone and diluted with 3--6 liters EtOi-l.
ducto_, rhcdamine B as se_Jsitizer, and cyclohexanone as Th_s solution is applied to an A1 foil having a "2-4 tt fiim of
primary solvent. AI...O_deposited by anodization, to give, after drying, a 0.004--
0.Ol mm film of electrophotographic material. The production
489. PHOTOCONDUCTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS and development of an image are outlined.
Gramza, E. P., Knot, W. J., Jr.
August 15, 1962 (U.S. patent application,May 1, 1961)
U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Washington, D.C. 492. COMPOSITION FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC
BelgianPatent 617,025 (assigned to Kodak) REPRODUCTION
Societa per AzioniFerraniaAmines (NR_) el ammonium salts (R_NX)in amounts Marcia14, 1963 (Italian patent applicat;on,
of 0.01-4% of ZnO in a photoconducting coating are claimed December 4, 1961)
to increase sensitivity, ,/, and Din, x. The R's may be the same U.S. Department of Commerce,Washington, D.C.
or different, and may be H; alkyl_ of 1 to 22 C atoms, satu- Belgian Patent625,567
rated or unsaturated; (Ci|:),NH_, where n is 2-22- or
(Ctt.,CttNH),H, where n is 1-11. X is a halogen. Condensation products of polymers, having free OH or
NH., groups, with SO.,CI or COCI derivatives of 1,2-naphthe-
490. PHOTOELECTRIC CELt, USING ORGANIC quinone 1-diazide, 1,2-naphthoquinone 2-diazide, and
MATERIALS o-benzoqninone diazide, are claimed as suitable compositions.
Calvin, M., Kearm, D.R. These photosensitive compounds change in conductivity when
October9, 1962 (patent application, October 1, 1059) exposed to radiations of adequate wavelength The photo-
U.S. De_,:rtmentof Commerce, Washington, D.C. '" tra,asformation is in'eversible and permits prolongation of the
U.S. Patent 3,057,941 time between exposure and developing.
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GENERAL REFERENCES
493. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF AROMATIC oxygen; all primitive forms were therefore potentially lumi-
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS nes_nt. The gradual selection and evolution of electron
Wolf, H.C. transport processes in which oxygel_ was reduced stepwise
In "Solid State Physics--Advances in Research and to form water gave rise finally to the aerobic forms. With the
Applications,"Volun_,9, pp. 1-81 appearance of the latter the luminescent, oxidative reactiol,
Seitz, F., fumbull, D., Edffors was no longer of selective advantage. Thus, it is argued that
Academk .'.rtss, Inc., New York,N.Y., 1959 bioluminescence is a vestigial system of organic evolution,
A brief survey of the spectra of organic molecules, particu- but that through secondary, evolutionary processes the lumi-
larly those of the aromatic type, is give,.. The ,-r-electrons of 'nescent system has been preserved in various a'ld unrelated
the rings are responsible for the essential form of the spectra, organisms by virtue of the fact that it has been adapted for
In the region where the ele,._on excitation spectra are oh- other useful purposes.
served, their intensities can be described in tern;s of two
selecti.,m rules: (1) In the allowed transitionq th,*. totally 495. INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUMON LUMINESC'-_'NCE,
symmetrical molecular vibrations are excited most intensely. BALATONVILAGOS,JUNE, 1961
(2) Forbidden transitions can be made "allowed" as a result AkademiaiKiado (PublishingHome oft heHungarian
of the presence of vibrations which are not totally symmetric. Academy of Sciences), Budapest, Hungary, 1962
Experimental investigation of the spectra of aromatic molec-
ular crystals is presented. The methods developed to under- T_s volume reprints the 26 pape_ presented at tha confer-
take the quantitative measurements of absorption, fluorescence, ence (held by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) which
have already been published in Acta Physica Httngarica, v. 14,and reflection spectra are described, and the results are
discussed for several types of organic molecular crystals. The no. 2--3, 1902. The 27th paper is given in abstract only, a_
theory of spectra of molecular crystals is presented and a its full text has not yet been published. (PA, 1903, #13,194)
comparison with experiments is made. (SSA, #9392)
496. ZUR PHYSIK UND CHEMIE DER KRISYALL-
PHOSPHORE (PHYSICS AND CHEMISTEY OF
494. ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF BIOLUMINESCENC_ CRYSTALLINE PHC._PHORS)
MeEIroy,W. D., Seliger, H.H. Ortmann,H., Witzmann, H., Editors
In "Horizons in _iochemistry," pp. 91-101 Akademle Verlag,Berlin, Germany, 1960
Kasha,M., PuRman,R., Editors
Academi©Press. Inc., New York,N.Y., and London, Thirty-five papers were presented at the session of the
Englmxl, 19(12 Phy_ikalische Gesellschaft in der Deutsehen Demokratischen
Republik (Physical Society ia the GDR), held at Greffswald,
Bioluminesceuce is randomly distributed throughout the April 26-29, 1959. (PA, 1962, #4103)
animal, plant, aud microbial world. The chemical reaction
which creates the excited state in all forms is oxidative in
nature, making use as it does o£ molecula_ oxygen as the 497. TRANSACTIONS [IN PART] OF THE EIGIITH
ultimate electron accepter. Except for two species, none of CONFERENCE ON LUMINE_t_I_CE (MOLE_CULAR
the oxidizable substrates (lucfferins) from these various or- LUMINESCENCE AND LUMINESCENCE ANAL]_SIS)
ganisms wdl react with any but its own enzyme (luciferase), Akademiva Nauk SSSli, tsmJsltya, Sm_ja Fiztchnkaya,
ieading to the suggestion that himines_'ace is not uniquely v. 24, no. 5, pp. 488-630; no. 6, p_.,724-783, 11160(Translatedfrom the Russianin lluUetln of the ,Academyof
associated with any single organic substance. It has been Scle_em ot #,heUSSR, Physictd Serbia, v. 24, no. 5,
suggested, however, that despite the apparent diversity of the pp. 495-630; no. 6, pp. 727-786, 1960)
various luefferins they are part of a chemical reaction that
is fundamental to all organisms. This conference was held at Minsk on October 19-24,
1959. Some of the transactions are cited in the above litera-
It is proposed here that in the evolution of organisms from ture; the remaining transactions on molecular luminescence
an anaerobic to an aerobic form of life there was, initially, are published in Uspekhi Fiztcheskikh Nauk (translation
a struggle for anaerobic vxistence. Because of th6 toxic nature available in Soviet Physics---Uspekhi) and in Optika i Spek-
of oxygen to anaerobes, it is suggested that the organisms that troskopiya (translation available in Optics and SpectroscopF).
survived initially were throe that were able to reduce molecu- The transactions concerned with luminescence mlalysis appear
lar oxygen directly and quickly. This struggle |or anaerobic as "Metody Lyuminestsentnogo Analiza, Mat_rialy VIII Sove-
conditions led to the selec_on of organisms having specific shchaniya po Lyuminestsentsii," published by Akademiya
oxidases (lucffera_) which catalyzed the rapid removal of Nauk Belorttukoi SSR, Institut Ftziki, 1960.
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493. T.'3ANSACTIONSOF THE NINTH ALL.UNION (Translated fromthe Russian in Bulleti, of the Academy of
CONFERENCE ON LUMINESCENCE (CRYSTAL Sciences of the USSR,Ph_,,dcdSer/es, v. 26, vo. 1, pp. 3-111,
PHOSPHORS) January1962;no. 4, Aplfl 1962)
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Se¢iya Fizicheskaya,
v. 25, no. 1, pp. 2-50; no. 3, pp. 314-439; no. 4, pp. 442-5fj4, The contererice was held in Moscow in June and July 1961.
1961 Among topics discussed were: life and work (.ZS. I. Vavilov,
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Bulletin of the Academ_ of Cherenkov radiation and its use in high-energy physics;
Scien:" _f the USSR, Physic_,lSeries, v. 25, no. 1, pp. "t-,50; luminescence of complex molecules; luminescence of gado-
no. 3, pp. 303--427;no. 4, pp. 4_35-561,1961) linium salts; uses of luminescence in biological research; and
photoluminescence of halide salts of heavy metals and semi-
Papers presented at a conference held at Kiev, June 20-25, conductors. (7,,, 1963, #8612)
1960 incl:,_ded those on the followi,_g topics: luminescence of
semiconductor crystals with excitation in the discrete struc-
ture region of the absorption spectrum; role of impurities in 501. NINTH AMPERE COLLOQUIUM (PISA,
the luminescence of molecular crystals at low temperatures; 12-16 S_PTEMBER, 1960)
Archives des Sciences, Geneva_v. 13, Special Number, 1960piezospectroscopic effect in anisotropic centers in cubic crys-
tals; mechanism of energy storage by crystal ph,_sphors; At this conference a total of 124 papers was presented in
effect of isostruetuve on the spectra of activated mixed crys_ the following groups: (1) dielectric relaxation, paramagnetie
tals. (PA, 1962, # 12,614) relaxation, radioirequer:cy and microwave molecular spectra;
(2) paramagnetic resonance; and (3) nuclear and quadrupole
499. ROLE OF IMPURITIES IN THE LUMINESCENCE magnetic resonance.
OF MOLECULAR CRlcSTALS AT LOW
TEMPERATURES 502. EFFEC'TS OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE
Shpak,M.T. FLUORESCENCE OF AROMATIC CO_iPOU_._n._5IN
Akaderai_i Nauk SSSR, Izveetib_, Seriya Fizicheskaya, SOLUTION
v. 25, no. 1, pp. 13--19,January1961 Van Duuren, B. L.
(Paperpre_ented at the Ninth Confegenceon ChzraicalReviews, v. 63, no. 4, pp. 325-354, !983
Luminesc_*.vce_Entry#498; translatedfromthe Russian i.a
Bulletin ,# the Acadenty of Scietwe_of the USSR, Physical A review with 187 references is presented.
Series, v, 25, no. 1, pp. 13-19, Janmu'y 1961)
A review is presented of work performed in the Institute of 503. LUMINESCENCE AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Physics of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences on the Patrovsky, V.
luminescence o_ a variety of organic molecules dissolved in Chemicke Listy, v. 56, pp. 7_5-803, 1962
single crystal matrices and measured at liquid nitrogen or A review with 47 references is given.
liquid hydrogen temperatures. Simple polynuelear aromatic
compounds, compounds with benzene groups linked by carbou
atoms extraneous to the benzene rings, compounds with con- 504. SYMPOSIUM ON LUMINESCENCE, PRAGUE 1962
den_ed benzene groups as well as derivatives and deute"ated Czechoslovak loumal f,f 1'hvdcs, Section B, v. 13,no. 2,
forms of se--^ _f these substances have all been studied. The pp. 85-171, 1963
results ar_ assed under the following headings: (1) Gen- The symposium was o':gamzed under ta_e auspices of the
eral Characteristics of Molecular Crystal Spectra; (2) Nature Institute of Solid State Physics of the Instit'lte of Physics of
of Impurity Centers; (3) Rol_ of Defe_ts; (4) l_ii_gr Sym- the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and of the Union of
metry and Lattice Vibrations; (5) Polarization ot the Absorp- Czechoslovak Mathematicians and Physicists. There were 65
t_on Bands; (6) Effect of Mutual Interactions of Impurities participants from nine countries. Eighteen palters were pre-
and (7) Nature oi the Luminescence of Molecular Crystals. sented. (PA, 1963, #10,977)
It is concluded that few of the observed effects can be, ex-
pl.dned in detail at the present time, mainly because of the
in,,crm_t difficulty of the crystal field problem. However, the 505, HUNCARIAN CON,FERENCE ON LUMINESCENCE
experinaental results can be useful in the practical applica. Froelich,H. C.
tions (organic scintiUatm's, etc.). (PA, 1962, # 14,742) (¢tobGr 31, 1961
Officed Naval Research,London, England
TR-ORNL-C-17-61
500. TRANSACTIONS OF THE TENTH CONFERENCE This report contains summaries Of papers presented at tlu_ON LUMINESCENCE, DEDICATED TO THE
MEMORY OF S. I. VAVILOV conference. The program encompassed three main areas of
Akaderat_a Nauk SSSR, Izve,tilIa, SeeiitaF/_.icheskalta, interest: zinc sulphide (crystals and powders) and electro-
v. 26, no. 1, pp. 9,--113,January 1962;no. 4, pp. 435-538, luminescence; luminescence of ._rganics; and lamp phosphors
April 196_ and miscellaneous subjects.
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506. SlrECIAL LECTURES PYtES_,NTED AT __IE (Proceeding_ of Bioenergeties Symposium, Brookhaven
I,WI_RNA'I'IONAL SYMPOSIU._I ON MOLECULAR National LaboratoD, Upton, N.Y., October 12-16, 1959,
STRUCTURE AND SPECTROSCOPY, TOK]t'O, JAPAN, rj_onsored by the U.S. Atom.;c Energy Commission)
SEPTEMBER 10-15, 7.962 In aliphat]c compounds, which constitute the bulk of the
Pure aria ,4pldied Chtn.a/stry, v. 7, nv. i, 1962
organic matter present in hying cells, the exelte_ states lie
The entire L_su,- is devoted to the lectures, at higher energies than in the aromatic and their ]i{etiw, e is
very short. These compounds absorb ligl_t only in the far
:dtraviolet and the excited state then formed is likely to un-
507. FOI_MATION ^ND DISSOCIATION OF EXC .VTED . dec_o chemical decomposition very quickly. Whether or not
DIMEBS time is available for energy to t_ transferred from one mole-
F'6raer, T. cule to another before the bre'--kup of the molecule oecur_ is
Pure oral Applied Che_'_bfl_$, v. 7, no. 1, pp. 73--78, 1962
(Paper p_-esent'ed at the _tenmtional Symposium on questionable. This paper reviews such scanty information as
Molecular S_ucture and b.'tectrotcopy, Tokyo, Japan, is available.
$_tember 10-15, 1962)
A review is presented of fluot_.seence and fluoresce:ice 511. FINAL DISCUSSION
quenehhag in acridine orange; crystalline pw-ene, both pure Platt, J. IL
and containing perylene; pure liquid pyrene; pyrene in b.el>- J'_utiation Research, Supplement 2, pp. 639--_72, 1960
tane, liquid parat_ nonane, end hexade_-ane; pyrene deriva- (l_._eeedings of Bioenergeties Symposium, BrookhavenNational Laboratory, Upta.n_,NA'.. October 12--16, 1959,
tires such as 4-methyl-, 3<Tano-, and .q-bron,opyr.ene in
sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission)
organic solvents; pyrene-sulphonates in aqueous solution;
concentrated naphthalene solutions and crysta:line naphtha- In addition to .*he introduction (The Straight and Narrow
lene; naphthalene in toluene; derivatives of naphthalene such Borderline), and a table of questions, experiments, and tools
as I-methyl- and !,6-dimethylnapl-_thalene; 1,2-benzanthra- for nlolecular biciogy, the fo_.lowing sections are included:
eene; phenanthrcaae; -and 2,5-diphenyloxazole. Some explana- Is There Any Real Biologic._l Evidence for Energy M;gcation?
don is prc_er, ted of the variation in phenomena exhib,.'ted.
Genetic Inversion Experiment
Quantum Yield Problem
508. LL.rMINESCENCE O¥ ORGANIC AND INORGANIC
STSTEMS Are Mutations Random?
S_tch, G. M, Brown, F.H. The Two-Hit Argument
Phl/alcs Today, v. 1,%no. 2, pp. 24-27, Marcia 1962
(Se¢ also Entry #514) Heat Transfer ESR Experiment
Energy Reflection at Broken Ends
This is the repoat o_ an interruationa! conference held at the
Uaiverm b" of New York from October 9--13. I961 under the Crystal|ine Protein Action Spectrum
Sl_nsorship of the Air Force. Aeronautical Research Labora- Reality. of D_uble-Layer Structures
tory, the Army Research Office, the Ot_ce of Naval F..e_arch, Ultrasonic Microscope
and New York University. (PA, i962, # 10,613) X-ray Diffraction From Oriented Layers In Vivo
Multi-layers In Vitro
509. MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC ARSORPTION SPECTRA Reason for L_ng.Waveiength Low Quantum Yield in
Mason, S. I'. Photosynthesis
Quarterly Reviews, Let'Klon, v. 15, pp. 287-371, 1961
Are Triplet States Important in Biology.?
The sections of tin: long _vview article are: l.ntroduction, Criteria of Triplet States
Factors Determining the Absorption of Light, Selectiot_ Rules, Reflection Spectra _or Detecting Binding of Water
S._turated Compounds, Olefins and Dienes, Triple-Bonded
and Ct_mulative Systems, C_rbcnyl Compounds, Unsaturated Hydrogen-Bond Spectra in the Far-Infrared
Sulphur and Nitrogen Compounds, Aromatic. Systen.s, N_)n- Experiments and Theory. on Ivieehanisms of Bio- and
alternant Hydrccarbon:, Heteroaromatic Systems, Carbanions Chemiluminescence
and Carbonium Ions, Linear and Cyclic Conjugated Systems, Theory and Measurements on Purines and Pyrimidines
Charge Transfer Spectra, Steric Effects, and Environment_.l Need for Homogeneity and Known Sequen._ :.n Experi-
E,ffeots, ments
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurements of Deuterated
510. ENERGY TRANSFER IN NONAROMAiIC CIIEMICAL Proteios
SYSTEMS Models of Energy-TransferAllen, A. O.
Radlat_on Re.search_ Supplement 2, p_ 471-479, 1960 Superseusitizers
IO(3
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Non-observability of Sensltizers and ,_ceeptors; The 513. PROCIiESS IN PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS
Collectiw Model Basile, L. J.
Discriminative Photosensitization b-' Dves In "Proceedings of the University of New Mexico Con/erence
" " m'.Organic Scintillation Detectors. August Ll_-17, 1960,"
Phototaxis pp. 161-17_
Electrotaxis U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Office of Technical
EJeetric Field Detection Informatiom Oak R_dge, Tenn.
(Available in TID-761_, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office oc
Interaction Effect., in Radiation Sensitivity Technical Services, _Vashing,.on, D.C.)
Changes in Spectra of Colored H_,ptens When Bound
A review of p!astic scintillators is presented which treatq
Discriminatinn Betweeo Hydrogen-Eond and Charge-Tronsf.'r preparation, lum,_'nescence properhes, mechanism of energy
Complexes transfer, and applications of these scintillators. (NSA, 1961,
Other New "i'oc_ls #29,411
Fluorescence and Carciaogenicity
Low-Energy Excitation by Neutrons 5i4. LUMINESCENCF OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC
Vacuum-Ultraviolet Tecl_aiques MATERIALS
Time-Resolution Phosphorescence Kailmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
Enhancement cf Optlca] Rotation Using Absorbed Dyes John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1952
Probes for Configurr, tions in i0 -_ Seconds Contained in this book are proceedings of an international
conference (Ne,¢ York University, N. Y., 1961) sponsored
512. PROCEEDINGS OF ?HE UNIVERSITY OF by the Air Force Aeronautical Research Laboratory, U.S. Air
NEW MEXICO CONFERENCE ON ORGANIC Force; Army Research Ofl_ee at Durham, N. C.; O_ee of Naval
SCINTILLATION DETECTORS, AUGUST 15-17, 1960 Research, U.S Navy; and New Yolk University, N.Y.
Daub, G. H., Hayes, _'. N., Sullivan, E., Editors
U.S. Atomic Energy Comwission_ Ofl_ce of Technical
Information, Oak Ridge. Tenn. 515. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ORGANIC SYSTEMS
(Available as TID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of In "Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Matedah,"
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) International Corfference Proceedings, New York University,
N.Y., 1961, pp. 282-301
I'wenty-three papers are included which were presented Kallmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
at the Conference on Organic Scintillation Detectors. The John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1962
topics treated range from measurements ef organic phosphor
properties to liquid and pl,stic scintillation detectors. (NSA, Communications, triplet states, lifetimes, and energy, trans-
1961, #29,402) fer are discussed.
THEORY
516. NONRADIATIVE _'RANSITIONS AND LUM!NES- of the interaction, the groups C,;H_ and CH). This leads
CENCE OF MOLECULES. DERIVATIVES OF TItE through t,_rsion of the molecule to a degeneration between
DIPHENYLMETHYL CATION AND OTHER the fundamental state and the first exoited state. Such degen-
TORSIONABLE AROMATIC SYSTEMS eration does not occur in the other molecules, and so the
Simon, Z. fluorescence is permitted.
Academia Republicii Populare Romine, Studii fi CercedJri
de Chimie, _. 9, pp. 667--672, 1961
The absence of t_-_ fluorescence iT, mole_,dar ions of the 517. ON THE QUESTION OF THE SPHERE OF ACTION
type diphenylmethy! is noted in contrast with the fluorescence IN THEORIES RELATING TO CONCENTRATIONDEPOLARIZATION OF FLUORESCENCE LIGHT
of diphenylamine, diphPnyl polyenes, biphenyl, and diphenyl- Szalay, L., Sarl_ny, B.
methyl. An approximate calculation of the energy variations Acta Physica et Chemica, v. 8, no. 1-2, pp. 25-29, 1962
of the states of the diphenyhnethyl ion in relation to the (in German)
torsion of the phenyl nuclei is used in an attempt to _.xplain
this absence. It is demonstrated that the difference in flue- Jablonski gave the relation R' =- 1.327 R, for the radius
rezcence behavior in these cases is due to the fact that in the R' of the sphere of action of the dye molecule during quench-
diphenylmethyl cation the electron deficiency configuration,, ing by foreign additives, and Ro the critical separation of the
of one of the phenyl nuck;i are more stable than those deft. molecules defined by Forster. The theory of concentration
eieney eon_gurations on the ce_rta'_I CH group (in the absence depolarization leads to R (radius in this case) = 1.367Ro.
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Previous measmements on Na fluorescein in aqueous glycerol gqrding the interpretation of the observed speetra of adsorbed
gave R = 70.8A, while absorption aud emission spectra led to and solute fluorescein. (PA, 1963, #2647)
the value Ro = 51.flOA, agreeing well with the second equa-
tion. Hence R'= 68.55A from ;Pb!onski's equation. The
discrepancy between R and R' L_cor_idered to be greater 521. THEORY OF FLUORESCEIN-ACTIVATEDAI:O_× H:O LAYER PHOSPHORS
than that arising from experhaental error. (PA, 1963, #3808) Lendvay,E.
Acta Phyaica Hungarica, v. 14,no. 2--3,pp. 187-210, 1962
(in English)518. FLUORESCENCE, ABSORPTION AND TEMPER- (Paperpresented at the InternationalS_.'mposiumon
ATURE RADIATION OF SOLUTIONS Luminescence--Entry #495)
Ke_iy, i., Dombl, J,, Horvai, R.
Acta Ph_ka Hungar/ca, v. 14, no. 2--3,pp. 165-166, 1962 The luminescent spectra of AI._.O_× It_O-fluorescein layer
(in English) phosphors depend on the duration of the adsorption time and
(Paper presentedat the International Symposiumon the chemical treatment of the oxide film. The change of the
Luminescence--Entry #495) hLminescent intensity and the shift _f the maximum emissiv-
A comparatively simple expression connecting the absorp- ity are connected with the rate of generation of adsorbing
tion spectrmn and the emission energy spectrum of fluorescent centers with respect to the alteration of the rate of adsorption.
The measured luminescent band contains some elementa;Tsolutions obtained by Stepanov was generaliz£-d using some
new fairly evident conditions relating to the process of fluo- lu,q'.inescent bands, which are characteristic for the lumines-
rescence. The new expression, which contains the fluorescence eence of different kinds of adsorption centers. From analysis
yield, also renders possible the calculation of the yield as a of the measured spectra, the quality of the surface and the
function of the exciting wavelength when the above-mentioned adsorption can be concluded. (PA, 1963, #3036)
spectra have been determined. The generalized formula is
well supported by the experimental data obtained on several 522. MAGNETIC AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF
dye solutions. (PA, 1963, #1695) HIGHLY ORDERED MACROMOLECULAR
STRUCTURES
Blymnenfeld, L. A., Benderskii,V. A.
519. ENERGY TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN THE CASE Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklc_-!y,v. 133, no. 6,
OF MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE pp. 1451-1454, August11, 1960
Bud6, ,L, K_qsimm/_, I. (Translatedfromthe Russianin Soviet Phys'_- -Doklady,
Aeta Phi/s/caHungarka, v. 14, no. 2--3,pp. 167-178,1962 v. 5, no. 4, pp. 919-921, February 1961)
(inOenma)
(Paperpresentedat the InternationalSymposium on Past use of electromagnetic resonance and static suscepti-
Lmniamcenee--Entry #495) bilitT techniques has opened the study of the magnetic prop-
erties of nucleic acids, nucleoproteins, and certain classes of
Secondary fluorescence is exar:.ined with regard to its theo- synthetic polymers with conjugated bonds. Observations in
retieal effect on direct measurements of emission spectrum, the latter case have been made only on the solid phase. The
yield, decay time, and de_'ee of polarization in a solution, w,dtlt a_'t form of the resonance curves, their thermal be-
Agreement with experiments on fluorescein is shown for yield havior, .ind the attair.ment of Fermanent magnetization in
and polarization. The case of sensitized fluorescence is con-
very low fields in experiments on static magnetism, indicate
sidereal, where two materials are in solution. Using results for that the investigated compounds do not appear to be of the
a solution with one solu_, the overall emission spectrum can ordinary paramagnetic type and that their magnetic properties
be derived by a linear combination of the two component are determined by collective spin interaction. The absence,
spectra, the coefficients in the combination being in agree- however, of initial moments in conjunctio,l with each and
merit with previous theories of energy transfer. (PA, 1963, every experimental value prechdes classifying these com-
#3806) pounds as ferro- or antiferromagnetic.
It has previously been shown that the anomalous magnetic
520. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE properties of biopolymers are closely connected with the con-
SPECTRA OF FLUORESCEIN servation of native highly ordered structures, and that the
Hollmann, T.A. anomalous magnetic properties of synthetic polymers are re-
Aet.a PhlMca Hangar/ca, v. 14,no. 2-3, pp. 177-185, 1962 lated to the normal packing of planes o_ conjugated rtruetttres
(in _ngltsh) (even of relatively low molecular weight) in the solid lattice.
(Paper_e_..nted at thelntema!ional Symposium on In this paper, these propecties will be provisionally termed
Lumh_seenee_Entry #495) "pseudoferromagnetism _ of highly ordered organic structures.
The near uitraviolet, visible, and near infrared spectra of ,Lay adequate iaterpretation of the observed effects mur'. ex-
tluormcein were calculated theoretically by the LCAO--MO plain the appearance of unpaired valence electrons in satu-
method of quantum chemistry. Conclusions were drawn re- rated organic structures of this type, and also provide a
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mechanism of collecti ,e spin interaction '- I. iu theJtTdUlllg '' above Internal conversion of organic molecules from the fluores-
stated properties. An attempt is made to formulate a qualita- cent (singlet) to the phosphorescent (triplet) state is inter-
tive basis for such a theory, preted as a process of excitation energy transfer operating by
the exchange-resonance mechanism. The probability, for inter-
Besides the investigated anomalous dielectric properties, hal conversion in naphthalene derivatives increases greatly
the indicated system_ should possess unusual magnetic char- with halogen substitution. The change in the spin-orbit inter-
acteristics. Polarized structures represent essentially one- action in the singlet state, responsible for the increased con-
dimensional spin chains, since unpaired --electrons _,n the version probability, is greater than the corresponding change
surface of aromatic rings cannot influence exchange inter- in the spin-orbit interaction in the triplet state. The spin--orbit
actions in a pewe,dicular direction along the axes of the coupling is much greater in quinoline than in .naphthalene,
chains. The estimated value of ! for 2 p:-electrons v,ith an but decreases when the N atom of quinoline enters into ainterval of 3.4 A is ] = + 0.030. This does not contradict
experimental values for the migrating charge complex. Obvi- hydrogen bond. (PA, 1962, _. 14,746)
nobly, with increased chain length the number of interacting
unpaired electrons increases, creating total-molecular orbits 524. ON THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF TEMPERATURE
extending the entire length of the chain; this leads to some c_TENCHING IN SCINTILLATION OF ORGANIC
decrease in the energy of the system, or to an increase in the ._'I'ANCES
effective value of ] in connection with estimates at one pair. Rozman,I. M.
Calculation shows that /_ff increases relatively slowly dowaa AkademiyaNoukSSSR, _z_estiya, Sedya Fizieheskaya.
to N = 20, and thereafter remains practically constant. One v. 24, no. 5, pp. 567-571, 1960
can assume that for sufficiently lengthy chains ]_r_ > kT (Paperpresented at the Eighth Conference on Lurainescence
throughout the investigated temperature interval. --Entry #497; tramlated from the Russianin Bu//etin of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physicd S_ie.#,
The presence of strong spin-orbital coupling in individual v. 24, no. 5, pp. 573-5771 1960)
nitrogenous bases in conjunction with anisotropy of the inter- In order to explain the reduced scintillation efficiency for
nal electric field must lead to strong magnetic anisotropy, slow a-particles accompanied with fast/t-particles, an a_tempt
developing in great breadth, and tc _ymmetry of magnetic is made to correlate it with the temperature dependence of
resonance lines, and, more specifically, to splitting of Zeeman luminescent eflleieney for the bulk materials. Localized tern-
prunes in a zero magnetic field. Thus, under certain conditions perature sources along the a-particle track are assumed with
affecting the value of the ionization potential, electron affinity, the instantaneous thermal energy/era taken as ½ the specific
and exchange interaction, highly ordered and essentially linear energy loss/era of the a-particle, giving rise to an initial
organic structures (individual macromolecules, polymer "crys-
l" " gaussian temperature distribution with adiustable mean ra-
tal ltes, crystalline monomers) must possess sucprising elee- ,lius. The theory does not yet explain the experimental data.
trical and magnetic properties. Evidently, cases can be
realized where, with an increase in N, such chains will (PA, 1962, #:14,739)
change over from a diamagnetic to a par.omagnetic state, and
thereupon to a pseudoferromagnetic state. The magnitude of 525. DIELECTRIC EFFECTS AND THE ELECTRONIC
the magnetic effect is due to the increase in the exterior elec- SPECTRA OF POLYATOMICORGANIC MOLECULES
trical field. IN SOLUTIONS
Rakhshiev,N. G.
It is possible that the biological specificity of nucleic acids Akademiya Nauk SSSR, izvestiya_ S_iva Fizlchedm_a,
and nucleoproteins is connected not as much with the se- v. 24, no. 5,pp. 587-590, 1960
quence of nueleotide_ in the chain, as with the dimensions (Paperpresented at the Eighth Conference on Yatminescence
and reciprocal interaction of regions with electrical and mag- --Entry #497; translatedtrom the Russian in lluUetin of
netic anomalies. The clouds of unpaired electrons in these the Academy of Sc/encemof the USSR, Phi/s/ca/St,des,
regions probably play a substantial role in the catalytic aetiv- v. 24, no. 5, pp. 593-596, 1960)
ity of these compounds. The purpose of the paper is to consider the universal
interactions, methods of investigating them, and ways of
523. INTERNAL CONVERSION FROM THE FLUORES- isolating them from the total effect observed experimentally.
CENCE TO THE PHOSPHORESCENCE LEVEL In accord with modern views, molecular interactions inIN NAPHTHALENE DERIVATIVES
solutions can be divided into two basic types: (1) universalErmolaev, V. L., Kotlyar,I. P., Svitashev, K.K.
AkademiyaNaukSSSR, Izveatilta, Seriya Fizicheskai/a, interactions connected with the influence of the aggregate
v. 24, no. 5, pp. 492-495, 1960 (collective) of the surrounding solvent molecules on the
(Paperpresented at the Eighth Conferenceon Luminescence solute molecule, and (2) specific (mdividual) interactions
_Entry #497; translated from the Russianin Bulletin of betwee_ the solute molecule and one or more of the sur-
the Academi/ of Scienca of the USSR,Physical Serles, rounding particte_. -This terminology is meaningful inasmuch
v. 24, no. 5, pp. 499-502, 1960) as the indicated types of interaction are obviously not equiva-
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lent: s/stems can be imagined in which there are no specific 527. LUMINESCENCE OF SYSTEMS WITH HYDROGEN
interactions, whereas collective interactions r)btain in all cases. BONDS
Zadorozhnyi, B. A.. Naboikin, Yu.V.
ha this paper, the theory is adv;_leed that a co_-_p.le.tede- Akaclemiya rqauk$SSR, lzvestiya, Serilta Fizieheskayo,
scription of an actual system can be realized only by consid- v. 24, no. 6, pp.758-762, 1960
ering both the collective (macrosegpic description) and the (Paperpresented at the EighthConferenceon Luminescence
individual (microscopic description) effect of the molecules --Entry. #497; translatedfromthe Rusrian in BuI.letinof
of the surrounding medium on the spectrum of the solute the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series,
molecule. In actual systems specific interactions are always v. 24, no. 6, pp. 761-764, 1960)
present to some degree. Therefore, the molecule of the Both theory and experiment have shown that the hydrogen
dissolved _ubstance, linked by specific interactions with a bond is evinced in the luminescence of substances in a manner
molecule of the solvent or an extraneous particle, must be similar to its manifestation in absorption spectra. Further
regarded as a new center of absorption or emission subject, consideration of the question has led the authors to the
in t_."n, to the universal action of the aggregate of the sur- following conclusions: (I) the formation of hydrogen bonds
roanding particles, which are described by the internal field (intermolecular or intramohcular) leads to increase of the
in the solution. In view of this, the first stage iv elucidating Stokes drift; (2) the hydrogen bonds may be ruptured inci-
the influence of the solvent must consist in inw:stigating the dent to electronic transitions (absorption or emission); this
general, universal effects and clarifying their contribut_ion to !cads to the appearance of fluorescence bands strongly dis-
the phenomenon as a whole. Taking into account this uuiver- placed to the long-wavelength side; and (3) in many cases
sal interaction i._ particularly important precisely _om the there may be present simultaueously two luminescence bands
standpoint of investigation of specific interactions, which in the spectra of substances with hydrogen bonds. (PA, 1962,
always and inevitably are evinced against the "backl_ound _ #14,703)
of the universal influence of the medium.
In view of the above, the question of the influence of 528. PRESENT STATE OF THE THEORY OF LUMINES-
molecular interactions on the spectra of solutions must be CENCE OF COMPLEX MOLECULES
approached in the following manner. First, the influence of Stepanov,B. I.
universal interactions on the spectrum of the absorption or Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Sedya Fizicheskaga,
emission centers must be taken into account, and after v. 26, no.l, pp. 32-41, January1962
analyzing the spectrum of the centers, the nature and strength (Paperpresentedat the TenthConferenceon Luminescence
of the specific interactions must be judged. Then the diver- --Entry #500; translated fromthe Russian in Bul/et/n of
gence between experiment and the theory describing the the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Sedem,
universal influence of solvents will be a measure of the specific v. 26, no. 1,pp. 32-42, January 1962; published 1963)
interactions. The various approaches include (1) universal relationships
obtained from thermodynamic considerations, (2) classical
526. PRESENT VIEWS REGARDING THE INFLUENCE OF dipole theory, (3) the probability method for describing the
THE SOLVENT.ON THE SPECTRA OF COMPLEX redistribution of vibrational energy, (4) the method of too-
ORGANIC MOLECULES (SUMMARYOF REPORT) merits for characterizing the spectra, (5) entropy considera-
Zhmyreva,1. A.,Zdinskii, V. V.,Kolobkov,V.P. tions, (6) Fourier representation of vibronic bands, (7)
Kochemirovskii,A. S., Rezuikova,I.I. quantum-mechanical theory of predissociation, and (8) the
hlademOla Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, SeriyaFizicheskalta, vector-parametric method for the consideration of ardsotropy.
v, 24,n0. 5, pp. 506--600,196C The following aspects of luminescence theory are discussed:
(Paperpresentedat the Eighth Conferenceon Luminescence one-dimensional models; nonlinear luminescence; systems of
--Entry #497; translated fromthe Russianin Bulletin of four electronic levels; and luminescence quenching. (PA,
tha Academy o_S_ence# of the USSR, Phyt_d Series, 1963, # 10,488)
v. PA,no. 5, pp. 602-606, 1960)"
The action of _lvents on the electronic spectra of organic 529. CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY OF
compounds is considered from three viewpoints. The effects LUMINESCENCE QUENCHING BY
of the macroscopic characteristics of the solvent on the dipole- EXTRANEOUS SUBSTANCES [COMMENTARY
dipole interactions are considered, and also the influence of ON THE REPORT OF R. I. STEPANOV]
mlcroJutemetion (J the solvent and solute. A further mecha- Samson,A. M.
nism i_ proposed for the differences in the variation of absorp- Akademsya Nauk SSSB, lzvestia, Seriya Fizlzheskay¢,,
tioI_and fluorescence spectra. This is based on a more detailed v. 26, no. 1, pp. 41--42,January 1962(Paperpresented at the Tenth Cmderence on Luminescence
discussion of the energy levels involved in the optical transi- --ENID" #500; translated fromthe Russianin Bulletin of
tions and the equilibrium separations of the various states, the Academy o! Sciences of the USSR,Phys/cul Sed_s,
(PA, 1962, #15,595) v. 26, no. 1, pv. 42-43, January1962;pubKshed1963)
IO4
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In an attempt to generalize the theory of impurity quench- The fluorescence yield 7 is given by the formula "t'=
ing, an expression is obtained for the luminescence decay law (/_ _*-/_*)/(/_ * - E_ ) (the ratio of the difference between
which may be applied to either resonance or diffusion quench- energies of all molecules having nonradiative transitions from
ing. The concentration dependence of the relative lumines- the excited state, E'*, and all molecules havi{Jg the exc;ted
cenco yield and decay time is evaluated for typ._cal parameter state, /_*, to the difference behveen E-_*and the energy of
values. (PA, 1963, #9465) molecules emitting fluorescence, E'_ ). Activation energy and
the two differences are given for tetramethyldiamino-,
530. ENERGY M!GRATION IN SOLUTIONS AND TIlE 3-dimethylamino-6-ami_ao-, 3-amino-, and 3,6-diaminophthali-
ASSOCIATION THEORY OF LUMINESCENCE mide, 1-aminoanthraquinone, B-naphthylamine, perylene, and
QUENCHING anthracene. The ratio 7/r = f (probability of radiative transi-
Levshin,V.L. tion) is tabulated for four of the compounds.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheska_'a, ..
v. 26, no. I, pp. 4q_-52,January.1962 533. APPLICATION OF A UNIVERSAL RELATION TO(Paperpresentedat the Tenth Conferenceon Luminescence STRUCTURED FLUORESCENCE AND ABSORPTION
--Entry #500; translatedfromthe Russianin Bulletin of SPECTRA OF VAPORS OF AROMATIC MOLECULES
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Sedes,
v. 915,no. 1, pp. 44-53, January196'Z;published 1963) Gruzinskii,V. V.Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya,
Studies of concentration" quenching of luminescence and of v. 27, no. 4, pp. 580-583, April 1963
molecular aggregation (dimer formation) in dye solutiov.s The formula c, ih,.AT = h(_, ..... _ v,,), where C,-_b_is the
(rhodamine 3B, S. 6G, magdala red, etc.) are reviewed. It is vibrational heat capacity and AT the difference between the
concluded that in these systems the quenching reduces to two temperature of molecular excitation, T*, and the experimental
processes: (1) internal quenching, and (2) migration of temperature, T, is applied to determ-_natirm of C, tbr for
energy, from excited monomer molecules to the noalumines- /_-naphthylamine and perylene.
cent r,ggregates. The heat of dxssociatien of the aggregates
is greater than 5 keal/mole for rhGxlamines, magda;a red and
other dyes, consistent with hydrogen bonding, but the lower 534. INTERPRETATION OF MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC
values obtained for flt,grescein dyes and the porphyrins sug- SPECTRA
gest that the aggregates are held together by van der Waals Kasha, M. '.
forces in these cases. (PA, 1963, #9466) AmericanChemical Soci,_ty, Washington, D.C.Paper 13&Division of PhysicalChemistry, presented at
the 140th Meeting, ACS,Chicago, IlL,September3-8, 1961
531. CONCENTRATION QUENCHING OF One of the fundamental elass/fieations of molecular elee-
I,UMINESCENCE tronie spectra distinguishes between electronic absorption
Le.,shin, V.L. bands which arise from the promotion of 7r-electrons to
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestlya, Seriya Fizlc,hrs'Imya, available r-orbitals, and the promotion of lone-pair e|eetrons
v. 27, no. 4, pp. 540-550, April 1963 o_c either bonding or nonbonding type to available _r-orbitals.
Luminescence quepching by associate.'] molecules in solu- The various orbital types in¢olved in molecular electronic
tion can be achieved by (1) nonactive direct absorption of tral_sitions can often be identified by use of chemical tee]_-
energy by the associated molecules, (2) resonant energy niques such as pr0tonation, or in many eases polarized light
transfer to the associated molecules, (3) diffusion of excited could be used to separate electronic transitions. Further ex-
molecules plus resonance, and (4) energy migration through per;me.ntal techniques are available.
monomer molecules plus resonance. There _re 105-10 r quench-
ing particles for one excited particle. The infl_lence of energy However, among the most powerful methods for identifying
migration in 4 can be obtained from the depolarization of electronic transitions are those using differential solvent effects
luminescence, which, as shown by calculation, is practically on the absorption band analysis. A number of different phe-
complete after the first to third energy transfer. In H.,O, nomena are observed, such as blue shifts or high frequency
mechanisms 1 and 3 are predominant, and formulas are displacements of bands for transitions involving lone-pair
derived for quenching in thick and thin layers as a function electrons, as contrasted with the normal dispersion red shift.
of concentration. Comparison with experimental lesults is In more subtle eases, differences in absorption spectra are
reported, too small to be definitive, but the emiss:'on spectra of the
molecule often permit a clear resolution of bands.
532. FLUORESCENCE OF VAPORS OF COMPLEX The use of the diverse techniques available to the dec-
MOLECULES trunie spectroscopist today .permits the study of molecules of
Borisevi©h,N.A. considera_.le eomplexity, from simple ring compounds, such
Akademilta Nauk SSSR, Izvestiva, SeriltaFiziche_katta, as .pyridine and pyrimidine, to relatively complex molecules,
v. 27, no. 4, pp. 562-569, April 1963 su".h as chlorophyll, polynucleotides, and nucleic acids.
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535. THE THEORY OF CARBON-13 SPLITTING IN found that "theoretical' integral valaes give less satisfactory.
ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPEC'IILt, predictions. The computations have been mt_de for even alter-
Fraenkd, G.K. nant_ odd altemant, and rtonalt,._rnanthydrc,_.arbon_r-electron
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. radicals.
Proper139, Divbion of Physical Chemish-y,presented at
_,e 140th Meeting, ACS,Chicago, Ill., September3-8, 1961
A quantitative theory of the isotropic C13 splitting in the 537, HfPOCHROMISM AND OTHER SPECI'RAL
elec_ror_ spin resonance spectra of organic free rad;cals is PROPERTIES OF HELICJ_L POLYNUCLEOTIDES
presented and applied to a number of ,:-_te_,ron radlica]s. The Rhodes, W.
:_pliUingsarise from sigma-pi (sp) interactions which polarize American Chem/ca/Soc/e'g, ]omaal of the, v. 83, no. 17,
both the ls and 28 electrons. The Is-orbital spin pelarization l.'p.3609-3617, Septembm 5, ,.961
is show', to contribute a term of negative sign -vith a magni- Exciton interactlon in a do, lble-stranded helical polymer,
tude comparable to that from the 28 electrons, such as a homogeneous polyrmt,leotide, leads to a splitting of
For an sp= hybridized carbon atom that is bonded to three each cxcit,'d electronic energT l;w.q of the mo'aomer into two
atowz, X_ (i = 1, 2, 3), the hyperfine constant ac has the fc-,n exciton bands of energy levels. Cor_sideratiol. of the selection
rules derived from zeroth-order functions shows that .for double-
ac -- Sc + Qcx, p + _ Qx, Cj:_ at most, one exciton level of each .ba_ad,both polarized pe=pen-
_=x _--a dicularly to file helix axis; whe,eas n--_.--* _ansitie_ are
where p_ and p_ (i = 1, 2, 3) are ",he rr-el_tron spin densi- allowed only to one level of the U?l_r band, that being polar-
ties on atoms C and Xi, respectively. The contributi,_n of the ized £arallel to tt_c helix axis. _]xaaaination oi the spectral
ls electrons -;sdetermined by S° and that of the 2s electrons properties of the four censtituents c_f deoxyribonucleic ac.;d
by the Q's, where Q_c is the sigma-pi parameter for the (DNA) reveals that c.lthough exc ton bands probably exist in
nucleus of atom A resul_Sng from the interaet4on between the regions of spectral overlap, there sh_,uld be. isolated energy
bond BC and the rr-eleetron spin density on atom 13.Ca!cula- levels lying b:]ow the malt, ¢ c.;t.,._ b_mds. These levels may
tiott- for a planar CHC 2 fragnaent modal yield Se = _ 12.7 act as localized c_gy tr_.ps Curing exeitztion l:ropagation
gauss, QCcrt = 19.5 gauss, QCec,= 14.4 gauss, and Q_'e = throu_oh the .t,c_Ax,In order to treat the r,roblem of hypoehrom-
-13.9 gauss, ism, it is _..-'c_ssaD'to L_e first-o3der £mctions. An eo.aat'on
(sLmitar '_ one deriv.<l by Tl_e,_) is ¢:eveloped which takes
The theory predicts beth the magnitude and sign of the into ace .,,t the ettect o.f cxc',on ir.ten.ction a'.d dL-persion-
hyperfine splittings and is readily applied to a variety of corn- force i_ ,_.tion on the. c'"ci._latorstrength e' the helix. ^pI, li-
pounds. Comparisons with ,.'ae available experimental d_ta cation this eq,'_tion to a t_,lic_., double-stranded poly-
indicate excellent agreement. T_'_e theory shows £aat the adenylic ,cid ]"_ving t'_e configu-ation_of DNA _'adicates that
calculated C_s interactions depend on the 7r-electron spin pc.-turbatio,._ r_u!t_:," :- ''persion-for,-_e :nteraction among
densities in a very sensitive way, and therefore measurements the bases can acco_m_ xm :_ ol_._.,ve,_h el_:_hromisrn.
of C_s splittings provide a useful criterion of the validity of • •
approximate molecular wave functions.
538. Z:VISCtlENMOLEKUY_AREEN_IGIEWANDERUNG
UND KONZENTRATION._;DEPOLARISATION
536. OPEN SHELL SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD DER FLUORESZENZ (II_ITERMOL_CULARENEP_,y
MOLECULAR ORBITAL DESCRIPTIONS OF TRANSFER AND CONCI'NTRA'rION
ORGANIC n-ELECTRON RADICALS DEFOI.J_R'ZATION OF FLUOI_SCENCE)
Snyder,L.C. Kawski,A.
AmericanChemicalSociety, Washington,D.C. Annalen do Phydk: v. 8, r_t.1-2, pp. 116-119,
Paper 126, Division of PhysicalChemistry,presented at June 14, 1961
the 144th Meeting, ACS,Los Angeles,Calif.,
March31-Alkali,"5,1963 Re, the critical molecular separation when _he probability of
emission is equal to the probability of transfer of excitatign
Spin-polar/zeal open shell self-consistent field molecular or- energy, has previously been c_leulated for fluorescein in glyc-
bital calculations have been made to describe a large number erol and anthracene in perspex. L_ae corresponding critical
of organic _--eleetron radicals. The present calculations include concentrations Co for these solutions are '2.4 y 10-a and 1.2 ×
the single annihilation techniques recently developed by Hall 10-2 mole/1. Former experimental data on concentration de-
and Amos. Computed _r-eleetron spin densities are related to polarization in these solutions are plotted for the abcce values
empirical vaiues derived from isotropie hyperfir_e structure in of Co as relative fluorescence polarization aga,nst 7, where
the electron spin resonance spectra of several radicals. A quail- 7 is the (concentration) × (1/Co) × (relative fluore_o2enee
tatively good agreement between calculated and empirical yield) _/_. The experimental results are _hown tc agree we]!
spin densities is found when semi-emplrical integral values, with F6rster's theory of concentration depolarization as
similar to those used b/Pariser and Parr, are employed. It is modified by Ore. (PA, 1961, _15,888)
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539. _BER DEN EINFLUSS DEB SELRSTAUSLOSCHUNG graJs for individual molecules. Explicit expre'_ions for the
AUF DIE KONZENTRATIONSDEPOLARISATION latter integrals are obtained th:ough an approximatian to
DER I_HOTOLUMINESZENZBESTJ_NDIGER Hutchisson's theory.
L&SUNGEN (THE INFLUENCE OF SELF-
QUENCHING ON THE CONCENTRATION
DEPOLARIZATION OF THE PHOTO-
LUMINESCENCE OF STABLE SOLUTIONS) 541. MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS IN THE EXC/TON
Bojarski,C. THEORY FOR MOLECULAR AGGREGATES.
Annalen der Physik, v. 8, no. 7-8, pp. 4112--411, II. DIMERIC SYSTEMS
September 4, 1961 McRae,E. G.
A fortnula i_ developed for the dependence Jf the polariza- Australian lou,tal ofCheralstry, v. 14,no. 3, pp. 344-.353,
tton on dyestuff concentration, based on Jablol.ski's theory of August 1961
concentration depo._arization and also taking account of self- The theory of Part I of this series _sdeveloped in detail for
quenching effects, it is _¢',umed that no chemical reactions dimeric systems. The simplest possible theory of the exciton
occur. Data for fluorescein and rhodamine B in glycerol given states for a system of two non-rigid molecules is obtained
by Feofilov and Sveshnikov are shown to disagree with through the use of perturbation theory. The theory makes
Jablonski's formula but to b-_ reasonably well represente& b_ po'_sible the prediction of electronic band structures in abs_rp-
the new f,,rmula. 'Dte emission probabilities in these two tior. and fluorescence spectra as functions of the theoretical
solutio, s are calculated. They agree roughly with the same Davydov splitting for two rigid molecules.
constants ealcz, lated from the wo,'k of several other authors.
(PA, 1962, #55) Numerical calculations are made for a dimer of a typical
dye, and the results are compared with the observed absorption
spectrum of the 1,1'-diethyl-2,2'-pyridoeyanine iodide dimer.
540. MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS IN THE EXCITON
THECRY FOR MOLECULAR AGGREG/_TES.
I. GENERAL THEORY
McRae,E.G. 542. MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS IN TIIE EXCITON
Australian Journalof Chemistry, v. 14,no. 3, pp. 329-343, THEORY FOR MOLECULAR AGGREGATES.
A_gust1961 IH. POLYMERIC SYSTEMS
A molecular aggregate is defined "as an ordered array of MeRae, E. G.Australian ]oumal of Chemi_ry, v. 14, no. 3, pp. 354--371,
identical molecules. This defimtion includes molecular crystals, August 1961
dimers, and certain polymeric aggregates of dye molecules.
The vibronic states of an electrically excited molecular aggre- The theory of Part I of this series is develaped for aggregates
gate are studied theoretically. The aggregate is treated as an o! many molecules. The low-energy exeitoa states are consid-
array of non-rigid molecules in a rigid lattice. The simplest ered 9n the basis of perturbation theory. The conditions for
turin of the excitron theory is assumed to be correct except with applicability of perturbation theory based on E-V wave rune-
regard to intramolecular vibrvtions. The molecules in the tions are examined. It is shown that per_rbation theory is
aggregate are considered as harmonic oscillators with one valid where the intermolecular interaction in the exciton state
vibrational degree of freedom, whose individual wave functions is strong and/or the vibronic progression in the monomer
are Born-Oppenheimer separable. The molecules are assumed spectrum is short.
to interact by a purely electronic mechanism. Expressions relating to the vibrational strt:_ture in electronic
Born-Oppenheimer separable wave functions for the whole absorption and omission spectra and the vibrational inhibiti6n
aggregate, here called E-V functions, are defined. It is shown of intermolecular interaction are derived. A formula connecting
th,tt the interaction integrals between E-V functions may be the polarization ratios in absorption and fluorescence is given.
expressed in terms of integrals which depend only on the The formula is shown to be relatively free from uncertainties
properties of individual molecules. Explicit expressions are arising from the use of perturbation theory, and offers a new
given for the latter integrals, method of eaIculating the theoretical Davydov splitting for a
The resonance interactions between E-V functions are de- system of rigid molecules from experimental data.
scribed. On this basis, the limiting conditions under which the Numerical calculations are made for a linear aggregate, and
E-V funetions steadily approach _xact vibronic state functions the results are compared with the observed electronic spectra
of the aggregate are spevified, of the N,N'<liethyl-_-eyaniae dye polymer.
The v_brational overlap integrals between E-V and electrordc It is shown that the rigid-lattice model is an adequate rep-
grouud-state wave functions are studied. These integrals may fomentation of the cyanir_e dye polymer, but not of the anthra-
be expressed as sums of products of vibrational overlap inte. cene crystal.
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543. MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS IN THE EXCITON 546. EXCITED STATES OF ACETYLENE
THEORY FOR MOLECULAR AGGREGATES. Wo_nieki,W.
IV. EXCITED STATES OF WEAKLY-COUPLED Bulletin de FAcadJmle Polonaisedes Sciences, S&ie des
SYSTEMS Sciences, Math_matiques, Astronomiques et Physiques,
MeRae,E.G. v. 9, no. 4, pp. 273-_,79_1961
Australian Journal of Cheraistr_,v. 16, no. 3, pp. 295-314, A 10-electron calculation using the ASMO method is re-
June 1963 ported. The ls electrons on the carbon atoms are not included.
The theory of the vibronic states of an electronically excited The calculations are carried through assuming an sp carbon
molecular aggregate is developed for the case of weak inter- valence state and for states with increasing 17characte'" up to
molecular interaction. The resulting description is comple- spz. It is found that the linear state (sp hybrids) .forms the
mentary to that derived for the case of strong intermolecvlar most stable ground state, while the most stable form for the
interaction in Parts I-III of this series, first excited (electronic) state is that formed from carbon
The intermolecular interaction term in the Hamiltonian is atoms in a pure sp_ hybrid state. (PA, 1961, #14,062)
treated as a small perturbation. A partietdar set of zeroth-order
functions for the problem, here called m-m functions, is de-
fined. The interaction integrals between m-m functions are 547. BIO-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY QUARTERLY REPORT,
studied and certain of the m-m functions are corr_.eted to the DECEMBER 1962 THROUGH FEBRUARY 1963
first order of perturbation theory. A criterion for the validity of March29, 1963
the perturbation treatment is given. California,Universityof, Lawrence Radiation Lab.,Berkeley
The effect of molecular vibrations in exciton theory is to UCRL-10743, W-7405-eng-48
inhibit intermolecular interaction. Expressions are obtained for Among the topics considered are: (1) studies on the
the vibrational inhibition factors, and their properties are quantum-conversion process in photosynthesis using photo-
related to the molecular distortion in the vicinity of the dec- induced electron spin resonance in solutions of organic elec-
tronically excited molecule, tron donors and accepters; and (2) a theoretical study of
the fluorescence of oriented dye-maeromolecule complexesAll theoretical results are discussed in comparison with those
using a planar dye molecule that can be bound with its planeof Parts I-llI. The resuhs of the two methods of treatment are
either parallel or perpendicular to the polymer axis.
eombirmed to give a general description of the excited states
of molecular aggregates. It is shown that an exciton together
with the ,_ssociated molecular distortion in polymeric aggre-
gates may be regarded as a quasiparticle analogous to the 548. THE NEAR-ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF SOME
polaron in a molecular cDstal. 9-ALKYLPHENANTHRENES
Anet, F. A. L., Bavin, P. M. G.
Canadian Journal of Chemistry, v. 41, no. 9, pp. 2160--2164,
544. DIFFERENT POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF September 1963
ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Hyperconjugation does not seem to explain the bathochromic
MACROMOLECULARCOMPOUNDS shifts relative to phenanthrene of the ct-band. The rotamericBiyumenfeld, L. A.,Bendersldi, V. A., Kalmanson, A. E.
Biefizika, v. 6,pp. 631--637,1961 forms of the alkyl substituents influence the l:and envelope.
A review with 22 references is presented.
549. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
N-HETEROAROMATICSYSTEMS.545. ESTIMATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF FOREIGN
ATOMS IN THE CORE OF CONJUGATED BONDS PART X. FIVE-MEMBERED RING SYSTEMS
ON TIlE SPECTRUM AND THE CHARGE Mason, 5. F.
DISTRIBUTION IN THE MOLECULE Chemical Society, Journal of the, London, v. 1963,
Wo/nieid, W., Kwiatkowsk_,S. pp. 3999-4002, August 1963
Bul_'etinde _Acad_n_iePolonaisedes Sciences, S_riedes (For others in series, see Entries # 842-850.) The elec-
Sciences, Mathrlmatiques, AstronomiquenetPhtk_ueA, tronic absorption spectra of _ae _za derivatives of indoli-
v. 9, no. 1, pp. 39-42, 1961 zinc, indole, and 1-methyl-l-pyrindine are analyzed in terms
FEMO calculations, taking into account the influence of of a common energy-level scheme, given by the Hiiekel
foreign atoms in the core, were _,_xried out for pyridine and theory for the indenyl anion, and first-order perturbation
pyrimidine. Theoretical estimates for the absorption bands theory. It is concluded that rr-electron delocalization is the
and bond orders are given. (PA, 1961, #9936) more extensive in the azaindolizine series than in the azaindoles.
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550. A SEMI-EMPIRICAL THEORY OI' THE 5F6. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND CHEM._CAL
R-ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF AROMATIC REACTIVITY OF ALTERNANT HYDROCARBONS
DERIVATIVES AND RELATED COMPOUNDS. lI. STUDY OF TIIE
Ni_himoto, K., Fujishiro, R. DERIVATIVES OF BENZENOID IIYDROCARBONS
Chemical Society of ]apan, Bulletin of the, v. 35, no. 6, BY THE SIMPLE M.O.-L.C.A.O. METHOD
pp. 905--910. June 1962 Zahradn_g, R., Kouteck3_, J.
Collection ot Czechoslovak Chemical Communications,
v. 28, pp. 904-934, 1963
5._1. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES AND SPECTRA OF The e2,ergies of MO of 97 models of compounds derived
NON-BENZENOID HYDROCARBONS: FULVENE, from benzene naphthalene, phenanthrene, anthracene, tri-HEFrAFULVENE, FULVALENE, HEPTAFULVALENE
AND SESQUIFULVALENE phenylene, beuz(c)phenanthrene, pyrene, ehrysene, benz(a)-
Nakajima, T., Katagiri, S. anthracene, naphthacene, picene, pery]ene, pentaphene, benz-
Chemical Societv of ]apan, Bulletin of the, v. 35, no. 6, (a) pyrene, dibenz (a,c) anthracene, dibenz (a,h) anthracene,
pp. 910-916, June 1962 dibenz (a,i) anthracene, pentaeene, antha,athrene, dibenz (a,h)
pyrene, and coronene by attaching one subst'tuent were
calculated. The group of compounds consisted of 44 members
552. o ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES AND SOME and included amino, hydroxy, chloro, and bromo derivatives.
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF The values of the total rr-eleetron energies, the highest occupied
HALOSENATED-CONJUGATED HYDROCARBONS and lowest free MO, and the N -_ V1 energies are tabulated.
Morokuma, K., Fukui, K., Yonezawa, T., Kato, H. Relations between various theoretical quantities were studied,
Chemical Society of ]apan, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 1, and the importance of the value v (v = pzI j,/81 ) for the extrac-
pp. 47--53, January 1963 tion of various theoretical indexes was stressed. Fairly close
parallelism betwee_l theoretical (fit) and experimental (_e)
excitation energies was found. Equations of the type ff_ = a V,553. THE INTERPRETATION OF ABSORPTION SPECTRA
+ b satisfy the dependence for Lb, La, and B_ bands in elec-OF CONDENSED POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC
tronic spectra.HYDROCARBONS BY USING A SIMPLE RESONANCE
THEORY. I. THE RESONANCE STRUCTURE OF
THE EXCITED STATE IN CORRELATION
WITH PLATT'S THEORY 557. NOUVELLE INTERPRETATION DU SPECTRE
D'ABSORPTION DU NAPHTALi_.NE CRISTALLISI_
Handa, T. A BASSE TEMPERATURE (A NEW
Chemical Society of Japan, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 3, INTERPRETATION OF THE ABSORPTION
pp. 235-247, March 1963 SPECTRUM OF SOLID NAPHTHAI,ENE AT
LOW TEMPERATURES)
554. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM AND STRUCTURE Cinis, A., Pesteil, P.
Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des S_ances de
OF TIIE s-TRIAMINOBENZENIUM ION l'Acad_mie des Sciences, v. 254, no. 5, pp. 849-851,
Mataga, N. - January 29,1962
Chemical Society of Iapan, Bulletin ot the, v. 36, no. 3,
pp. 357-358, March 1963 Numerous very weak lines have been observed by earlier
workers. The authors attribute them to the effect of the crystal-
Theoretical calculations are reported on the electronic spee- line Stark field lifting the degeneracy of exeiton states of, thetra of ._,-triaminobenzene and s-triaminobenzenium ion and on
same quantum number. The frequencies of many of these lines
the stabilities of the protonation products of amincbenzenes,
are recorded together with their polarizations. (PA, 1962,
which give a basis for interpretation of the absorbed results. #12,595)
The calculated spectra are in satisfactory agreement with the
observed values. Ahhough the hypereonjugation was excluded
in this calculation, it may be taken into account by some 558. CINI_TIQUE DE LA COMPOSANTE RAPIDE DE
ap2:'oxlmate method. Tables are presented of (1) calculated LA SCINTILLATION DANS UN MILIEU ORGANIQUE
electronic spectra in comparison with the observed values and PUR. APPLICATION AU CAS DE L'ANTHRAC_NE
(2) localization energies of some aminobenzenes. (KINETICS OF TIlE FAST COMPONENT OFSCINTILLATION IN A PURE ORGANIC MEDIUM.
APPLICATION TO THE CASE OF ANTHRACENE)
555. THE ELECT£,ONIC SPECTRA AND STRUCTURES Blanc, D., Cambou, F., Gervais de Ldond, Y.
Compte8 Rendus Hebdomadaires des S_ances de
OF e-TRIAMINGBENZENIUM AND SOME l'Acad_mie des Sciences, v. 254, no. 18, pp. 3187-3189,
BELATED IONS April 30, 1962
Matap, N.
Chemical Society of ]ap_n, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 9, A formula is presented for specific intensity of fluorescence.
pp. 1.1.09-1118, September 1963 An application of the formula to anthracene is made, and the
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results are eonfirmed by experiment. An exponential decrease The retarding interac'ion betweer_ electrons in a crystal leads
in fluorescence with the same time constant as that for electron to the creation of new elementary excitations, te_med poi,;ri-
exe_tation is noted, tons, in place of excitons and transverse photons. It is shown ",,:
that this effeet leads to the occurrence of long-wave absorprion
which, for positive effective exciton mass and high oscillator
559. ON THE DIFFUSION MODEL OF LOCALIZED powers, determines the form of the long-wave edge of theEXCITON IN THE PHC/rOSYNTHETIC SYSTEM
Takeyama,N. exciton absorption band. The benzene molecular parameters
Experlentia, v. 18, no. 6, pp. 289--291,1962 are used as an illustrat,.'ve example.
In a system such as chlorophyll-a, in the plr.otosy'nthetie
apparati:_ there exists a short-range molecular order, but no
long-range order as for. example in a crystal, It is possible 562. EXCITON ABSORPTION IN MIXED MOLECULAR
therefore to have localized excited states and consequently the CRYSTALS
transfer of energy by the movement of the excited state from Broude, V. L., Rashba, E. I.
one molecule to a neighboring one. From a consideration of the Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 3, no. 7, pp. 1941-1949, July 1961
absorption and fluor,_,scenee bands, calculations are carried out (Translated from the Russian In Soviet Phy_'_t--Solid State,
of the diffusion constant, and the diffusion distance of a v. 3, no. 7, pp. 1415-1420, January 1962)
localized exciton in the chlor,Jphyll-a system; in addition, the
frequency of energy transfer is calculated. Figures are given A simplified theory was developed for the exciton absorption
showing the relation between (1) diffusion eonstant and of light "n mixed molecular crystals. A preliminary comparison
was _..a6e between theory and experiment, showing that the(2) ta'ansfer frequency and chlorophyll concentration. For a
system with chlorophyll concentration of 0. I mole/l the transfer main regularities observed in experiments are correctly de-
frequency is calculated to be 4.07 × 10_' see -x. An experi- scribed by the theory and are connected with the simultaneous
mental value of 1 × 10x_ see-; has been reported by Teale excitation of molecules of different kinds.
(Entry #815) from the measurement of the fluoreseenee
dipohrization of ehlorel_a. (PA, 1962, #16,633)
563. THE ROLE OF DEFECTS IN EXCITON
560. ELEC'I_ONIC STATES OF LONG POLYENES WITH LUMINESCENCE OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
ALTERNATING BOND LENGTHS Konobeev, Yu. V.
Pople, J. A.,Walmslcy, S.H. Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 12,pp. 3634-3639,
Faraday Soeiety, Tmnmctiom of the, v. 58, no, 471, pt. 3, December 1962
pp. 441--448,March 1962 (Translatedfrom the Russianin Soviet Phys/ce--Sol/d Stat,,,,
v. 4, no. 12, pp. 2658-2661, June 1963)
A description of the electronic states of long polyenes is
given in which the basic functions correspond to the extreme A calculation is made for the probability of an exciton being
case of localization of the =-electrons to double bonds in the converted into light by a defect in the crystal structure without
chain. Two types of electronic excited states are found: (1) accompanying localization of the electron excitation energy at
those at higher energies in which the excited electron and hole th(: .defect. It is shown that this process actually occurs in a
are dissociated, corresponding to conduction states; and (2) number of favorable cases and can compete with ex:iton
energy states falling below the conduction band in which the capture by an impurity.
electron and hole are bo;tnd.
Calculations, using the semi-empirical LCAO molecular
orbital theory of Pariser and Parr, are made for a case of weak 564. THE LOCALIZED CHARGE IN THE AVERAGE
and strong alternation. The lowest excited _tate predicted for FIELDS OF ATOMS IN ORGANIC MOLECULES
the former agrees fairly well with the observed limit of the Sparatore,E.
lowest absorption band as the chain length tends to infinity. Gazzetta Chimica Italiana, v. 90, pp. 1348-1364,1960
An estimate o._the effects of polarization on the states predicted
by this model is made. Equations are developed which define the atomic charge q,
of an atom r as the integral to the region Vr (i,e., a sphere of
the radius 0.6 A, as defined for this purpose) of the global
561. CONTRIBUTION TO THE EXC.rrON ABSORPTION electronic density. The effect oa q_ of the _,-e,lectrons localized
BAND EDGE THEORY on the various litddng orbits of the molecule, and the displace-
Allranovieh,V. M., Konobeev, Yu.V. ment of these orbits, as well _ the effects of the =-electrons,FtlaimT_dogo Tala, v. 3, no. _, pp. 360-369,
February1961 are expressed in equation_. The integrals of partial super-
(Translatedfromthe Russia, in Sovt,t PhVt_s--SoUd Slate, imposition or displacement for the Is, 2s, 2p,, and 2p, orbits ::
v. 3, no. 2, pp. 200--$188,Augmt 19(il) of H, C, and N atoms (useful in calculating qr) are tabulated.
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565, RECHERCIIES SUB LE STRUCTURE of n,:phthalene. In naphthalene the radiation is absorbed to
I_:LECTRONIQUEDU NAPHTALI_NE PAR LA the S+,f,,_e exciton state; then it degrades to the 5_ perturbed
MI_,TIIODEL.C.A.O. ANMI_LIORI_E(INVESTIGATION exciton whkh plays the principal role in long-range transferOF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF
NAPHTHALENE BY A MODIFIED L.C.A.O. METHOD) of energy. The c:_ergy ;3 cm-_ttodspontar,eously as fluorescence
Julg,A., Francois,P., Mourre,It. or may be captured by imperfections, or a p:_rt ]s transferred
]ournal de Chimie Phgsique etde Phusicoc_,in,_ Biologique, to the lowest triplet state where phosphorescence occurs. In
v. 59, no. 4, pp. 363--,366,April 1962 anthracer:e and diphenyl the situation is simpler. (PA, 1962,
#23,122)
The electronic structure ot naphthalene was studied by a
modified LCAO method. The c.dculations were performed for
'.hree different geometries. The resultant electronic charges,
alti,,')ugh al',vays close to unity, showed significant variations. 568 COLOR AND CHEMICAL CONS,'_ITUTION
The determination of transition energies led to a new _nter- Juster, N. J.Journal oJChemicel Education, v. 39, r_._.x.l, pp. 596-601,
pretation of the absorption spectrum. The ca!culated ionization November 1962
potential is hi good agreement with experiment. (PA, 1962,
#22,992) A general discussion of light and its reception, and a history
of work in the field of color and chemical constitution are
followed by a section on the principles of color production.
566. _..TUDE TIlI_OI_QUE DE LA POLAR:SATION DE The following explanation is taken from tiaat section.
FLUORESCENCE DES MACROMOLECULES Early spectrographic work led to the conclusion that whenPORTANT UN GROUPE EMETTEUR MOBILE
energy (heat, light or other wave forms) is absorbed by matterAUTOUR D'UN AXE ROTATION (THEORETICAL
STUDY OF THE POLARIZATION OF THE the energy gain xs directly proportional to the frequency.
FLUORESCENCE OF MACROMOLECULES Thus, E 2 -- E 1 =: by, where E- and E_ are quantum energy
CARRYINGA MOBILE EMITTER GROUP levels (usually ground state and excited state, respectively),
AROUND THE AXIS OF ROTATION) h = Planck's constant and v is the frequency. The energy
Goflib, Yu. Ya., Wahl, P. absorbed causes a qt "nttlm jump from Ex to Ez by electrons
]oumal de Chimle Physique et de Physicochimle Biologique, when the frequency of the impinging energy matches that
v. 60, no. 7-8, pp. 849--856.July-August 1963 described by Planck's equation for one or more "allowable"
A simple mode I. can be used to explain the polarization of quantum jump(s), as determined by the nature of the sub-
fluorescence of a solution of macromolecule_ ea'.ryi_g a flue- stance involved; this frequency has been temtcd the "natural"
rescent group fixed by covalent bonds; the fluorescent group is or "resJnant" frequency of the electron wave. The mechPvism
assamed mobile around a rotational axis linked to a spherical involved is simply an addition of electrical and magnetic
vectors of the resonant light frequency with the molecularmaeromolecule. The calculation is directed first to the case
in which the rotation is entirely free, then to that ia which the electron system. A widely supported thesis which is derived
r(;tation takes place by disconti_,uous jumps between deter- from wave mechanics pictures conjugated unsaturaUon in a
mined positions. Finally, the theory is appI;_d to experiments molecule as consisting of a delocalized electron wave pattern
carried out on poly-p-aminostyrene, zrining from the overlap of parallel 7_-orbital electrons to form
a single polarizable 7r-cloud (a molecular orbital). When the
adjoJning p-orbitals cannot be aligned in parallel fashion, such
overlap does not occur and there can be no de!ocalization.
567. PROCESSUS EXCITONIQUES DANS LES In order to have the vector addition mentioned above, theCRISrAUX MOL_.CULAIRES. 1. EXCITON
PERTURBEI_PAR LES VIBRATIONS (EXCEl'ON impinging electromagnetic radiation must encounter electro-
PROCESSES IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS. magnetic vector forces in the molecule at the "natu.al" or
I. VIBRATIONALLYPERTURBED EXCITONS) "resonant" freqt_ency. This occurs primarily when thP .a,_le-
lguchi, K. cule possesses a p_rmanent dipole and/or a delocalized _]ectron
lournd de Physique et le Radium, v. 23, no. 7, pp. 433-445, system that is polm'izable by the interacting electromagnetic
July 1962 vectors.
The general theory of vibrationally perturbed excitons is Subsequently the excited state returns to the ground state
developed, and the expression of the e!ectric dipole transition and the energy is relatively rapidly reradiated as heat (via
moment by the inclusion of the vibratiol,al interaction is collisions with other molecules), fluorescence and/or phos-
obtained. It is she,wn that a non-raaiative transition occurs from phorescence. Thus, the frequencies that may be ab3orbed
S_ to S_ in nap_',thalene with a probability of about 10:x sec -a depend on the number and types of transitions possible for
at 3000K. The first terms of the multi-phonon transition are the molecule, including especially electron transitions. The
obtained by expanding the perturbed vibrational functions electron delocalization leaves the system at a lower quantum
into series. The correction factor f for the energy" transfer is ener_,,Jylevel, so that quantum jumps to the close-lying more
computed. This explains th_ Davvdov splitting oi the spectrum localized excited states involve a greater number of smaller
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energy transitiwas. Due to vii.rational and rotational e.aergies, phorescent triple, state of naphthalene; some correlation with
the number of energy dkffere,ces or quantum j,'mps (and experiment is noted.
hevce freclueneies) are incre.,sed b,y sin.fit amounts near h.,._
electronic _ate transitiov.s. Because of the close spacing of In reply to J. H. van der Waals' subsequent comment that
the quantum level transitions there is also a fairly wide, but more rigorous treatment would be diffcult because of singu-
closely st)aced, band of frequencies which can be absorbed, lari*ies encoutatered, McWeepy considecs the cal,.-,datiens
For gases and for liquids _nd solid- at very 19w tempecatures again (ibid.. no. q, pp. 1065-_066. March 1961).
the frequencies may still be separated ._sqldividual absorption
b__.-.ds.4t -.-.._m..-_ll_m ,eratures for liauids_ and solids the
frequency bands merge and there results a region of continuous 570. QUANTUM MECH_,NICS OF MOBIL_ ELEC¥1_ONS
absoxption. Thus, a substance will appear colored only ff IN CONJUGATED BOND SYSTEMS. I. GENERAL• ANALYSIS IN TIlE TIGHT-BINDING FORMULATION
sel_tive absorption occurs in the visible region of the spec- Ruedenberg, X.
_Jrn: this is related to ti:e resonant flequency of the molecular !o_lrnai of Chemical Fl_y_/c_,v, .34,_o. 6, pp. 1861-1877,
electrBn wave. At ordinary, temperatures most of the molecules June 1961
are at an essentially zero-point of vibrational energy, and in
:* their lowest electronic state. As energy is absorbed they go to Tbe quantum-mechanical tre._tment is carried through for a
a higher electronic state, but not necesse.rily to the zero-point se_ of electrons in a hom.onuclear conjugated bond system of
:Jr vibration_ energy for this state. This exce;s vibrational arbitrary size, including electronic interaction and all overlap
energy is quickly lost ]n cofiisions. In ordinar._ nonfluorescent effects between neighbors. All framework contributions are
and nonphosphorescent substances, the "ransitaon to the lower obtained by explicit integration over the fiamework Hamil-
electron_ state is bridged by going from a low -Abrational tonian, including the effect oc nonconjugatcd neighbor atoms
energy in th_ exc,.'ted state to :_.high ¢ibrational energy ;n the and differentiating between different types of.conjugated ate.ms
ground stzte (Et). The result _s a c_mplete return without (joint, nonjomts, etc.). Expressions are given for the ground-
t:_ emission of _5sible radiation (light is converted to kinetic state energ',, ionization potential, electron affinity, electro-
energy at various stages), negativitT, a._.dfor the configuration interactiov, matrix for the
" calculation of excited states, assuming singly excited eonfig-
When the energy level ava, lable in the ground state is very- urations. The results take simple forms permitting instnlctive
much lower than the zero vibrational energy level in the interpretations. The partial additivity of one-electron binding-
excited s'ate, visible radiation (_mresc_nee) results. Because eptrgy cnntr;but,ms, ")brained as eigenvalues of topological
of the init;:d 1.ossof vibrational energy before the transition molecular orbitals, and the approximate validity'of the "neglect
involving radiation, t!,e frequency of the emitted radiation is of differential overlalz are ploved. (PA, 1361, #9940)
lower than that of the absorbed radiation and nearly inde-
pendent of it. If the molecule in the ground state has a high
vibratSonal energy when absorption occurs, the frequency of 571. QUANTUM MECHANICS OF MOBILE ELECTRONS "
the emitted raoiatmn may be higher th.m that of the absorbed IN CONJUGATED BOND SYSTEMS. li. AUGMENTED
radiation In phosphorescence, the molecule in the excited TIGHt-BINDING FORMULATION
state loses vibrational energy and reaeh_' a semistable level Ruedenberg, K.
from which a transition to a lower It" _.Idoes not occur readily. Journal of Chemical Phydcs, v. 34, no. 6, pp. 1878--I883,
it ordinarily leaves this level by £t:, ab-orbing energy from June 19_til
oat_de, usuall/ from mclec_.lar coilisic,s, then going to a The analysis of ho"aonuelear conjugated systems, which is
slightly higher energy, level, and t_nallyemitting radiant energy given within the limits of the tight-binding approximation in
to re.*um to the ground state. The length of time it remains }',:rt I, is extended to include the interactions between non-
in the semistab!e !euel determines the time lag between absorp- neigi,!_ r atoms and the variahon in the interactions betwee,l
tion and emission. Examples of color-producing organics are neighboI atoms. Both kinds of interactions are included a_,
cited, perturbation effects on the tight-binding approx;mation. As a
consequence, the formahsm developed for the latter is not
being complicated end the interpretations remain unchanged.
5'39. ZERO-FIELD "F.T,rl NG OF MOLECULAR Application to benze,. _ and naphthalene illustrates the ap-ZEEM3_ ..... LS
MeW: ,:'. 1_ proaeh. (PA, 1961, #9941)
lm_n,d ,'_C't_mle_ Phydc*, v. 34, no. 2, pp. 399-401,
Febrt_try1961
572. QUANTUM MECI_ANICS OF MOBILE ELECTRONS
"l_,ispaper deals with the ,;eneral theow of electron spin-spin IN CONJUGATED BOND SYSTEMS. IlL TOPOLOGI.
coupling by me.am of a "c_mpling anisou'opy function" defined CAL MATRIX AS GENERATRIX OF BOND ORDERS
i_ terms of the two-electron density matrix, and involves Ruedenberg,K.
app-oxhnatJons which lead from the general re.suits to simple ]oumal of Chemical Physics, v. ,'14,no, 6, pp. 1884-1891,
(orbit: i) approximations. The theory is applied to the phos- _,une1961
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It is shown that in hcmonuelear conjttgated systems the 575. QUANTUM MECtiANICS OF MGBILE ELECTRONS
varinus bond orders and sin,Jar quantities can be wr'tten as IN CONJUGATED BOND SYSTEMS.
_::a!rix ft _ctions of the topo!,-_i,.al incidelace matrix. This VI. THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF ENERGY
entails tile existence of a number of useful gene-:tl relations CONTR'_BUTIONS
Ruedenberg, K.
between there various quantities. Fhe relations inch:de as
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp. 1907-1913,
speci_,._ cases: Conlson and Rushbrook_'s theorem on charge June 1961
orders in alternants; Hall's theorem on bond on'lers in alter-
nants; MeWeeny's theorem on the formal charges; llam and The general formmae of Part I are used to analyze the energy'
_,._A,_I ..... "........ 1,_-;__ k,_ ...... r',,.I ....... A '_.,11;1-,_, l ..... A col_tributions of the molecular flarnewor__ of a .-.-electron svs-
orders for neighbors in alterlmnts. The Ham-Ruedenberg- tern in detail, w_thout use of additional assumptions. The
Platt relation between valence-bond bond orders and ztolecular _':.,lence-state potential of carboz:, used in the framework
orbital theo_- is closely related. A number of new relations potent:al, and the 2pr. atomic orbitals are determined by a
minimum principle. The coulomb integ-al and resonance mte-
betnveen bond orders are derived and discussed. Tl_e general- gral are evahmted from their constit-:ent il:tegrals in the tight-
ization from ahernants to nor,alternants it; g.ive:l particular binding: approximation. The agreenicnt with the empirical
attention. (PA, 1961, #'9942) value_ is unsatisfactoD' for the coulomb integral but vc_, good
for the resouance integral The approximate proportionali_,
between er.ergy matr;x elements and overlap integrals is proven
573. QUANTUM MECHANICS OF MOBILE ELEC'IRONS for a variation of the internuclear distance betweeL, 1.26 and
IN CONJUGATED BOND SYSTEMS. 1.54 A. (PA, 196], #9945)
IV. INTEGRAL FGRMULAS
Ruedenberg, K.
Journal of Chemical Phyrics, v..34, no. 6, pp. 189'2-1896, 576. COHERENT STIMULAT¢.'_ EMISSION FROM
June 1961 ORGANIC MOLF*:I:L_tR CRYSTALS
Formulae are established for all carbon and hydrogen pene- Brock, E. G., C,_-,,szky. P., Hormat_. E., Nedderman, H. C.,
tration integrals occurring in the tight-binding approximation Stirpe, D,, Uvt_rleitner, F.
Journal ot • heroical Physics, v. 35. no. 2, pp. 759-760,
of the theory of mobile electrons. The orbital exponents of _e
• " Augd_t lg_ t
penetrated shie!diag orbitals may differ from the orbita.1 expo-
nent of the penetrating 2p_-electrons. A simple eorrelatic.n The properties of conjugated molecules ._tron_:ly suggest
between kinetic energy integral and overlap integral is found, several methods in which mase: action may be obtained. At
(PA, 1961, #9943) microwave frequencies, the pei:',!_ion Ci the Zeeman levels of
,- ..:_e hrst triplet state may be used, and this ma,;e:" action would
occur only when op6z,'.; excitation was applied• Stimulated
emission at ot, ticai wavelengths is proposed using radiatwe574. Ol, t_'r,'_ MECHANICS OF MOBILE ELECTRONS
tre,nsitions from met;,stable triplet states. Factors affecting theIN CONJUGATI_.D BOND SYSTEMS. V. EMPIRICAL
DETERMINATION OF INTEGRALS BETWEEN feasibility o_ these experiments are discussed. (PA, 1961,
CARBON ATOMIC ORBITALS FRO_,_ ,_ _2,489)
EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON BENZENE
Ruedenberg, K., Layton, E. M., Jr.
Journal o] Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp, 1897-190 'r, 577. PARAMACNETIC EXCITONS IN MOLECULAR
June 1961 CRYSTA_q
Sternlicht, H., MeC,e__n_ql,t-I. M
It is shown that the experimental information given in the ]ournal of Chemical Physics, ",. 35, no. 5, pp. 1793-1800,
-,.ltraviolet spectrum of benzene uuiquely determines the two- November 1961
center coulomb integrals between the 2p,-r atomic orbitals of
Th_ possibility of ,_sing ESR to study paramagnetic excited
carbt, n as a function of the internuclear distance. The calcu-
lations are carried out including all terms involving neighbor electronic st_.tes ot aromatic crystals is explored. Fwo limiting
cases are co',side_cd, on the one hand the excitatio_ e_er'gy
overlap. For the many-center electron-interaction it_tegrals, the
moves from molecule to molecule by a diff ".in protean; on
Mulliken approximation and th,, London approximation are the other the triplet excitation is described by a Frenkel
both considered with little ditierence in the results. Some exciton. In either case mtermolecular prop_agatiou o_the triplet
peculiar properties of the empirically determined distance excitation is ass:_med to prccee_i through virtual tr;plet ioni-
dependence are co_apa_ed with the theoretical behavior of z._ticn states. The theory of the ._pin resonance of _riplet
two-center coulomb integrals. The empirical values for the e._cito_,,: is developed i:, some detail. It is shown that there is
resonance integral and :.he coulomb integral are also found, only a wea" dependence of the spectra on the k vector of the
The investigation differs from similar work of Pariser by the _xciton wave, except when k is near regions or band dege,_era-
inclusion of overlap effects. (PA, 1961, #9944) cie.,. Band degeneracies artse from time-reversal symmetry in
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benzene, naphthalene, and coronene crystals and occur on is the roost important energy, loss mechanism for slow elec-
boundary" planes of the t_.-stBrillouin zone. A spin Hamiltonian trons for energy regions in which it occurs. Calculation of the
is calculated for these three aromatic crystals for most k vectors vibrational exeitatioa cross section using the proposed mecha-
which are far removed from regions of band degeneracy, nism has been carried out for hydroge,a molecules, and the
Two-line specti'a (with no hyperfine structuze), representing result "s compared with the experimental observations. The
an average over the molecular sites in the unit _fi, ar_. ob- estimated cross section is in the order of 1 Az.
tained. Scattering of the exciton wave by lattice vibratioas
can cause line broadening and also can serve as a rneehanism
for shin lattice relaxation. 581. PARAMAGNETIC EXCITONS IN SOLID FBEEP,ADICALS
MeCfm..'__I!, H. M.,Lynden-Beil, .R..
578. STRUCTUBAL PdgQUIKEMENTSOF OBGANIC Ioumal of Chemic_d p.k.u_, v. 38, no. 9, pp..239ff-2397,
LIQUID SCINTILLATOBS May 1, I96e_
Heller, A. It is suggested that the low-temFerature paramagnet;sm of
Journal of Chem_:al Ph_ics, v. 35, no _1.pp. 1980-1986, many aromatic free-radical solids may be due to triplet exci-
December 1961 tons, and that the foxmation of these exciton states rather than
A theory, is proposed to explain the relationship between the other low-temperature magnetic states is due to low-
structure and :he scintillation efficiency of organic liquid sein- temperature crystal lattice structures that favor a singie pair-
tillators. T'ne requirements for good scintillation prol>zrties in ing of electrons on neighboring molecules. As ar c_ample, it is
given solvent-solute systems are found to be (1) the existence shown that the l:,aramagnetic resonance spectra of ce;tain
of pairs oi' energy levels in the solute whic_a are identical with TCNQ charge-transfer complexes observed by Chestnut and
those involved in the excitation of the solvent, and (2) a non- Phillips may be interprete(, in te._a_ of triplet excitons.
rigid strocture in the sdute, capable of undergoing conforma-
tional changes in the excited state. It was found that the 58"2.COMPARISON OF LOCALIZED AND DELOCALIZED
behavior of liquid scintillators satisfied these requirements. MODELS FOB n--_lt* TRANSITION:_:A POSSIBLE
scintillation properties were predicted for some hitherto INTERPRETATION OF THE OBSERVED
unknown scintillators. (PA, 1962, #1157) SYM-TETBAZINE FLUORESCENCE
EI-Bayoumi,M. A., Kearn:_,D. B.
]ournal of Cheraical Phys_s, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2516-2517,
579. DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF BOND ALTERNATION May 1, 1962
IN CYCLIC POLYENES
Gout_man, M.,Wagni&e, G. Different theories of n---*7r*transitions in monocyclic azines
I_mudofChemicalPhysie_, v. 3e, no. 5, pp. 1188-1196, have been examined i-1 detail in order to explain recent
I, lf_,"= experimental results; in particular, the observed fluorescence
from the lowest n,Tr*singlet state of sym-tetrazine. Two ess_,n-
The theoretical shapes of the poten_al curves for bond tia!ly different theoretical models for n-->,-r* transitions have
alternation in ground and excited states in cyclic polyenes are been suggested. In the "deloealized model" which has been
given. It is shown ",hatthe current MO model tends to give a used by ,_.ason and by Goodman and Harrell, an electron is
rather small barrier to tunneling between the two alte-nating promoted from a no zbonding MO (formed by taking the
nuclear configurations, and that the barrier disappears in the proper linear combination of the nitrogen nonbonding AOs)
excited states. If the potential curves do differ between grou_,_l to the lowest unfilled 7r* MO. EI-Sayed and Robinson sug-
and excited states, peculiar proffr_sions should appe_ in the gested an _._dependent systems model, i.e., a "localized
s_,,_trum. Aa anal_is is presented of the low-temperature model," in order to explain certain features of the spectra of
spectrum of CxsH;e Ltlat shows no such effect. It i_ suggested diazines trapped in rare-gas mat_ces at liquid-helium temper-
that the success that bond alternation has had in interpreting ati,res (4.2"K). In this wodel n-->rr* transitions are assumed
various phenomena is dye to the fact that it makes the electrons to be highly localized due to the coulomb attraction of the
le_ free titan current m,odels would, but that this effect may excited electron and the hole it leave= behind, and involve
stem from other subtler causes. (PA, 1962, #8121) excitation o{ a nitrogen nonbondi_g electron to a p-orbital
localiz_l on the same ni,'Togen :___m In ".he d_azines two
.$80. EXCITATION OF MOLECULAr, VHIBATION BY orbitally degenerate sin_let n,,_* stvtes result. The degeneracy
$LOW-ELECTRO_t-IMPACT is removed 19,,._ekmg into account electron-electron inter-
_lm_l. C. Y.,MagH, J.L. _,)_, an¢_ this gives rise to _avo no=degenerate n,rr* singlet
_lmmta/o_C_ Phl_do,,v. 36, no. 6, pp. 1407-1,1!1, states.
Mar_h15,10611 The semiempirical theory for n-_r* transitions of mono-
A mechanism for excit_._ion of molecular vibration by slow cyclic azines presented in this paper seems to account for
electron impact invohring negative-ion states as i_termediates most experimental observation.° much n, ore satisfactorily. The
is p_ and dlsctu_d. It is believed that this mechanism treatment may be summarized as follows:
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(1) The form and energy of the lowest unfilled MO may that the molecular quantum y,'eld of lluorescence increases
be determined from the benzene orbitals by the use of a with (I) the lifetime of the first excited singlet state of the
perturbati,m scheme suggested by Coulson and Longaet- solvent, (2) the transition probabilities from the levels of the
Higgins. solute that correspond to the levels involved in the excitation
(2) The singlet-triplet splittings of n,.-r* states will vary of the solvent, and (3) the increase in the degree of degen-
• eracy in the solute levels corresponding to those involved in
according to the coefficients of the r.*-p AO on the nitrogen the excitation of the solvent. Minimum values of the molecular
atoms for different azines, quantum yield of fluorescence of a group of aromatic hydro-
(3) The trc--.tme.n)starts with a zero-order approx._mation carbons arc computed at different concentrations of "din
in which each n---_r._ transition involves the l¢:ne-pai, elec- .^n..... -r,t........... a_ .._.,_. ,___I..._1..... , ......... a:_.;____
trons of a sin_zlenitrogen atom. Depending on the number of anthracene, perylene, p-quaterphenyl and p-lerphenyl. The
nitrogen atoms in the azine there are degenerate n,:r.* states diwe'asions of the excited aggregates _hat me formed by the
for each multiplicity. By applying first-order configuration exchange interaction between the niolecules in liquid or
intexacti_n the orbital degeneracy is removed. The splifling plastic scintillators are estimated from Basile's data for solu-
of the orbitally degeneraie states increases with a decrease iv tions of PBi) in polyvinyltoluene. The number of monomer
the N-N distance and is larger for the singlet states than for milts per aggregate is about 1.2 × 103 and the radius of
the corresponding triplet states, interaction abort', 18 A. The quen6ning of fluorescence by
o.vygen is explained by the existence of r-electron level pairs
This taeatment _='counts tor the variation of the center of of almost similar energy difference in the solvent and the
gravity of the singlet components zud correctly predicts the solvent-oxygen complex (Tsuborrmra and Mulliken, 1960),
selection rules. For pyrazine the low-energy component is and l:-J the short lifetime of the co_aplex compared with that
predicted to be forbidden, in agreement "with the predictions of the sol-ent. The latter results from the lower order of
and observations of E1-Sayed and Robinson. For the other
symmetry o_ the complex in comparison with that of the
aziues which have been studied (e.g., pyndazine and Win- =-electron system in benzene. (PA, 1962, #13,347)
tetrazine) the low-energy eomponen _ is pred_.eted to be al-
lowed, corresponding to what is observed. An explanation is
offered for the n,_r* fluorescence ,,Jrsym-tetraz_ne which has ._85. P,ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ABSORPTION INTENSITY
been observed, although it is not usual for fluoresce_ee to AND FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME OF MOLECULES
occur ff a triplet n,r.* state is the lowest excited state. By Striekler,$. J., Berg, R. A.
this theory the lowest singlet n,Tr_ state is predicted to be y,_t_,nalof Chemical Phg6cs, v. 37. no. 4, pp. 814--822,
slightly lower in energy than the lowest triplet state of sym- Au_,,'ast15, 1962
tetrazine, and the.only radiative path is fluoresceuce since rto
competing intersystem crossing exists. The equations usual':y given relating fluorescence lifetime
In absorption intensity are strictly applicable only to atomic
systems, whos_ transitions are sharp lines. This paper gives
583. VIBRATIONAL STRUCTURE OF MOLECULAR the derivation ot a modified formula
EXCITON STATES
Merrifield, R.E. 1it o = 2.880 × 10-9 n2 <'¢_ > Av -_ (gJgu) j" td In'C,
]ournal _ Chemical Phy,ics, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2519--_5_0,
May l, 1962 which should be valid for broad molecular ban.ds when the
transition is strongly allowed. Lifetimes calculated by this
The Born-Oppenheimer separation of nuclear and elec- formula are compared with measured lifetimes {'ora number
tronic m_tionis not valid for molecular exc"ton . _ates, how- of organic molecules in solution. In most cases the values
ever, if the Born--Oppenheimer approximation is valid for the agree within exlg_.rimental error, indicating that the formula
individual molecules, such a separation can be obtained, and is valid for such systems. The limitations of the forrr,ula and
at, effective ttamiltonian derived for the nuclear motion. (PA, the results expected for weak or forbidden transitions are also
1962, #lfl,f135) discussed. (PA, 19132, #20,782)
584. ORGANIC LIQUID SCINTILLATORS. IlL ON THE
QUANTUM YIELD OF FLUORESCENCE AND 586. STUDY OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY
THE QUENCHING OF FLUORESCENCE DISTRIBUTION IN THE SIMPLE,R HYDROCARBONS
BY OXYGEN Roux,M., Cornille, M.,Burnelle, L.
Heller, A. ]cured of Chemical Physic#,v. 37, no. 5, pp. 933--936,
Iournal of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 11, pp. 2858-2861, September 1, 1962
June 1.1962 The e.leetrouic charge distxib_tion is calculated in the mole-
Expre_ior._s for the quantum yield of fluorescence of arc- cules of acetyldne and ethylene by making use of a hmction
matic hydrocarbons in benzene and alkylbenzenes are derived which character._zes the effect of bond formation on the
assuming zero internal quenching. Tl-ese expressions indicate electronic density. In agreeraent with earlier results on
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methane, the effect is found to coltsist in a charge removal 589. PROPOSED EFFECT OF HIGH PILESSURES ON
. D'I_fr6m the vicinity of the nuclei and a buildup of electron THE RADIA11ONLESS ,..OCESSES
density in the regions of the bonds. In acetylene the ca!cula- EI-Sayed, M. A.
tion of the charge drifts s,bsequcnt to the bonding indicates lournal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 7, pp. 15'J8-1569,
_October1, 1f_62
that these are f,_irly small, as had been found earliel in
simpler l,.olecules. It is also observed that the electrons Gregg and Drickamer found that for two organic corn-
associated with the C--C bond tend to accumulate, in ethylene, pounds, for increasing presstires, the phosphorescence lifetime
above and below the molecular plane, and in acetylene, at decreases and the f_uorescence and abso_ption bands show a.
some distance from the C--C axis. This point is in favor of the red shitt. These authors" explanation is criticized and an
•,...1..__ _........ c t.__, ]_Flc _'"'_° (PA, 1¢a_o ,_.gnRJ.cl_ .h- .... t; ...... l:-ta._Hr_nrnno_ed, n,m_Iv the deerea.ced life-
time of t,_e excited Iriplet state (T_) is due to an increase of
the rate constant of _e Ta-->So radiationless process, probably
587. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF INTENSITY AND caused by an inerea:;e in vibrational overlap. (PA. 1963.
POLARIZATION IN THE TRIPLET-SINGLET #3059)EMISSION OF BENZENE
tlameka, lrl.F.
]ournd o_Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 5, pp. 1085-1087, 590. SYMMETRY OF HELICAL POLYMERS.
September I, 1962 ELECTRONIC STATES OF DOUBLE-STRANDED
POLYNUCLEOTIDES
The angular distrib,tion of inte,_ity and polarization in the Rhodes, W.
triplet-singlet emission of benzene is calculated for the fol- ]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 1O,pp. 2433--2439,
lowing mechanisms: (1) a. magnetic quadrupole transition November 15, 1962
caused by the interaction between the electron spins and the The symmetry properties of a model double-stranded
radiation field; (2a) an electric dipole transition where the polynucleotide, containing only one type of monomer unit,
wave functions are first corrected for spin o'bit coupling and
then for vibronie interactions; (2b) an electric dipole transi- are investigated by the application of the theory of spacegroups. The rotational parts of the symmetry operations of
tion where the txiplet functions are first corrected for vibronic such a helix foma a group which is isomorphic to the point
interactions and then for spin orbit coupling. (PA, 1962, group D,o, indicating that there is sufficiently higl, symmetry
#20,843) to make fornaal treatment by group theoD' profitable for
applications to the molecular d_aam_es of related helic',d
,588. EFFECT OF WEAK COUPLING ON THE polymers. A me'hod of developing the irreducible repre-
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF AN AGGREGATE sentaf.ions of the :r)ace group is discussed, and some features
OF CHROMOPHORES of the irreducible representations so obtained are described.
DeYoe, H. Electronic spectral properties related specd_cally to r,Tr*
lm,mal of Chemical Phttsies, v. 37, no. 7, pp. 1534-1540, and _.,_r*states are then discussed within the framework of
October 1, 1962 the group theoretical results, particular emphasis being placed
A theory is developed for the absorption spectrum of chro- on the nature of the exciton bands produced by excitation
resonance interaction among the monomer units, selectionmophores in a mGlecular aggregate with weak coupling in
rules restricting the mixing of states, selection rules forwhich they i_.,teract through their vibrGnic transition moments
while vibrating independently. The change upon aggregati,_: electric--dipole transitions between the ground state and states
of the o_',cillatorstrength of a vibronie line, due to interactic, n of the various exciton bands, and the exp,octed effects of state
with other vibronic lines of the same electronic band or other mixing on the elechonic spectral intensities of transitions to
bands, is treated by first-order perturbation theory. Equr, tions _r,_r*and n,_r* exciton bands, (PA, 1963,#2682)
are derived which relate the aggregate extinction coefficient
(Ja band, as a function of wave number, to the monomer 591. VL_RONIC-SPIN-ORBIT _ERTURBATIONS AND THE
c}u_mophure spectra and certain factors {or the interaction of ASSIGNMENT OF THE LOWEST TRIPLET
electronic transition moments in the aggregate. The inter. STATE OF BENZENE
action of degenerate electronic transition moments can be Albre,.ht,A. ('.
evaluated from the experimental monomer ::nd aggregate ]ouma_ ¢ffCl, emwal Phvmc_,v. 38, no. ¢_,pp. 354-365,
spectra, and used in cases of simple aggregate geometry to January 15, 1963
determine whether weak coupling applies to the aggregate. Second-order perturbation theory in electron configuration
The effects of weak coupling upon the shapes and oscillator and spin space t:sing both vibronic and spin-orbit perturba-
strengtb_ of bands are illustrated by.an examp]e which shows tions reveals a number o_ routes f_r bringing dipole allowed
that weak coupling of two overlapping bands in the spectrum character into a spin-forbidden transition. Ap,_,-t_frem direct
of a planar dye moh.'eule may explain the hypsochromic shift spin-orbit interaction, there are thre_ additional meehanisras:
of the wave number of maximum absorption observed upon (1) direct spin-vibronie coupling (a very weak, though first-
aggregation of the dye. (PA, 1962, #22,985) order term), (2) spin-orbit coupling with vibromc coupling
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in the singlet manifold, and (3) vibronic coupling in the 594. ELECTRONIC EXCITATION TRhNSFER AND
triplet manifold with spin-orbit coupling. In the ca_e of ben- RELAXATION
zone, vibrational analysis alone of the phosphorescence spec- Robinson, G. W., Frosch, R. P,
trum can neither discern the route tor bringing allowed singlet loumal of Chemical Physics, v. 3_, no. 5, pp. 1187-1203,
character into the triplet state nor can it lead to an assignment March 1, 1963
of that state It happens that polarized luminescence data are One purpose of this paper is to point out that so-ealle_l
able to show that route 3 is dominant, and, _jven this, intelmoleeular resonance transfer, intermolecularnonresonance
vibrational analysis leads to a 3B1, assignment. "l"ne vibronic transfer, and mtramolecular electronic relaxation "_ solid
characteristics of the various routes are discussed. Estimates media ale simply all special cases of radiationle_s transitions
are made of the relative importance of the various routes between nonstationarv states o_ the entire system of molecules
based on energy, considerations within the framework of plus environment, lntermolecnlar resonance transfer is also a
second-order perturbation theory. Approximate oscillator special case of the pore crystal exciton problem. The theo-
strengths are obtained and compared with the experimental retieal results from a pre_qous paper are applied to racliatlon-
value showing, independently, that route 3 is dominant and less transitions in 7r.-electron systems, and the importance of
that the _ssi&mment must be _B_,. Other possible examples the Franck-Condon factors is emphasized. One role which
where mixed vibronic-spi,-orbit terms are important to phos- the vibrational factors play in these processes is ilh_rated by
phorescence are mentioned suggesting the fruitfulness of the large isotope effects which can arise when the radiationless
detailed polarized phosphorescence experiments, both to aid transition converts a large amount of dectronic energy into
in assigning excited states and to test vibronic the6ri_. (PA. vibrational energy of the system. Quantitative calculatitms are
1963, #8"2,89) made of the radiationless transition probability for xB2,--_sEl_
(S1--->T._)and _B=_---_B_,(SI--_T_) "intersystem crossing" in
C6He. It is further shown that the aBl_--_aAla(Tx--_$ c) a_ad
592. EXCITON IMI'URITY LEVELS IN MOLECULAR _B_-->_A_9(Sx.-->So) processes and other similar processes are
CRYSTALS slow because of the small vibrational factors which aceom-
Merrilleld,R. E, puny the large energy g_p between initial and final electroJ,_c
]ournal of Chemical Phyo,lcs, v. 38, no. 4, pp. 920-924, states. Calculations cannot rule out the relative importance of
February 15,1963 tt,e S;.--_So radiationless transition compared with fluorescence
Impurity levds for excitons in molecular crystals are dis- and singlet-tripletnonradiativc prot:esses. An empirical method
cussed in terms of the wave functions and energy levels of a by which the Franck-Condon factors may be ascertained from
crystal containing a single subst;tutional impurity molecule, the electronic-energy gaps in _-eleetron molecules is pre-
The problem is formulated in general terms and found to be sented, and the results are used to estimate radiationless
solvable in the special case in which the transition dipole transition probabilities for a number of systems. The enhance-
moment of the impurity molecule is parallel to those of the ment of multiplicity forbidden radiationle_s trm,_tions by a
host molecules. A simple criterion for the existence of localized h_;avy-atom environment is treated, and, in the ease where
bound states is derived, from which it is coi)cluded that such the environment is a solid rare gas, a third-order mechanism
states should be of widespread occurrence. In particular, it is accounts for the observed effect. Temperature effects and
found that bound states can arise oven where the impurity other kinds of environmental effet':s upon nonradiative trans;-
molecule ha5 a higher excitatica energy than the molecules tions are also dealt with. It is shown that the use of high-
of the host crystal if its transition moment is sufficiently large, energy excitation may increase, but never decrease, QP/Qr,
Bound states can also arise where the "impurity" is a host the relative quantalm yields of phosphorescence to fluores-
molecule at a site of localized strain. The specific case of a cence. Radiationless transitions for the interesting ca_e of
one-dimensional cryst_,l with -nearest-neighbor interactions is azulene and the enhancement t)y a heavy-atom enviroament
treated in some detail as ._ numerical example, of the triplet-triplet emission wectrum of this molecule are
discussed. Many needed experiments are suggested.
593. PHOTON-INDUCED ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS
IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 595. VIBRArlONAL EFFECTS JN MOLECULAR
Sag_, M.L. EXCITON I_OTION ALONG A POLY1V.ER
Ioumal of Chemical Phgsics, v. 38, no. 5, pp. 1083-1085, Goad,W.
March1, 19_3 Journal oi Chemical Fhgsics,v. 38, no. 5, pp. 1_;45-1250,
March1, 1963
The electric dipole transkion matrix element of a molecular
crystai in the presence of an electric field is calculated. It is Two aspects of the effects ,)i raol_ular vibration:; on exci-
found to be proportional to the matrix element of the zero- ._n motion are considered: First is the reversible evolution
field Hamiltonian between nearest neighbors and inversely of an electronically exc;'_d state of a system of molecules, in
proportional to the electric field strength for the limit of strong each cf which many v,._,'ational excitatiom are possible upon
fields, electronic excitation. Vibrational structure of the ground state
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is ignored. The reversible, or coherent, propagation is found A general theoretical description is derived for the reso-
to depend on the parameter 2=:8 -1, where vz is the inter- nance fluorescence of dilute gases and molecular single
molecular coupling energy of individu_,l vibronic leve_s, and 8 crystals, with Sl:ecial emphasl_ on optical rotation spectra. The
is the spacing of vibrational levels. Second is the irreversible validity of previous theoretical work on dilute gases is con-
effect of vibrational relaxation ;.n individaal molecules through firmed by proving that the damping constants connecting
interaction with the solvent. The result of a heuristic treat- excited states on d_fferent molecules are zero. It is shown that
ment is that simple diffusive motion occurs if the relaxation the intensities of ol)tical rotation sp,_tra of molecular crystals
time is much smaller than 27rhS-x; the cliffusion coefficient are much larger than the corresponding quantities for gases.
is calculated. Throughout, an infinite, lin*_ar array ,ff mole- An important theo_'etieal prediction is that the natural line
cul_ is de_t ,;A_. breadth of a resonaace fluorescence emission band belonging
to an exciton state it, a molecular crystal should be larger than
the width of the corresponding optical absorption line. The
596. TRIPLET-TRIPLET ._NNII_[ILATION,qND DELAYED dependence of the iateasity of the optical rotation spectrum
FLUORESCENCE IN MOLECULAR AGGREGATES on the relative orientation of the crystal "¢ith respect to the
Sternlicht,H., Nieman,G. C., Robinson,G.W. incidert beam of light is discussed.loumal of Chem/cal Ph[/s/c.s,v. 38, no. 6, pp. _326--i335,
March15, 1.963
598. PI ELECTBON,(C STRUCTURE OF 1_IE
This paper deals with triplet-triplet annihila_on in pure BENZENE MOLECULE
and mixed oxganie crystals. In crystals cantailfing a smadl Moskowitz,J.W.,Bamett, M. P.
concentration of impurity traps, triplet excitation migration lournal of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 6, pp. 1557-1560,
may proceed from trap to trap on a time scale wk:ch is short September 15, 1963
compared with the long triplet state lifetime but which, is An understanding of the electronic structure of the benzene
long compared with the normal fluurescence lifetime. Nearest- molecule _s of central importance to much of theoretical
ne/ghbor and long-range mutual arafihilation of two triplets organic chemistry. For this reason, and because certain formal
may then take place giving rise to delayed fluorescence. The simplifications follow from the molecule's symmetry, framer-
rates of long-range triplet excitation migration and annihila- ous theoretical calculations have previously been made of the
tion show a concentration dependence, a temperature depen- electronic structure of benzene.
dence, and a solvent dependence. Providing the triplet-triplet This paper presents some results Caat were obtained using
annihilation rate is not too fast, the intensity of the delayed (1) accurate values ior the three- anti four*center integrals
fluorescence can be shown to depend upon the square of the which hitherto have been ignored oT approximated, and
intensity of the exciting light. This expectation is borne out (2) rather more configurations than have been used by e_rl;er
by ext_riments, briefly reported here, on delayed fluorescence workers. The calculations can be compared with those of
in dilute isotopic mixed crystals. In crystals containing high Parr., Craig, and Ros,,, which are here extended in the two
concentrations of such imparity traps, or in pure crystals, the ways mentioned. Previous theoretical work is reviewed and
annihilation rate becomes extremely rapid, and this mecha- these new calculations are presented and discussed.
nism effectively quenches phosphorescenc_ in many, but not
all, classes of pure organic crystals. The kinetics of the over- 599. MAGNETIC DIPOLE TRANSITION IN THE
all process is discussed within the JJmits of fm_t and slow ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM OF FOR/vI[ALDEHYDE
annihilation rates. A theoretical investigation o._th_ origin ot Callataon, J. H., ;,w,_;,K.K.
the annihilation matrix element is carried out, and it _s shown lournal a# Molvcular Spectroscopy, v. 1O,no. 3, pp. 166-181,
that exchange interactions play the largest role in determining March1963
annihilation rates. Past work (by H. Sponer, Y. Kanda, and Explanations that have been advanced for the appearance
L. A. Blackwell and by N. W. B_¢ and D. S. McClure) on o," the weak 0-4) band of the 3500-A system of H2CO are
aelayed fuorescence of assmned pure naphthaleae crystals reviewed. The entirely similar 2v,)'--0 band is analyzed as a
containing very small amounts of r-methyl _sphthalene _pe-Aband of normal intensity distributic_m The established
(traps) can be understood within the framework of this symmetries of the combining states are then compatible only
paper. The need in organic crystals for the major delayed with a magnetic transition moment parallel to the carbon-
fluorescel_ce vaeehanism to be based upon ionization and oxygen bond, the first example to be established in a poly-
electron trapping seems now t_ be considerably lessened, attanic molecule.
600. ON THE ESB SINGLET SPECTRA F][tEQUENTLY
597. RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE IN GASES AND OBSEBVED IN IRRADIATED POLYMEBS AT A
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS LARGE DOSE
Hamek& H.F. Ohrdshi,S.-I., Ikeda,Y., Sugimoto, S.-I., Nitta, I.
]oumel of Chemi_l Phydc,, v. 38, no. 9, pp.2090-_|100, Journal of Polymer Science, v. 47, no. 149, pp. 593-507,
May 1, 1063 Nc,vember )060
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Irradiated polymers have been known to give a variety of 602. SUR LA NATURE DES CENTIMESPARAMAG-
ESR spectra. Recently it has been found that many polymers N_'.TIQUESDgTECT_..S PAR RPE DANS LES
such as polyethylene (PE), polypropTlene (PY), polyvinyl POLYMI_RESCONJUGU£S (ON THE NATURE OF
chloride (PVC), rubber (smoked sheet), polyrnethyl meth- PARAMAGNETIC CENTERS DETECTED BY EPR
' IN CON|UGATED POLYMERS)
acrylate (PMMA), and p_lyvinyl alcohol (PVA) glee singlet Ncchtschcia, M.
spectra whet, they are highly irradiated or heated after Preprint73, presented at the InternationalSymposiumon
irradiation. For example, PE gives the sextet spectrum when MacromoleeularChemistry,PaAs, Frmct, July 1-6, 1963,
lightly irradiated (_ 106 rad) and, when irradiated more sponsoredby the hternationai Union of Pure and _*pplied
( 101-10 _ rad), the spectrum becomes a complex one "nvolving Chemistry.underthe patronageo[ Monsieur le Ministte
.a _epte! At higher d,,_,_ (_ I fi_ r_l _ PF g,.',_e_ ,lv _ s._nglet d'l_tatcharg_de la RechercheScientifi_lue, underth(.ans-
..... " ........... " " pices of the Delegation Gen_r_ie_tla R_tterche Scientilique
spectrur,l. et TechrAque,and the Nationa!Committee forChemistry
(To be published in Journal of Poll_me,rScience, PartC:
The singlet spectra can be intexpreted as arising from the Polymer Symposia)
unpaired electron m some conjugated double bond systems; The nature of the paramagnetic centers which give an
for example, in the case of PE and PVC, the radical might electron paramagnetic resonance signal in conjugated poly-
be of the polyenyl type: mers is not yet quite clear. Are they conduction electrons
transferred in the conduction band by thermal excitation: or
_iplets in the ground state corresponding to macrobiradicals,
-CH.o-C.H-(-CH=Ctt-)_-CHz-. or free bonds giving macrcradicals stabilized by the high
er_crgy resonance of the coniugated polka'hers, or simply de-
In radicals of such a t3pe, the unpaired electron delocalizes fects in the periodicity of the alternant bonds? Iffter showing
and is stabilized by bond resonance. If n = 0, however, the how the free spins observed s_*_mto correspond to ground
electron localizes on the central carbon and, as a result of the states, these various models are -:viewed and discussed.
well-known hyperflne interaction (hypereonjugation and con-
figurational interaction) with the adjacent five protons, the 603. SUR LE ROLE _VENTUEL DES "DOUBLETS
radical gives the sextet spectrum, the hyperfine separation I_.LECTRONIQUES"DANS LE COMPORTEMENTQUANTIQUE DES BIOPOLYMI_BES(ON ThE
(AH_f_) being 30 gauss, and the AHm_] of each peak b_ing POSSIBLE ROLE OF ELECTRONIC DOUBLET5 ON
13 gauss. _,Vhenn = 1, tt_eunpaired electron 6elocalizcs, and THE QUANTUM BEHAVIOR OF BIOPOLYMERS)
two resonaner fc:ms are possible. Douzou, P., Franeq, J. C., Ptak, M., Sadro_ C.
Preprint79, presented at the InternationalSympmium oh
If the interpretation is correct, _t might be concluded, that MaeromoleeularChemistry, Paris, France, July 1-6, 1963,
radiation produces double bonds in carbon-chain polymers sponsored by the Intern,tional Uni',n of Pure and Applied
and, as the dose increa:_es, the conjugation region of the Chemistry, underthe patronageof Monsieur le Ministred'l_tP.tcharg_de la Recherche Scientifique,underthe
double bonds extends. Tl_s proceeds, it might be added, auspices of the D_l_gation G_n6rale_tia Recherche
asympto_'_callytoward that containing more or less 11 double Scientifique¢t Technique, and the National Comn.'_tee
bonds. The ease with which the conjugation proceeds differs for Chemistry
from polymer to polymer, of the polymers investigated, con- (To be published in ]oumal of Polymer Sc/ence, Part C:
pagation proceeds most easily in PVC, less e -'ily in polypro- Polymer Sym_osla)
pylene, and with more difficulty in polTethylene. When the Biopolymers, especially spherical proteins, indicate transfer
polymers are heated after irradiation, double bonds of shorter of chemical energy. The polypeptide lattice is assumed. At-
conjugations decay faster, those of the longer conjt'gation tention is drawn to electrons of the "free d_,blets" which do
region, i.e., of narrower singlet spectra, rem_Jnin.¢, as shown not stay with ene role ir_their original molecule but establish
in the cases of polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride, liaisons with partners in other polymer chains. Optical emis-
sion experiments permit determination of the transitional
characterisOcs for the doublets and discussion of their effect
on the conceptions of quantum beLavior of both free mole-
60L THE DETERMINATION OF NUMBER-AVERAGE cules and polymers. A logical result of these experiments isMOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF POLYMERS USING
FLUORESCENCE SPECTItOSCOPY research, by EPR studies, on the mctastable radicals possibly
formed from the optical excitation. A su_,:mary of these worksio,_n:al or Polymer Science, Part B: Polymer Letters,
is presented, and an attempt i; m_de to sho_; the perspectives7, 1, no. 12, pp. 669--670,December 1963
of toe problem of quantum behavior" of biopolymers.
A mere generalized expressi.m is derivc_ for M.v to increase 604. T_EORY OF MOLECULAR EXCITONS
the applicability of Heintz' _tudy on determination of M_ for Davydov, A. S.
polyst;': ene and polyisobutylene by means of fluorescence Kasha,M., Oppenheimer, M.,Jr.,Trm_slators
spectroscopy, McGraw-HillBookCompany, Inc., New York,N.Y., 1962
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Davydov's book summarizes the use of the exciton model is then almost the same _,s is found by combining the usual
in m,-.ny electronic and optical problems, and its perceptive single determinant funct;.on (with one unpaired electron, and
treatment suggests many starting points for filrther extensions. 2n paired ones in n orbitals) with its singly excited doublet
The book was published originally in 1951 by the Ukranian configurations. In alternar_t hydrocarbons the Pariser and
Academy of Sciences, Kiev, Ukranian SSR, under the title Parr theory leads to a simple formula for the spin density:
"Theory of the Absorption of Light in Molecular Crystals." p, = C,o2 - A 2,7r,,c,o 2, where c,o is the Hiickel coefficient of
The rephrased title stresses the principal theme of the book - the odd orbital on atom r, ,'rr, is the muhlai polarizability of
the resonance interaction of excited states of weakly coupled atoms r arm s, and A is a constant derived from the theory.
The observed hyperfine structure in the electron resonancemolecular systems. To bring this edition more up to date, two
appendl,m._ ar_. included which cover principal literah]re an spectra of rmphthalene, anthracene, perylene, diphenyl, phen-
related topics to December 1961. The future publication of anthrene, and pyrene negative ions agrees well with thisformula, prov._ded the constant Q defined by McConnell is
this book in English was noted in Entry #776, AI/LS 341. about -24.2 gauss. The non-altemant negative ions of
In addition to an introduction, the book comprises the acenaphthylene and fluoranthene also agree; acepleiadylene
followipg chapters: does not. The theory predicts identical spin densities in corre-
sponding positive an,] negative ions. In neutral alternant
"Translations and ._otational Vibrations of Molecule_ in a radicals negative spin densities are found on all the unstarred
Molecular Lattice" atoms of triphenylmethyl, perinaphthenyl, allyl, anct bePzyl.
"Influence of the Interaction Forces Between Molecules of The calculated negative densities are a little too small to fit
a Molecular Lattice on the Intramolecular Vibrations" the spectra of the first two radicals, but fit just as well as
the valence bonds. (PA, 1961, #14,108)
"Quantmn Theory of Absorption and Combinational Scat-
tering (Raman) Spectra in Molecular Crystals (Zeroth
Approximation)" 606. TIlE EFFECT OF BOND LENGTH VARIATIONS IN
MO_,ECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS OF
"General Equations Determining the Enerb-'y States of Mo-
_tELECTRON SPECTRA_ANILINE
leeular Crystals" Peacock, T. E.
"Free Excito,_s in a Molecular Lattice" Molecular Physics, v. 3, no. 5, pp. 453-456, September1960
"Excitation of Free Exeitons Simultaneously With the The effect of bond-length changes on ground and excited
Excitation of Lattice Vibrations" state energies is examined. The results arc applied to aniline.
(PA, 1961, #14,085)
"Localized Exeitons in a Molecular Lattice"
"Transfornvltion of Absorbed Energy Into Heat and Radia- 607. THE CRYSIAL SPECTRA OF VERY WEAK
tion" TRANSITIONS. II. THEORETICAL
"Compariso.n of Theory With Experiment" Craig, D. P., Walmsley, S. H.
Molecular Physics, v. 4, no. 2, pp. 113--124,March1961
"Al_plieation G,fExciton Concepts to the Calculation of the (For Part I, see Entry #1000.) The theory of intermolec-
Energy States of Several Polyatomic Molecules" ular resonance effects in the spectra of molecular crystals is
"Conclnsioa." extended to ve-'T weak systems in which the pure electronic
transitions are either forbidden (as in the benzene 2600-AThe publications of Davydov and a suppiementary bibh ;-
raph.v o_publications are appendedto the text. systern) or comparable in intensity with accompanying vibra-
tionally induced transitions (as in the naphthalene 3200-A sys-
tem). Fur the purc electronic transitions the intermolccular
605. SELF.CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY OF THE ELEC- eoupliag is through transition octut'olc moments, giving split-
TROF '_PIN DISTRIBUTION IN _-ELECTRON tings and intensity transfers of the same type as, though smaller
RADICALS than, those familiar in the stronger, dipole-coupled systems.
M©Lachlrn, A.D. Values of octupole--oetupc,'.'e and octupol.c._xlipole interaction
Molecular Physics, v. 3, no. 3, pp. 233-252, May 1960
sums are reported for naphthalene, and t]'_ecrystal spect, am islIn a radical the single determinant wave function which calculated. For vioration-induced transitions it is s_ Jwn that
gives the lowest electronic energy is one where electrons of the intermoleeular effects are due only to the small component
opposite sp_ns occa_,pydifferent sets of molecular orbitals and of "stolen" character, thus allowing the lack of splitting and
thereby lower the "exchange" part of the energy. The un- intensity transfer to be understood. The nature of such bands
paired spin density may be negativ _,in a wave function of as arising from localized excitation can thus be explained in
this type and is easily found by perturbation theory if certain the framework of the ._imple rigid-lattice exciton theory. (PA,
exchange integrals are small. It is shown that the spin density 1961, #14,593)
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608. ELECTRONIC ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF CRYSTALS by Choudhury and Genguly indicate a marked departure
OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS AT LOW from oriented gas behavior. The absorption spectrum of the
TEMPERATURES tetracene can be measured parallel to the a and b crystal axes
Sirkar, S.C. of the anthracene crystal, leading to a polarization ratio b/aNati_mal Institute of Science.__,ft_,dia,Proceedings of the,
Part A, Physical Sciences, v. 27, no. 6, pp. 568-578, of about 1.9, compared with the oriented gas value of 7.7:1.
November 1961 This result, which ,-'ndicates a substantial degree of inter-
action Ectween guest and host, can be explained satisfactorily
The experimental results of investigations on the n_:ar UV using the idea that the 4800-A transition of tetracene steals
bsorption spectra of crystals of benzene at low temperatures some intensity from the anthracene transitions at 3800 A
ap to -259°C reported by previous wort<ers and the various and 2500 A.
henries put fc,.."wardto expiain these resuits are briefly re-
viewed. The application of Davydov's theory (1951) to the In the fluorescence spectrum of the same mixed crystal, the
absorption spectra of crystz!s of anthracene and naphthalene polarization ratio is again reduced from the oriented gas
made by some previous workers is critically examined, and it value, but not to the same exteot as in the absorption spec-
s pointed out that the experimental results do not conclu- trurn. It is believed that several distinct causes operate to
ively verify Dav3,dov's theory and that in the case of produce this lack of symmetry between the absorption and
absorption bands with low oscillator strengths the average fluorescence behavior. One cause is a small change in equi-
/alue of transition moment derived from oscillator strength librir4m orientation of the guest in the host's lattice that
_annot be used to calculate the Davydov splitting. It is fur-
her pointed out that large splitt._ng of the absorption bands occurs during the radiative lifetime; another is a lo._al change
Nas observed in the near UV absorption spectra of poly- in the lattice dimensions because of changed intermolecular
_.rystalline masses of a large number of aronmtic compounds forces in the excited state. The former cause seems more
with polar molecules at --i80°C, and that such splitting can probable.
3e explained partly by modifying Davydov's theo33t and In mixed crystals in which the lowest level of the guest
aking into account the interaction of the permanent electric is below the lower limit of the host's exciton band, s;mple
aaomel,ts of the nearest neighbors on the transition moment perturb_.tion methods suffice to calculate spectral effects. In
3f the molecule in the crystal. (PA, 1962, #8525) other cases, such as those of guest and host being isotopieally
related, more precise treatment is necessary. This shows that
609. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF MIXED the polarization behavior still foUows satisfactorily from ele-
CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT] mentary perturbation arguments. The energeties are more
Craig, D.P. complicated. For example, at high guest concentrations one
In "Programand Abstracts:Owanic CrystalSymposium, ex_ects splitting arising from guest-guest interactions with aOctober 10-12, 1962," pp. 7-8
National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 magnitude depending sensitively on the strength of inter-
molecular interaction in relation to the energy g_p between
Tize mair_phenomenon in the optical spectra of pure molec- host and guest levels.
llar crystals is the Davydov splitting of individu_.l molecular
mergy levels according to the structure of the unit eell.
;everal examples are known in which the magnitude of the 610. EXCIMER FLUORESCENCE IN ORGANIC
phtting has been calculated theoretically in quite good SOLUTIONS AND CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT]
lgreement with experimerlt. A second phenomenon in pure Birks: j. B.
In "Prt_,_ am and Abstracts: OrganicCrystal Symposium,
.'rystals is the mixing by c,'ystal forces of different molecular October 10-12, 1962," pp. 9-12
_xcited states; this restdts i,a the transfer of intensity between NationalResearch Gout,ell, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
nolecular transitions and is observed as a departure of the
ntensity ratio for absorption measured along different crystal The fluorescence of pyr,;ne in solution is considered first.
lxes from the value calculated from the oriented gas mc,del. The ratio (IJIM),ol,. of the quantum yields of D and M
Vhile ';.he Davydov splitting is caused by a resonance be- is proportional tr, the concentration c. M is the normal
ween the energy levels of identical molecules, the int,cnsity monomer emission; D i,_ the emission of excited dimers
:ransfer is not a resonance pilenomenon and can be expected (excimers) formed by the diffusion-controlled association of
o persist in mixed cry'tals (as a coupling between levels of excited and unexcited molecules. The excimers dissociate on
lifferent molecules, instead of coupling between different emission. This interpretation of the origin of M and D has
:,vels of identical molecules) as in a pure crystal, been confirmed by detailed studies of their rise and decay
times, following excitation by a pulsed light source, as a
A typical aromatic mixed crystal is that of tetraeene con- function of concentration, viscosity, and temperature,
:aine,,1 as impurity in anthracene. Tetracene is the guest
noleeule present in very low concenh'ation (in the order If klu, kiu and koc are the rate parameters (see -_) , ¢
0 -4 M) in anthracene as host crystal. Experimental studies monomer fluorescence, monomer internal quenching, and
12t
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excimer formation, _espectwely, and qo is the exeimer ttuores- irradiation in the charge-transfer absorp_on region of the
eence quantum efficiency, then complex. Nc i_rther work along these lines seems to haw"
been carried out, although there does seem to exist a general
(ITEM) qokoc (1) feeling that charge-transfer complexation should °ensitizeso!n_- kI_ phosphorescence of the donor partner f the complex. It is
now accepted that oxygen effects on singlet _-_ tdplet ;ransi-The fluorescence decay time rx of M, in the absence of oxy-
gen or other quenching ilnpurities, is given by tion probabilities are due to increased spin-o:bit, 1 emlpling
caused by complex formation with oxygen, and a complexed
1/,.v = kr_ + ki_ + koc (2) intermediate has been invoked to explaha the external heavy
For _ cliff,mien-controlled process at temperature T atom spin-orbital coupling effect. In ,',ew of the above, and
the recent ...... 1.- Of f'-_l..ll ,,,L,,_..,...... A *h,_- _,,,'¢naplr,ysatlnn
8-_iT caused a decrease it, the pbc,spb,_rescenee lifetime of var/-
ko- 3000 "719 (3) ,_us aromatics, it seems neeess,_.ry to discuss the effect of
complexafio._ on the ratio _p/4'/. Such a discussion is pre-
where _ is the viscosity, and p is the probability that an seated in this paper; the subject is divided into three sections.
encounter between excited and unexcited m_momer raoleenles
results in excimer formation. From an analysis of the meas- (]) The external heavy atom spin-orbital coupling effect is
urements of rjt as a function of c, _, and T from 290--340°K, considered. A sampling of the results obtained with naphtha-
it i_ &rand that lene in various media is tzb_dr.ted, and a graphic i!!ustraUon is
given. It seems r,_asonable to conclude that the room-
P = Po exp(-W/kT) (4) temperature qt:enching of fluorescence caused by various
where W = -0.37 ev, corresponding to a decrease in p with heavy-atom containing perturbers can be attributed to singlet
increase in T. This value may be. compared with that of depopulat;.on via an enhanced intersystem crossing process.
0.76 ev obtained for the energy separation of the excited It also seems reasonable that one result of the heavy-atem
monomer and excimer emitting levels from the fluorescence perturbation is a mixing of the charge transfer singlet and
spectra, and tha_ of 0.39 ev = (0.76-0.37) ev calculated donor triplet states.
indepen,lenfly for the dissociation enthalpy of the pyrene (2) Charge transfer 'and heavy-atom spin-orbital coupling
exc_mer, effects are also discussed. A sampling of the results obtained
F6rster has explained the fluorescence behavior of pyrene with napt.thalene-ac:eptor systeras of relatively large equi-
in the foflowing manner. The two lowest excited singlet levels lib_um constant is tabulated, _nd the effects of concentra-
of the pyrene molecule are _L_ and _L_. The fluoresce_tee tion variation for a typical ease are shown. The results show
emission M occurs from the lower level aLb, which has a very the el_eaey of a large eqailibrium constant, a significant
weak transition moment to the ground state. This is con- "acrease in _bp/ff! by a uon-paramagnetic non-heavy atom
firmed by the value of zH = 450 nsec observed at 20°C in containing accepter (TNB) in a CT complex, the additional
oxygen-free solutions at low c. *L_, which is adjacent to _Lb, (ffeetiveness of heavy :.toms in the accepter partner, and the
has a strong transition moment to the grou_Jd, state. Conse- _fl_t of a-.ceptor concentration.
qt, ently the lzcge splitting of the *L_level in the excited dimer (:_.) Discussion is giveJ: of both eases, although the first
produem tb,e lowest excited sin31et level *La from which the is sim_3'e. For case 2, discussion inch:des the CT state as an
exchner emission D occurs, interme( _te in an energy cascade p_ocess, and the loss of
The fluorescence spectra of'solutioa of 32 comr,ounds which the validity of the spin concert. Two processes _-re suggested
exhibit excimer fluorescence at room temperature have bee_. to account _'_r the results, and the two mechanisms are
studied, generalized.
611. INTERSYSTEM CROSSING AND DONOR-ACCEPTOR 612. LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATIONS OF MOLECULAR
INTERACTION [ABSTia.ACT] CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT]
McGlynn, S. P.. Christodouleas, N.. Daigre, J. pople, J. A.
In "Programand Abstracts: OrgasdcCrystalSymposium, In "Programat,d Abstracts:Org_micCrystalSymposium,
October I0-12_ 196_," pp. 33--.'I_ October 10--12, 1969," pp.39--41
National ResearchCouncil,Ottawa, Canada, 11)62 National ResearchCouncil. Ottawa, Canada, 1962
It has been shown that the phosphorescence to fluorescence Such low-frequency ( < 500 em-_) spectra generally in-
quantum y_eld ratio, q,u/_f, of anthracene in an ether- volve relative motion of large groups of atoms and are rdated
isopentane glass at 77°K is increased by a factor of 10 when to mechanical and thermal - but not deetrical - properties.
t.,omplexation with sl/m-trinitrobenzene (TNI$) is effected in However, it is pointed out that quanta of such vibrations at,,
the sam,: matrix, and that the phosphorescence of the anthra- sometimes found in combination with electronic excitation and
cene (to the exclusion of the fluorescence) may be excited by some have been observed _n Raman spectra. This particular
1_
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paper is concerned with observations (and their iote_oreta- E.(Q), the total intramolecular vibrational potential energy
tion) in the far infrared, in the absence of intermolecular interaction, is represented by
E.(Q) = _, V(Q.) + v, (Q.) .
613. THE ENEKC,IES OF IONIZED STATES IN i#_,
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS; AND SOME RIr,LATED where V (Qi) and V' (Qi) are the vibrational potential energy
PROPERTIES [ABSTRACT] _unctions of tile ground and excited electronic states, respee-
Lyons, L.E. tively, of an individual molecule.
In "Program and Abstracts: Organic Crystal Symposium,
October 10-12, 1962," pp. 42-45 Finally, a general equation is derived ,,.hich represents the
N .tional ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 vibromc behavior:
"Ihe following subjects are included: the calculation of the [Ty + E,(Q)]A.(Q) + 2' exp(_k'Rm) H,_ A_-m(Q)
crystal values, I_ (ionization potential) and Ae (electron
atrmity), of molecul-_r cwstals from the gas values I_ and A6 = E_ A.(Q) .
by evaluating charge-dipole and dipole--dipole interactions; The first term on the left-hand side of the equation simply :
calculation of ,x (average molecular polarizability) from Ie determines the molecular vibrations in the absence of any
and I_, and _,omparison with experimental results; pol.arization intermolecular interaction, while the summation represents
energy P; the temper ature dependence of intrinsic dark con- the effect of the exciton motion on the vibl,_.t'ons. This repre
ductivity in molecular c:Tstals, including the theory behind sents a generalization to crystals of Witkowski and Mofl_tt's
observations and the possibility of further intrinsic conduc- treatment of the vibronic states of dimers and is closely
tivity _LSyet unobserved; the number of charges at thermal related to recent work of McConnell on the "self-trzppie, g"
equilibrium in a molecular crystal (mobile charges of r_rob- of exci'ons through interaction with intramolecular vibrations.
able importance in biological systems) and the EPR signal;
the threshold of intrinsic photoconductivity; and spectral Since a general method of solution fur this equation has
maximum of photoemission, not been found, a simple exactly so!,ble example has been
selected which allows nurcex-cal solution over the entire
range of coupling strengths.
614. THEORY OF THE VIBRATIONAL ST.qUCTURE OF
MOLECULAR EXCITON STATES [ABSTRACT] Preliminary calculations have been carried out which
Merrilleld,R.E. illustrate the simple behavior of the energy levels and spectra
In "I_'o_,;ramand Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposium, in the weak and strong coupling limits and the very complex
October 10--12,1962,"pp. 53-55 behavior in the intermediate coupling region.
Natit:nalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
It has been recognized for some time that the Born- _15. VIBRONIC POLARIZATION IN MOLECULAR
Oppenheimer separation of nucleac and electronic motion :" CRYSTAL SPECTRA [ABSTRACT]
not, in general, valid for molecular exciton states. However, MeRae,E. G.
whenever the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid for In "Program and Abstracts:OrganicCrystalSymposi_tm,
October 10-12, 1962/' pp. 61-65
the individual molecules, such a separation can be obtair_ed NationalResearch Council,Ottawa. C_*nada,1962in the sense that an effective Hamiltonian for the nuclear
motion can be derived. The object of this communication _s to show how variatior_
ot polarization ratio within electro:,ic band systc:ns in mole-.-
"_he total vibronic wave function of a state of a molecular ular crystal spectra may be interpreted in terms of vibronic
crystal in which the molecule at R, is electronically excited interactions. The vibronic states considered here correspond
may be written xn(r,Q) = dpa(r,Q)Ar,(Q), wh_re r and Q to the excitation of intramolecular vibrations only; as lattice
represent all of the electronic and internal vibrational co- vibrations are left out of the theory, the results refer to the
ordinates, respectively, ot the molecl'des in the crystal. The gross vibrational structure i, spectra.
electronic part of the wave function ffn(r,Q) may be written
The model and tl._oretical assumptions are the same as in
_p,(r,Q) "-- up (rn,Q,) ]-I u(ri,Q,) , the simplest form of the exciton theory, except that each
_" molecule is allowed to vibrate in one normal mode. The
where u(ri,Qt) and u' (ri,Q_) are the ground and exci.ted vibration is assumed to be harmonic and the force constant
state electronic wave functions, respectively, of the individual is taken to be tnc same in the ground and excited ele,.,rtronic
molecules. In the absence of intermolecular interactions, the states.
vibrational wave function, A.(Q), can be factored similarly Ilae, L_ethod ,d treatment is that of perturbatioT; theory.
into molecular vibrational wave functions, but in general _his The intetmolecular interaction energy is e-nside, fed as a
will not be possible, s_all perturbation, so that the zeroth-order des,_ription of
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" -" _A -L _A_.>_A* - Athe crystal corresponds to the. case of "weak couphno. The . • (1 _
procedure re|lowed here is to obtain a first-order correc_on _A*-_A _ lJr_ (2_to the wave functions, and then to talc-late _he tra,_dtion
moment integral invo|,-;ng the appropriate corrected wave _A-._A (3) ;_
function for a vibronic transib.'o, of arbilrary polarization.
The vibronie polarization ratios may -be obtained in general To account for the presen,'e of the dimer band ,n the delayed
a.; ratios cf 7,qimres of ill6 reibx._:_iliar, si_.7_..-._..o:_t,n_,__The fl-;olt_ce_ce spectrmn of pyrene, _ has heen suggested that
pre2_nt discussion is limited for definite,,_s to-a eo, stal prot.',ess1 involves Colpa's doubly exci!ed state_A=s* and the
with two molecule5 per unit cell. excim¢_ :A.* ,as inte,nediates, that is:
'A  "A3_,'A._**__,_ _.-l:*__,A* + A (I)The ze.-oth-order wave functions are built up from p_ducts
of vibroni e wave __m:etiomfor the individual molecules, These " where the energy-dependen! process Ic competes with ex-
products are characterized by hoe num]_.-ri, p and d, rest:<_- elmer fluorescent% process 4.
_vely designating the number of s.ibrational quanta excited
and the number of moleofies participating in vi'bronic exei- ,A.*--_t_,..:__ + ht_r, (4)
t/_tion. In ttie derivations the basis setis limited to ".hosewave This meehani.qn accounts for the observation th,-,_the ratio of
[unctiom" wh.;eh_can be eomtmeted irern products eharac- intensi_bs l:,/in of dhner to monomer.bands in the delaye_1 ,
!exized. by a 1; i.e., products repr,:sentin'g w'bronie cxci- spectrum approaches a limiting non-zero_value at zero _een-
tatinr_ of one mo|eeul_, only. tration of A at room temperature; nmreover, it requires a
= = -, negative temperature coefficient=of Io/lu which is indeed
observed above 0_C. -
610, FJ.,E(_'RON AFFINITIES OF ORGANIC MOLECULES
Bafley,M_.Lyons,i_.E. :. : , = A_ lower temperatures_ however., the ratio "I_,/1_ has a " "_
== Nature, v. _6,_.4854, !_,573-574, November 10, 11162 ooMtive tempera_re coefficient and this ratio is higher at
_l'he--simp!_.trelationsl_p between the E's of two a:eeeptors -72"C than at 7/*C-fur a 10-s M .solution iv eth,_nol. Since 5
depends on a number ijf assumptions and follows from the the singlet-triplet sF|itting in p_ene is _me ]0,000 em-L '-his
'_' -, is unlikely to be due ., a thermal repopulation of the fluores- iexpression for the energy, h¢, of the maximum of-t.ce charge- ""
transfer band being giv_gnby the expressio, c_nt from the triplet states which in any event would lead to
-, - -' a negative temlr_iature coefficient of Io/l_ in this region. ._
h_ = I(D) -E(A) + _ao -- (1) The dominance of the monomer band in the .:lelaved flue- '2; - L
where I(D) is the ionization potent/al of the done; mol_:nle rescence spectrum at lower _emr,era_res (and higher viscos-
D; E(A), the electron afllnitT of the accepter, A. - ities) may be understood. ;f prwzess 1 can occur di,metly at
greater distanoes than those required for the=formation of
The difference in E for two m,91ecules, i and ], for a g s:en dimerie iv,termedi_tes by processes la _nd lb, and if the
donor _s then: latter processes are suppressed under these conzlitions due to
energy requirements.This mechanism wou'Id require that the
E(Ai) - E(A_) = ht,_ - hvi + q,_o -- 4'_o (2) ratio i_/I_ approach zero at zero concentration since photo-
associai,ion would follow r_ther than precede the [ormatipn
--T_b assumption that the.: fight-handside of equation 2.-is of'the excited singlet state; this aspect is being currently
- approximately e'-_l,mlto toyt- hrl can be tested by determin- investigated.
ing E_i:)-E(Aj) =for a series of donors, Using available
d'.,_t_for various donors, it ka,:-bc_n possible to compile a Long-range triplet-triplet sta.'e interaction hfs been sug-
! table of electron affinities formolechles which act as accepters gested by Mucl to account for the square-law intensity de-
in charge-transfer spectra, pendenee ' .. - of delayed fiuoreseenc_ exhibited bv 3,4-benzp], 2ne-
_ . in n_d media, wliile Nieman and Robinson have recently
:., :. .._ demonstrated the qccurrenee of long-range energ_y' rtaigration
617. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF between triplet state traps in CoDa-doped eo,stals of benzene
, P-YRENESOLUTIONS AT Low TEMPERACI_RES - _,tYery low temperatures.
Tanak_G;,Tanaka7 j,,-Hfftt_r/,-E_,S_d_n_,B_--_-....... .
i . ....... Pinkerand Hatehard_-v_eo_vii_da_|_om_'t_'ai_-a_i,at eia_a_a_CALCULATIONFTHEEFFECTOFTHICK-
dc'.ay6d fluo_'eseence exhibited by dissolved a_omafie hydro- NESS_OF ORGANIC SOLID SOLUTIONS ON,THE
carbons A oHgintttes-in tl:e interaction of two-triplet stat_,_, _, TRANSFEB OF ENERCY OF ELECTRON EXCITA.
and that at low light intensities the overall process 1, followed _ TION FROM A MAJOR COMPONENT TO THE .
' . IMPURITY _ ....
• by _, is controlled by the, first._otder process 3-w.hieh is almost F_iidlsh,O.M. "_ " .. :
e_htirely respot_s_ble" for _riplet-state decay under these
conditio, s. .... - -, -Naukovi Zapt_,k_,Kiivs'kli Derzhavnii 'Universitei,.ie.18,
.. ...:..... _. ,. .',. no, 3, pp. 0,_'.-69,_1959 . .._
:; .-_.Z:'--.... o ,./_. ,. • '
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Li_et_iiure on the transicr of e:_.erff..,- vf electron excitation 621. UNI/ERSAL MOLECUL-Ii; INTERACTIONS.AND
in solid organic-soIutions ;s discussed (22 references), and THEIR EFFECT ON T!!E POSITION OF THE
the presence of excitons f,_ molecular eD-st.d._ is cc,:-:sidered ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF MOLECULES IN
iu]ly proved. In the ca._e ci anthracene c_'sta)[s, the excitation TWO-COMPONENq" SOLUTIONS. !. THEORY
energy bran__iferdepend ._d a|most c,tirely ol the exeitons. An tLIQUID SOLUTIONS)
equation, applicable tc thin films, is disco-_ea. The ratio of Bakhshiev: N. G.Optika i SpekJ.roskopiya, v. 16, no. 5, pp: 717-720, Ma._"1961
quantum yield of the major componeL: _. that of the /m.- (Translated |rom the Rmsian in Optic._mid Spectrosc6py,
purity (Y,,q'_) depe:_ds on the thielmess of films, the __oi_cen- v. 10, no. 5. pp. 379-384, May 1961 _, -"
tration of the-admixture, and the cocfllcie_ 't of the abs'_rption
of excited light. The ealculc.ted effect of the thickne_.s, ½ased Sta:ting from the most gc,leral phys_ca _ corLsideraticns, a
6n the equatioq, agreed well with the experimcnt,_| ciata, simple theo_" wa-developed describ ag t_c effect, of unieers_]
in sol_d saht_inn_ of 1,aphlhalene in ai_thra_-e,,_ a d_e,:s-: in intermolccular interactions (orientation, indw=tion, and_dy -
thickness from 10_ to 1._ increased the Y_,'T,, ratie only L'y _::tmie effects) on the postmen of the electronic gp/_e.tra of
a few percent; a decrease h t,m 1/_ to 0.2# had a much gre.aler molecules in two-component liquid solutions.. " Using the
effect. "D_e effects -of impurity eoqcentration aod excitation Onsager-:]iJtteher model of the structure of solutions, new and :
waselength are discussed, simple expressions were found correlating the magnitude of
the si,cetral shift with physical characteristics of the s_lvent
add the molecules of the solute. The effect of dispersive inter-
619. DIFFRk_,ENCE DE FOR.ME DES IMPULSIO_S DE actions on the position of the zpectra is re_iewed. (For _
SCL'qTILLA'I'IONS ORGANiQUES DUES AI'X Part H, see Entry #1076.)
RLECTRONS ET AUX PARTICULES ALPHAS _ " -
(DIFFERENCE OF THE FORM OF TIIE D,IPULSES 622. REA.BbOBP'I:ION hN CT,YS'rALS OF /_INITEOF ORGANIC SCINTILLATIONS DUE TO
_LECTRONS AND ALPHA P?RTICI_S) : TI_CKNESS. II
Ge_'ais de Lafond, Y., Bouyssot. J. Agranbvich, V. M., Kenobeev, Yu. V.
Nuclear Instruments & 3fethods, "_."22,no. 2, pp. 36.5-2366, _ Oplika i Speklroskop_a, v. 1 I. no. 3, pp. 369-384,
April 1963 September 1961 = J(Ttbi_slated front the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
The curve of decreasing luminescence emission of an v. ll, no. 3,pp. 199-206, September 1961)
ocganic _eintillator essentially includes two exponentiaL-: (For Part I, s_e AI/LS 341 Entry #248.) This paper p're-
I (t) = A : e -t;,, + B - e -t/_. sents results which are deri'zd from a theory of the reahsorp-
" t-ion of light in crystals of/mite thick'hess. Calcuhited values
For anthracene, the decay time _-_ of the first co .aponent is - are ILsted for the stationary, ease, making it possible to
33 mpsee and that of the second component is 270 re#see, to deteimine the shape of the luminescence spectrum a,.d the
The relati_,e percentage of these two components depends on quantum yield for phosphors of arbltra_ry thickness. &ccurate
the nature of the incident parPele. Knowing thevalue of.'_!;is new exact equations have been obtained for the no,;stationary
percentage for an electronic excitation (_ 10% ), an attempt - case (luminescence deeay_,_from which formula,; are derived
is made to deduce the percentage which correspouds to exei- for the average time of luminescence decay. Various asymp-
tati¢.n by a-particles. The raethod used consists of causing totie cases ate studied in detail. The resists obtained for
the RC time constanL_otf the output circuit of the photo- nonstatioaary processes can be used in the'theory of radiat_.z
mt;ltipl.;er to change bymeans of the resistance of the charge; 'energy tran.ffer in planeta-ry atmospheres and in the theory of
x_hen tl_e time constant is of the order of size of rt, the elec- neutron moderation.
crical impulse is practically limited to the rapid component of
the scintillation; then, when the time constant is greater than 69.3. REABSORPTION IN CRYSTALS OF FINITE
,.r_, the impulse corresponds to the total scintillation (rapid TIIICKNESS. III
component and slow component). _ Konobeev, Yu. V.
._ Optika.i S;Tektroskopi_,a, v. 11, no. 4, pp. 50,1--512,
October 1961
620, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND SPECTRA OF (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectrosbopy,
CHLORANIL AND p-PHENYLENEDIAMINE v. 11, no. 4, pp. 272-276,. October 1_61)
Giacometti, G.,Nordig, P.L.,Rigatti, G. A theory of ]ight-reabsorption in molecular crystals is11Nuovo Cimento, v. 23, no. 2, pp. 433-439,
:,- Janmary 16, 1962 presented. Formulae are obtained for the average tr, e lumi-
nescence decay aiad rise timt_.s iu the not_stati0nary case
The energy levels of ¢r-electrons for ch]oranil, p-phenylene- (decay and rise of luminescence), Variofis asymptotic eases
diamine-and their iotas, respectively positive and negative, are investigated in detail. The t'esults obtained in"the present
were calculated by the semiempirical LCAO--MO-SGFmethod. . paper I_)r iaonstationary'process_s dma be applied to the'theory
The results ace in good agreernefit with all know,!_ spec_a'al of radiation energy trafisfer hf plancta'ry atmospher._s and to
data on these substances. (PA, 1962, #8115) _ : the theory of neutron moderation. (PA, 1962, #6559)
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6"2,4.UNIVERSAL SIOLECULAPt INTERAC'TIONS AND Optlka i Spektroskapi-iJ ,. 12, no, 5, pp. 576-381, ,May 1962
THEIR EFFECT ON "File POSITION OF ELEC- fTranslated from the _,ussian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
TRONIC SPECTRA OF MOLECULES IN v. _2, no. 5. pp. 32P-322.. May 1962)
- TWO-COMI'ONENT S()LUTIONS.
IV. DEPENDENCE ON THE MAGNI'FUDF OF TIlE Form.t_Jae for the decay law of quenched solutions and tbe
STOKL5 SHIFT IN 1HE SOL_.'ENT I,USIINESCENCE dependence of 0:e lifetime and yield of luminescence on the
SPECraUM (LIQUID SOLUTIONS) coneevtration C of the quenching agent are obtained under
Bakhshiev, N.G. the f:.'_owing .,ssu.'nptlons: (1) the probability that a mole-
Optika i Sptktroskopiya, v. 1"26:no. 5, pp. 557-564, Slay 1962 cult be que,_ched by another between times t :.nd t + d," is
(Tra,-:Lated from Lilt• Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, kr-" dr, wLere k and t.' are constants, and r is the intermolec-
v. 12, no.5. pp. 3119-3!3, May 1962_ u|ar separation, and {'2) the interactions, between an excited
(For Part 111, see Ent_- #1077.) On the bums of a previ- molecu:e and all quenching molee:,Jes are algebraically
"-*'_ • ¢ "1 "trio
ously developed iheGry destribing the _lfluence o[ universal addit':re. TLe r,,_;,, -j[ the ,lopes of the curves de_m:b_..o rise
molecular ir,teractions on the positions of electro.hie spectra variation of the lifetime and yield of lumine._eenee ,'is a fame-
of molecules in two-eompovent [;.-quid solutions (Ent_, "_d'2.1/, lion of concentration (? of the quene'.aing a_,_.nt is tabulated
•_ new and more rigorous expressiot: was obtait:ed relating for C---->0,together with the limiti:_g v,due ot (ae ratio (,/-%) /
the magn't_lde of the Stokes sh:':_ in the lumine_seenee "pec_ (B/B_,) for C --> _e, where r; to, B and B are. the'lifetimes
trt3m lo the physiea! characteristics of the sulven| lr, d _-f the and yields of the qu,:nched and ut:o.uenel)_i *.-,luti0ns, respec-
dissojved subs:tan,.*. A genera[ quantita.rive comparison was tively_ (PA, 1962, _. 21,9i4)
caUSed out of the previously dese:tbed, expression with
experimental results, and its suit_biiity "vas shown forint-.r- 627. ENERGY TRANSFER IN RIGID SOLUTIONS
preting all the expefimer, ta! data on the _i:cetra o¢ • _li'.tl_ns ._.;a:csimqy,M.Z:, Rozman, L M.
of large groups, o_ aromatic compounds i_:a"wide rwtge of _ ._ OptikaiSpektrmkbpiga, v. 12, no. 5, pp. 606-6t_,Mayl962
solvents. The considerations included, that of the influbnee on --('rrafislated@om the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
the spectra 0[ specific molecular interactions and, in part/c,.,.- v. 12, no. 5, pp. 337-:33S, May 1962)
: lar, of hydrogen bonds.:(PA, 1962, #21,918).
analytical expressioh is ol:tained {or the lumine_ence
decay law o.f/a donor and for t}m qum.tum yield of energT
625. RELATION BETWEEI_ ABSORPTION AND LUMI- : transfer from donor to acceptor in the _ase of solid., solutions
NESCENCE SPECTRA AND THE ANTI:STOKES - with different degrees.of correlation of the mutual orientation
: LUMINESCENCE YIELD : of dipole moments. An est':mate is given of the upper con-
Alentsey, M. N., Paidmm: cheva, L.A. eentration limit, at which the concept ef print: molecules is
- Optika'i Spektroskopisja, v. 12, no. 5, pp. 565-570, May 1962 , -,-
_,u: applicable.
(Translated from tl',_ Russian in Optics and fipectro_copu:
v. 12, no. 5, pp..q14-317, May 1962) ::_ =
It is shown th::t to satisfy the relationship between absorp- 628. ON THE EILISTENCE OE sEVF __,L METASTABLE
lion and luminescence spegtra proposed by Stepanov, the STATES OF THE ACTIVATOR .,IOLECULE IN =.ORGANO_. UMINORS
quantumyield of luminescence must be eonsta_t in all regions - ArisK,v', A. V., Sveshnikov, B. Ya.
of excitation. As a supplement to the work =:of Antonov- Dpiik_a i Spektroskopiya, v. 14, no. 5, pp. 732-733, May 1903
Romanovskii, et al. this result-cofifirms the fac! that thermo- (Translated from the Russian lit Optics and Speclroscop!l;
dynamic and statistical laws do not contradict the invaricbility _ v. 14, n0_5, pp. 388-389, May 1963)
of the luminescence quantum yield nor, as _ eonseque_ce, the Certain re s.ults _btained in studies of the phosphorescence
possibility Qf an .¢7_,g[RYyield greater than one for ar_ti-Stokes of solid solutions of organic substances cannot be directly ex-
excita,'ion. It is eont._aaaed e:_perimentally that thu i,amines- plained within the framework of Jablonski's schem_, with one
eenee spectrum of an_ aqueous solut;ou of fluorescein is in_:ari- metastable Ievel. A number- of authors have thus attempted
able under anti-SttO,es excitation, and it is sb_,wn that
experimentally observed reductions of yiel_l. M_c'@tain regions to generalize this scheme by taking into consideration addi-
are associated with deparh_reffofi_- th-e-Stepanov relationship, dq:nal metastab!e_ states. Many. of the .ab°ve-menti°ned,experi-.
mental data egn, however, be explained equally wetj if the
Extrapolation,. of____thL_.-zelati6nship to antfStokes regions per- exis, ei:z;e---6f/luminescent, physically inhomogeneous centers
mrs seoa_a_mg out the active absorption, and the qdanttint - _fri the solutio_t (including among them chemical admixtures)iy-%id calculated-for this absorption turns out to be .9_.stariC _
/ (PA, 1962, #22,941) - _ _ __ is assu,.-a,zd_'ln this communication an experiment is proposed
" j which s]_6uld pen'nit a decision in favor of one oi, the other
"626. VARIATION OF .TrlE MEAN LIFETIME ANr_/_'IE!.t)__ of these hypotheses in a number of eases.
OF,LUMINESCENCE IN THE PROCESS OF _m,-.._pgrm,ent proposed here, which permits a choice
QUENCHING AS A FUNCTION OF TIlE LAW OF /:: between the two hypotheses, can also be applied to substances
MOLECi)LAR iNTERACTION .... - with coincident spectra of different phosphorescont centers.
Sveshnikov;B. Ya,, Shirokov, V.][. ': In this case, the-evaluation of the quantum intensities of
126 . /
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each one of the phosphorescences becomes ratile: difficult, b;Jt 631. EFFECT OF EXCITON DIFFUSION ON TIlE
a choice can be made ba_*:[ on the dependence of the decay KINETICS OF LUMINESCENCE
law upon the degree of illumination by tile exqiti_Jg licit in Konobeev, Yu. V.
the domain where Bouger's law is violated. If __l_edecay OptikaiSpektr°sk°piya'Akaderrd_a'_'_aukSSSR'Otdelenie
Fiziko-Matemaffcheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statci,
factors turn out to be different for :he phosphorescf:_t centers,
v. I, pp. 135--147, 1963
the genecal curve representing delayed emission in the case
of saturat:on will show nc variation only in the case w.l:ere The effect of the reahsorption and exeitonie mechanisms of
the ratio of the intensities of the phosphorescences of th_e transfer of electronic energy of excitation on quantum yield
centers is indelJendent of the degree 6f illumina;-ion by the .and mean life luminescence of molecular crystals was studied
exciting light, h; the case of physically inhomogeneous theoretically. In scone cases approximate folmulas are ob-
centers, an increase of th'-" illumination by the exeiling light tained. Only luminol)hores x_4th negligible reflection of lumi-
leads to an acceleration of "he lun_inescertt emission, in-pa_- nescent light on the sample surface are considered. The
t_cular during the first s-ages of the de." ay process. This: method could be used in the case of crystals with finite
happens because of the relat_ive increase of the number :.f thickness. Anthracene is discussed as an example.
centers of pho_-phorescenee for which the decay facto_ (decre-
ment) is large: the long-lived centers are more easily satu-
rated at lower intensiti.es of illum;nation by tile ext_ting light. 6.32. APPLICATIO_7-(]iF THE. ADDITIVE ST _TISTICAL
Thus, the possibility should be considered that the aecelera. METIIOD FOR "lklE STUDY OF FLUOe_ESCENT
tion _f the phosphorescent ep,ission in ._q/d soluHon_ of AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA
fluoresc_in at saturation which has been observed by. cv :sh- ._,iaslov, P. G.
nil-,_-:,"and which wa_ later-studied in detail, could be ex- In "Advances in M_lecular Spectroscopy. proeeedlng_-bf _:
plaJned in terms of one of the hypotheses consideJr&l abo_-_. the _Vth International Meeting on Molecular Spec_oseopy;B_', ,$na, Italy, 1959,'" Volume 1, pp. 266-'287 " - =:*
In conclusion, _t should be said that in perfort?aing'the I)ro_" Mangini: A., Editor . _-:.
posed experiment optically thifi samples (DA m_ ".h-_< 0.05) Pergamon Press, Lfd., Lond.m; England, and
should be used so as to e.xclu6e the possibility of errors The M_aemillan Co., New York, 1962-
resulting from irregular;ties of the excite.lion and of tb.e .-,
reabsorptic.n of the luminescen_ ligh: by activator molecl_]es Th'_ method was applied to i_m'ization- potential, _ipole
"_ in the ground stal:e and in metastab!e states. -moment, Load l_ngth, and molecdlar_ refraction of simple and
halogem,ted hydrocarbons, as. <vell as to fluorescent and ab-
sorptiov, spectra of subs',ibated anthracenes, naphthalenes,
629. NEG_.TIVE ABSORP-TiON BY CERTAIN ORGANIC and diphenylpolyenes. "v"I,ie_ tff calculated and experimental
COMI'OUNDS : values are preseo, ted.
Flerkaeheva, L. D.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. I5, no. 1, pp. 138-139, July 1963 ._-
(Tra:_slated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, 633. DECk, Y OF PItOSPHORESCENI_E FROM A
v. 15, no. 1, pp. 73-74, July 1963) DISTRIBUTION OF TRAPPING LEVELS
Until rece',:ttiy, investigations into_the production of [.:quid Medlin, W.L. -.
lasers were-carried out G_ systems having solutions of either Physical Review, v. 123, no, 2, pp_ 5.92--509, July 15, IP61
rare-earth salts or their complexes as the working_tbstance. In a previous paper it was sho_n that the usual m,_del for
Luminescent _olutions of organic substances did not appear second-order decay predicted the correct _fo_ for the decay
to be suil_ed to such applications beca2_se of the diffuseness in many thermoluminescent crystals but gave the wrong
of their: spectra and the short lifetime of the excited state, behavior for the l_arameters involve_'_. Speci_caqy, it was
thus [_reventing the attainment ofa sut_cient degree of popu- _ shown tfiat b and m in the decay expression, I = I_[ a/(b + t) ] m,
[ation inversion. In the present investigation the possibility is should behave differently as funetion._ of the decay tempera-
considered of producing a population inversion in solutions ture and,the degree of trap filling tiaan is obse:'ved e:_peri-
of organic su]:.sta_ ees whose dissociation constants exhihit a mentally at temperatures near or b_dt_w the glow peak. In
strong shift in the. excited state as compared with the ground - -the present paper it is shown that the discrepa_.eies can be
state.
:' ,, accounted-for by assuming a _st-c_der de,:,_.y from a distri-
bution of t_'apping levels, Most of the res_lts are based on a
630. INTRAMOLECULAR QUENCIIING OF FLUORES. ¢ gaussian distribt_tibn, but it is sht_'n tha': other distribp.tio_ls
CENCE IN SOLUTIONS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS can t_roduce similar results. T'be firs_.-ortter mechaflism is
Arist,_v, A. V., Sveshnikov, B. Ya. justified by considering the"relative m_.gnitudes of the rate
Optika i Spektroskoplya, Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie consta'nts for trap emptying, retrapping, and recombit_atiot_.
Fiziko.Matematicheskikh_Nauk, Sbomik Statei, At temperatures well above the glow peak this assL!mption is
v, 1_pp. 58-60, 1963
., no longe_ justified, but in-thi:, r_,nge the secoud-ord_" decay
The devisiiag _f experiments to indicate tile states-involw.'d predicts the observed result'._ for b and m. The effects of
in radiationless deactivation is discussed, reta'apping and of crystal diraen.dons are considered. Also/the
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effect on the ,flow _:eak of hav;ng a distribution of levels pro_.c:hes a finite value with i,lcreasing chain lengths of
rather than a set _f discrete levels _._wo;ked out, and it is car;Jt¢noids. When the classical polarizability is introduced,
shown that _!,c peak is broadened appreciably even for rela- the energies of excitation are reduced by a small ammsnt. It
tive'.y n._rrow distributions, is found that the introduction of thi_ classical polariz._bility or
the effe,:t of depolarization corresponds to the mixing of
g34. HAl.I. EFFECT IN IMPUPA'rY C-;)ND'JCTION con_gvrati,')ns. (PA, 1962, #14.345)
Holstein, T.
Physical Review, v. 124, _)o.5, pp. 13"29-1347, ¢/37. E.'ECTRONIC SFEC'I'RA AND ELECTRON-
December 1, 1961 TRANSFER INTERACTION BETWEEN ELECTRON ":-
Existence o_ a nonvanishit_g Ha'll effect in the impurity- I 3NOR AND ACCEPTOR
conduction regime (prey;rein at !ow temperatnres anti at low Nagalmra, S.
Pure and Alvpl_edCh_:mL,_ry,v. 7, no. 1, pp. 79-92, 1962impurity concentrations) is demonstrated. The dominant vice- (Paperpresented at the Internationa.ISymposium on
tron transport mechanism is the phonon-induced hopping of Molecular Structu:e and Spectroseopy, Tokyo, Japan,
charge carriers from oceui.-_ed to unoccupied majority sites. September 10-15, 1962)
The b.asic element of the theory is the existence of a (mag-
netic) field-dependent contrih_tion to the jump probabilit3: The concept of intramoieeular .... ..rge-transfer absorp'ion
hetween.two sites. This contribution is computed and is shown band was developed by the author and Tanaka, and also by
to arise from interference betwe_ ,he amplitude fur a direct Longuct-Higgins and Murrell, bx a_aalogy. ",_ith Mulliken's
h:ansitio between initial and final sites and the amplitrtde for theory,for intermolecular cases. A dominant characteristic of
" an indi)ect, second-order transit fen, involving -2ntermediate this concept is thPt systems where electror_ donating and
occupm:_.y of a third site. The-ease of an acapplied electric accepting groups are combined with each otl',er dhectly, o_"
field is considered. :-' :. -
-- through a bridge of conjugated double bonds, generally show
additional absorption bantls characteristic of the interaction
between electron donor (D) and accepter (A). In other
635. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION OF EXCITONS- words, it may be said that absorption bands of this kindBlatt,J. M.,Biier,K. W., Brandt,_W.
Physieal Revieav, v. 126, no. 5, pp. 169121692, appeaz additionally as the result of the con t[ibution e ._ _:,-
: June I, 1962 -" called charge-transfer (CT) structures A--D-* to the Eeso-
: nanee hybrid.. It is suggested that the appearance of CT '_,_.n,as"
This note dismisses the question whether quasi particles > be regarded as evidence for the existence of electron ",ransfer _,
such as exeitons, i.e., nonloealized excited states el solids, carl" " interaction between D and A. In reality the situa.'i.m gen(;ra]ly
.halfill necessary conditions for a Bose--Ein'sfein condensation, "becomes more complicated: since locally excited configura-
and whether such condensation can be observed. Although tions, which contail_ electron excitation within each corn-
uncertainties of present data on excitons preclude precise por_ent, talee part in the configiaration interaction.
nupaerieal predictions, it is concluded that under certain ex-
peiimentally : attainable eircumstan-ees excitons fulfill the Dui'ing the past few years, various investigations have been
uecessary conditions; i.e., condensation is possible. Ways c_[ carried out on tl_e l_ature of intra- and intermoleeular- CT
detecting the condensation _re .considered, and a specific absorption ba_nds from both the thOoretical and experimental
experiment is proposed, points of view. In this paper some important results, mainly
, concerning intramolecular cases, are reported. Discussion is
. _ given concerning acetic acid, formamide, and nitrobcnzene.
636. COLOR AND POLARIZABILITY OF CONJUGATED Data for thioacetamide, thiourea, nitr.ornesityle,._e, arid _enzoie
CItAIN-MOLECULE _ acid are also presented.
Mural, T.
Progressof Theoretical Physics,Kyoto, v, 27, no. 5) 'J
pp. 899-935, May 1962 638. THE TIIEORY OF CItARGE-'iRANSFER SPECTRA
The electronic excitation of long conj(igate_ thai,_: mole- Murrell, J. N.Quarterly Reviews, London, v..115,no. _, pp. 191-206_ 1961
eules _;sstudied by Toiiaonaga's method of collective motion.
_ One of the mo._t elementary modes of collective motion-'is the The term charge-transfer absorption rrmy be used whenever
-dipole oscillation. Pissuming the oecur-rene6 of this oscillation there is a large electron displaeeme!_t in going .from the
for rr-electrons in the conjugated chain, it is found thai:, for ground to the excited state. The energy a_,d intensity of the
cyanine dyes which eo_,_tainC-C bonds of e_lual length, the charge-transfer bands are discussed. A--_,athOmatica], treat-
" waveierigth t,l absorption increases nearly iu proportion to ment is presented. It is impossible, in general, to. separate
their chain length, while for earotenoids which contain the electronic states of the system into-those which have and
alternating bond lengths, the wavelength of absorption up- those which,do not have a charge.transfer character,
, 'J
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639. A CONSIDt.,'RATION ON TIlE T_I.APPING REGION Royal Society of London, Proceedings of tire, Series A--
OF FREE RADICAI.S IN IRRA[ IATED Mathematical atul P.husical Science_., v. 269, no. 1339,
POLYETHYLENE pp. 443-455, October 9, 1_°62
Kashiwabara, H.
Reports on Progress in °olymer Physics in .lapan, The potent:al-eL, ergy curves corresp0:" ding to arbitrary
v. 6, pp. 257-260, 196:i (in English) displacements of the atoms in the four smat,] molecules con-
(Available through Kobayasi Institute of Physical i4e__eareh, eerned were estimated by the use ot the Hellmann-Feynma_
Kokubunji, Tokyo, Japan) theorem and _ome s'.'mple a_sumptions about the l'_cation and
distribution of the total electronic charge. Some necessary
In the present note, several features of the stable free values of the: relevant force constants are taken from spec-
radical of ailyl type are summarized, and the part of the troscopic work. It is sh_wn that in CIt: and the -.xcited state
polymer in -vh'_'ch the radi,'als may be trapped is discussed in of NH_, where the electron has been taken from _ bondi,g
co'.mectioi, with the moq_hological knt)w|edge _f polymer orbital, fiae static Jaha-Tellcr displacement in:the cqui]_brium
crystals, configT.,,.ratiou is large, and in CII_ the important nolmal
coordinate increases by as much as 0.'23 A. In CF_ and the
640. THE LUMINESCENCE OF ORGANIC MOLECULAR excited state of NHz, ",vhe_e the bobs.ling electrons are almost
CRYSTALS ' " unaffected, the static distortion is much lo.ss, and is of the
Hoehstrasser, R.M. order of 0.02 A for the importa:at coordinate in CF ° ¸ (P_',
Rev_ws of Modern Physics. v: ,34, no. 3, pp. 531-550, 1962, #22,983} _-
July 1962
L
An attempt is made to relate the chemical approach to 643. TIlE COUPLINC BETWEEN ELECTROMAGNETIC
spectroscepy of mole_'ular crystals to theoretical explanations WAVES AND EXCITATION WAVES IN A
in terms of solid-.state physics. The first section c'onsiders MOLECULAR CRYSTAL
exciton theory, applied to the lominescence o£ organic sub- : Hall, G. G.
stances, also molecular vibrations, polarization effects, the Royal Society of London, Proceedings of tire, Se,ies A--
influence of l_.:(tice defects, nonradiatJve degradat."on of exci- Mathematical and Physical Scicnces,'_. 270, no. 1341,
tation ,nergy, and the importance of triplet states. The second pp. 285-294, November 13, 1962
section, describe_ fluoi-escence spectra classified as sharp, Analysis is given of sorae of the approximations involved
broad, and diffuse.._ne final section deals witl3 the. relation- . in the electrostatic ce.lculation of the dipole-dipole forces
ship of theory tc experiment. In most cases it is difficult to between molecules in an excited state of a moIecular crystal.
identify/ mechanisms derived from theory in the ex_Tirfi_al. It is sho_,n that there is a close analogy between the quantum
i6salts,._ and in particular to explain the occurrence of slow _.w_echanical theory of these exc.teal ' states and the classical
-fluoresceace. (PA, 1962, #23,608) theoryo_ tlfe-vib_at[_n_ cf a_ ,-'-_:,_'ecrystal_ The the_r_ v[ long
waves developed by Born and Hu_ing for an ionic crystal
641.. RING-CURRENTS AND THEIR EFFECTS IN is adapted for a moleeula_ crystal which has one molecule in
AROMATIC MOLECULES each unit cell. This en,-,bles th.e effects due to the couplirig of
Hall, G.G.,Hardisson, A. the transvers,_ excitation waves and the electromagnetic
hoyal Society of London, Proceedings of the, Series A_ we.yes, the reta_'dation of the forces, the molecular polariza-
Mathematical and Physical Sciences;v. 268, no. 1334 , bility, and the no_._-analytic be]_avior of the e_ergy bands to
_ pp. 328--338, July 24, 1962 be included in the thegry. L further modification of the theory
allows for the finite lifetime of the exert, d state and producesThe form of the localized orbitals needed to desc_:ibe the
chauges in the energy bands, the extinction c_efficient, and
properties of an aromatic molecule in the presehce of a mag- the reflectivity.
neti._ field is discussed using the standard excited state. The
ring currents induced by an external field give rise to contri-
butions to the diamagnetic anisotropy and to the shielding of 644. TtIE USE OF GENERAl, MODELS FOR TIlE
the nuclear dipole of an attached proton, Both of these effects INTERPRETATION OF TIlE ELECTRONIC
are calculated on the basis of the self-consistent form of SPECTRA OF COMPLEX ORGANICMOLECULES
molecular orbital theory. For this purpose the perturbation Mason, S. F.
equations are solved iteratively, and results are given for some Tctrahedro_, v. 19, Supplement 2, pp. 265--276 r 196_3
hydrocarbon molecules. General models are devised for the collective treatment of
'- the electronic spectra given by a group of structurally relate.d
642. STATIC JAHN--TELLER DISTORTIONS IN THE molecules. The use of symmetry relations is illustrated by an
SMALL MOLECULES: CH_, CF_, NIt_ (EXC,ITED analysis of the long-wavelength absorption of di- and tri-
STATE) AND NH:, (EXCITED STATE) ar_!methyl io't_s--diphenyl, tr_iphenyl, })is (p-biphenylyl), bi_ (,-
Coulson, C. A., Strauss, tl. L. bi_henylyl) methyl, t_'is (l_-biphenylyl), and tris (m-biphenylyl).
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Hiickel orbitals of homonuclear _-election models are em- 647. THE EXCITEO STATES OF HELICAL POLYMI_.RS
p!oyed to interpret the spectra of analogous heterouuclear Zhoffmann, R.
conjugated molecules, and the general scope of apectroscopic Vestnik Moskovskogo Unlversita, Serioa III, Fiziki,
applications or"the Hiickel themT is discussed. Astrcnomli, v, 17, no- I, pp. 69-7'7, 1962
Various methods of theoretical treatment of the. excited
states are cousidered. Polymers containing chro,_ "_r_lorphs (a
645. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF SUBSTITUTED group of ate,ms in the monomer molecule prod,_c a_ charac-AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
Murrell, J.N. teristic 1800-A absorption) are considered. Examp._es are
Tetrahedron, v. 19, Supplement 2, pp. 277-287, 1963 nucleic acids, with purines and pyrimidi._es as ehromomol_phs,
and isotactic polystyrenes with the aror.Jatic ring acting as
A critical comparison is presented of the quantum me- chromomorph. Results of Tin,Jco's work are compared _,6th
chanical models which m_y be used for interpreting the these.
spectra of sul_stituted aro,_aatic hydrocarbons. The model
based on electronic states of the isoelectT0nic, equivalent
hydrocarbon is support.ed by the experimental fact that re- 648. THE PRIMARY PHOTOCHEMICAL STEP IN
placing a C atom. by O or N in a conjugated system us_ally _HOTOSYNTHESIS: A COMPARISON OF
l_as only.,a small, effect on the positions of the z:-,-rabsorption • TWO THEORIES
bands. In the case of the other model in which states are Franek, J., Rosenbei'g, J. L., Weiss, C., Jr.
In "L,._minescenceof Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
butt up from orbitals localized either on the hydrocarbon or International Conference Proceedings, New YorkUniversity,
on the _ubstituent, the states are divided into {we classes: N.Y.,1961, pp. 11-29
those involving an excit_ition between different orbitals of the Kallmann, IL P., Spruch, G. hi., Editors
hydrocarbon, or between different orbitals..of the substituent, . John:Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,N.Y., 1962
and those involving the _ansfer of an electron between the
hydrocarbon _iad the'sttbstituent. Observations of fluorescence, afterglow, and absorption
_ spectra of chlorophyll in rive ,and vitro, together with chemi-
-. . cal kinetic data on photosyiathesis rat_s under a variety of
: 6,16.THE ANALISIS-OF ELECTRON SPECTRA OF external conditions, have led the authors to a theory o_ the
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS - primary photochemical steps of photosynth_ ds.
,_ Oaoprie_ako,M.I. :;
Ukralns'kii Fiziehnii Zhurnal_v. 7, no. 2, i_p.179-191, 1962 AnOther theory, based on evidence of photoionization of
chlorophyll in the chloroplasts, has been proposed _everal
: The principles of the theory developed for free molecule_ " times and recently }',as been presented in more detailed form
ate applied to the shady of the energetic states of molecular by Calvin, et al.
crystals to which "localized" excitons correspond. A study of
the spectra of molecular crystals is of interest in connection This paper contains a survey of the status of both theories,
with the possibility of determini" _ the polarization of electron and a comparison of their conc]_isions with the available
transitions. As tlie polarization oi transitions is closely related experiment .1 evidence.
to t_e symmetry of the molecule, the possibility arises of
determining the. structure of the molecule on the basis of a
study of the polarization of electron-oscillatory transitions. In 649. A SUMMARY OF QUENCHING STUDIES OF
addition, an analysis of the spectra p_'rmit_ interpreting the" ENERGY TRANSFER IN ORGANIC SYSTEMS
-- Brown, F. H., Furst, M., Kallmami, H. P.
oscillation of molecu._s. As an illustr0(_,n an analysis is given In "Luminescence of Organicand -inorganicbfaterials,"
Of the spectra of high temperature motlifi_:_fions of meta- International Conference Proceedings, New YorkUniversity,
xylol crystals at 20°K in polarized light. The existence of N.Y., 1961, pp. 100-109
electron transitions polarized along the a, y, aud z axes of Kallmann, H. P,, Sprucb, G. M., Editors
r_olecules is established, in addition, the _.xistenee is estab. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., i962
lished el:other electron t_ansitionsi the polarization Of which
•'h . Quenching studies afford _. convenient method for dis-does not co_ncicle with., e ay.es of the molecule. It is shown .
that the appearance of these tr'ansltions is due to slight devia- criminating between the possi*vle processes of nonradiative
energy transfer. The similarities of the concentration depen-
ti-on_ of the symmetry of the molecule from C_v. A complex dence of energy transfer from solvent to solute to that of
study of the po_rization of electron-osc!llatory tr_u_,,;itionsand solvent quenching within the solvent system, and of the
the symmetry and form of the eon'e:spondingoscillations may concentration _ dependence of e_ergy transfer in liquids to
be utilized for determining the real structure of the molecule, that in rigid systems; show the importance of energy trans-As an exampl e tht; atit_horconsiders the value_of the oscillation
of the bond R_-p-Cfor determining the deviatiofi's or' this bond p,_rt by migration in both liquid and rigid systems,
from the plane pt.rallel to the Carbon ring of the molecule. Further support for mig_'ation is found iu the reduction of
An interpretation of the basic molecular oscillation is given, quenching rate obtained upon dilution with a nontransferrlng
(PA, 1962, #18,8f_2) _ liquid. The connectio_ of energy transfer and quenching by
130
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the energy transport process is demonstrated by the use _)f 652. TIlE FRANCK-CONDON pRr_NCIPLE _PPLIED TO
o-terphenyl as a quencher in liquid systems. It is found that SOLUTIGNS OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
this ccqpound acts both as a quencher a_'_das art _nergy Lippert, E.
transferring agent. In "L,imi:_escence of Organic and Inorganic Materials,"I*lternational Conference Proceedings, New York Universi_.,
N.Y., 1961, pp. _71---273
650. DECAY AND POLARIZATION OF FLUORESCENCE Kallmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M.,Editors
OF SOLUTIONS ",_' John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New _/ork,N.Y., 1962
Jablonski, A. The electronic st:.ueture of p-cyano-diraethylaniline is corn-
In "Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materi_ls,'"
International Conference Proceedings, New YorkUnivers;t-" posed mainly of two resonance structures, a nonpolar one
N.Y., 1961, pp. I10-11,, and a higidf t_olar one with a positive el,arge on the amino
Kallmann, H. P.,Sprrch, G. M., Editors nitrogen and a _eff;,tive charge on the cyano ni[rogen. The
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1962 molecule emits a flllpres:'" _ce bal:d which is polarized in the
direction of the long' _xis. This compound emits not only one
It is shown that measurements of the polarizat;.on of run- fluorescence band-li,t, long wavelength band-but it pos-
rescence of an isotropic luminophor, together with measure- ._esses also a secon[ fluorescence band. The mechanism
ments of the me0,n durations .:l and r ± of the components underlyir-,g the fluor_ sr,:ence is e':plained.
I" and I z of the fl_iorescence parallel and perpendicular to
the electric vector of plane polarized exciting light permit 653. "lt*-n TRANSITIONS :"
o,ie, in the simplest cases, to obtain some new information on Lippert, E.
the processes causing depolarization of fluorescence. If tl.e In"Lumineseence of Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
total fluorescence intensity i (emitted in all directions) decays International Conference Proceedings, New York University,
according to I (t) = 1, e_p ( - t/-c) and its emission anisotropy N.Y,..1961, pp. 274-'?,75
r = (I H - I z )/(I u + 2I ±) according to r (t) --=roexp(-d_t), Kallrnarm, It. P., Spruch, G. IJ., E3it_.rs
such measurements permit the evaluation of both ro and _ John Wiley & Sons, Inc., N*wYork, N.Y., 1962
(t is the decay time and r the mean durrtion of total runt- The spectrum of 9,10-diaza-phenanthrene is considered.
escence; _b is a constant). It follows from the theory g;ven This compound, unlike quinoline and pyridazine,.emits fiuo-.
by F. Perrin that in the case of flucrescent solutions, in which rescent light. A ,-r*<--n absorption band is exhibited and a
depolarization is caus,ed by thermal rotations of luminescent rr*--)n fluorescence is also noted.-Comments are made re-
moie_.u!__s,_b= kT/vr_ (v is the volume, of the luminescent garding the separation of the phosphorescence and fluores-
molecule to,getber with its solvation shell, _7 the viscosity cence bands.
coefficient of the solvent, and k and T have the asua] mean-
ings), provi.ded that the rotations of the molecules are gov- 654. INTERACTION OF THE VIBRATIONAL AND
erned by the laws of Brownian rotation of spherical particles. ELECTRONIC MOTIONS IN SOME SIMPLE
Thus, in addition to to, v can also be evaluate_q. Appropriate CONJUGATED HYDROCARBONS. 1. EXAC'I"
experimenis were performed by R. B_uer. CALCULATION OF THE INTENSITY OF THE
'A,_---_IB_,,,IBm.,VIBRONIC TRANSITIONS
OF BENZENE
651. TI-IEOIIY OF WEAK-FIELD EPR TRANSITI'.)NS Liehr, A. D.
AMONG FHE SUBLEVELS OF THE LOWEST Z;"_tschriflflit NaturJorschung, v. 13a, no. 4, pp. 311-335,
T_tIPLET STATE OF ETHYLENE April 1958 (in English)
Ciavinszky, P. .-
I_ "Luminescence of Organ;e and Inorganic Materials," The ._aite. intensities of the forbidden bands of 50,000 and
h:ternationalConferenceProeeedings, New York University, 39,500 cm "_ are a ,ributed to the i:_teraction of rotational,
I_.Y., 1961, pp. 263-270 vibrational, and electronic mohons. The effect ef the latter
l(allmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors two is calculated; a form of pertt/rbahon theory suit_.ble for
John Wiley & qons, Inc., New York,N.Y., 1962 computation is developed. Calculated oscillator streugths are
The present work _nvestigates }.ow the lowest triplet state 0.26 and 0.003, as opposed t9 experimertal value:_ of 0.1 and
of linear hydrocarbon molecules with one double bond is 0.002. Error due to incipient breakdown of the perturbation -
expected to behave in EPR experiments when circularly polar- formulae as discussed, as are the large errors in the relative
ized t_F fields a.re applied and the spin-constant magnetic intensities of the vibrational components of the bands.
field i_teraction is smaller than the spin-spin interaction. The 655. INTERACTION OF THE VIBRATIONAL AND
approach i_ based on perturbation theory and the ethylene ELECTRONIC MOTIONS IN SOME SIMPLE
moleeale is discussed in the =-electron approximation, The CONJUGATED HYDROCARBONS. IL ALGEBRAIC
coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the C-C EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS
direction in the ethylene molecule coincides with the Liehr, A.D.
z.direction. The present treatment of EPR transitions is re- Zeitschri/t _iirNatur/orschuag, v. 13a, no. 6, pp. 429-438,-
stricted to the case of a weak constant magnetic field. June I958 (in _nglish)
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An account is _ven of the evaltlation of a number of recommended that its use be restricted '_o the dynamical I
integl'als, not previously published, which were involved in manifestathms of the theorem of Jahn and Teller (e.g., for-
a calcula':_n of intensities ,,f vibronJcally allowed transitions bidden asymmetric vibr,_ional p:ogressions and abnormal
in thespectrumofbenzene. (PA, 1959, #731) paramagnetic behavior). Statical demonstratiqns of the _-
theorem are better ascribed to il_trinsic Jahn-Tel]er insta-
bility. (PA, 1961, #17,309) _!
656. INTERACTION OF THE VIBRATIONAL AND
ELECTRONIC MOTIONS IN SOME SIMFLE
CONJUGATED HYDROCARB()NS. 657. BEOBACIITUNG VON ELEMENTARPROZESSEN AN
III. A SEMIEMPIRICAL FOt',MULATION ANGEREGTEN MOLEKL_LEN, CYCLOHEXAN
Liehr, A.D. (ELEMENTARY PROCESSES IN FXCITED
MOLECULES. CTCLOHEXANE)
Zeitschrift/ii:. Naturforschung, v. 16a, no, 7, PI:. 641-668, 5chiiler_H., Arnold, G.
July i961 (i_ English) Zeitschrift/Sr-Naturforschung, v. 17a, no. 8, pp. 670-675,
A semiempirical theory of vibrational and elec_onic recip- August 1962
roeation, in both degenerate and nondegefierate electronic
st:;tes, is developed unde," the assumptions,,aat (1) a mole- 658. DER EINFLUSS DES LOSUNGSMI'ITELS AUF DIE
cule may be accurately described by t_e adiabqtie approx- ELEKTRONENSPEKTREN LUMINESZIERENDER
imation; (2) solutions, of the electronic and vibrational MOLEKt_,LE (EFFECT OF THE SOLVENT ON THE
Schriidinger equations for some fixed molecular conformation E1 ECTRON SPECTRA OF LUMINESCING .,
are available; (3) the electronic wave functions m_y be MOLECULES) -, ;
-analytically continued to vicinal geometries; (4)-the power Bilot, L.,Ka_wski,A.
series-'expansion of the electronic wave functions and Ham- Zeitschrift fiir Naturforschung, v. 18a, no2-1,pp. 10-15,
iltonian 3perator, in terms of nuclear displacements, may be January 1963
truncated at ,degree two; and (5) first-order perturbation _achschiew'5 fluorescence spectroscopic investigation on
theory is applicable. The formulae derived for non-degenerate dissolving of phthalimide compounds is compared with the
electronic distributions are employed to compute the intensi- theory concerning the influence of the solver, t on the electron
ties cfthe Herzberg-Teller (1933) "vibronie" type absorp- __pectra of the molecule. The equations obtained permit
tie_s of normal benzene, the cyelopentadienide loft, and the determinatio,a of the dipole moments of the excited states a,d
tropyliumion. For convenience in numerically evaluating the also the angle between the dipole moments in gcoui__dand ex-
requisite phenomenotogieal vibrom_cOnstants, the Lennard e_ted states.
Jones (1937) approximation is introduced. The rest_l,tant
accord of experiment and theory is good. To test _he gedqeed
mathe_;aatieal expressions for either essential],, or fortuitously 659. BEOBACHTUNG VON ELEMEN" Mt.PROZEgSEN ANANGEREGTEN bIOLEKOLEN. II. _diUTAN
degenerate electronic dispositions, extremr_i energy ealcula- (ELEMENTARY PROCESSES IN EXCITED
t-ions are performed for the eyCobutadien.e and benzene mole- MOLECULES. II. n-BUTANE)
cules, the eyelotadienyl radical, and .'.he benzene plus one Schiller, H., Arnold, G.
ion, It is found, in agreement with the lahn--Teller theorem Zeitschri/t/iirNatur[orschung, v. 18a, no. 1, pp. 15-19,
(1937), that all these systems are eonfiguratlon,_lly unstable January 1963
with respect to some asymmetric nuclear displazement. The (For Part I, see Entry #657.) Produc{s formed b_ dis-
utilization of the Lennai'd-Jones approximation again permits sociation of excited n-bt_tane by electron impact in the glow
a numerical specification of the required vibronic parameters, discharge are explained by hmermolecular processes. A re-
Application is then made to the .ultraviolet spectnm of ben-. action scheme is discussed for thP formation of the observed
zene: the second singlet absorption and the Rydbc,.g spectrum C2- and C:hydroearbons, which follow from cleavage of one
arq theoretically interpreted in the light of the reckoned
,, or two C-C bonds, The experimental results establish this
predictions, reaction scheme quantitatively within an error of 5%.
An attempt-is made to answer the four cogent queries of
Wilkinson concerning the nature of Jahn-Teller interactions 660. BEOBACItTUNG VON ELEMENTARPROZESSEN AN
in the Rydberg spectrum of benzene. A mathematical and ANGEREGTEN MOLEKtJLEN. III. CYCLOHEXAN
pictorial description of the nuclear dynamics of Jahn-Teller 2. TEIL (ELEMENTARY PROCESSES IN
and Herzberg-Teller molecules is also given, and the por- EXCITED MOLECULES. liI. CYCLOHEXANE
traltures of the underlying potential surfaces are verbally PART 2)
• arid diag:ammatieally painted. In addition, a critical discus- Schiller, H., Arnold, G.
sion of the reality of both the comFutational technique.¢ and Zeitschrfft [iirNaturtorschung, v. 18a, no. 5, pp. 604-607,
of the emergent algebraic forms is presented, and paths for May 1963
- future progress are indicated. A qritical discussion on the In a previous paper it has been shown that C:_:C,, C4:C:,
misuse of the phrase "Jahn-Teller effect" is appended; it is and C,,:C,.,:C,, cleavages of the ring occur b;' primary dissoci-
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ation processes of excited eyelobexane mot,eules. The pc - (7.7 X lO_)/(h,_[R:,.] - 35;) If B_ is u-lkno_>n_ the equation
centage portion_ of the reaction prodn_'ts fo_'med are constant can be used tc estimate the range in which _,.,._ is to be
withi_ the different groups of cleavage They ha_c been expected. A great part of the experimenta! data lies within
explained by simple reacti, . _chemes. N _w it will be showr, thi._;range. Deviations are discussed.
that a regularity exists vlso betweev :best three different
dissociation processes, it is remarkable that the C.s:C_ a]ad
the C.,:C.2:C,, dissociz.tion processes are coupled and that t,:e t.64. I)'RER EINE LINEARE BEZIEHUNG ZWISCHEN
three dissociation processes discus:.ed eccur with integ_:al DEN ANODISCHEN HALBSTUFENPOTENTI&LENUND DE'4 LANCSTIVELLIGEN ABSORPTIONS-intensities.
? BANDEN BEI ORGANISCHEN VERBINDUNGEN
(A LINEAR RELATION BE'IWEEN TIlE ANODIC
661. DIE BFEINFLUSSUNG ]?ER FLUORESZENZ VON HALF-STEP POT,'ENTIALS AND "I-HE LONGEST-
MOLLK(_,LEN DURCH LIN _USSERES WAVE ABSORFTION BANDS IN ORGANIC
ELLKTRISCHES FELD I. THEORIE COMPOUNDS)
(INFLUENCE OF AN EXTERNAL EI.ECT_RIC Stanienda, A.
FIELD ON THE FLI.ORESCENCE OF Zeitschrift ffir PhysikalischeChemie, Neue Folge, Frankfurt,
MOLECUI,ES. I. T'.'._IEORY) v. 33, no. 1-4, pp. 170-180, July 1962
Liptay, W.
Zeitschrift fiir Natur.orschung, v. 18a, no. 6, pp. 705-718, Linear reletions are found in organic compounds with ,,
June1963 coniugated double bonds between the maximum of the
longest-waveabsorption bands and the anodic half-step poten-
The change of orientation of excited molecules which are tials which are explained by 'the relative positi.3n of the terms.
capable of fluoreseev, ce is treated as _ kinetic phenomenon. The relation has the general form" E_/2 = a + by, where -:
The apnlication of the equations allows determination of the
" v -- wave nur,3ber in em -_, and a and b are constants within !
dipole moment of the excited state in suitable molecules.
In an example, tl,e dipole moment of p-dimethylamino-;/- a group of compounds. 26 _eferenees.
cyanostilbene is calculated and the va]ue found to be iq good . ,
agreement with experimental data. The theory is applaeable 665. THE NATURE OF EXTINCTION OF CHLOROPHYI L
to molecules with or without pcrmaneqt dipole momeat and FLUORESCENCE BY OXIDIZING AND
with isotropic or anisotropic polarizability. (For Pact .r[. see REDUCING AGENTS
Entry #813. ) Dilung, J. J., Cherny_tk. ',, ',_..
" " Zhurnal Fizicheskoi Khimii, v. 37,'no. 5, pp. 1100--1105,
-. May 1963
662. t0BER DIE TEMPERATURABH_NCIGKEIT DER Both oxidiziag and reducing agents may play the part ofLICHTABSORPTION DURCH EXCITONEN
(TF(E TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF TIlE extinguishers of fluorescence in the case of chlorophyll-type
LIGHT ABSORPTION BY EXCITONS) pigments. With oxidizing agents the extinct'.'on is greater the
B_em, W. stronger the electron acceptor activity of the agent and the
, Zeitschrift f/it Physik, v. 164, no. 2, pp. 199-221, electron donor activity of the pigment. The reverse is true
August 3, 1961 for reducing agents. This ir_dicates that underlying the fiuo-
The temperature dependence of the absorptio:a of light rescence extinct'on prc_:_ss is the reversible transfer of an
by exeitons is considered. The eigenfunctions of the excitons electron bet,',een the fluorescent molecule a1_d t_Se extinguish-
are those of the vibrating crystal, introduced by Tjablikow, ing agent. This is further confirmed by the photochemical
Lee, Low, aL'l Pines. The m6del can only be used if the electro;a transfer reactions which take place in all cases of
c_upling between excitons and crystal vibrations is weak. prolonged irradiation.
The results are expressions for the production of excitons and
simultaneous absorption or emission of phonons. 666. THE MOLECULAR ORBITAL SELF-CONSISTENt! -
FIELD DETFr_MIN/kTION OF aHE GROUND
663. DIE INTENSIT)i.T VON ELEKTRONENI2BER- STATE OF FERROCENE
FOItRUNGSBANDEN IN ELEKTRONEN-DONATOR- Sbastorovish, E. M., Dyatkina, M. E.
AKZEPTOR-KOMPLEXEN (INTENSITY OF Zhurnal Struktumoi Khimffi, v. 1, no. 1, pp. 109--121,
ELECTRON TRANSITION BANDS IN ELECTRON May-June 1966
DONATOR-ACCEPTOR COMPLEXES) (Translated _rom the Russian in Journal of Structural
Briegleb, G., Czekalla, J. C;_emistrth v. 1, no. 1, pp. 98-110, May-June 1960; ..
Zeitschrift fiir Phtlsikallsche Chemle, Neue Folge, Frankiurt, published 1961)
v. 24, no. 1, pp. 37-54, April 1960 The ground state of ferrocene, Fe (C,_Hs).,, was determined
4" t _ 'A relation is set up between r,,,, x (extinction coet_eient), using the __O selt-consis,ent fielta treatment (Roothaan s mod-
hv,,_,, and R,_ (resonance energy of complexes): e,,a_" ---" i_qcation). Tht molecular orbitals of the complex eonsi,;ted of
t33
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ten MOs representing the ring ::-electrons, which were MGs in the complex are given. The calculated ionizational
constructed from the 2p: AOs of. carbon, and of nin_ potential (6.39 ev)is in a satisfactory, agreement with the
3d s 4s4p _ AOs o! iron. The AOs ,wre represented-in the experimental value (7.05 ev). A detailed discussion of the
form of Slater wave fnnctions. Th*. formulas ,_sedfor ealcular- results will be postponed until the calculations for sin'._lar
ing the necess:a_,, matrix eleraen,_ are discu._._i and their moleevles (C,:H_.):.Cr, (C_H;)zCo*, and (_:,H._:._,Cr are
numerical values tabul._ted.%_?heform and the energies of the completed.
EXPERIMENT
6f,7. "IRANSFER OF TRIPLET-STATE ENERGY IN FLUID 669. RELATIVE YI_LDg OF FLUORESCENCE AND
SOLUTIONS. L SENSITIZED PHOSPHORESCENCE PHOSPHORESCENCE OF BIACETYL IN --
AND ITS APPLICATIONTO THE DETERMINATION FLUH3 SOLUTIONS
: OF TBIPLET-STA'I'ELII_%_TIMES. Sandrm,K., Almgren,M.
Backstrom, ILL. J., Sandr.os,K. z Acta Che_nicaScandinavica, v. 17, no. 2, pp. 55'2,-553,
Acta Chfm'._.a Scandinavica, v. 14, no, i, p_. 48--6_, l_,q3 (in English)
•"!960(ia'Fatgli_-h)" The phosphore__se_:ncen-m/tnlife and the ratio of. fluorescence
.... _- _.-TJ'_"iaL_otoluminesce,ce .sl_tra-, of biaee_'l, h:mzi;-_ and to phosphorescence quantum yi, lds of !e__-15mM bf_icetyl ir_
anis:.'_,m O-free benzdnd_lutiom at-rgom temperature, were benzene and in benzene-isopropyl alcohol splufions were de-
-' detefi/'2/ied by:u_tg_the Hg line at 366 m_ as exgiting light_ tennined, using Hg line_405-to 408-m# excitation. The ergot
: ._11-tl_ree sub_ances show mainly phosphoresce t,_'e, wh. - of gradual change of solvent_;w,as studied.
mean lifetime ex_£_cling 5 × i0 -s See, but also m,.amrable . - " _ z - :
flu_,ence.Addltion of an efllcientphosphorescenceqreneher 67_,. LUMINESCENCE PRoPEBTIES OF SOME
makes it possib]_et9 study the_fluorescence spectra sepa_tely. : PURINES AND-PYRIMIDINES. A STUDf BY
Mt_suremenfs on sohttion__;containing both benzophenone FLUORESCENCE SPECTROPHOTOMETRYOF
an_ one of the tl/ree substances/hen tinned have-shmyn that THE .SITES OF PROTONATION AND, OF THE
tht. h,Rer may be excited to lumine_ence also by light pri- TYPES OF LOWEST.EXCITED SINGLET STATE._2_-:_]
' - : B0rre._n, H.C. _ " '
m_._ily-absorbed by benzophenone.- The spectrum of this aaa Chemica Scandinarica, v. 17, no. 4, pp. 921-929,
sensitized lamines.-'ence shows it to be pure phosphorescence. 1963 (in English) "_,
This proves that _tl,.e sensitization occurs by a transfer oi _ _ :
trip|et:stat-e ener_" from sensitizer to aceeptor. The triplet " The fluorescence of the following 6.ompoundo in aqueous
energy levc._ of_benzophe_ione lies 4000 cm -t aboye'_that of solution at room temperature wa._ determined: adenine, ade-
• _'t 5
b; _ee_l. From fills difference, it is assumed that the transf_ nosfne, adenosme-a -phosphate, "-diphosphate, and -txipLos-
0,_triplet-state energy is a diffusioq-eonirolled process, anti 6hate, 2-amino-4-methylpyrimidin_., benzimin/_zole,
the mean life of: benT.oph6non6 in its tripl6t-state can be 2,6-diaminopurin6. guanine, guanit_e deoiyriboside, guano-
calculatVt_ firom me,'tmremertts of the intensity of sensitized sine mixture o._ guano,sine-3"- and guanosin6-g'-phosphate,
bi/sc_tyl phosphnres_eenee as a function of th_ concentration m:_:msine-5'-p_osphate, -diphosph-ate, and -triphosphate,
._ purine, and pyrim(dine. The emission and fluo_e._cence excita-
of biacetyl. E_perimental data are presented and mterpreted._ tion spectra ofthe last cgmpoun d were determined in Et_O.
It is assumed that tran,_formation of the molecules from a
668. FLUORFSCENCE OF ADENINE AND LNOSII_'Z nonfluoiesceut to a fluorescent form reoresei-ated the'repI_ee-
NUCLEOTIDES ment of a _, ,r state *by a ,r, ,r state as the lowest escited
Walaah E.. si_glet,-and that the sites of protonation_ in acid solution w_ere "
aeta Chem(da-Seandlnariea;v_17, no. 2, pp. 461-463, the N :atoms of the'heteroeydic ringsc _ :"
• 196,_,(M Englisl/) . '"
Adenine and_it, osine nucleotides were sht,wn to exert, 671. ; UMINES_ENCE OF ADSOPd_ED FL_Jo:(EscEiN
native fluore._cence, althot/gh with low quantum yield, The Lendvay, E.
mosine defigatives-'showed a 4ow and constant fluorescence "- . Acta Phy,_icaHungadca, v. 13:,no. 2: pp. _A9-252, 1961
emission at atiy pH-value between DH 1-I0.0; the adehosine (inEnglish)
_--- .L • • .
derivatives showed an increase qn fluorescence at p/-I values ' The lumin¢_scence spectra of fluoresceir,'adsori_ed on AI_O_
below 5 which w_ related to the.prot6nizati0n of the amino films, prepared by anodic oxidation m.d treated with basic
g/ottp in the 6,p_sit2on, The attachmen_ of the ribosyl gtm_p _ solutions, _fre exanfined. The results :adieate that the differ-
to: adenine increa._ed the fluorescence intensity," but this • ent emitti_g,centersgresedt are due to different surface OH
._ncreasewa£quenvh_d:by phosphate groups. :/: " group's. (PA, 1961, #20,022)
5
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672. LU,qlNESCENCE OF FLUORESCEIN ACTIVATED rescence intensity vs. time of the vzo_,e treatment obeys a
I.AYE,_ PHOSPHORS hyperbolic law. (PA 1963, #1696) -
Lendvay, E.
ActaPhysicaHungarica, v. 13, no. 3, pp. 289-302, 1961 676. ON THE FUNDAMENTAL POLARIZATION OF THE -_
(in English) FLUORESCENCE OF VISCOUS SOLUTIONS _'
The sodium fluorescein adsorption of oxide layers formed Szalay, L., Gfiti,L., Sfirkfiny;B.
on aluminum surfaces produces layer phosphors emitting Acta Ph_aic_ Hungarica, v. 14, no. 9,-3, pp. 217_-224,1962(in English)green light under the excitation of high-pressure mercury (Paper presenteda,"thelnt¢.rnationaiSymposiumon '-
vapor lamps. The i.ntensiW and energy distribution of the Luminescenee_Entry #495) ___ -- :light depends on the physical and chemical structure of the
layer. It is _,stablished that the activation of the oxide hydrate The fundament,_! polariza:ion of lhioresccin in glycerinc_
layers happens by ehemisorption and that there is a relation water solutions was ph0tc_lcctrically studied at a i_:mperatun" -.
behvcen the hydration of the oxide surface and the energy of 30'C, taking into account the spectral characteristics of
distribution ot_ the emission. (PA, 1962, #4184) polarization, the rotation depolarization, the e,oLce, tration :
: depolarization and the influence of the secb'_dary lumines-
673. THE ROLE OF SURFACE HYDROXILS OF cence. The secondary luminescence was shown to play an
AhO_- xH,O IN TIlE LUMINESCENCE OF important role, and after allowing for it, an experini'ental
ADSORBED FLUOEESCEIN MOLECULES value of the fundamental polarization very near to the theo-
Lendvay, E. retical: one, viz., 0.5, was found, contrary to earlier resuhs,
&etaPhysic_ Hungarica, v. i3, no. 3, pp. 333-_0, 1961 - Some conclusions were drawn relating to the torsional vibr_-" ':
(in English) tion, sol_'ation effects, etc. (PA, 1963, # 1697) :'_
3 " "-" .7,.
By producing various surface hydroxyl, concer_trations on : "_
Ai=O._fi!m_ by:surLace " it was 677. CONCERNING THE ABSORPTION AND ."....reactions, found that there is a LUMINESCENT SPECTRA OF SOME DYES IN
distinct:relation between the emission and tl3e ads/_rbed fluor- MONO- AND POLYME'_HYL METItACRYLATE _;
esc_ein and the number of -OH groups. "lrhe fact that the Kawski, A, Polacka, B., Polacki,Z. .- "-,
'intensity of emission grows with the surface-hydroxyl eoncen- Acta Physica Polonica, v. 20, no. 11, pp. 903-914, 1961
trati0n indicates that the emitting centers are bour.d to the (in German) = : :
surface by hydrogen bonds. (PA, 1962, #4183)
The absorption and emission spectra of fluoresc/eii1; eosin,
rhodamine _3and rhodainine 6Q were measured as solutions
674. THE LUMINESCENCE OF MANGANOUS in methyl methacrylate (monomer and polymer), ethyl alto- "
PHTHALATE : -_ hol, and glycerin. When methyl methacrylate containing eos!n
Lendvay, E., Schanda, J. is pqlymerlzcd wit.h ultraviolet light, a strong new absorption
Ac.aPhy31caHungarica,_.-,%no. 4, pp. 469--471, 1961 band appears at about 460 mbt. Thi_ band facies after ten
(in English) days. Shifts in the positions of the absorption and emission
The luminescence of manganous salts is discussed briefly, maxima for all the solutions are depende_at _pon an interaction
Maaganous phi,relate was found to be a phosphor and its between the solvent and the solute. (PA, 1962, #9281 ) •
properties were examineJ. The spectral c',istri_ution of the _ :
emission was examined at various te_p6,atures, and it was 678. EFFECT OF oH ON THE FLUORESCENCE oF
found that the maximum intensity decreased .with tempera- FLUORESCEgN SOLUTIONS
ture rise, and at the same time the wave',ength for maximum Rozwadowski, M.
intensity shifted to shorter wavelengths. (PA, 1962, #8583) Acta Physica Polonica, v. 20, no. J2, pp. 10O5-1OiY,1961
': (in English) ,,
O
675. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EXTINCTION OF THE .... mh,_ ab_nrption and emission spectra, mean decay time, ._.
FLUORESCENCE OF 3.4-RENY_')PYRENE relative yield, and anisotrgp_, of fluoresi_encc emission of-a -"
Morlin, Z., S_Hnger,M. flu0rescein solution of _ constant concentration 0f: 10 -n g/cm x
AetaPhysicaHungarica, v. 14, no. 2-3, pp. 21-1-216,1962 " were investigated with respect to their depeffdence on' the pYl :
(in English) - ,-/ of the medium. The absorptior, and emission spectra were(Paperpresef_tedat the Internatir,nal Symposiumon " - 't
Luminescence--Entry #495): _ .. found to vary according to tl_e pH value. This pH effect can
be explained by the giving off of a proton by the molecule in: -!
As a result of the effect of ozon,, or ultraviolet i_radiation the excited state. (PA, 1962, #2724) . o:
generating_ ozone, the fluoresc_me of 3,4d)enzopyrene de ....
creases with increasing, time of treatment, i.e., with increased 679. ABSORPTION_AND F-LUORESCENCESPECTRAl-OF _':
amount of ozone introduced into the samples. At the same J FLUORESCEIN IN PMAM
time the Ultraviolet absorption peaks decrease _oo. If the Kawski, A,,Polacka, B,
treatment Continues long enough the fluorescence is extin- Aeta Phll._icaPolonica, v. 21, nq,.2, pp,"193-195_1962 .:
gtdshed altogether. According to th;_ measuren.ents, the fluo- : (i_aGerman) i -
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aS0. DEPOLARIZATION OF FLUORESCENCE OF DYE of concentration of 10 -3 to 5 / 10 -6 mole/l of dye with
SOLUTIONS BY THERMAL MOTION OF 1"HE 5 X 10 -_ to 10 "_mole/l ot KI as quencher. Corrections were
MOLECULES made for reabsorption of fluorescence and secondary lumi-
Bauer,R., Szczurek,T.
Acia Physica P,dcnica, v. 22, no. 1, pp. _0-0-36,July 1962 nescence. The yield was largely independent of dye concen-
(in English) tration; its variation with K! concentration was Compared
with earlier work, and with previous theoretical formulae of
By means of a high precisiop poladmeter, the fluorescence which lablofiski's gives the best fit. (PA, 1963. _3807)
emission anisotropy of uranine, in its dependence on the vis-
cosity of the solution for different binar3 solvents (glycerol +
ethanol, glycerol + methanol, glycerol + water) was investi- 683. LUMINESCENCE AND SCINi'iL_ _TION
gated. In eosesof even sma:ll-water content in the solvent, the PROPERTIES OF SOME ORGANIC MIXED
wellrknown deviations from the relations resulting from Perrin's CRYSTALS
theory (_1962) of depolarization of fluorescence of solu_ons by Naboikin, Yu. V., Soifer, L. M., Dobrokhotova, V. K.,
thermal rot,_.tionof the _umineseeut molecules were found to Uglanova, V. V.
occur. Such deviations are explained by the effect of water In "Stsintillyatory i Stsintillyatsionnye Materialy,Vse_oyuznyiNaudmo-Issledovatelsld,:.h)stitut _
on the sol'Iation envelope of the luminescent molecule. The KhimieheskBchReaktivov,Materialy'2-go[i._.,Vtor._go]
volume and eomHtution of the solvation layer vary with the KoordinatsionnogoSoveshchaniytipo Stsintiilyatoram
water percentage of the solvent. Hence,-the moment of (ScintillatorsandScintilliitionMaterials, All-UnionSeicntific
torsion acting on the luminescent molecule changes, affecting ResearchInstituteof Chemical Reagent.s,MaterialsOfthe
the depolarization by torsion:.i vibratio.ns of the molecules, 2nd CoordinationConference on Scinhllators), Moscow,
not considered in Perrin's theory. The change _n volume 8n USSR, 1957/' pp. 124-129 '
the_solvation layer effects depolarizatio_-t by thermal rotation. : .AkademiiNauk SSSR,Museum, 1960 -,
Such erar, ge_-_1 volume were found by one author (Bauer) _ -'
in the .eoui'se of experiments not yet published. (PA, 1963, The solubility, of additives in naphthalene aild t_e maxi-
#139) " mttm scintilla_on of the mixed single ClTstals are given. Th(
_, additives considered are anthracene, phenanthrene,-fluorene,
-. : ffuoranh_,ene, chrysenc, pyrene, triphenylene, p-tetphenyl,
681. INFLUENCE OF NEUTRAL SALTS oN THE and carbazole. The scintillation of naphthalene without addi-
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF VARIOUS tives is also given. In the systen_ n_.phthalene--phenanthrene,
_ 'IONIC FORMS OF FLUORESCEIN
" .C-_owacid',J., Kamihska, U. a transfer of-the excitation en_rgy does not occur.
:4eta Physica Polonfca, v. 23, no. 1, pp. 4,"1-51,1963
(inEnglish) 684. SCINTILLATION AND LUMINESCENCE
Several prope'rties of the univalent anion of fluorescein, PROPERTIES OF POLYSTYRENE SOLUTIONS
i:lentified in 1958 l:y Zanker and Peter, were studiedi:' Neutral OF _*JME-AROMATIC 1-IYDROCARBONS
aqueohs solutions in which three ionic forms of fiuoreseein Kilimov, A. P., Nagomaya, L. L.
In "Stsintillyatory i S_sintillyatsionnyeMaterial;_,,
(univalent and biva ent anions and neutral molecules) exist " Vsesoyuznyi Naachno-!ssledovateiskiilnstitut
_: simultanegusly were investigated. It ",_as found that under the " KtdmicheskikhReaktivov, Materlaly2-go _,c., Vtorogo]
influence of quenchers of the neutral salt type (KC1,. KBr, Koordinatsionnogo Soveshelianiya po Stsintillyatoram
KCNS,-KI) which _re strong eleetrolytes_ the univalent anion (Scintillat,Jrsand Scintillation Materials, All-UnionScientific
of flu0rescein dissociates. It follcw_ flora an analysis of the Research ]_stitut of Chemical Reagents; Materials of the
_ibsorption spectra that the bivalent ,mien and a proton are 2nd Coordination Conference on Scintillators), Moscow,
products of this dissociation."This protolytic process is aecom- _'SSR, 1957," pp. 201.-211
panied by an increase in the luminescence intensity. The Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1960
quenchi,g of the, luminescence is again observed for large Polystyl..ne solutions of the following hydrocarI_ons wereCo_ceiata'at'ionsof salts Of pattie darly strono_ quenchexs. (PA,
t963, #-79.12) studied: biphenyl, d_phe0ylmethane_ diphenylethylene, di-
-, . : " phen;a.acetylene, dipheny!butadicne, tetraphenylbutadiene,
.' " p-terpheny|, fluorene, phenanthrene, 2,5-diphenyloxaz_le, and
682. FOREIGN ADDITIVE QUENCHING IN _,_ 2-(a-,aphthyl)-5-phenyloxazo]e. Abso_rpt_on spectra were
LUMINE_GING DYESTUFF SOLUTIONS --" take, iu heptane. Luminesc_,_.ce spectra were measured in a
SzSllasy,L. m(',, 9chromator with a l',hoto,'.le.etric device. Scintillatior
Acta Oa-iver_tatls Szegedi_nds, Pa)s-Ph_tsieaet Chemi_a properties were measured under-irradiation W_tb Ag_° emit-
_SdentiammNaturalium'AetaPhys_a_etChe, mica' ting _'-fays, 0,1 me. Withm the investigated eoneenh'aHon
v. 8, no. 1-2, pp, 8-15, 196_t(in German) i range, a close re_a)iott betwee_a luminescence and se{ntillation
The quantum yie!,d go: fluorescence of Na fluorescein in prop¢'rties wos established, This points to quantitative con-
,:k3 .....
aqueous solutions :_,-p.H 12.5 was measured o__r the range f3rmity be_tweeu energy traosfer and self extinction.
..- t3e "
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685. LUMINESCENCE OUTPUT OF PLASTIC solutions, both at room and low temperatures, determine the
SCINTILLATORS frequency of the electronic transition in the absorption and
Andreeshchev, E. A., Kilin_S. F., Rozman, L M. emission bands.
In "Stshdillyatory i Stsiutillyatsionnye Materialy, /_.VsesoyuznyiNaue!mo-Iss edovatelskiiInstitut --
KhimicheskikhReaktivov, Materialy2-go [i.e., Vtorogo] 688. THE POLAR!Z/_-flON OF THE FLUORESCENCE
KoordinatsionnogoSoveshchaniya po Stsintiilyatoram OF CRY'STAlLS-OF PHTIIALIMI:DFfD_RIVATIVES
(Scintillatorsand Scinfilldti6nMatelia!r;A|l-Union Scientific SarzhevskiJ,A.M. _ .... --_
3 - ResearchInstitut of Chemical Reagents, Materialso! ti_.,' ..... _.':.dc::_i_a-Ndu_Belorusskoi SSR, Doldady, v. 6,
2nd Coo,dinationConferenceon Scintfllato,-_.;,Moscow, pp. 556-559, 1962
USSR:.1957,"pp. 234-241 Measurements were made on ervstals of 22 derivatives of
Akademii NaukSS._.P:,Moscow, i960 phthalimide.
A mp_h_,d ioi measuring luminescence output is based on
eoiystyrcae with additions of 1.5 × 10-o% of 1,1-4,4-tetra-
phenvl-l,3-butadiene ir;adiated with C0 e" "y-rays. The scintil- 689. FLUORESCENT PROPERTIES OF FLUORESCEIN
" ISOCYANATE
lalors used were in the form of sphe_c_l beads (5-9 mm D) Bozhevolnov, E.A. _
in a plexiglass container placed in a photometric n_ere. The In "Metody Lyumlnestsentnogl Analiza Materialy VIII
luminescence intensity of the scintillators was determined, o_'.'e_!_/.hanjya0oLvnmine_n_;;_," _-_.C5-70
from the difference in the current of the photomuhiplier with Akademiya Nauk Belorusskoi SSR, lnstitut Fiziki, 1960
and w_thout the presence;of the specimens in the container. (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luinineseence
_Entry #497) _
686. FINE STRUCTURE.OF EMISSION SPECTRA The fluorescence of fiuorescein isocyanate (I), alumino-
OF CARBOXYAMIDO COMPOUNDS fluorescein (II), and fluorescein was studied in aqueous,
Kobyshev, G.I.,Tcrenhb A.N. alkaline, and acid media. The fluorescence Of I solutions
In "Fizika-Problema Spectroskopiya, Akademiya Nauk cannot be ascribed to either cf the other: two compounds
SSSR, Materialy 13-go [Trinadtsatogo] Soveshehanic, which _ire formed from I. The dependence of intensity of the
Leningrad, 1960,_'Volume1, pp. 206-208 fluorescence of I and II on. the coneefitration .and pH:of i:he
Akademii Nauk SSSR,Moscow, 1962 medium was measured. The capacity of I to hydrolyze to II
was :itudied and a rapid method given for determining the
687. TEMPERATUI_E EFFECTS OF THE DISLOCATION _elative concentrations of the bye in mixtures.
OF ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF COMPLEX
MOLECULES IN SOLUTIONS
Pilmlik, L.G. 690. PHOIOELECTRIC EMISSION FROM SOLID LAYERS
In "Fizika Problema Spectroskopiya,Akademiya Nauk "OF ORGANIC DYES
SSSR, Materialy13-go [Trinadtsatogu]Soveshchanie, V_le,_ov,F. I., Terenin, A. N.
Leningrad, 1960," Volume 1, pp. 297-300 - :'t_lderaiya Nauk SSSR, Doldady, v. 133, no. 5,
Akademii Nauk SSSR,Moscow, 1962 ;-;,s_,Jt/60-1063, August 11, 1960
(_a.n._-latedfrom the Russianin-Soviet Physics--Doklady,
The electronic spectra (+ 20 to -196°C) were investigated _. 5, pp; 840-842, 1960)
for 4-aminophthalimide, Lamino-N-methylphthalimide, In the present study layers of rhodamine 6G, erythrosin,
4-dimethylamino-N-methylphthalimide, 3-aminophthalimide, /3-carotef_e, metal-free phthalocyanin, and zinc phthaloeyanin3 -amino -N- methylphthalimide, 3 -monomethylaminophthal-
imide, 3-monomethyiamino-N-methylt_hthalimide, 3,6-diacet- were investigated. The spectral distribtition of the photoemis-
T -
amido-N-methylphthalimide, (chloroamino) maleic imide, sion yield in relative units for some of the layers of dyes
and _-cridine yellow in MeOIt, EtOH, PrOH, iso-BuOtt, investigated is s.hown on a semilog scale. The distribution of
benzyl alcohol, cyck, hexanol, glycerol, acetoacetic ester, aed photoelectrons with respect to their kinetic energies _ur the
dimethylphthalic acid. The regulm'ity in the dislocation of rhodamir_ _, 6G and //-carotene la_ers is also gr_.phed for
various photon energies. The values of tile photoelectric work
fluorescence spectra is a function of the orientation polariza- fimction, which were determined accordmg to Einstein'slion and-relaxation effects of the solvent. Interaction with the
equation from the energy distribution of photons, and the
environment, which is dependent on the dipole moments, position of the Fermi level; determhaed by its position in thediffers in the excited and in the ground states. The distance -
between the tiaasiti0rt levels differs with emission and with backing metal, are tabulated. The measurement error was Of
absorption. This effect occurs only if the lifetime of the e_.- the order---- 0,I ev. o
cited state is much greatei" than the relaxation time of the The fundamehtal conclusions developing out of the present
solvent, which is at room temperature. Tht_ disloeatlo 9 of study are the fotlowing:_ (1) the photoelec_ric work fm_etion
the emissk_n socctrum begins when the excited state of zhe _of layers of dyes has a value of 5,5-6 ev; (2) for different
phthalimides a_,d the relaxalion time of the env;ronrnent dyes a close similarity is found to exist between . the spectral
agree. The m_rror symmetries of tlae phtha!!mid,_ spectra in curves for the photoeffeet in a quantum ene.rgy interval
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6--10 ev; (3) a slow-electron group is observed for all of the (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Pfiyslcs--Doklady,
layers investigated in the present study, which leads to the v. 5, no. 5, pp. 999-1001, March-April 1961)
assumption that the slow electrons are for all of the dyes The energies and relativ_ yields of photoelectrons from
investigated of the same origin, thick, polyeD, stalline layers of pinakryptol (I) and pina-
In organic dyes the electrons with the least strong bonds cyanol (II) prepared by deposition from alcoholic solution
are the collectivized =-electrons. In this conr,eetion, the great onto a nickel dish were measured. For photon energies of
similarity of the spectrai.photoemission curves and the curves 7-11 ev, the yields of photoeleeh'ons from the two dyes are
of photoionization of complex organic molecules in the similar to each otb.er and to those reported for other dyes,
gaseous phase, accompanied by the detachment of one of the and tiae logs of yields are proportional to the energies of the
=-electrons, is noted. Moreover, the photoicnization thresholds incident quanta. Betow 7 ev the yield of electrons from I
of the different classes of dye moleonles lie very close to one decreases sharply and is approximately :Ao ti_at"from II when
another, within the limits of 7.0-7.3 ev. The similarity be- 6-ev photons are used. The reason for such low yields is
tween data on the photoeffect and photoionization cannot be hypothesized. The irradiation of I produces a large yield of
regarded as due to chance, since the dye molecules in a electrons with ene, gies of 0.3-20.4 ev, the dish-ilmtion re-
erystal interact relatively weakly with each other and to a maining constant with incident photons of 7 to 10 ev. The
certain extent can be considered as retaining their electronic number of elecfrons With energies of 1-3 ev is less than that
structure, observed with other dyes. For photon energies <7.5 ev most
of the electrons from II bare e,aergies of 0.2-2 ev. As the
Proeeedii_g from these data, it is pos,,:ible to explain the energy of the photons increases, the yield of 0.4-ev electrons
origiu of the slow'-electrGn group as folbws: The absorbed increases, and this peak.inthe curve of yield vs. el ectxon
light quantum energy is e-:pendf_!.- not only in breakingJoose energy broadens as. the pho',on energy incre/tses from 8 to 11
a w-electron and imparting kinelii'e,energy to it, but in exciting .....
ev. At 10_2 ev the base of the r_ew :peak entends from 0.2
the POSitive ion thus formed. A part of the energy of the to 2ev. The efianges _.: reminiscent of those observed with
absorbed quantum is dispersed as a result by intramoleeular _ _ :Cs,.Sb ant Cs2Te.
osei_atioits and electron transitions in the. positive ion, whic'a "
leads:to" failure to fulfill the fundamental law o{ the photo-
electric effect (increase in kinetic energy of electrons with 692. INVESTIGATION OF 'ENERGY TR.4-NSFER ALON(_
increase in quantum energy). This point.,of view is also found -A ,---,CIt.¢--_CHAIN BY LUMINESCENCL
to be in complete consistency "_(,iththe results of molecule QUENC]_IING .,
ph0_oionization. Gusyniv.,V. I., Talroze, V..L. -
- . _ Akademiya-Nauk SSSR, Doldad!l, v. 135, no. 5, '
The fraction of tiae photon energy dispersed in excitation pp. 1160--1163,December 11, 1960
- of the positive ion depends on the struct'are of the molecule, (Translated from.the Russian in Proceedings of the Academy
particularly on the size of interatomic distances of the mole- ._fSciences of the USSR, Physical Chemistry Section,
eules and cerresponding positive ion, and on the type of v: 135, no. 5, pp. 1147-1,3_0, December 1960)
ejected electrons. If a light quantum is absorbed by an The extinction of luminescence in dioxane solutions of
electron participating in the chemical _3ond, flaen considerable terphenyl by adding MeO,,q, ETCH,. PrOH, CoH_._OH,
dispersion of energy in intramoleeu!ar oseillatio, s must be C9H_OH, ancl H:O is_investigated. ;l'he extincti(m is also
expected. On the other hand, if the:e occurs excitation and studied in a xylene solution of terphenyl with CCI_. The ex-
breaking away of an 91ectron that d 3es not contribute to the perimental method is describec, and data are graphed and
bond, then such. dispersion of e_ergy should be only slight, _ ,. • • • '_
. tabu!_, ed. Mathemrdcal treatmeut of the kmehcs Is presented.
and in )he energy distribution of .photoelectrons the fast-
electron group_can b_ observed. For the different types Of
.electrons contributing to the them cal bonds, the dispersion 693. THE MANIFESTATION OF AUTONOMY OF
of energy should also be different. - ELECTRON GROUPINGS IN THE LUMINESCENCE
- '_' SPECTRA OF COMPLEX M'OLECULES
In the ease of the conjugate systc m of bond_ in fl-ca_otene, Shigorin,D. N., Shchegl:wa, ":. t.:, Dokunikhin,I_:.S.
there are _o valence electrons that do not participate in the Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Dok/adt,,,v. 137, no.6, '
chemical bond, so that the appearance of the fast-electron pp. 141l_-1419,April21, 196i _ -
group at qiaantum energies above _0 ev and abrupt increose Luminesceht:e spectra at 77°I_art; presented for anthrone
in photo6mtssion yield in tl'is region can be explained by the in n-C4Hxo and foF 3.bromomes_benzanthrone, phen-
ejection of _-electrons. " anthrenequifione, and 1,5-dihydroxy- andl,4_5,8-teffahydr0xy-
.... anthraquinone (I) in n-C.H_. The iridependence of chromo-
691. PHOTOELECTRON EMISSION _'ROM SOLID_ : phoric electronic groupings as the sore ce of eleetr_mic excita-
LAYERSOF-PINAC_ANOL AND PINAKRYPTOL tion is demonstrated_ The nonequivale_ce of the _:O groups
Vilesov,F. I., Tereain, A:'N_ in a..chlorbanthraquinone or in 1,8-dihy,]roxyanthr _quinone is
Akademi_la NauR._SSR,Doklady, v. 134, no. 1, pp. 71-73, - reflected _n :the production of separate ._pectra due t% each
September 1,1960 group, on appropriate excitation, The spectrum _f I,' which
158 :
i
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can form four quasi-aromatic rings by hydrogen bonding, is Akadcmiya Nauk SSSR, Do/dady, v. 142, no. 3, pp. 615--618,
similar to that of coronene. January 21,1962
(Trimslated from the Russian in Proceedings of the Academy
of _ciences of the USSR, Physical Chemistry Section, v. 142,
694. THE DURATION OF ULTRAVIOLET FLUORESCENCE no. 3, pp. 83--86, January 1963)
OF CERTAIN AROMATICCOMPOUNDS
Ivanova, T. V., Kudriashov, P. I., S-'eshnikov, B. YR. In the present work it is shown that in radical reactions
Akademi_ta Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 138, no. 3, pp.572-574, the increased chemiluminescence on adding oxygen is of, a
May21, 1961 chemic.al nature. It i,; connected with the appearance of
(Translated from the Russiau in Soviet.Physics--Dokladv, peroxy radicals in the reaction and with high luminescence
v. 6, no. 5;top.407-409, November 1961) yields during the recombination of these peroxy radicals.
A modification of the phase fluororreter devised by A.M. The kinetics of chemiluminescence in the thermal decom-
Bonch_Bruevich, I. V. Kazarin, V. A. Molchanov, and V.I. position of a._x"azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) in hydrocarbon
Shirokov is described. Fluorescence lifetimes in both nonout- solutions has lJ_rl studied first. The solution ,qlled a thermo-
gassed and o,atga._sed solutions of a number of organic statted glass vessel placed in front of a photomultiplier. The
substances were determined, for the most part, at 2700 - A principal experiments were carried out at 60°C. •
illumination. Results and effects of different solvents are
discussed. The steps o_ radical formation an_. chemiluminescence
: : : during recombination of radicals when AIBN is in the pres-
ence of a hydrocarbon are mentioned. With tbe introduction "
695. ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION Ol_ LIGHT NEAR TI_tE of oxygen, a cbaiP, reaction for .hydrocarbon oxidation andEXCITON BANDS OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS ....
recombinations invol_f_g-:'B0 O radicals must occur. It is
DUE TO IMPURI'f'IES shown that then tI,e l/_min_scence intensities in the absence
Broude, V. L., Rashba, E. I., She_a, E. F.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Do/dad,j, v. 139, no. 5, and presence of oxygen-must be different.
pp. 1085--1088,August 11, 196t
(Translated from the Russia1_in Soviet Physics_Doklady, _ If this conclusion, and hence the initial premise concerning
v. 6, no. 8, pp. 718-721, February 1962) the way in which Oz influences chemiluminescence, are correct,
theft with a progressive decrease in the concentration of
T_e excitori bands observed at 2P,oK in single crystals of _lissolved oxygen a ehange should be noted in luminescence
naphthalene at about 31,500 em -x were found to be modified intensity connected with the replacement of ROO :_idicals by
i.a the. presence of a few percent of deuteronaphthalene, R. This effect has been observed for several hydrocarbons.
a-tetradeuteronaphthalene or /3-tehadeuterouaphthalene.. Re- In these experiments the solution was saturated with ail or
suits are presented for radiation polarized, parallel to the a-
ar,-d b-axes. (PA, 1962, 92234) oxygen, and then the reactim_ vessel was closed with a ground _
o glass stopper such that no g_'s bubbles remained and con-
sumption of dissolved oxygen began within" the vessel. After
696. THE DETERMINATION OF THE FREQUENCY OF a long (ten minute) period of constant intensity, when the
TRANSITION BETWEEN DIFFERENT STATES OF reaction rate and concentration of ROO radicals are inde-
ACflVATOR MOLECULES IN ORGANIC PHOSPHORS pendent of oxygen concentration and are constant, there
.kri.,tov,A. V., Sve,,hnikov,B. Ya. occurred a steep drop in intensity. Data are° presented and
Ak_.'de,niyaNauk"SSSR, Doklady, v. 141, no. 3, pp. 586-589, explained.N9eember 21, 1.*;61
(T"anslated frt_mthe Russian in Soviet Physic_Doklady,': ""
v. 6, no. 11, pp. 998:1000¢ May 1962) 698. SPECTRA OF THE UNIVERSAL FLUORESCENCE
The determin_ation from experimental data of the fre- OF POI,YMERS:_Gachkovskii, V. F.
quency of transition between the fluorescent, phosphorescent, Akad,.,mi_taNaukSSSR, Doklady. v. 143, no. 1, pp. 150-152,
and the normal states is discussed, and it is shown that all - March1, 1962
t'de transition frequencies can be determined upon the sole .
assumpt;on that the spontaneous radiative transitions from The spectra of polymers previously examined were studied
the fluor,:scent and phosphorescent states do not depen d upon quantitatively. It was found that the urdversal luminescence
the presence of quenchers or upon temperature. Apt_ratus of these polymers depegds not only on their chemical strut-
for the iuvestigation of the spectra of the radiatic, ns is briefly tare and the degree'of polymerization_ but also on the joining
described. (P.A, _1962, #6625) of linear chains into spatial two- or three-dimensional latziees,
. on the state of aggregation of the polymer (solid or as so_ute),_
697. THE NATURE OF TIlE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN on temperature, deformation and otLer factors. If the _hains
CHEMILUMINESCENCE AND OXIDATION BY of the continuous system cgnta_n conjugated boz_ds, theft, as
MOLECULAR OXYGEN a rule, one finls in all cases a sudden .,;hilt of the lumin,_seenee
Vasilev,R, F., Vichutinskil,A.A. intensi_ toward the longer wavelengths. (PA, 1962, # 12,632)
139
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699. QUENCHING OF FLUORESCENCE IN SOLUTIONS n-->=* transition in the azo group (--N=N-), after elec-
BY ALIEN SUBSTANCES IN THE PRESENCE OF tronic excitation, is responsible.
HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF FLUORESCENT
MATERIAL The aim of the present work was to investigate, by the
Kianskaia,L. A., Kudriash6v,P. I., Sveshnikov, B. YR. appearance of fluorescence, the intramolecular reactions
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 143, no. 3, pp. 563-566, favored in methyleneimine compounds. Luminescence spectra
March21,1962 were investigated in pnwders and in _.n-hexane solutions
" (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--Doklady, (C _ 10-4 mole/1 ) at 293 and 77 °K. The method of record-
v. 7, no. 3, pp. 214--216, September 1962) ing the spectra was described previously.
In order to explain contradictory observations, the quench- Data are given for methyleneimines with the general
formula,ing by foreign substances of fluorescence of solutions con-
taining high concentrations of the fluorescing substances was " (_ CH = N - Q,agai investigated. Tw dyes (fluorescein and trypaflavine), R"
two quenching agents (p_tassium iodide and aniline), and '"
three solvents (watel:; ethyl alcohol, and glycerine) were with the following substituents:
taken.
(i) 1_ = R" = H (9.) rt = o-OH
In the first:place, the effect was studied, of concentration R" = H
sf Lhe _tuorescing substance and additions of quenching agent
on the absorption and fluorescence spectra _.f the solutions. (3) "R = p-OH (4) R :: o-OCH_R' = H R" = tt
The following explanation is offered for the observed (5) R = H (6) R-.= H
phel:omena. In the time during wh:ch the excitation energy R' = o-OH B' = p-OH
is present in the molecule excited directly from a light source
or in that molecule to which it had transmitted excitation (7) R = H _(8) R = o-C1
a p
energy during energy migration, in low-viscosity solutions the p-Or :H:_ R" = o-OH
position of the quenching agent molecules with respect to the (9) R -- R' = o-OH (I0) R = p-N (CH:;)_
excited molecule changes continually and _apidly, and at a R: H
certain fairly eibse distance between them quenching of the - "--
fluorescence commences. In "_hiscasel_oth quenching processes _(11 ) R = H : (12) R= p-NO_
R" = p-N (CH_)2 R" = H
-concentration quenching and queachiag by foreiga sub-
stances-can be considered as being indel:.endent, The situ- (13) R =--p-NO__ (14) R --- p-NOr,
ation is.different in viscous media. The diffusion of quenching R' -- p-CH3 R' := p-Ott
agent molecules to a dye molepule during its existence in the (] 5) R = p-NO__
excited state is very small; however, since the excitati,_n R': p-OCHa
energy migrates from one dye molecule to another, this
energy ear be transmitted to a dye molecule which is close Data are also given for the compounds.
to a quenching agent molecule. _ -..t0- H CH_
In viscous media, energy migration therefore leads not (].6) (f--"N-CH:--_/--_-'-'_ CHa
only to concentration quenching of fluorescence but also to an N_._/ --- N..._/
increase _n quenching by koreiga_ substances. CHa
,O-H.
700. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF METHYLENEIMINE (17) _ CH = N _-_
COMPOUNDS _ x__./
Nurmukhametov,R.-N.,Kozlov,Yu.I., Shig6rin, D.N., O- H O
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklad_, v. 143, no. 5, (18) CH N --
pp. 1145--11,_3,April li: 1962 _
(Translated fromthe Russianin Proceedings of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, Phb.k_alChemistry Section, v. 143,
. no. 5, pp. 294-296, April1962) /"-N
_It:was_show_ pre_,iously that, hydroxyazo compounds can _ r"x "
fluoresce during intra- or intermolecular H-bond formation. (19) _CH:_- %_?
leading to consolidation of the molecular system, in which the O- H
140
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701. TIlE MECHANISM OF THE EFFECT OF AROMATIC 704. LUMINESCENCE VARIATIONS OBSERVED DURING
AMINES ON THE FLUORESCENCE AND PHOTO- THE EXAMINATION OF DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRA
CHEMICAL OXIDATION OF ANTHRACENE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING ORGANISMS
COMPOUNDS Karapefian, N. V., Litvln, F. F., Krasnovskii, A. A.
Vember, T.M. Ak',;demiya Nauk SSSR, qoklady, v. 149, no. 6,
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 147, no. I, pp. 123-126, pp. 1428-1431, April 21, 1963
November I, 1962
(Translated from tile Russian in Proceedings of the Academy 705. QUENCHING OF FLUORESCENCE OF
of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Chemistry Section, v. 147, CAROTENOID ADSORBATES
no. 1, pp. 761-765, November 1962) Lialin, G. N., Kobyshev, G. I., Ter(-nin, A. N.
In order to make a further study of the mechanism of the Akaclemiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, ,.,. 150, no. 2, pp. 407--410,
• May 1!, 1963
effect exerted by fluorescence extir, guishers on the quantum
yields from fluorescence and photooxidation of anthracene 706. LIGHT SCATTERING BY MOLECULES AND THE
compounds, the extinction constants of the fluorescence of LIFETIME OF THE EXCITED STATE
several anthracene compounds were round for a whole series Shorygin,/'. P., lvanova, T. M.
of aromatic and aliphatic amines, as well as the changes pro- Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doktady, v. 150, uo. 3, pp. 533-536,
dueed by these amines in the quantum photoo.xJdation yields May21, 1963
(_bp) of 9,i0-di-n-propytahthracene. All of the/neasurements
were made with alcoholic solutions. The bimolecular extinc- Study of the Raman spectra of diphenylpolyenes Ph-(CH:
tion constants were calculated usinga fGrmula derived from CH),.Ph in acetone solutions; with n = 5 and with n = 6,
the expression for- the qt_antum fluorescence yield in tl_e showed that the Raman scattering frequencies corresponding
to norraal vibrations of nuclei coincided with absorptio:, andpresence of an extinguisher "
;, fluorescence spect,'a frequencies. The lifetime o17the er-eited
Kg -- (B/B_: -- 1): [El • r, state w_.s long shown by the pronoc_lced vibratiop, al structure
of the absorption l_,ands. 2_ecaus.,'. of the long polye ae chain,
where B and 8 E are the quantum fluorescence yieJd in air resonance, spectra resulted in which the absorption region was:
without and with the extinguisher present, [El is the ex- separated i._om the fluorescence region by ,m extensive range
tinguisher concenhation, and r is th_ lifetime of the excited of frequencies. Two very intense absorption lines, at fre-
state in air with no extinguishe_. The values of B_ _ere found quencies of 1140 and 1550 cm -_, were oboerved for both
for several extinguisher concentrations, and the resulting data polyenes. Lines of the second and higher orders could be
were averaged graphically, The :¢alues of B were taken for all observed in re_,mance sI,'ectra of both.
the compomads ;_xcept 9,10-di-n-propylanthracene for which
B --" 0.60. The values cf r, averaged over several measure- 707. SPONTANEOUS AND INDUCED BIOCHEMI-
ments on a phase fluorometer, ace given. LUMINESCENCE OF PLANTS IN AEROBIC AND
ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
Gasanov, R. 4_.,Mamedov, T. G., Tarusov, B. N.
702. FERROMAGNETISM OF ORGANIC STRUCTURES Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 150, no. 4, pp. 913-915,
Blyumenfeld, L.A. June 1, 1963
Akaderaitta Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 148, no, 2, pp. 361-36_1,
January I1, 1963 708. ,CHEMILUMINESCENCE AND THE REACTION
ME,CHANISM-IN THE CATALYZED BREAKDOWN
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DN_,) and several polymers with OF ETHYLBENZENE HYDROPEROXIDE-
conjugated bonds were studied. Magneti_ resonance spectra Zakharov, I. V., Shli.apintokh, V. J.
were obtained and magnetization curves plotted. Ferromag- Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 150, no. 5,
netie eff_..cts observed in organic structures cannot be cofisid- pp. 1069-1072, June 11, 1963
ered _t result of felrornagnetic impurities. In sev6ral organic
eompo,mds (e.g., DNA) the amount of iron qontained i!1 709. THE EVALUA'."ION OF THE DEGREE OF
• .'J
samples was msu_clent to explain the ferromagnetism ob,-, SPIRAL!ZATION OF TRANSPORT RIBONUCLEIC
servc_, it is pointed ou _ that in polymers with conjugated 'ACIDS FROM THE FLUORESCENCE PROPERTIES
bonds containing only C and H atoms the ferromagnetic OF THEIR COMPLEXES WITH ACRIDIN_E DYES
domains form an integral t;art of the basic organic structure, Borisova, O. F., Kiselev, L. L., Tumermaa, L. A;
as shown by tile narrowness of the resonance lines. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklacltd, v. 152, ,o. 4,
. pp. 1001-1004, October 1, 1963
• 703. i_UMINESCENCE OF THE URANYL- 710. POLARIZED LUMINESCENCE OF REDUCED "
PHTHALOCYANIN COMPLEX FORMS OF PORPHYRINS
Lialln, G. N., Kobyshev, G.I. Gurinovjeh, G. P., Shulga, A. M., Sevehenko, A. N.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 148, no. 5, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 153, no. q, pp. 703-705,
pp. 1053-1056, February I I, 1963 _ November 21(1963
J
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71!. THE SPECTRA OF THE ELECTRON DONATOR- The following compounds were investigated: anthracene,
ACCEPTER CO/dt?.'LEXES OF 4-NITRODIPHENYL- 1,4-diphen_Ibutadiene-l,3, phthalimide and its 3- and 4-amino
ALKANES CONTAINING A DONOR GROUP IN THE derivatives. The light gas used was helium since it has the
OTHER NUCLEUS. THE ELECTRON-SPIN _strongest effect on the absorption of aromatic compounds.
RESONANCI_ EFFECT The results of measurements of I_o and the corresponding
Glushenkov, V. A., Izmailskll, V. A., Moshkovskii, iu. Sh. concentration co, 3btained here and in an earlier study, are
Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 153, no. 6, tabulated and interpreted.pp. 136.3-1366, December 21, 1963
712. NATURE el _ RADIOTHERMOLUMINESCENCE OF 714. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FLUORESCENCE EFFICIENCY OF COMPLEX
Nikols'xii, V. C., Airliner, M. V., Ruben, N. Yr. MOLECULE VAPORS
Akademiya Nauk SSSJq, _zvestiya, Otdelenie Rorisevich, N. A., Tolkachev, V. A.
Khimichesklkh Nauk, ne. 5, p. 955, 1963 Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
no. 5, pp. 521-524, 1960
Hydrocarbons (hexane, nonane, benzene, etc.) bombarded (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference 0n Lum;aescence
with fast electrons at 7."-'*K gave luminescence after excitation _Entry _497; [-ransiated from the Russian in Bulletin of
with visible light. The effects of prolonged illumination, sub- the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24,
sequent thawing, and mechanical destruction are noted. The no. 5, pp. 527-530, 1960)
electron paramagnetie resonance spectra indicated that free- An investigation is reported of the yields of Stokes and
radical population did net change during the illumination.
.>anti-Stokes fluorescence of 3,6_tetramethyldiaminophthalimide,Causes of color and luminescence are considered.
3-aminophthalimide and i,4-dihydroxyanthraquinone (quini-
:zarin) in the vapor state with variation of the temperature in
713. INVESTIGATION OF THE TEMPERATURE a relatively wide range. Results are discussed.
DEPENDENCE OF TIlE INTERACTION BETWEEN
MOLECULES IN THE VAPOR STATE - ;,_\ "
K.lochkov_,V. P. 715. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF ANTHRAQUINONE
Akademiya Nauk SSSR; Izvestipa, Seritta Fizieheskaya, v:_2;4, VAPORS
no. 5,,00. 516--520, 1960 Borisevi_h, N. A., Gruzinski_, V. V.
(Paper presented at the Eighth Conference o[, Luminescence Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izve_tiya, Seriya Fizichcskaya, v. 24,
--Entry #497; translated fl'om the Russian in Bulletin of no. 5, pp. 545-548, 1960
th_ Academy of 'Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, (Paper presented a.t the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
v. 24, no. 5, pp. 523-526, 1961)) - _Entry #497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin o_
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. '24,
Observations of decrease _-a_bsorption of/3-naphthylzmine no. 5, pp. 551-554, 1960)
vapor on addition of hght gases to the vapor, and the limit
to such decrease which is depende:, o:-_/3-naphthylamine The present work was devoted to a systcmat;.c i_vestjgation
concentration, ted i:o the idea that a study of decrease in of the fluorescence and absorption spectra of eight antt, ra-
absorption might be used as a sensitive method to ascertain quino:aes.
molecular .interaction, even _t the relatively long range of The fluorescence spectra were measured by means of a
hundreds of angstroms, high sensitivity photoelectric spectrometer, and the a_sorp-
tion spectra by means of a photoelectric setup assembled
_t was found that below a certain vapor concentration co,
which depends on the nature of the compound arid the tem- aboul: an" SF-4 spectrophotometer. The measurements were
perature, the magnitude of the limiting absorption decrease carried out under vacuum conditions (10-:' mm Hg). For the
does not change _ith further de,:roase of the concentration, investigation the following anthraquinones, differing in posi-
i,e., at a certain sufficiently large separation between the tion and character of the substituent groups_ were chosen:
molecules, their interaction _,'irtually cease-s. Her, ee, by de- anthraquinone, 2-chloroant,raquinone, 2-ethylanthraquinone,
termining the limit concentration c,, the degree of );noleeular 1-ctfloroanthraquinoae, 1,5-dichloroanthraquinone, 1-amino-
interaction can be gaged. As a_ measure of this interaction, anthraquinone, 1,2-dihydro'_yanthraquinone (alizarin), and
therefore, either the limit concentration co o_ the correspond- 1,4-dihydroxyaathraquinone (quinazarin). All the compounds
ing vapor pressure Po can be, takeu. This method was used to were th0ro'lghly purified by recrystallization and subsequent
study the 10ng range forees as a fimction o1_molecular struc- vacuum distillation. Experimental results are presented.
ture. It was previously showli that with increase of conjuga-
tion in the phthalimide series, there is a shift of the spectra to _'16. LUMINESCENCE OF ANTItRACENE SOLID
th_ long wavelength side and enhancement of the molecular SOLUTIONS
ifiteraction. The present wo_k is a em_tinuation of these Broude, V. L., Medvedev, V. S.
studies and is devoted to determining the temperature.de_ Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskava, v. 24,
pendence of the interact;on e_ergy of aromatic molecules, no.-5, pp. 549-552, 1960
- 142 ,,,,
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(Par,er presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescent6 71b. EFFECT OF" [3-RADIATION ON THE PltOTO-
--Entry #497 ; translated from the Russian in Bulletin ,r_f LUMINESCENCE OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
the Academy of Sciences o/the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, Khal_-Magometova, Sh. D., Zhevandrov, N. D., Gribkov, V. I.
no. 5, pp. 555-558, 1960) Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvesti_a, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
The luminescence excitation spectra of various anthracene rio. 5, pp. 561-.566, 1960
solutions Were stndied over the first absorption b_._d ¢_c_,_.,o_t.. (Pap_'r pre_,,fotl 91"the E'.'ghth C_nfcrence _,J_Lumine._eence
_Entr:" # 497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of
3300 A). Solutions ,n styrene, polystyrene (added to molten the Academ'.j of Sciences oJ the USSR, Physical Series. v. 24,
solvent), naphthalene and dihydroanthracene show no vibra- no. 5, pp. 567-57"2_ 1960)
tional structure. Copolymers of anthracene and styrene show
a vibratioual structure in anti-correlation with the absorption The effect of fl-radiatio:a from Sr"_'°alld H a sources up to
spectrum. A similar structured excitation spectrum is pro- maximum doses of 2 ._ i0 '_ rad and 3.5 X 10 _') rad. respec.
duced in the other solutions by prolonged ultIa, iolet radia- tively) on the photoluminescence of pure anthracene an']
tion. The effects are attributed to the folmation of labile anthracene with different concentrations of naphthacene was
nonvalence linkages between anthracene and the solvent investigated. The results show an overall depression of the
through 7r-electron interaction. (PA, 1962, #14,743) luminescence spectrum with pure anthracene, and a smaller
& depression for the mixed ,_'ystals, the extent of whicl_ de-
717. LUMINESCENCE OF CRYSTALLINE NAPI-iTtIALENE creases with increasing naphthacene content Various mechan-
CONTAINING MINOR IMPURITIES isms are considered in an attempt to explain the observations.
Shpak, M. T., Sheka, E. F.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
no. 5, pp. 553-555, J960 720. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE ELECTRONIC
(Paper presented at the Eigbth Conference on Lumineseel,ce SPECTRA OF COMPLEX MOLECULES IN
_Entry #497; translated from the R'_,sian in Bulletin of SOLUTIONS
the Academfj of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 2_4, Pikulik, L. G.
no. 5, pp. 559-,561, 1960) Akademlya Nauk SSSB, lzvesti_la, Seriyc Fizieheskaya_ v. "24,
--- no. 5, pp. 572-576, 1960
From the experimental results, which are described, it is (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference o. Luminescence
concluded that light energy, absorbed by the crystal is trans- --Entry #497; translated from the Russiah in Bulletin of
ferred from the hos_ lattice by exciton migration to impurity the Academy of Science_ o[ the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24,
molecules (fl-metlwl-naphthalene), in which radiative transi- no. 5, pp. 578-582, i960)
tions occur. With /]:creasing crystal purity, luminescence is,
however, primarily associat'._d with exciton a.,nihi!ation, which In order to eh;cidate the reasons for the shift of the spectra
is favored at higher temperatures, as in the intrins;e Iumines- of solutions with decrease in temperature, the absorpt;on and
eence of naphthalene crystals. The temperature range investi- fluorescence _pectra of a number of phthaliroides, as well as
gated extends from 20 to 300°K. (PA, 1962, #14,747) of a number of typical dyes, were invesqgated at liquid
nitrogen temperature.
718. CONCERNING THE LUMINESCENCE AND PHOTO- Solvents that retained their transparency incident to freez-
CONDUCTIVITY OF ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS ing were employed, as well as a number of solw'nts that
Faidysh, A.N. cracked and fisst/red when frozen. Among the solvents that
Akadenfft'u Nat& SSSR, Izvestiy% Seritta Fizicheskay,_, v 24, freeze without fissuring, ethyl, propyl, and isobntyl alcohols
no. 5, pp. 556-560, t960 were used. By way of media which become glass-like when
(Paper pcesented at the Eighth Conferen,'- ca Luminescence frozen Lut do not l%sure to an), great exte at, glycerol, glyco. I,
--Entry #497; translated from _he rlussian in Bulietin of benzy] alcohol, and cyelohexanol were tri_.d. Displacement of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Serie._, v. 24,
no. 5, pp...582-586, 1960) the fluorescence spectra of phthalimides in these solvents with
decre:,se of temperature had been observed earlier. In addi-
The luminescent spectrum of anthra.'.e,le films of various tiofi to the'above, in tiae pre_e_ study solid solutions based
thicknesses (_ 0.1 to l0 _), with and without hnpurities on gelatin, sugar, and starch were prepared, and transparent
(principally naphthalene), was investigated at various tern- plastics (luc'te) and nitrocellulose film_ colored with the in-
peratures. The large incre,-se in short-wavelepgth luminescent vestigated c3mpounds were also used.
inte_lsity i_a the thinner crystals is attributed to surface emis-
sion effects, and to impurity moleeules. The influence on lumi- The results of measurements of the fluorescence and ab-
neseence of oxygen and of tl;e method of preparation of the sorption spectra of seven phthalim!des _4-aminophthalim_de,
anthracene crystals is also investigated, as well as photocon- 4-amino-N-methylphthalimide, 4-dimethylamino-N-methyl-
ductivity, which is found to be stront;ly dependeht on photo- phthalimide, 3-aminophthalimide, 3-amino-\Lmethylph,ha]-
oxidation and crystal orientation (b-axis conductivity i,; five imide, 3-monomethylaminophthalimide, and 3-monomethyl-
times that alopg a-axis). (PA, 1962, #14,744) amino-N-methylphthalimide) are pcesented, i
|4_
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721. INFLUENCE OF SOME FLUORESCENCE temperatures. It is found that a decrease in qf caused by some
QUENCHERS ON THE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY substituents is not compensated by the appearance of phos-
OF PHOTOCHEMICAL CONVERSION OF phorescence, so that the total luminescence yield is reduced.
9.METHYLANTHRACENE AND 9-METHYL-10- The nature of the results sugge_t_ that a long- and a _ho_t-
METHOXYMETHYLANTHRACENE wavelength deactivation process may occur. At high v'p _, a
Vember, T. M., Cherkasov, A.S. deactivation process is considered which involves a nonradi-Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
ative transition from the excited state to the ground state with
no. 5, pp. 577-581, i960
(Paper presented at the Eighth Canference on Luminescence probability that increases with v_'ax. It is proposed that a
---Entry #497;translated from the Russian in Bullet"_ of predissociation level may act as the intermedmte level for
the Academv of Sciences of the US3_, PhtysieaI Series, v. 24, transitions to a metastable state. (PA, 1962, #14,740)
no. 5, pp. 583-587, 1960)
:Experiments seem to show that toluidine (1) quenches 724. INFLUENCE OF STRUCTURE ON THE
singlet excited molecules without transition of the molecule LUMINESCENCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
to the triplet state, (2) interacts with the intermediate photo- COMPLEX ORGANIC MOLECULES
oxide yielding the initial substance, and (3'e does not deaeti- ZetinsklJ, V. V., Reznikova, I. I.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
rate the triplet molecule. On the other hand, KI (1) quenche_ no. 5, pp, 607-60_, 1960
by causing transitions of the molecule from singlet excited (Paper presented ,t the Eighth Conference on I..uminescenee
state to the triplet state, and (2) decreases photooxidation _Entry #497; transloted from the Russian in Bulletin oI
efficiency by a mechanism not clearly understood. ( PA," 1962, the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Phvsicel Series, v. 24,
#14; 74_5) .. no. 5, pp. 612-614, 1960)
The normal variatior, o¢ fluorescence yield ql with fluores-
722. INFLUENCE OF THE SOLVENT ON TIlE FLUORES- cenee peak frequency r_"_ is not obeyed when substituents
CENCE SPECTRA OF ACETYLANTHRACENES such as _he hydroxyl and nitro groups, phenyl and the halo-
Cherkasov, A.S. gens (i and Br) are ,_sed. The influence of such groups at
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24, - 180°C 'is examined. The results indicate that the quenching
no. 5, pp. 591-595,1960 mechanism with phenyl or the nitro group is different from
: (Paper-presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence that involved with the halogens. (PA, 1962, # 14,741 )
' --Entry _ _t_7; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of
. the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24,
no. 5, pp. 597-601, 1963) 725. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHLOROPHYLL AND
PltEOPHYTIN AT LOW TEMPERATURES
Changes in the fluorescence 'spectra of two acetylanthra- Kravtsov, L. A.
eenes were investigated for numerous solvents. The nature of Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvesti,da, Serlya Fizlcheskaya, v. 24,
the _solvent is an important factor in determiPing the spee- _,_ 5_r_i_.610-612, 1960
trum, and frequency shifts of as muct_ as 4950 cm -x were (Pupbr i,resented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
observed, These shifts increase with the refractive index :a .:-Entr._ #497_translate6 from thc Russian in Bulletin of
nonpolar solvents, butane similar consistent correlation occurs the Academy of Sciences of tlze USSR, Physical Series, v. 24,
in polar solvents. This dependence on e is verified by examin- no. 5, pp. 6i.7,--617, 1960)
ing the change in peak frequency and E as a function of
temperature for one nonpoiar solvent. (PA, 1962, #15,600) The teml;erature variation ,'_r_<[relative efficieneies of the
:,, : luminesce_ee spectra and the t.@_perature variation of the
red absolption band were in,,,e._._:;l_,,d fi'om -10d_to +20°C
723. PRII_/,CIPAL PROCESSES OF DEACTIVATION OF for solutions of ehh)rophyll-a a;._,l pheophytin-a. Petroleum
EXCITED STATES-OF COMPLEX ORGANIC" ether arid isobutyl alcohol were ,_, d as solvents. With de-
MOLECUI E_ crease in temperature the abs._rpt._,_a band and the lumines-
_orgman, V. A,, Zhmyreva, I. A.,,Zelhaskii, V.V., _ eence band become narr_wt., "_,.,i :;_,_ifttoward one another. It
Kolobkov, V, P. :- is thought that _he results i_:'{:-;,_t,,,that in petroleum ether at
Akademiya Nauk sssR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizlcheskaya,'v 24, low temperature;, elu_ter!_:,_ :)f chlorophyll or pheophytin
no. _,pp. 6(;1-606, 1960 molecules oeems, and .,_.';c_.ri_..,i with this clustering is a _ew
(Paper prese,_.ted at the Eighth Conference on Lumln_scence d'_s_ine._;ive absor_)tiot_ _i,ech tim but no luminescence. (PA,
--Entry # 497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of 1962, # 15,601)
the Academy e/_Scienees of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, •
no. 5, pp. 607-6] 1, 1960)
726. LUMINESCENCE EFFICIENCY OF CttLOROPHYIyL
The variation of the fluorescence yield qt with the fre- IN DIFFEREN'f SOLVENTS
_juency v__ of the fluorescence peak is _given for different Ivanov, N. P.
series of r related organic compounds at --180 °C. It is evident Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24,
from these results that q/varies regularly with v} _a_ at these no. 5, pp. 613--615, 1960
144
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(Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Lun,,._eseence
wEntry _497; tr_nslatetl fron, tile Russian in Bulletin of --Entry #497; translated from tile Russian in Bulletin of
the Academy o[ Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, the Academy of Sciences ¢J[the USSR, Physica_ Series, -_.24,
no. 5, pp 618--620, 1960) no, 5, pp. 629-634, 1960)
The quantum eflieiency in various solvents was investigated Fluoresce oce, phosphorescence, and ,-bsorptinn spectra of
by measuring the area und('r the luminesceuce bands and crysta]lirle 3,4-naphtho-6,7-benzopyrene, 3'-methyl-4',5-
comparing it wit}, that for a referel_'e material whose eft:i- ethylene-3,4,6,7-dibenzopyrene, and 3,4,5,6,7-tribenzopyrefle,
ciency is known and which is excited under identical condi- and their so]uti.)ns in oil, alcohol, and it-alk_,nes, were obtained
tions to the chlorophyll. In na(_st solvents the ett_ciency is of at room ,rod iiq_:id nitrogen temperatures. "_h,,"frozen solutions
the order of 30-33% and appears to t:.e reasonably independ- in the n-alka;les :h(_'.ved line-like (grouped in multiplets)
ent of the soh, ent for low chlorophyll conccntratk,ns. (PA, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra. The results enabled
19G2, #15,602) thc _:uthor to cstablish (l.) characteristic .va,eleligths iu tl.,e
luminescence and absorption spectra that can be utilized for
the identification of the substances, which are k_lown to be
727. AGGREGATION OF CHLOROPtlYLL AND carcinogenic, and (2) the vibrational structure of the _,.._nnd
CI_[LOROPHYLLIDE MOLECULES and the first exe_ted electronic states and the determination _)f
Efremova, R.V. the normal vibration frequencies of the molecldes. (PA, 1962.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestitta, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24, # l _,871 )
no. 5, pp. 616-619. J960
(Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
--Entry #497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin ot 730. ULTIMATE LINES OF 3,4-BENZOPYRENE
the Academy o[ Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, _' 24, DISSOLVED IN NORMAL HYDROCARBONS AT
no. 5, pp. 621-623, 1960) DIFFERENT TEMPERATUI_ES _
i_ogomolov, S. G., Pemova, F. D., Kolosova, L. P.
The absorption and luminescence specl ra of chlorophyll Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Frzlcheskaya, v. 24,
and chlorophyllide were investigated for the lurpose :'f de- no. 6, pp. 725-727, 1960
termining the ability of these molecules to ag__.n'egate, i.e., to : (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference c.n Luminescence
form dimers and higher polymers. The spectra of clalorophyll-a ---Entry _'497; translated from the Russian in Bulietin of
.:n ethyl alcohol and in ethyl alcohol/water solutions and tho_'e the Academy of Sciences of the USSR Physical Series, v. 24,
of ehlorophyllide-a irt water and m ethyl atcohol/'water solu- no. 6, pp. 728-730, 1960)
tions are graphed. The luminescence spectra ot solutions of 3,4-benzopyrene
in hexane were recorded in the range of concentration fi'om
.10 -4 to If '-_ g/ml. The spectra at room temperature consisted
728. ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF of a few diffused bands., whose intensity increased with the
PERYLENE AT LOW TEMPERATURES lowering of the temperature. At the liquid nitrogen pointPersonov, R. I.
Akademiya Nauk e_SSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizichesk_ya, v,-24, line spectra were obtained. \,Vith. the_,,_._,_reduchonof the solute
no. 5, pp. 620-622, 1960 concentration the number of hnes decreased (from 21 at
(Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence 10 -_ g/ml to 4 at 10 '_ g/'ml). The intense surviviug lines,
--Entry #497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of named "ultimate lines" in analogy with the atomic resonance
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Phusical Series, v. 24, lines, were used for chemical analysis.
no. 5, pp. b24-628, 1960)
The ]ong-wavelength region of the absorption spectra of 731. LUMINESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF THIOINDIGO
AND ITS DI-DERI'vATIVES AT 77"Kfrozen soh'tions of perylene in ethyl alcohol and normal par-
affins was studied at 77°K. In addition, the fluorescence, Nurmukhametov, R.N.,Shigorin, D.N.,Dokunikhin, N. S.
• Akademi_ca Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 24, !
spectra _ff these sohltions and of crystalline perylene were - ,_
no. 6, pp. 728-729, 1960 :
investigated at the same temperature. The form of the results • (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
is discussed in detail. In particular the sharp absorptio_ and _Entry #497; translated from the Russim, ,. :Bulletin of
fluorescence spectra in a liexane solution are used to attribute the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24,
the shortest wavelength line in the fluorescence to 0 ---> 0 tran- no, 6, ,_p. 731-732, 1960)
sition. (PA, 1962, #16,867) Luminescence spectra of frozen soiutions rff thioindige,
5,5'-dimethyltliioindigo, _md 6,6'-diethoxyth_oindigo at 77°K ::
- !
729. SPECTRObCOPY OF SOME PYRENE DERIVATIVES . showed vibrational structure, which gradually .,meared out in
IN FROZEN SOLUTIONS going from hexane to nonane as the s,_ivent The absorptioa_
Khesir_a, A. Ya. spectrum of thioindigo in hexane also showed structure. The
Akaden;_ya Nauk $5Sl1, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizlcheskaya, v. 24, luminescence and a!_sorpt_on spectra are intexprcted in terms
no. 5, pp, 623-621;, 1960 of three vibrational modes: 22( 480, and 1546 cm -t, and
145
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200, 480, and 1500 em-1, respectively. It is concluded tha,, (Paper presentedat the E;ghtfi'Conferenceon Luminescence
aithough the thiomdigu ,,,.... ale c_r:..'ains four heteroatoms, --Entry #497; translated from the Rmsialzin Bulletin of
long wavelength absorption and emission h.qnds are asse- the Aca.'.emy of Sclenccs of the USSR,Physical Series, v. 24,
..:.,, -! - no. 6, pp.740-742. 19C0) "
.... c, with the =---_.* transition and not with tile usual n--_*
_ _tran_l_an,-Tlre influence of media with possible intermoleeular The luminescence spectra of naphthalene impurity in di-
hydrogen bonding was alsa investigated. (PA, 1962, #17,473) ben_'l crystals at 20°K as a result of the introduction of a
second imparity--r'iphenyl acetylene-w_re examined. The
732. TI_MPERATUREDEPENDENCE OF THE naphthalene concentration was kept constant and the diphenyl
-_UORESCENCE E_FICIENC'Y OF SOME ace._lene concentzation was increased in steps for each speci-
PI_;HALLMIDES IN DIFFERENT _3LVENTS me,. The results imply that clear sharp bands observed in the
:Prmdik, L.C.,Sevchenko, A.N. spec,'Tum of naphthalene impurity in dibenzyl crystals are :
AkaderaigaNauk$SSR, l_restiya, SeriyaFizlcheakaya, v.24, connected with the crystal structure of the host, and that the
no. 5, pp. 729-733, 1960 alteratim,s obse]ved in the spectrum i'l the range of low con-
.... _Pmt_rpresented at theEighth Conferenceon Lumineset.nc_- ccntratJons of *he additional irgpurib _ -:.rrconnected wiqa dis-
--Kntry #497;qhramiated from the Russianin Bw._etinof [ortion of the host crystal laRice. Sirailar changes in the
: the Ar-.adem+tof Sdence:_of the USSh, Phydml 8m4,'r,v. PAL, spectrtrm were obtained using paraditolyl instead of diplwnyl
no. _6,PP"732-736,_1960) -_- acetylene, a fact which tended to confirm the theory sb_.¢._a
=The quantum efficiency of fluorescence 6f 4-dimethylamino- similar change in the character of the_spectrum-wouk] I_6- -
N-meth]4phthalimide increased wit_ temporat'are [n :benzyl . expected regardless-of tlii_ nature of the second impmity.
_ al_h9 ! and eyelohexanol whcxeas it dee:eased with.teml_ra ....... (PA, 10t_2, #16,365) . .
ture in dimgethylp'hthala_. !_ ithe htter e-,se the b_d shifted = : : -": .
:to shorter wavelengths coLIpa_d to the alcohols. Sirailar oh- _:
"servaeor_s were made with a number of other phthalimide- 735. ]POLARIZATIONOF THE LUMI_NESCENCE-OF
- MOLECULAR CRYSTALS IN DIFFERENT REGIONS
sdvent pairs. The result._ are explain_ in terms of the curve Oi_ THE SPECTRUM - - =_ _
eharacte_zing the variation of c_uantufil efficiency with the Gn'bkov,v. I., Zhi_vandrov,N. D., Khan-Meg_meiova,Sh. D-
frequency of the linninescence poaE.TeniI_rature quenching Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Izvesfiya, SeriyaFizicheskaya, v. 24,
- _=- _,' _aor_,nce was observed in dimethylpI_thalate, vaseline : no. 6, pp. 7402744, 1960
oil, _ethyl acetoace_te and ethyl _leenzbate .as solvents. The - (Paper pt;esentedat the'Eighth Conference on Luminescence
- "lifetimes of the excited .states at d_erent tempe(atures" were --Entry #497; tramlatedfrom the Bmsian'in Bulletin of
also measured. Change in relative efficiency was found to be _ the Academy o_$clences o_.the USSR.phi?if.,:.!Sc_, ._f_i; - --
" _ccempanied .by daange in relative lifetime of the excited ..... uo. G:pp. 74.3--747,19_) - - --
state. (PA, 1962i:#17,474) ;--( ...... -- -A deserip,ion is:_given of a continuation of a previous in-
-, . vestigation=b5 pnlarieation methods of the retie of free and
++ 733. CONCERNING TtlE RELATIO_j_i_TWEEN TI_ tral?pC-d,,lee_t.ns in the, luminescence of molecular crystals.
• . :.A__OIIPTION AND LJMIN_'-SCENCE SPECTRA OF In the earlier e_'peiSments: measurements Were nw.,le of the
-- -, C0_IPLE_ MOLECUL_ "- : w_velength-dcpendence of the polarization of himinescet+ce
_+ Alent_v, M-%rPa'xh,)mycheva, L, A. with excitatibn by 365-m/_ light for stilbene crystals cut alot,g
Akade,:_Nai& SSSR, Izve_isa, St_a Fizlcheska_a, v. 24, _ different erystall0graphie pi-anes. The present work shows that
n_ _p. 7:1_._737,_1960: • +_ the luminescence of stilbene comprises emission due to free
- (Paperpresented at the Eighth ConferenceoffLumln_,_cence excitons. The authors have also investigated the wa_/elength
._ _ - --Entry #497; tramlated fromthe Russianin Bulletin of (]ependence of the polariT,ation of anthracene crystals doped-
" . t?_ A_dem_o!Scienee_ of the U._'$R,Ph_slcal $e//e_, v. 24, with naphthacene. In'another investigation the polarizatio, of
an,.6, pp. 737-739, 1900) luminescence of henzil crystals has been studied. Si_:lar re-
ODiyergences between experiment',! "esults on low concen- suits to those.obtained for benzol were found also for so.hRions
trati0n aquegus solutions of erythrosiae:and the theory of of-optically'active substances, viz., tryptophan and riboAavin.
Steganov givingthe relation betw_¢v, the ab;o-_tien and_ : (PA, 1962, #16,$08)
+:ltu_r,,,:_n_ ._eetra of complex m0lecu!_ in "solutions are := _ ++.
ex_imined an.'l discmsed. _ :
_7_. VITBIF;CATION-OF POLYMERS AN_ ...............
..... , , + PHOSPHORESCENC_......
734. INFLUENCE O_'$_;CO.NDARY IMPURITIES ON THE Anuf_e:'/,_:.V_.,Zaitseva, A. D..... -.................
AI_ OBlffT_O.N_AI_,rDLUMINIgSCENCE SPEC'IrRAOF _.J __:4_emiya Nauk SSSB, l=vestiy 9, Seriya Fizibheska_a, v.24,
..... THE"P_Y IMPURITY iN MOLECULAR..... __: ...... +' 3 . - "-- - no, 6i pp. 755--7,58,1960 ++.
u _RYSTALS ...... _ (Paper presented at the Eighth Conferenceon LUminescence
o Soiavei/, A.y. '_----_ _-+ " " =-Entry # 497; translatedfrontthe Russian in)_ulloftn of
Akade_Nauk S$Sl_.,:_e_ya,-Sedl/a l¢t'dcheskaya, v. _4, _haAcademy of Science, of the U$SR, Ph_tsicd Sedes, v, 24,
,. _ -, no..tF,i+P_37_:_,-1.960 " •..... rio.6, pp. 75&-700, 1960) ' "L
..... -4+-
.)
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Vitrification of polymers involves immobilization of the 739. INVESTIGATION OF THE LUMINESCENCE OF
macromoleeule._. Below the vitrifying temperature tlae equi- IONIC FORMS OF URANIN AND FLUORESCEIN
librium structure obtaining at higher temperatures is froz. n. Crigoryan, E. V., Kantardzhyan, L, T., Chirkinyan, S. S.
Referelace is made to various methods of studying the mobil- Akadem;_laNauk SSSR, lzvestiga, SerlyaFizieheskaga, v. 24,
ity of maeromolecules in pol.ymers. An investigation is re- no. 6, pp. 771-775, 1960
ported of the influence of vitrification of polymers on the (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
--Entry #497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of
phosphorescence of the Itlminophor introduced into the poly- the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Phys'icalSeries, v. 24,
rrter or on the specific interaction of the luminophor with the no. 6, pp. 774-777, 196_0)
medium, i.e., the interaction resp_,nsible for the appearance
of phosphorescence.. The temperature dependences of file Usually the luminescence of fluoreseein is attributed either
phosphorescence i_tensity of rhodulinc orange, rhodzmine B, to the doubly _harge_. anion in basic solutions or to the cation
and other organic ,*.ompounds were investigated, Significant in acid solutions. One _f the authors has shown, however,
inforr-aation was ob'ained on the relaxation time of macro- that in a wide pH range the. luminescence of flu,Jrdscein and
molec,.:'_s in polymer at temperal_,.res c:ose t_ the vitrificatio:; uranin is due to the simultaneous presence of both anions
point. , C'A, 1962, #15,079) " and cations. A_ experimental investigation is now treseril_ed :
of the spectra of these substances in various mixtul_ of di-
oxane plus water, sulphfiric acid or a_namonia, and also in
737, PtlOSPHORESC _,NCEOF CERTAIN SOI VENTS AND solutions of caustic soda and nitric acid. In some of theseTItEIR EFFEC'I ON THE .MBSOItPTIO_:SPECTRA
0F ORGANIC t'I-IOSPItORS eases the _pectra are shown, in agreement with Zanker and _
Kislyak, G.M. Peter, it is:now shown that there exist three forms of ion-s in
Akademitta Nauk !ISSR,lzvestiya, S'eriyaFizi ,.heskaya,v. 24, uranin solutions, including a singly charged anion. (PA, 1962,
_o, 6, pp. 766-76_,, 1960 : = # I5,606) '
(Paperpresented at the EighthConfere_e,eon Lumipescenee - -, -
_Entry #497; tlanslated from the Russiani_ Bul_tin o_ "_ _'
the Acade:mj of St iences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, : 740. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF HALOGEN DERIN,A- _
no. 6, pp. 76f,-771, 1960) TIVES OF ANTHRAQUINOI_EIN FROZENSOLUTIONS
Shigorin,D. N., Sh©hegl0va,N. A:, DblamiHiin, N._S. _
It is shown that formic and acetic acids at low temperature Akaderaiya Nauk SSS]I;lzvesh_la, Seriya Fizicheslmga_v. 24,
h_ive a significant intrinsic phosphorescence. Moreover, formic no. 6, pp. 778-781,1,960 .....
_oi_]_.and _o ._._meextent acetic acid, deform the absorption (Paper_presented atfiae Eighth Conferenceon Luminescence-
spe_.tra_f acridine dyes and also sig_-fica-ntq_-dlter the-._.l_a7 : --Entry #497; translated from the Russianin Bul_tin of
of their phosphorescence. It is considered that these factors the A_=_._,_ of Sciences of the USSR,Physical S,eries,¢. 24, =
poosphorescence of acridine no. 6, pp. 781-784, 19uu!are important in investigating the " " "
dyes.(cA, !96:2, #15,605) Specifically, in the _3resent work the lumineseen_ce spect.r_.
were studied of _tand/3 ha_gen derivatives of an_racluin0a6
in t_ormal paraffin solutions at 77°K (c = 10-_'- 10-_ mole/q;738. CORRELhTION BETWEEN THE ABSORPTION AND _-
LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF SOME ORGANIC excitation by the 313-m/z line of Hg). In view of the p.eculiar-
COMPOUHDS ities of the structure of _taod# halogen derivatives of anthra-
Ryazan0va,E. F,, l_#deeva, M. S., Pavlina, T.S. quinone, substantial differences l_tween their spectr_ can be
Akademiga Nauk 5SSR, Izvestiga, Seriua Fizicheskaya, v. 24, _ reasonably expected, l_eplacement of the hydrogen atom in
no. 6, pp. 769-.771, 1960 the a position by a halogen atom results in nonequiva!ence of
('Paperpresented _t the EightlaConferenceon L_amineseence the two cari_onvl groups in tl_e anthraquinone ring, since one
--Entry #497:.translaled from the Russian in Bulletin o_, of the C = O groups ma_, exert a mutual fn_'.:_-_c_ on the
_ the Academ;, of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. _4, C- Hal groap through 7r-electro.-._interac3tion, inasmuch as _'
no. 6, pp..371-.773, 1960). the tffo _oupss_':,!'..a_eously interact with the same carbon
Brief reference is made _o experimental tests of certain in- atg_. This does not occur in/3 deriwitives because "ha tl_em
ferences arrived at in toe theoretical investigation.s df Stepano_/; - the carbonyl groups are virtually equivalent. The nature _f
"Ale_,_tse,-_,_.d Pak|a,_,,ysileva, and Neporent (1957-1958). the halogen atom on the spectra of the*_a and _ d&iyatives
These are concerned with the relation between the lumi- of anthraquinone must. also be taken into accotlnt. It isknown
nescenee and absorption spectra of c0mplex--molee_de; that the eleetronegativity decreases in ge!ng from fluorine to
-- _-phenylenediamine,. l)rassidic acid, and adipic acid in th, iodine, and the electronegativity of iodine-is almost the sa_.e
erystallitle state at room temper_ifure), Certain divergences as that of carbon. In-view o,f thi_, the probability of part'el-
from the theoretical deductions are noted wb3ch _re not ex- pat_on of the unshai'ed electron pairs of the hal0g_hs in the
plaine d bp the i_;_uence of the solvent molecules on the _electron inte.faction will increase in going fTon_'_luorine;t0
excited moleeales of the luminescer_t substance. (PA, 1962, iodine, which is_ in accord with the amount off'energy ex-
#14,749) pended on their exeitatiom : - - "/
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Thus the F atom is characterized by a strong inductive compounds listed. The data s'aow that the free carriers in the
effect that can l_ad to a certain deformation of the ,-r-electron dark couductgvity of tiae phcsphorescing corapounds are pro-
deasity at the neighboring carbon atoms, whicl_,is equi_,alent duced incident to singlet-singlet electron transitions. (PA,
to some shortening of the coojugated chain. Hence, introduc- I963, #958)
tion of fluorine should lead to shift of the bands to the short
wavelength side. Characteristic of CI, Br and, particularly, 742. DEACTIVATION OF THE TRIPLET STATE OF
I atoms is participation of the unshared electron pairs in the AROMATIC MOLECULES
r-electron interaction of the molecules, which can lead to Terenin, A. N., Ermolaev, V. L.
lengthening of the conjugated chain and, consequently, to Akac_emiyaNauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seri_a Fi_i_heskaya, v. 20,
shift o_ the bands to the side of longer wavelengths. These no. 1, pp. 21-32, ]Ianuary1962
differences in the behavior of h_logen atoms should be evinced (Paperpresentedat the Tenth Conference on Luminescence
particularly strongly in the cx _ited state of the molecules. --Entry #500; translated from the Russianin Bulletin of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 26,
The substa_.tial difference oetweetl the size of the halogen no. 1, pp. 21-32, January 1962; published 1963_
_ atoms can also result in d;ffere_ces in their effect on tlie
luminescence spectra of _x!_alogen deriva{ives of anthraoui- Sensitized phosphore._cencc in solutions c<,ntaining both
none. Whereas in view of its small size (RD = 1.35 A) the doJlor molecules (such as aroma_e aldehydes and ketones)
F atom cannot have "a stedc deforming influcvce on the a_d acceptor molecule_ (such as n_pbthalen,: and its halogen-
C=O group, C1 and, particularly, Br and I (R_ = 2._5 A) atexi derivatives) was shown experimentally to be due to ..
should.ha'le a sterie deforming effect. Repulsive forces arise nonradiafive transfer of energy between triplet states by
-between the halogen atoms with large radii (CI, Br, and, par- means of resonance exchange interaction, and is a significant
ticularly, I) and the-oxygen atom of the C-O group; such mode of deactivatkm of triplet states. (PA, 1963, #11,799)
" repulsive, forces lead toCdistortion of valence angles Of the
_C-:O.an¢l _C-Hal bonds and to some alteration of the 743. SPECTR_I.,-LUMINESCENT INVESTIGATION OF
• .electrgnic state of the groups. One can also expect the nature iiORPHYRINS :_
: and po,2._tion9"£the halogen atoms in the anthraquinone ring Sevehenkr,,A.N.. ::
to exert anJ influence on the intensity and character of changes Alwdemiga Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, $eriuaFizieheskaya v. 26,po I, rp. 53--6'3,January19_2in the electronic-vibrational spectra Of the molecules.
.... (Parer presented at theTenth Conferenceon Luminescence
The experimental investigation reported here of the lumi- --Entry #500; translated fromthe Bu_sian in Bullct_l of -
nescefice spectra of.the ha!ogen derivatives of anthraquin._ne the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 26,
largely "substantiated th6 above inferences. Specla'a with floe no. 1, pp. 54-61, January 1962, published 1963) ..
" vibrational structure were obtained for allthe a and/3 mono- This paper reviews the data on the absorption and fluores-
halegen derivatives. Data are presented and interpreted, cence spectr_, efficiencies, decay times, and polarization of
the port,by-r_ns. The problems of identifying the electronic
741. CORRELATION BETWEEN THE THERMAL a, ,1 vibrational states associated with the transitions are dis-
"- ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR CONDUCTIVITY AND cu' d.in detail. (PA, 1963, #9467).
THE_ABSORPTIONAND PHOSPHORESCENCE '..
SI_ECTRAOF SOME ORGANIc SUBSTANCES 744. INVESTIGATION OF EXCITATION ENERGY
Vartanyan, A. T., Rozenshtein,L.D. -_-
- .'---- MIGRATION IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS BY
Akade_niyaNaukSSSR, Izvestiya_Seriya F_zicheskay_ _ _5, OBSERVATION OF THE POLARIZATION OF TtlEIR
no, 3, pp. 428-430, March1961 LUMINESCENCE
(Pap.erpublished at the Nip,thConferenceon Luminescence Zhevand.-ov,N. D'.
--Entry #_198;translated fromthe Russianin Bulletin o_ .. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fiziche_kaya, v. 26,
the Acaden_y-o_Scienc-eso_the USSR, Physical Series,v. 25, -' - -_
- no. 1, pp. 67-.73, January 1962
,'_ no. 3, pp; 4162-419,March1961) (Paperpresentedat the TenthConference on Luminescence
A report is given for the thermal activation encrgy of con- --Entry #500; translatedfromthe Russlat:in BuUetin of
duetiyity for a number of organic compo_nds in solid layers. -theAca_e_t_yo_Sciences o_the USSR, Phcd_d'alSeries, v:26,
:The eompoimd s studie_l are: malachite green, brilliant green, no. 1, pp. 67-73, Janaary !962; published 1963),,
fu6,hsin, crystal yiolet, aqueous blue,uranin, eosin, cry.thro- This is a survey of previous work, mostly by the author.
sine, phlo:.in, b_ngal rose, rhodamine B, colorless products of A/molecular crystal-is considered as a kind of gas in which
rhodamive B, rhodamine 6G, fluorescein, ph.en0safraninne, the molecules are orientated but do not interact. Measure-
trypoflavine, ph0sphine , capri blue, nile blue, thionine, indigo-,_/" ments of the polarization of fluorescence as a funetior, of the :
pinaey:m6!, orthoehrome T,p. hthalocyafiin, Cu phthalocyanin, angle between exciting beam and direction of observation are
Zri phthalbcyanin, benzopl_enone, anthranilie acid, phenylan- in qualitative agreement with calculation for stilbene crystals
thranilic acid, and several phthalimide derivatiye_. Tempera- in the six possible crystallographic ori&_tations, though_quan-
ture dependence of conductivity is given for 11 of flae titatively the polarization is less t]htn that calculated from the
1'48
,j
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gas model. Tolane in which stilbene impurity causes the lumi- Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya. Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
nescence has simil,_x properties. In single crystals the polar- no. i,pp. ll-14, January 1963
ization is independent of the orientation of the electric vector (Paper presented at the Fourteenth Conference on
of the incident light, contrary" to expectat,.'c_l if t-here were no Spectroscopy, Gorkii, J,_ly 5-12, 1961; h-anstat_.d from the
energy migtatio_.l between molecules. The polarization is inde- Russian in Bulletin of the Academ.u of Sciences of the USSR,
pendent of the wavelength of the excitation, but owing to the Physical Series, v. 27, no. 1, pp. 13-17, 1963)
p_esenee of free excitons, the luminescence spectrum shows The fine structure of spectra was studied in n-para_n
soictio:;_,,_rom he.':.ane to undecane).a sharp chauge in polarizztion at the short wavelength end ' '_
in stilbene, though not in crysta!s activated by impurities.
(PA, 1963, # 11,000) 74S. SPECTBAL METHOD OF INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-
MOLECULAR.WEIGHT COMPOUNDS AND ITS
745. LUMINESCENCE OF GADOLINIUM SALTS POSSIBILITIES
Zaidel, A. N., Lazeeva, (_. S., Ostrovskaya, G.V., SavostS"anova,.M. V,, Chernyshev.. V. A.
Yakimova, P.P. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestit,a, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 26, no. I, pp. 6"2-64, January 1:,'63
no. 1,pp. 74-80, January 1962 (Paper presented at the Fourteenth Conference on -.
(Paper presented at the Tenth Conference on Lumhlescence Spectroscopy, C,orkii, July 5-12, 1961; translated from the
--Entry #500; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
the Academy o/ Sciences of the USSR, Ph!tsical Series, v. 26, Physical Series, v. 27, no. 1, pp. 66-68, 1963)
no. 1,pp. 74-81,.lanuary 1962; published 1963) When a high-molecular-weight substance J.s added to an
Excitation by the Fe spark of solid Gd chloride and sul- aqueous solution of an ionic dye, absorption and luminescence
phate, and of solutions of these salts and Gd ethyl _sulphate, spectra are constantly changing, especially if both substances -_
produces-liue and band emission spectra between 3000 and are in stoiehiometric prop_ortions and of oppbsite charge.
3600 A. These are detailed wffh attributions of the transitions Examples of the systems rhodamine 6G+ Na dodecyl sulfate
involved. The main groups of lines at 3060 and 3110 _, have and pinachrome blue i deoxyribonuc] _ie acid are detailed.
equal decay times wit_n the accuracy of measurement. The
chloride _olution decreases in fluorescent intensity during 749. IMPURITY EXCITON sPECTRA OF MIXED :
excffation: probably on account of radiation below 2500 A. CRYSTALS OF ISOTOPIC NAPHTHALENE FORMS
(PA, 1963, #10,988) " ; Sheka, E.F.
Akade;aiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheska_ya, _. 27,
746. RELAXATION OF THE SOLVENT DURING TIlE _ no. 4, pp. 503-_09, April 1963'
EXCITED _LIFETIME OF THE SOLUTE MOLECULES (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA ._ cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
Cherkasov, A.S. Ritssian in Bulletin of the Academy of Scienceq of th_ USSR, -
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya FizichesYmya, v. 2t_, Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 501-507, 1963) ., -..
no. 1, pp. 81--83, January 1962 Curves and experimental points are presented for shifts of
(Paper presented at the TenthConfere,ceonLuminescence A1 and B1 bands in the absorption spectra of mixtures of
--Entry #500; tran¢!ated from the Russian in Bulletin of naphthalene and deuterionaphthalenes, a-mono- , a-tetra- ,
,. the Arc'J_my of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 26, fl-tetra- , and octadeuterionaphthalene. Calculated freqt:en-
no. 1, pp. 81-84, January 1962; published 1963) cies for position and intensity of A1 a_td B1 bands in binary
An account is giver of earlier experiments, mostly by the and ternary mixtures are tabulated and interpretations are
author. When the sowent interacts differently with normal compared with measured spectra.
and excited solute m_,lecules, e.g., in hydroxyl-containing sol
vents, the solvent m_leeular orientation changes after excita- 750. LUMINESCENCE OF CRYSTALLINE BENZENE _ - •
tion and the spectral location of the emission is fouud to Shpak, M.T., Solov_v, A. V., Slieremet, N. I._
depend on the temperature. Closer solvent-solute ass,_ciation _Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaua, v. 27.
causes longer wavelength of emission, and the fluorescence no. 4, pp. 510-511, April 1963 , :.
decay is slower at the longer wavelength end of the emission _ (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Ltimities. :
band. Quenchers act preferentially on molecules of the longest cenee, Minsk. September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
life and therefore cause displacement ot spectra to higher 11ussian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the_USSR,
frequencies. (PA, 1963, #9468) - Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 508-516, 1963) /
Lumine, scenee speetrff _f C_H_ were obtained at 20.4 and
747. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF 77°K. The bands at'the two temperatures tire presented. The
STILBENE AND TOLAN IN FROZEN CRYSTALLINE C_l-l(,_luminescence at low ,temperature is thought to be due
SOLUTIONS AT 77"K to transitions from excit°n zones of the first ex6itt,_l state of _
Gobov, G.V. the cr_,stal to the s),stem of levels of the normal state.
.s
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751. INFLUENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE 754. LUMINESCENCE OF MOLECULAR CRYSTA_LS
CRYSTAL LATTICE ON ABSORPTION AND CONTAINING IMPURITIES WITH DIFFERENT
LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF THE IMPURITY IN SOLUBILITY IN. THE SOLID PHASE
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS Kovalev, V. P., Dobrokhatova, V. K., Naboikin, Yu. V.,
Vatulov, V.M. Kukushkin, L. S..
Akademi_a Nauk SSSR, lzvust_ya, Seriya Fizicheskaya. v. 27, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheska_,_, v. 27,
no. 4, pp. 512-514, April 1963 no. 4, pp. 524-526, _kpril1963
(Paper presented at tile Eleventh Conference on Lnmines- (Paper presented at t'he Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
cence, Minst_, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
Russiatl in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 510-512, 1963) Physical Series, v. _7, no..t, pp. 521-523, 1963)
Impurit3, spectra are sensitive indicators of polymorphic Luminescence kinetics of phenylbiphenylethylene and of
phase hansitlons or of the location _t different lattice defects, fl,fl'-dinaphthyleth_.'lene in naphthalcne and biphenyl single
Octahydroanthracene and d_hydroanthracene are used as ex- crystals were investigated. Impurities create in molecular crys-
amples, tals local excited states by "]istortion of electronic states of the
host molecules.
752. '! tie DEPENDENCE OF THE POLARIZATION OF
STILBENE SINGLE CRYSTAL LUMINESCENCE ON 755. TRIPLET STATES IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
= THE RADIATED WAVELENGTH AT LIQUID-AIR Naboikin, Yu. V., Sidorov, S. V;, Avdeenko, A. A.
TEMPERATURE Akaderalya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Sedya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Gribkov, V. I., Zhevandrov, N. D., Chebotarera, E.I. no. 4,'pp. 527-529, Apri! 1963
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
no. 4, pp. 515-518, April 1963 = cence, Mivsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
:--= :_ (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines- Russian in Bulletin o[ ihe Academy oj Sciences of the USSR,
cence, Minsk, September 10-t5, 1962; translated from the Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 524-526, 1963)
: Russian ":nBulletin of the Academy of Scie_s of the USSR, _ _ , "
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 513--516, 1963) Single crystals of naphthalene g'town with _"benzophenone
content of 0.0_0.5% by weight showed at 77°K yellow-green
Stilbene crystals were _.bwly cool,_d to 77°K by passage luminescence with a decay time of 2.3 see. Quasi-line Sl_ectra
through liquid N at 3 mm/hr to prevent cracking. At 77°K,
as compared to room temperature, the 380-mp band is of such crystals are identical with quasi-line spectra of bei_zo-
weakened and a new strong ban d appears at shorter wave- phenone crystals containing 0.05% naphthalene as impurity.
lengths. The new shorter wavelength band can be attributed Some triplet luminescence is also induced by benzophenone
to a change in potential curves of the ground and excited impurities in phenanthrene crystals. Tho re&hod of measuring
states. The ratio of trapped to free _xcitons seems to be the triplet spectra is explained, and the absence of trip.let
varied, lumiPeseenee in crystals is attributed to an absence of non-
radiative transitions to the metastable level.
753. INVESTIGATION OF SPECTRA AND OF TRANSFER
CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON EXCITATION 756. kBSORPTION A-ND LUMINESCENCE OF
ENERGY IN PURE AND DOPED ANTHRACENE SOLUTIONS AND ORIENTED FILMS OF
CRYSTALS W.ISOCYANIN1;.
Zima, V.L., Korsunskii, V. M., Faidish, O.M. Broude, V. L., Mo!sya, E. G.
Akademiya Nimk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriga Fizi_heskaya, v. 27, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, '_
no. _ pp. 519-523, April 1963 no. 4, pp. 530-53.2, April i9f_3 _-
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines- (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
cence, Minsk, September/0-15, 1962; translated from the eencc, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
Russian in Bulletin of the Ac, tdemy of Sciences of tho USSR, Russian in Bulletin oJ the Academy oJ Sciences of the USSR,
Physical Serios,x. 27, no. 4, pp. 516-520, 1963) Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 527-530, 1963)
A studywas made of anthracene crystals eoo taining naph- Absorption spectra of oriented 20-t_ fil_s of _-isocyanine
thaiene, phe_azine, acridine, or"anthraquigpne at 293 and were studied with polarized light at 293, 77, and 20°K. The
90*K. The quantum outputs of afithraeene ]uminesceace, B,, half-width of the polymer absorption b_and is temperature "
were measured for varying concentrations and the energy dependent. The band decreases inintensity on drying of the
transfer coefl_eiontswere derived and tabulated. Absorption gelled solution film and is absent in a dry sample, M1 is dis-
and emission spectral measurements were also performed; pla_pd in a dry sainple and M2 is unchanged. The o_ientation
only the naphthalene spectrum could be meastfred in anthra- of mglecules in the polymer chain is discussed onJ the basis
cene. The other impurity spectra were measured in CeH_ of M1 and M2 band polarization. The luminescence spectrum
solution, and a shift correction of 406 em -a was applied, has a line structure at 20*K.
:ttSO _
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757. TRANSFER OF ELECTRON EXCITATION ENERGY 760. ELECTRON SPECTK_, OF _-METHYLPHTHALIMIDrz"
IN RIGID SOLUTIO',_ OF ORGANIC MATERIALS VAPO,_S
Andreeshchev, E. A., Ki;'u, 5. F., Rozman, I.M., Korotkev_eh, V. T., Zelin_kii, V. V., Rorisevich, N. A.
Shlrokov, V.I. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lz_,estiya, Serlya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizieheskaya, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 576-579, April 1963
no. 4, pp. 533-539, April 1963 (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on L_mines- cence, Minsl, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the"
cenee, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the Russian in B,_lletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 572-575, 19,63)
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 530-536, 1963)
Fluorescence and absorption spectra were obtained from
A study is reported of four !uminophors prepared by poly- vapors of 3-dim-thylamino-, 3-diphenyla_-nino-, 3,fl-diamino-,
merization of styrene soh:tions. The donor-accepter pairs 3-monornethylam,uo-6-andno-, 3,6-tetramethyldiamino-: and
were: (1) p-terphenyl and 1,3,o-tnphenyl-A-pyrazohne 3,6-di(monomethylamino)-N-methylphthalimides, and of
(3FP); (2) 1,1",5,5'-tetraphenyl-3,3'-bipyrazolyl aod 3FP; 3-diethylamino-N-ethylphthalimide. The first and last do not
(3) 2,5-diphenyl-i,3,4-oxadiazole and l,l',4,4'-tetraphenyl- fluoresce. F_)r the other five, the ir, troduction Of groups sh::fts
1,3 butadiene (4FB); and (4) (4FB)-dibiphenyleneethylene. the absorption and luminescence spectr a toward the red, and
The work was intended to detern",ine the quay Cure ._eld of the fluorescence spectra broaden with increasing T. Vibra-
energy transfer frofil donor to accepter, and the. conductivity tional heat capacities are calculated.
as represented by the ratio of quantum yield of donor fluo-
rescence with accepter to the same quantu m yield without
an accepter, and also to compare the transfer parameter with - 761. EXCITON LUMINESCENCE OF MOLECULAR :'CRYSTALS :
a theoretical value. Rather good correlation was obtained, but : =Broude, V. L., Sheka_ E. F., Shpal_ M. T_
there seemed reason to doubt the completeness of the F&ster- Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Serlya Fizieheskaya, v. 27,
Galanin theory, v o. 5, pp. 596-605, May 1963
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
758. MECHANISM OF CONCENTRATION QUENCIIING eence, Mimk, September 10-15,.1962; translated from the
•IN GLYCEROL SOLUTIONS OF FLUORESCEIN, Russian in B,_letin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
RHODAMINE B AND TRYPAFLAVINE _ Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 597-607, 1963) _
_,eshnikov, B. Ya., Shirokov, V. I., Liraareva/L. A:
,_kademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, Exciton luminescence corresponding:to eleetrovibrational
no. 4, pp. 551-553, April 1963 levels can' be differentiated from exciton-induced impurity
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Cmfference on Lumines- luminescence by studying the temperature dependence of
cenee, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the the half-widths of corresp_Jnding bands. Naphth.a!ene is taken
Russian in Bulle,'in of the Academy o.*._ciene._- of the USSR, :is an example and investigated at 4, 20, and 77 _K.A complete
Ph_jsical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 548--550, 196_) = interpi'etation and compilation of bands in n_iphthalenc are
Experimental data are plotted and an attempt is made_ to tabulated.
express results by modification of previously calculated forms.
762. FLUORESCENCE "SPECTRA AND PHOSPHO-
759. TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON THE QIJANTUM RESCENCE OF ALPHA- AND BETA-METHYL
YIELD OF Tf_IE LUMINESCENCE OF VAPORS oF NAPHTHALENES IN NORMAL AND ISOPARAFFIN
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS SOLVENTS AT 77"K
Kloehkov, V.P. Levshin, V. _,Mamedov, K. I.
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, Akademiyd Nauk SSSR, lzvestilta, .gvriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
nu. 4, pp. 570-575, April 1963 no. 5, pp. 606-608, May 1963
(Paper'presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumi_es- (Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lmnines-
eenee, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the cenee_ Mimk, September 10-15; 1962; translated from the
Russian in Bulletin of the Acad_ my of Sciences of the USSR, _ - Russian "inBulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 4, pp. 566--571, 1963) Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 607-610. 1963)
The quantum yield ('t) of vapor fluorescence of 9-methyl-
(I), 9,10-dimethyl- (II), and 9-diacetamidoanthraeene (I1.I) 763. INNER DEACTIVATION PA'i'HS OF EXCITED
was investigated in the range 100--300°C, with _, of I ar/d_II AROMATIC MOLECULES IN VITREOUS
increasing above 150--_50°C, 7 of III decreasing at high " SOLUTION_
temperatures. Addition of another gas (isopentane) se,rved Ermolaev, V.L.
to take up the surplus of vibrational energy by collision and AkademiyaNauk'$SSR, Izvestiya, Ser_lta Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
changed the fluorescence spectra, with ), of I and II increas- no. 5, pp. 617.622, May 1963(Paper presented at the Eleventh Ct,nference on Lumines-
ing and III decreasing. Such phenomena are in disagreement eence, MinsV, .September 10-15:1962_ tran=!ated_rom the
with the idea of a simple exchange o_ vibrational energy Russian in Bullytin ot the Aeadenitt of Sdences Of the USSR,
upon collision. Physical Sedes, v. 27; no. 5, pp. 619-624, 1963)
J/
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All quenching in _o,or and accepter molecule:; stems from A method of measuring accurately the quantum yield of
nonradiative energy loss in the triplet state. Experiments wet- phosphorescence is proposed. This method was used to
made on _he ql,antum yields of fluorescence and phospho- measure the relative quantum yield of trypaflavine ttuore_-
rescerice and on the decay time of phosphorescence of CxoDs, eence in solid-sugar solution and of fluorescein in B203 at + 18
C_.,D_o, C_oHs, and C_2H3_ in an ethyl alcohol-ether mixture to -196°C. The course of both curves is the same and con-
2:1 at 77°K. firms previously published theoretical results. The measure-
ment apparatus comprises a Hg light source, one set of disks
764. DEPENDENCE OF ABSORPTION AND FLUORES- on a rotating phosphoroscope, a second set of disks between
CENCE SPECTRA OF COMPLEX MOLECULES IN the specimen and the monoehromator, the monochTomator, a
SOLUTION ON TEMPERATURE, photomultiplier, a wide-ba_-d amplifier, and all oscilloscope.
Piterskaya, I. V., Bakhshiev, N.G. Total light and phosphorescence may be read directly by
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, suitable positioning of the slits in the disks.
no. 5, pp. 623-627, May 1963
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines-
cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the 767. KINDLNG OF PHOSPHORESCENCE OF ORGANIC
Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, LUMINOPHORS
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 625-629, 1963) Khalupovskii, M. D.
Absorption and fluorescence spectra of 4-amino-, 3-amino-, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
and 3,6-diaminophthalimide"in benzene, ethyl acetate, and no. 5, pp. 644--646, May 1963(Paper presented at the Eleventl_ Conference on Lumines-
isoamyl alcohol are displaced as a function of temperature, cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the
Th_ solutions were sealed in evacuated glass ampuls and Russian in Bulletin of the Academg of Sciences of the USSR,
displacements measured from 20 to 350°C. Experimental -PhydcaISeries, v. 27,no. 5, pp. 645-d'.,,t7, 1963)
valuds are compared with theoretical ones.
: :' 768. CABBAZOLE AND PHENAI_iTHRENE _HOSPHO,
765. _,BSORPTION AND FLuoREsCENCE OF VINYL- ; RESCENCE AT LIQUID-OXYGEN TEMPERATURE
ANTHRACENES AND_:_HANGE OF MOLECULE Pyatnitski_, B. A., Vlasenko, A.I. ,
CONFIGURATION IN'THE EXCITED STATE Akademi'ta Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Cherkasov, A. S., Voldaikina, K.G. no. 5, pp. 647-650, May 1963
Akademiya Nauk-SSSR, Izvestiya, Sedya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, (Paper Presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines.-
no. 5, pp. 628-633, May 1963 cenee, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the(Paper presented at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines- Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
cence, Minsk, September 10-15,1962; translated from the Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 648-650, 1963)
. Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,
Phpsicd Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 630-635, 1,(,,63) The decay of phenanthret_e phosphorescence was investi-
9-qinyl-," 1-_snyl-, and 2-Vi_ylanthracene were s_zathesized, gated at -183°C on crystals and solutions in normal para_n
• Different c?nfigurations of vi-nylanthracencs must lead_ to and in EtOH; carbazole phosphorescence was investigated
differences in absorption i_pectra which can be best derived by from 20 to --183°C on a cry_tal and at -183°C on a solution
comparison With the correspor_ding Me anthracenes. Introdue- in ether_ An exponential law is followed. Experimental results
tion of the v_nyl group causes considerably more displacement _.re presented.
to longer wa_,elengtl_s than does the in,eduction of-the CH_
greup. Oscillator strength is increased. _k considerable _is-
placement appears in luminescence spectra, hadic,.ting inter- 769. EMISSION SPECTRA OF SOME POLYPIIENYLS
action of :_-elec_ons with the antbra,_e,_e nucleus. The AND DIPHENYL POLY_NES
presence of Kvo possib]e configurations (s-cis and s.trans) can _ Boiotnikova, T. N., Gobov, G. V.
Akademiya Na',d_SSSR, lzvestiya, Serluc Fizieheskaya, v. 27,
eas'il_, be observed o_ 2-vinyla_athracene. no. 5, pp. 683-685, May 1963
(Paper' presented at the Eleventh Cmffereuce on Lumines-
766. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE QUANTUM cence, Minsk, September !0-:15, 1962;translated from the
YIELD OF ThE PHOSPI_!GRESCENCE OF _ttssian in B_lletin o_ the Academy of Sciences o_ the U$SR,
ORGANO?HOSi_HORS_ Physical Sedes, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 681--684, 1963)
Pilipovich, V. &., Tursunov, N. L Lumi_aescence spectra for frozen normal parat_n solutioi_s
Akademiyc N_uk SSSP. lzt_estiya, Sedya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, of b_phenyl, terphenyl, quater_pheri_'l, stilbene, and diphenyl- '
no. 5, pp. 641-643, _J.a), i_63 . _
• _ / butadiene were determined. The basic frequencies are tabu-(Paper presented at the Elevt_th Conference on Lumines-
cence, Miusk, Septemb.e, 10-15, 19_2, translated from the lated ;rod attributed to structural variaticns. The freq_aeacy
Russien in Bulleti_t of the Aeadem_j of Seieffces _.t the USSR, of the purely electronic transition decreases on addition of
Physical Serie*, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 642-644, 1963) each Ph ring by 2_90 era-x,
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770. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF SOLUTIONS OF Quantum yields of fluorescence and absorption data are
INDIGO AND SOME OF ITS DERIVATIVES AT tabulated for coumarin; 4,7-dimethyleoumarin; 3-(p-methoxyo
77"K pheny|)-4,7-dimethylcouplari_a; 7-hvdroxycoumarin, 4-methyl-
Nurmukhametov, R. N., Shigorin, D. N., Kozlov, Yu. I. 7-hydroxycoumarin; 4-methyl-7-aminocoumarin; 4-methyl-7-
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27, sulfomethylaminocoumarin (Na salt) ; 4-methyl-7-diethyl- "
no. 5, pp. 686-689, May 1963 aminocoumarin; 3,4-dimethyl-7-diethylaminoeoumarin; 3-(Paper presented at the Eleventh Con{erebcc on Lumines-
cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the phenyl-4-methyl-7-diethylaminocoumarin; 3-acetyl-5, 6-benzo-
Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USe,R, coumarin; 4-methyl-7,8-benzocoumarin; and Et 5,6-benzo-
Physical Series, v. 21, no. 5, pp. 685--688, 1963) eoumarin-3-carboxylate. The group in the 7 position of the
coumarin ring seems to determine spectral characteristics.
Fluorescence and long-wavelefigth absorption spectra are There is little overlap between fluorescence and absorption
discussed for indigo, dimethylindigo, 5,5'-diehloroindigo, and spectra.
tetrachloro- and tetrabromoindigo in hexane + dioxanc solu-
tion (15:1) and of indigo in alcohol + dioxane (2:1), and 774. LUMINESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS AND CRYSTAl S
"_xylene + aniline solutions, frozen at 77°K and excited with OF ORGANIC RARE EARTH COMPLEXES f
365 m F radiation. Sevchenko, A. N., Kuznetsova, V. V., Khomenko, V. S.
Akademiya Nauk'SSSR, Izve_tiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
771. SPECTRA OF FROZEN SOLUTIONS OF TWO no. 6, pp. 710-716, June 1963
IMPURITIES AT 77°K Complex compounds were synthesized of 14 rare-earth
Dobrokhotova, V. K., Kulehitskii, V. A., Naboikin;_Yu. V. elemenL with organic molecules, e.g., dibenzoylmethane, _
Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Izvestlya, Seriya Fizlche_kaya, v. 27, benzoylacetone, acetylacetone, derivatives of salicylic aide-
no. 5, pp. 690-692, May 1963
(Paper presented.at the Eleventh Conference on Lumines. hyde, salicylic acid, o-oxyquinollne, and a-substituted pyx'idine
cenee, Minsk, September 10--15, 1962; transla_-d from the compounds. The metal is combined with three molecules of the _-
Russian in Bult_4in of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, organic compound, so the. Coordination number of the rare-
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 689-691, 1963) earth metal is 6/Addition of the rare-earth ion decreases
The method of frozen hexane solutions at 77°K was used k by _20% and shifts the spectrum by 5-7 m/_. Luminescence :°
to study a svstem with resonant energy transfer, naphthalene ,gf crystals and solutions can be excite3 by ultraviolet light _
• in compounds containing Eu, Sm, Tb, Yb, and Dy (no other
+ 1,2-di-9-anthrylethylene. Forty lines are tabulated, to- rare-earth metals). The luminescence is thought to be brought
gether with their analysis. All lines are interpreted as com-
binations of normal molecular vibrations, 239, 407, 1180, - about by the interaction of the r-electron system of the corn- :
1280, 1417, 1569, and 1666 cm -a, with the purely electronic ple._ and the 4f electrons of the metal. The 4f electrons do not
transition. : participate in the bonding. Energy transfer inside the corn- :
plex leads to rare-earth ionluminescence if its resonance level
is the lowest of all excited levels; if the trip!et level is lower,
772. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF PERYLENE AND only phosphorescence h'om the organic molecule is observed.
DIISOBUTYL-3,9-PERYLENE-DICARBOXYLATE The second resonance level is always higher than the triplet ":
AT 20.4"K level and no transitions from it ale observed, The effects of
Valdman, M. M., Sheremetev; G. D.
Akademiya N_iuk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya,.v. 27, temperature and phase changes are considered, and specific :
no. 5,pp. 693--695, May 1963 reagents are suggested for the different rare earths.
(Paper presented at the Eleventh Co,ference on Lumines- .,
cence, Minsk, September 10-15, 1962; translated from the 775. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE PHOSPHO.
Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, RESCENCE OF ORGANIC MATERIALS
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 692-694, 1963) Kislyak, G. M., Lisenko, G. M.
• Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izrestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Perylene spectra obtained from solutions in dibenzylamino- no. 6, pp. 717-719, June 1963 "
ethanol, frozen to 20.4°K_ show three groups of narrow lines
forming doublets with distances between components- of 60 . Tile phosphorescence 9f fluorescein, uranin, and sulfanilic
cm-L Experimental results are presented, and anthranilic acids was inygstfgated, at temperatures of
160 to -183°C; when incorporated in alu'als in B202. The
uranin phosphor r.fterglow Changes color with temperature.773. SPECTRA AND QUANTUM YIELDS OF THE FLUO-
RESCENCE OF SOME COUMARIN DERIVATIVES Two _etastable leve._s are indicated in uranin and in ._ulfanilic i
Petrovich, P. I., Borisevieh, N:' A. _ and anthra'nilie ac'ids.
Akademitla Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya _'izicheskaya, v. 27, _
no. 5, pp. 703-707, May 1963 776. EFFECT OF 'I'}IE MEDIUM ON THE ELECTRONIC _;
(Paper pre._ented at the Eleventh Conferenceon Lumines. SPECTRA OF METHYLNAPIITHAI,ENE ;!
cenee, Minsk, September 10-15,1962; translated from the Kharitonova_ _. P.
Russian in l_ulletin qJ the Academy of Scienees _J the USSR, _ Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizi_,_eskaya, v. 27, i
Physical Series, v. 27, no. 5, pp. 701-705, 1963) no. 6, pp. 745-747, June 1963 _.
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777. LUMINESCENCE OF NAPHTHYL AND A?_THRYL monomer disappears under illumination with ultraviolet be-
DERIVATIVES OF ETHYLENE cause of polymerization.
Nagornaya,L. L., Nurmukhametov, R. N., Malkes, L. Ya.,
Shubina, L. V.
Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Izvestlya, Seriya Fiziehe_kaya, v. 27, 781. SPECTRAL AND LUMINESCENCE PROPERTIES
no. 6, pp. 748-75:3,June !963 OF BENZOPORPHYRINS
- Solovev, K. N., Shkirman, S. F., Kaehura, T. F.
Tile effect of the _x-napl',thyland 9-anthryl radicals on the Akaderaiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, SeriyaFizicheskaya, v. 27,
luminescence was examineA at 20°C and 77°K on powders no. 6, pp. 767-771, June 1963
and solutions of 1,2-di-t.-naphthylethylene, 1-phenyl-2-(9-
antluT1) ethylene, 1- (naphthyl)-2- (9-anthryl) ethylene, and of
two stereoisomers of dianthrylethylene. The stability under 782. SPECTRAL LUMINESCENT INVESTIGATION OFPHOTOCHEMICAL PORPHYRIN TRANSFO._-
ultraviolet illumination was also investigated. MATIONS
GurLnovieh,C. P., P_teeva, M. V., Shulga, A. M.
778. EFFECq" OF SUBSTITUENTS ON THE LUMINES- Akademiya Nauk ESSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
CENCr_ PBOPERT!ES OF AZOMETHINES . no. 6, pp. 777-78i, June 1963
Terskr,i, Ya. . Bolotin, B.M., Brudz, V. G., Drapidna, D.A. pl...,_,'t,c.hemicaltrarisformations of porphyrins were studied
Akademiga Nauk SSSR, Izvestiva, Seriya Fizieheskaita, v. 27. in solvents of pyridine, alcohol, mixtures of the two, and
no. 6. pp. 754--757, June 1963 mixtures with H20, and also in acetone and H20, using
Forty.iour azomethine compounds, derivatives of salicylic aseorbic acid as reducer (approx. _,0 mg per 10 cc). The
acid ar,d fl-hydroxynaphthaldehyde, and an additional five spectral characteristics are reported.
deriva'.ives of p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde were synthe-
sized and studied. Data of both groups are tabulated. A]-
t|:uugh there is no hydrogen bonding in _zomethines, the 783. ABSORPTION AND-FLUOILESCENCE SPECTRA OF
_ _=-:THE WATER SOLUBLE ANALOGS OF
lui'hineseence is strong in cwstals and in frozen solutions; this - CHLOROPHYLL
luminescefiee seems to be related to the field created by Savkhm,I. G., Evstigneev, V. B.
substituents _'in para and meta positions, Jn agreement with Akademlya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskoya, v. 27,
the sterie conditions of the N-containing. nucleus, no. 6, pp. 782-786, June 1963
_779_LUMINESCENCE SPECTRUM OF PENTAPHENYL 784. LUMINESCENCE OF CHLOROPHYLL SOLUTIONS
Matveeva, E. N._Medvedev, M. N., Rubina, O.G., Sidko, F. Ya.,Eroshin, N. S.
Shafranov,M.D. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Serlya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriya Fiziehe_]cnya,v. 27, no. 6, pp. 787-790, June 1963
no. 6, pp. 763-7,?J4,Jun_1963 A study was made of the absorption and luminescence
Spectra are shown of biphenyl, terphenyl, quaterphenyl, spectra of HzO-alcohol solutions of chlorophyll a as a rune-
and pentaphenyl. The polyphenyls having an even number tion of aggregation. The chlorophyll was obtained by sus-
of rings have. bands at 4950, 4625, 4340, 4020, and 3870 A, pending single-cell water plants (Chlorella) in H.,O or ex-
but polyphenyls with an odd number of ri)ags h:_ve broad tracting ,'ts pigments with EtOH. The luminescence was
maxima. The pentaphenyl spectnlm is displaced to the long studier] after absorption in the long-wavelength region. "Ihe
wavelength end and does not have a pronounced band strut- chlorophyll is monorneric in alcohol and polymeric in HzO.-
ture. As HzO is added to alcohol solutions, polymerization in-
creases, the quenching of luminescence increases, and the
peak of the red absorption ba.ad becomes displaced to longer
780. LUMINESCENCE OF p-VINYLBIPHENYL wavelengths.
Matveeva, E. N., Medvedev, M. N., Pisareva,M. G.,
Shafranov, M.D. "
Akademiyd'Nauk SSSR,Izve.stiya,Seriya Fizieheskaya, v. 27, 785. LUMINESCENCE OF GLYCININE
_ no. 6. _p. 765--766,June 1.963 -Karyakin,A, V., Chmutina, L. A.
_Viay]biphenyl was synthesized by dehydration of Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, v. 27,
p-biphenylyl_ethylearbinol over KHSO4,purified il_ a chre. no, 6, pp. 791-795, June 1963 •
matographie column over activated AI,,O.t in petroleum ether, A spectral investigation was made of glycinine fluore_leence
and recrysta!lized from aleot:ol. It was easily polymerized by with and without the addition of Na fluores_.ein at different
heating in evacuated glass ampuls with a catalyst. Lumines- pH. Absorption spectra were measured in the region 220-.
cenee spectra are dlown Of a poiycrystalliae sample, of a 600 m_, and luminescence spectra in the region 410--560
melt, of the polymer, and of the polymer with 0.1% m/_. The intensity increases with,the pH of the protein solu.
., 1,4-bis(5-phenyl-2-oxazolyl)benzene. The luminescence is in tion, showing, however, a sharp mir/iml:m at pH 5.0. The
the 4000-,to 6000-A range. A pink luminescence due to the intensity of albumin fluorescence also increases with the pH
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and the maximlt_n ._s shifted from 435 m/z (pH _.2) to p-chlorophenol, respectively. The ground state values of
490 mfL (pH = 12.¢,). The fluor._ence intensity of Na pK_._ for ",_e above three compounds are 10.02, 10.27, ziad
fluorescein solutions is decreased by p,-tem, but the maxA- 9.33, ._n a."_or_a with the Hammett equation. Attem,,Jts to
mum of the lurninescenee band does not chalige its posihon, determ;.e pK_* for f)-nitrotoluene by this speet,'oscopie
pointing to an interaetio, of protein and dye molecules, method failed as the fluorescence was con._pletely quenched
in aqueous solutions. Apart from the large increases irk_cldity
.¢ith excitation, r_o correlation could be found for the disso-786. THE PROBLEM OF TIlE COBRELATION OF THE
PROCESSES OF INDUCTIVE MUTUAL ACTION OF elation coestants of the excited phenols In the light of the
EXCITED AND NONEXCITED MOLECULES relat;.¢ely small-inductive effects of p-substituents compared
Rubinov, V. M., Kizel, V.A. w/th the ir,fiuence of electronic excitation, the 1,.rge fluetua-
A_ademieaNauk Uzbe_,akoiSSR, lzvestiya, SerivaFiziko- "ion of pK_* values is uv,expeeted. The work will be
MatematicheskikhNauk, no. 4, pp. 63-6C,,1961 _;xtended to other suhstituents as well as otl,er series of
When varying the concentration of the stuSied dye, either compounds.
the force of the absorption oscillator or the luminescence yield
changes. The variation of the force (f) of tl-,e absorption 788. THE FLUORESCENCE AND PHOSPHORESCENCE
oscillators is st,own to depend or, the mean distance for OF SOME ALIPHATIC ALDEHYDES IN THE
molecules of rhodamine _3G, fuchsine, crystal violet, and VAPOR PHASE
methylene blue. It is observed that, beginning from a certain Borkowski, R. P., Ausloos, P. J.
critical intermo]ecular di:;tance R_ (14-31 A), [ falls rapidly. American Chemical Society, Washiagton, D.C.
To confirm the view that this fall was related to the inductive Paper 15, Division of Physical Ch':mistry, presented at the ; :
mutual action of the absorption o._:'..illatorsof the dye mole- 141stMeeting, ACS,Chicago, I11.,Mai'ch20-29_ 1962 ." !
.,'
cule, the dependence 6f the lunainescenee quenching on the The fluorescence and phosphorescence of propionaldehyde,
concentration of all the abow._ cited dyes has been studied, n-butyra]dehyde, isobutyraldehyde, trifluoroacetaldehyde, and
The F6rster theory of the inductive mutual action yields a pentafluoropropionaldehyde have been in;'e_tigated at inci-
R2/R_ ratio, where R2 is tl,e intermolecula_ distance where dent wavelengths of 2652, 2804, 3025; :_.130, and 3341 A.
the lumiv.eseence fall begins, which agrees, in magnitude, Both triplet- and singlet-state emissic,i_3 were observed for
with that found exper_nentally. Thus, for wide lines, the the two perfluoroaldehydes, while the other aldehydes ex-
mechanism of inductive mutual action is the same, whether hibited only singlet-state emissions, except at 2852 h. where
for oscillators of absorptio n or for those of radiation, in agree- no fluorescence was observed. Propionaldehyde, however,
meat with the phenomenological theory of the inductive does sensitize emission from. biaeetyl at 3130 A, wh'_oh
mu_¢,',..laction, indicates that a triplet state may exist for these aldehydes,
but does not emit. The fluorescence yields for each of these
"787. PROTOLYTIC DISSOCIATION OF ELECTRONI- _ldehydes are dependent upon the concentration, temper_,-
CALLY EXCITED ORGANIC ACIDS ture, and incident energy. The trends observed by studying
Bartok, W:, .Lueehesi,P. J., S,aider, N.S. _ the effects of these parameters on the fluorescence yielcls of
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. the nonfluorinated aldehydes indicate that thes_ results may
Paper 140, Division of Physical Chemistry, presented at be explained on the basis of the same reaction mechanism.
the 14OthMeet'ng, ACS,Chicago, I11.,September 3-8, 1961 Another reaction meeha_aism was used to explain the results
F6rster and Weller have shown that excitation by the for the perfluoroaldehydes. Both schemes, however, involve
absorption of ultraviolet light enhances the rate of dissocia- a competition of the fluorescence process with eollisional
tion of certain aromatic acids in aqueous solutiohs. Thus, deactivation and decomposition. A brief study was also made
the values of the acid dissocia'don constant for the exeite_{" on the fliaorescence _,ields of acetone and aeetal.dehyde.
singlets of 1-naphthol or 2-naphthol, for exaraple, are smaller These yields were compared with those of the other aide-
by as much as 6--7 pK_ units than the corresponding valu,;s hypes. -'
for the ground state.
in the present work, the effects of excitation by absorp- 789. TRIPLET EXCITATION MIGRATION AND
tiort of ultraviolet light on the protolytie dissociation of DELAYED FLUORESCENCE IN BENZENE AND
p-substituted phenols were stndied. The absorptioa and NAPHTtIALENE CRYSTALS
fluorescence spectra of phenol, p-cresol, and p-chlorophenol Ni_man, G. C., Robh_son,G. W.
and of the corresponding anions were obtained, respectively, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C,
in neutral water and in 0.1M aqueous sodium hydroxide Paper 11,Division of Physical Chemistry, presented at the
solution. From the absorption and fluorescev.ee spectra of 142nd Meetlng, ACS, AtlantieCity, N.J., September g-14, '1962
the acids and the anions, the values of pK_* for the excited
state could be calculated. The values were found to be 5.71 Experiments on isotopic mixed crystals of benzene and
± 0.69, --0.63 ± 0.47, 3.05 :_.:0.79 for phenol, p-cresol, and naphthalene suggest th_,t nearest neighbor triplet resonance
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interactions in these crystals are greater than 1.2 era -1. Even 791. ORGANIC COMPLEXES OF RARE EARTH IONS IN
though this is a conservative lower limit, it is orders of mag- POLYMERIC IIOSTS AS POTENTIAL OPTICAL
nitude greater than that estimated on the basis of first-order MASER MATERIALS
exchange coupling. Because of the large magnitude of _these Filipescn, N., Serafin, F. A., Kagan,M. R., MeAvoy, N.American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C.
interactions, migration of triplet excitation over considerable Paper 153, Division of Physical Chemistry, presented at the
dist nces may take place dunng the long triplet state life- 144th Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., March 31-
time. in a ddu,_ crystal at low temperature, the triplet AprilS, 1963
exeit_.,ion is trapped by the dilute component, providing its
excitation energy is lower. Excitation then proceeds to move Single crystal,i and inorganic glasses have beel_ successfully
from ir_p to trap in a t'me which may be fast compared used as hosts for solid state optical maser materials. Linefluorescence characteristic of f" orbital transitions for rare-
with the t6pi6t state lifetime. Triplet-triplet annihilation earth chelates uniformly dlss,.,ved"? as molecular units ,in
can produce higher singlet anJ triplet-states, the rate in- vinylic monomei's and polymcrized to solid sohttions has been
creasing with increasing concentration of ,he trap_ In an previously reported. The spectroscopic properties of europium
isotoplcally pure crystal t[_is process is a major source of fast tris (4,4,4-trifluoro-l,2-thienyl-],3-butanedionc) chelate dis-
triplet quenching. In a dilute cry_tal some of the singlets _ solved in polyroethylmethacryiate have been investigated at
_hus produced radiate back to the ground state _ls ..delayed different temperatures and concentrations. The mechanism
fluorescence. At low concentrations the 3elayed _quorescende responsible for t_t' line fluorescence is attributed to an in-
may have an apparent activation energy which, because of tramolecular ener_,.y transfer from the lowest triplet state
tunnelir, g, is always smaller than the actual trap depth, of the organic complex to the "Do resonance energy levei of
"" the central europium ion. This mechanism involves absol_ption
The unex_ilained delayed fluorescence experiments of from the singlet ground state to excited singlet and triplet
Sponer, Kanda, and Blaekwell, and of Blgke_and McCl_re, _.tates followed by radiationless transitions to the lowest triplet
can..be under_tood on the above basis if/3-meth'.,-In_phthalene state and subseque_tly to the 5Do resonance level, from
is taken as the trap. This explanation removes the necessity which fluorescence transitions to all low lymg 7F levels of
of invoking ionization and electron trapping e.s a means of the europium ioaa occur. The concentration and temperature
slow energy transfer in these crystals. The productidn of a dependent fluorescence spectro of the europium chelate have
high energy state from _hc interaction between migrating been investigated. Absorption and phosphorescence spectra
low energy state_' is reminiscent of the primary process in of the idex_.tical gadolinium chelate were related to the
photosynthesis. The ability of tr]plet excitation to migrate overall transfer mechanism and the lowest triplet state.
more rapidly than previously supposed might be pertihent The surrounding electric field splitting effects are observed
t._ the photosynthetic problem and to many other problems as a fuilction of temperature for the _Do-_ 7Fo,_.... transi-
of chemical and biological inte(est, tions. The fluorescence lifetime and line width as function
,_, of temperature are also reported.
790. ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPfiON-SPECTRA OF o-, m.,
AND p-PtIENYLENEDIAMINES AND THEIR MONO 792. MOLECULAR COMPLEXES AND THEIR SPECTRA.
AND 'DIH'I'DROCHLORIDESIN AQUEOUS XII. ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA
SOLUTION CAUSED BY THE INTERACTION OF OXYGEN
Galiaglaer,P.K. WITi-I OdGANIC MOLECULES
American Chemica!Society, Washingt¢m, D.C. Tsubomura, It., Mulliken, R. S.
Amer'can Chemical Society, Journal of the, v. 82, no. 23.Paper 1'2,Division ef Physical Chemistry, presented at the
142nd Meeting, AC$',Atlantic City, N.J,, September 9-14, pp. 5966-5974, De_ember 5, 1960
1965 D.F. Ev,_ns and others h'w_' found that ,_,xtraabsorption
Equilibrium quotients wexe determined at. room tempera- spectr:-_ appear when oxygen is dissolved in some organic
ture in aqueous solution fro"the proton dissoci,,tion reactions solvents, hx the present ]esearch, extra absorption spectra
of o-, m-, and p-phenylenediamine dihyd_ochlorides. These caused by o:_ygen have been measured by bubbling oxygetlinto ,_thyl alcohol, dioxane, n-butylamine, benzene, mesi-
values were calculated fi'om pH titrati0r_sat an ionic strength tyiene, pyrrole, triethylamine, aniline, N,N-dimethylaniline,
of 1.0M. Acid strengths are of the order p > m > o. The etc. It has bee_i found that the smaller the ionization pc-
ultraviolet absorptipn specffa were measured for each of tential of the organic solvel,t molecule, the. longer the wave-
the nine species at 25°C arid ionic strength 1.0M. Tht_ length at which the oxygen-induced band lies. This and
spectra agreed well with the data available in the literature, other experimental resC,ts seem to indicate that the extra
The ionic species, with the exception of the divalent: ortho absorption bands are caused by eharge..tr_,nsfer interaction
ion, demonstrate that the addition of a pro_on to the. free between oxygen as 0_ electron accepter and d,c organic
electrott pair on the nitrogen cancels the original effect of solvents as electron donors, although no stable complexes
• the amine group upon the benzene spectrum, are formed betwe,_n them, Wave functions for various excited
156
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states of tile O.,-donor pair including the charge-tra'.sfer quenching is greater than can be accounted for by ground
states have been set up and the matrix elements of the state complex formation alone; and (3) thPrati,_otfluorr-s_enee
Hamiltonian hetween these states estimated. It is concluded yields (v."/7) in tl.e absence and presence ef the aryl nitro-
that the charge-transfer interaction between oxygen arid an compounds varies linearly with the quencher concentration
organic dont)r molecule can indeed give rise t(, charge- [A] for weaker (tuent..hers, whereas, (4) for the strongest
transfer absorptioi_, with an intensity which ia enhanced by quenchers, the data are closely fitted by the expression
interaction between the charge-transfer state and a singlet
excited :state or states of the donor. !t is found that the ,f'/,/= {1 + k[A]} {! F K [A]} ;
charge-transfer state can also interact _vi_h triplet excited where k is a constant and K_ is the ground state equilibrium
states of the donor and thereby cause the observed en- constant detcrmin;'d independently from the at• ; )sorption spec-
hancements by oxygen of the singlet-triI.,let absorption bands, era. The sequence :ff values of the const-.,.c k appears to be
that of the electron affinities of the quenchers.
79.). DECAY KINETICS OF THE 1-NAPItTHALDEHYDE
AND BENZOPItENONE TRIPLET SrA'rES IN 795. DETERMINA'I-ION OF IRRADJATION PRODUCED
BENZENE TRIPLET EXCITATION BY FLASH SPECTROSCOPY
Bell, J. A., Lhasehitz, H. McCollum, J. D., Wilson, W. A.
American Chemical Society, Journal of the, v. 85, no. 5, August 1961
pp, 528-532, March 5, 1963 American Oil Company,Research and Development Dept.,
w_..'tlng, Ind. C
Flash excitation studies have been made on the rnetastable Report for February 1960-May 1961. ASD TR-61-17_,
(triplet) states of. 1-naphthaldehyde and benzophenone in AF33(616)-7089 '-
benzene solution with added hydrogen donors and heavy
metal chelates. This technique permits direct measurement Triplet excited _t."_tesaccompanying pulsed elee+,'o, inadia-
of the rate constants for triplet de(ay, k,_, hydrogen abstrac- tion of solutions, of anthracene, phenanthrene, naphthalene. )
tion, k_, and _riplet quenching, k(_. The ratios ka/k _ and kq/k r and 9-acetvlaolh_acene have been detected by flash absorp- -_
calculated from the direct measurements ag.'ee well with tion spectroscopy. Energy transfer from the solvent and sub-
previo,_s values for the latios obtained from photochemical excitation electron impact appear to be important in triplet _
data. The effect of impurities is dis,.'ussed ",.nd found to play formation. Decay rates for the above triplets are of the order
, _ 10 :_ see -_ in paraffin oil antl 10_ see-' in cyclohexane anda major role in the oec. v of triplet states in solution. The
short lifetime of benzophenohe triplet in benzene solution benzene. The first-order rate constm,ts increase wi.th dose and
seems to be anomalous, temperature. The triplet decay process is interpreted as dif-
fusive free radical quenching by radica)s produced sirnul-
taneously with triplets de-ring irradiation. The temperature
794. ELECTRON DONOR PROPERTIES ' _F ZINC coefficient is due primarily to d:,erease in solvent viscosity
FttTttALOCYANINE with increasing temperature lhcreby increasing diffusion. '
McCartin, F. J.
American Chemical Society, lournal oJ the v. 85, no. 13, 796. PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE OF TIlE
pp. 2021-2022, July 5, 1963 PHOSPHORESCENT STATES OF NAPHTHALENE-
It has been previously shown that electron transfer from LIKE HETEROCYCLIC MOLECULES
phthalocyanine, in the ground a:',d excited states, to chloranil Vincent, J, L.
is an _fficient meci_anism of eharge carrier production in American Ph,,,sical Society. New York, N.I'. }
semieonducting fihns. Such processes also have been shown Paper S14, presented at the Americm_ Physical Society
to have considerable biological importance. Recent studies Winter Meeting, CMifornia lnstltuteof Teclmology,
of the hnninescenee and associated properties of phthalo- Pasadena, t]alif.,Degt_m_er 19-21, 1963
c_,:aaines -q>pear to demonstrate analogous electron-donor Paramagnetic-resonanee absorption has been measured in _
tendencies in fluid solution, the phosphorescent states of qumoline /I). quJnoxaline (_.), ;
It was found that the absorption band of zinc phthalocya- and cirmoline (III), (l-aza-, 14-dioza-, and 1,2-diazanaph- ;_
thalene, respectively). Me:_surements were made at X-band _
trine at 668 ]n,t_ is depressed and broadened in the presence (m dilute solid sc)ntions in single crystals of dure'ae at T/°K i,
of strong accepters 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene, sgm-trinitrobenzene, during irradiatior, with an AH-6 mere, ry are. Pm'ameters for - '_
and 2,4,7-trinitro-9-fluorenone, spectral effeets being consistent
with the formation of 1:1 com!clexes of the (p,-e-iominantly) the spin Hamiltonians of I and IIar,. reported, and are con-
• sistent with (.-r-,-r*'l triplet (S:;=t) states. The principal axes
charge-transfer type. of the zero-field splitting tensor of t are f,_,md to be rotated
A detailed study of d,.. quenching of fluorescence of zinc by (-_-) 13°C from the symmetry axes of durene about the
phthalocyanine by a series of aryl nitro-compounds has estab- axis pt.rpendiemar tc the m(:!e(,ular prone. 'l'ht: principal axes
lished the f(.qh)wing: (1) the emission sl_ectra of the quenched of the g tensor coincide wit',,, those .f the zero-field-splitting
and unquel,chcd solutions are identical; (2) the extent of tensor within experimental error. Hyperfine structure observed
157
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in I and II is assimaed, and weak satellites split .from the ation in intensity of light with pH depended owl the prese;a:e
main lines of iI by ±TuHo/7, are fissigned to simu!taneous or absence- of CN-.
zlectrorr-proton spin fips. The para.nagnetic resonance of III
is due to a (n-z..*) trip,let state resulting from the excitation
of a N-atom:non[wading electron to an antibonding =-orbital. 800. FLUORESCENCE C.-" SOME
-' It is estimated that the zero-field-spli.'til,.o_ parameter D is in TETRACYANOETilY1,ENE COMPLEXES
excc_s of 0.3 cm 4, in contrzst with I, II, and naphthalene, : Wy_nt, R. E., Poziomi}.k, E. J., Poirier, R.H.
for wl'ich D=9. ier, rL Analytica Chimica Aciu, v. 28, no. 5, pp. 496_t98, 1963
801. FLUOP.ESCI:NCE PROPERTIES OF
". 797. TIlE LIMITLNG POLARIZATION OF THE TETRAHYDROFOLATE AND RELATED
:. FLUORESCENCE OF POLYATOMIC MOLECULES COMPOUNDS
:_ Sevchenko, A.N. Uyeda- K.: Rabinowitz, J.C.
Analel¢ _tlln|i[ice ate Unicersit_tii "A. 1.Cuza," din lad Analytical BiochemiStry, v. 6, no. 1, pp. 100-108, 1963
t (Serie Noun), Sec|ionea i: MatematicS, Fizicav, Chimie,
_ v. 6, no. 4 (Supplemept) ._.-.8119-818, 1960 (hi Russian)
: : If the emission and abscrptical spectra are s3anmetrical With 802. SPECTRGFLUOROMETER CALIBRATION iN THEULTRAVIOLET REGION
; - respect to the frecjucncy of the electronic transition, so are Par_er, C.A. '
:" also the degrees of polarization of fluorescence. The fluores- Analytical Chemistry; ",.34, no. 4, pp. 502--505, April 1962
i ' cent radiafion=P depends on theenerb_., ,J molecular oscilla- - -
: tion, and _lae limiting polarization Po is given by the ordii,ate A simple method is described for calibrating a fuorescence
! _ of thepoint of intersection oi" h_'o straig_,t lines which lmrtray spectromeler so" that corrected fluorescence emission spectra
"- "' the de_rees of polarization. For phtl,aiil qde corr.poands Po in the ullsra,ciolet region can be determined. The method uti- " -_
"_ -" _¢_asfound to be 4S%_(theoretical vaiae 50% ). Svnanetrical lizes a fluor_cent screen monitor, originally designed to allow
enree_:xvere obtained .cot porpb_.'o.':Complex molec_ales of direct r_ecording of c6rrected fuorcseenee" excitation spectra.
_ tefirapiienylpo_hyrin with Mg ned Zn have a D,n, r.)anrnetry Corrected fluor_eenee emis._i0n spectra and relative fluores- _ "'
,_xueture (Pc. = 13% ), In neutral _olutions the equivalence efl_cieneies of anthrac]_ne, napt{th_lene, phenol, andi eenYe
i -d the pyrrpl cycles is=not:preserved (Po = 40% ). The pres- benr_ne aye presented. (/'.4, 1962, #11,483)
i :? enee Of a:Mg atom in the center of a chlorophyll molecule - -
i does noLenhanee its symmetry as significantlJ as in the case =:
4 "
t of pQ_hyiin. (PA, 1963, #2635) '" 8.o3. FLUORESZENZEMIsSION, ABSORPTION UND _:_ =• " " TEMPERATURSTRAHLUNG VON LObUNGE
i 798. INTENSITt' OF-CHEMILUMINESCENCE IN TEMPERATURE-RADIATION OF SOLUTIONS)• _ ,_ , _ (FLUORESCENCE EMaSSION, ABSORPTION AND
_ _ bLIXTUR_S OF-LUMINOL AND A SOURCE OF Ketskemety, I., Dombi, J;, Horvai,-R, J-
) = IIYDROX_I]. RADICALS AND 1TS DEPENDENCE Annalen der Phy_, v. 8, no. 7-8, pp. 342-352,
{, ON pH -" _ : Sept_mbi_r4, i_.1 .
i-- _ Tp__r, J. lg,.;t_,dillo, A.E. - " -
" - ;b_-_eide la Fdeultad Medicina, _lon:evideo, SteF.an0v's re!ation between absorption and emissioh spec-
..... "> - v. 46, pp. 37--40,1961 -' tra of solutions is criticized. A modified equation is developed
L , ' and shown to agree well with experimental determinations
c:_ J _ .
,: Investigation of the kineticsV0f light production during on fluoresee_n, eosin, rhodamine B, and trypaflavin in aqueous
_t enzymic reactions in tl,,e presence of_luminol (I) had sug- and ethyl alcoholic solutions. Three different optical affm_ge-
•i gested that oxidizing free radicals could play an .ir.,p0rtant "_ "
._I ..... ments were_used. The emission spectrum for eosin znd rho-
•_ part in ehemilumineseen:_,. The rel_ation between pH and the damine varies with the exciting wavelength, and a ealc.ulated :
:.i maximum light intensity emitted by s:dutions of I and K_S._O "effective mt_leeular temperature" T* is greater than the truo
was investigated. Half r, aximum intensity was observed at ....
b pH-11-12. " temperat_re T qf the solutioh. If a solution is excited by a
- _ "/ _ -' - wavelengt], such that T* proves equal to T, then the/quantum
" etticie;,_cy at a given wavelength of emission is proportionalf'_ -_ ," ,j- L • - -:
".z
:I ' 79/9. INFLUENCE OF _.tE CYANIDE ._gN ON THE to the quotient of the emission by the temperature radiation "
_:_ : CHEMiLtiMINESCENT I_CTION .OF LI_M!NO.L of the solution at that wavelength. (PA, ,196£, _1_56)
i] WITH PEROXYDISUI,FASE IN ALKALINE MEDIUM " -_ .
_ _ -: ._iancfii,.B., Deraiehdll, G., Pr,odamsy, Ej _ -,
:_1 .A_l¢,dehlFa_ultadM_dicbm, Monte_:deo_ 804_: APPLICATION OF ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE
-_ - v. 46, pp. 240-244,1961 .... TO THE STUDY O1_ FREE RADIC_:LS P_ODUCED! " _ "- . BY IRRADIATION OF DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
'I• --A .consid_,rable increase -in the- maximum intensity .v.,ab Van de Vorst, A., van der Kaa, J. M., Depireux, J_," {ound¢ theeffect being highes," at pH close to 11. The vari- Duehesr,,e_ J., Bertit_champs,A. ]. " ';
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Archives des Sclences, Geneva, v. 13, Special Number, ionizing radiation was investigated_ In this paper the ex-peri-
pp. 279--300, 1960 (_oFrench) mental results are reported. (PA, 1962, #7222) - _"
(Paperpresented at the Ninth AmpereColloquium, Pisa,
September 12-16, 1960--EnfT_, _ 501 ) _
808; BIOLUMINESCENCE A5 A PIIYSIOLOGICAL INDEX '
Berliner,M. D.. Laugh|in, I;. L., Jr.
805. FLUORESCENCE OF SOME QUINOLINE SALTS " 1962 - ' !_.
5!jivic, S., Nikolic,K. AvcoCorporation,Research and Advanced Development !
Arhiv za Fa_maciiu, Belgrade, v. 12,no. 2, pp. 61-63, 1962 " D iv., Wihnington, Mass. ,
(in Croatian) Rep0_t _ _ _ _ __ _ _..... _-
Certain organisms, particularly wo_d-de_aying fungi, emit
Fluorescence of some quinoline sails and the effect of a portion of the waste energy of oxidation as light rather than
anions of various acids on fluorescence in solutions of the heal Thus, the cell respiration _s intimately connected to ti_e
same acidity wele investigated. Only quinoline l?,icrate did production of light. Changes i,1 the intensity of luminescence
not show fluorescent properties in the crystalline state; how- serve as an indicator of physio|ogical _;han'ges both with._u the_
ever, intense.fluorescence occurred in solutions in which there organism and the environment. Several species have pre:_._n
was dissociation of the salt, because of the formation o[ a to be ideal test organisms and are being il,tensively studied !
positive quinoliniurn ion. from all aspects 6f normal and variable environments. Lumi-
nescence is eon_nuous for 30 days or.longer; and-accurate '/
photometric teehniqttes make monitoring routine. Preliminary
806. LIGHT EMITTED UPON DISSOLUTION IN :work off the effects of temperature, light, X-ray, and ultra-
LUMINESCENT LIQUIDS OF IRRADIATED NaCl, violet .irradiation is reported. Effects of other physiological
._ LiF: KI, :AND SO_" " ORGANIC SOLIDS parameters are under eontiriuing stu_ly. " "_
Wesrermark, T.,Grapengiesser, B. :_--_-_._>. ':- _
Arkir f6r Kemi, v. 17, pp. 139-149, 1961 (in English) . - - ..... --_,_:_ ., --_
_ - "- 809. DIE_OilIENTIERUNG -DER OPTISCHEN -"- -.
A ,.'tudy was made to determine ff irradiated:solids dis- : t_BERGANGS3MOMENTE-IN PHENANTHRE/_- UND
solved in liq,fid scintillators could e_cite the solutes electron- SEINEN AZADERIVATEN (THE ORIENTATION OF :
ieally-and thus ca_lse light emission. NaCI, LiF, KI, and sorn'e TIlE OPTICAL TRANSITION MOMENTS IN _
organic solids Were irradiated by Co6°),-r_iys and 2 Mev elec- PHENANTHRENE AND ITS DERIVATIVES)
trons in doses from a few Mrad up to 200 Mrad. Measuring - Gropper,It., Doerr, F. =. .. " :°
Bodchte der Bunsenges_.llschaft fiir Physikalische Chem_e
apparatus is explained. The solutes were TI*. !m_.thanides,di- (formerly Zeitschdft fiirElektrochemie_, v, 87, no. I -"
phenyl0xazole (PPO), dioxane, dioxane plus naphthalene, and .pp. 4.6.-54,'1963 -" '_
a commercial naphthalene-sulfonic acid treated _th HCHO, • . "
called Belloid TD. h'radiated glucose and sucrose also gave The absorption-, fluorescence, and phosphoroscence spectra
light pulses in water. Possibly elect_'ons trapped in F-centers of 7,8-benz,.)quinoline,'- 5,6-benzoqtlinoline,. phenahthridine,
phenanthridine cation, o-phefianthroline; m-phenanthroline,"
represent a potential energy which is released i_ some un- p-phenanthroline, and benzoquinoxaline ate determined'and
• known way upon dissolution. The positive results for TI H!PPO, and Belloid TD show that these compounds were elec- compared witk tiLe.spectrum of the basic eomlioun d phenan-
tre 'eally ex".ited. The output of irradiated organic solids and threne. The transition-moment of the:tfiplet-singlebp},ospho-
rescence is shown to be perpend_'eular to the molecular plane
the lack of enhancement of light output of-irradiated in all the compouhds examined.
• organic solids by TI', PPO, and Belloid TD may be due to ._,
various surface phenomena. It appears that_storage in humid _:
atmosphere destroys the irradiation effect in hydrophilie 810. SENSIBILISIE_RTE FLUORESZENZ NACH -" - -
organics. STRAHLUNGSLOSEM I,-_NERGIEOBERGANG_.DURCH -:
DONNE SCItlCHTEN (SENSITIZED FLUORESCENCE ._
WITH RADIATIONLESS ENERGY TRANSITION _;_
807. FLUORESCENCE EXCITATION BY X-RAYSIN TtlROUGH.-, T[tlN FILMS) ._ _ _
Drexhage, K.H., Zwick,M. M.,Kuhn, H." • :,7
HIGHLY DILUT,_,_AQUEOU_ SOLUTIONS OF _ B'erichtede.rBunsenge_eilschatt fiir £h_sika!is_h_Chemie
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS (formerlyZe_tschriit fiir E|ektroche-mie), v. 67, no. 1,
Sommermeycr,K., PriitzW., Birkwald,V. pp. 62--67,1,96.3. "' -'_:
Atomkernenergie, v. 6, no, 11, pp. 445--451,_November 1961 A moii/_molecular, layeFof a dyestuff S is situated at a 'dis- :
--- The reactions immediately h_llowing the absorption-of ion- tance of, say, 50 A frown a monomolecular layer _of a dye-
izing radiation "in water are of great importance i/a radio- stuff A. If the mo'_eeu_es of S ar_ exeited_ by light: excitation _!
chemistry, but are by no means cleared-up. To this end, the energy' is transferred fro,_ S_o A without_any radiation-and "
fluorescence of aroma0.c compounds in water-produced_by sensitized fluorescence of A _an be observed. IF at _adistance :
-- v
,j
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of, say, 50 A from the A layer there is a monomolecular layer 813. DIE BEEINFLUSSUNG DEB FLUORESZENZ VON
of another dyes_ff A', thenafter compound S has been opti- MOLEKf2LEN DURCH EIN AUSSERES
car t excited an energy transfer, without radiation, to A oc- ELEKTRISCHES FELD If. BESTIMMUNG VQNDIPOLMOMENTEN ANGEREGTEB MOLEKt_LE
curs, and from there further to A', and the fluorescence of A' (EFFECT OF AN EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD ON
can be observed. The compounds S, A and A' are constituted THE FLUORESCENCE OF MOLECULES. II.
in such a way that the absorption maximum (ff A is at about DETERMINATION OF DIPOLE MOMENTS OF
the same poilit as the fluorescence maximuz.t of S, and simi- EXCITED MOLECULES)
larly the absorption maximum of A' is at a_)out the same point • Czekalla, J., I.iptay, W., Meyer, K. O.
as the fluorescence maximum of A. Berichte der Bunsengeselischaf! fiir Physikalische Chemic
(formerly Zeitschrift fiir Elektrochemie), v. 67, no. 5,
pp. 465-_70, 1963
81t. DIE POLARISATION DER TRIPLErT-SINGULETT-
PHOSPHt.,RESZENZ E:NIGER AROMATEN UND (For Part I, see En,hry #661.) When molecules capable
HETEROCYCLEN It. MITTEILUNG: CHINOLIN, of fluorescence are irradiated in an extenml electrical field,
ISOCHINOL_IN,FLUOREN, CHRYSEN, TRI- the polarization degree, PB, of the emitted light depends on
PHENYLEN..DIBENZOCHINOXALIN, 1,2-3,4- the square of the electrical field strength. The i'atio of Ap_ to
D_ENZOPHENAZ:N, CORONEN (THE POLARIZA- the square of the field strength is determined by the dipole
..... __TIONOF THE TRIPLET-SINGLET PHOSPHORES- moments and polarizabilities of the molecules in tLe funda-
ENCE OF SOME AROMATICS.hND HETEROCYCLICS. mental and in the e_:eited state, and by the direction of the
PART H. QUINOLINE, ISOQUINOLINE, FLUORENE, transition moment of the absorption and the emission. It is a
CHRYSENE, TRIPHENYLENE, DIBENZO- function of the excitation and emission wave numbers. Only
._:QUINOY.ALINE, 1,2-3,4-DIBENZOPHENAZINE, rigid molecules with one definite directim, of the transition
-' AI_'D COKONENE) moment a,. for the absorption and e,n for the emission are
Dbei'r,F.,Grep'._,-.H, :=: considered. Thepolarization degree was deter'mined as a
Bedehte der ]_u!_mgesellscha[t _iirPhgslkallsehe Chemic = function of the wave number, of the fluorescence. The dipole
:-- : _([ormerlyZ_/_dh_ f/it Ei.e_trochemie),v. 67, no. 2, = moments in the fundamental state were determined and corn-
: " pp. 193-201,1963 : _ p_ed with values for the excited, fluorescence-capable singlet
Phosphorescence and phosphorescence-polarization have state. The following compounds were studied in benzene
been measured. PhosPhorescence of t lw0se compound_ had and/or dioxane: p-amino-p'-nitrobiphenyl; p-dimethylamino-
s_ong, riegative polariza_m_'relative to all singlet-triplet tran- #-nitrdbiphenyl; p-amino-p'-nitrostilbene; p-dimethylamino-
sitions; it i_ deduced that the transition moment :must be p'-nitrostilbene; p-dimethylamino-o_-nitrostyrene; 2-amino-7-
perpendicular-to the plane of the _oleeulc. Explanation of nitrofluorene; p-amino-p'-eyanobiphenyl; p-dimethylamino-p'-
the result is based on the assumptSon that tripiet-singlct emis- eyanostilbene; and p-dirnethylaminobenzonitrile. Results arc
•sion arises as a re:ult of intramolecnlar spin-orbit interaction, compared with dipole moments 9f the excited State obtained
Th_ value of the degree of polarization of phosphorescence by other methods.
changes along _e spec_m.
,;' ..:)- 814. FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN DNA
-j
812._DIE POLARISATION DER rt-_-PHOSPHORESZENZ SAMPLES
• _ Shulman,R. G., Walsh,W.M., Jr., Williams, H. J.,
V,ON N-HETEROC_CLEN BEI ANREGUNG IN DER Wright,J. P.
n-1_-BhNDE. CHINOX3J_IN,2,3,-DIMETHYLCI'D_OX.... Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications,
, ALIN, CHINAZOLIN, ]3EN-_.OCHINOXALIN v. 5, no. 1,pp. 52-56, 1961
(POLAI_IZATIONOF THE ff-_ PHOSPHORESCENCE
-'7:. OF N-HETEROCYCLICSIN THE CASE OF Electron spin-resonattee spectra measured in vacuo at 11.7
.., EXCIT:qTION IN .I_IE n-it BAND, QUINOXALINE. kMc in a 250-mg sample of low molecular we;ght DNA
2,3-DIMETHYLQUINOXALINE, QUINAZOLINE, extracted from herring sperm are reported. At room tempel.
.AND BENZOQUINOXALINE) ture.the broad resonance_ has _fg-factor of 2.20 ± 0.05 and
_'Doerr,F., Gropper,H., Mika, N. k,x_ a line width between points of maxin:_lm slope of roughlv
., " Beriehte dot Bunsengesellschattfiir Physi_[f_. Chemic 1200 g_uss. As the temperature was lowered to 4.20K, botla
' " - :("ormerlyZietschri_ttilt Elektrochemle), v;_]_._ the g-.factor and the: line width: increased. The integrated
pp, 902-205,1963 "" " intensit3, of the b_r0adline, however, remained constant within
Experiments in tl_is report confirm icleas that the transff[on _20% as the temperature _was lowered. The intensity was
.- moment of tripleL-singlet phosphorescence in unsubstituted measured relative to that'of DPPH freeradical whose inten-
aromatic and :heteroc_yclic molecules is perpendiet_ldr to the sity,,exhibits the 1/T dependence characteristic of a para-
plane of the molecule. It is therefore poss_b!e to estal_lish ma_;, ,t:
submerged n-rr bands by measurements of the polarizati_on of Tile g-factor is compatible with an iron group ferr6mag-
the ph6sphorescen_e, netic eom/)out_d or metal since values of g between 2.1 and
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2.2 are characteristic of these materials. Further evidence for paramagnetic ions. Because pimaricin has a complicated struc-
the ferromagnetic nature of the sample of herring sperm DNA ture preventing theoretical explanation of decrease of ex-
is found in the measurements of the static susceptibility. In tinction, cis- and tra;,_-stilbene carboxylic acid-4, simpler
addition to the broad ferromagnetic resonance signal, another compounds, were tested. Irradiation either of the cis- or the
narrower resonance with a temperature independent g-factor trap._- form in the presence of lumielnome rapidly leads to
of 2.070 --- 0.005 and a line width of 90 gauss was observed a spectrum which in the region above 250 m/z agrees with a
at 77, 20, and 4.2°K in the herring sperm sample. The inten- mixture of approximately 40% cis and 50% trans of the
sity of this line was proportional to 1/T as expected for a original concentration. This equilibrium mixture slowly de-
paramagnetic material. It can be seen, however, that its inte- composes on further irradiation. A similar equilibrium mix-
grated intensity is considerably less than the broad line. ture is obtained by irradiation in the absence of a sensitizer
Similar broad temperature independent electron resonances with light of 253.7 mtt. Apparently a cis_-trans and a trans-cis
were observed in three other samples of DNA. rearrangement is involved.
Similarities are noted between the stilbe,e compounds and
the pimaricin.815. THE EXTENT OF ENERGY MIGRATION AND
CHLOROPHYLL A ORIENTATION IN CHLORELLA
Teale, F. W.J. =
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, v. 4"2,no. 1, pp. 69-75, 817. THE EFFECT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS INHIBITOIISON OXYGEN EVOLUTION A D FLUORESCENCE
July 29, 1960 i'inEnO_s|t! OF ILLUMINATED CItLORELLA
A method is described by which _, the average number of Zweig, G,, Tamas, I., _reenberg, E.
energy transfers betweeo different chl_,rophyll-a molecules Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, v. 66, no. 2, pp. 196--205,
during the mean lifetime of the excited state, can be meas- " March 19; 1963 (in English)
ured in vivo. The effect produced b_" added quencher mole- Photosynthesis inhibitors, like syTnme_ical triaziues, substi-
cules on the fluorescence excitation spectrtlm and yield en- tuted ureas, and anilid_s, are able to stop oxygen evolution
ables _ to be calculated without assumptions reggrding the from Jllominated Chlore;la and cause a Stimulation _n fluores- i
mutual orientation of the pigment molecules. The calculated cence. These two phenomena seem to be inter-elated as shown
mean value of fi"was 275. Although subject to error, this by partial inhibition studies. The exeepi._on to the rule was
value is comparable with if, measured in ChloreUa an_ in fo_.md to be cyanide which iohibited oxygdi_ evolution !_ut
concentrated chlorophyll solutions by fluorescence depolari- had no effect on fluorescence intensity.
zation. Because n'_ is calculated on a basis of random mole-
cular orientation, the chlorophyll-a molecules iu v_vo cannot
possess a high degree of preferred orientation. The time 818. THE ULTRAVIOLET FLCORESCENCE OF
interval occupied b_¢ each transfer process is calculated, PROTEINS. :'1-THE INFLUENCE OF pH
together with the trapping effieiencies to be expected in rive. AND TEMPERATURE -Steiner,R. F.. Edelhoch, H.
Bi_chimica et Biophysica Acta, v. 66, rio.3, pp. 341---355,
816. ENERGY TRANSFER IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS , May 21, 1963 (in Engiish)
- Posthuma; J., Berends, W. The _ntensity of the ultra,_oict fluorescence ;ff a group ofBioehimica et Biophyslca Acta, v. 51, no. 2, pp. 392-394,
August 5, 1962 (in English) _ extensively studied, highly purified prote_,,_ has been investi- "'
: " gated as a function of pH and temperature. In tho,,.e proteins
For several reasons-a triplet-triplet transfer of excitation whose structures are :believed to l_e_invariant t,_ pH, the- :
energy in the aqueous solutions is considered most acceptable, effects of pH were generally small at pH value," acid to the
One of the main arguments for this_assumption is the parallel- ionization of their tyrosyl groups. In the latter pit zone, all
ism bet_veen the effect of different types of compounds on_ proteins showed significaut quenching of fluorescence which
the quenching of the riboflavin phosphorescence and the inhi- _ presumably resulted from the radiationless transfer of energy '_
bitten of the photodynamic conversion of pimariein. Paramag- . from tryptophanyl tO ionized tyrosyl xesidues. In the pH zones
netie ions are particularly active as quenchers of phosphores- - where configurational transitions (revers!hie or irreversible) _"
cence; these ions shorten the lifetime of triplet states, have been demonstrated by other p_'_ocedures, these _t_ctural _
The effects of parr- and diamagnetic ions on iho changes resuhed in modifications in fluorescent it..':'isity in
systems.'riboflavin-pimaricin (under aerobic-conditions) and all of the proteins studied. The infl0e..e of temperature on
lumichrom_..pimariciu (anaerobic cot_ditions) are 'iuyestigated. protein_fluorescence in pH zones of then_al stabi!ity has b_i_n
The presence of paramagnct_ ions apparen{ly _'esults in an delineated in the case of_several proteins. Deviations from-a
inhibition of the transfer of the excitat,:on energy-_e_'een characteristie temperature dependence of fltmreseenee were
sensitizer and accepter. _
•_ ._ _0bservcd in those pH zones !n which the protein was known
Diamagnetic ions do not show .any effect at all. The d|reet to uridergo thermal denaturation. It would appear, therefore,
destruction of pirnaricin by ultraviolet light is not affected by that the observation of fluorescence inteosity of, pri_tein solu- "
, 161 _
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tions should provide a rapid and sensitive me an_. of detecting The photciuminescenee of amino acids, proteins, and nu-
and monitoring'changes in protein structure .... cleic acids was quenched uniformly in the whole lumines-
cence speebum by O-and NO. The mechanism of quenching
819. THE FLUORESCENCE OF TYROSINE IN was explained by a transition of excited molecules to the
ALKALINE SOLUTION triplet state owing to the paramag;a_etie molecules of quench-
Corngg, J. L., Jr. Adams, W.R. ing substance. Tile quenching by O is thought to be a primary
" - Biochimica et Biophbsica Acta, v. 66, no. 3, Vp. 356-365, oxidative reaction.
May 21, 1963 (in English)
Contrary to previous reports in the literature, t_xosine ill 823. I_ROBABILITIES OF RADIATION AND NON-
strongly alkaline solution (0.12N NaOH in these experiments) IRRADIATION TRANSITIONS IN MOLECULES OF
was found to have a measurable fluorescence, and determina- ORGANIC DYES
finns of the relative quantum yield of this species are pre- Morozov, ¥u. V.
sented. Bio/;zika, v. 8, no. 2, pp. 1G5-171, 1963
It was found that tyrosine and two proteins exh!b,_'ting tyro- The lifetimes of phosphorescence and fluorescence, as well
sine fluorescence (insulin and RNAase) show a shift in the as the spectra of phosphorescence and total luminescence,
p_ak of"their fluorescence spectra from 315 mpt in neutral were measured for trypaflavin in a solution of glueosc-and
. ,///
HzO to 345 mp. in 0.12 N NaOH. glycerol, for acridine orange in the same solutlon_:_nd for
Under neutral conditions the quantum yield of tyrosine an- acridine orange in an organic glass.-" The probabilities of tran-
eorporated in a protein is:diminished wb.en c01npared with sitions and of quenching'; on the triplet level are calculated.
that of free tTrosine in solution. This is not the case in
0.12 N NaOH, suggesting the presence under neutral condi- =
tiOn_ of a "struei-ural quenching "effect" not present under 824. NATURE OF SPONTANEOUS LUMINESCENCi_. OF
alkaline conditions. :" ANIMAL TISSUES _
Popov, G. A., Ta,msov, B. N.
Kio/izska, v. 8, no. 3, pp. 317-3_.0,1963
820. ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRA OF BIOLOI_IC/kJL MATERIALS. EFFECT The decomposition of H20 z in saline .extracts from rat
OF DENATURATION OF THE ELECTRON livers-is accompanied b_, slight chemoluminescenee. The in-
PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTRA OF :. tensity of ehem61uminescence depends on the degree of
_' IRRADIATED PROTEINS integrity of the tissue. ,, ,
Blyumenfeld, L. A., Kalmanson, A.E. ., '
Biofizika_ v. 3, no. I, pp. 87-91, 1958 -
(Translated fi'om the Russian in Biophysics, v. 3, no. 1, 825. PECULIARITIES OF THE LUMINESCENCE OF
pp. 81-85, 1958) ACRIDINE OI_ANGE-AND OF RHODAMINE B
- L
A study'is reported of the effect of prior thermal denat_r__- - DIMERS
tion on- EPR spectra of dry oxyhemoglob,.'n, pepsih-¢ iehthyo7 Morozov, ¥u. V. .. :
e01, and casein. Doublet splitting is observed alter irradiation Bio/izika, v. 8, no. 3. pp. 331--334, 1963
of such materials. The radiation-induced free-radical'concen- A bathochromic shift of fluorescence in values of about
trations are multiplied by several hundred with denaturation. 110 and 70 m._t was noted in acrmme brange and rhoda-
An interpretation is offered, mine B, respectively. Regarding _phosphorescence, this shift
- . was about 10_ m/_ for thi_ former in glycerol with glucose,
821. SltORT-LIVED PHOSPHORESCENCE OF DL- while it was not.possible to determine phosphorescence of
_- T_YPTOPItANE IN SOLOTIONS the monomer of the latter. Teniperature effects oh phospho-G_
Barenboim, G.M. _ reseem'e and fluoreacence are compared.
llioIizika, v. 7, no. 2, pp. 227-232,1962
J .,
";hort-lived phosphorescence, coinciding with ttuorescen_d 826. NATURE nF ULTRAVIOLET CELls-LUMINESCENCE
spectra, Was observed, _Loweria_he temperature decreased -. Konev, S. V., Lyskova, T. I., Bobrovich, V.P. " _
intsfisity and increased duratiom' A triplet-singlet transition "-_i IJio_izika, v. 8, no. 4, pp. 433-440,1963
was ifidieated. "_
-. , " The luminescence of suspetislons of isolated rat-liver mito-
ehondria and call nuclei was stud_d by taking lumiiie.*eence
822, INTERACTION OF EXCITED BIOMOLECULES spectra, fluorescence excitation- spectra, and- fluorescence
WITH OXYGEN. 1_-QUENCHING OF PHOTO-
LUMINESCENCE OF BIOMOLECULES .PY O AND NO polarization spectra, The spec_ral-luminescent measurements
Barenboim, G.M. _" ,,. were made in physiological saline cr 0.25 M sucrose. Experi-
:, Bto_iztka, v. 8, no. 2, pp. 154-164, 1963 ,_ - mental rdsults are discussed and interpreted.
Y
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827. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE IN ATP AND RNA low pressure mcrcttry lamp with filt.'rs Self-absorption effects
Maling, J. E., Ta._kovich, L. T., Blois, M. S., Jr. w,._re studied using different solution depths and concentrations,
Biophysical Journal, v. 3 no. 1, pp. 79--95, January 1963
Cu ++, Mn _-, and Fe "" account for the electron spin reso- - 830. DEPENDENCE OF LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF
:races oh.;erved in certain samples of ATP and RNA. The ORGANOPHOSPIIORS ON CONCENTRATION
:_pper ion .;eems more loosely bound to these subsi'ances than Baezymki, A., Czajkowski, M.
ither iron or manganese. A striking similarity is observed Btdletindel'Acad#miePolonalsedesSeiences, S_rie des
etween the manganese spectra ,_n manganese RNA, ATI?, Sciences. M'ath_.matiques, Astronomiqueset Physiques,-
nd ADP, suggesting that the bind._ng sites are similar in the _" 8' no. 11--12, pp. 651-654, 1960 (in German)
aree compounds. The similarity of the ESR spectra of iron Fluoresceiz_ in boric acid was examined. The maximum of
TP and of iron and mangaI_ese RNA, eacep.t for hyperfine emi-Tzion was displaced toward lower wavelengths with in-
_ectrum in the latter, suggests that the hvo ions bind sire;- creasing fluo:escein concentration, but the intensity vs. wave-
rly in the two cumpounds. A detaded interpretatioJ_ of the length curve remained practically the same sl?ape.
3ectra is lacking, however, and these conclusions can only
e tentative. When manganese TPP and ATP are heated or
H char';ed, ff,e ESR alters-indicating a change in the 831. TIlE CONCENTRATION QUENCHING OF THE
nvironment of the ion. "]_hesharp 6-line manganese spectrt':,n FLUORESCENCE OF ANTtlRACENE IN PLEXIGLAS !
Kawsk" A., Polacki, Z.
a both TPP and ATP at pH 1 suggests an almost "free" _ Bulletin de l'Acad_mie Polonaise des Sciences, S_rie des
t this pH in the sense oi an ahnost isotrt;pic average en- Sciences, Mathdma{itTues, Astronomiques et Physiques,
'ironment. v. 8, no. 11-12, pp. 817-819, 1960 (in German)
: Jabldnski's theory of depolarization in solid solutiojas does
828. ON THE ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCES IN DNA not agree with earlier experimental results for con/Jentrated
Blois, M. S., Jr., Maling, J. E., Ta._kovich, L.T. solutions in plexiglas (l:'e.rspex) _, possibly because the theory
. Biophysical ]o_rnal, v. 3, no. 4, pp. 275-297, July 1963 neglects concentration quenching New experiment_ show that
this queiaching begins_at ],5 z mole:/], whea the mean radius
Iron impurities are shown to account for ch:_.racLer_stic of the sphere of action of the _olecule is 45 A. (PA, 1961,
lectroo, spin resonances obserged in samp|es of DNA. Corn- _14,645)
arative ESR measureme,ts on lyophilized samples were done -'
a co_u;EicLion with static susceptibility measurements, trace : '_
nalyses, and molecular degradation experiments to establish_ 832.-AN ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN ELECTRO-
hi_ correlation. It llas not been possible to e'_tract this iro_ LUMINESCENCE .OF ORGANOPIIOSPHOR'i
_y treatment with a chelating agent. Such resonances were _o_ykowski, H., Meezyn_ka, H.
• _ • ° ° " " o • "
part accounted for by ferromagnetic iron contamination Bulletin de I Acaderme Polonmse des Sc:enc. _,Sert6 des
hn'ing extraction and handling. By modifying the method of Sciences, Mathdmatiques, Astronomiques et Ph_jsiques,
" , Simmons, and Dounce to eliminate or minimize metal v. 9, no. 3, pp. 235-236, 196i (in English)
ontaminatio_-ionic and ferromagnetic-from sources both The same electrolumincscence was observed from c'cllo-
nternal and e\t_rnal to the tissues used, it was possible to phane colored by various o_'ganic dyes, and from the uncol-
>repare ire.n-free (<0.0004% Fe). ESR-free DNA. ored material. (PA, 1961, #14,660)
- 833.. ANOMALOUS PHosPHORESCENCE OF
829. THE EMISS!ON SPECTgA OF ORGANIC LIQUID _" NAPHTIL_LENE IN METHYL METHACRYLATE 'SCINTILLATORS 0' POLYMER
Birks, J. B., Geakc, ._.E., Lumb, M.D. Czarne_.ki, S.
' British ]our?_al of Applied Physics, v. 14, no. 3, pp. 14t-143, 13ulletin de l'Acad_mie Polonaise des Sciences, S_rie des
March 1963., Sciences, Math_matiques, Astronomiques c" _hysiqu_s, ;-
The fluorescence emissio,_ spectr_ of toluene _olutions of _ v. 9, no. 3, pp. 561-563, 1961 (in Efiglisln)
;e'ven efficient scintillator s_,_t_tes '..:ave been measured with a Delayed _luore.scenee spectra of a 10 ''_ gcm -,_ rigid solution- :"
•ecording photoeioctric spectropl_otometer at a resolutio_i of were observed at temperatures 0(293 and 77°K. The spectra' :
_hout 8 A. T!ae scint,ll_tor solutes investigated were: (1) are similar _to the.fluorescence spectra. The effect is attributed !_
_-terphenyl, (2) p-quaterphenyl. (3) 1,1_,4,4'-tetraphe, nyl- to double excitation of a molectle in the triplet state, by
_tadiene, (4_) ],6-dil,henyl-l,3,5-hexatriene, (5) 9,19- energy t_ransfer from another triplet-exe_ted m_lecule, leading _-
tiphenyl anthracene, (6) 2,5-diphenyl oxazole, and _(7) • to a singlet-exc(te_l molecule and an,unexcited molecule. The _ I_
_.,2'-p-phenylene-t,_s-(5-phenyloxazole). The-sol_tes were of effec_was not observed with similar solutions of tt-bromo- _ I!
"scintillation gr_.de," and toluene was usedas the solvent. The naphthalene, a-iodo_mphthalen'_: or phenanthrene. (/WA, 1961, ill
]uorescence was excited mainl) by 2537-A radifftion from a #20,023) i:
I
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834. THE INFLUENCF. OF ILLUMINATION ON California,Universityof, LawrenceRadiationLab,
VARIOUS IONIC FORMS OF FLUORESCEIN IN Berkeley
WATER SOLUTION UCRL-9722, W.7465-eng-48
C_wacki, J. When p-xylene was combined with chloranil in n-heptane,Bulletin de rAcaddraie Polonaisedes Sciences, S_rledes
Sciences, Math_matiques. Astronomiques et Physiques, charge-transfer optical absorption was observed. The magni-
v. 1O,no. 2, pp. 115-119, ),962 (in English) rude of this absorption was used to calculate an equilibrium
: constant for the formation of a donor-acceptor complex.
Illumination produces photo reactions d,:pendent on the When p-xylene was combined with carbon tetrabromide and
type of fluorescein ion present. Blue-green light produces with carbon tetrachloride in n-heptane, no charge-transfer
divalent from monovale,,t ions while red light reduces the absorption was observed. Reactions of N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-
optical absorption intepsity for both kinds of ions. (PA, 1963, p-phenylenediamine (TMPD) with ehloranil: (pQCl_) were
#3809) .. observed in ethylene dichloride arid acetonitri]e. In both sol-
vents adduct formation occurred initially, as observed by its
835. ORGANIC ELECTROLUMINESCENCE "charge-transfer absorptiou. In acetonitrile time-dependent
Bernanose, M.A. ESR absorption was obsez_,ed, and it was identified with the
Bulletin de la Soci_t_Francaise des £1eetHciens,v. 3, positive and negative radical ions of TMPD and pQC14,
Series8_pp. 299-307, June 1962 respectively. In this case a compietely _onized electron trans-
Specimens which exhibit electroluminescence under the fer had occurred: Chloranil and other quinones were found to
infuence of an alternating electric field are prepared by the react vcith N,N-dimethylaniline, forming a mTstal violet salt.
impregnation of paper with organic fluorescent compounds. The diamagnetic donor-acceptor complexes and also semi-
The specimens are subsequently treated to render them insen- quinone radicals are intermediates which were observed.
sitive to water vapor. Tl_e construction, ope_tion,and mecha- Some' physical measurements of the kinetics of this reaction
nism_ of the electrolumine_cent ceils a_e _discuss'ed, and the are described and correlated. When fluoranil was allowed to
influence of various factors on the electroluminescence is con- react with dimethylaniline, the hyperfine splittingby the fluo-
sidered. _(PA, 1963, #965_) -< rine atoms of the fluoranil radical was not resolved. Character-
: istics of the ESR absorption by this radical in dimethylaniline
are discussed in terms of an electron transfer between the
836. CHARGE TRANSFER SPECTRA OF THE semiquinone and qumone, and between the semiquinone
, COMPLEXES OF IRON(II)WITH PYRIDINE-2- and hydroquinone ion. Paramagnetism was discovered inALDOXIMATE
, Israeli,'_. hydr0carbon-quinone solids. ESR absorption wa_ assigned to
Balletin des Soci_t_sChimiques Belges, v. 72, no. 1S2_' imperfections in the solid which was normally diamagnetic.
pp. 123-124, 1963 (in English) The preparat!on of these solids and some of their physical
characteristics are described. (NSA, 1961, #29,098)
All the complexes of Fe(II) with pyridine-2-aldoximate
have a r_arrow pealc at 518 m/_,attributable to an electron
charge transfer x'rom the cation to the ligand. A theoretical 839. FLUORESCENCE EFFICIENCY OF CYCLOPEN-
expression is"given for the charge transfer. This expression TANONE VAPOR AND ITS RELATION TO
indicates thdt when the number of ligands bound to the PHOTOLYSIS ..
cation increases, _'m_xshould also increase. Agreement with La Par,lla, S. R.: Roquitte, B. C.Canadian ]offrnalof Chemistry, v. 41, no. 2, pp.287-292,
the experimental data is noted. , February 1963
" Cyclopentanone vapor, when excited by light o_ wavelength837; FLUORESCENCE OF DRUGS AND RELATED
COMPOUNDS. I. FLUORESCENCE OF BORON 3130 A, gives rise to fore' dxfferent photoproducts and fluores-
CHELATES OF o-HYDROXYCARBONYL cence. The photochemist_T_of the, molecule has been investi-
COMPOUNDS gated by Srinivasan. In ,,'he present work, the fluorescence
Shibazaki, T. spectrum _nd filorescenee e_ciency of eyclopentanone vapor
Bunseki Kagaku, v. 12, pp. 385--389,1963 are reported _or the first t_,me. The fluorescence spectrum is
A fluorophotometer was built to determinethe fluorescence identical with that obtained from liquid solutions of ¢yelo-
intensity ofsamples Twenty-three different samples were tested peiatanone, with a 'haaximun_ at 4100 A. Time, t:_mperature.
wit_- a 3:7 A%O-AeOH ra!xtufe containing 60 mg/!_0 ml oxygen, and ine_.t gases_ do. not affect, the spectrum, which
H_BO:_. containsuao coml)onent ascribable to pho,_phorescence, maxi-
mum 4450 A. B.er s law is oi:,eyed. '
83b. CHARGE-TRANSFERASSOCIATION AND _ The fluorescence efficiency i_ also found to be independent
" PARAMAGNETISM OF SOME ORGANIC SYSTEMS of the variables temperature ar,,d pressure of inert gas, cyclo-
Eastman, J, W. :- pentanone, and oxygen. Thi_ is in marked contrast with the
August 1961 _. : behavior of photochemical yields. The yield_ of cyc]obutane
- h "
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and ethylene tend to increase at high vibrational energy con- 844. TIlE ELECTRONIIS SPECTRA OF
tent of the excited molecule (low pressure, high tomperature, N-HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEblS. PART III. THE
short exciting wavelengths), while the yield of pentenal in- n---_ TRANSITIONS OF MONOCYCLIC
HYDROXY-AZINES
creases under conditions of decreasing vibrational energy
content (high pressures, etc.). The fact that fluorescence Mason, S. F.
stabilization does not occur in cyclopentanone can be related Chemical Society, lournM of the, Londov, v. 1959,
to th_ results of photolysis, pp. 1253-1262, March 1959
840. FLUORESCENCE DECAY TIME MEASUREMENTS 845. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
OF ORGANIC SCINTILLATORS N-HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PART IV. TItE
Falk, W. R., Katz, L. VIBRATIONAL _TnlW"rT,Dr:-......... _,_ OF THE n--_rt BAND
Canadian journal of _.hu_sic.%v. 40, no. 8, pp. 978-991, OF SYM-TETRAZLNE
August 1962 Mason, S. F.
Chemical Society, ]ournal o/the, London, v. 1959,
The time dependence of the fluorescence emission from pp. 1263-1268, March 1959
scintillators was measured for a number of commonly used
organic scintillators under a-particle and T-ray excitation. A
sampling oscilloscope was used to record the pulses obtained 846. TIlE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF -.
from a fast scintillation counter. Using such a system, a gating N-HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PART V. TIlE
arrangement can be employed which permits selection of ROTATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THEVIBRATIONLESS BAND IN THE n--_It TRANSITION
only those scintillation events which deliver a predetermined OF SYM-TETRAZINE
total charge output from the photomultiplier. Noise within Mason, S.F. :
the sampling unit limits the measurements to the main fast Chemical Society, Journal of the, London, v. 1959,
components in the fluorescence emission. All of the plastic pp. 1_269--1274,March 1959
scintillators exhibit decay times between 2.1 and 4.4 nsee.
Stilbene exhibits "particle type" discriminating characteristics
with a strong second component in the decay (_35 nsec) 847. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
appearing under a-particle excitation. In addition to the main N-HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PART VI. THE
component in the decay of anthracene, evidence of two n---_" TRANSITIONS OF MONOCYCLIC AMINO-
shorter components was also found. For all the scintillators _ AND MERCAPTO-AZINES
tested, the a-particle-induced scintillation had "a slightly Mason, s.F. . :
longer decay time than the cgrresponding T-ray induced scin- Chemical Society, Journal of the, London, v. 1960,
tillation. (PA, 1962, #16,862) pp. 9.19-22t, January 1960
841. MEASUREMENT OF EXTREMELY SItORT DECAY 848. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
TIMES OF ORGANIC PtlOSPHORS, EXCITED BY N-ItETEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PART VII.
AN ELECTRON BEAM ANALOGUES OF THE CINNAMOYL ANION
Kloss,H. C. Mason, S_ F.
Ceskoslovensky Casopls pro Fy_iku, v. 12, pp. 628-633,1962 Chemical Society, ]ournal of the, London , v. 1960, :._
pp. 1282-1286, March 1960
In a new type of fluorometer, h_ving an accuracy to within
2 )< 10 -a_ see, a modulated electrc,a ray is used to excite the
phosphor, and the phase difference between excitation and 849. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
light emission is measured electrci_ieally. N-II_;TEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PARTVIII. THE
CHARGE.TRANSFER SPECTRA"OF QUATERNARY
842. TIlE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA O17 . IODIDES
Mason, S. F.
N-HETEROAROMATIC $_/STEMS. PART I. THE
:b-._ TRANSITIONS OF MONOCYCLIC AZINES Chemical Society, ]ournal of the, London, v. 1960,
Mason, S.F. pp. 2437-2444, June 1960 L
Chemical Society, ]oumal of the., London, v. t959, " ,
pp. 1240-1246, March 1959
_: 850.THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF
N.HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEM_., PART-IX.
843. THE ELECTRONIC, SPECTRA OF n---_ TRANSITIONS OF POLYCYCLIC AZINES
N-HETEROAROMATIC SYSTEMS. PART II, Mason, S. F.
• SUBSTITUTED MONOCYCLIC AZONES Chemical Society, ]oumal'of the, London, v. 1962_ _
_: Mason, S. F. pp, 493-498, February1962
Chemical Society, Journ_. o.¢the, London, v. 1959,
pp. 1247-1253, March 1959 " (For Part X, see Entry #549.)
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;" 851. 'FILE LUMINESCENCE OF SOME SUBSTITUTED (isolated l_),appropriate optical filters) were measur::d, uniug
NAPHTHALENES an apparatus previous!y constructed. In all case_ the' decay
Corkill,J. M., Graham-Bryce,I.J. was exponential over the, region of. obscrvati:_'n, and ._tat_dard
Chemical Society, ]ournal of the, London, v. 1961, errors in the measured decay constal_ts, obtained f:'om least
pp. 3893-3897, September 1961 squares plots of log intensity against time, amotlnt(:.(t ',:) less
The luminescence spectra of the fourteen isomeric nitro- than 5%.
naphthylamines and ten isomeric dinitrouaphthalenes have
been measured at low temperatures, A new form of electronic 854. ABSORPTION SPECTItA AND CATALYTIC
phos_hnro,.neter was used. The emission from the nitron_ph- _'=_"..... ,...... IOt_ OF THE COPPER (II) C[tEL._XES OF
thylamines f.or all except three compounds was found to be 3OME ALKYLATED ETHYLENEDIAM1NES
fluorescence, and in all cases luminescence was weak. Corn- Ojima, H., Sane, K.
parison of fluorescent and phosphorescent maxima with ab- Chemical Society of ]apan, Bulletin of the, v. 3"5,_o. 2,
sorption maxima suggests that the first excited singlet and pp 298-303, February 1962
.: triplet levels have similar energies. In the spectra of the di- Visible absorption spectra have been investigated f.or the
nitronaphthalenes, a wide separation was found between the following chelates i_t their aqueous solutions:
_,']rsthvo bands, the usual interval being approximately 1400
cm-_. Probable assignments are suggested for the bands found [Cu en__]z(tetramethyl-en) .,]'-'-
in these spectra. " -" [Cu pn.-]"-[ (N-propyl-en) ,_]'>
852. STIMULATED LIGHT EMISSION IN ORGANIC [Cu (N, N'-dipropyl-en) _]"_
MOLECULES [Cu (N, N-diethyl-en) 2]2+
Morantz, D. J., White, B.C., Wright, A. J.C. _. [Cu (N-hydroxyethyl-en) 2]'-'_
Chemical Society, Proceedings of the, London, v. 1962,
pp. 26-27, January 1962 : Maximum frequencies and molar exti.actioH coefficients
were calculated. An approximat6 linear relation is shown
An intense flash.of white lightwas used to poi_ulate the between maximum f_requono;e._and the log of stability con-
triplet state. The stimulated emission was generated by two stants. Spectral changes are noted with additions of NaOH to
parallel reflectlng plates. The medium was a rigid organic the solutions. The catalytic activities _ the chelates on the
glass at 77°K. The procedures and results were similar to chemilumineseent reaction of luminol with Na:,O__in alkaliP.e
those described for a ruby maser. Observations are summa- solution are also considered.
rized as follows. Sharp "bursts" of light were observed super-
imposed on the phosphorescent decay. Aft,zr the burst the :_
level of the phosphorescence was reduced below the value 855. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND ELECTRONIC
obtained wiLbout reflecting plates, and the amount of redue- STRUCTURES OF SOME BASIC HETEROCYCLIC
tion is a fun6_on of the flash intensity. The greater the flash N-OXIDES
intensity, the less is tlab residual phosphorescence. ALa critical Kubota, T.
light intensity a series of several consecutive major bursts Chemical Society of Japan, Bulletin of the, v. 35, no. 6,
were observed; when the flash intensity was increased above pp. 946--956,June 1962
this critical value only ofie major burst was observed. R_sults . The ultravolet absorptioi, spectra of pyrazine mono-N-
obtained with acetophenone and benzaldehyde are graphed, oxide, 4-methylpyrimidine N-oxid 9 and pyrazine di-N-oxide
- - have been measured under varmus conditions, and band
In addition to examining single species these phenomena analyses of those spectra have been carried out. In order to
have be_n observed in an energy-transfer system exemplified interpret the spectra and other physicochemical properties
by ben_zophenone as donor and naphtlialcne as aceeptor; the of pyrazine di-N-oxide, semiempirical LCAO-MO ealcula-
stimulated emission was observed in the acceptor, tions, inclading the treatments of configuration interactioz3s,
have been undertaken in a mam_r similar to previous calcu-
853. THE PHOSPHORESCENCE AND DELAYED lations on p)ridine N-oxide. On the other hand, the spectra
. FLUORESCENCE LIFETIMES OF PYRENE of pyrazine mono-N-oxide and 4-methylpyrimidine N-oxide
have been interpreted on the basis of-the calculated results
-IN LIQUID PARAFFIN- ._
, 'J on pyridine N-oxide described in a previous paper. The highSte,_ens,B., Walker, M.S. j
Chemical Society, Proceeding of th¢_London, v. 1963, intensity bands (278, 274, and 323.6 m/_ for 4-methylpyrimi-
p. 181,Jtme'1963 dine N-oxide, pyrazine mono- and d_-N-oxide respectively)
can reasonably be assigned to charge transfer bands such as
¢ A 0.01 M _solution of pyrene in outgassedoliquid paraffin the 282-m/_ band of pyridine N-oxide.
emits both delayed fluorescence and phosphorescence over
the temperature range from O to --300C. In this inwstigafion These substances also exhibit weak bands in the longest
the d.ecay constants ko and kr fQ:t'each emission'6ompopent wavelength region in nonpolar solvents. These weak bands
: 166
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may possibly be due to the n--->r,* transitions. SMO calcula- 858. SOLVENT EFFECTS ON THE FLUORESCENCE
tions ov isoqu!,loline N-oxide and ar-ridine N-oxide have also SPECTRUM OF TIIE ION-PAIR (NAPHTHOL. "
heen earned out with _he same paramt_ters as those in the TRIETHYLAMINE SYS'IEM)
case of pyridine N-oxide in nonpolar solvents, and various Mataga, N., Kawasaki, Y.,Torihashi_ Y. iChemical Society of Japan, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 3,
physicoehemical properties have been discussed on the basis pp. 358-359, 3|arch 1963
of these calculations_ As has been pointed out in a previous
paper, the parameter' [or the oxygen atom used is too small. It has been previously demonstrated that the strong hydro
To estimate the most reasonable value, SMO calculations gen bond between/3-naphthol and triethylamine (TEA) in the
were carried out many times on pyridine N-oxide, which was equilibrium ground state and in the excited Franck-Condon
used as a model compound. As a result, it was found that ko state ships to the ion-pair in the excited equilibrium state, from
_0.8 is the best value, which fluorescent transition occurs, in benzene. Thi;, phe-
nomenon has been interpreted as due to a strong eharge
transfer from the ltit_ogen nonbol_ding orbital of TEA to the
856. ON THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM OF OH antibondin_' orbital of naphthol ha the Franck-Condon :1,2-DI-9'-ANTHRYLETHANE
Akiyama, S., Nakagawa, M. egcited state, which is followed by an ahnost complete proton
Chemical Society of Japa,:, bulletin of the, v. 36,no. 3, transfer from oxygen to nitrogen in the excited equilibrium
p. 361, Ma:ch 1963 s_ate. This work has been extended here to systems inc!udir_g
various solvents of different polarities, and results ate obtained
The low absorption intensity _'eported in the literature is which seem to support the _nterpretation. The solvents used :
scarcely understandable in view of the presence of two anthra- were monochlorobenzene, dichtoroethane, and ::eetonitrile.
cene nuclei in the molecule. In orde_ to check on prior re- Wave number shifts of band maxima due to comple:: forma-
suits, the synthesis of the hydrocarbon was carried out tion are tabulated.
according to the method ¢_rBarnett with a modi_cation start- ' :
ing from 10-methyleneanthrolJe, and the spectrum was mea- :;
sured: Expectedly, the spectrum exhibited much higher 859. THE ESR SPECTRUM OF THE PHTHALONITRILE ;
absorption intensity than that of the former investigation. : ANION RADICAL ._
Tl4e fact that the _-va_ _f the absorption maximum ,at the Nakamura, K., Deguchi, Y.
longest wavelength was founrl to l_e approximately double the Chemicai Society of Japing,Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 3,
corresponding e- ;alue of 9-metLylanth,:_cv_e is consistent with pp. 359-366, March 1963
the additivity principle of absorption intensity of unconjw When phthalonitrile was reduced in _dimethokyethane i
gated chro6aophol'es. (DME) with potassium or sodium, the anion radical was
formed. The following spectra are presented and discussed:
ESR spectrum of phthalonitrile anion radical reduced with
857. THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CARBAZOLE potassium in I)ME; calculated spectrum of phthalo,itriteIN THE FLUORESCENT STATE
Mataga, N.,Torihashi, Y. anior_ radical; and ESR spectrum o,c phtimlonitrile ar_ion :"
Chemical Society of Japan, Bulletin of the, v. 36, no. 3, radical reduced with sodium in DME. :i
pp. 356-357, March 1963 -=
A study ha,_ been made of various solvent effects on the 860. SOLVENT EFFECTS ON THE ABSORPTION AND
absorption and fluorescence speotrum of carb,_zole, including FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF NAPItTHYLAMINES
the effect oi' h2,drogcn bonding in a nonpolar _olvent and the AND ISOMERIC AMINOBENZOIC ACIDS
Mataga, N.
effect of ionic dissoeiatiop in an aqueous alkaline solution. ChemicalSociety of Japan, Builetin of the, v. 36, no. 6, "
Some quantum mechanical studies of the electronic stria-ctur_ pp. 654-662, June 19_3 '_
and spectra of this series of molecules have been made by the
composite system method. A good agreement-wit_l, the experi- The absorption and flt,orescence spectra of naphthylamines
mental observations has been obtained, and isomeric aminobenzoic acids in v;arious solvents have been
measured.
For the ._ake of simplicity, only the wave functions for the
lowest and the s_2cnnd excited singtet state _Jfcarbazole are From the observed results, the difference in the dipole
shown, moments if, the fluorescent and ground states, respe,..tively, =
i.e., A,_:'_e-_g, has bee_aestimated for naphthylamines.The increase of the dipole moment in the fluorescent' state
was calculated 'to be _1.96 D. The value of A_ was deter- The effect of hydrogen honding between solute and solvent
mined experimentally by the_ metliod proposed-by I,ippert molecules on the spectral shifts has beet_ discussed. The
and hy Mataga. The experimental value agrees well with hydrogen bonding between alcohol and amino nitroge n exerts •
calculated results, an especially remarkable influence on the spectra, and the '_
i67 _!
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reorganization of this hydrogen bond during the lifetime of ting is in good ag,'e,_ment with the values c,lculated by the
the excited solute molecule has bee_a concluded from the exeiton theory.
observed results.
The intrarnoleeular hydrogen bond of o-aminobenzoic acid 862. TIlE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF AROMATIC
considerably decreases the A'_ value and the effect of the MOLECULAR CRYSTALS. II. TIlE CRYSTAL
intermolecular hydrogen bonding on the spectra. This result STRUCTURE AND SPECTRA OF PERYLENE
has been explained as due to the charge transfer through the Tanaka, J.Chemical _3ocietyof ]apan, Bulletin of tt_e,v, 36, no. 10,
intramoleeular hydrogen bond. pp. 1237-1249, October 1963
.e,
The A_ values for naphthylamines and naphthols have been A new crystalli_:e form or perylene has been found, and its
calculated using tt_e ASMO"CI method and compared with crystal structure has been determined by the two-dime;_sional
the observed results, X-ray diffraction method. The new form is monomeric, while
This comparison, together with the theoretical interpreta- the previously known form has a dimeric structure. The elec-
tion of the characteristics in the spectra of tt- and/3-isomers, tronic absorption and fluorescence spectra of both forms h_.,ve
been measured; on the basis of these data, an assignment is
respectively, hv.s:'ndicated that the lowest excited singlet state
in the light absorption is _Lb, whereas the fluorescent state is proposed for the observed transitions. Although the fluores-
cence spectrum of the monomer form shows a small shift, that
IL_ in the ease of a-naphthylamine and _Lb is the relevant of the dimer form shows a larger shift tl:au would be expected.
excited state for both light absorption and fluorescence in tile from the absorption spectrum. This :s explained as a stabili-
case of fl-naphthylamine and naphthols. : zation of the lowest excited singlet stote hv a cba,_e-transfer
The mechanism of this level reversal has been discussed as resouance interaction between the molecules in a pair. Because
being due to the change in the structure of the amiiao.group this stabilization increases as the distance between two
daring the lifetime of the excited state, molecules decreases, it is suggested that the molecules in a
pair approach each other after excitatio_a. At the liquid helium
temperature the motion of molecules in the crystal will be
861. ELECTRONIC SPFCTRA OF AROMATIC frozen out, the larger stabilization of the excited level cannot
MOLECULAR CI_YSTALS. I. SUBSTITUTED
occur, :.nd the green emission which-is characteristic of the
,. BENZENE MOLECULE_ " monomer form is observed from the dimer form. The rate
Tanaka, J. process of the molecular motion at lower temperatures hasChemical Society of ]apt,n, Bulletin of the, v. 36, _no.7,
pp.833-847, July 1963 been analyzed.
The electronic absorption spectra of some substituted ben- 863. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND M.O.-L.C.A.O. STUDY
zene molecules p-nitroani!ine, benzo;c acid, acetanilide, trans- OF AROMATIC ISOTHIOCYANATES
einnarnic acid, and durene have been measured in ethanol or Zahradn[k, R., Vlachowb !)., Koute.ek_,J.
n-heptane solutions and as single crystals, using poiarized Collection, of CzechosIovakChemicaICommunications,
light. The measurement of the crystalline spectra reveals in v. 27, pp. 233ff-2348, 1962
many respects the properties of the transitioDs of substituted
Electronic spectra for ._ aromatic isothiocyanates werebenzene molecules.. The 277 mla of durene, which is reason- investigated. First an,J second i_atense maxima are tabulated,
ably regarded as a band analogous to the 260 m_ of benzene, absorption curves for three isocya,mtes are presented, and
is shown to be polarized perpendicular to the two-fold sym- their reactivity discussed. Va,"_ous .mer_y quantities were
metrical ax_s of the molecule. Bands .6f the same typt. oeeur at calculated for 19 of the isoc._anates, ar._i the interdependence
264 mF i:_ p-nitloafiiline (crystal), at 284 rap, in benzoic acid, of the quantities was investigated.
at 282 nag in ar.etanilide, aiad at .0.99m/_ in trans-cinnamic
acid. In addition, those molecules ;n which the benzene ring
is substituted by the electron-accepting ,groups show a strong 864. SPECTRA AND APPARENT ASSOCIATION
band, associated with intrt_motecular charge transfer, in the, CONSTANTS OF FLUORESCING COMPLEXES OF
_, " SOME SALICYLALDEHYDE DERIVATIVES
neat u!traviolei: region, The 370 rn_ band of p-tdtroaniline is Holzbeeher, Z.
shpwn to be polarized parallel to the long axis of the molecule, Collection of Czechoslovak Chemical Communications,
and the 230 m/_ band of benzoic acid has a polarization v. 9.8,pp.716-.79.7, 1963 (in German)
parallel to the line connecting the centers of .the betaze_,e ring
and the earb0iayl group. The directions of the transition 865. BEHAVIOR OF ORGANIC SCINTILLATOR UNDER
moments of the 240 m/_ band of acetal_ilide and the 276 rnt_ HIGH VOLTAGE
•band of trtms-cinna_ie_acid are also shown to be on the line Mitrani, L., Bencher, T.
connecting the substituents- and the benzene ring: Davydov Coml_tesRendus de l'Acad_mle Budgar_des Science_,
splitting is observed in th_ crystal of p-nitroamline; this split, v. 16,no. 5, pp. 477-.479,-1963_-(i_aEnglish)
168 "
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866. I_TUI)E DES TRANSFERTS D'AC'rlVATION ENTRE Compte._Rendus Hebdomadai_es des Sdances de l'Acad_mie
MOLRCULES I)E COLORANTS FLUORESCENTS des Sciences, v. 254, no. 14, pp. 2490-2492, April 2, 1962
EN SOLUTION SOLII)E DANS LE PLEXIGLASS !
(STUDY OF TRANSFER OF EXCITATION BETWEEN Experiments on mixed crystals of benzopherlone and _,aph-
FLUORESCENT PIGMENTS IN SOLID SOLUTION thalene have shown that energy transfer does occur between "
IN PERSPEX) benzophenone in tile triplet state and m_phthalene in the
Lafitte, E., Mac6, N., Pujols, C. ground state, giving rise to the intense "-S spectrum of ;
Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des S_ances de l'Acad_mie naphthalene. (PA, 1962, # 12,592)
des Sciences, v. 253, no. ?.3,pp. 2665-2667, December 4,
190_
Fluorescent and nonfluoreseent pigments are dispelsed in 870. I_XCITON I)U NAPtlTALENE ET DE !
Perspex and the effect of their spectral ,werlap characteristic L'OCTODEUT£RONAPHTAL£NE A 4°K (EXf:ITON _:
on degree of polarization of fluorescence Js measured. Transfer OF NAPIITHALENE AND OF DEUTERO. .
of excitation eiJeigy between, lluo.,'e,-cc,t n,,leeules Joes 1_ot NAPHTIIALENE At 4°K)Ciais, A.
seem to be affected by the second eoloring material in seine Con.pros Rendus tlebd_madaires des St_ancesde l'Acad_mie
cases but in others transfer is strongly suppressed. Transfer _= des Sciences, v. 254, no. 15, pp. 2741-2743, April 9, 1962
found to depend on overlap of absorption and emission t_
spectra. (PA, 1962, #4164) The levels in the absorption spechum of crystallized naph- :.
thalenes tt_ and D s are studied and tabulated. The frequen- ..
eies v' of the various levels agree with those calculated by _-
867. LA POLARISATION DE LA FLUORESCENCE ET the formula v' = A -B/n '_, where A = 31980, B = 3816 'LA FORME DE L'OSCILLATEUR DANS LE CAS
for naphthalene I-L, and A = 32090, B -- 3816 for naphtha-DE COLORANTS D_R[VI_.S DU TRIPHENYL-
M_THANE (TILE POLARIZATION OF THE leue Ds. The vibrations associated with the various levels are
FLUORESCENCE AND TtlE FORM OF I'HE also given. A eomp.arison is made b_tween _he r'=zults ob- _:
OSCILLATOI_ IN THE CASE OF TRIPIIENYL- tained for naphthalenes I-Is and Ds. The sl_htting of levels
METHANE DYE DERIVATI_ZES) for naphthalene Ds, like naphthalene Jtt_, is verified. (PA, "
L_ffitte, E., Maed, N., Pujols, C. 1962, # 16,8t7) : :'_Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des S_anccsde l'Acad_mie _.
des Sciences, v. 253, no. 25, pp. 2911-2913, December 18, '-;
1961 871. SPECTRES D'ABSORPTION ET DE FLUORESCENCE :
Fluorescence polarization studies were made on e:ysta! DU FLUOItENE CRISTALL1S_; PUR AT 4°K
violet, methyl violet, and malachite green. The results are (ABSORPTION AND Ft.UORESCENCE SPECTRA OF _"
interpreted in terms of two excited singlet states with transi- PURE CRYSTALLIZED FLUORENE AT 4°K) __
tions, polarized at right angles to each other. These states are Bdnarroehe, M.
closely spaced in the fi;:. '.wo compounds, but fil malachite Comptes Rendus Hebdomadalres des S_ances de l'Acad_mie i
green they are well separate'], and two fluorescence bands, one des Sciences, v. 254, no. 20, pp. 3520-3522, l_Iay14, 1962 ,
i
red and the other green, are observed. (PA, 1962, #6630) A quasi-lwdrogen-like exciton absorption spectrum is ob-
served, the distribution of rays bei, g given by v' = A - o_j*'"a-° k
_b. SPECTRES ELECTRONIQUES A BASSE ct.. _ with A = 33141 and Bo -'- 3502. The fludrescence spec- :.
T',.... _llATURE I)U DURI'_NE CRISTALLISE trum consists of a weal< part starting r,ear the exeiton band
(_ TEMPERATURI_: ELP:CTRONIC SPECTRA OF for _ : 3 and a str(mg part displaced from the weak part by -,
CRISI'ALLIZED DUIaENE) 16!0 cm-_ toward low i'requencies. The results are compared :"
B_narroche, M. with thoso obtaiaed by earlier workers for other organ,ie _Comptes Rcndus Hebdomadaires des S_ances de l'Aead_mie
des Sciences, v. 254, no. 3, pp. 459-461, January 15, 1962 crystals. (PA, 1962, _ i8,826)
The ahsorption and fluorescence spectra of durene (sym- _
metrical tetramethyl benzene) were measm'ed at 20 and 4°K. 872. FLUORESCENCE DU 2,6.1)IMETHYLNAPHTALC:NE
The absorption spectrum resembles that of benzene and does FUR DANS L'H_LIUM LIQUIDE (FLUORESCENCE ._
not vary much from 4 to 20°K. The fluorescence lines are OF PURE 2,6-DIMETHYLNAPItTHALENE IN ,
single at 20°K and double at 4°K. (PA, 1962, #12,594) LIQUID HELIUM)
Bdnarroehe, M.
Cor_ptes Rendus llebdomadaires des S_ances de l'Aead_,mie
869 TRANSFERTS D'ENERGIE ENTRE ETATS des Sciences, v. 254, no. 22, pp. 3836-3838, May 28, 1962
TRIPLETS EN MILIEU CRISTALLIN A 77_K
(ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN "rRIPI,ET The fine structore of the fluor_'scence spectrum is observed
STATES IN TIIE CRYSTALLINE PHASE AT 77°K) and analyzed. It is proposed that two exciton levels and six
Cadas, J. P., f_:ourpron,C., Loehet, R., Rousset, :L cxeiton sub-lc_,'ls, none of which is observed in the Spectrum,
|69 ,,
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due to self-absorption, serve a_ the origins of the fluorescence 87_. EXCITATION D'UNE FLUORESCENCE RETARDI_E
SlV_ctrum. (PA, 1962, #]8,870) PAR DES PHOTONS D'ENEBGIE INFRRIEURE
A CELLE DES PHOTONS gMIS (EXCITATION OF
DELAYED FLUORESCENCE WITH THE EMITTED
873. MESURE DE LA DURI_E-DE VIE DANS L'_.TAT PHOTON ENFRGY GRE&TER THAN THE :
TRIPLET (MEASUREMENT OF LIFETIME IN THE INCIDENT PIIOTON ENERGY)
TRIPLET STATE) Mud, B.
MartMez, A. Comptes Rendus HebPgmadabes de_ 5_ances de FAcad_mleComptes Rcndu_ ilebdomadaires des Siances de FAcad_mle
des Scien.ces, v. 255, no. 23, pp. 3149-3151, December 5,des Sciences, v. 255, no. 3, pp. 491--493, July 16, 1962 1.962
Using an ,_sc.q]oscope screen, the lifetime I" of delayed
flaorescejlce was measm'ed for _;-rganic materials.3iluted in A solution of 3:4-benzopyrene in ethanol, sensitized 1;y
rigid glasses; the fluorescence arose from emission from the auraminc, fluorescein, or eosine, and frozen at -1,10°C, ex-
metastable triplet state. The method was adapted to measure hibits a delayed:emission band between 0.4 and 0A6/t after
F in the ra,ge 10-'; to % see:-values are quoted for a number excitation by radiation of wavelengths greater than 0.5 it.
of materials. A model is proposed in x,nfeh the ildtial absorption occurs
: -_ in energy levels of the sensitizer molecuies, eL_ergy th_,_-, being
t_ansferred to a triplet le_ el of the 3,4-benzopyrene. A coop-
874. LUMINESCENCE EN PHASE VAPEUR ET EN
ecative transitiop betaveen two molecules e::eited in this
SOLUTIONS CRISTALL._SEES A 77"K, DE
QUELQUF$ ALDI_I_t'DES ET C£TONE_ manner is now assumed to o.'curi one molecule .being raised
to the first singlet state from which the emissiou is observed,
: AROMATtQUES: (LUMINESCEN(_E OF SOME
h_ROMATIC ALDEHYI'i'-".S AND KETONES IN THE the other returning to the gr0m_.d state. Some experimei,ta]
V._'OR PHASE AND IN CRYSTALLINE evidence is presented in _upport of this model. (PA_ 196_,
SOLU_t_ONS AT 77"K) #8627)
lengi_ P.
. . "C,'_ptes Remlm_1{ebdomadaires des$_ances de t-Aead "emi_
de_,Scbmo_z, vf255, no.b, pp. 86578.67 , July 30, 1962 _.*.:_ 877- UN EXEMPLE DE S_PARATION R_VERSIBLE DE
• o CONFIGURATIONS DYNAHIQUES D'UNE MI_ME "
Benzaldeh_:de, acetophem:ne, benzophenone, arid 2-chloro- MOLI_CULE .ORGANIQUE EXCITI_E (EXAMPLE OF"
benzophenone have similar e.missio:_, spectra in e_*stall_e THE REVERSIBLE SEPARATION OF THE
soluh0n at 77°K and in the :'apor phase. T_eir luminescence DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION OF THE SAME " -
is_show_ to be d_'e to a singh_ transition, lbcali_ed in the -- EXCFfED OR_AN!C MOLECU'LE) _ :
earbonyl &_oup;.which has a lifetime of the order of 10 -_ see, Douzou_P. - : -.
corresponding to a triplet-singlet transition. 4-Ch_r0benzo- ComptesRendusUebdonmdairesdesS_ancesde_c_._mie
I)henon_ ane2 antln'aqu_none have emission spec{ra sFmhr to des Sc/en_ces, v. 256, no. 8, PP. 1769-1771, February 1_8,1963
t/'i_ other aro_natie aldehvdes and i<etones at low temI_.'rah_res, The _nolecule " " " _ " " " ' "
-- " 1,3,3-trimethvlm(iq.]ne-6 -mtrobenzosp_ro-
- but their emi:,;ion in the yapor phase is veD* different. (.PA,
p_:ranc, excited by radiation at 3650 A, shows reversible color
-, 1963, #961) " in blue at 293°K and in red at 77 oK.
875. SUB LA KI.LATION ENTRE LA DURRE DE-VIE
vf L':.,_r_s_ITO.DE L&FLUORESCENC_DANS 878.ABSORPTIONET LUMt_ESCENCEDU
LA RI_GION D:EXTINCefION THERMIQUE :I'I_IPHENYL_NE EN SOLUTION I_TENDUE L,ANS "
(THERELATmNRETW.EENTHF.._WETI_.tEAND L'I[EX,_SE"A.77°_. MISEEN _VIDE_CEL,'UNE
. . INTENSITY OF t'LUORFfSCENCE IN THE REGION F LOORESCENCE PAR ]_CHELON (TRANSITION
OF THERMAL EXTINCTION) _ T*.---)Ti (ABSORPTION AND LUM!NESCEN'CE OF
Payendela G_and,_rie, H, _ TRIPHENYLENE IN A DILUTE SOLUTION OF
Co)hptes Rendm He_bdomadair_esdes S_auees de fAcad_mie I-IEX_E AT, 770K. EVIDENCE- OF A '
. des Sc/¢hces, v. 255..o. 20, pp. 25852_2587, November 12, , FLUO_ENCE" BY _TEPS) .. "
1969( .... Dupuy, F., Nouchi, G,,Rm_sset, A.
' - : Comptes Rend,_s Hehdomadaires:des Sdanc¢s de lrAcaftdmle
The complex salt used for study was (C_H_NH)_ MnC]_. des Sciences, v. $56,no. 14, pp. 2976-2979, April-l, 1963
The declin e of intensity of lCmi'nescenee ofter _ex¢it,3tion fol ......
lowed a simple exponential law. The ratio of the intensity of In exciting a solution of tfiphenvlene in )i-hexano*,at 77°K,
luminescence with vonst_/nt excitation (a fuuefio_, of absolute there has been 0brained,. be_ddes the luminescences T -') S and
tgmperature) to the'lifetime of lumint_seence tew.ain_ff Con-" S*--) S, a, step _ fluoresc:enee)eorfesponding to '_ transition
stant in the temperature range st,'tdied. Comparisoff=with the T* -> T. These assignments afe confirmed by a stud:,, of the
Mot_ and Seitz law is prmented, absorptions S* <-- S and T* _- T. '
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879 TRANSFERT INTERMF,DIAIRE D'EXCITATION 883. LIFETXMF STUDIES OF PHOSPHORESCENCE IN
DANS LES SCINTILLATEURS A BASE DE XYL_NE AROMATIC COMPOUNDS UNDER vARIOUS
(INTERMEDIATE TRANSFER OF EXCITATION IN CONDITIONS AT LOW TEMPERATURES
SCINTILLATORS BASED ON XYLENE) Olness, D. U.
Furst,M., Koechlin, Y.,Ray(art,A. 1961
Compte_ Rendus Hebdonmdaires des S&:ncesde t Acad_mio Duke University,Durham, N.C,
des Sciences, v. 256, no. 17, pp. 3639-3642, April22, 1963 Thesis ",
(Microfilmavailable as Mic61-_9_5, University Microfilms,
An intermediate process of transfer of nonradiative excita- branArbor_Mich.)
lion ha_ been made evident in scintillators based on xylene.
This transfer is due to the presence of an impurity adsorbabl.e Decay curves of the triplet-singlet emission fromnaphtha- :
by a 4-A molecular sieve. It d.;vides by a factor greater: than lene, hexamethylbenzene, and durene in the crystalline phase
ten the lifetime of _he excffed skate of the xylene molecules, have been studied unde_ various conditions of crystal forma-
" tion and in the plesence of different gases, at temperatures of
reducing it trom 20 to 1.6 nsec. The transport time to the 4.2°K and highcr. Rigid gi_._ solutions of these compouilds
solute is evaluated at less than 2 nsec. at 77°K and a mixed crystal ot naphthalene ir_-durene at 4.2
and 77 ° K have also been studied. Tile decay from the crystal :
880. DI_TECTION DES ACTtVITI:'..S_3SUR UN line samples did not obey an exponential l_w at any tempera-
CHROMATOGRAMME EN C@UCtiE MINCE AVEC lure studied. Crystalline durene was found to have two life-
UN SCINTILLATEUR GI_.LIFIABLE (DETECTION OF times, one on the order of seconds and the other on the order
BETA ACTIVITY ON A THIN LAYER CHROMATe- of tens of milliseconds. The longer-lived deca_, is ihterpreted :
:GRAM WITII A GELATINOUS-SCINTILLATOR) as the true durene decay arid the short-lived as that of an
Roucayrol,J. C.,Taillandier, P. oxidation p_duct of durene, whieh was produced::photo-
Comates Rendus He.bdomadairesdes s_ances de rAcad6mie chemically arid excited b_; sensiti_tion. In genel:al, the later
des Sciences, v. 256,no. 22, pp. 4653-4654, May27, 1963 portions of the decay curves from all of. t[ae substances were
nearly expol_cntial.: When the mean half-lffe_ measured in : -:
Aluminum 2-ethylhexanoate was added to a tolUene-based these later portions was plotted as a function of ternl_rature, -_
scintillator to form a gel. _ " the lifetime was found to deerebse-with incr-asing tempera- -ii
ture as tog I/T throughout the temperature region, studied.
881. CDMPARAISON DE L;t_LE_TROLUMINESCENCE DE Decay curves from all of the solutions studied at 77'_K Were
!,'ORANG¢: D'ACRIDINE ET DE LA PHOTO-- found _o be exponential in eases where a true glass &was
LUMINESCENCE PRODUITE PAR DISCHARGE formed. Over_the range of concentrations •studied, the d_:ay : _ /
CAZEUSE (COMPARISON OF THE ELECTRO- times were fofind to either remain constant: or to decrease with
LUMINESCENCE OF ACRIDINE ORANGE AND increasing coneentratiom The emission from the mixed'crystal
THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE PRODUCED .BY of naplithalene]n durene consisted of twoparts: a short.,liVcd
GASEOUS DISCHARGE) decay from the durene oxidation produe(and a longer-lived
"Hoarau,J., Abet(no, F.
• Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Sdancesde rAcadJmie exponential decay from_ naphthalen e. Various theories con--.
des Sciences, v. 257, no. 3, pp. 646--649,July 17,1963 ceruing the causes of the nonexponential decay and the
- change in the general shape of the decay du_b.s With tem-
A study is made of the influence of voltage and h'equency perature are discussed. It is suggested that tile inhomogeneo_us _ "_,
on the emission luminescence of acridine orange absorbed in magnetic field produced'by:neighbori'ng triplet m01ecules is ,
-_ cellophane. Comparison of these results with those already partially responsible for the nonexponential decay; this theory
kno.wn for electrohminescence shows that no fundame:atal wa(first proposed by M. Kasha in 1947, However, it ap_pears
:difference exists between eleetrolumineaeent cells of acridine that the effect is tee great to be explained by this mechanism _ "
orange and-.che celis of gaseous discharge, alone, and that r,urely crystalline phenomena are _also'very-
important in detcrminihg the type of decay. A discussion of
882. RESPONSE OF ANTHRACENE TO [3-RAYS •some of these c_ystai phenomena is included. (DA, 1961)
lkezanka,I,,Fr_na, J_ .. _ - _. :_. , _
. Czechoslovak Journal of Physics, v, 10,-no.9, pp, _6-.-_7, " 884, PHOTOLUMINESCENT EFFEC_/'S IN CONTAC_._"-. :
1960 _' ELECTROLUMINESCENCE _." - ._
The scintillation response of an anthracene crystal in Morosin,B.,Haak, F.A.,,
J • _ Electrochemical Society, l_umal of the, v. 108, no. 5_ Jvacuum to electrons of energies from 30 to 400 key was mea ..... :
sqred. The rmponse VS.energy curve is linear with an intercept pp. 477--478,MaY196"1_ "_
at'8.5 key. The square of the reduced distribution width is : Mixtures of phet01u_hinescent phosphors with me(al par-
found to be proportional to , _e electron energy, and yields tides or po_'d_ ed materials of highd]eleetric C_nstant,-ob-
a va[ue of 2.4"± 0.2 kev/pfiotoelectron._ (PA, 1961-, #20,021 ) served in castor ou cells under ae fields, may give em_sst0n_'"
- , . ' L,e- "r_ - '
_ .; . ,, , _ " :, _
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which is not intrinsic eiectrolumitaescenee but photolumines- a helium gas medium at liquid air temperature. It was found
thecence. It appears to depend on the intermediate production that tile pressure of the gas carrier ill the flask affected "
of ultraviolet or violet light, possibly by local glow discharges, deactivation process. Runs conducted at -- 196, -78, 0, and
(PA, 1961, #17,924) 25°C indicated that the intensity of the phosphorescence de-
creased with rise in temperature. Ill general, no noticeable
effect was observed when tile thickness of the polys_,rene
885. INTERACTION Oli_"ELECTRON ACCEPTERS WITII film was changed, although when extremely thin films wereBASES. VII. VISIBLE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF
AROMATICAMINE-ACCEPTeR COMPLEXES IN employed, a slight dependence on polystyrene concentration
SOLUTION was found. Changing the soh,ent used to form the film or
Foster, R., Thom._on,T.J. the nature of the gas in which the film was placed was with-
Far,JdaySoeiety, Transaction_ of the, v. 59, no. 485, pt. 5, out effect either on the intensity or the color of the phospho-
=pp.!059-1063, May 1963 rescence. When polystyrene fihns containing small additions
• of either anthracene or methyl-2-anthryl ketone were irradi-
Intermolecular complexes of N, N, N', N'-tetramethyl-p- ated, the fluorescence of the two mixtures ,and phosphor-
phenylenediamine (TM.PD), an electron donor, with a series eseenee of the latter appeared blue rather than light green.
of electron :accepters, were studied. In cyclohexane, inter- The inclusion of other impuritie_ caused no change in the
molecular ¢r--_- charge-transfer transitions were indicated, color of the radiation. The visible emission spectrum of the
Solotions in McOH of the weaker accepter-donor complexes polystyrene glow and afterglow, taken by means of _iGaer_er
had similar spec_a, whereas the stronger accepter-donor pairs spectrograph, showed a line at 4855 A and a weaker one at
indicated that complete electron transfer had occurred. 4340 A. An explanation is suggested for these experimental
observations, baird On the supposition that the observed
886. EXTERNAL PHOTOEFFECT-FROM THE SURFACE phosphorescence may be due to the decay of polystyrene
OF ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS diradicals. .
VfleS0v,F. I., Zagrubs,kY,A. A.,Garbuzov,,D. Z.
='Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 5, no. 7, pp. 2000-2006, July 1963 889. ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM AND Bt_SICITY OF THE
Energ_._spectra of photoelectrons are presented, for dec- CYCLe [3.2.2] AZINES -'
. tro.nic e_mission from the surface of anthracene, pentaeene, Gerson, I;'F., Heilbronuer, E-, Joop, N., Zimmerman, H.
nap.hthacene, phthalocyanines of Mg, Cu, AI= and Fe, and Helvetica Chimiea Acta, v. 46¢no. 6, pp. 1940-1951,
some. other: organic compounds. Values of their photoelectric 1963 (in German)
work functions ai'e: giyen. Tl_e experimental data a'/e eom* /'Flie first four absorption bands of the ultraviolet spectrum
p_red with theoretical ealeul/Jions, for these compounds were assigned to the electionie transitions
_- : (1) _A-_aLb, (B.,); (2-)aA-,'La,_(A_)- (3) _A--_Bo. (Aa);
887. SECONOARY ELECTRONIC EMISSION OF S()ME and (4) _A-O_Bb, (Be). The assigalments were made on the
P.OLYMEBS -= basis of molecular orbital theoretical models and experimental ,
Matskevidl, T.L. polarization data.
,Fizi_ca_verdogo Tela, Akademiya Nauk sssR, Otdelenie- _
Fiziko-Matematiehesk'kh Nauk, SImrnik Statei, v. 1, no. 2.
;" I_iJ,277-:281, August 1959 : " 890. MAGNETISM OF OI'(GANIC SUBSTANCES
.: Liu, T.'M.
The coefficients of secondary-electronic emission, the co- Hun tlsueh Tung Pao, no. 7, pp.34-41, 1962
=e_cjeuts of reflection, and d_pendence on the energy of
pr'l__t!ty electrons w_re measured for polyethylene, d L, omo- The paramagnetic properties and the susceptil_ilities of
2,5-di_0thyl_tyrene, 2,3-diehl0ro-4,5-dimethylstyrene, poly, some conjugated dchible bond polymers were tabulated. Theintensity of the paramagnetie resonance was enhanced by thestyrene, and pely(vihyl alcohol). The t;esults obtained are
interpreted. _ length of the conjugated double bonds and the presence of
. uncoupled electron spins, and was independent of the method
_. of-preparati0n and the concentration cf the sample. As tern-
888. STUDIES ON THE PItOSPIIORESCENCE OF perature is decreased from • 150 to -'_96°C, the C.urie law
..' ]POLYSTYRENE • - is followed, with paramagnetic resonance increasing. The
" _ Herold,L. P,'E. ' " ' _ width and the shape of lines were unchanged. The eondue-1'961"
- " tivities-of the gubstances containi_g narrow spectral lines
Fordham University, New York,N.Y. were lower than those of the substances cont_.ining wide
Thesis spectral lines, The conditions fet'substances that showed wide
(MicrofilmavailableasMie 61-1570,UniversityMicrofilms, spectral lines were noted. These facts were helpful for inter-
Ann Arbor,Mich,) _)reting the ,_h'ucture and-th0 interactions of the electrons in
A b!_uisji green phosphorescence was obtained when a thin the subgroup of the conjugated system. The susceptibilities
t! m of polystyrenewas subjected to an electrical discharge in of some conjugated high-molecular-weight organic compounds
...._-_:._'_",_'_:,'_.._,_,',,'_._.1_'..-,_".:_,• / ,,,.-... _,'".._ " -... -.. ..: ._.... o,.._ .., .... . ._.:,,_'._- " _.... ,, ._._ .,,,t.-_.... '_"i_
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were studied an.'t the data tabulated. The paramagnetism that in the-liquid. Similar results were observe-I witL, o-bromo-
was changed to diamagnetism after the sample was dissolved, toluene, the path length being 7 mm for the liquid and 62
ft for the vapor at 55 mm pressure, It is pointed out that the
singlet--->triplet absorption and the corresponding ltunines-
, 891. SINGLET-_TRIPLET ABSORPTION IN HALOGEN eenee observed by previous workers in these compounds are
SUBSTITUTED TOLUENES enhanced considerably in the state of aggregation of theRoy, I. K.
Indla,t ]ou_.,.al of Physics and Proceedings of the Indian molecules. (PA, 1961. # 14,054)
Asso,:iatlon for the Culticayion of Science, v. 34, no. 7,
pp. 331-335, July 1900 894. FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF SOME URANYL ;
Contiauous si-;]et-->triplet absorption in _he near ultraviolet SALTS
due tc o-brcmotcluene, p-chlorotoluene, and m-fluorotoluene Narasimham, K. V.
in ff,e liquid state was investigated. It "vas observed that _he Indian ]ouraal of Physics and Proceedings of the r.ndian
region of absorption shifts gradually towa:d the red with the = Association for the Cultivati,,n of Science, v. 35, no. 6,
increase i_ the atomic weight of the substituent haloger: atom. pp. 282-298, June 1961
The luminescence spectrum due to m-fluorotoluene in the The fluorescence spectra of uranyl acetate, nitrate, sul-
solid state at -]80°C was also studied, and the luminescence ohate, fluoride I, chloride, potassium uranyl sulphate, and
bands were found to be weaker than those due to chloro- and .... lonium eranyl sulphate were reinvestigated ::t room and
bromoto]uene. (PA, 1961, #14,053) liquid air temperatures; new analyses are propo.sed for eaeb
spectrum on the ba_sis of a single electronic-allowed transition.
892. RAM_ti_I, INFRARED AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA (PA, 1961, #!4,638)
OF SOME TRISUBSTITUTED BENZENES
Deb, K. K., Banerjee, S. B.
Iadian Journal of Physics and Proceedings of the Indian 895. INTENSITY OF FLUOP.ESCENCE OF DYES IN
SOI_UTION " _
_tssoclation for the Cultivation of Science, v. 34, no. i2, Kisl_ore, J., Maehwe, M. K., Krishnan, K. G., Chaudhuri, K.D. -_
pp. 554-56Jt_ December 1960 Indian ]oumal of Physics _ld Proceedings of the:lndlim
Tentative assignments of the vibrational frequencies of the Association for the Cultivation o_ Science, v. 36, no. 8,
molecules of 2,4- and 3,4-dichlorotoluene and 1,2,4-trichloro- pp, 415--418,August 1962 :' "
benzene are proposed from an analysis of the Raman and Concentrations of from 2 >10 -r to 2 X 10=-_ glee were r"
infrared spectra. The Raman spectra of the dichlorotoluenes investigateT]. An explanation of c6ncentration quenching of
were investigated at -180°C, and it was observed that some fluorescence was obtained.
of the i_ltramolecular vibrations are affeeted_'and a few iow-
frequeney.lir, es are exhibited by the compounds at this low "
temperature. Explanation of these change__ is offered .;n term_ 896. h._IOTHERMOLUMINESCENCE OF POLY-
of associatiolt 9f the molecules. It was also obser_,,_,! tha'. in ETHYLENE AND DISAPPEARANCE OF FREE " :_.
the solid state at _180°C boththe compounds yieId lumi,e_- RADICALS
cence bands and the C=C valence oscillation appears to be , 5,t:_mi, N., Tahira, S., Yoshida, H., Higashimura, T.
coupled with the electronic transition giving rise to these Institute/,:.-Chemic.aIRe_earch, Kyoto Unit;ersitg, 3ulletin
bands. (PA, 1961, #14,035) ot the, v. 41, no. t, _',. 55-_0, 1963 =
L
893. ON THE SINGLET _ TRIPLt?T ABSORPTIOb_ IN 897. STUDIES OF CERTAIN 3/OLOCICALLY ]MPORT/kNT _
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS IN _ASEOUS STATE POLYANION-ORGANIC GMI_ON COMPLEXES AS :'
Sirkar, S. G,, Roy, J.K. ENERGY TRANSFER SYSTEM3
Indian ]ournal of Physics and Proceedings of the Indian Balaz_, E. A., Scheufele, D. S.
Association for the Cg,ttivation of Scient e, v. 34,1_o, 12, October 31¢1962 _
pp. 581-583, December 1960 Institute of Biological and Medica: 8¢ ienees, Retina _ ,
Tb.e near-ultraviolet absorption spe6tra of [_enzene and F°undati°n'B°st°n'Mass"
o-bromot_luene in the vapor state (at the r _,spective satuJ_a- Scientific Report ;_,AFCRL-63-426, AF 19(604)-8476 '
tion pressures at room temperature) were photographed with Visible absorption spectra: of Azure A interactions _iff,
a path of about 62 ft. These spectra were compared with glucosaminoglyca_s and sodium p_!yetbylene sulfonates _ ere
thbse of the_subs_anees in the liquid state h tying equivalent determined-the latter polya_iions With regardto the elh,ets
path lengths: It w_:s observed that althoug_ benzene in the of method of prep_/n_tion, polymer, anioni(: site to dye rat.o,
liquid state<with a path length 1.2 cm sh_ws considerable temperature, buffering, ce;ntrifugation and chloroform extrae- i"
absorption in the 3300-3400 A region due ':o sh_glet--->triplet - tion; and _he former polyanions w_th respect to a fixed amou. _t
transition, such absorption in the case of th _'vfi_or_at--12mm of excess dye ' and (lecreasing, polyanion eo,tcentr_t!gri,. ....
pressure, with a path length _'_f62 ft, is v_tefmueh less than - (bTAR, #I_/63-15..952)
-. ,,.:-, ,_,-_._ '_,.- ';........... ;..... , ,'_',.._••;;:-_,-, :. ",.;. :I, ,,.i _.: .,.j_¢.:,._.,._..-? 'L ': "
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898. THE KINETICS OF QUENCHING IN LIQUID Each spectrum may be divided into a number of system'_
SCINTILLATORS (three to five) within which the interval between-two weak
Funt, B.L.,Hetherington, A. lines is an integral multiple of a basic unit. This unit was
lnternational lournalOfApplied Radiation and lsotopes, found to be the same for fluorescent and phosphorescent
v. 13, pp.9.15--221,April 1962 emission. Tile structure may be explained by representing the
The kinetics of the quenching process were studied for two molecules by rotators situated in lattice vacancies of the
efficient solvents-monoisopropylbiphenyl and toluene-over solvent, and which ,are affected by the periodic field of the
a r_ange of solute concentrations. It was found that the Stern-- s,arrounding solvent molecules. If the concentration of the
Volmer relationship was applicable, and quenching constants solute is sufficiently low, no quenching of the rotational mo-
tion occurs due to interac_ons between neighboring solutewere obtained for carbon tetraehloride, diphenyl mercury.,
and lead-2-ethylhexanoate in each solvent. The quenching molecules. (PA, 1961, #17,917)
constar, ts were significantly lower in monoisopropylbiphenyl
than in toluene. A kinetic scheme for the probable steps in 901. NIVEAUX QUASI-HYDROG_NOIDES DAleS LES
the energy transfer process was formulated, and by the CRISTAUX MOL_..CULAIRES (QUASI-HYDROGEN
application of steady-state kinetics several experimentally TYPE LEVEI,S IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS)
verifiable postulates were obtained. These were tested and Pesteil, P.
confirmed by the experimental data obtained from the varia- ]ournal de Chiinie Physique et de Yhysicochemie Biologique,
tion of quenched constants with solute concentrations. From v. 58, no. 7-8, pp. 661--667, July-August 1961
the results, some n._eful observations relating to the optimum The existence of quasi-H-type levels attributable to excitons
formulation of loaded liquid scintillators in nuclear radiation or to lattice imperfections is confirmed by spectra studies of
= detectors can also be made. (PA, 1962. #15,607) C_Hr, CGDG,C_oHs, and CxoDs at 20°K, and for C_4Hlo and
: : Ct4Djo at 1.9°K. :
899. COMPUTATION OF EFFICIENCIES OF ORGANIC -' : _ -.
LIQUID SCINTILLATORS 90,_. LES APPROCtiES EXP_.RIMENTALES DU
H_elIer,A. COMPORTEMEN_ SUPRA-MOL_CULAIRE DES
IRE Transactions on Nuclear Science, v. NS-9,no. 3, ACIDES NUCLI_IQUES: LEUR LUMINESCENCE
pp. 52-53, June 1962 _ = - = DE LONGUE !)UREE (THE SUPRAMOLECULAR
(Paperpresentfd at the Eighth Sclntillat_onCounter BEH_LVIORoF NUCLEIC ACIDS: THEIR
Symposium,_Vashington,D. C., March1--3,1962) • LUMINESCENCE OF LONG DURATION)
• " Douzou, P., Franeq, J. C.,=Ham._.M., Ftak, M
- The results of the computatior_ of the scintillation and loumal de Chiraie Physique et:de Physicocheraie Biologique,
fluorescence properties of 22 aromatic conjugated systems are v. 58, no.10, pp.926_-933,October 1961 .
presented. Some of these are expected to have superioc prop-
erties to those in use at present. A new seintillatk,n solute, The emissiol_ of luminescence of long duration for nucleic
1,4-bis-(p-isopropylstyryl)-benzene_ when used as a second- acids excited at iiquid-N temperature is examined and results
ary solute in a p-terphenyl solution in xylene, has an efficiency ;re presented. Studies of the spectra and the decline of lurni-
higher th,an 80% on the anthracene scale. (PA_ 19_2, imscenee contribute to an understanding of energy transfer
#17,471- i" _ _ithin polynueleofides. :
: -9,_3. EXTINCTION DE LA FLUORESCENCE DESJ900. STRUCTURE FINE DES ;SPECTRES D_ LUMI- SOLUTIONS PAR TENSIOACTIVITI_ (QUENCtlING
NESCENCE DE MOLI_CULESORGANIQUES EN OF THE FI.UORESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY
SoLuTIONS CRISTALLISI_ES(FINE STRUCTURE OF TENSIOACTIVITY [INTERFACIAL TENSION_T:
THE LUMINESCENT SPECTRA OF ORGANIC Lueatu, E.
MOLECULES IN CRYSTALLINE SOLUTIONS) ]ournaldeChimiePhysiqueetdePhysicochemie_Biologique,
., _Ciais,A....
- v. 59, no. 2, pp. 128-131, Febinaary1962
]oumal de Chimie Ph_lsiqueet de Physicoehimie Biologique,
v. 58, no. 2, pp. 190--203,February 1961 = A correlatiGn is found between (1) the quenching action
•-" of several compounds on the fluorescence-intensity of, solu-
. Measurements have been made of the luminescence spectra tions of rennin and rhodamine B, and" (2) the interracial
of solutions of benzene, naphthalene, deuterated naphthalene, tension between benzene or n-heptane and the fluorescent
anthracene, te_acene, phenanthrene, pyren¢,, fluorene, ace- solution containing the quencher. (PA, 1962_ #9283)
naphthene, and deuter_ted acenaphthene in solid pentane at
4, 20, and 770K., Each-transition has been fount.Lto be made _,
up of sev.eral strong lines, whose number depends _upon the 904. ACTION DU RAYONNEMENT "Y SUR LESCARACTI_RISTIQUESDES SCINTILLATEURS
n_._urfi of the solveIlt and of the solute and also on the LIQUIDES (EFFECT.OF v-RADIATION ON THE
eoncentration and temperature of the soh_tion. These strong CHKaACTERISTICS OF blQUID SCINTILLATORS)
lines 'are accomPanied by a .]arger mimber of weak lines. Laustrmt,G.,Klett_-_.,Coche, A.
965003236-
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]omnal de Chimie Phynique et de Physlochimie Biologiqw;, 907. INTERMEDIATES IN THE BIOI,UMINESCENT
',.59, no. 11-12, pp. 1182-1188, November-December 1962 OXIDATION OF REDUCED FLAVIN
It is shown t;lat irradiation of the solvent (toluene) by MONONUCLEOTIDE
strong dos_s of -/-radiation causes a decrease in the lumi- Hastings, J.W.,Gibson, Q. lt.
Journal of Biological.Chemistr!t,v. 238, no. 7: pp. 2537-2554,
neseent yield of liquid scintillators. This effect is caused by July 1963
the products of radielysis which influence the luminescence
through their quenching properties and through their spec- Bacterial luciferase from Achromobacter jischeri catalyzes
tral eharacteristic._ (absorption of the solute emission). Tile_ a light-emitting reaction involving the oxidation of reduced
nature of these products depends oo the conditions of irra- fla_in mononucleotide (FMNH.:)-in the presence of O., and
diation, notably on tbe presence of air. (PA, 1963, #9470) long chain fatty aldehyd0. Ie.itiating the reaction with FMNH..
results in the formation of a short-lived enzyme intermediate
(t_/o_ = 10 sec at 10°C). Since excess FMNH.. is oxidized
905. 1,'LUORESCENCE DIRECTE DE MONOCRiSTAUX nonenzymatieally within 1 see, no turnover of enzyme occurs;
DE NAPHTAL£NE DOPI_S A L'ANTHRACI_NE the enzyme intermediate formedmay then be considered as a(DIRECT FLUORESCENCE FROM MONOCRYSTALS
OF NAPHTHALENE DOPED WITII ANTHRACENE)= participant in ;__eries of consecutive reactions leading to'light
Martin-Bouyer, M., Meinuel, J. = emission. In the first step the enzyme reacts with F.MNH_
]ou.,ml de Physique et le Radium, v. 22, no. 2, pp. 126-128, to form a redut,ed enzyme (Interinediate I) and o'adized
February 1961 t_avin. This reduced enzyme then reacts with O2 to form an
intermediate (11) which.is stable to both ferricyan!de and
The specimens were purified by recrystallization, subiima- sodium dithionite. This intermediate ,_an bceak down (ap-tion, and ;:one fusion, and single crystals were grown by the
Bridgrnan method. The fluorescence spectra, excited by 365- parently spontaneousl_/) _,.,ith the emission ,f a small amount
m/J waveleagth radiation and characteristic of the anthracene of light. If aldel-,yde is add.ed, hoe:over, the breakdown r_ults
in a far great_;r yield of light from the same arr_ount el:impurit3', were measured for anthracene molar eoneentratioos
from 1.6 _ 10-_ to 1.28 × 10--0. The spectra are analyzed intermediate. In the presence of aldehyde a yield as"t_igh
and compared with published spectral-data on anthracene as .1 photon for 3 molecules of FMNH., can be obtained.
vapor and crystals. "As the concentration is increased, the Evidence _s presented :showing that: reduced enzyme (!nter-
_short-wavekngth maxima are reduced in intensity and u]ti- mediate i') is subject to inhibition by sodium:arsenite, but
"mately supp.'essed (due to self-absorption). Similar measure- that neither the unreacted enzyme nor Intermediate II (.;.e.,
ments were made using X-ray excitation. No naphthalene after reaction with oxygen) is sensitive to arsenite. The s,'a-
fluorescence was observed above 4 × 10-4 molar concentration, bilizatior_ of this second enzyme (Intermediate II) has been
due to energ/transfer. Radiation damage due to T-rays and achieved, and light emission can be obtaip.ed at a late" time
neuh-ons wa._ observed,' eausir, g discoloration and changes it: l_y adding aldehyde. Moreover, luminescence occurs in the.
the spectra. (.'A,-1961. #20,024) complete, absence of oxygen when Intermediate II and alde-
hyde are mixed anaerobically.
906. SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION OF PYROLYTIC
GRAPHITE CLEAVED IN A ItlGH VACUUM 908. ON THE LUMINESCENCE MINIMUM-IN CERTAIN
SCINTILLATOR SoLuTIONS
Whetten, N.R. Nosworthy_J. M,, Magee, J. L., Burton, "¢1.]ournal o/Applied Phydes, v. 34, no. 4, pt. 1,pp. 771-773,
April 1963 ]oumal ot Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. i, pp. 83-89,January 1961 -' - .
Pyrolytic graph',;te was cleaved in a high-vacuum to obtain
clean surz'aces, and the secondary electr°n emission propertie_. Sever,_l scintillator solutions tmve been examined for the
of these surfaces were determined. Pyrolytic graphite has a lumine-scenoe minimum previously reported for the case o£
Co_'° y-iri'adiated e_:clohexano + benzene + p-terphenyl withmaximum secondary emission yield of 1.0 at 300-ev primary
electron energy for electrons incident normal to the basal. ' oxy.gen present. The minimum is _hown to be dependent on
plane. The m.ost probable energy of the emitted see0ndar_e._Js the nature o_ the solvents and of the quencher. A satisfactory "i
2 ev, with one-half of the seeoud_ies having e_,crgy in excess interpretatiowof the data invob,,es the notion of energy tr.ans-
of _8 ev. A maximum seeofidary emissiovl yield of 0.75 at fer from motecul6s of the less efflc'ent (common) solver_t to
3/50-ev primary energy was measured for normal _neident the molecules of _he more e_cient (better),solvent and j
electrons on a face that was perpendicular to the basal plane, thence to the scintillator. The lattk_r transfer appears. _o in-
The baekscattered fraction for pyrolytic'graphite was found t_ volve more than one .molecule of the solvent. A suggested
be 0.05: No differences were observed in the secondary elec- model of the quenching process explains the existeni_e of' two
tron emission properties of single-crystalline pyrolytic graphite classes of quenchers, one of wliieh does uot give-a minimum.
and pyrolytie graphite that was less well ordered, _' (For erratum;see Entry-_921.)
i715 -
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909. OBSERVED PHOSPtlORESCENCE AND SINGLET- 912. LUMINESCENCE OF CHROMIUM (I11) COMPLEXES
TRIPLET ABSORPTION IN s-TRIAZINE AND Forster,L. S., De Armond,K.
TRIMETHYL-s-TRIAZINE j'oumal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp.2193-2194,
Paris,J. P., Hirt, R. C., Schmitt,R.G. Jme 1961
lournal ot Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 5, pp. 1851-1852, Chelates of Cr:_ with acetylacetone (ACA) and with
May 1961 8-hydrox_,quinoline, in dilute glassy solutions at -183°C,
were excited by wavelengths 3660, 4358, or 5460A to give
910. PHOSPHORESCENCE SPECTRA OF ACE- an emisskn band with a peak at 13,200 cm'L For Cr (ACA)3
NAPHTHENE AT LOW TEMPERATURES the absort,tion band has a maximum near 19,000 cm -1 and
Zmerli, A a minimun_ near 21,000 e_, -1. The origin of the luminescence
lourael of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp. 2130-2135, is discussed with reference to these and other Cr complexes,
June 1961 _ and the prvbable transition is considered to be _E-4Ao. (PA,
The phosphorescence spectra of acenaphthene, both of 1961. #14,630)
• single crystals and of solutions in different solvents (poly-
_-_tyrolene, benzene, or EPA), were photographed at tow tern- 913. ABSO.._PTIONAND LUMINESCENCE ORIGINS IN
peratures. At 4 and 77°K unpolarized spectra of- the crystal ANTttRACENE CRYSTALS
were obtained using a phmphoroscope, and at 20°K the Alexanter, P. W., Lacey, A. R., Lyons, L. E.
polarized spectra along the three crystallographic axes were lournal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp. 2200--2201,
pliotographed without the phosphoroscope. Some peculiarities Jmm 1961
linked to the existence of hen different "-'etsof molecules in Observatior, s of the absorption and luminescence spectra
=the unit cell were observed. Two progres:dons, here called at _*_Kof zone-refined anthracene crystals and of clyst31s of
n,_rmal,- connected to each set of molecule_ were distin- various pretties have shown that the large/difference once
guished in the 4 and 77"K 3peetia, bul_ not in the 20°K supposed to exist between fluorescence and a'bsorption origins
spe¢trum. The intexwal between the corresponding bands of in anthracene cryst_/is-is not a property of the'pure crystal.
the two progressions is 28 cm-L Iff the 2O°K spectrmn taro The purest anthracen_ showed .uo absorption from 24,800 to
new series, here called "nonnormal," and which 9ppear also in 25,030 cm-1, but less_p,_;6--inaterial showed bands in this
the 77°K spectrum, were observed. An attempt at interpreta- region due__..o impurities _.(e.g., anthraquinone). Free exciton
tionofthese"nonnormal"seriesjs given. (PA, 1961, #1.1,400) luminesi._nc, e from pure anthracene cD,stals is exgeeted to
; origin.', . at 25,150 cm :1 (b-polarized). A luminescence origin
9!I_ ENERGY _ANSFER IN H-BONDED at.2 _ "_0 cm-1 was cbser'ved in the purest crystal (compared
N;IIETEROCYCLIC COMPLEXES AND THEIR wi(V. ',,840 cm -_ i_ an impure crystal), the slight difference
;r'0SSIBLE ROLE AS ENEF-.GYSINKS f; _" he expected value being attributed to reabsorption.
"E1-Bayoumi,M. A_,Kasha,M. ( P'"=, 1961. _%14,644)
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, no. 6, pp. 2181-218_., :
June 1961 914. COMPREHENSIVE INVEST:CATION OF THE
= In this research, spectral shifts and energy .transfer for ELECTRONIC SPECTROSCOPYAND TIqEORETICAL
hydr_gen-bonded molecular complexes are studied, especially q_REATblENTS OF FERROCENE AND NICKELOCENE
those composed of.N-hetero-cyclic base pairs. The energy : Scott,D. R.,Reeker,R, S.
transfer results for the 0cridine-carbazole hydrogen-bonded yonrnalof Chemical Pht_sics,v. 35, no. 2, pp.516-531,
complex are reportexl. Energy transfer in the -acridine- Aagust 1961 =
carbazole complex may be expected to appear as an increase New data concerning the electronic absorption and emission
in the effaission yield of acridine (energy acceptor), or as a spectra of ferrocene and the absorption spectrum of nickeio-
quenching of the carbazole emission (energy donor)-_ or both. cene are presented. A_signment and discussion of the transi-
_ The emission spectra of carbazole alone and in the presence tions are made, based on the experimental results. No
:; -Ofacridine_in a r!gid transpare_)t glass solution, at 77°K were ferroeene, emission is observed upon excitation into the lowest
" recorded in different media, using a Perkin-Elmer model 99 energy absorption band. An emission pceurs upon excitation
double-pass monochr6mator. ,The exciting light in all of the into the next higher energy band. These results are inter-
experiments consisted _f a mUTOWband in the region of the preted .in terms of crossing of the first excited state and the
second absorption btind: of carbazole/For a solution eon- '_ ground st_e. The hminescence is long lived and is inter-
tainipg_equim61ar quantities of carbazole and acridine almost "preted a'.Lphosphorescence paralleling, an assigned singlet-
all the exciting light is,absorbe, d by carbazole w!thout appre- _triplet absorption at 5280 A. No nick elocene emission was
ciable abs0rptiow by,, oicridine_ Hydrocarbon-glass solution noted.'Assigpments of the absorption bands of _fe-rocene and
._vors the formation Of. acridine-carbazole hydrogen-bonded nickelocene are proposed within the framework of each of
¢,omplexes. Such complexes seem to act as energy sinks, the major the,gretical approaches, (PA, 1961, _¢12,290)
(-
k_
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915. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND ItYDROGFN allowed n--->rr* promotion _A.,"_---IA_' with 0-0 band at
BONDING. I. PHENOL ._ND NAPIITHOLS 31,574 -----15 cm -1. Evidence is presented for the onset of a
Baba, H., Snzaki, S. second n--->_* transition at _ 32,500 cm-L The observed
Journal ofChemlcaIPhyslcs, v. 35, no. 3, pp. 1118-1127, sequence of states contradicts previous predictions based oil
September 1961 approximate sp" hybridization, and indicates that in the
The effect of hydrogen bondir,g on the electronic absorption excited states the n orbital has very little s character (_ 0. i). ?
spectra of phenol, o-naphthol, and/3-naphthol was investigated (PA, 1961, # 17,322)
with particular attention to the relation between the nature
of electronic transitions and their behavior in hydrogen-bond 918. EFFECT OF P_.ESSURE ON TIlE LOW-ENERGY
formation. The spectra were obtained down to 2000 A in iso- ABSORPTION PEAK OF SEVERAL
octane solution in the presence of varyiog concentrations of PHTHALOCYANINES
dioxane. From the analysis of the obserw :1 spectra, the equi- Riggleman, B. M., Drickamer, II. G.
librium constants for the hydrogen bonds and the spectra of Journal ofChemicalPhysics, v. 35, no. 4, pp. 1343-1344,
the hydrogen-bonded species were determined. The hydrogen- October 1961
bond energies are given for the ground and excited states of The effect was measured in n_ne phthalocyanines in the
the solute molecules. The experimental results ¢|early indicate solid state. In all cases the peak shifted to lower energies.
that effects of hydrogen bonding on electronic spectra differ _The shifts were not ]arge, but were very sensitive to the metal
markedly with transitions. Both the. frequency shifts and the ion in the phthalocyanine. In general, the amount of Shift wa';
intens,_'tychanges differ in magJaitude and even in sign, accord- greater for ions having larger polarizabilitT. The shift is
ing to the properties of the tr'msitions concerned. It is shown attributed to perturbation of the excited 7r-elect?on state d', e
that the transition at 47,000 cm-_ of a-naphthol is displaced to dispersion interaction with metal ions in adjacent:molecul_ s.
to higher .frequencies upon formation_of the hydrogen bond. (PA, 1961, #17,889) :.
Aside from broadening or sm(_othing 0f-tile v.ibrational struc-
ture, no appreciable changes are produced by hydrogen 919. MEAN LIFETIME OFTHE LOWEST EXCITED
bonding in the "spectral pattenas of the individual transitions. SINGLET STATE OF BENZENE
The behavior of the transit_i_ns in hydrogen-bond formation 'Donovan, J. W., Duncan, A. B. F.
is interpreted on the basis o! the eleotronic strt:cture of the lournalof Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 4, pp. 1389-I391,
solute molecules. Two factor:; are shown to be important in October 1961
accounting for the mechanism of the hydrogen-bonding effect: The lifetime of the first excited _B_,, state of benzer.e was
(1) a change in the electron density at the oxygen atom of determined from measurement of decay of fluorescence in the
the O-H group accompanying an electronic transition, (2) a vapor phase. High-frequency electrical excitation, ratl_er than
decrease in the eiectronegativit3, of the same oxygen atom optical excitation, was used. The pros_ure dependent e of the
resulting from hydrogen-bond formation. (For Part II, see lifetime has been studied under different condition's, rhe life-
Entr3.1#964.) (PA, ]961, #17,329) time extrapolated to zero pressure is 0.59 txsec. Th_ pressure
dependence is interpreted by a mechanism of eollisionat
916. ANTIFERROMAGNET]SC TO FERROMAGNETIC deactivation, (PA, 1961, # 17,330)
TRANSITIONS IN ORGANIC FREE RADICALS
Edcl_tein, A. S., Msndel, M.
]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 3, pp. 1130-1131, 920. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF SUBSTITUT';DANTHRACENES. EVIDENCES FOR API EARANCE
September1961 ,. OF THE _Lb TRANSITION -
A detailed study of the high- _md low-temperature portions Bab_, H,, Suzuki,S.
of the susceptibility curve:; for p_crylaminoearbazyl and Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 4, pp 1501--1502,
Wurster's blue perehlorate was undertaken to investigate co- Oet0ber 1961
operative effects. Measurements were made by ESR at 85 Me In anthracene this transition is hidden u ,der the stronger
for high temperature and 10,000 Mc fgr low temperature. _L,, transition. It was fotmd, however, i_ a derivative-t-
Temperature varied from 1.5 to 293_K. Essentially, anti- anthrol-from observations of the absorpti( .a and fluorescence
ferromagnetic behavior was noted at high temperatures, and _' spectra in iso'-oetane and aqueous NaOH s ,lutions. (/_A, 1961,
ferromagnetic at low. # 19,640)
917. LOW-RESOLUTION ANALYSIS OF' THE n--->rt* 921. ERRATUM: ON TIlE LUMINES';E_NcE _MINIMUM
(3000 A) ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF s.TBIAZII_E IN CERTAIN SCINTILLATOR t OLUTIONS
Brinen,J. S., Goodman, L. Nosworthy, J. M., Magee, J. L., Bu' t6n, M.
]ournal of Chemical Physics,v. 35, no. 4, pp. 1219-1225, ]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 35 no. 4, p. 1506:
Dctober 1961 Octobex_1961
The 3000-A absorptiot, band was examined under low The sentence "Only cyclohexanz gives a rninimum,"_ap-
resolution and the long wavelength portion is assigned to the " pearing in line 6, page 86, ]ot_rnal of Chemical Physics, V. 34,
177
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1961 (Entry #908), should read "Cyclohexane and decalin 925. POLARIZED PHOSPItORESCENCE IN CRYSTALLINE
give minima; n-hexane and dodecane do not." HEXACHLOJROBENZENE AT 770K
Olds, D. W.
]ot_rna!of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 6, pp. 2248-2249,
- _22. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON TI_E OPTICAl. December 1961
PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC PHOSPHORS
Gregg, D. W., Drlekamer, H.G. Microphotometer tracings are given for the polarization
]ournal of Chemleal Physlcs_v. 35, no. 5, pp. 1786--1788, components of the phosphorescel)ee in the direction of the
November 1961 b-axis and perpendicular to it. Commencing with the 0-0
band at 24,322 cm-', 35 other bands are analyzed up to
The effect of pressure to 54 kbar was measured ¢,n absorp- 20,788 ern-I, using a number of frequencies close to known
tion spectra, emission spectra, and decay rates of tour organic Raman frequencies, and also or,,e of unknow. origin (112
phosphors. For flu0rescein and dichlorofluoreseein the decay cm-a). It is difficult to deduce the crystal symmetry. (PA,
rate increases with increasing pressure. The emission spectrum 1962, #4185)
consists of tavo peaks which approach each other at high
pressure. T_,us, there appears to be an it,creased mixing of
triplet and excited singlet states at high pressure. For acridir:e 926. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE OF ACRIFL._VINE IN
yellow and orange the a]_sorption spect.'ama shows a dimer and RIGID MEDIA
monomer peak, The divaer peak decreases r_ipidly in intensity Lira, E. C., Swenson, G. W.]ourr_aloj¢Chemical Physics, v. 36, no.l, pp. 118-122,
: with increasing pressure. At high concentrations the compo-
nent decay rates ore largely independer_t of pressure. At lgwer January 1, 1962
concentrations the. decz.y rate becomes slower at higher Fluorescence of extremely long duration was observed from
pressure. Evidently the emission can be associated with the aer.;fiavine in rigid media. The decay rate of the emission is
di'mer: !PA, 196!,, #20,0i9) - -: strongly dependent upon such factors as temperature, dura-
tjon of excitation, and concentration of the sample. From these
. W23. SCINTILLATION PROPERTIES OF. " _nd other observations, the delayed fluorescence is inter-
9.VINYLANTHRAC_NE ._ 1K<e!_da_ due to excited singlets formed by recombination of
Heller, A., Katz, D.' ' ions and trapped electrons produced initi,:lly by photoioniza-
]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 35, no. 6, Pp. 1987-1989, tion of the dye.
• - December 1961
_" 9-Vinylanthraeene, lor which go9d scintillation properties 927. FLUORESCENCE OF s-TETRAZINE
were predicted (Ent_ #578), was found to be a h_gh-grade Chowdhury, M., Goodman, L.
primary and secondary; scintillator, capable of r6_,!acing the ]ournal o] Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 2, pp. 548--_49,
widely used 1,4-bis- (2- (5-phenyl)-oxazo, lyl)-benzene. January 15, 1962
(PA, 1962, #1158) The lowest singlet excited state of s-tetrazine is (n,Tr*),
but this is the first known case where fluorescence occurs
924. UNIMOLECULAR DECAY OF TIlE TRIPLET STATE from this state rather than phosphorescence. The uncorrected
OF_ANTIIRACENE IN FLUID AND VISCOUS MEDIA emission at 77°K is compared with the absorption curve, and
.Jaekson,G, Lii;in_ton, R._ similar curves for the fluorescence and absorption of dimethyl
]ournal of Chemicai Physios, v. 35, no. 6, pp. 21_.2-2186, s-tetrazine at room temperature are given. The 0--0 band of
December 1961 _" the s-tetrazine emission is at 17,800 cm-L as compared with
The rate of decay _f the triplet state_ of anthracene, dis- 17,100 cm -* for the dimethyl derivative. Emission lifetime
solved in hexane, tel_ahydrofuran, and glycerol, was mea- is 10-_ see, and the predominant component of the electric
sured at temperatures ranging from 30 to '---70°C. In fluid vector is parallel to the (n, 7r*) singlet absorption, giving
solvents at ordinary temperatures, the decay appears to be positive polarization with respect to the 5460-A excitation.
chiefly the result of bimole.culartriplet-tr',p!et interaction and (CA, 1962, #4186)
of a bimolecular quenching reaction involving an unknown
quenzher, pre,sent in trace amounts even in highly purified
solvents. In addition, there appears to be a unimole_ular, 928. FLUORESCENCE ENERGY TRANSFER AND OXYGEN
tempt_rature.independent decay, eorrespgnding to an intrinsic _ QUENCIIING IN SOLU'I NS OF=_DIPHENYL-
mean life _ about 0.0t see. In glycer6l,, the first-order rate OXAZOLE IN CYCLOHEXANEWeinreb, A. -_
constant deerose's r_pidly with decreasing temperature, ap-
proaching a limiting lhalf-lffe of about 0.04 see at-25°C, loumal of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 4, pp, 890-894,
Thisl_miting rate appears to be the same'as hasbeen pre- February 15, 1962
vigusly reported for solutions in EPA at liquid nitrogen The fluorescent intensity of solutions of dil:henyloxazole
temperatures. Similar results were'obtair_ed with solutions of (PPO) in eyclohexane was measured as a function of con-
dibenzant_acene. (PA, 1962, #1159) , eentration for excitation.by ,/-rays. The fluorescence spectrum,
,t. . ,' ,'"
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of the solutions when excited by UV is also recorded. Tt_ese 932. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF PItENAZINE SINGLE -_-"
UV measurements, together with the results o_ fl-excitation, CRYSTALS AT 77* AND 4.2"K IN TIlE I_EGION
OF THE n---->_* TRANSITION
were used to examine the qllenching influence of oxygen on
the solute fluorescence and on the energy transfer from Hochstrasser, R.M. i
cyelohexane. The decay times of the solutions were measured. )ournal of Chemiral Physics, v. 36, no. 7, pp. 1808-1813,April " 1962
The results are interpreted to show (1) a tendency of PPO
to form molecular complexes in cyclohexane, and (2) a The absorption spectrum of the long-wavelength edge of
"static" character for the oxygen quenching of cyelohexa,e, phenazine and 1,2- 3,4-dibenzphenazine w_s measured at
The dependence of transfer probability on solute concentra- 77 and 4 °K. A sharp band system is evident in crystals of each
tion is discussed. (PA, 1962, #7223) of these molecules. These systems are assigned as n-r,* transi-
tions. For phenazine the band system revolved a progression
of a 398-cm -_ vibration frequency which is attributed to a929. MIXED D!MER EMISSION FROM PYRENE
CRYSTALS CONTAINING PERYLENE symmetric ring an_dar distortion. The band at 22,881 cm-t
Hochstrasser, R.M. -. is a_;signed as the allowed electronic origin of the tr,_nsition i
]ournalof ChemicaIPhyslcs, v. 36, no. 4, pp. 1099-!100, (nTr*) B_, _ A_. The spectrum contained a weak corn-
February 15, 196_ ponent which is attributed to a symmetry ft, rbidden n _ r.*
The fluorescence spectrum of pyrene crystals containing transition lying at less than 96 cn-,-_ below the allowed origial.
perylene is a broad structureless band With a maximum at The analysis of the spectrum .,,uggests that :the phenazine _
5000 A, intermediate between the spectra of pyrene (4750 A molecule is twisted in the n_r* excited state. The (r-0 band -. "
maximum) and perylene (5750 A maximum) crystais. The only appears in the b-polarized spectra and this indicates that .f
emission is from a type of "mixed dimer," probably from a crystal induced mixing with higher ,-r_* levels is occurring.
charge-resonance level. (PA, 1962, #8584) (PA, 1962, #10,601)
930. OBSERVATION OF ANOMALOUS 933. LOW-TEMPERATURE SOLUTION SPECTRA OF
PHOSPHORESCENCE-FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY METtlYLCYCLOHEXANE AND BEN2,ENE. EFFECT
RATIO IN EXCITATION OF UPPER ELECTRONIC OF OXYGEN AND CARBON TETRACHLORIDE _
STATES OF CERTAIN AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS Tsubomura,H., Lang, R. P.
O'Dwyer,M. F., E1-Bayoumi,M. A.,Strlckler,S.J. ]6urnaI of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. _, pp. 2155-2157,
]ourn_. of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 5, pp. 1395-1396, April 15, 1962
March 1, 1962 Measurements were made of the absorption spectra of _ome
The ratio of phosphorescence to fluorescence intensity for solutions in the form of a low-temperature glass. The absorp- :-
chrysene and for hexahelicene was found to increase when tion band arising from the interaction between oxygen and
the molecules were selectively excited to highe_ energy methylcyclohexane was found to inci'ease at low temperature.
singlet states. Two possible interpretations of these results The remarkable enhancement of the benzene "MR" series
are considered. (PA, 1982, #10,628_ appearing between the B2_, bands upon addition of carbon
tetrachloride, as found by Ham, was confirmed, but the
931. EFFECTS OF RARE-EARTH ION SUBSTITUTION intensity deereas_,:s largely at a higher temperature._ (PA,
UPON THE FI.,UORESCENCP, OF TERBIUM 1962, #14,674)
HEXA-ANTIPYRENE TRI-IODIDE AND SODIUM
EUROPIUM TUNGSTATE
Van Uitert, L. G., Soden, R.R. 934. EFFECT OF-STYRENE MONOMER ON THE
]ournal oJ Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 7, pp. 1797-1800, - FLUORESCENCE PROPERTIES OF POLYSTYRENE
April 1, 1962 Basile, L.J...
.]ournal oJChemical, Physics, v. 36, r_o.8, pp. 220,t-22t0,
The directions anzt relative ease of transfer of energy be- April 15, 1962
tween different rare earth hexa-antipyrene aggregates are
compared by exammh_g the influences of lare-earth substitu- Fluorescence spectra and lifetimes were studied for poly-
tions upon the fluorescen_._ of terbium hexa.antipyrene tri- styrene samples having different average 'molecular weights
iodide. Data concerning mucla shorter range interactions and different concentrations of residdal styrene monomer. The
between rare-earth ions are obtained employing the sodium residual styrene monomer is fluorescent and acts as a typical
rare-earth tuugstates. Energy transfer and quenching effects fluorescent solute in a rigid medinm. The fluorescence proper-
show systematic relationships to the total orbital angular ties of polystyrene were found to be dependent on l_oth the
momentum of the 4f subsheU electrons of the r0re-earth ions. concentration of residual styrene monomer and, to a lesser ,_
(PAt 1962, #10,629) extent, the average molecular weight. (PA, 1962, #12,633)
179 ,!'
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935. ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF STILBENE, Jour,ml of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no,. !0, pp. 280t-"2805,
p-MONOHALOGEN STILBENES, AND AZOBENZENE May 15, 1962
AND THE TRANS TO CIS PIIOTOISOMERIZATION
PROCESS In the course of the study of the hydrogen-bonding effect
Dyek, R. H., McClure, D, S. of triethylamine oil the fluorescence spectra of some naphth;
]oumal of ChemicaIPhysics, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2326-2345, !ene derivatives such as naphthols and naphthylamines, an
May 1, 1962 anomalously large red shift ,)f the fluorescence spectra ea,,_sed
TO improve understanding of the electJonic states and by hydrogell bonding in the case of/3-naphthol was found. A
photochemical reactions of stilbene, a spectroscopic' and short phenomenological description of these spectral changes
photochemical investigation of stilbene, some substituted stil- Is given, based on the charge transfer mr_,delof the hydrogen
benes, and azobenzene was carried out. High resolution bond. In essence, it is argued that due to the strong charge
absorption and fluorescence spectra of the singlet-singlet transfer to the O--H antibondiug orbital, the equilibrium O-H
transiti_;i_ in dilute mixed crystal were analyzed, and from distance will become longer, and the curvature of the poten-
thcrr, it is estimated that the potential barrier to trans-cis ti_.l surface may, in the excited state, become remarkably
isomerizaticn in the first excited singlet state is about 40 kca]/ smaller than those in the ground state. (PA, 196"2, #19.568)
mole. The absorption spectrum ._Jf the first singlet-triplet
transition was observed by enhancement with a heavy atom
solvent, and is interpreted as showing that the central bond in 938. SURFACE IONIZATION ENERGIES OF ORGANICCOMPOUNDS: PHTItAI,OCYANINES
the lowest triplet state has a very substantial barrier to rota-
tion. An electronic energy level scherae for stilbene was Pope, M.
constructed by treating the molecule a:.; one ethylene mole- lournal of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 10, pp. "2810--2811,May 15, 1962
cule interacting with two toluene molecules. This treatment
suggests that as man), as four triplet slates may be of lower Measurements of I_ of the organic compounds metal-free
energy than the first excited singlet and would then be copper and magnesium phthalocyanine are reported. Few I._
possible pathways for photoisomerizatit,n. A study of the de- measurer, aents have previously appeared in the literature.
activation processes of photoexcited _tilbene included the The va]aes obtained by Kearns and Calvin agree remarkz_bly
temperature depende_lces of fluorescence a_;d of isomerization well with those of the present study, as :_hown by the follow-
efl_ciencies. The first showed an activated quenching process ing table of phthalocyan_ae surfcce-ionizatiop energies:
with a frequency factor of 10_2, which makes it a less for-
bidden process than is common for singlet-triplet crossings. Compound l, (evl Source
The second showed that the activated process has_ the maior
Metal-free phthalocyanlne 5.15 :-_-0.05 K(and Cisomerization yield. In p-bromostilbene an ur_activated process
has the m_jor isomerization yield, indicating that there is Metal-freephthalocyanine Y 20"+'0.0 Thispaper
an atomic number _effect on the rate of the.,unaetivated proe- 0.05
e._s.Thus, the direct isomerizaUon in l_he first excited singlet Nickel phtho_ocyanlne 4.95"+:-0.05 K and C
or first excited triplet states was ruled out; two other paths, Ferric phthalocyanlne _.95---+0.05 KandC
one with a small activation energy and the other apparently
a singlet to excited triplet crossing, were found. (PA, 1962, Copperphthaloeyanine 5.00_0.0 Thispaper
#14,675) 0.05
Magnesium phthalocyanlne 4.96_0.0 This paper
'" 0.05
936. SPIN EXCHANGE BETWEEN EXCITONS AND
FREE RADICALS An unusual technique was used to measure I.o. The com-
MeConnell, It. M., Gritlith,H. O., Pooley, D. pounds were available in fine grained form, and the powderJournal of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 9, pp. 2518-2,519,
blay 1, 1962 = was introduced into an argon-filled Millikan apparatus fitted
with quartz windows. The capacitor plates of the apparatus
, (q_:_PCH3) (TCNQ)2" were charged to 1500 v (plate separation 0.7 cm), the upperAn X-irradiated single crvstal _f 'gave ESR spectra showing that the relative triplet co,acen- plate beil_g negative. Crystals of "about 2 × 10-* cm radius
tration at -115°C is greater th_an at _.150oc. Thebroctd- falling between these plates were exposed to light from :_
ening of the free radical signal is c_ttl:ibuted to exeiton-free 1000-w Hg-xenon lamp passed through a 250-ram _:rating
radical spizL exchange. There in evidence of mobile triplet monochromator. At the threshold wavelength, the crystals
exeitons. (PA, 1962,, #16,634) stopped falling and started rising, in,,lic_,.ting that electrons
had been ejected from the crystals, leaving them Fositively
937. INTERMOLECULAR PROTON TRANSFER IN TIIE char_;edo The ejection of one or two electrons was easilyEXCITED HYDROGEN-BONDED COMPLEX IN NON-
POLAR SOLVENT AND FLUORESCENCE detected. Since there was probably a layer of argon atoms
QUENCHING DUE TO HYDROGEN BONDING surrounding the crystals through which the ejected electrons
Mataga, N., Kaifu, Y. had to pass, the measured I_ shotdd represent an tapper limit.
.L '_
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939. ANALYSIS OF rtlE EPR SPEC'fRUM OF N,N'. was carried out. As a result, the lifetime can I_e given ,",s '"
TETRAMETHYLBENZIDINE POSITIVE ION 28-+-2 sec. Radiatioldoss transitions are considered; it is :
Galus, Z., Ada,-s, R.N. thG,Jght that the S _---_S, radiationless transition is of mt,.ch less
]ournzlofChemicaIPhyslcs, v. 5;_,uo. 10, p. 2814, importance than the S_--_T_ radiationless transitions or the
May 15, 1962 S¢-->S, radiative transition.
946, TIIERMOLUMINESCENCE FROM GAMMA- :-
iRRADIATED BIOCItEMICALS. INVESTIGATION 942. POLARIZATION OF THE SPECTRA OF
OI,' EMISSION SPECTRA CRYSTALLINE AZOEENZENE AND MIXED _,
CRYSTALS OF AZOBENZENE IN STII_,BENE AT
Weinberg, C. J., Nekon, D. R., Carter, J. C.,
Augensti_e, L.G. 77* AND 4.'2°K IN THE REGION OF THE LOWEST
n-q, rt* TRANSITION]ourr_al of Chemical Physles, v. 36, no. 11, pp. 2869-2879,
June 1, 1962 Itocbstrasser, R. M., Lower, S, K.
]ournal of Chemical Ph.jsics, v, 3£,, no. 12, pp. 3505-3506,
Crystalline powders of the aromatic amii__o acids and the June 15, 1962
enzyme trypsin were exposed at 77°K to Co '_° y-r,qys, and the In the measurements the observed dichroic ratio (I_/I,, =
spectral distribution (between 3000 and 650(I ,_) of the 3.5:1) proves that the- transitio,- moment of the lowest e_lergy ,.
therzaoluminesceuce emitted upon subsequent he ting was absorption band is in the molecular plane and makes an
determined using band-pass filters. At a temperature corre- angle of 16°C to the L-axis. The theory is discussed, and the
spending to a parti2ular peak in a plot of emission intensity agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory.
vs. T, a l_:rge f_action of the emission (except from phenyl- (PA, 1962, #18,816)
alanine) consisted of or, e characteristic spectral component. In
general, the proportion of emission at the longer wavelengths
increased with increasing temperature. The thermal-activation 943. V_LIATION WITH EXCITING WAVELENGTtl OF
energies of thermoluminescence, estimated from plots of THE FLUORESCENCE EFFICIENCIES OF SOME
In Ir vs. tAT (about 0.2 ev for the amino acids and 0.1 ev ALKYL BENZENES ,_
for tryl)sin), are lower than similar determinations at corn- Kate, S., Lipsky, S., Braun, C. I,.
parable temperatures for alkali halide crystals. The y-ray- lournalofChemicaIPhtjsics, v. 37, p.o. 1, pp. I90-191,
induced thermoluminescence from amino acid crystals is July 1, 1962
coraposed of longer wavelengths than the UV-excited fluores- Fluorescence yields ot benzei_e, toluene, p-xylene, and
ce_ee (at room temperattne) or long-iived phosphorescence mesitylene were measured in the pure state, in dilute solution
(at 77°K). The possible limitations within which lattice im- in cyclohexane, and in the vapor phase. Excitatinh involving
perfections might account for these effects are discussed higher electronic states than the lowest is less efficient and
briefly. The spectral results for trypsin provide additional evi- some loss occurs during internal conversion, D'Jlution has
dence that, in accord with previous predietio_s, at least some some effect iu ;mproving the efficiep.cy, but in the vapor
of the electronic rearrangements arising from y-ray inter- pha:se .,he wavelength dependence of fluorescence efficiency
action become preferentially localized in on!y a restricted is even more ,harked. (FA, 1962, #19,569)
number af configurations. The wetastab}e species which
persist at 77°K likely depend'upon the rmtive conformation
of the protein, and the available evidence suggests that the 944. ELECTRON MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF TRIPLET
decay of an excited triplet _tate of tryptophan accounts for STATES AND"THE DETECTIGN OF ENERGYTRANSFER IN CRYSTALS
the _xa/ority of the trypsin emission. Even so, the activation Brandon, R. W., _;erkin, R. E., ttutehison, C. A,,' Jr.
energies and spectra indicate that the initial trappmg and ]ournat o/ Chemical Phtjslcs, v. 37, no. 2, pp. 447-448, "
untrabping do not occur at the aromatic amino acid residues. July 15, 1962
Accordingly, mechanisms are considered whereby electronic
rearrang_'ments at other sites in trypsin could lead to ',he Using electron resonance, observations have beer, made of
excitation of an aromatic residue followed by phosphores- transfer of energy in single crystals from optically -xcited
eenee from a tryptophan residue. (PA, 196'2, #14,758) phenanthrene molecules to naphthalene molecules, with crea-
tion of triplet states in the latter. This transfe-r has been
observed in single crystals of the two species in biphenyl.
941. RADIATIONLESS TRANSITIONS AND RADta, TIVE Observations of ,nagnetic resonance of triplet atates o_
LIFETIME OF :'B.. STATE OF BENZENF. 9henanth:enc and of naphthalene occur,'ing together and
Lira, E.C. separately as solutes in biphenyl crystals have been made at
]ournal of Ct_emical Physics, v. :36,nt_. 12, pp. 3'tq7-3498, the boiling point of liquid nitrogen both (1) at high fields ,
Jut_e 15, 1962 using 2.3 x 10 l0 see -I radiation, and (2) at fields of 75 to
Due to the previous discrepancies ira the raJiative lifetime 4 gauss using radiation of apprepriate frequencies. The ratios
of :_B_,_ state of benzene, redetermination of the absolute of (1) the intensities of the resolmnce signals of the crystalline
fluorescence and phosphorescence quantum yields of benzene solutions in the presence of a high-frequency cutoff filter
-- 181
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between the light source and the crystalline solution to (2) is highly efficient when the energy gap between the tionor
the intensities in the absence of SUCh a _lter are repm*,ed, and acceptor levels is relatively large and is nearly diffusion
The observed values of the parameters D and E for naph- controlled. This techn'que "vas used to try to de'cot the
thai,me and phenanthren ,_ in biphenyi and other solvents are position of the lowest triplet level in azulene. Anthrace.,- was
tabulated, used as donm and the usual flash photolytic technique em-
ployed. There is strong e_,idence that the triplet level of
azulene-is considerably below that of anthracene" (14,700945. PHOTOSENSITIZATION BY BENZENE VAPOR:
BI..tCETYL. THE TRIPI,ET_STATE OF BENZENE cm -_) and also well below the first singh't state in azulene
Ishfltawa,II., Noyes, W. Aft-Jr. ( 14,650 em -_). _PA, 1962, #2'-',984)
....... iouraal of Che'ni_ Phydes, v. 37, l,o. 3, pp. 583-591,
.A.u_t 1, 196'2 948. STIMULATED EMISSION IN A PItOTOSENSITIZED
Biacetyl strongly q.uenehes the fluorescence of benzene RIGI_GLASS SOLUT!ON _
vapor. There is a resulting dissociation of biacetT1 which Dolan, E., Aibreeht, A C.
occurs presumably because the _econd excited singlet state of loumal of Chemical Ph_/_ics,-¢.37, no. 5, pp. 1149-1150,
biacetyl is produced by energy, transfer from the benzene. September 1, 196"2
Emission by biacetyl al_o occurs, but the ratio of phosphore__- A glass of 10-s M tetramethylparaphenylenediamine in
-:.... ,,e-nce to fluor_oence is very large and may be infinity. The 2-methyl pentane w_s photooxidized and theh continuc.tlsly
triplet state ot Dlat-ety.... 7.;S,_ Le produced preferentially by illuminated at 77_'K with red or infrart:d ligLt. The .'timulated
energy transfer from a triplet state of benzene. Emission emission was much richer in he phosphorescence radiation
eflleieneies a,_ -_aeh that nearly ever', s¢ glet-state mo|ecule_ (470 rap.) than when stimulati, m was by ultraviolet light. "L_.e
of benzene which does not fluoresce must undergo an inter- processes and lifetimes are disc ussed. The sti_,-,elated emission
system crossover "to the hJplet _ate. Since this crossover i._believed to in',olve optical excitation of a t:ap!_*.d electron
predominates over fluorescent emission, the life _ :he singlet to an excited sta:'e o=¢ enhanced mobility. (PA, 1963 #959)
state of benzene is presumably de_ermined mainly by the
crossover. The effective cross section for self-quenching of
the s'_glet state o_ benzene is about 0.036 × 10-x';em_ while 949. RELATIVE iMPORTANI;E OF EXCITONDELOCALIZATION AND ELECTRON
the et_eetive cross seetiop, for quenching by biaectyl i._about DELOCAILIZATION IN )'OLlrENE SPEC'TRA
2.5 X 10 -aGem z. St:ace the life of the triplet state:of benzene Murrdl, J.N. "
in the gas phase is _,9t kncr_h cross sections for reactions of loumal of Chemical Physics. v. 37, no. 5, p_. 1152--I163,
this s.ate may not be e'alculated_ (PA, 1962, #20,.M4) -_ September I, 1962
". - An experimental test was made of tke relative ,._mportanee
946_ _OLAIWZ_TION OF TPdt'LET;.._51NGLET of these two effects. Since there i.:_no first-order exeiton inter-
TRANSITIONS IN POLY_CENT_,$,
Kr_hem,V.C.,_oodmmi, L. ' - action between hiplet states, a_w differe_ee between the
r lowmal,ff Chemical Phydes, v. 37, no. 4, pp. 9i2--914, positions of the:triplet states of ethylene, and butadiene must
-_, be due to electron interaction. U_e author's theoreticalAugust15, 1962-.
.... calculations and the ob_rved experimental data, it is:shown
The polarization of T---_S_em']ssion of several polyaeenes" .> that electron delocalization is respo¢_sible for the triplet-state
was measured h_ _igid glassY/s ;ids. It is concluded -that in stabilization of 1 ev in going from ethylene to butadiene. (PA,
polyacenes the =-->r.* triplet'-:'iaglet transition vrobability is - 1962, #22,994)
due to spin-ofoit int(ra(;io n Lavolv;ng (_-, o) configurations.
The interaction of the (_r,=*} singiets wj'th (=, 7:*) triplets is
estimated to prodm.e less than 10% of the total S--.-_Ttransi- 950. EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON CYANINE SPECTRA
lion probability. (PA, 1962, #20,&57) • = Sa_ara, G. A., Riggleman,B. M., Drickamer,H. G.
loumal of Chemical Physlc_, v. 37, no.7, pp. 1482-1488,
October 1, 1962
947. LOCATION OF THE LO_;T TRIPLET LEVEL
.iN-AZULE._E "Ihe effect of high pressure was measured on the electronic
Wa, "iW. R. " __ _ectra of _ number of eyanine dyes dissolved in cellulose
" lourri_lol.7:_.:m¢. Physic_,v. 37,no.._,pp. 923-924, acetate. Ifi general, a red_hi/t was observed_ with pressure,
Au_':st ; . ..,62 .. which varied in maguitudb 3vith the chain length and dec-
tronegativity of the end grb_2p. The _esults arc d_seussed it,,
Previ(r..s at ..... pts to loeat,e thd position of the lowest triplet terms: of Olszewski's resonar_ barde; model. The peaks
state of this molecule were unsueeesshd. Energy transfer was _ tended to broaden with increasing pressu,e, and to decrease
• suggmted;.for obtaining the position of triplet levels not in height. There was no signifie',int change in the total area
- =' accessible by direc_ e,.otatior_. Porter (1961) showed that this under the peak. For a few eyanines the spectra of the crystals
_"_ .type of energy_tiansfer _ were also measured to study the effect of pressure on the
"_A_triplet) + B(singlet) = A(singlet) + B* (triplet) Davydov splitting. The degree of split_,ing in_reased with
; r
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increasing pressm,_, as w,_s to be expected. There was a r,'_.dis- Tile advantage of paramagnetic resonance detection over
tlSbution of intensity al,aong the different branches with optical detection systems for the determination of relative
inere,_sing splitting. (PA, 1362, #22,988) concentratkm of triplet states is obvious in cases where phos-
phorescent spectra overlap or where radiationless decay to
the ground state is predominanL The technique, because of951. CRYS'I_L SPECTRUM OF COPPER
its unambiguity in ;dentificat.ion of triplet states, has been
ACETYLACETONE used in the study of energy ,.transfer between ¢.xcited statesFerguson, J., Belford, R. L., Piper, T. 5, - - -.
]ournal o',Chemical Physlcs, v. 37, no. 7, ;)P. 1569-1571, and enhancement of photoproduetion of free radicals.
Uetober I, 1962
Curves are shown for the pokirized absorption spectrum 9:33. EFFECT OF ADDED QUENCHERS IN ORGANIC
between 11,006 and 22,000 cm-_ of single crystal copper SCINTILLATOB $OLUTItONS: AROMATIC HALIDES
acetylacetone at 30 and 300*K. The interpretation of the Kropp,J. L, Burtot_,M.
three observed absorption bands is di_cus._ed. (PA, 1963, _ournalof Chem_al Physics, v. 37, no. 8, pp. 1742-17_51,t ctober 15, 1962
#3027) :
Lumin ;scenceqntensity measurements, as affected by
que,cher concentration, so,vent and scintillator, yield infor-952. ELECTRON AND NUCLEAR MAGNETIC INTER-
mation on quenching constat._ts,on speci£c rates of quenching,ACTION IN TRIPLET STATES OF VARIOUS
ORGANIC FHOSPHORS on mechanism of quenching, on contrast between quenching
Smaller:B. of solvent and quenching of scintillator, and on contrast
Journalof Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 7, pp. 1578-1579, be_,veen quenching in benze_:e as solvent and quenching in c
Octcber 1, 1962 cyclohexane as solvent. For a number of aromatic hrbmides
(and for iodob(__z_ene), excitation transfer appears to be
/k se-_es of measurements was made on the triplet state of involved in the, quenching process; in those cases the specific
various organic phosphors. The experimental arrangement rates are hi_er _than niay be- expected for sin_ple diffusion-
utilized the conventional EPR equipment operating at 9350 controlled reactiohs. Typieal.specife rates (kq) are _ or >
Me?with an Osram HBO 500 mercury lamp fllumiuating the: 2.5 × 10"' M=_ sec -_ in benzene. The donor states from which
sample in situ to produce the phosphorescent state. The excitation is tiaiasfec:ed are not identified.In cyelohexane, :'.al-
samples were diluted in EPA or methanol to form a glass eulated k,_ .values are very much higher, implying' that the :
at 77°K. Observations were made on the "i_orbidden, " mechanism of the quenching prx)ee_ is quite different in°such
AM = _2, transition with the RF field perpendicular to the cases. Some of the result_ can be" explained in terms'bf the
static field. : theory of solvent domains; -the data for cyelohexane sugg_t
that the mechanism of depositio n and loc'dizati6n of energyThe following results were obtained for ze)o field spli:l';ng
must also be carefully considered. (PA._i963, #1699)
.and forbidden transition linewidth for triplet states of "carious S
,.?hosphors: : _,
D" X 10" tin-' .AH atrsteds 9,54. EFFECT OF ADDED QUENCHERS IN ORGANIC
SCINTILLATOR SOLUTIONS: ORGANOMETALL!CS
Benzene 15-93 18.1 Kropp, J. ,L., Burton, M.Naphthalene 10.49 11.2 - . - z_ ,.]oumal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 8, pp. 175_-1756,
Anlhracene 7.70 I 1.9 ,_ October 15, 1962 _.
Dipheny! 1_.30 12._; Quenching" constants (y, and y_) are given for a varietyTerphenyl 9.61 9. I - "
:- of perphenyl metals .(Si, Ge, Sn; Pb, Sb, and Hg) and for
Triphenylene 13.53 7.9 mercury dimethyl acting on benzene and eyclohexan e'solvents
Phenanths_ne 13.35 12.2 and p-terphenyl and DPA seix;t]llators. Specifiic rates are,_
Chrysene 10.52 10. !
calculated _or the quenching processes and are._ found to--- Z
Corone.,_ 9.71 7.0 - divide into the following classes: < 7x 10_ M -_ see -_, eorre-Pyrene 9.29 I 1.5
3,4-Benzpyrene 7.58 10.2 -sponding In Sl_ir:-pert_rbation-indueed qu_e_e._ing (_kith r,.
. probability, factor less thafi unity, according to Umberger-
Fluorene 10.96 i 3.7 LaMer cal{:ulations) i and _ 3 X I0 _°:_M-' -ec-t (exceedin_
Benzoicacid 13.8S lS.S such calebdated values), corresponding to aighly -favbi-ed- _
Hydroquinone 13.21 "_ I._ : . exeitation_transfer processes. "f.he latter high values_ean be
Andlne 13.1Z 45._,' explained in terms of the domain'-theory of-liquid_seintillafor
Diphen_lamine 9.94 " 21.$: solutior;.',. Specific rates in the intermediate, r&nge for ci_Phi, -
Indo|e " 12.77 :6.s and perhaps for Sipho acting on solvents are eb_sistefit _viflz
Q,inoline 10.68 14.9 reslstart6e *o high, energy irradiation and witla attendanflp_-cb-
Carbozole 10.44 ' I 1.! ability that long lived •;xeited statdS-_ofsuch' "quetichers -actu-_
1
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ally tran,_fer excitation to the scintillator. Anomalously high 957. RAPID TRIPLET EXCITATION MIGRATION IN
quenching constants and specific rates for quenching (as well ORGANIC CRYSTALS
as an anomalous relationship between quenching constants for Niema,, G. C., Robinson, G. W.Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 37. no. 9, pp.2150-2151,
aerated and deaerated solutions) in the ease of cyclohexane November I, 1962
suggest that a proper view of energy deposition should be all
initial nonlocalized excitation of the system, followed by Experiments on fluorescence and phosphorescence with
competitive" localization of excitation in one of several par- three-component isotopic mixed c, ystals (e.g., 99.2% C_D_,
tieular species, i.e., eyelohexane (which may immediately 0.4% CGHsD, 0.492 CoHd) at low temperatures (4.2°K) sug
decompose if an excited state is directly produced), quencher, gest that in w-electron organic crystals the interaction matrix
or scintillator, element associated with the triplet state may well be of the
same order as that for tile k vcest singlet state. The large
matrix elemen t coupled with the long triplef lifetime has im-
955. LUMINESCENCE DECAY TIMES: CONCENTRATION portant cons,=quences in several spheres, including biology,
EFFECTS e.g., in connection with epergy transfer via the triplet state
Yguera-hide,J., Burton,M. in photosynthesis. (PA, 1963, #3058)]oumal of Chemical Fhysics, v. 37, no. 8, pp. 1757-1774,
October 15, 1962 :
958. QUENCHING AND ENEIIGY TRhNSFER BY THE
The optical properties (e.g., absorption speetr_pm, fluores- SAME SUBSTANCE
eence spectrum, luminescence decay) of solutions of 2,5- Eurst,M._Kalimann,_. P.
diphenyloxazole (PPO) and p-terphenyl in benzene and ]oumalof Chemical Physics, v. 3_/,no. 10,pp. 2159-2161,
cyclohexane "arereported as funetion_ of solute concentration. November 15, 1962
The absorption spectra of the solutions, when plotted as "Ihe quenehing by o-terphenyl of the _,-ray-irdueed fluG_es-
extinction coefllcient vs. wavelength, are unaffected by sein- cenee of 6-xylene/9,10-diphenylanthracene solutions does not
tillator concentration, but the fluorescence spectrum of PPO give the usual linear depend-a_ of Io/I on quencher concen.
solutions is affected Jn both intensity and shape. The lumi- tration. The effect is_ascribed to a quencher coneentratior.-
nescence decay of all solutions studied is nonexponential and dependent energy transfer fxom the soR;ent to o-terphenyl
can b_.resolved into the sum of 6,vo exponentia[decays. The which has a .=finite transfer probability to the fluorescent
fluorescence spectra_and decay curves are affectedby oxygen, solute. This in{e_retatio_ is confirmed l,y the enhancc_nent of
The interactions between excited and unexcited molecules ene'gy transfer caused by the addition of o-terpheuyl to a
andobetween unexcited molecules, themselves and the;effect solation of a fluorescent solute in tri-n-butylphosphate, a
whi'ch theseqnteractions haw; on the optical propert,:es of _olvent h::ving a very. low transfer efficiency. (PA, 1963,
luminescent solutions are"examined, The experimental results # 1702) .. :
•-'an be adequately explained by a mechanism which involves
formation of transient dimers by. an interaction between 959. FLUORESCENCE POLARIZATION OF SOME
excited and-unexcited :molecules in additioff to exeitatioLL of PORPHYRINS "
solute domains of unexcited solute molecules. It is shown that Gouterma,, M., Strye_, L.
cage 9ffeets alone cannot account for the lun,ineseent prop- lo_,'..M of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. io, pp. 2260-226_"
e.'_ies_of the systems studied. (PA, 1963, #1701) Noeember 15, 1962
Fluorescenee-polar:zi,._on data on porphyrins are reported,
_: 956. _ELUORESCENCEQUENCHING OF A - The results ,'an be readily interpreted in terms of the theory
SCINTILLATION SOLUTION BY OXYGEN. of polarization spectroscopy and the theory of the electronic
Berlman,I. B;, Walter, T.A. " and vibrational stnmture of these moleetde -. It is skown how.
Journal of Chemical Physlcs,v. 37, no. 8, rip. 188_-1889, : these two theories combine to interpret most of the data, but
- October15, 1952 some anomafies remain. The results hint at the richness of
A new method of comparing the magnitude of quenching data'_hat n,a_ be expected from fluorescence-polarization ex-
.... perimmts when'techniques are developed further. (PA, 1963,
by oxygen h)r eaeh oL a sei'ies of solute molecules in cyclo- #2650_
hexane soludon is presented. It consists of plotting the
ratio Lo/I.,_vs. the mean decay time r of the solute in a
- deaerated ,solution; Lo is the fluorescence yield from a de- 960. PORPHYRIN CHAiIGE-TRANSFER COMPLEXES
aerated., L tile y_eld from an aeratedso]ution-_Th e results_.[or WITH SYM-TRINITROBENZEI_E
10 flu0rs give a linear relation between:_Lo/L and r, and this _qouterman,M., Stcyenson,.P.E.
'J result, together with the large quenching constant per unit ;ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 10, pp. 2266-2269,
"' oxygefi..concentration, is i:terpreted as supporting the. theory November 15, 1982
that 9xTgen quenching is a diffusion-eontrolie d pro_:ess..(PA, Absorption .spectra of porphyrins in sohttion with' trinitro-
1063,_#3810) benzene ind'cate formation of a fairly strong one-to-one
184
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charge-transfer complex. The _,F and AH wdues are given tion in the "dimer" molecule. A totally symmelric progression-
for et,oporphyrin and tetraphenylporphin; a rough AF value forming frequency of 240 cm -1 is assigned as the intermoiety
was obtained for Zn tetraphenylporphin. It was also found vibration. The appearance of a weak 0-0 transition is inter-
that trinitrobenzene strongly quenches the porphyrin fluores- prated as due to a small-amplitude twist of the moieties rela-
cence. (PA, 1963, #2651) tive to one another. (PA, 1963, #4773)
Jf
961. POLARIZATION OF THL LUMINESCENCE OF 963. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF Pu3+ IN LANTHANUM
PHENANTHRENE TRICHLORIDE AND LANTHANUM ETHYLSULFATE
Azuml,T., MeGlynu, S.P. Liimmermann, H., Conway, J. G.
]oumal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no._10,pp. 241.3-2420, Journalof Chemical Physics, v, 38, no. 1, PP. 259-269,
November 15, 1962 January 1, 1963
Tb_ polarization of the luminescence emitted when a ran- . The polarized absorption spectrum _,nd some Zeeman expect
Oomly oriented array of phenanthrcae molecules is excited studies were conducted on crystals of l, nthanum triehioride
with polarized light is discussed. Considerable attention is and lanthanum ethylsulphate egn_-".,;ag 0.I and 5 mole % of
devoted to various correction methods in an effort to estab- Pu a' at various low temperatures. The ground-state levels as
lish a correct zero-polarization base line. Tho_polarization of well as several excitedstates are well chara_erized. Attempts
the fluorescence excitation spectrum, the fluorescence spec- at fitting the positions of levels to 5f hydrogenie free-ion
trurn, and the ph,_snhore_eence spectrum ot phenanthrene states give good agreement for F_ = 945 cni -_ and-_" = 2290
was determiner _. The polarization of the fluorescence spec- cm-L (PA, 1963, #8601)
trum validates Platt's assignment of the first four singlet
electronic states of phenanthzene as ;Lb, _L_ _Bs, and _Cb, in
order of increasing energy. The poss:ble occurrence of one or 964. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA AND HYDROGEN
two-other electronic states in the same onergy interval, as 76ONDING. II. ANTHROL5
suggested by Zimmennann and Joop, is discussed. The phos- Suzuki, S., Baba, H.
phoreseence emission is primarily r_olarized out of plane. T_e loumal of Chemical Physlcs.;v. 38, no. 2, pp..349-353,
results further suggest that either two pe_urbing singlet states January 15, 1963 t;
are mixed into the lowest triplet state, or that two perturbing (For Part I, see Entry #9._5.) An "i.westigati6n was mad.e
triplet states are mixed into the singie[ ground state by spin- of the ,.e_eet of hydrogen b_.nding,.on the absorption and
orbital coupling; the Platt assignment of ._L_ for the lowest fluorescence spectra of tt- and_ t_-anthrols. It is shown that,
triplet start; is supported. It ha._ been found that polarization wh,_i, a hydrogen bond is fgrmed between the anthrols and
measurements are of considerable help in vibrational analysis, dio;_ane, each electronic band ,_xhibits a characteristic be-
and may in certain cases uniquely determine vibrational types, havior which sui..olies a 'substantSal eh_e as to the origin of
A_vibrational analysis of the fluorescence spectrum, phospho- the band. The beha_vior in. hydrogen .bonding of the.low-
rescelme spectrum, and _Lt,absorption band is presented. (PA, frequency absorption of fl-anthrol clear!y indicates that the
1963, #3062) 3 absorption consists of two overlapping electronSc transitions:
one ,_. lower frequencies, which was previously assignecl to
' the XLb transition, shows a large, red shift (340 em-a) upo_
962. ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM ")F formation of the hydrogen bond, whereas the other transition',
2,2'-PARACYCLOPHANE _[,a, shows only a small" red shift (60 cm-_). Tim results of
Run, A., Schnepp, O
loumal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 1I, pp. 0,540-2546, experimcr, ts on botl'_ the absorption and fluorescence spectra
show that the proton-donating power of the anthrols is evi-
December 1, 1962 dently greater i_" the first 'excited state than in th,; ground
The polarized absorption and fl.uorescence spectra of single state. (PA, 19t_3 #8287)
ctysta!_ ef 2,2"-paracyclgphane at 20°K were recorded, in the
region_3300-3100 A_._yh.e _pec_tra consist of narrow lines of
which 87 could be measured in absorption and nine in emis- 965. FLUORESCENCE _DECAYTIMES OF RARE-EARTH
sion. Single elystals having two different planes developed CHELATES
could be prepared sufl%iently thin for measurements. The Bhaumik, M. lJ., Lyons, I'/.,F|efcher, P. C.Journal of Chendcai Physics, v. 38, no. 2, pp.568-_69,
spectra obtained could be divided into two components, one January 15, 1963
characteristic Of a transition moment parallel, aild the other
perpeadieular to the unique axis of l_he tetragonal crystal. Fluorescence lifetimes at .300 and 90°K of the hydrated
These polarization directions are characteristic of molecular chl¢_ides are compared with those of the chelates with ben-.
directions since in this case no Davydov splitting _s to be zoyla_e,mne (Eu :rod, Sin), aeetylacetone (Tb), ar,d diben-
expected in view of :theqdgh symmetry of the crystal. The zoylmethane (Sin). Possible me6hanisms ,are discussed to
absorption system is analyzed satisfactorily as representing account for the much longer dec_ys of the ehela_:es. (PA,
the forbidden component of the benzene :A,o--_'B_ transi- 1963, #11,001)
L
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966. OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF METAL- mol_.'_culeand may well be of general interest in similar
FREE PHTHALOCYANINE 3INGLE CRYSTALS spectroscopic studies, detailed results arc published.
Heilmeier,G; It., War6eld, G.
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 4, pp. 893-897, In the experiments, unpolarized maser radiation passed
February15, 1963 through a re.q. filter ._od was focused on the sample. Light
The optical absoq)tion spectrum of the molecular crystal leaving the sampl_passe_, ihrough a flter of CuSO_ solution
metal-fr,.: phthaloeyan.;ne was ._nvestigated in the region to remove the mater radiation; the transmitted light was
25,000 to 3500 A. The spectrum of the phthalocyanine mole- dispersed by a monochromator and focused on a calibrated
cule retains much of its identity in the cry_tal as evidenced photomultiplier. The maser signal was monitored by reflecting
by the similarity in the regions of main absorption. This is a a small part of the radiation with a beam splitter onto ._.
consequence of the weak intermoleeular bind!ng forces. The phototube. Both signals were displayed on a dual-beam oseil-
crystal absorptions in the region 8000 to 50-00'A, and below loscope. The time constants of the detectors were about 10-_
4000 A, can be attribdt-_d to excitations from the highe_ filled sec for intensity measurements and < 10-G sec for lifetime
molecular orbital to the _,ibrationally broadened and'_shifted measurements. For photographing t]',e spectrum, the mono-
: excited states of the molecule which occur in the crystal field, chromator was replaced by a grating spectrograph. Several
Viblational structure was obsen,ed which was attributed *,oa single crystals from 100 it to 2 mm in thickness were used.
s3nnmetrical breath[ng vibration of the peripheral benr_ne They were cleaved and polished, and enclosed with helium in
rings and, quite possibly, a-similar vibration of the entire quartz capsules for study at 77 ° and at 300°K. The maser
phthalocyanine mokcule. (PA, 1963, #10,971) radiation was incident normal to the ab crystal plane.
Plots are presented for the fluorescence spectra of anthra-967. PHOSPHORESCENCELIFETIMI-'_STUDIES IN SOME
cene single crystaL_ at 7-7° and 300°K, excited by a rubyORGANIC CRYSTALS A_"LOW TEMPERATURES
Olness, D., Spot_er,H. maser. Each point=.,_represents the fluorescence intensity mea-
lournal of Chemlcal Physics, v. 38, no. 7, pp. 1779_1782, sured photoelectrically for a single maser flash. The maser
April 1, 1963 ruination incident on the crystal at 77"K was only half that
Triplet-singlet decay curves _om naphthalene_ phenan- with the crystal at 300°K. The intensity dependence of the
_en_¢, chrysene, duren_., and-hexametbylbenzene have b_bn two main maxima in the fluorescence of anthracene crystals
studi_l in tlie crystallifl,_,phase at temperatures of 40K and at 77 °K:oi_ "the incident maser beam intensity is also plotted.
higher, and_for comparison Jr, rigid glass solutions at 77°K.
The decay h:om true dil lte solutions was found tO fdllow
an exponential law. At.4*K, the phosphorescence emission 969. ELECTROLUMINES_ENCE IN ORGANIC _JRYSTALS
from crystals of naphthalene, phenanthrene, and' ehrysene : Pope_.M.,Kallmann,H. P., Magnante,P.
fo!16wed an exponential law, while that from durene and lournal of Chemieaiphy_{ics, v. 38, no. 8, pp. 2042-2043,
_ex_:_methylbenzene was always none..'sponentiai.Various theo- April 15, 1963 :
- .j
ties _aredisdv,ss_w2concerni,_g the causes of the nonexponential Electroluminescence has been ob:.erved in single ery_tal
decay and t]ae_;ei_nge:,.'ra the gener_al'shape of the decay anthracene, and insingle crystal anthracene with about 10-a
curves with:different modes of sample preparation and with mole % tetraeene as an impurity. The luminescence _n the
temperature, case of anthracene was the usual anthracene-fluores.eence; in
the ease of anthracene with tetracene impurity, it was that of
968._DOUBLE,PHOTON EXCITATION OF tctracene. -" :.y
FLTUORESCENCEIN ANTHRACENE SINGLE The crystals were 10 tc 20 ix thick a]_d were prepared by I
CBYSTALS • sul_limation and from solution. Two electrode configurationsSi_,gh,S., Stoieheff,B. P.
]oarnal of Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 8, PP. 2032-2033, were used;_tlie_results differing markedly,, In one,.silver paste
April15, 1963 (epoxy base) electrodes were used, the area of one electrode
being made smaller than the opposite electrode. In a t)_pieai
While investigating the fluorescence of various solids ex- case, the small electrode was 1 mm in diamete_ compared
cited by the 694_0-A radiation from a pulsed ruby maser, an with an 8-mm-D oppes:ng electrode. In the second eonfigura-
unusual'ty intense blue fluorescence from s'.ngle crystals of -
.anthmo_=ne was observed. _ study 6f its spectrum revealed:' tioti, the electrodes were 0.1 M solutions of NaCI, 0.1 em _ in
this to ]_e tlm well-known A4300-A emissiori arising_from the area, and were symmetrically disposed on b6th sides of the !.
cwstals. The field w,_s apph'ed along the c' direction of the i
-' transRinn aB_,--._A_, and intensity measurements proved that crystal. Experiments were carried out either with no .-_rent i_
excithti,_n__ .took place l_y'a two-photon absorption process, limiting_ resistor 'or with one of 105 x2,when current measure- ,-
. Sinc_ thee authors' interpretation" 0f the process leads to ments were made. Light was detected with a photomultiplier !-
I
_ new information about the_en_gy_-levels of the anthrace_e using a DuMont 6292 tube. [._
3
186 , 7_
:' ' I
i
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970. COMPREHENSIVE SPECTROSCOPIC 972, POLARIZED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF PURINES :
INVESTIGATION OF POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC AND PYRIMIDINES
HYDROCARBONS. ABSORPTION SPECTRA AND Stew,rt, R. F., Da,,idson, N.
STATE ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE TETRACYCLIC lourm,d o[Chemical Pht.,fsics,v. 39, no. 2, pp. 255--26f_,
HYDROCARBONSAND THEIR ALKYL-SUBSTITUTED July i5, 196:t
DERIVATIVES Polarized abso.rption spectra in the molecular planes for -_Beeker, R. S., Singh, I. S., Jackson, E. A.
thin sections (0.1 /_.and up) of single crystals of 1-methyl-
lournal of Chemical Physics, v. :]8,no. 9, pp. 2144-.2171, thymine, 9-methyladenine, and their I: i hydrogewbonded
May 1, 1963 complex (the AT dimer) have been obtained. For Lmethyl-
The absorption spectra have been investigated and state thymine, the first absorption band (A,,_ _ 275 m!_) is polar-
assignments made for benz(a)anthracene, benzo(c)phenan- ized c.lose t¢_the N_-C, ax;is, and the second UV band (X....
threne, ehrysene, triphenylene, naphthacene, and pylene. < 230 m1_) is polarized approximately perpendicular to the
These resulls are compared with existing theoretical an'.] first. For 9-methy]adenine, the crystal structure is not known,
experimental studies. The identification of electronic trans.;- but the data _'or the AT dimer can be interpreted by assuming
tions has been made for all monomethyl derivations of the that the intense long-wavelengtla band (A.... _-_275) is short-
above hydrocarbons except naphthacene. 'The study extends axis (C_-C:,) p,_la_zcd. There is a weak bin:d-with Xma_
over the spectral region 16,500-52,500 cm-L In addition, 255 which is then long-axis polarized, and probably the
vibrational analyses are proposed for all cases considered, second strong bar,_d-_(_,..... < 230) is also long-axis polarized.
Certain dimethyl-, alkyl- and fluorosubstituted deriwltives All of the crystal ,._pectra, and especially the AT dimer, ,_rehypochromie with respect to'the solution spectra. The 9-methyl-
have been studied. General spectral characteristics are in- adenine :spectrUm is markedly red-shifted in the crystals.
eluded.
,. _ The intensit); changes a_.d spee.tra shifts probably cannot be '
".\ " explained by a dipole-dipole exciton interaeti6n. The spec-
trum og the AT dimer perpendicular to the _i_olecular planes
971. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE OF SOLID SOLUTIONS begins at about 300 mF and is still rising at_230 m/x, it is
OF POLYACENES " attributed to n--rr.* transitions. ?
Azumi, T., McGlynn, S. P.
]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 11,pp. 2773-2774, - "-'
- 973. FLIJORESCENCE OF EUROPIUM THENOYL-
June I, I963
• .; TBIFLUOROACETONATE. I. EVALUATION
A-delayed fluore:_cenee has heen observed from various OF LASER THRESHOLD PARAMETEhSWinston, H., M.'arsh,O. J, Suzuki, C. K., Telk, C. L.
un-degassed and degassed rigid-glass solutions of some poly- ]oumai of Chem;.cal Physics, v. 39, no. 2; pp,267-271,
aeenes at 77°K. A solution of polyacene is cooled by liquid July 15, 1963
nitrogen and irradiated by a 150-w Xe lamp at the wave-
length of its excitation maximum. The long-lived emissions - A crystalline form of 'europium thcnoyltrifluoroacetonate
(delayed fuorescence and phosphorescence) are recorded by (EuTTA) with a melting point of 164-166°C has been pre-
an_Aminco-Keirsspectro_hosphurimeter. The delayed fluores- pared. Measurements Of absorption and emission spectra,
eence has the same spectral distribution as ordinary fluores- fluorescence lifetime, and relative quantum yield have been
cence and decays about f_ur to five _imes faster than the made on solutions of EuTTA in acetone, toluehe, and ethanol.
phosphorescence. This phenomenon has been observed for From these rveasurements, therequired laser threshold con-
naphthalene, phenal_threne, and hexahelicene, but not for centration of excited EuTTA molecules ;n acetone at room ;
anthr_-ene, 1,2-benzanthracene, pyrene, and chrysene, temperature for a laser cavity with an optical loss of 1%/cmis calculated to be 2.3 X 10_7em-'L
A series of delayed emission spectra of phenanthrene re- _.
¢
eorde<_ by varying the intensity of the exciting !ight is pre- 974. FL(J0RESCENCE OF EUROPIUM THENOYL- .
sea,ted. The ratio of the intensity of the delayed fluorescence TRIFLUOROACETONATE. II. DETERMINATION
to the square of the intimsity of phosphorescence is slaown .% -OF ABSOLUTE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
be co._stant with,!n 1% for the whole series of reproduced Gudmundsen, R. A., Marsh, O. J., Matovich, E.
spectra. This exp_.rimental fact indicates that two triplet ]oumal ofChemicalPhysics, v. 39, no. 2, pp. 272-274,
molecules produce the one ,_ingle_.excited molecule which is July 15, 1963
responsible for the delayed fluorescence. The possible meeh- The absolute quantt m efllcieney of tl_e fluorescence of
anisms for such forming of oiae singlet excited molecule are europium thenoyltrifluoroacetonate in acetone has been meas-
discussed. A plausible mec}:a_fism i,volves a direct resonance ured by_ a calorimetric method, and substanti_,te,_l, by cam-
interaction, This note contains direct experimental evidence paring the output against that from acridone. The quantum
of an exciton-exciton i:_teraetion. (For Part II, see Entry- et_iciency of the fluorescence, which peaks at 6122 A, fi'om
#981.) acetone s61utions at $ ,_ is 0.56 - 0.08.
,, " 187
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975. FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME OF THE EUROPIUM radiationless transitions from the first excited single state are
DIBENZOYLMETHIDES temperature independent, but radiationless transitions from
Metlay, M. the lowest triplet are strongly temperature dependent. Anal-
]ournaI of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 2, pp. 491--492, ysis of the data for the decay of the triplet state indicates
July 15, 1963 that only one activated state is responsible for'this tempera-
_.The ttuorescence lifetimes of EuDj and EuD_ are reported, ture dependence. "7he activation energy and pre-exponential
EuD_ and EuD_ were prepared by the metl:._od of Whan factor for decay from this state ate 3559-+-79 cm -1 and
and Crosby. Two indepcnde_,t samples of EvD_ were made, (4.2, +- 1.5) × 10 r sec -_ for naphthalene, and 3362 ± 35
and a portion of each was heat treated to form EuD_. cm'_ and (1.30±0.24) X I0 r sec-_ for naphthalene-Ds. These
Fluorescence' was exclted by light from a GE .FTI30 flash- data can be interpreted as corresponding to the excitation of
tube through a Corning 7-60 _Iter. The emitted light was one of the intramolecular C-C stretching modes to its second
passed through a monoehromator set at 6100 A with a excited state or a combination of two C-C fundamentals.
band pass of 65 A, to a photomultipli._, tube. The output
of the tube was displayed on an oscilloscope and photo-
graphed. The observed lifetimes are tabulated. In an at- 978. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE AND POSSIBLE
tempt to understand the reasons for th__,marked differences ONE-ELECTRON PIIOTO-IONIZATION OF DYESIN RIGID MEDIA
in lifetime exhibited by EuD3 and EuD_, a brief study was Lira, E. C., Wen, W.-Y.
made o_ the nature of the fourth dibenzovlmethane in EuD4. ]ot, rnal of Chemical P/_ysics,v. 39, no. 3, pp. 847--848,
"' August I, 1963
976. EXCITATION OF _ ELECTRONS IN ' Sir'glet-singlet emission of extremely lor,_, duration from
POLYSTYRENE AND SIMILAR POLYMERS I|Y rigid solutions of _criflavine },as been reported previously.
20-key ELECTRONS _ The emission, which is _bserved at the temperature of !iquid _
Swanson, N.,Powell,C.J. " n_roge_a, has been interIJreted as the emission/from the
",.:_'!/Journalof Chemical Ph,jsics, v. 39, n9. 3, pp. 630--634, excited .,_ingletsof the dye formed by recombination of radical
_;/_<_August 1; i963 _ . ions an,-1electroas produce_l initially .by one-electron photo-< -
ExeitatiQn of the 7r-electrons in thin films of l_olystyrene ionization of the dye molecules.
and some similar polymers has been observed in the char- The purpose of the present note is to establish the gener-
acteristic energy loss spe_tr_ of 20"-key ek, ctrons scatt_red at ality of such emission among various dyes, and to rep'_rt on
zero _.r_gle.The observedenergy loss of:approximately 7 ev i_he dye-induced photoreduetior, of metal ions which appears
corresponds to the strong UV absorption near 1800 A in t6 offer an indirect support to the proposed emission mecha-
benzene and its derivatives. An energy loss of 6.97 -----0.10 ev nism.
was measl_red in films of ataetic _,nd isotactic polystyrene,
st3,reno, ethylene copolymer, a_;dpoly 2,3,4,5,6-pentadeutero- The dyes employed in the present study are 3,6-diamino
styrene, and an energy lt;ss-of 7.25 +--0.15 ev w'as measured and 3,6-dLmethylamino acridines (proflavine, acridine orange,
in poly 2,3,4,5,6-penta_uoro_tyrene. _These energy losses ap- and their various 10-alkyl derivatives), carbocyanine dyes
t Ipeared as sharp peaks, super;mposed on a very broad and (3,3-dialkyx-thiazolinocarbocyanine led'de, 3,3'-dialkyl-oxa-
more , intense loss peak .with a maximum at 21.3 _. 0.3 ev in carbocyanine iodide, 3,3'-dialkyl-thiacarbocyanine iodide, and
all tl_e electron energy lossspectra obtai,led. The results for related dyes), and acidic (cationic_ and basic (anionic)
the energy loss attributed to the ,-r-electrons are corr61at_d forms of fiuorescein, with two of the acridine dyes, acriflavine
with relevant UV absorption data. A discernible decrease in and ethyl proflavine _3,6-diamino-10-ethyl-acridinium chlo-
the measured _7-ev loss occurredduring electron bombard- ride), receiving most of the attention.
ment of the specimens, and is attributed to film contamination
and breakdown. The angular distribution of the intensity of
each:]0ss in isotactie polystTrene about zero scattering angle 979. FLt)ORESCENCE SPECTRAL STUDY OF
was also measured. WAVELENGTH SHIFTERS FOR SCINTILLATION
PLASTICS
Sandier,S. R., Tsmt, K. C.
977. RADIATIONLESS TRIPLET_SINGLET TRANSITIONS Jot:rnalof Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 4, pp, 1062--1067,
IN NAPIITHALENE August 16, 1963
tladley, S. C., Rast, H. E., Jr., Keller, R.A. An investigation of tht_,fluorescence spectra of a ,_eries of
lournal of Chemical Phys!c,,,v. 39, no. 3, pp. 705-711, 1,3,5-triaryl-2-pyrazoline i_:dieated that substitaaents in the
"_ August-l, 1963 -
3-phenyl ]_ng .,hifted the tJ_grescence-emis,sion wavelength
TLe fluorescent intensity, phosphorescent intensity, and linearly with Brown's %+. On the basis of this evidence, the
phosphorescent lifetime of uaphthalcne and naphthalene-Ds, excited state is thought to have a partial positive ctaarge lo-
dissolved in durene, were measured as a fi)nction of tempera- cated on carbon.3, of the pyrazoline ring. The shift in the
ture from 77 to 325°K. - These measurements indicate that absorption spectral bands, f 1,3,5-triphenyl-2-pyrazoline with
t,'
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concentration is presented as evidence of a dimer at an are required to interpret the shorter-lived component of the.
associated complex. The fluorescence quenching at higher delayed fluorescence, and a kinetic flow sheet representative
concentrations may be due to the energy dissipa_,ing effect of the energy-transfer prc,ces_es involued in the production
of the dimers or complexes. The high extinction coefficient of of delayed fluorescence is propo,:ed.
the ultraviolet maximum and yet the similarity of the fluores-
cence intensity of 4,4'-bis-[5- (1,3-diphenyl-2-pyrazolinyl) ]
benzene to " " - • 982. POLABIZATION OF THE _*--> 'IxAND1,3,o-trlphex'yl-2-pyrazohne _ire expkiined on the
basis of an internal quenching mechanism, The efficiencies of rt* _ n PHOSPItORESCENCE SPECTRA OF
these two compounds as wavelength shifters in plastic scintil.- N-HETEROCYCLICS
]ators are approximately equal. EI-Sayed, M. A., Brewer, R. G.]onrnal of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 7, pp. 1623-1628,
October I, 1563
- 980. RADIATIVE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES WITH.IN Phosphorescence polarizatio, measurements have been per-
4f_ CONFIGURATIONS: THE FLUORESCENCE formed by the method of photoselection. Since this techniqueSPECTRUM OF EUROPIUM ETItYLSULFATE
Axe, J.D.,Jr. requires a knowledge _f the pola;'ization of at least two
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 5, pp. 1154--1160, perpendicularly polarized absorption bands, the method can
September I, 1963 be fully explo_ed in the case of the N-heterocyclics where
the (n, r*) and (r_, _*) absorptions are _,erpendicular to
The relative intensities of the transitions occurring in the each other. The results on pyrazine (1,4-diazabenzene) show
fluore-scence spectrum of Eu(C.,Hr, SO4)_ " 9H20 have been that the r*---_n emission is polarized dang the No..N axis, in
measured at 77 and 4_K. The strengths of both the "forbid: agreement with previous work. The polarization is uniform
den eleea'lcdlpole transitions:and magnetic dipole transitions throughout the 600-cm-_[v,.(%)] progression and does not
which_w_ re observed are compared to' theoretical expr_',ssions altornate as dpes the intensity or the vibrational frequency.
and the results are discussed. The results ar_ in reasonable Th_s bebav/or might arise from a re._onance-type interaction
agreement with recent phenomenological _eatments of crystal- which produces a progression with mixed Franck-Condon
field-induced dipole radiation, and suggest thnt g-orb!tal con- characteristics Quinoxaline (1,4-diazarmphthalene) is found
figurational mixing contributes significantly to the process, to have a or*---->r phosphorescence si,ectrum which is highly
polarized out of plane. Approximate calculations show that
981. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE OF SOLID'SOLUTIONS the (n, or*) singl2t state in qainoxaline is at least as irfipor-
OF PCLYACENLS. II. KINETIC C()NSIDERATIONS rant as the (_r, r*) states in mixing with the emitting (or, _r*)
Azumi, T., McGlynn, S.P. triplet state. The general conclusion reached is that in nitro-
]ournal ofCl:.,micalPhysics, v. 39, no. 5, pp. i186-1_94, gen heterocyelics when the phosphorest, ent state is of the
Septembe_ 1, 1963 (n, or*) type, the mixing singlet is cf the (or, _..*) type, or
" in-plane Rydberg state, whereas if tl,e emitting triplet state
(Foi Part ], see Entry #971.) Delayed fluorescence lms is of the (_r, _r*: type, the mi._ng singlet might be of the
been observed at 77°K from rigid-glass solutions of some (n, r*), ((r,_r*) and/or perpendicularly polarized Rydbergaromatic hydrocarbons and their halo derivatives. The inten-
state.
sity of .he delayed fluorescence is proportional to the square
of th_ ]_hosphorescence intensity. The decay of delayed fluo-
rescent e in _ll cases may be represented as the sum of two 983. FLUOt_ESCENCE OF NAPItTHACENE VAPOR
first-or_ er p_ocesses; the: lifetime of the :_'_ger-lived cam- Williams, D, Goldsmith, G. J.
ponent waries between i_ _ 1;o that of the phosphorescence, lourna! o/Chemical Physics, v. 3ft,,no. 8, pp. 2008-2011,
while t ae lifetime of the shorter-lived components varies be- October 15, 1963
tween Vto_-,'l:_0 that of phosphorescence. The intensity of The absorption spectrum of naphthaeene vapor is similar todelaye,:l fluorescence observed from a solution of a given
compound varies as the ratio O_yk*", where if: and _b_,ar_ that i'_ solutiota. There is an absorp!ion band with pronounced
" vibrational structure running ,"bout 5000 t_) 3500 A, and a
"fluorescence an.:] phosphorescence quantum yields, respec-
tively, and where /_:_*is the emissive phosphot'escence rate second stronger band from 2700 A to shorter wavelengths.
constant. Phosphorescence decay exhibits a slight nonexponen- An examination has been made of the fluorescence- spectrum
tiality only in the case of those solutions where the delayed of the vapor at low pressures, such that molecules have no
fluorescence is espeei_,lly strong. Delayed fluorescence is collisions during the lifetime of the excited state. By selective
spectrally identical with ordinary fluorescence. The above excitation with either the 3650- or the 2537-A line of the
faets m._y only be interpreted, within the limits el! spectre, mercury lamp, it is possible to excite molecules into either
graph resolution available, by a kinetic mechanism which the first or the second excited singlet state. The fluoresce_,ce
involves a triplet-triplel annihilation p"ocess, thi.,_ mt_tu_d emission appears to be from the first excited singlet state in
annihilation resulting in the eventual producti,,)n of the singlet botli cases, even though the molecules suffer no intermolec-
excited state of one of the partners. Some ancillary hypotheses ular collisions in the excited stale.
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984. FLUORESCENCE .OF CATECHOL AMINES AND at 25°C. Quinine bisvifate, 5 X 10-_ M in 1 N H2SO4, is
RELATED COMPOUNDS CONDENSED WITH proposed as a star_dardwith an absolute quantum fluorescence
FORMALDEHYDE efficiency of 0.51 at.25°C.
Falck, B., Hillarp, N. A.,Thieme, G., Torp, A.
journal of Histochemistry and Cytochemistry, v. I0,
pp, 348-354, 1962 987. THE FLUORESCENCE AND PHOSPHORESCENCE
The amines included in a dried protein film were exposed OF- TRIFLUOROACETONE VAPORAusloos,P., Murad, E.
to HCHO vapor. Primary amines having OH groups at the ]ournal of Physical Chemistry, v. 65, he. 9, pp. 1519-1521,
3 and 4 positions fluoresced intensely, secondary, amines September 1961
weakly. The course of the reactions with HCHO is considered.
The fluorescence and phosphorescence of trifluoroacetone
have been investigc.*ed at 2652, 2804, 3025, 3130 and 3341 A.
985. THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF The effects of concentration and temperature on the yields of
NAPHTIL_LENE VAPOR IN THE 3100 A REGION triplet- and singlet-state emissions are comparable to those
Hellas, J.M. observed for acetone. The emissions froin 2-butanone andJournal of Molecular Spectroscopy, v. 9, no. 2, pp. 138-169,
August 1962 2-pentanone have been investigated briefly. Both compounds
phosphoresce vet/ weakly, and their fluorescence yields are
The fluorescence spectra of naphthalene-Hs and naphtha- nearly identical with those observed for acetone and trifluoro-
leue-Ds were photographed in the 3100-A region _sing a acetone.
spectrograph with a resolution of about 0.5 cm-1. Three mer-
cury lines in the region of 3125 A were used for excitation,
and spectra were obtained at a pressure of ,--0.l mm Hg 988. CORRELATION OF THE RELATIVE PULSE
(when _nnission occurs before many collisions between mole- HEIGHT OF ORGANIC SCINTILLATORS WITH
cules have taken place) and- with helium added to a pressure POLARITY AND RESONANCE EFFECTS
- " Sandier, S. R., McGonigai, P. J., Tsou, K.C. :
of 5 mm Hg (when vibrational deactivation occurs before loumaI of Physical Chemistry, v. 66, no. 1, pp. 166-171,
emission). The lo_w-pres_ure spectra are extensive and were January 1962
used in making_vil_rationaI assignments. The high-pressure
spectra are less extensive hut contain further useful informa- A linear correlation was found between the relative pulse
tion; rotational contours in these spectra were used to support height of plastic scintillators and the ionization potential and
yib_rational assignments. An understanding of the mechanism Hammetr or Taft substituent constants of the solvent and
of the fluorescence has enabled an assignment of the 72 em-_ fluor. Some aspects ,of the scintillation mechanism are dis-
sequence interval to'be made in both naphthalene-Hs and cussed. (PA, 1962, #6626)
-Ds. The contours of the 72 cm-_ sequence members show
evidence for cor[olis interaction in support of their assign- 989. OXYGEN QUENCHING OF FLUORESCENCE IN
ments. The vibrations involved in some other sequences have SOLUTION: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE
been aseertaived from the low-pressure spectra. Combination DIFFUSION PROCESS
bands are assigned which confirm the existence of the ag Ware, W. R.
vibrations with frequencies of about 516 and 493 cm -_, Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 66, no. 3, pp. 455-458,
respectively, in naphthalene-Hs and -Ds. (PA, 1962, #20,856) March 1962
Unusually large Stern-Volmer constants for the quenching
986 QUANTUM EFFICIENCIE._ OF FLUORESCE,"'" of fluorescence of aromatic hydrocarbons by oxygen ir_ solu-
OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES: EFFECT OF S_ VENT tion are well known. The rate constants for the quenei_._ng
AND CONCENTRATION OF THE FLUORESCENT reaction were determined by fluorescence lifetime measure-
SOLUTE ments for-several hydrocarbons in a series of solvents coveringMelhuish,'W. H.
journal ofPhysieal Ch_mlst_, v. 65, no. 2, pp. 229-235, a wide range of viscosities. The diffusion coefficient for oxygen
February 1961 in several solvents was also determined. The rate constants
are consistent with a diffusion-controlled reaction when the
The absolute-qi_ turn effcieneies of fluorescence of de- unusually large diffusion coefficient for oxygen is taken into
aerated solutions of several organic tluorescent substances in account. (PA. 1962, -._9282)
petroleum ether (b.p. 60--80* C), ethanol '(99 % ) and benzene
_it 25"C were measured witha .'hodamin B quantum counter.
An equation was derived for correcting the observed eff- 990. THE LUMINESCENC_ OF FLUORESC_'.IN DYES
ci6ncies of fluorescence for reabsorption of fluorescence and Fors'.¢r,L. S., Dudley, D,
shifts in the region of absorption away from the_ quantum ]ourr*al of Physical Chemistry, v. 66, no. 5, pp, 838-840,
counte_;. Absolute quantum e_ciencies of fluorescence extrap. Mar 1962
dated to zero concentration, bimt,lecular self-quenching The fluorescence and phosphorescence yields and triplet-
constants, and oxygen-quenddng constants were measured - state iifetirces were determined for a number of halogenated
3_0
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fluorescein dyes in EPA solutions. The lifetimes decrease calculated for four different nucleoside-acridine orange sys- :"
progressively as the number of halogen atoms is increased in tems are summarized as
both the bromine and iodine series of derivatives, and the
lifetime is always less in the iodh,c _han in the corresponding Nucleo$ide r,_ |%)Inos;ne 40
bromine derivative. The results ":,dicate that the diminution Adenosine 35
of the fluorescence yield that' accompames" bromine and iodine Uridine 31
substit;,'.tion is not due primarily to an increase in intersystem Thymidine 28
crossing but rather to increased internal conversion frora the
excited singlet state to the ground state. (PA, 1962, #15,608)
993. THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF BIPHENYL
SINGLE CRYSTAL ::991. TRIPLET-SINGLET EMISSION IN FLUID ',
SOLUTION Rao, A. V.K. =
Parker, C. A., Hatchard, C.G. ]ournat of Scientitic and lndustri_.l Research, India, v. 21B,
lournal of Physical Chemistry, v. 66, no. 12, pp. 250e-2513, p. 231, 1962 !
December 1962 Measurements with various experimental conditions are
Using a photoelectric spectrophosphorimeter of novel de- reported.
sign, the long-lived luminescence from solutions of two dye-
stuffs and two aromatic hydrocarbons has been investigated. 994. PREVENTION OF SPONTANEOUS LUMINESCENCE
Solutions of eosin and proflavine hydrochloride in ethanol or OF LUMINOL
glycerol give rise to two bands of long-lived luminescence Arai, M.
which are attributed, respectively, to the triplet-singlet radia- Kagaku Keisatsu Kenkyusho Hokoku, v. 63, pp. 24-26, 1962
tive transition and to delayed fluorescence arising from
triplet-upper-singlet thermal activation. A study of the band Spontaneous luminescence is prevented by adding either :
intensities as a function of temperature and solvent can pro- hydroquinone or 4-carboxyindazole. Durability of hydro-
vide information about the probabilities of the three inter- quinone prevention is noted. _'
system crossing processes. Tr!plet-singlet _emission has been
observed from phenanthrene in ethanol zt room temperature. 995. FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENING AGENTS OF THE :"
At lower temperatures a weak delayed fluorescence also is BIS-BENZOXAZOLYLETHYLENE SERIES
emitted. Phel,,anthrene solutions containing trace quantities CONTAINING SUBSTITUTED HYDROXYMETHYL
of anthracene give sensitized anthracene delayed fluorescence. GROUP
Solutions of pure anthracene also give anthracene delayed Maruyama, T., Kuroki, N., Konishi, K.
fluorescence. The observations of delayed fluorescence from Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi, v. 66, no. 2, pp. 789-792, 1963 ?
the hydrocarbons _re discussed only briefly. (PA, 1963,
#11,800) 996. EFFECT OF VARIOUS PHYSICAL INFLUENCES
ON THE LUMINESCENT PROPERTIES OF ._
992. RESONANCE TRANSFER OF EXCITATION ENERGY DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID IN VITRO
BETWEEN NUCLEOSIDES AND ACRIDINE Khodas, M. Y.
ORANGE Laboratornoe Delo, v. 9, no. 7, pp. 21-25. 1963
Basu, S., Greist, J.
]ournal of Physical Chemistry, v. 67, no. 6, pp. 1394-1395,
June 1963 997. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL STATE AND AVERAGE LENGTH
The efficiency of excitation-energy transfer from the donor OF FLUORESCENCE OF BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL
M_ (nucleoside) to the acceptor Mo (acridine orange), i.e., IN THE CELLS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIZING
the number of M,, molec_les e_:cited by transfer calculated BACTERIA _-
for one excited Mr molecule, was determined by comparison Rubin, A. B., Osnitskaya,L.K. "
of the fluorescence intensity of M2 on excitation by ultraviolet Mikrobiologiya_v. 32, no. _, pp. 200-203, March 1963
radiation in the absorption band ot_the donor (350 m/_) and The average fluorescence length of bacteriochlorophyll in !
in a band where the acceptor absorb_ but the donor is trans- the cells of purple sulphur bacteria is five to six times less _(
parent (450 me). If the fractio_a of 350-m/z light absorbed than in th.e solution; this fact is apparently due to photosyn- "
in M: equals _ a_d that in M2 equals az_, then the transfer thetic inactivation of the light-excited pigment molecules. The
efl%ieney, T_2 is given by the rebtion nature of these processes is ascertained, i:
T_2 = l_JI.,.2 - %1 At the logarith_._c growth stage of Chromatium vinomm '
¢tt_ cells, the emciency of utilization of the absorbed fight energy i
where I_ and 1_2are the respective. _uorescence intensities of in primary photosynthetic processes is higher than prior to
hi2 under equal flux of exciting photons. The efl_eieneies T_ this stage or at the growth extinction stage.
191
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Several factors influencing the metabolie state of the cells identified in other vJbrations. Comparison with the vapor
do not affect the inactivation processes of the excited bacterio- spectrum shows that vibrationally ir,duced bands, even when
chlorophyll mo|ecules during photosynthesis, relatively strong, are l;tJe ".',tflue'ncedby intermolecular forces,
whereas very weak pure electronic bands give evidei__ce of
much greater effeets. (For Part 1I, see Entry #607.) (PA,
998. PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN 1961,-._14,592)PHOSPHORESCENT AROMATIC H_DROCARBONS.
I. NAPHTHALENE
vander Wanly,J. tI., de Greet, M.S. 1,001. THE EFFECT OF DEUIERIUbl AND CHLORINE
Molecular Phys,cs, v. 2, no. 4, pp. 333-340, October 1959 SUBSTITUTION ON TRIPLET --_ SINGLET
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES IN NA_PIITIIALENE
Forrnerlv Itutchison and Mangum have observed electron de Greet, M. S., van derWaals, J. H.
spin resonance in the lowest triplet state of naphthalene. An Molecular Physics, v. 4, no, 2, pp. 189-190, March 1961
analysis of their results is given on the basis of spin-sp;n
interaction between the hvo unpaired electrons. In additicm Measurerrients are reported fur the effect of substitution iu
aromatic molecules on the radiative transition probabilityto the lines observed by these authors, another transition,
from the triplet phosphorescence state (T) to the groundwhich corresponds to ,XM = .+-2 in the ator_ic ease, must
occur at low field strength. This transition h.as been observed (So) state. This is done by irradiating a glassy solutior, of
in a mixed crystal as well as in rigid glass solution, the phosphore,sceIJt substance, at 77°K, in a microwave cavity.
The relative concentration of moleeules in their triplet state is
determined from the (integrated) intensity of the magnetic
999. PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN resonance signal. After the exciting light has been switched
PHOSPHORESCENT AROMATIC HYDKOCARBONS. off, the correspondiog phosphorescence intensity and decay
II: DETERMINATION OF ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING time are measured by means of a photomultiplier and a re-
-FROM SOLUTION SPECTRA cording instrument. Some preliminary results on naphthalene
de Greet, M. S., van tier Weals, J.H. (C_oHs), det_teroiiaphthalene (C_oDs), and fl-chloronaph-
Molecular Physlcs, v. 3, no. 2, pp. 190-200, March 1960 thalene (C_0HrCI) are tabulated. Further experiments with
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra are given of greater accuracy are planned.
glassy solutions of triphenylene, 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene, core-
none, and naphthalene excited into their lowest triplet state 1,002. RETARDATION OF SINGLET AND TfiIP!.ET
by ultraviolet irradiation at dquid-nitrogen temperature. For EXCITATION MIGRATION IN ORGANIC CRYSTALS
each _ubstance two spectra were measured: one with the RF BY ISOTOPIC DILUTION
m,agnetic field parallel to the constant field, the other with the EI-Sayed, M. A., Wauk, M. T., Robinson, G. W.
fields at right angles. Molecular Physics, v. 5, no. 2, pp. 205--208,March 1962
A method is suggested for analyzing the spectra of those Measurements with a 2-m grating spectrograph on a
molecules having a trigon,d symmetry axis, and values of the CxoDs crystal containing 0.5% C_,,Hs between 4.2 and 77°K
zero-field splitting parameter ore derived. A complete treat- are reporte_t. Above 20°K the C_,H_ fluorescence vanishes
ment for molecules of lower ,;ymmetry has not been given, and is replaced by that of a 100% C,,Ds crystal. At 4.2°K,
but it is shown that the results obtained on a glassy solution line-like phosphoresce_.ce with a lifetime ot 2.6 sec comes
of naphthalene are in agreement with those ,_l)tained by from the C_oHs sites. In the impure section from zone-refining
Hutchison a_ct Maugum with single crystals, a phosphorescence having a lifetime of _ 2.6 sec occurs f,'om
impurities only at both 4.2 and 77°K. Other data from both
pure and impure sections are px'esented, and eight 'conclusions
1,000. THE CRYSTAL SPECTRA OF VERY WEAK drawn. It is suggested that in dilute crystals impurity singlet
TRANSITIONS. I. MEASUREMENTS,OF THE and triplet states are populated by long-range tunneling ofNAPI-ITItALENE 3200 _t,SYSTEM AT_4*K
the excitation. At 4.2°K the tunneling of triplet excitationCraig, D. P., Lyons, L. E., Walsh, J, R.
fi'om C:oHs centers to impurity centers occurs in a timeMolecular Physics, v. 4, no. 2, pp. 97-.112, March 1961
short compared with 2.6 sec. The time for tuuneling of the
The weak absorption system of crystallir_e naphthalene at singlet excitation to impurity centers is long compared with
3200 A was measure, d at 4°K in polarized light. Previous work the fluorescence lifetime of 10-" sec. The relatively lower
at 20°K is supplexnented by a number.' of newly recorded values of the ratio of the c.uantum _ields of phosphorescence
absorption lines, m_d by re-measurement of the fr(_quencies of to fluorescence may be dt_e to quenching at physical defects
all lines at the lower temperature. The spectrum is compared during long-range migration.
with vapor spectrum and corresponding bands are identified,
so far as possible. Exciton resonance effects 'are analyzed and 1,003. ON THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM AND
discussed, The analysis discloses that the important b_ vibra- DECAY TIME OF NAPIITtlALENE
tions of upper state frequencies 438 and 911 cm-_ are both Berlman, I. B., Weinreb, A.
reduced by 5% in the crystal, and. sm:aller el.anges are Molecular Physics, v. 5_no. 4, pp. 313-319, July 1962-
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The effect of temperature, soh,ent, coneentration of solute, eleetrie dipole intensity of the eo,_pei d-d absorption bands
and quenching by oxygen on the r]eeay time and fluortncelJce arc inferred. It is postulated that the centr_c molecules show
spectrum of naphthalene was investigated. At high so_t _e only weak (e<50) vibration.-.lly indnced transitions, but that
"_;rcentratio,_s (>0.1 M) an anon,aly in the emission spec- the accntric molecules should have higher transition moments.
_.;'um is interpreted as being due to transient dimers, whereas Tl!e intensity in each case should increase when the cow-
at lower solute concentrations (<0.J M) no evidence was pound is monopyridinated. Spectra of solut,.',:ms of two series
found to support the assumption of transient dimers. The of chelates chosen for their symmetry variations have been
decay time of i_aphthalene in paraffin oil when excited by a measured; the st;ectr, are in accorrl with -the predictions.
pulsed beana of electrons is uc_accountably ionger than that of Judiciously used, intensity of visJbh;, absorption bands of a
naphthalene in a less viscous medium. (FA, _1963, #138) new cupric species can provide user's;, evidence about its
geometry; more frequent use of thi,: evidence is recommended.
1,004. THE CRYSTAL SPECTRUM OF NAPHTHALENE
IN THE dEGION 3200 fit TO 2200 A. 1,007. THE VARIATION OF THE FLUORESCENCE OF
Bree, A., Thlrm_amaehandran, T. ORGANIC SOLUTIONS AFTER IRRADIATION WITH
Molecular Ph_jsics, v. 5, no. 4, pp. 397-405, July 1962 ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT AND I_-RADIATION
The ",bsolute intensity of absorption in the naphthalene Herferth, L.,Hilbig, H.
crystal spectrum wag measured at room temperature. Meas- Monatsberlchte der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenseha_¢ten
zu Berlin, v. 2, pp. 271-277; 1960
urements on the intense system at 2200 A and on the system
of medium intensity at 2850 A were recorded for the first The substances anthracene, p-terphenyl, tetraphenylbuta-
time along both the a m_d ._.crystal axes and indicate that the diene, 1,4-diphenylbutadiene, stilbene, and 1,4-diphcnyl-
tr_msitions are polarized along the loog and short molecular butene dissolved in C.;H,; and PhCI were ,._xamined. Irradiation
axis, respectively. The assignment of the weak system at 3200A with 0.7 to 4.2 7( 10 -4 rad of ,f3-rays caused a 10% decrease
as arising from a long-axis transitioxt is confirmed. (PA, 1963, in fluorescence when the substances were dissolved in CsHt_.
#934) Only 0.2 to 0.8 × 10 -_ rad were required for a 10% decre-
ment in PhC1. The last three compounds showed a 10%.
decrease in fluorescence when ultraviolet radiation wasap-1,005. A SIMULTANEOUS ELECTI_ONIC TRANSITION
OF 'rtlE OXYGEN-NAPHTHALENE COMPLEX plied, which was only 10-" as much as that required to
Dijkgraaf, C., Sitters, R,, tloijtink, G.J. decrease the fluorescence of anthracene by 10%.
Molecular Physics, v. 5, no. 6. pp. 643-644, Nt,vember 1962
From the experimental value of the '_Z---_'A transition 1,008. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY
energy previously obtained, it is reasonable to expect a second TRANSFER IN NAPHTItALENE AND ANTHRACENE
absorption 7940 cm -_ above the 0-(3 band of the induced CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT]
singlet-triplet absorption. For most molecules the singlet- Wolf, H. C.
b'iplet separation is tot) small to make this _,,bsorptiou observ- In "Program and Abstracts: Organic Crystal Symposimn,
able. The naphthalene rnoiecule, however, is known for its lar_,e October 10-12, 1962," pp. 13-16
slnglet-t.'iplet separation. F,'om the speetrmn for naphthalene National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
presented i_a the article, a second absorption is observed with It has previously been shown that tl:e transfer of electronic
a max,.'rnum at 29,000 cm -t which is 8000 em _ higher _h-n
excitation energy io mixed crystals from the host crystal to
the 0-0 bamt of the singlet-triplet transition, This absorption the guest molecules, as observed by .,en,,itized fluorescence, is
has not been observed in the spectrum of naphthalene in-
d::,_ed by heavy atora molecules, so that the p, Jssibility of a t-..rtia]ly quenched ,tt low temperatures. "the temperate.re
second induced singlet-h'iplet trat_sition may be di.,,regarded, depend_'_ce r_f fluorescence spectra trom naphthalene, a_thra-
eene, and o'her crystals containing different admixtures is
The intensity of the 29,000 cm -_ bal)d did r.,d alt.-i after investigated here in order to better understand the mechanism
rigorous purification of the naphthalene. The optical density of this energy transfer process.
of this maximu_n was found to be proportional to the con
eentration of the naphthalene and to be linear in the pressure The temperatu,'e dependence of energy transfer is con.
o_ the oxygel:, eluded to be mair)y the result of a competition between
different traps.
1,008. EFFECT OF SYMMETRY OF VISIBLE,BAND The present observations on energy transfer and temper;,-INTENSITIES OF CUPRIC Ct,tELATES
ture depender':e suggest a diffusion process of exeitons as a
Belford, R. L., Yeranos, W.A. mechanism responsible for the energy tra_Mer. No influence
Molecular Physics, v. 6. no. 2, pp. 121-138, March 1983 of temperature or of lattiee defects other than the traps"
Using the probable symmetry of several cupric chelates mentioLed ab,ove was noticed on the lifetime or free path of
dissolved ira CHCI_ or C_H_N, som_ rational trends it. the the exeitons.
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EXCITED _TES-- EXP'_RIMENT
1,009, TRANSF;EROF EXCITATIONENERCY 1N differe,_ _ethc_,Js sometmies behaved slightb differently,
.. NAPIrI'HALI-:NT.;TETRACENESOLID 5OLWrIONS though pa_ieular .s_-cin,ens showe_ reproducible ehamc-
[AI_ISTIL4.C'T] teris_iL.-s_.
= c.,w.,L a,F. S.
b;'Tro_s.mandA_raels:OTganleCrystaiSympmium, In the temFerature range 4.2 _.o ,_K, there were no
October IB-I_ 1_:2," pp. 17-1P di_cmdinuith_ it; 'the total fluoce_'ence front i,,aphthalene or
National Resemeh Couneil_.Ottawa, Canada, 19b_ tetracene. Variation of the cx-mc,mtrationwas shown to caus_
The system of cry_atli.qe naphthalene with added *.etrat_ne small variatic,ns in the temperature dependence of the tramfer
bus _.ed-.,P.:._lied-)_th the aim of elucidating some of the process, but it was not pc_s;hh_ to attribute, the quenching t_.,
I_roeersdSinvolved when excitation energy transfer takes pIa¢_ a decrease of t_e mean distance Of the exciton track with
:: _ :naphthalene. to t_racene. Previous work on the san_ lo,-,ering of temperature. Fu_her discussion and ;nterpreta_.ion
: .W_em hv L/p_tt and Deldcer was:limited to the establi._h- are _ven.
men_-_f an _excitola :transfer mechanism _,_ lh-an the
---.-p.h0ton-eas"_adepro_.--_ss,an0 its conor-_tt.t_:iondependence.- _1,o10. ThE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
: was-shown. " • _ :- LUMINESCENCE FOR ANTHRACENE HOST
- :-_[he-pre_q_t Work was carried out _r_ single and po]yerys- CRYSTALS [._STRACT] ..
- " t_l__;ne,sam.pies of millimeter thiekness_ and thicknes_,es of . L3 _m,L E.
"- - - - - In _-Pr0gramand Abstracts:Organic CrystalSympmitmb-
9.1_:-10 p_ (g_ow_ between quart?, discs). Tim efficiency of .Oetob_-rlfr-lR, 1962,"pp.-20-gA
- . . excita_qh_energf tramfer from naphth_ene to te..tracene:has ..
- "L_ .i/_c_"_ _.byi_ud.ving-the -_l_:l_rii,_l fluords_mc._ of National Rese._rehCount'!, Ottawa, Canada, lg6_ -
' __p_h_/d_en/_.;{_ee/t_ m a fiinetidn 0fwavelength of the The _position of the (Tee exciton {b) "_origin n.ear- 25,000 "
:=eX_l_g_gli[t__tiire_-=eoncentration of 1elraeene, and cm-_ in c.nanth.racene crystad was not settled in 1960,n0r?was
•_. fd/6_-coneeati_tin_.--of-_the, n'opun_, fl-mcthy|, naphthalene the magnitude of the factor group _lit_ing _veen the b _
and ac ori_ns. The ac origifi h_" been placed by many - ::-_ .-"(_hieh-_faor_ially-present :inf:naphthalene and contribute:
_f_=_p_'gi)_to tl_e:_ :intrinsicflti0reseen_'hinaphthahne). workers at "25,486 cm-', but sp!ittings of vmious magnitudes t._
_F_r;-a :-giy_nti, ati6n of told'atone, it Was fmmd :bat the from 0 to 220 :m-' had been reported. Then both Brodin and ]
- -__ergy _er .fle6reaSed steadily, with d6crease" o: crystal " Laeey me_m_red splittings up to 230 cin-L Th_swas.attributed
::_:.-'tli_"iie__riflfi',.tl_range.._of 0.1 to 10 _t; if,is is ; ._trihuted to_molecular oetupole interactions, as was later shown to be [
aek and reasonab!e. The free exciton b origh, was placed _at 25,I=50 I[
-_:- • to reduetiom0f_tiie mean l distance of-the exciton _ em-_, using ,a splitting extrapolated to zero c_stal thickness. [
__::. ]lefiee_!ge proi_ab_litf _f;_an exciton being trappe_a _by the
-,-,_.o._,p_.ii_..t_citation_speqtra measurements showed=that tetra- This then marks the oc;_u also of luraineseer, ee from the free !"
"" i
cono' _:___t.vJstito_onally included in tl_-naphthalene lattice exciton level (K = 0). ,_
- .a_ad-:!_:atno cegions of crystalline-tetraeene existed for mole " The lu.min_ce_:; (b) band o{ great_t energ3"_t 4°K differs i
. eone6n_ati6ns below 5 X 10-t. in position according to the sample. In'anthracene (COff_mer- [
• -_ "'lq:o_a_ -in please occurred as the .systems were cooled cial grade) sul'_ected to 120 passes in zone refining, a value i-
.. tO.:,_2og O{ ffpon _'arming to •room temperature. The te_a- Of 25,050 cm-_ has been obs_,.ryed here, the g_eates_ reported_
'_ " -"-" " ' " _ -' • ," -soJar, although WoWs value of _5,020 is very close. "
- :--_t'en0 fluo_rescenceshowed, pronounced splitm_.g as the temper- .
":%_0-.'--a_air6:'_.,:.lowei_l. to=_I.2°K,. and_"he. polarization of these l_e existence of fuxther luminescence origins below 25,050 _!"
" - .b_n_ls=_...._ -_shbWed_-_. . that..,the. tetracene.. _.m|ecules_. occupy_ regular, cm -_ is generally accepted. Most anhraeene luminese6nee 0t
. -=p_,atiOn_m.the.monoehmc naphthalene latttce. In measunng
_"-. tl_ie_/va_a_i,r[;"0fen'ergy .tr_sfer with. temperature, spectra 4°K which, has been repu:ted-originates, in fact, at_:levels
." - wefi_:_r:ded asthe specimens wag_ned-from liquid helium of energy-less than 25,050.
• " ge!aperature_ and the total (integrated) fluorescence intensity -In the region 24,800-,".5,030 cm -_, crystals 10 /_ thick
Wife me_urefff_m.traces showed no absorption ,n a repeatedly zone-refined sample.
-i:-:--an_t_.intbfisi_yof va-fibUSband_ _
:_ :" .mi_d6On a-Bristol re_der. The_t, mper/_h_re dependenceOf Bands are made to _p_ar at 24,920 anJ25,010 cm-_ hy_sub-
::'._-S_0_¢,-_'ne_ from-naphthalene al0ne, and-of tetraeene liming twice in air; by .subliming with-a small amount-ofan - !-_
";-__(4h_h-_biene)_ W_n the tetracene .was excited directly,, thraquincae in the absence of air, bands appe,qred_'at 24,804 _
. ---._.a.'s_dmeasured, " .. - ' - .... :./ and 24,910 cm-L Less-pure anthracene showed bands/_t .f_
:--:-.: !_r_h_tal_l.uor_.eho_-froalnaphtlia;enealoneShowedan 24,906. 24,926; and 25,029 cm-L . _ ._.
: ':--f_efease in_:iat¢mity., as- the temperatme was lowered from -A study was made of ",'hetemperature31ependence Of lumi- _.
':::('."".-_._.._::;.tem_eratu_.:to60=807K;_,a steady decrease in =intensity . neseeace in. antJ_racene and of. efiergy transfer in anthracene 0,
• v ,,:_;,,-,'.:2._,,.>. ," o " " " " " :: .... " " _mpuritms in , __-.-- _,#::i_.lS_._o_._t¢]Y,7._K,.:.and. ,fina_y_.a-_F.arp ,acre,._e,. in it,- cc,ntainii_,g"ietracene, The determination (,f ...... -
:'? _sih_.:-iii"ffii_tanee_7_-2_K M_asurements Droner tr,msf-r anthrave_;: and the adjure of luminescence centers, some of _i
!L:L':_we'_=_h_a't::sm"ple_of th e same eonceatratmn prepared by which are. associated with impu,ritles, are considered. "
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EXCITED STATF....q-- EXPi[R IMENT
1,011. _ION AND FLUORESC'F-I_CE.¢PECTRA C_H..D itself co:_tained _I'7, C,H_. isotopic imp,.a,ib'.) Radia-
OF SINGLE ANTHRACENE-PHENA.NTIIRENIE tion is initially absorbed by the bulk c_'stal. Excit'ation ener_'
CRYSTALS [AI_'TRACT] is then tran-.ferred rapidly to both traps..At sufficiently low
Fergu;o_1. temperatures, emission occurs from the traps only. Singlet
In "Programand Abstracts: (kganic Ceystal Symposimn states of the traps can (I) fluoresce. _2) transfer excitation
Octobea- 10-12, .t96'2," p. 2.3 ,r.termolccularlv to singlet states of other traps, or (3) tramft'/Natior.a!R,esearc.hCouncil, Ottav,._,Canada. l_62
excitation intramok'cuhrly to triplet states. Triplet states of
.Mea_.urementsof the spectra of s/ngle crystals :ith polar- the _,aps formed by meehanism 3 above or from trip]e_
ized l/ght reveal interesting infommtion about _he energy _t_tes of the bulk c:Tst_l can phil2 >re._e, o._ can transfer
levels of the authracelw. With flakes grown by svhlimati._, ,-xcitation int(':moteet:larly t,. other traps. Quenching back to
" ,:.;e ground state may occur di,:ing any of the above steps.
there is a continuous shkt of the a-polarized a'-.',,rt-J-,'_ spec- The point of this kind of experiment is. of course, to detect
tram to low energy --=sthe mole ratio o:" anthracene i.s in- the presence of long range, tra-.-to-trap exei!a:ion migration
creased, signihing a _olid sol_,tion ef the two eoml_ments as in mechanism 2 above. If t_ re is no trap-to-trap trans-
throughout the whole range of composition. Data at" pre- re1 the ratio of emissi(,n i:,tmlsitv from the two kinds of traps
ser,tedo a graph. The pohri__ation ratio (b/a) of the
absorption band at low mole ratio is very close w_-the should be reagl.ly equal to their concentration', ratio. Trap-to-trap transfer dis'torts .,his ratio in favor of the deepest trap.
oriented gas val*ie (2 7:1 ). No quantitative data have been Results of experimen_ are presented and interpreted.
obtained for the fluorescence pohrization ratio. The absorp-
tion and Puorescence bands are shar_ at low mole ratios but
broaden (especially the fluorescedce bands) and ';hilt as the 1,013. A STUDY OF THE DELOCALIZATION OF
mole ratio of anthracene is increased. The fluorescence sp_- TRIPLET EXCITATION ENERGY IN MOLECULAR
trum is c_nsiderably broa',ler than the absorption spectrum at CRYSTALS AND MIXED CRYSTALS OF ORGANIC
mole ratios of.about 0.1, but _he polarization ratio is not MOLECULES [ABSTRACT]
constant (as is observed _sith pure anthracene crystals _..At Hoehstrasser,R. M.
mole ratios of about 0.5, spliltins of the absorption bands In "Programand Absaracts:Organic Cr_tal Sympnsimn,October 10-12, 1982," pp. 29-32
and prono,mced broadening of the b component are observed. National Research Com_cil,Ottawa, C_nada, 1962
At the same time the fluorescence spectrum moves to lower
energy. Further increase of the anthracene mole ratio results "rbJs ?_per describes an experimental investigalion of the
in increased broadening, splitting, and shift of the spectrum behavior of excited triplet states of molecular crystals and
until that e cpure a,thracene is reached, the in_uence of impurity molecules on the phosphorescence
of the erysbal, and of the nonradiarive processes occurring
after excitation.
1,012. RAPID TRIPLET EXCITATION MIGRATION IN
ORGANIC CRYSTALS [ABSTRACTI To account tor the total number of qnanta absorbed by a
Nieman, G. C., Robinson, G.W. crystal, it £_ necessary, to study the course of excitation
"In "Programand Abstracts:Organic Crystal Symposium, through other states of the ]attice, notably the lo.¢_r lying
October 10-12, 1962," pp. 26-28 triplet states. For crystals containing impurities, the lowest
NatiwmlResearehCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 triplet states of the impurity must also be included. To
Impurity quenching of the lowest triplet .state of crystalline assess the importance of singlet-triplet and triplet-triplet non-
naphthalene has been fonnd to be much more effective than radiative energy transfer in crystals, six distinct arrange-
quenching of the lowest siuglet. Using the r_asonab]e assump- ments of crystal a_d impurity states can be foreseen: (1)
tion that migration of excitation is responsible for quenching, S¢ > T_ :> S;, => T_, e.g., for a saturated hydrocarbon in an
this result implied that in _r-e]eetron organic crystals the aromatic crystal lattice; (2) S_ > T_ > So > T_, e.g., for
degree of triplet excitation migration is much greate_ than tetracene in naphthalene; (3) So _ S_ > Tv :> Ts, e.g.,
that for the singlet. The long lifetime of the triplet state for benzene in f_aphthalene; (4) So > Ss :> Tt > T¢, e.g., for
accounts for part of this effect. It is the purpose of this naphthalene in triphenylene; (5) S_ _ S_ :> T_ :> T_, e.g.,
communication to point out that, in addition, _he interaction for triphenylene in naphthalene; and (6) Ss > S¢ > T_ > To,
matrix element associated with the triplet may very well be e.g., for anthracene in _,aphthale_ie. The results of experi-
of the same order as that for the lm_est siagh;t, ments on certain systems belonging _o the abece categories
are _escribed.
The use of three-compo,ent isotopic mixed crystals was
thought to be a help inputting the study on a more quanti-
tative basis, and a crystal _.omposed of 99.9-% C_Ds, 0.4% 1,014. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM OF2,9.'.PAIL4,CYCLOFHANE[AB:_TRACT]
CeHsD, and 0.4% CeH_ was used. The isotopic traps CelleD R_, A., Schnepp, O.
and CeHe have excitation energies I70 and 200 em-_, _'espec- In "Program and Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposium,
tively, b_,low that of C,;De. A "conUol" crystal containing October 10--12,1962/' p. 38
09,2% CeDe plus 0.8% Celled was a_o studied. (The National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
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EX:frED STATES--EXPERIMENT
The polarized absorption and fluorescence spectra of single 1,016. ELEL_I'ROLUMINESCENCEOF ANTHRACENE
en_als of 2,2'-paraeyelophane at 20°K were rc_-orded in the [ABSTRACT]
region _ -_100 A. The spectra consis' of r,arrow lines, 87 Gamee, E. F.
In "Programand Abstracts. Organic Crysta!S.vmposium.
of which could be measured in absorption and nine ii,1
emL_olL October 10-12. 19B2,"pp. i09.-116NationalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
1,015. ELECTROLUMINE¢4CENCEIN ORGANIC CRY_WALS It has been found that certain c_ndensed ring systems
[ABSTRACT] exhibit elec'.roluminescenc_ in the presence _f a .-.mallamou,t
Pope, ,t,|. Kailmaon,H. P. -t.lagnante,P. of a finely divided electr_;ie conductor. For example.
In _Programand AbstruSe,:Organic CrystalSymposiunt anthracene in the pre'_ence of about 1% of 2ar.hon black
October 10-1"2,. 1962," pp. 106-10S gives clue electrolumineseen,.'e that is characteristic of an-
Natimml Research Coundl, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 thrm.ene emls._don bands. If a small amount of tetracene,
ElectrobJminesr-_nce _,as been observed in shigle-crystal approximately o.1%, Js adde] to this system, a _een eiec-
anthracene, and in single-cryst_ anthracene with abmtt 10-t troluminescence typical of t6tracene emission bands is ob-
mole% tetraeene as au impuritT. Th_ Imninescence in the _ase rained.
of anthr_-_me was the usuai an*.]xrr,cene fluorescence; ia the In tMs paper are deseril_.,d some of the experimental
case of anthracene ,,'ith tetraeene _,pufit)', it was that of results obtai.ed h'. the study of the mechanism of this _'pe
"e_'aeene. of electrolumin_cepce. Section,s are presented on (1) prep-
The c_'#,als were 10 to 20 /z tlfiek and two ¢le,_trode aration of phosphors attd cells. (2) brightness ,as a function
e_rdlguxations were used, with their restdts di_¢_mg mark- et voltage. (3) wave fo,"m_ of light omI'ot, (4) electro-
edit,. In onK the electrodes were syntmetrically dl: ._sed !,tr,inescence emission Sl.,*otra.._,_d (5) exphnation oi the
on 'both sides of the crystal and consisted of 0.1 N aque- mechanism imolved.
oas solutions of NaCI; the area of the electrode _'as 0.1
emz (total crystal area wm 0.5 cm2). In the second con- 1,017. MAGNETIC PROPEBTIES OF CRYSTALLINEfiguration, silver paste electrodes were used, the area of one ORGANIC .ILADICALS_Y MAC_ETIC RESONANCE
electrode being made very. small compared with *..heopposite STUDIES [ABSTRACT]
electrode, so as to Frovide a highly inhomogeneous electric Anderson,M. E., Puke, G. E.
field. In "Programand Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposium:
"- October i0-12, 1962," pp. 156-157
Using e!eetrolyte electrodes, the lum/vescence appeared NationalResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Ca:'.ada,1962
only wh,,m the voltage was applied as a square wave, and c,nly
during the time when the voltage was changing polarity.. The On lowering kT to ealues comparable to the exchange
intensity of emitted light was a function ef the peak-to-peak interrction, _ lattice which is exchange-link(d in three
vc.ltage only. Thus, usiug biased square waves, the light inten- dimensio,)s is expected to exhibit a cooperative transition to
sity was the same for rising and falling voltages regardles_ of either tee ferromagnetic or the antiferromagnetic state, de-
whether the voltage remained ahvay_ positive or ale ays pending upon the sign of the couplivg. It was thus antiei-
negative. A sharp surge of current through the cr3_'tal pated that crysta_ of the organic radicals might show such
occurred simultaneously with a given light emigsion. "UMs transitions at temperatures within an order of magnitude of
surge of current was not the usual transient effect due to 10°K. The measured electron spin susceptibihties in these
the crystal's capacitance, because of its extremely short dura- crystals, however', do not (except perhaps for Wurster's blue
tion. For a given voltage swing, more light was emitted if the perchlorate) e:,hibit the abrupt transitions characteristic of
period of changing w-ltage was decreased. The intensity of such cooperati ;e phenomena. Structural explanations from see-
the light emitted per cycle, was greater at lower frequeiacies; eral different studies are reported. Magnetic, resonance has
beyond 100 eps, with the photom'dtiplier equipment on hand, been used i,n several, ways to investigate such systems. The
no luminescence co,ald be observed. Two of the prerequisites electro_ resonance intensity is proportional to the suscep-
for maximum eleetrolumineseence per cycle in this electrode tibility of the crystal.
system seem tc he a rapidly changing voltage atad a relatively
long duration for the applied field. Another useful technique is the nuclear magnetic resonance2' of protons which have hyperfine interaction with the unpaired
The applied field strength was about !0 _ v/era. The electrons of such molecules. The exchange ix_.teraction aver,.
intensity of luminescence increased approximately with the ages away most of the hyperfine structure, leaving a Knight
square of the applied voltage from 5 X 10_ to i0 _ v/cm. shift of the proton resooance. The sl_ift is proportional to the
This voltage dependence is similar to that reported by electron magnetization. A striking example presented here is
Bernanose, and by Namba and co-workers, who studied the that of 1,_,bisdiphenylene-2-phenyl-a]iyl (BDPA), for which
eleetrolumine_cence of dyes dispersed in cellophane, The the electron susceptibility has been studied by both electron
relative light intensity was measured with a photomultiplier re_onance intensity and nuclear resonance shift, For this
and the reproducibility of results was about 25%. particular'substance, the exiqtence of singlet and triplet pairs
lee
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rnly be indicated by the form of t! e susc-ephbiht3., vs. tern- af, i:ropriate reprecentati(,n of these salts m_y be. e g.,
peratare. (q,:;PCH. _="(TCNQ),: and ( Cs")- (TCNQ) __.
There rema:n unexp]ained experimental facts. Wurster's Exchange :mtTowing of the triplet fine structure is observed,
blue perchlorat,-, althouFJa its crystal structure is kno_ai +o the measured exchange frequencies varying exponentially as a
exhibit linear ei,ains, has at 180°K a sharp Freak in the function oF temF_ature with charm"teristic exchange acti-
susceptibility that is reminescentofa tlassic,'_ntiferroma,_.a-letic cation energieq, l)ctaihd stt,die; of the effects of spin
transition in a thr,_e-dimensi3aal excba:lge-eoupled net. The exchange on the .spectra of a numb_ r of ion-radical salts have
ESR line width in BDPA shows an abrupt maximum at 1.9°K; beer, carried co' where ex,:hange parameters have been
W. 0. Hamilton has found that the eDstal's specific heat derived from ;ill three limiting approximations re]zting to line
has ao anomaly at that temperature. It is possible tha_ width and line separation of the exchange-modified Block
weaker exchange inter,'ctions complete an exchange-coupled eqt._aho-,s. While in general the exchange frequency, v, can be
net of higher dimensio.,;ali%" than one, leading to a coopcra- exprc.-:ed as
live transition at 1.9°k.
v = roe"-_g/kr
different values of v_. and AE (for a given material) are1,0!8. EPR STUDIES OF SPIN CORRELATION IN SOME
ION RADICAL SALTS [ABSTRACT] obtained depending upon the limiting approximaUtm em-
Chesnut, D.B. ployed. The presumed existence of triplet excitons :,fiefs an
In "Program and Abstraels:Organic CD-stalSymp._sium, explanation of the exchange behavior.
October10-12, 1962,"pp. 158-159
National ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1969-
1,019. PAFtAMAGNETISMOF TRIPLET".STATE ORGANIC
In previous studies a number af the e|ectrically conduct* Mq)LECULES IN CRYSTALS [ABSTRACT]
ing ion radical salts based on the strong electron acceptor ! ,_tchison,C. A., Jr.
tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ) has been shown to ex- In 'Program and Abstracts:Organic CrystalSymposium,
hibit a paramagnetism charaeteri .tit" of entities residing in October 10-12, 1962," pp. i60-169-
thermally accessible taiplet states. "he triplet state character/- Na ional ResearchCouncil, Ottawa, Canada, 1962
zation has been made from the obser',,at/on and analysis of The pa_amagnetic resonance absorption of phosphorescent
the anisotropic fine structure splitting coupled with c.bserved organic mclectiles was first observed in single c_'stals of an
temperature dependences of the mag,etie susceptib;lity and optically suitable organic compound coutaining a small e_m-
EPR signal intensities. Values of:l-the energy, separation centration of the phosphor. Five such crystal systems have
of the tr;plet state above the '_iaglet ground state-meas- been investigated in detail: (1_ naphthalene in dmene, (2)
ured belo:v room temperature from integrated signal intens- deuteronaphthalene in durene, (2) phenanthrene in biphenyl,
ities raoge from sever;il hu,dr._dths to several tenths of an (4) naphthalene in biphenyl, and (5) phe,aanthrene In
electron volt. fluorene.
Single crystal investigations of the (,_:,PCI-_3)_("CNQ) Studies of the fine structu:_.s and hyperfine structures of
(TCNQ-), ((I'_AsCH_) d
LÀœ (TCNQ-),and (C_)2 the magnetic spectra of these systems have shown that (1)
(TCNQ) (TCNQ-)_. salts show that the observed param_,g- the phosphorescent species are in electronic triplet states;
netie resonance spectra may be characterized by aa ortho- (2) the chemical identity of the phosphorescent sp( vies may
rhombie spin Hamihonian be determined; (3) the triplet degeneracy is removed in the
absence of the magnetic field, the splittings being of order
,_,q{= flH • g • S + DS/- + E (S_z - Sy_-), 0.1 em-_; (4) the zero-field spl':ttings are mait_.ly of intra-
where the abso!ute magni;.udes of D and E are 0.00616 and molecular origin arising from magn0,tic dipole-dipole inter-
0.00097 cm-L respectively, for the phosphonium and arsonium actions; (5) the phosphor molecules are well oriented in the
salts, and 0.00937 and 0,00152 cm _ for the cesium salt. The host crystal and the precise orientation may be determined;
g-factors and g-factor anisotropies ,are typical of those found ,and (6) the symmetry character of the electronic triplet
in organic syste,as..r:terpreted in terms of electronic dipole- states may be determined. The spin-Hamiltonian summariz-
dipole interaehons, the relatively small magnitude of the ing the fine structure studies is presented, and some numer-
ical results tabulated. Magnetic resonance absorptions in suchzero-field splitting ir_these materials suggests a TCNQ super-
molecular structure in the solid in which the triplet spin sinhle crystal solutions at zero external magnetic field have
density is distributed over several TCNQ molecules, these been investigated and their polarizaticns with respect to
molecular axes have been determined.
dc.ubly-charged species possessing a si_:glet ground state and
a thermally accessible triplet state. Preliminary structural data Paramagnetic resonance spectra of single crystals of bi-
from X-ray studies indicate that face-to-face packing of the phenyl containi:,g naphthalene and phenanthrene simulta-
TCNQ molecules is prevalent in these salts, From these vari- ,eously, as oriented solutes, have been examined. Transfer of
ous considerations, it is suggested that perhaps z more energy in this crystal from optically excited phenanthrene
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triplet stale molec,,les to naphthalene molecules with erea- triplet states of the above deuterated series were 17, 23, 12,
,'ion of triplet states in the !atter has 1-_en shown t_, occur. !5, and 0.15 see. respectively. In all cases, except possibly
the l_st, the v.dues are apparently the radiative lifetime. The
Precise measm,ements of spin-Hamiltonian paramete_ i:a dpplieation of the EPR ._eehnique to the study of ee:ergy
the naphthabne-phenantl',rene-biphenyl e_'ystal lead t,_, t_le _'rans%r between triplet states of organic molecules has L_een
eonelusi,'n that (1) complex formation between napl,thaiene espc. iallv rewarding. Relative' triplet concentration t;,¢ both
a,d phenanthrene, or (2) some type of molecular a¢:ceia-
tion or juxtaposition of the hvo solute species in the _.o*stal energy donor and accepter has !men determined for a great
structure, did not occur to ._u observable extent, me,:" "airs of _l_:_phors, and- ener_: tran'ffer verified, the
prime r_qu.lrement being that the trir,!et levd of the donor lie
Stable grm,nd state triplet moleeul_ in organie s'_'ngle -hove Jhat for the accepter. In order to insure that the
crystals ha_e also been investigated, in cooperation with aeee_'., • triplet oc,:uFancy is due ,_otransf,'.r, it is a_so advis-
Professor Closs, by magnetic resonance method_ A ery.qtal of able to eh.o_.e a system where the donor singlet level is
benzopF.enone containing a small concentration of biphenyl- below that of the accepto," A men-chromatic light sour_
diazo-methane is considered, and a model of the triplet is used, with wavelength _djusted so that the accepter
_ate molecule is suggested, singiet level cannot be excited. Tl-,e system studied most ex-
tensively was that of phenanthrene (donor)--naphthalene (ac-
cepter), selected becaLoe it represented a pure hydrocarbon
1,020. ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE system where stron?, complex/ng effects were as,umed not
STUDIES OF TRIPLET STATES AND ENERGY to e._ist. Analysis ,_'. :'_e data reveals that the "tun of theTBANr,_R [ABSTRACT]
$malb:r,B.,Remko, J. IL triplet stete concentratim,s of both accepter ._._d donor is
In"lrrogramand Abs_aets: Organ/©Crystal Sympo_.ium, constant, independent Jf accepter eoncentrat;.m, while the
: eel.abet 10-12, 1962," pp. 163--1_ _-atio of accepter to doter triplet states is linearly dependent
N'AfionalR_eareh Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1962 ovi the accepter concentration.
The appli_,tion of eleetronparamagnetie techniques to The studies have bec, extended from the indicated one-
the study of the triplet state in oi_anie phosphors originated step transfer to pro_._sses involving a two-step reaction. Tb;
with the work of Hutcb;.son and Mangum on naphthalene requirements on triplet level of the intermediate is that its
diluted in a durene ta,ystal. From the results quantitative trip!el lecel lie between that of the donor and accepter, while
meamrements were made" of the correlation effects in the for unambiguity of results its singlet level is chosen so that
dipole-dipole interaction of the two unpaired electrons com- its first excited singlet (like that of the accepter) is too high
prising the S = 1 ,,tale. The correct triplet state wava rune- for direct absorption by the incident light. The remits for
lion can then be deduced in terms of the possible excitation the diphenylamine(donor)-indo!e(intermediate)-flaorene
functions consistent with the determined parameters. The (accepter) system arc presented. Relative triplet cone.en-
utility of the EPB technique was greatly enhanced by trations of donor and accepter are shown when n_ inter-
van der Waals and de Groot's discove_ that the reso:,ance due. mediate is present, and compared with that of all tl_ree triplet
to.the "forbidden transition" AM = --+:2,can be detected with concentrations when the intermediate is added. Several
sensiti_6ty comparable to that of the allowed AM = ± 1 trans- models proposed in an attempt at a correct theoretieal inter-
ition. In a glassy matrix, the AM =: -----2transitions are con- p_c_ation of the energy transfer phenomenon are exvlaioed
giderably less sensitive to _ngular ",ariation and the resultant and compared.
line widths are greatly reduced so that detection sensitivity
is comparable to that of free radicals. The resonant magnetic
field is determi_aed by the values o( D and E pertinerJt to 1,021. THE TESLA-COII, METHOD FOR PRODUCINGFREE RADICALS FROM SOLIDS
the triplet state wave function for the specific molecule and Bamford. C. II., yenkins, A. D., Ward, J. C.
identifies the molecular species. Thus, triplet state concen- Nature, v. 186. _._o.4726, pp. 712-713, May 28, 1960
trations of combinations of organic phosphors dissolved in a
common glassy matrix, as well as possible interactions between A radical concentration of approximately 10-_ mole/1 could
tiae excited species, can be studied and identified unarnbigu, be obtained by applying the discharge from a Tesla coil to
ously. "Ilae zero-field splittings for a series of aromatic, sub- finely ground crystals of organic compounds contained in
stituted aromatic, and heteroeyell_ compoun_t triplet states partially evacuated ESR specimen tubes. Glycine, diketopiper-
are tabulated along with _the dete_nined line widths. Line azine, acrylamide, itac_nic acid, and acrylonitrile were exana-
widths are determined, in the main, by nuclear magnetic ined,-,_nd all gave str9ng radical spectra. Prolonged _.xcitation
broadening. This is evidenced by substituting the deuterated . " " "bv the Tesla cod was applied to methacr_ he acid at approxi-
species for the series benzene, naphthalene, diphenyl, phen- mately -195"C, thereby producing radicals which initially
anthrene and anthracene. The_ r_tio of line widths of the reside mainly on the surf_.ce. Warming the specimen to 0*C
light-to-heavy--species was correspondingly 1.7, 2,7, 2.8, for 5 rain caused the radical concentration to decay to the
3,1, 3.3. The theoretically expected ratio of totally magneti- limit of detectability (_10 -e mole/l): decay of the surface
eally broadened lines is 3.25. Lifetime measurements of the radicals at vadous temperatures wa: investigated.
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1,0_._. PYRENE DIMERS 56 a,ld 120 em I resulting from v-v transit/on have also be_._J
Berlman, L B. reco, ded.
Nature, v. 191, no. 4788, pp. 504---59:_,,,ugmt 5, 1961
Res'dts are reported of shzdies of changes in the fluores- 1,025. EXCtMFil FLUORESCENCE OF AROMATIC
cence lifetime and in the emission spectrmn of pyrene in HYDROCARBONS I_, 5OLUTION
paraxylene and in eyclohexane for variott_ concentrations of Bftks, J. B., Christophoroth L. C.
pyrene. Decay times were measured using apparatus which Nature_ v. ]?'i, ,o. 4827, pp. 442--444,May 5, i962
produced apt lse_ beam of electrons o.t 75-key energy to
"lTm appearance of a broad structureless emission band atexcite the fluor_c-ence, and a 1P28 photomultiplier and asso-
ciated _luipment for d:_tecting and gcaphically recording the long wavelengths in the tumescence spectrum of certain
shape of ,he emitted light pulse. Each component in the aromatic hydrocarbons in concentrated solution is attributed
fluorescence emission was _studied by interposing either a to the format:on of excited dime:s (excimets). Dat_. ,_n the
9863 Coming tilt( r or a Wr_ tten 2 Series VI filter to p Jss the m_nomer and excimer spectra of :en compounds (l:2-benz-
violet and blue cz,mponents, respectively. This equipment anthracene and its 2% 3'-, 5-, 6-, 8-methyl and 2t 6-dimethyl
can measure decay ti:,_es conveniently over a range of 2-200 derivatives, p.vrene, l:2-benzpyrene and 3:4-benzpyrene) /
nsee. Longer components in the decay could be observed but which exhibit this behavior are tabulated. Perylene and
not accurately detexrnined. Although :the resultz provide antn_nthrene form fluorescent dirners which ar_ also stable. -
supporting eVide,ee for the a._sumption of transient dimecs in the ground state. (PA, 1962, #11,376)
as postulated by F6rster and KasFer, they are not suflleienfly
conclusive to elin_ate other interpretations. 1,026. OBSERVATION OF TRAPPED ELECTRONS IN
POLYMETHACRYLIC ACID
Ormerod,M. G., Stoodl_,, L. G.
1,023. EVIDENCE FOR THE PHOTO-ASSOC/ATION OF Nature, v. 195, no. 4838, pp. 262-263, July 21, 1062 '
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN FLUID MEDIA
Stevem, B. ESR work on polymethacrylic acid and its esters suggests
Nah_re,v. 192, no. 4804, pp. 725-727, Nowember25, 1961 that the unpaired spins observed at 770K after irradiat/on at ;
that temperature are trapped electrons. To test this idea theAlthough photo-association appears to be of general oc-
currence unless steric..ally hindered, the intermoleeular bind- effect of electron acceptors was investigated, the additives
ing forces will dep,nid on the electronic properties of the used being pyromellitic di/mhydride (PMDA) and tetra-
molecvles involved a._J may be of less generaloriggggin. Emis- cyanoethylene (TCNE). The s_me number of." spins was
s¢_n, ,'ie]ayed fluorescence, solLquenehing, and ser_sifiz-ed-ilb- produced in all systems by similar irradiations, but the shape
)_,yed fluorescence P.re tabulated for benzene, naphthalene, of the ESR spectrum was different. The spectrum from the
anthracene, phe:_anthrene, fluorene, carbazole, naphthaeene, sample containing TCNE was identical to the spectrum of
TCNE radical ions produced by chemical reduction. Thepyrene, 3,4-benzpyrene, pery|ene, 1,12-benzperylene, eor-
oncne, z;,thanthrene, and 9,10-diphenylaathraeene. T_/e last _ changes produced on warming to room temperature were
comt_ound does not show evidenc_ of exeimer fo, mation, also investigated. (PA, 1963, #2684)_ ._
-7
-1,024. FLUORESCE_ICE SPECTRUM OF ANISOLE VAPOR 1,027. SPECTRA OF AMIN_E-C*,ILORANILCOMPLEXES
]Pral-.ash,S. S]ifldn, M. A.
Nature, v. 193, no. 4812, p. 268: Sanuary20, 1962 Nature, v. 195, no. 4842, UP.693-694, August 18, 1962 -_
The fluorescence sgectrum of anisole in the vapor state has The absorption spectra of some a_phatie amine--chloranil
been developod following tile technique of Bass and Sponer. mixtures and solutions were measured. The observed shift in
the ehloranil absorption band is attributed to the formation of
The spectrum extends from 2700 to 3100 A, and consists 1:1 charge-transfer complexes of the n-w type. (PA, 1963,
of about 60 bands degraded toward the red. #11394) "_
The strong band at 361386 cm-_i which has appeared due ,
to self-absorption, is taken as the 0-4) band. This is in good 1,o28. VlSCOS_._Y DEPENDENCE OF UNIMOLECULAR
agreement with the value 30,389 em -_ measured'in ultraviolet CONVERSION FROM THE TRIPLET STATE
absorption. The vibrations which are excited in the ground Porter,G., Stief, L. J.
state have the frequencies 265, 450, 5P.9,, 611, 788, t,000, Nature, v. 195, no. 4845, pp_991-992, September 8, 1962
1,029, 1,178, 1,250 and I,_10 em-L whi6h agree well with The rate constants d flrst-orde_ triplet decay of 9,10- _
Raman data. _The symmetries to wl_ich the frequencies be- diEromoanth_acene woe determined from + 150 to -t96"C
long are mentioned, in three solvents of differenf viscosity. Three regiom of
Bands due to combinations of the above frequencies imve behavior occur: (1) a low-viscosity regi0n where the z'ate
been observed. In addition, the difference frequencie._, 36, constant, at a given temperature, is independent of viscosity;
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(2) a h}gh-vho_sity region where the rate constant is again An experimental kinetic cun,e or ehemil,_.mil.eseence in-
nearly indepev,:ent of Viscosity; and (3) an intermediate tensity in methyleth?iketone oxidation _t 60°C is presented.
region where the rate decreases _apidly with increasing Activation data are tabulated for chemiluminescence accom-
viscosity from (_.) to (2). (3_ appears in different tempera- panying cycIohexane oxidation, with l,alogen-substituted an-
ture ranges for the three solvents and lies close to the melting thracene activators.
point. It is conc/udcd that there are two distinct modes of
unimolecular triplet decay which predominate in regions 1,031o LUMINESCENCE IN PLASTICS
(1) and (2). The only mokxmlar parameter kaaown to change ester, G., Geaeintos, N., Khan, A. U.
drastically in region (3) is ",:herelaxation time of Brown{an Nature, v. 196,no. 4859, pp. 1089-1090, December 15, 1962
rotations, suggesting that the rate con_ant in region (1) may
Many aromatic hydroc_,bons (naphthacene, phenanthrene,
correspond tea radiationless transition in which coupling of chrysene, dibenz [a, h] anthracene, fluorauthene) dissolw_.d
molecular rotat;on and electronic motion is important. (PA, _u many plastics (polycarbonate, polystyrene, polymetbyl-
1963, #3811) methacrylate, polyvinyl acetate, cellulose acetate, ethyl cellu-
lose, methyl cellulose) exhibit phosphorescence at room
1,029. RESONANCE IN_I'ERACTIONSOF FLUORESCENT teraperature, as do dyes dissolved in polyvinyl alcohols. Oxy-
• ORGANIC MOLECULES IN SOLUTION gen quenches the phosphorescence, and diffusion of oxygen
_!_ Birks, .1'.B., Christophorou,L.G. into a plastic specimen can be observed by the movement of
Nature, v. 196, no. 4849, pp. 33-35, October, 1962 " the phosphorescent boundary. Other e_eets observed in the
Four type:; of concentration-dependent behavior in _olu- plostic _.o]utions at room temperature intlude (1) metastable
tions of fluol:escent aromatic compounds are dist.inguished,- luminescent intermediates produced photochemicalli," from
depending on whether or not they exhibit dimer emission 2-methyl anthraquinone in cellulose acetate. (-2) pLoto-dimers
and/or absorption. Twenty-fi,,e compounds forming exeimers • of pyrene in polyc_rbonate, and (3) b-enzophonone-sensitizedphosphorescence of naphthalene in polymethy]methacrylate.
are listed. Experimental evidence is given for the resonance (PA, 1963, #7213)
i_ateraction of t_o different molecular species to form excited
"mixed dimers," which may be either fluore_'.e.nt (e.g., pyrene
and l-methyl pyrene) or nonfluorescent (e.g., pyrene and 1,03'2. EFFECT OF NAPHTHALENE O1_ l'ltE QUENCHING
3:4-benzphenanthren¢). The possibility of stable "r_i=_.'l OF LIQUID SCINTILLATION SOL}TTIONS
dimers" (e.g., anOlracene and 2-methyl anthracene) i._ also Dobbs; H. E.
,._nsidered. (P.A; 1963, #7.9,15) Nature, v. 197, no. 48a_, p. 785, February23_1.963
The effect of adding naphthalene to liquid scintillation sys-
1,030.SECONDARY PKOCESSES IN CHEMILUMINESCENT toms containing ta',_tiumwas investigated. It was foand that
SOLUTIONS the effect depends entirely on the chemical nature of the
: Vasile_,,_;;F. quenching agent. With some substances the quenching effect
Nature, v. 196,no. 4855_up. 668-669, November 17, 1962 is ahnost entirely removed; with others it is enhanced. Spe-
cifically, it was reread that the addition of naphthalene to
Excltati6n energy transfer and quench'ng of excited states liquid scintillator colitainir_g benzoic acid results in a small
are known to be of importance in"many phenomena. Evidence increase in counting ._fficiency at low concentrations of ben-
is presented in this communication that processes of this kind zoic acid and a decrease in efficiency at high concentrations.
may occur i_l them{luminescent sot,ations. The addition of naphthalene 'to a benzoate-quen¢:hed solu-
Activation of chemiluminescence was obtained by adding tion, on the other hand, results in a eonsideraLle increase in
luminescent materials to the reactants. Anthracene, its alkyl-, counting efficiency at all quencher concentrations. _:o.asor_sfor
phenyl-, halogen-derivatives, oxazoles, and pyrazolines have these results are discussed. (PA, 1963, # I1,801)
been used as activators. Chemiluminescence spectra were
recorded ,and the intensity Was studied as a {:unction of act{- 1,033. STI,I_IULATED SINGLET-TRIPLET TRANSITIONS
vator conccntrattons m the oxidation of benzene solutions of IN ORGANIC P,-IOSPHORS
cydohexane and ethylbenzene. Wilkinson, F., Smith, E. B.
Nature, v. 199, no. 4894, pl_.691-692, August 17; 1903_
• Activated chemiluminescence spectra were found to be
identiealto the fluorescence spectra of activators. This indi- The phosphors investigated were naphthalene and 1.bromo-
cates that the singlet state of the act{valor is the excited one. naphthalene. A 640-ioule flasb was used, To prevent produc-
• tion of triplet phosphor by singlet-singlet excitation followed
The enhanoirg net{on of activators becomes stronger with by tntersystem ei'os,cing, the mechanism usually responsib!e
increasing concentration. Their. efficiency builds up with for triplet states observed in flash experiments, filter solutions
ha!r,gen subs_itutiun in spite of the fact that substitution, were placed in _an outer jacket surrounding the re_.etion
induced chang_ lead to decreasing fluorescence yield, vessel. Spectra of such ..filter solutions and el solutions of
L,
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naphthalene and 1-bromonaphthalenc in l'_quid paraflln are hypelbolic function of the form I = L_flr/(t + I3)y at /_ =
prese.-,ted as graplts, and transients detected in flash pl',otol- 1.5 (y and fl for the same activator depend oq the treatment).
ysis experiments using dega._sed liquid paraffin solution
within a pyrex vessel are tabulated for the two compounds. !,038. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE OF MIXED ORG-.NIC
The ebservatior, s are interpreted and compared with the CRYSTALS
calculations. Kuche,-,v, I. Ya.
Naukovi Zapiski, K.:vs ku Derzharnii Universitet imeni
T. G. Shevchenka, v. I8, no. 3, pp. 51-62, 1959
1,034. DIE FESTKORPERPHOSPHORESZENZ DES
TRIPHENYLENS (PHOSPHORESCENCE OF SOLID Mixed crystals of naphthalene with anthracene a_:] an-
TRIPItENYLENE) thraccne with naphthacene were investigated for e_:'ects of
Zander, M. crystal thickness, concentratJor, of the optically inactive
Naturwissenschaften, v. 49, no. i. r_p.7-8, January 1962 admixture, absorption oefl_cient of excited light, and the
temperature on the energy _r_nsfer of electron exeit_,tion, it
The tTipheny]ene spec_:m is markedly temperature de- was found that a decrease in thickness, addition o_ optically
pendent, with the displacer_ent far higher than that in solid inactive admixture, increase of absorption coefficient of the
glycerol solution. The intensib, distributio:l shows a great excited light, and a decrease of temperature reduce the eta-
shift during solidification, ciency of energy transfer from the compound toward the mix-
ture. The results are di._cussec_ as excitcn tr,,,sfer of the
1,035. VERZOGERTE FLUORESZENZ BEI AROMATISCHEN excitation (;nergy. 22 references
KOHLENWASSERSTOFFEN (DELAYED
b'_UORESCENCE OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS) 1,039. RESEARCH ON SOLID STATE RADIATION-
Zander_M. INDUCED PtlENOMEN._
Naturwissenschaften, v. 50, no. 8, pp. 327-328, April _963 Kallmar,,H.
Phosphorescence spectra were determined for solid solu- June 1961New York University, Washington Sqtmre College, N. Y.
tions containing 1 wt. % of chtTsene, tetraphene, 1,2,5,6- Quarterly Progress Report F,for Irebruary-bTril 1961,
dibenzanthraceue, or eoronene in phenanthrene. The tempera- DA 36-039-sc-85126
ture range in which the delayed fluorescence spectrum of the AD-260,388
solid solutions can be observed varies ,vith the hydrocarbon. (Alsoavailable throughU.S. D_p_.of Commerce,Officeof,
Technical Services, Washington, D. C.)
1,036. DAMPING OF PHOSPHORESCENCE OF CEMENTED The gamma-ray-induced fluorescence of methyl and
PHOSPHORS ACTIV .,,TED BY TEREPI-ITI-IALIC methoxy :m_stituted p-oligophenylenes is studied. Tlie methyl
_CID substitution does not greatly change the fluoresce:nee inten-
Dvorovenko,V.K. sity, but the methoxy substitution greatly enhances the fluo-
Nauchnye Zapi,_ki,Odesskii Cosudarstvenny_ rescence in some cases. It_troduction of CCI 4 as a quencher
Pedagogicheskii lnstitut imeni K. D. Ushlnskoyo, Kafedry gives results which differ somewliat from the usual behavior
Matematiki, FizikiiEstestvoznaniya, v. 22, no.l, pp. 47-.52. found with other solutes. The variation of intensity of
1958 fluorescence with temperature was measured for a number of
(See also Referatlvnyi Zhurnal, Khimlya, 1961, #2B210) orgax,;,: solutions.
Cemented phosphors activated by terephthalic acid exhibit
taro different stages of damping of phospho:_escence, not the 1,040, RESEARC _ ON SOLID STATE RADIATION-
simple, continuous, exponential curve. It is b_r2_othesized that INDUCED PHENOMENA
there may be two types of cefiters responsibl e for the phos- Kallman, H.
phorescence of organic luminophors. August 1961
New $ork University, Washington Squaro College, N. Y.
QuarterlyProgress Report6 for May 1-July 31, 196i,
1,037. DAMPING OF ORGANIC LUMINOPHORS DA 36-039-se-8oi26
Dvorovenko, V.K. AD-264,879
Nauch.nye Zapiski, Odesskii Gosudarstvennyi . (Also available throughU.S. Dept. of Commerce, Officeof
Pedagogicheskii lnstitut imeni K. D. Ushinskogo, Technical Services, Washington, D. C.)
Kafedry Matematiki, Fiziki i Estest_oznaniya, v. 24, no. 1, The fluorescence decay times in solution of four'_ubstitutedpp. 47-49, 1959
(See also.'leferatlvnyiZhumal, Fizika, 1961, .#8V370) p-oligophenylenes are reported. The times are found to be
shorter than those of other efficient scintillator solutes. Mixed
As a result of the study of phosphorescence damping _,f crystals were prepared by the Bridgman method. Sever.d
cemented and organic oxide lurninophors, damping curves clear or almost dear crystals with less than 0.5 wt. % initial
are given for terephthatie acid. These closely approximate a dosage of guest substances were obtained for each combins.-
,. 2_I
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den. Distributions of concentrations in the mixed crystals are 1,0t4. LOW-TEMPEgATURE THERMOLUMINESCENCE
riot homogeneous but increase gradually from the bottom OF THE v-IRRADIATED AMINO ACIDS AND
to the top. The ,liddlc parts have almost homogeneous PROTEINS ;i
Carter,J. G.
concentration but their values are much less than average con- 1960
centrations. Emission spectra were measured on anthracene- OakRidge National Laboratory, Tenn.
in-naphthalene cryst,_ls of vari_,t s (:cticentrations. ORNL.2970
Four proteins and 23 L-amino acid preparations were
1,041. RESEARCH ON SOLID STATE RADIATION- irradiated at 77°K by Co¢'° y-irradiation. The light intensity
INDUCED PHENOMENA and temperatures were then recorded _imultaneously as the
Kallman, H. samples were heated at 12°C per rain. Glow curve peaks
November 1961 and intensity in/za are given for the preparations. The crys-
New YorkUniversity, Washington Square College, N.Y. talline system to which an amino acid belongs seems to playQuarterlyProgressReport 7 for Aug,astI-October 31, 1961,
DA 36-039-se-85126 only a minor role in determining the nature of the glow
AD-269,907 curves. Small traces of impurities exerted a relatively ,tr.mg
(Alsoavailable through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Officeof influence on the thermoluminescence from some amino acids.
Technical Services, Washington,D. C.) 7
1,045. ENERGY TRANSFERS BETWEEN CRYSTALS AND
1,042. RESF_ARCHON SOLID STATE RADIATION- ADSORBED DYES. I. DESENSITIZATION
INDUCED PHENOMENA Nelson, R. C.
Kallman,H" : Optical Society of America, Jourlral of the, v. 48, no. 1:
February1q62
New YorkUniversity,Washington SquareCollege, N.T. : _pp. 1-3, January 1958
-QuarterlyProgressRepot8 for November1061-January The electron affinities of several desensitizing dyes have
1962, DA 36-039.sc-85126 been measured and found to lie in the neighborhood of 3.5
AD-295,029 ev, and it seems unlikely ;hat the dye can compete with
(Alsoaeailable through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of sensiti_Sw specks for electrons at equilibrium. The dyes pro-
TechniealServices, Washington,D.C.) dueed a desensitization of photoconductivity in eaJmium
Quenching studies afford a convenient method for dis- sulfide films, indicating that they can serve as surface electron
criminating between the possible processes of nonradiative traps. A mechanism of desensitization is suggested according
e, ergy _ansfer. The similarities of the concentration depen- to which the photoelectrons are loosely bound by one or
dence of energy transfer from solvent to solute to that of several dye moleculesseriatim, in eonsequenee _'fwhich their
times of arrival at the ser_sitivity speck are spread out over
solvent quenchiaag within the solvent system, and of the con-
centration dependence of energy transfer in liquids to that long enough period so that the factors which contribute to
the instability of the latent image become effective, and the
in rigid systems, show the i:nportance of energy transport by sensitivity is thereby reduced.
!,aigration in both liquid and rigid systems. Further support
for migration _s found ._n the reduction of quenching rate
vbtaihed upon dilution with a nontransferring liquid. The 1,046. ENERGY TRANSFERS BETWEEN CRYSTALSAND
connection of energy transfer and quenching by the energy ADSORBED DYES. II. EFFECT OF
transport process is demonstrated by the use of o-terphenyl as CONCLNTRATION ON EFFICIENCY OF
a quendler ir_ liquid systems. It is found that this compound SENSITIZATIONNelson, R. C.
acts as both a quencher and an energy transferring agent. Optical Socie'y of America, ]ournal o_ the, v. 48, no. 12,
pp. 948-952, December 1958
1,043. EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON LIQUID The effect of density of sensitizer mcleeules (malachite
SCINTILLATORS green, pinacyanole, erythrosin, and 3,3'-diethylthiacarbocya-Anderson, W. R.,Bet!man, I. B.
Nucleonics, v, 20, no. 7, pp. 62, 64, 66, 67, July 1962 nine) on a CdS surface has been studied. The process of
energy transfer is considered, and the type of adsorption
p-Xylene was irradiated to 2 X 10r tad and PPO added to (singly, broadside, or as a close-packed aggregate) is given
both irradiated and unirradiated samples. Separate measure- cognizance.
merits we_- made of the decreased transparency of the solvent
and of the q,,_enching of the scintillator and excited solvent
by radiation.,produced molecules. Comparison of the results 1,047. COMMENT ON MELANKHOLIN'S ARTICLE ONABSORPTION SPECTRA OF THIAZINE DYES
with the overall loss of scintillal:ion et_cieney shows these two Meyer-Arendt,J. R.
processes are the main and probably the only ones involved. Optical Society of America, ]ournal of the, v. 51, no. 5,
(PA, 1962, #19,570) _. _3, May 1961
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(For original article, _ee Entry ,_'l,049.) Larger crystals appear in the absorption snectra atld were fou;_d earlier in
may produce _ifferont spectra from thost vf very small ones other dyes. Anomrhms dispcrsi:_n _,I:the xes of the indicatrix
which require high .a_icrcJ:-.,opicmagnification. Discrepancies was disc_,vered in crystals of cap.'-'/blue. A, a!tempt was m_de
occurrfiag in the latter case are ordinarily attributed to poor to expl..'lin the observed shift of '}_e _bs,_Jption bands with a
resolution and other phenomena which freq, ently limit bio- chang,, in the ,cave noin'ql.
logical microspectrophotometric measurements.
Melankholin deserves credit for having shown that devia- _,050. ]'lie MECIt,e_NISM O_" TRANSITIONS OF EXCIT'CD
tions of this kind are not necessarily due to technical limita- ORCh.NIC MOLECULES INTO METASTABLE
tions of the image-producing system nor t(; differences between STn _'ES
the liquid and the crystalline state, but that they may be Moke-.va,G. A., S.'e-hnikov, b. V.a.
caused solely by the warying orientation of the tin/ culstals Optika i Spekhoskopiya, v, 10, no. 1. pp. 86--90,
themselves. It slaould not be overlooked, however, that essen- Januaw 1961(Translated from the Russian i.l Ol;_ic_.and Spectroscopy,
tially similar findings on hex._.methylbenzene crystals have v. lO. no. 1, pp.41--4:1,Januat:, 1961)
been reported before by Scheibe and co-workers.
A study is reported of the effect of temperature on the _.
diaration t_f fluorescence _nd phosphJrescence and on the
1,648. POLARIZATION OF MOLECULAR LUMINESCENCE relative phosphorescence yie!d _,:t boron-glycerin phosphe_
IN PLASTIC MEDIA BY THE METHOD OF activated with ,.quorescein, glacial suga_ phosphors activatedPHOTOSELECTION
EI-Sayed, M..4,. with trypaflavir, e, acridi_e orange, 9,_d esculine, as well as
Optical Societ_ of America, ]ournal o_,the, ,r. 53, Lo. 7, boron phosphors activated with pllthalimide. In the first three
pp. 797--800,July 1963 phosphors, inc'vea_e of temperature raised the phosphorescence;
yield and reduced the dulation of fluorescence. Boil,, these
In the method of photo:election for measuring molecular effects were explained by the dependence of the plobabihty
polarization, it is not necessary that the molecule be era- of transitio_s ,of excited molecules into metastable states on
bedded in a crystal of known structure, but merely rigidly the vibrational energy of the molecules, tP 3.,1961, #14_6_3)
' fixed in a random arrangement. In this paper the possibility
of using a plastic as the host solvent is examined. This would
replace the previously used mixtmes of organic solvents that 1,051. POLARIZATION OF P_'[OSPHORESCENCE IN
form glasses at 77°K, and which, because of experimental ORGANOPHOSPHORS
conditions, might give rise to great depolarization effects. In Pilipovich, V. A.
methyl methacrylate polymer (lucite), the phosphorescence Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 10, no. 2, pp. 209.-213,
of phenantl',ene, eoronene, and pyrazine is found to be, February !961
polarized at room and liquid-nitrogen temperatures. The (Tran ;fated from the Russian in Optics and Spec_roscop_,
measured degree of polarization in the plastic is found t6 be v. 10, no. 2, pp. 104-107, February 1961)
in good agreement with the expected value. The effect on the The anisotropy of the afterglcw and total ]uminesce, .... _._
degree of polarization of temperature, concentration, thickness, organophosphors is studied. A variation iv, the degree of
and shape e[ the plastic sample is discussed. The impbrtanee po'.arization of/3-ph,_sphorescence in the emission spectrum
is pointed out of using this method for further polarization was found for all ti_e comp_,unds investigated. The results are
investigations to better understand the structure and spectre- discussed /r')m the viewpoint of the hypothesis 9f the eom-
scopic properties of complex luminescent guest molecules, as p!ex strt_cture of a metastable state. (PA, 1961, 4it17,916),
well as the "uternal structure and motions of different host
polymers,
1,1:5'2.EXCITATION ENERGv. TRANSFER IN RIGID
SOLUTIONS OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES
1,049 ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF CRYSTALS OF SOME Ro_--nan,I. M.
THIAZINE AND OXATINE DYES Optika i SpcY,troskoldya, v. 10, no. '], pp. 354--3_1,
Melankhol;n, N.M. March i_.901 :
9
Optlka i Spektroskopiya, v. 7, no. 4, pp. 498-504, I t r_mslated from the Russian h_Optics and Spectrmcopy..
October 1959 v. 10, no. 3, pp. 178-182, Mar,_h1961)
(Translatedfromthe Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
v. 7, n_. 4, pp. 314-317, October 1959) Measurement of the efficiency of the transfer of electronic
excitation energy frota p-terpheny! to 1,3,5-triphenyl-A_-py-
Absorption spectra of crystals of th_,_e dye= were studied: razoline in polystyrene and of the fluorescence yidd of p-ter-
thionine blue, toluidine blue, and capri blue. Characteristic phenyl as a function of the concentration of the energy
absorption curves were obtained, corresponding to vfbrations accepter is reported. For an accepter concentration _ 0.01
parallel to the dii_erent axes of the _ptiea] i_,di_',_atrixof the rno]-'/l, transfer by means of reso_mnee interaction of the
crystals stadied. Certain peculiarities were established which molecules plays the principal role, It is proposed that the
203
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deviati.m fr,)m the Fii_st_-G, aianin Lh£_- is associate( with A study was made of the kinetics of fluorescence quenching
themigration _." energy via the :olvx-nt. (SSA, #11,0,5 D) and photooxidation quenching us.;ng compounds which
quench the photooxid'ttion process much more fl,an the
1,0_1. hS.TLU_CE OIr"SOLVIL'Cr_lscos,,'ry ON TI_._ fluorescence. The result_ are an_lyzed ia terms of processes
FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN ORC _.NIC involvir.g singlet- and triplet-state quenching. (PA, 1902:
COMPOUNDS #72! )
_, A. S., DralpaevLG. I.
Op_ iS_ v. I0, no. sLpp. 46tL-472,
.April1961 1,056. POLARIZATION OF TIlE LUMINESCKNCE FROM
(TranslatedfromtheRussian in Opt/csend Specttmcc _, MOLECULAR CRYSTALS UNDER I_-RAY
v. 10, no. 4,.pp. 23g-_11, April 1961) EXCITATION
Gffakov,V. I., Zhevandrov,N. D., Klum-Magemetova,Sh. D.
A study was made of th _ itdtuence of the change in s dvent Optika i Sl_ktroskoplya. v. 10, no. 4, pp. 549-550,
v;so_t:: wi_h change in temperature on the positzoi.Land April 1961
shapeo[ fluoreroence spc_ra of _lutions o[ 9_-ace_lantl_ acen? (Translatedfromthe Rus._ianin Optics and Speci:oscopy,
and ;)-aminophfl_lir_ide. There were sharp diff_eno._ be- v. 'v_.no. 4, pp. 285-286, April 1961)
tween the _t,mperature delx denee; o,¢ the positions ,_f the
maxinm in 'Ate fluorescence spectra and those of the static Measurements wer_ made of the dependence of th£ degree
die, it (xmstant o[ il_v sob'ent. As the temperature G[ solu- of polarization on the wavelength o[ the luminescence for a
tions of 2-ace_ylaathracenc in bu.tyi alcohols was l,.,'w_',red,a stilbene crysteJ and an anthracene crystal, under excitation
spectrum appeared with fine ._aucture (charaelerLe'._e for with (1) 313-mrx wavelength light and (9) fl-radiation. Dif-
_emperatmm of -183 and - 196"C) aFsah_stLhe ba_._,rronnd ferenees in the two modes of excitation occur near the absorp-
of a contin_,us specb'hn', (characteristic for high tempera- t/on edge, and these are disct_sed in terms of the free exciton
tur_). The experimental _,.ctsobtah_ are interpreted on theory. (PA, 1961, #20,0"25)
_he basis of the concept that, in the systera_ studied, the
influence of the solveat on the sneetra is _mndame_tally "
determined by the interaction between exeit6_ r_oleeu_es o[ 1,057. A SrUDY OF THE PHOTCLUMINF.SCENCE ANDSCINTII_ATION PROPERTIES OF' SOME 1,3,4-
the fluorescing substance and solvent molecules oriented in OXADIAZOLE DERIVATIVES IN POLYSTYRENE_
definite way relative to them during the iifet_me of the ex- Nagornaya,L. L., Bezuglyi, V. D', Grekov,A. P,
cited state. (PA, 1962, #Sb) Opt/ka i Sv.-ktrmsop/ya, v. 10, no. 4, pp. 555--556,
April 1961
1,054. DAV]flDIOVSPLri'I'LNG AND POLARIZATIONRATIO (Translatedfromthe Russian in Optics and Spectrowopy,
IN THE REGION OF ",.'HEFIRST ELECTRONIC v. 10, uo. 4, pp. 289-291, April 1961)
TRANSITION OF ANTHRACENE CRYS'fAL Data ace recorded on the absorption r 3d luminescenceBrodln,M. S., Marisova,S V.
O_ilraiSpek_v. 10,no. 4,1)1).473--476, spectra, the relative flnorescenee qum_tum yield, and the
A_:! 1961 relative scintillation efficiency of polystyre-te solutions of 13
(Tramlated hem the RussianinOptie_ and Spectrowop_, derivatives of 1,3,4-o_diazole. An FEU-29 photomultiplier
v. 10, no. 4, pp. 24P..-2_.3,Aprillg_l ) (maximum sensitivity -4060 A) was used, and two solu-
The meamred v'dues are given o! Davvdov splitting A¢ and .ons with higher practical seintillatior, e$ciencies tha, poly-
of the Fohrization ratio K/or three fundamental bands of the styrene-terphenyl-POPOP solutions are reported. (PA, 1962,
first electronic-vibrational trar,_ition of anthracene crystal at #1160)
T = 2P,*K. It is pointed out that aa inaccuracy of orientatica
of th( light vecwr inc.;dent on the crystal along the b-crystal 1,0_8. THE LU_INESCENCE SPECTRA AND
,,xis has a sUong influence on these quantities, resulting in a SCINTILLATION PROPERTIES OF"PARA.
decrease in Lhe_rva],_'. This explains the fact that almost all MONOIIALOGEN SUBSTITUTED TRANS-STILBENE
published values of .% and K are much smallvr than those Malkes,L. Ya., Nagornaya,L. L., Timchenko, A. I.
obtained in the present work, m which these etTors are OpflkaiSpektro_kopis_ v. 1O,no. 4,pp. 557-558,
e]/r,dnated. (.PA, 19(2, #0.o-4) April 1961
(Tramlatcdfrom_heRmslan in Optics and Spectro#copg,
v. 10, no. 4, pp. 9,91-292, April 1961)1,05g EFFECT OF p-'I'OLUIDENE AND POTASSIUM
IODIDE ON TIlE iyLUORE$CENCE AN'D PHOTO- The luminescence and absorption spectra, and the relative
OXIDATION OF 9,10-DI-n-PROPYLANTHRACENE scintillation eK,:iencies in toluene solution_ were measured for
Vember,1".M.,Cherkamv, A.S. 4-fluoro-, 4-chloro, 4-bromo-, and 4-iodo-stilbene. The scin-
i S_¢L-',mko_, v. I0, no. 4, pp. M4.-546,
._pdl 1_961 tillation effieieneies are similar to that of a stilbene solution !
(Tra_iated itom the Russianin Optics and $)_e_.trmcopy, (which is o;dy 10% o¢ a p-te:phenyl solution), except for the
v. 10,no. 4, pp. _g-_[, April 1901) ,. iodo compound, which is reduced. (PA, ].902, #722) :_
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1,059. THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND the two bands are comF.-ments of the O-G ,ransition. (PA,
VISCOSITY ON THE POLARIZATION OF 1962, #6566)
FLUORESCENCE IN PHTHALIMIDES
SarzhevsklL A. M.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. In, no. 5, pp. 621-626, 1,062. DURATION OF THE PIIOTO- AND
May 1961 RADIOLUMINESCENCE OF ANTHRACENE AND
(Translated from the Russianin Opiics and Spectroscopy, NAPHTHALENE CRYSTALS
x. Ira,no. 5, pp. 326-329, May 1961) Galanin, M. D., Cbizhlkova, Z. A.
The influence of temperature and solvent on the polariza- Optika i Spektroskotdga, ,v.11, no. 2, pp. 271-273,August 1961
tion o_the fluorescence of a series of derivatives of phthalim_de (Translated from the Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy,
is incestigated. It is shown that the formula of Levshm-Perrin v. 11. no. 2, pp. 14.3-144, August 1961)
is also valid for this class of compounds. Using this £,rmula,
the effective volumes of the molecules in diffesent solvents and The r,_dioluv linescence decay time, rr, and the photolumi-
mixtures have been calculated and compare_ with the molec- P.escence deca_ time, ry, were re-measured for zone-refined
ular volumes in the solid state. The data obtained show that single crystals of anthracene and _.aphthalene. The photo-
the volume of the molecules in the solute.on stro,g.ly depends luminescence xsas excited, i_,ya spark produced between plat-
on the solvent. (PA, 1962, #57) inure electrode; by the discharge of a lO-ttp F condel ,el
charged to 1 ks, while the radiol'.Lminescence was stimulated
by Co'_° -/-rays. _-_was found to be equal to r! if the decay
!,060. ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF CRYSTALS OF times were oak alated from the later portions of the trailing
ORDINARY AND DEUTERATED BENZENES-AT edges of the pu. ses, which showed a truly exponential decay.
20*K r! was also me: _ured with a fluorometer and the resultant
Broude,V. L., Onoprienk_, M.I. value was about half that obtained with the spark excitation.Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 10, no. 5, pp. 634-639,
May 1961 It is suggested _at this difference arises because the fluo-
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Optics and SpectToscopy, rometer r_.sult is more ._ee.sitiveto the initial part of the decay
v. 10,no. 5, pp. 333-336_ May 1961) curve. This portion is nonexponential because of the effects
of secondary fluorescence. (PA, 1962, #6628)
A study was made of the absorption spectra of mixed
monocrystals of isotopically substituted benzenes (benzene-D6,
benzene-D_, benzene-D4, benzene-D_, and benzene-H_) in 1,063. SOME CONCENTRATION EFFECTS IN PLASTIC
polarized light at 200K. It is shown that the splitting of the SCINTILLATORS
pure electronic transition into 'b,vo sharply polar__zed bands, Kulmsbkin,L. S., Nagornay:_,L. L.
which is inherent in Ihe spectra of crystals of o]3inary ben- Optika iSpektroskopiya, v. 11, no. 3, pp. 385-389,
zene and hexadeuteriobenzene, is also retained in the spectra September 196l
of mixtur _s of various.ly deuterated molecules. The magnitude (Translatedfrom theRussian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
of the ob,_erved splitting is proportional to the intensity of the v. 11, no. 3, pp. 206-208, September _'q61)
corresponding transition. It is shown that the peculiarities Qualitative calculations are presented whi_-_.i_ake it pos-
found in the spectra of the mixed crystals give evidence of sible to describe concentration effects oo a number of the
the formation of impurity exciton states i_-.,them. The ob- optical eharaeteristYes of plastic scintillators. The behavior of
served anomalies in the intensity of the impurity exciton the luminescence spectra of plastic scintillators based on poly_
absorption bands may be interpreted from the standpoint of st_ene with different concentrations of luminescing additices
the "Rashba" effect (which describes the redistribution of is studied. It is shown that the experimental data are in g_._ed
intensity in impurity absorption bands located near the exciton agreement with the point of view presented. (PA, 1962,
zone of the solvent clystal). (PA, 1962, #695) #6638)
1,081. THE NATURE OF "I'HE FIRSt INTKINSIC 1,064. LUMINESCENCE OF p-TERPHENYL IN A
ABSORPTION EANDS IN CRYSTALLINE MIXTURE OF TOLUENE AND CARBON
N,4PHTHALENE TETRACHLOBIDE
Sheka, E.F. Kilin, S. F., Kovyrzina,K. A., Rozman, L M.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 10, no. _, pp. 684-686, Optika i Spektroskopiya_ v. 11, no. 3, pp. 390--3,96,
M_y 1961 September 1961
(Translatedfromthe Russian in C)pticsand Spectroscoy_y, (Translatedfromthe Russianin Optlc_and Spectroscopy,
v. 1O,no. 5, pp. 369-362_.May 1961) v. 1I, no. 3, pp, 209-212, September 1061)
The absorption spectra of a binary crystalline mixture of The dependence, of the yield a_td duration of the photo-
naphthalene and octodeuterated naphth.alene were measured and high-energy luminescence of p-terphenyl in toluene was
in order to determine if the A_ mad "3_bands can be attributed investigated as a functiou of the concentration of the quencher
to splitting of the same molecular term. It was concluded that (carbon tetrachloride). The constants of quenching, as well
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as" the el_cie_ley of energy transfer, were deteiwdned for The experimental data are explained by postulaling ti.e
_ifferent rnet_ods of excitation. Compa,'ison with the diffusion possibility of two metastable levels in the organic molecule.
theory of quenching shows that the valr_es of the constants (PA, 1962. #10,627)
for the quenching of toluene and for the .:ncrgy transfer ca.
be obtained only on the assumption of a large radius of the 1.068. INFLUENCE O'F EXCITED LIGHT BIREF'dlNGENCE
sphere of action (R > 20 A). (PA, 1962, #7224) ON THE LUMINESCENCE POLARIZATION IN
MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
1,065. LUMINESCENCE OF IONIC FO_MS OF URANIN Zhevandrov, N. D., Gribkov, V. I.. Khan-Magumetova, Z.h.D.Optika i Spectroskopiya, v, 1I, no. 5, pp. 629-635,
IN LIQUID AND SOLID SOLL'I?IONS November 1961Adamov, V. S., Kantardzhyan,L. T. (Translated from the Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy,Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. I1, no. 3, pp. 419-422,
v. 11. no. 5-6, pp. 338-341, November-Deoe,nber 1961)Sep,.ember1961
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy, It is shown that in molecular erys,'als the polarization cf
v, 11,no. 3, pp. 226-227, Septentber 1961) luminescence does not depend o_'tthe polariz, at_on of the ex-
A stud/of the luminescence spectra of hquid solutions of citing light. This independence ahvays exists, even when such
uranin snows association between the relative preponderance complicating factors as birefringence, dichroisrn, and optical
of three bands in the visible region and the pH of the solu- activity are eliminated or accounted for. This phenorr.,enc,n
tions. The bands are attributed to singly and doubly charged can be explained by the migration of the excitation energy
anions andthe canonS'From a similar study of urani_ain hard in the c_'stals.
e .~_L.
sugar candies ,o.ndbo,'ate beads as a lu .... ion of the pH of
the pre:_aring solution, it is concluded that in the former any 1,069. OPTICA_LINVESTIGATIONS OF CERTAIN
of the three ionic forms can give rise to luminescence, while 1,2-SUBSTITUTED-DIARYLS OF ETHYLENE
in the latter the c_.tion alone is responsible. (PA, 1962, IN POLYSTYRENE
#92o_4) Nagornaya, L. L., Malkes,L. Ya., bhubina, L. V.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 1, pp. 117-121,
January 1962
1,066. TIlE LUMINESCENCE OF SIMPLE DERIVATIVES (Translatedfrom the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
OF BENZENE. I. THE AROMATIC AMINES v. 12, no. 1, pp, 58-59, January1962)
Ermolaev, V. L.
The literature contains virtually no data on the proi'_rtiesOptika i Spektroskopiya, v. 11, no. 4, pp. 492-497,
October1961 and applications of thermally stable lumineseing rnateri_,s
(Trau,s.latedfrom the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, deri_ed from 1,2-substituted-diaryls of etlwlene. However,
v, ll, no.4:pp. 266--269, October 1961) previous studies indicate that it should be possible to find
The fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of aniline, promising compounds within this class of materials.
dimethylaniline, diethyl.aniline, diphenylamine, triphenyl- The following materials were chosen for investiga;._c,n:
,amine, indole, carbazole, 9,1O-dihydroaeridine, and fluorene 1,2-diphenylethylene-PPE (rn.p. 125°C) - 1-phenyl-2-(4-bi-
were measured in solid solution at 77°K. The ratios of the phenylyl)ethylene-PBE (m.p. 22_,°C); i-phenyl-2-_fl-naph-
quanham yields of fluorescence and phosphorescence and the thyl)ethy]ene-Pt_NE (m.p. 146°C); 1,2-di-(4-biphenylene)-
phosphorescence decay times of the substances were deter- ethylene-BBE (m.p. 295°C); 1-(4-biphenylyl)-2-(o-naph-
mined under identica! conditions. The influence of structural thyl)ethylene-BoNE (m.p. 144°C); 1-(4-biphenylyl)-2-(fl-
factors on the lumil,escent properties of the compounds naphthyl)ethylene-B_NE (m.p. 262°C_; 1,2-di-(a-l:aphthyl)-
studied is discussed. Arguments are examined for and against ethylene-D,NE (m.p. 161°C) • 1,2-di-(fi-,a!)hthyl)ethylene-
the interpretation of the long-wavelength absorption and DIANE (m.p. 254°C), and l-(a-naphthyl)-2_(fi-naphthyl)-
fluorescence bands of the anilines as electron transition spec- ethylene-oN_NE (m.p. ]91°C). All of the compounds except
tra. (PA, 1962, #6629) - - PaNE were synthe_;ized by therr_al dissociation of the cor-
responding azines. P_NE was obtained by the Grignard
method from fl-naphthaldehyde and beilzyl chloride. The1,067. PIIOSPHORESCENCE OF ORGANIC MOI.ECULES
WITH TWO METASTABLE LEVELS materials were purified by multiple reerystallization from
Kbalupovskii, M.D. wtrious solvents (bel_zene, diehloroethane, dioxane, methanol, ,
OptiImt Spektroskopiya, v. I 1, no, 5, pp. 617.-621, and petroleum ether), with subsequent purification on actS-
November 1961 cared aluminum oxide. Fluorescence spectra _nd quantum "
(Translatedfrom the Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy, yields were measured with a monochromator consisting of an 1
J v. 11, no. 5-6, pp. 33g-33_[, November-December 196I} SF-4 spectrophotometer with a special photoelectric attach- i
• Phosphorescence spectra of organic phosphors were inves- ment. The relative luminescence yield with respect to a stand- !
tlgated at various temperatures in dil._erent stages of decay, ard pla,,tic containing ]-phenyl-2-(4-biphenylyl)ethy.lene was i
I
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de_.ermined by the total absorpti6n met.t_od. Photoluminescence natural to assume that tile last stage of energy transfer is of a
arid scintillation eharact,_r;:,ties of 1,2-diaryl derivatives of resonance nature.
ethylene in polystyrene are tabulated, as a e light yields of
plastic scintillators. Luminescence spectra of 1,2-substituted-
di:aryls of ethylene in polvstyrene are _aphed. 1,073. SYMMETRY OF THE THIP, D EXCITED STATE OF
• NAPHTHALENE
Derkaeheva, L. D.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. _, pp. 329-330,
1,070. QUENCHING RADIOLUMINESCENCE BY February 1962
BROMIDES IN DIOXANE SOLU'IIONS OF (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
TEEPHENYL v. 12, no. 2, pp. 178--179, February 1962)
Cusynin, V. I., Talroze, V. L.
Ovtika i Spelaro,kopiya, v. 12, no. 1, pp. 136-137, The comparison of absorption spectra of naphthalene and
January 1962 eight of its dihydroxy derivatives showed that the third ex-
(Translated from the. Russian in Optics and Spectroscopv, cited state of naphthalene possesses B,, syanmetry. The tran-
v. 12, no. 1, p. 71, January 1962) sition from thr. totally symmetric ground-state to the state of
The experimental method and quenching proper:.ies of this symmetry must have longitudinal polar.lzation in agree-
s:_me alcohols were described earlier by the authors (Entry ment with theoretical calculations. The dihydroxy derivatives
#692). The determined dependence of the lumine:,ceace can be split into two groups. In the first group 1,8-, 1,5-, 2,6-,
quenching upon the concentration of the bromides ind'_eates and "2,7-dihydroxynaphthalenes h_:d only one peak whereas
that the process takes places predominantly d-e to energy 1,4-, ],7-, 1,2-, and 2,3- derivatives had two maxima in
transfer from the molecules of the solvent to the bromide tile 190-260 ml_ region. (PA, !962, #29,855)
moleeu).es. The quenching by bromides win: found to be b'y
an order'of magnitude more effective than by alcohols. (PA, 1,074. PHOTOCffaOMISM AND ELECTRON PARA-
1962, #24,750) MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF Ot-(o,p-
DiNITROBENZYL)PYRIDINE
Kvh.ldzhi, B. M., Igonin, L. A., Gribova, Z. P.,
1,071. EXCITON LUMINESCENCE OF NAPHTHALENE-H,- Shabadash, A. N.
NAPIITHALENE-Ds MLXED CRYSTALS " Optika iSpekstroskopiy_, v. 12, no. 2, pp. 229-223,
Sheka, E.F. February 1962
Optika i Spektroskopiva, v. 12, no. 1, pp. 137-140. (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
January 1962 v. 12, no. 2: pp. 118-120, February 1962)
(Translated from the Russian in Optics and q_ectroscopy,
v. 12, no. l,p. 72,January 1962) Electron paramagnetic resonance spect_ have been ob-
tained for the radicals appearing in e-(o,p-dinitrobenzyl)-
The low-temperature (20 and 77°K) luminescence of pyridine under the action of ultraviolet radiation. It is shown
these crystals was studied. As a result of these investigations, that the reversible change in color and the appearance of
it has been established that the low-temperature luminescence paramagnetism in u- (o,p-dinitrobenzyl)pyridine are brought
of mixedcrystals of isotopic compounds is connected with about by te,utomeric radical changes taking place in it under
transitions from the lowest excited states which appear as the action of the ultraviolet radiation.
imp3trityexeiton states; its eoncentration dependence can be _ ,
understood from the transition scheme shown.
: "- 1,075. ON THE LUMINESCENCE OF CERTAIN SOLVENTS
Kovyrzina, K. A., Rozman, I. M;
_'._ t,072. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE- ON THE • Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 2, pp. 248-253,
KINETICS OF THE SENSITIZED LUMINESCENCE February 1962
OF SOME IMPURITIES IN NAPHTHALENE (Tra,slated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
CRYSTALS v. 12, no. 2, pp. 133-.136, February 1962)
Kovalev, V.P." The intensity of l,zmi,ascence of cert'_in solvents excited
Optik_, i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 1, pp. 143-144,
January1962 ' by ionizing radiation which does not produce Vavilov-
(Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, Cherenkov radiation was measured, The lifetimes of the ex-
v. 12, no. 1, p. 76, January 1962) cited states of heptane, dioxanc, and acetone are estimated from
the eflleiency of e:_ergy transfer. It is shown that the fraction
Measurements are reported of the dependence of the aver- of activated (excited and ionized) solvent molecules which
aga fluorescence time of the following impurities on sample attain the "fluorescent" state depends essentially on the
temperature: anthranili¢, acid, diphenylhexatriene, ar,d di- nature of the solvent. On the basis of the experimqntal datfi,
phenylbutadiene. It is pointed out that a localized exciton in it is suggested that in scintillating solutions specific processes
a given case does not differ from an excited naphthalene occurring durifig excitation by particles can produce a quench-
molecule Ioeate.d near an impurity molecule, and that it is ing of the accepter molecules. (PA, 1962 _, #15,609)
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1,076. UNIVERSAL MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS AND tion in the derivation of. a universal relationship is satisfied;
THEIR EFFECT ON THE POSITION OF i.e., thermal equilibrium is attained rapidly among the vibra-
ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF MOLECULES IN tiona] states. The effect of statistical weights of molecular
TWO.C.OMPONENTSOLUTIONS. IL F_ITHALIMIDE vibrational staffs is taken into consideration. Experimcntai
DERI¥ ATIVES (IN LIQUID SOLUTIOFiS) work is reported on solutions o_ organic dyes and phthalimideBakl_hiev, N. C.
Optdm'_Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 3; pp. 3,50-358, derivatives in various solvents, at room temDerata_re and, in
March _,962 one case, at 350 and 400_K.
(Tran._latedfromthe Russian;nO_tlcs and Spectroscopy,
v. 12,no. 3, pp. 193--197,March_I962) 1,079. THE FLUORESCENCE AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA
iFor Part I, see Entry #1521.) A comparison is made be- OF STILBENE IN OCTANE AT LOW TEMPERATURES
tweep a previously d_,_eloped theory (describing the influ- Levshin, V. L., Mamedov, Kh. I.Optilal i Spektros_opiya, v: 12, no. 5, pp. 593-598, May 1962
enc_ of universal molecular interactions on the position of (Translated fromthe Rus._.ianin Optics and Spectroscopy,
electronic spectra of molecules in liquid two-component v. 12, no. 5, pp. 329--332:May1962)
sc-._utions)and _xperimental data for a group of phthalimide
derivatives. It is shown that the theory is in good quantita_ve The fluorescenc,.• and absorp'.ton spectra of stilbene were
agreement with the experiments, thus allowing certain con-. studied _n n-octane at liquid nitrogen temperature. The broad
cltLsidns to be drawn c<,ncerning (1) the nature of the forces fluorescence ban_ls observed in frozen alcoholic solutions of
in molecular interactions in solution, and (2) the proper_'_es stilbene break up in n-octane" into a large number of -ery
"_d structures of the molecules investigated. = narrow bands. On the basis of an analysis of the electron-
vibrational fluorescence and absorption spectra of stilbene,
ze,Ses formulae are given covering all obseraed luminescence
1,077. UNIVERSAL MOLECUL,_.RINTERACTIONS AND : lines with fair accuracy. A scheme is proposed for the loca-
THEIR E_TECT ON THE liOSITION, OF tion of energy levels in stilbene. (PA 1962, #23,609)
.ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF MOLECULES IN
TWO-COMPONENTSOIdUTIONS. IIL DERIVATIVES
OF NAPHTHALENI_ STILBENE, DIFHENYL, 1,080. THE INFLUENCE oF SOLVENT CRYSTALLIZATION
ANILINE, FLUORENE, AND PYRIDINE ON THE LUMINESCENCE OF DYES
(IN LIQUID SOLUTIONS) : Morozov,Yu. V., Naberukhin,Yu. I., Curskii,G. V.
Baidashiev,N. G. Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12,uo. 5, pp. 599-605, May 196f;
Optlka iSpekttpskopiya, v. 12, no. 3, pp. 473-478, (Transl.atcdfrom the Russiani..qOptics m'.dSpectroscopy,
March1962 v. 12,no. 5, pp. 332-336, May 1962)
(Translatedfromthe Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
v. 12,no. 4, pp.261-263, April 1962) ,In the freezing of aqueous solutions of many fluorescing
dy_ the following phenomena are observed: At a tempera-
The previously developed theory, describing the influence ture =omewhat below 0*C_ luminescence in the frozen portion
of universal molecular interactions on the position of elec- of the solution practically vanishes; for a further temperatt_re
tronic molecular spectra in hquid two.component sohtions, is decrease, beginning approximately at -30°C, there appears
compared _vith experimental data roland in the literature on a new luminescence band shifted to the long wavelength side.
the sp_tra of a large grou_ of aromatic compounds (deriva- Adding different aubstances in comparatively small quantities
rives of naphthalene, stflbene, dipheny], fluorene, _niline, and to the solution hcf.ore freezing infiaences *]aese phenomena
others) in a wide range of solvents, substantially. Thus, on adding to _he sc,lution i to 9.% (by
It is shown that the theory is in satisfactory ql:autitative volume) of alcohol the "yellow" fluoresrence band does not
agreement with experiment. On the ba_iso.('_the data obtained, vam'sh on freezing of the solution. On the other hand, on
a series of. conclasions is presented cone_Jng the properties addition of 1 to 2% of. glucose the phenomer.,.:n_occurs quali-
tatively the same as in pure water, but the "red" band is
of. the investi,_oted, molecules, intensified. Szent-Gy0rgyi has noticed numerous and unusually
interestL-ag analogies between the biological activity of many
1,078. THE RELATIONSHIP BI_TWEEN THE ELECTRONIC substances and their influence on the fluorescence of frozen
ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF aqueous solutioTts of dyes. Szent-Gyiirgyi_has explained these
COMPLEX MOLECULES , phenomena by saying that on th_ crystallization of water the
Maz_enko, Yu, T., Neporent, B.S. restriction on singlet-triplet transitions is raised _nd their
Opttka t $1_laroskopib,a, v, 12, t,o. $, pp. 571-575, May lPt_ _ probability becomes much _eater than the probability of
, (Translate_!from the Russian,inOptics and Spectroscopy,
. ; _,_ v,12, no. 5, I_P.317-319, May 196o-) fiuore:,cence, so that practically all of the excited molecules
: _ are it,and in the triplet state in which, at comparatively high
" A ;aniversai relationship bet_,_n absorptioa and hmines- _ temperatures, they experience thermal quenching (iuternal
eence spectra over a_wide sp_'range is shown to be valid conversion), On a temperature decrease this quenching is
ov_ a range of."10e- tO 10s-f01d in" relative speo.tra! intensity, lowered and there arises the "red" hminescence band which
It is shown _at for complex moleculesi_the necessary condi- Szent-Gy0rgyi eousiders as "phosphorescenCe," i.e., radiation
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from the triplet level. From this l_int of clew the influence 1,081. EFFECT OF IMPURITIES ON THE VALIDITY OF
of different adducts consists of reestablis}.ment of the restfic- A UNIVERSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN: THE
tion on the transition S*---)T (in the case of alcohol) or an ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF
increase of the probability of the transitions T-->C (in the COMPLEX MOLECULES
case of glucose) Kravtsov, L. A., Rubinov, A. N.
• Opdkai Spektroskopiga, v. 12, no. 5, pp. 636-638, May 1962
However, it has been shown" that the proposed Szent- (Translatedfrom _e Russianin Optics gnd Spectroscopy,
Gy6rgyi interpretation of the described phenomena is not v. 12, no. 5. pp. 355--356,May 1962)
valid• q'he basic experimental facts argaing against it are the A theoretical relation between luminescence intensity and
following: absorption coefficient as a function of frequency and tem-
1. The obselved effects depend to a large extent oil the perature, deduced by Stepanov, was confirmed in several
dye concentration in solution. They are ohserved only in publications. Modified relations applying in the presence of
solutions of comparatively high concentration (10 "4 molefl), an absorbing impurity are quc:ted here without proof. Mea-
surements with 3-aminophthalimide, and chlorophyll as anFor dye concentrations (rhodamine B) ef 1(;-s mole/l in water
the radiation does not disappear on free2;ng, and in the impurity, confirm these relations• (PA, 1962, #22,944)
spee+rm n of the radiation at low temperatures both bands-
the "yellow" and the "red"-appear strongly. At concentra- 1,082. THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND ABSORPTION
tions of 10-_ mole/1 the intensities of both bands are equal. OF ACRIDONE IN SOLUTION
This dependence on concentration in solutions is still more Kilimov, A. P., Voloshina, V. V.
sharply noted for glucose addition. Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 5, pp. 647-649, May 1962
(Translate¢_fromthe Russianin Ol_ticsand Spectroscopy,
2. Measurements on the phase flnorometer have shown v. 12, no. 5, pp. 362-363, May 1962)
that the "yellow" band in the solid as well as in the liquid
state is characterized hy a lifetime of the excited state of the The absorption and luminescence spectra of the molecular
radiating molecules r = 4.5 × 10-9 see, and the "red" band and cationic re/ms of acridonewere measured as a function of
concentration iti n-dioxane and in ethanol. The results Lndi-by the value _-= ,";.7 .'< 10-s see. These data indicate that in
both cases there is emitted radia_on from a singlet excited cate that there isno association of the material in: either the
level but the centers responsible for the luminescence in the molecular or cationic fon'ns, even in solutions near saturation.
two cases are different. (PA, 1963, #14J.)
3. Ficmlly, the relative output of phosphorescence does not
exceed 0% in rhodamine B and approximately 3% in acridine 1,083. DEPENDENCE OF THE LUMINESCENCE YIELD
" OF MIXED SINGLE CR)STALS ON IMPURITY
orang _'. CONCENTRATION
4. These and a few other facts allow explanation of the phe- Naboikin, Yu. V.,Dobrokhotova, V. K., Uglanova, V. V.
Optika i Spektroskopiy.a, v. 12,r,o.5, pp. 649-65i, May !.962
wJmenon obse.ved on freezing of aqueous dyes by the pro- (Translatedfrom the Russian in Optics wld Spe_troscopt,
posal that on water crystallization there occurs a breakdown v. 12, no. 5, pp. 364--365,May 1962)
of the solution homogeneity and a trapping of the dissolved
molecules in a fi.w regions where their concentration is sig- The y-ray-excited sc;int,:ilation et_iciency of sing!e crystals
n.ificantly higher than the average. Here there are formed of naphthalene containing (1) phenylbiphenytethylene and
associations of luminescing molecules which also act as een- (2) flfl'-dinaphthylethylene was measured as a function of
tel:s respohsi_ble fox the appearance of the "red" luminescence impurity concentration. (1) and (2) dissolve in naphthalene
band. with distribution coefficients of 10-'-' aud _ 1, respectively.
Analysis of the scintillation data sho_s the probability of
In rite present work a series of complementary results are excitation energy transfer to (1) and (2_ to be 6 × 10a3 and
presented confirming the explanation given and investigating 1.5 × 10_3see% respectively. This indicate._ that less soluble
the process of forming the associations during crystallization impurities cause more serious local deformations in th,_,lattice,
of water and of a few other soh,ents, and that the probability of trapping the excitation energy at
The method of investigation i§ described. This method such impurity centers is increased accordingly, (PA, 1963,
permitted investigation of the temperature shift of the lumi- #963) ,
r_escence intensity and measurement of the phosphorescence
spectra as well as the spectrum of the total radiation .for any 1,084. STUDI_ OF MOtECULAR TRIPLET STATES BY
temperature within the interval mdicatea. LUMINESCENCI,'.AND EPR
Shigorin,D. N., $ olkova, N..V•, Piskunov, A. K.,
The phenomena described were observed in a large num- Gurevieh, A.I. "
ber of different fluorescing substances. The investigation was " O_Jtiicai Spekt_os_:oplya,v. 1_, no. 5, pp. 657-65t_, ..',lay1962
restricted to the organic dyes, rhodamine B, and acridin_ (Tr_mslatedfromthe Russianin Optics a ut SpectroseolT,
orange, v. 12, no. 5, pp. $69-370, May 1962) . .
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Fluoreseence spectra cf N-ethylaeridone were observed ia Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 6, pp. 733-737,
powder form and in solution io ethanol, HC1, and H.,SO4 June 1982
. /
at 290 and 77°K. Frozen ,.olutions at 77°K in hexane, hcxane/ (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
dioxane, and ether/hexane give lumines_.,nce spectra with fine v. 12, 71o.6, pp. 414-416, Jur,e 1962)
structure.The fluorescence spectrum (3900--4500 A) is rnuc.-h The duration of the photo- and radioluminescenee of
weaker than tLe phospho_es_nce spectrum (4500-65013A), plastic scintillators, organic crystals, al_3 powders was mea-
which has a decay time of about 10 see. The phosphorescent sured by a phase method. It was found that ,, _< _-/. Mea-
triplet state was also studie-_!by electron paramagnetie reso- surement of the depth of modulation of the luminescent light
nanee by observation of the LxM = #-2 transitions. (PA, 1963, output showed that there is a slow component in tee quench-
#982) / ing of radioluminescence in organic powder luir.inophors. It
can become as large as one third of the total light output.
1,085. THE LUMINESCENCE OF INDIGO SOLUTIONS
AT 77°K 1,087. EFFECT OF THE MEDIUM ON THE PROPER'lIES
Slfigorin,D. N., Nurmukhametov,R. N., Kozlov,Yu. I. Or. THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF COMPLEX
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 12, no. 5, pp. 659-661, May 1962 MOLECULES DURING THE GRADUAL
(Translatedfromthe Ri_ssianin Optics and Spectroscopy, TRANSITION FROM VAPORS TO SOLUTIONS
w 1_2,,no. 5, pp. 371-37"2,May 1962) Neporent, B. S., Bakhshiev, N. G., Lavrt,v, V. A,
The structurai emission and absorption spectra of indigo Korotkov,S. M.
are described, as well as the conditions under which these Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 13, no. 1, pp. 32--42,July 1962(Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
spectra were observed. It is known tha: ;udigo does not dis- v. 13, no. I, pp. 18--23,July 1962)
solve in n-hydrocarbons and, moreover, _ does not yield true
solutions b_mause of the strong association of its moleetdes The position and width of the absorption and fluorescence
through intermoleeular hydrogen bonds. It has beell found spectra of 3-methylamiuophthalimidc, and the intensity of
that it is possible to break down these associations by dissolv- absorption and the fluorescence yield, were studied, the con-
ink the indigo in dioxane. The molecules of dioxane implant eentration of the"foreign substance (ethyl ether) varying from
themsel_ees between indigo_moiecules (bre_ki-.g the hydrogen 0 to 58 × 10"" mol./cm a, this substance passing from gaseous
bonds _ N .- H . . . O = C < and form:':'g new hydrogen into liquid state with subsequent cooling of the solution down
,,! _, fbcnds _ N -- H.. O (.) and isolate these molecules from to 20_C. a, a,erementtoned characteristics of 3-methylamino-
each other. After this, the associated solution of indigo and phthalimide change monot.onically with the coneentration of
dioxane is diluted with hexane. When a solution of th_ kind is -ether, displaying no sudden variation at the phase transition.
irradiated with ultraviolet light at 77°K, a red flu_resceneP is These changes are in agreement with the theory based on the
observed. The brightest light output is observed when the idea of internal field. The temperature dependence of the
dioxane solut_ion (C = 10-4 mole/I) _s di?_utedto a dioxaue: transition p_obabilities with and without radiation was deter-
hexane rati(, of 1:15. Results are presented and explained, mined. It was found that the temperature quenching of fluo-
rescence is of an intram,qecular nature. The stabilization effect
The struetund fluorescence spectra of 5,5',7,7'-tetrabromo, was used to dctermina the mean quantity of vibrational
5,5',7,7'-tetrachioro, and 5,5"-dichloroiudige were also ob- energy which is transmitted to the ,,xcited molecule on colli-
taiged at 77°K in solutions of dioxane + hexan_. The spectra sion with the molecule of ether, _nd to determine the value
of the,qe compounds differed ve_ little in either structure or of the coefficient accommodation, (PA, 1963, #1703)
band diffusion from the emission spe_,t_um cf indigo itself.
The effect of ':he substituents on the intensity of the funda-
mental band was the most noticeable. 1,088. MIGRATION OF ENERGY BETWEEN THE
IMPURITY MOLECULES IN MOLECULAR
On the basis of the distinct similarity of the quasi-line CRYSTALS
spectra of indigo and its_halide derivatives to the thioindigo Zhevandrov, N. D., Gribkov, V. I., Khan-Magometo_a, Sh. D. :
spectr,_, a ,zonelusion Can be drawn regarding the common Optika i S_ektroskopiya, v. 13,no. 1, pp. 96-99, July 1962
_. nature of the electrgnic transitions in indigoid dyes. In these (Translatedfrom the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
compounds the C,'._'2. C'_ group is the chromophor primarily v. 13, no. 1, pp. 52-55, July 1962)
responsible for the electron excitation of the molecule Making use eL the fact that the polarization of the
(Tr--->rr*'.ransition), and the valence vibrational frequency of fluorescence of a molecular crystal is independent of the
this group appears characteristieally in the quasi-llne absorp- polarization of the exciting light, it was demonstrated that
tion auc'_emission spectra, a mig-_tion of ener_w over a distance of up to 25 lattice '
constants takes place between the interstitial naphthacene
1_086. THE DURATION O1_THE PHOTO- AND _ molecules in the 'anthracene lattice. The same method was
RADIOLUMINESCENCE OF ORGANIC use_d to demonstrate the migration of energy in the crystals
COMPOUNDS of sti',bene, anthracene, and anthracene with naphthacene at
Ktlin, S.F. -1960C. (PA, 191_3,#9.691)
2_jO
i
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1,089. ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE AND necessary for this transition. Certain considerations are ex-
ABSORPTION SPECTRA IN THE VISIBLE REGION pressed regarding the nature of the quenching of the phos-
IN ALCOHOLIC AND GLYCEROL SOLUTIONS pho:eseence. (PA, 1963, # 10,999)
OF Ti 3+
Garifyanov, N. S', Danilova, A. V., Shagidullin, R. R.
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 13, no. 2, pp. _'.12-215, 1,092. EFFECTS OF REABSORPTION ON TIlE
August 1962 LUMINESCENCE DECAY LAW OF ANTFtRACENE
(Translated from the Russian in Optics amt Spectroscopy, CRYSTAL. LUMINESCENCE IN PLASTICS
v. 13, no. 2, pp. 116-117, August 1962) Galanin, M. D., Konobeev, Yu. V., Chizhikova, Z. A.
The EPR method ( v =- 93:'0 Me, T = 295-77°K) was used Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 13, no. 3, pp. 386--389,
to determine the content of the g'-en modification of TiCI_- September 1962(Translated from the llussian in Optics and Spectr.oscopy,
H.,O io. solutions in glycerol, methanol, ethane,l, and isopro- v. 13, no. 3, pp. 214-216, September 1962)
panol. The investigation of the optical spectra in the visible
region bears out the existence of the green modification in the The lmninescence decay law of anthracene crystal under
violet solutions of Ti '_*. (PA, 1963, # _712) "/- and photoexcitation is measured by the method of reflecting
pulses in shorted lines. It is shown that the decay law is non-
exponential. A decay law that takes into consideration effects
1,090. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE KINETICS of reabsorption and secondary luminescence is derived on a
OF or.PHOSPHORESCENCE OF ORGANIC theoretical basis. The deviations from the exponents observed
SUBSTANCES experimentally agree qua|itati_ ely with those anticipated from
Aristov, A. V., Sveshnikov, B.. Ya. theory. (PA, 1963, #.8626)
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 13 ,m. 2,'pp. 222-228,
August 1962
(Translated from the Russian in Optics and _.pectroscopy,
v. 13, no. 2, pp. 121-125, August 1962) 1,093. A STUDY OF THE PHOTOLUM_NESCENCE ANDS(_INTILLATION PROPERTIES OF SOME 1,3-
A study was m_'de of the effect of temperature on _he OXAZOLE DERIVATIVES IN POLYSTYRENZ
spectra, vield, and d aration of phosphoreset,_nce and fluores- Nagornaya, L. L., Bezuglyi, V. D., Demehenko, N. P.
• Optika i Spekt_oskopiya, v. l'J. no. 4, pp. 518-521,
cence in organic phosphors activated with fluoreseein (I), October 1962
trypaflavine (II)_ and auramine (IlI). At ',he same time the (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
temperature dependence was studied c,f the number of v. 13, no. 4, pp. 288-290, October 1962)
photons emitted in the form of phosphorescen,'e during an
extremely short time following the excitation, the, duration of Photoluminescence and scintitlatioI, char" "Aeristics which
which was short compared with the period of phosphores- have not been described in the literature were investigated for _
cence. It was fouod that no temperat'3re decay tJccurs in I and 2-(4-biphenylyl)-5-(2-naphthyl)-oxazole-l,3; 2-(4-biphenylyl)-
II, whereas in II_ there is a considerable deca) on the fluores- 5-(1-naphthyl):oxazole-l,3; ano 1,2-biphenyloxazole deriva-
tives of ethylene and eth_me. It w_,_, established that the most
cence level_ but only a small one o_ the phosphorescence efficient plastic scintillators are those which use 2-(4-
level. It was also found for I and II that the _,robabilities of bighenylyl)-5-(2-naphthyl)-ox_:,ole-l,3 as the luminophor.
transitions from the fluorescent into phosphorescent state The effectiveness of scintillators of this kind is _105% c9 m-
coilicide with those of the inverse transitions. (PA, 1963, pared to a standard polystyrene calibrating block containing
#3063) 2% p-terphenyl and 0.06% POPOP.
1,091. TEMPERATURE QUENCHING OF THE 1,094. NATURE OF THE LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA
_-PHOSPHORESCE/_CE OF ORGANIC PHOSPHORS OF CRYSTALLINE BENZENE A'I LOW
Aristov, A. V., Sveshnikov, B. Ya. TEMPERATURES
Optika i Spektro_,kopiya, v. 13, no. 3, pp. 383-385, Shpak, M. T., _,olovev, A. V., Shereme _, N. I.
Septenhber 196_
(Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 13, no. 5, pp. 694-700,November 1962
v. 13, no. 3, pp. 212-213, September 1962) (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy___
The effect of temperature on the duration, phosphorescence" v. 13, no. 5, pp. 393-396, November 1962) ';
yield, and phosphorescence efficiency during short-time excita- In the luminescence spectra of crystalline b_mzene, _eglons
tion of phosphors activated by eseulin and phthalimide is which matched the initial regions of the intrinsic, absorption
investigated. It is shown that in both phosphors there exists a of the crystal in resonance were observed and investigated.
temperature quenching of the phosphorescence with a very It was shown that at low temperatures this luminescence can
small activation ew _gy and small probability of a radiation- be explained by transitions from exciton levels of the primary
less transition to the normal state from the phosphorescent excited state to levels of the ground state of the crystal.
_tate for molecules which have obtained the activation energy (PA, 1963, # 11,003)
oil
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1,095. LUMINESCENCE IN CAS'rOR OIL UNDER THE spectra, quantum yields, and duration of fluorescence have
ACTION OF AN ALTERNATING VOLTAGE been mcdsmed. It has been shown for some substituted hexa-
Eidelberg, M.I. trienes that on changing from such solvents as heptane to
Opt_kai Spektroskoplya, v. 14, no. 2, pp. 299-300, aromatic solvents (benzene, toluene), an increase _f quantum
_'ebruary 1963 yield is accompanied by a decrease in the duration of fluores-(Translatedfrom the Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy,
v. 14, no. 2, pp. 155-156, February1963) cence. It is conjectured that such a change in yield and
duration of fluorescerace of these hexatrienes is explained by
During investigations of the electroluminescence of zinc an interaction of their excited molecules with the molecules
sulfide phosphors under the influence of an alternating voltage of the aromatic solvents.
applied to plane-parallel electrodes, it Was noticed that, at
sufllciently high field intensPies (oi the order 104to 10'_v/cm),
a ,veal= luminescence in the form of white spots could be 1,093. ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE ABSORPTIONAND DISPERSION OF LIGHT IN CONCENTRATED
observed when the cell contained cast0r oil of a certaita type. FLUORESCENT SOLUTIONS OF DYES
The usual tTpe of electrohminescent condenser was us.d Alperovich, L. I.
in this investigation; the distance between the:'plates of this OptikaiSpektroskopiua, v. 14, no. 6, pp. 756-759, June 1963
condenser was 0.04 ram. To supply the voltage, an audio- (Translated from the Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
generator 3G-10 with a step-up transformer wzs employed, v. 14, no. 6, pp. 400--402,June 1963)
To perform the optical measurements, a photomukiptler FEU- The Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations have been shown,
19M with a mirror galvanometer was used. The castor oil was within limits of experimental error, to be applicable inside the
purified by filtration in a heated state through a paper filter, absorption bands of concentrated fluorescent solutions of dyes,
A report is given of the phenomena observed when the alter- in which electronic excitation efiergy ;migration processes
noting voltage applied to the electrodes of the cell filled with occur, and also inside the absorption band of/-polymers of
castor oil is gradually raised. &n explanation isoffered for the pseu60-isocyanin, which are usually attributed to nonlocalized
mechanism of the observed lumirmscence, excitons. Measurements are" reported.
1,096. LUMINESCENCE OF ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS 1,099. _ffEWDATA ON THE DEPENDENCE OF THE
OBTAINED BY SUBLIMATION ,!N AN OXYGEN DEGREE OF POLARIZATION ON THE
ATlVlOSPHEREUNDER IRRADIATION WAVELENGTH OF FLUORESCENCE
Zima, V. L., Faidysh, A.N. Gurinovich, G. P., Sarzhevskii,A. M., Sevchenko;A. N.
0_ ,ika i Spektroskoldya, v. 14, no,3, pp. 371-377, Optika i Speklroskopiya, v. 14, no. 6, pp. 809--812,June 1963
March1903 (Translated fromthe Russian in Optics and Spectrosco_.y,
(Translatedfromthe Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy, v. 14, no. 6. pp. 428-430, June 1963)
v. 14,no. 3, pp. 198-201, MarcJa1963)
In earlier publication_ the authors have shown that the de-
A report of investigation of the luminescence spectra of gree o_ polarization of complex molecules depends both on the
anthracene crystals obtained by sublimation in an oxygen frequency of absorption V_b_and on the frequency of emission
atmosphere under irradiation is presented. An addition (O) V_ml,,and for molecules possessing mii'ror-symmetrical spectra,
luminescence spectrum, in which the polarization ratio is these dependencies are also symmetrical relative to the fro-
significantly larger thanfor the usual spectrum of pure anthra- qnency of a purely ele(_tronic transition. These results were
eene crystals, was Observed in these crystals. Tlaese experi- criticized in a recent paper by Klochkov and Neporent.
ments provide a basis for the assumption that the O spectrum
_s due to radiation of anthracene rtaolecules located close to In order to verify the previous data, some of the measure-
molecules which have been photo-_xidized. The radiation of ments w*_re repeated and additional experiments were per-
O centers basically occurs became of the transfer of electronic formed on the depender.co of degree of polarization on
excitation energy from the crysta_ to these _enters. emission frequency for eel'tain phthalimides in glycerin ,at
room temperature and in alcohols at a reduced t(mperature.
1,0_7. FLUORESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN Some, new samples of 3-monomethylaminophthalimide in
SUBSTITUTED POLYENES plexiglass were obtained, and a careful examination of the
Nikitina,A. N.,Tcr-Sarldsyan,G.S., Mikhailov,B.M., dependence of the fluorescence spectra on kex_showed th:,.t.
Minchenkova,L.E. on excitation by the wavelengths 436, 405, and 365 m_, the
Opttka i Sr_kitoskol_ya, v. 14, no. 5, pp. 655-663, emission spectra are in good agreement. The variation in the
May 1963 degree of polarization for the emission spectrum is 6.5% for
(Translatedfromth_ Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy, this substance in a range of 6000 cm -_, whicla agrees well with
v, 14, v.o.5, pp. 347-350, May 1963) pi_e_Aonsdata. The dependence of P on von_mis linear and no
The fluorescence and absorption spectra t;l"thirteen substi- discontinuities are observed, Measurements repeated after a
tuted po/yenes in various solvents have been studied. The time lapse showed the,t the spectra start to deper:d on _.ex_.
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This fact indicates that phthalimide in plexigla_,s undergoes normal oscillations of molecules of 2,6-dimetbyluaphthalene
some ch,_.aJges, have been determined in the ground and exr_ted states.
A careful study of the dependence of P on Veml, in glycerin
was next undertaken, since the criticizing authors f,mnd no 1,102. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
such dependence in this solvent. An investigation ot the INTENSITY AND SHAPE OF THE ABSORPTION
err_ission spectra as a function of Aex_ showed that a small AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF ANTHRACENE
dependence of the fi',:orescence spectrum on the wavelength DERIVATIVE VAPORS
of excitation light is observed in glycerin at room temperature. Kloehkov, V. P., Makushenko, A. M.
On excitation by 365 mtt the short-wavelength end of the Opti_ i Spektroskopiya, v. 15, no. 1, pp. _._--60, July 1963
spectrum is somewhat elevated. The 1_oncoincidence of the (Tr,_oslated from the Russian in Optics and 3pect_oscopy,
spectra is a consequence of the addition of the "blue" lumi- v. 15, ao. 1, pp. 25-29, July 1963)
nescence of glycerin which is readily excited by ultraviolet. The temperature dependence of the shape and intensi_" o2
Experiments in other solvents, using the phthalimides, are the absorption and fluorescence spectra of 9-methyl, 9,10-
reported and discussed, dimethyl and 9-diocetylaminoanthracenes was investigated.
An increase in fluorescence quantum yield wRh temperature
Besides the phthalimide derivatives, the change in the rise was do,retted in the first two compounds. '/'Iris explains the
degree of polarization along the fluorescence speet,am of increased probability of radiating transitions in the case of
2-acetylanthracene _nglycerin at 20°C and in isobutyl alcohol radiation from high vibrational levels of the excited state
at - 120°C was studied, when there is a weak temperature dependence of radiationless
Results corroborate the previous viewpoint about the exist- hansition probability. The problem of the origin of the shift,
ence of a dependence of the degree of polar:zation on the of the absorption and fluoresce:-ee spectra to the.long-wave
emission frequency of complex molecules. Corroborating evi- side with tempelature increase is considered.
dence is cited by Laffltte; Zanker, et al.; Kubarev; and Zim-
merman, et al. 1,103. EMISSION AND ABSOIIPTION SPECTRA OF
:- PHTHALOCYANINE IN FROZEN CRY:,'IALLINE
1,100. NATURE OF THE LUMINESCENCE OF SOLUTIONS
CRYSTALLINE ANTItRACENE AT LOW Pelsonov, R. I.
TEMPERATURES Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 15, no. 1, pp. 61-71, July 1963
Shpak, M. T., Sheremet,N.I. (Translatedfromthe Russianin Optics and Spectroscopy,
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 14, no. 6, pp. 816-818, June 1963 v. 15, no. 1, pp. 30-35, July 1963)
(Translatedfromthe Rttssia'nin Optics and Spectroscopy, The fluorescence and absorption spectra of free phthalo-v. 14, no. 6, pp. 433-435, June 1963)
cyanine in three normal paraffins (octane, nonane, and decane)
Results are presented of a study of the luminescence spectra were investigated at 77°K. Under the indicated conditions a
of zone-refined crystalline anthracene (40 passes) in polarized large number of narrow hnes, rather than the usual diffuse
light at 20.4, 77, and 290°K (using the spectrographs ISP-22 bands, was observed in the spectra. A vibrational analysis "of
and DFS-13). A single crystal of anthracene in the form the observed spectra was made. fwo regions in the absorption
of a small platelet grown by the sublimation method Was spectra which refer to differe,t electronic transitions w,-re
held loosely between crossed Glan-Thon_son prisms. The isolated. The question of the interpretation of the phthalo-
luminescence was excited with the light of a DPSh-250 mer- cyanine absorption spectruw, is discussed.
cury lamp filtered through a Wood filter. A prism placed
before the spectrograph slit served as the analyzel. Experi-
mental results are interpreted. 1_104. TIlE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUENT _ ADICALSON THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF
MONOALKI'LBENZENE CRYSTAL3
1,101. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF 2,6-DIMETHYL- Klinmsheva, G. V., Bragin, O. V., Mikhailova,E. A_,
NAPHTHALENE IN SOLUTIONS Safonova, I. L.
Kharitonova,O.P. Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 15, n.-. 1, pp. 72-78, July 1963
Optika i Spektroskopiya, v. 15, no. 1, pp. 21-26, July 1963 (Translatedfromthe Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy,
(Translatedfromthe Russian in Optics and Spectroscopy, v. 15, no. l, pp. 35-38, July 1963)
v. 15, no. 1, pp. 9-11, July 1963) The results of an investi zation of the absorption spectra of
The absorption and luminescence spectra of solutions of monealkylbenzene crystals at 20°K in the 2700-A region"
2,6-dimethylnaphthalene in ethyl alcohol and _-hexane have corresponding to the first electron transition are presented.
been studied at low temperatures on medium and high dis- A comparis,m of these spectra, usir_ the data on vapor spectra, t/
persion spectrographs. Two absorption regions have been has shown _hat the, differertt effect of alkyl groups on the
found, and their oscillator strengths determined. A vibrational electron clovd of the benzene ring, as estimated by the posi-
analysis has been performed, and the frequencies of the tion of the spectra and their fine structure, can be explained
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by the hyperconjugativn effect. The degree of eonjugati_ a of spectra of h'iphenyl consist of five: grolq_s of bands separated
substituent ladicals and the benzene ring was evaluated by hy 1600 cm _ interval,;. The initial line is sitt,ated at 30,7i.3
means of a spectral method, cm _.The discrete absorptiolt spectrum of triphenyl could _ot
: be obtained. The initial lir:c in the fluorescence spech'a ,,;
1,105. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE quadriphenyl is at 28,080 cm _. q h_ frequencies 1000, 1250,
FLUORESCENCE YIELD OF COMPLEX aTld 1600 cm -_ are common to the vibration-eiectronic spectra
MOLECULES IN TIlE VAPOR PHASE AND of the three compounds.
THE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF RADIATIONLESS
TRANSITIONS
Tolkachev, V. A., Borisevich, N.A. 1,108. TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON TIlE FLUORESCENCESPECTRA O.F n-PARAFFIN SOLUTIONS OF SOME
Optika i Spektroskopiya, Atademiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenle DERIVATIVES OF PYRENE
Fiziko-Matematicheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statei, Khes.;na, A. Ya.
v, 1, pp. 16-21, 1963 Optlka i Spektroskopiya, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie
The work was done on three derivatives of phthalimide and Fizike.Matematicheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statei,
1-aminoanthraquinone. in the second absorption band, the v. 1, pp. 43-51, 1963
velocity of decrease of the yield with temperature does "lot The _ethod of experiment is described. Temperature
depend on the frequency of exciting radiation and the tern- dependence of flue: e_:.ence spectra of the frozen soluti:r_ _ as
perature extinction is weaker. Activation energy is determined investigated from _ 7°K to the rneitir_ point of the solve.qt; the
of the radiationles._ transitions. In 3-aminophthalimide, activa- phenomena occurring at the transition at ihe meitil_g point
tion energy does not depend on the characteristic temperature were also investigated Results ale reported.
of vibration of the molecules; in 3,6-tetramethyldiamino- and
3-dimethylamine-6-aminophthalimides, it increases with in-
creasing characteristic temperature of vibration, t,i09. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE QUANTUM
YIEI,D OF FLUORESCENCE IN SOLUTIONS
Kloehkov, V o., Korotkov, S. M.
1,106. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE ABSOLUTE YIELDS Optika i Spektroskopiva, Akaderaiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie
OF LUMINESCENCE AND SPECTRAL Fiziko-Matematieheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statei,
CHARACTERISTICS OF CERTAIN XAN'IHENE v. 1, pp. 51-57, 1963
DYES
Fluorescence o_ PrO/-I solutions of aLthracene, 1,4-diphenyl-Zelinskii, V. V., Kolobkov, V. P., Saganenl'o, A.A. -
Optika i Spektroskopiya, Akademiua Nauk SS.qR, Otdelenie butadiene, and 9,10-diphe,_ylanthracene was ilwestigated from
Fiziko.Matematicheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statei, 77 to 293°K. The effects of temperature and solvent on the
3,. 1, pp. 28-36, 1963 quantum yield are reported. The energy of a_'tivation is deter-
mined for the transitiol, of molecules from the excited singlet
Absolute quantum yields of l_mainescence and spectra of
_t "t: _o the triplet state.
absorption and emission were' measured in a series of deriva-
tives of iluo_escein (in the form of salts') in solid alc'chol
solutions at --196°C. The basic process of radiationless de- _,l J0. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF
activation of ex<.ited states of the investigated compounds is TItlONAPIITI-._ENE IN THE NEAR ULTRAVIOLET
most probably the direct conversion from the cxCted t- the Kharitonova, O. Y.
grm, nd state. Variations in position of electronic spectra, wit'._ Oplika i Spektrosko_bda, A kmlemi_ja Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie
accompanying var_ati_n in fluorescence yield, oec_tr during l'iziko-Malematichcskik1_ Nat_k, Sbornik Statci,
transition from one substance to another, v. 1, pp. 77-83, 1963
Crystals and solutions of _b_.,,phthene were investigated
1,107. SPECTROSCOPY CF FROZEN CRYS'rALLI_NE at 77 and 20°K. l,att;nse ab._orl._J_aa consisting of broad bands
SOLUT_'3NS OF DIPHENYL I'OLYENES ANI_ ,_,,, was observed in the cryst_q.-_bcnzyl, n-hexane, an l EtCH
POLYF'ItENYLS, I. BIPHENYL, TRIPHENYL, AND were used as solvents. 3b<,.'; _','t_ spectral bands of the crystals
QUADRIPHENYL _md of the various solut_ .... _r, given t,nd inteq_reted.
Gc.bgv,-G. V., Bolotnlkova, T.N. ..
Opfika i Spektroskopiya, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, O_delenie L111. LUMINI;SCE3,_ E .')1 NAPHTHALENE CRYSTALS
Ylziko-Matematichesldkh Nauk, Sbornik Statei, AT 4, 20, ANI _ 77"K
v. I, pp. 36--43, 1963 Broudc, V. 1.., _heka, E. F., Shpak, M. T.,
A comparative study was made of the ]urnineseence and Shpa_a;vsk_,ya, L. G.
absorption spectra of biphenyl, triphervl, and quadriphenyl. Gptika iSp¢ktmskopiya, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie
Luminescence spectra are successively displaced toward the Fiziko.Matem_d.icheskikh Nauk, Sbornik Statei,
red in these three compounds. In biphenyl the most intense v. 1, pp. 98..102, 1963
spectral lines form a system with the initial line at 32,725 em -_. The intrinsic exciton luminescence, due to electron-
There are nine absorption bands in all. The luminescence vibrational transitior_s and characterized by a strong tempera-
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Lure dependence of the half widths, is noted and contrasted Colloquium, l,i_ge, [September 14--19] 1959," pp. 5,31-568
with exciton luminescence due to impurities and characterized Sauvenier, H., Editor
by weak te.nperature dependence. Pergamon Press, Ltd.. I end,,,, l_ngland, a,d
• The ,Maemdlan Co., New York, N, Y., 1962
The phosphorescence -_,_×imum at - if'.q°C of the following
1>1t2. EFFECT OF THE ADDITION OF THIONAPHTItENE cwt:_in6 ,tves in EtOH solution are examined for triplet levelON THE LUMINESCEN _ PROPERTIES OF " "
CRYSTALLINE NAPttTHALENE position: 3,3'-diethylthiacyanine; 3,3',8-triethylthiacyanine;
Shpak, M. T., Sheremet, N.I. 3,3'-triethvl-4,5,4',5'-dibenzothiacyanine; 3,3'-diethylthiace.r-
Optika i Spektroskopiya, Akodemiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie bocy_nine, 3,3',9-triethyl-5,5'-dichlorothiacarbocyanine; 1,1'-
Fiziko-Matemati.'heskikh Nauk, Sbc,rnik Statei, methy lene-2,2'--eyai_ine; l, lt-ethylene-2,2'-eyanine; 1,]'-
v. l, pp. 110-119, 1963 diethyl-2.2'-cyanine; 1,]',3,3'-tetramethyl-2,2' eyanine; an(i
2-meth_,|,6-dimethylaminobenzoth,.'azole. "/he excited states
Th_ ab_t,rptiult al_d l_mainescence _pectra of naphthale,ae a',_d related propeities are discussed,
crystals containing thionaphthene ip. the lattice were studied
at 20.4°K. The concentration _)f thionaphthene was deter-
mined by activation analysis. ?'he spectra were compared with 1,116. EXCITON DIFFUSION IN NAPHTHALENE
those of the pure substances. A small shift of the bands to CRYSTALS
longer wavelepgths was noted with thionaphthene additions Kazzaz, A. A., Zahlan, A. B.
to pure naphthalene. Intertlity depended on additive con- Ph_z.icalReview, v. 124, no. 1, pp. 90-95, October 1, 196!
centration. Exciton capture bv anthracene in naphthalene crystals is
studied as a function ot ,mpnrity coocentration (4)< 10 -s to
4.8 )<, 10-'_), temperature, annealing, and wavelength of
1,113. LUMINESCENCE AND EXCITATION ENERGY
TRANSFER IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS WITH excitiPg radiation. It ]s shown that surface, incoherent, and
THE ADDITION Of NAPHTHACENE possibly c_herent free excitons participate it, these exeitonie
Korsunskii, V. M., Faid_h, O.M. processes. A method for annealing molecular crystals is
Optika i Spektroskopiya, A._ademiya Nauk SSSR, Otdelenie described. Some observations on the temt:e_'ature dependence
Fiziko-Matematicheskikh Nauk Sbornik gtatei, of these processes are reported.
v. 1, pp. 119--127, 1963
Spectra of anthraee:te crystals with up to 7.8 × 10 -_ moles/ 1,117. STIMULATED LIGHT EMISSION BY OPTICAL
mole naphthacene were investigated from 90 to 300°K. From PUMPING AND B'f ENERGY TRANSFER IN
these data diffusion ::hilt of exeitons and the probability of ORGANIC MOLECULES
ene-gy transfer were calculated. The dipole--dipole resonance Morantz, D. J,, White, B. G,, Wright, A. J. C.
t_,'_ory is showp, to t,e a good approximat'_on for energy t,'ans- Physical Review Letters, v. 8, no. 1, pp. 23-25,
fers in organic crystal,,:. ]'anuary 1, 1962
Stimldated light emission by optical pumping and by energy "_'
transfer in organic molecules is discussed, Stimulated omission
1,114. THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM .$ND
in organic systems depends on the spin-forbidden triplet--->FRANCK-CONDON PRINCIPLE IN SOLUTIONS
OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS singlet transition. Stimulated emission has been o!Sserved at
Lippert, E., Lueder, W., Boos, I1. ?'/-K in a system consisting ef benzophenone, in a rigid glas,,;
In 'Advances in Molecular Spectroscopy. Proceedings of matrix between parallel reflecting plates, which was pumped
the IVth International Meeting on Molecular Spectro,,eopy, by an intense flash of light,. The advantages of organic g_as'.
Bol_gna, Italy, 1959," Volume 1, pp. 443-457 matrices (e.g., the wide range c,f possible frequencles) as
Mangini, A.,Editor optical maser materi_ds are indicated. An investigation of
P,_rgamon Press, Ltd., Londo,l, England, v.nd stimulated light emission by means of energy transfer in a
Ti,c Macmillan Co.,New York, N. Y., 1962 system consisting of a rigid glass containing approximately
Two fluor_:,scence bands (_L,, --> A _nd IL;_ --->A) are emit- 0.02% of benzophenone and of napl,:'aale'_e is discussed.
ted by p-dimettayhmainobenzonitrile and p-diethylaminobenzo- (SSA, # 14,222)
nitrile m polar solvents. The de;_ende,ce of the Stokes' red
shift of the former band (_L,-.-_A) on the orientation polari- 1,1I_, STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING FROM
zation of the s,,_-_'nt leads to a vah_e of 23 Debyes for the ORGANIC LIQUIDS
_lipole moment of the forn-ter cox:.i_ound in tlre a[,_ state. E_'khardt, G., Hellwarth, B. W., McChmg, F. J.,
Schwarz, S. E., Weiner, D., Woodbury, E. ].
Physical Review Letters, v. 9, no. 11, pp. 455-457,
1,115. SIGNIFICANCE OF TIIE TRIPLET STATE OF December 1, 1962
SENSITIZING DI'ES IN OPTICAL SENSITIZATION
West, W. The existence of stimulated emission near 7670 A accom-
l,_"Seientifi,_ Photograph),, Proceedings of International panying normal cnuss_on fr,_m a ruby laser operating in the
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pulsed reflector mode has now been found to o_ginate in the vidual Laserspikes. The mea_xrcd fluorescent signal contained
nitmbenzene of the Q-Mmiling Kerr shutter. The same mech- a negligible amount of scattered luer light. To measure the
anism can be emplt_'ed to produce o_fier laser lines from weak delayed fluorescence, it was necessary to blank out the
nitrobenzene and also from _¢ale, toluene, l-bromonaph- oscilloscope amplifier during the intense portion of the fluores-
thalene, pyridine, cyclohex_n¢, and deutera':_d I_azene CsDs- ceut pulse to prevent its saturation.
Experimental details are reported; in each ins'mace, laser
emission was observed.at one of the most intense Raman lines. By correcting the fluorescent flux density incident on the
" Carbor. tetrachloridr and .mlphuric acid failed to produce photomultiplier for detector solid angle, and by assuming
action. It appears that (1) only ring compo,mds with We isotropic emission, -it is inferred that about l0 t1 fluore_,nt
or rowe C-H (or C-D) bonds have produced str0r,g induced quanta were emitted per h, er pulse of about ].0:Tquanta. The
emi._on, and (2) no su__hliquid compoun_ has failed to fluorescence spectrum, measm'ed with a monochromator andphotomultiplier, Was identical to the normal anthracene
operate a_a laser to date. li,torescence spectrum in the presence of self-absorption.
Oscilloscope traces are p:esented showing the tim,_.depend-
1,119. DOUBLE PHOTON EXCITATION IN O.qG._NIC ence of (1) the laser emi_ion and _:/) the blue anthracene
: CR¥STAIa
Petlm_ W. L, Gold_lmmugh,L P., ltieekhoa, ICE. fluorescence _ound the time of laser sl:utoff. Both trace._ were
P_ Rev/t_/.,arch, v. 10,no. 2, pp. 43-45, initiated 1.3 msec after the beginning t_f the laser pulse, and
Jauuar/l,tl, 1963 both timeseales are 100/mm/lmge division.
Two-photon excitation by ruby laser radiation in pol..vcyclic Time dependence of the delayed fluorescence is plotted.
aromatic molecular ct_mls was detected through observation One graph _hows that aromtd the time of laser shutoff the
_d the fl_.,a_Jation in the 4000-5000 A re,,_on. For a flnolx_-ent flux var_.'esinversely with the square root of time,
2 X 10"_sec excimtion.fla_,t-flint of maximmn value 3 × 10_* while another showy that at later time_ tl_e lluoresoence decays
quanta era -z sec-t in the active region, the _ota] number of exponei:_iaIly. Rmu]_s are discussed.
t__ photons emitted was e_dmated as 5 X 10T, 10',
and 10s, f_ py:ene, mtbracene, and 3,4-benzpyrene, r...-spec- 1,121. PHOTOFLUORESCENCE DECAY TIME,SOS
tiveb.. No double excitation fluorescence wm observed f.rom OBGANIC _HOSPHORS
phenanthrene. (PA, 1963, #11,00"2) H_.ilton, T.D.S.
: Ph_dcal Society, Proceed'.mg,of the, London, v. 78, pt. 5(i),
= pp. 743-7_f2,November ], 1961
1,120_ TRIPLET EXCATONSAND DELAYED
_ FLUORF,SC_NCE IN ANTHBACENE CRYSTALS An accurate and convenient method for measuring photo-
Kepler,B.C., Catrl/,J. C., Avakisn, 1', Alramum, E. fluorescence decay times'hi thc nanosecond region is d._cribed.
Pbltsk_*_ LetWng v. 10,no. 9, _. 400-402, Results are given for a nmaber=of organic compounds and
May 1,1991 reasons for differences with previou_ resuits-.are discussed.
-La_-induced flume_.nce in powdered anthracene and For anthracene, a value of 24.2 use2 has been measured for a
_veral other organic materials was recently .v_ed. The 1-era-cube crystal. Some previous results-for quantum elllcie_-
flUtaescence was aRributed to double photon excitation horn cies are corrected on the basis of these meastLnements, and
the singlet_grotmd state to the first excited _,glet state. Wh_e apparent inconsistencies are examined With regard to the mean
-" studyingtilis fluore_ence in anthracene singIe orysta_, 'de- free path o¢ excitom in very thin _ystals. (SSA, #13,285)
hyed fluorescence was detected ahor the hser ptdse ended.
The rate of de_y of this fluorescence and other experimental 1,122. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ORGANIc
observahons ate explained by assmning that the singlet state INSULATINGLIQUIDS CONTAI.,WING
givit_g vise to the flu6rescence is produced not by a double FLUORESCENT SOLUTES
photon process as conehdedby .':et_colas, Goldsborough, and Darveniza, M.,Tropper, H.- ._" _ -
Bieddmff, but _ia bi_nolecular a:mihi:_tion of triplet exc_tons _ Physical Societ_,Proeeedlngs of the.,London,v. 78, pt. 5(ii},
generated directly by the ruby laser lighL The _etime and the pp. 854_868, November15, 1961 .
bimoleeular interaction rate Constant oL th_ tBplet :..xcitons - A new phenomenon is reported which is _ncemed with the
werefot;n,1 to be 19 m_¢eand 10-t; cm _ sec-L respectively, excitation of ttuorescetit soh*tes in organic liquid dielectric*.
• when high electric field8 are applied. The characteristi_ of
Melt:grown anthracene single crystab produced fromz0ne- the emitted light were studied and related to the pre-
retlned Eastman starting material were illuminated at room breakdown conduction current and the electric strength. Di-
temperatare by approximately 0.02 ] per laser pul_ focused electric liquidg showing this eff_._ were synth_ized by
into a volume of:J0 -_ _ms. In.cident laser ra_diationwas passed dissolving Imown concentrations ci fluorescent materials in
through a Coming 2-58 filter, while the fluoresceuce was simple organic liquids. These t:onfirrned tho e_erimental
observed with a photomultiplier through a Coming 5-56 filter, results obtained with more complex transfo:mer oil. Experi-
& 2-_ time constant was introduced to integrate over indi- ments ate described whioh show that ev¢n h:'ghly degassed
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liquids exhibit a pressure dependence of electric strength if i,126. THE FLUORESCENCE AND SCINTILLATION
bro_Igbt into a state of supersaturation by applying tension to DECAY TLMES OF CRYSTALLINE ANIHBACENE
the liquid. (Pz% iq02, #59) Birks,L B.
Phytical Society,Proceedings of the, London,v 79, pt. 3,
pp. 494--496, March 1962
1,123. POLARIZATION OF OPTICAL SPECTRA OF 1-12
BENZ-PERYLENE (C=H,,) The experimental data are analyzed and conclusions are
Ganguly,S. C., Mukherjee,B.C. drawn. The molecular decay time TO of a thin anthracene
Physical Society, Proceedings of the, London, v. 79. pt. 1, crystal lamina at room temperature is 10 nsec. The thick _rys-
pp. 220-221, January1962 tal values are increased by self-absorption to 31.6 nsee (volume
Measurements were made on two absorptiou systems of excitation, e.:;., by 7-rays), 24.I nsec (surface excitation, e.g.,
thin crystaL_at room temperature. Th_ first system consists of by ultraviolet or a-rays, and emission observed by trans-
one band with a peak at 4602 A and a polarization ratio mission) and 19.4 nsec (surface excitation, and observation by
(lb/la) of 1.04, while the second system coutains two of the reflection;. Surface oxidation or reduction in crystal thicknms
fo,_r bands seen in the solution speet.' .ml with peaks at 3895 yields lower values. For microcrystals of dimc;'_!on, eomnara-
ar/d 4120 A and polarization ratios of 1.71 and 1.88, respec- ble with the exciton mean free path (_0.1/_), the -'eeay Li,=e
tively. It is concluded that the second absorption system is is _educed below _'o due to premature conversion of excit_ts
due to an electronic transition directed _2ong the short axis of into photons at the crystal surface. (PA, 1962, #858_)
the molecule, and it is suggested that the fn'st system is due
to a long-axis polarized transition, which is considerably de-
polarized. by the induced polarization from the more/ntense 1,127. THE PH(YrOLUMINESCENCE DECA'tr OF
second system. (PA, 1962, #6572) ORGANIC CRYSTAl3
Birks,J. !$, King, T. A., Munro,I. H.
Phydcal Society, Proceedings of the, London, v; 80, pt. $,
. L124. THE SCINTILLATION PHENOMF_NONIN pp. 355-361, August 1962
ANTHRACENE. _I. RADIATION DAMAGE "'
CIark_ H. B., Nor/hm.p,D. C., Simpmn, O, The photolum/nescence decay of sb:_e (I cm _) Organic
Physical Society, Proceedings of the, London_v. 7'.),pt. 2, crystals was observed over the time interva| 0-250 nsec, using
pp. 366-372, February 1962 a p_s_ light source, f_st photomultiplier, and p_dse-sampling
The effects of radiation damage on the scintillation efficiency osciUt_scope. The initial decay is exponential with decay t_ne
of anthracene crystals are shown to be comparativ(ly small. 7o: for anthracene (fresh sudate), 25.8 nsec: naphthalene,
They cannot acco!mt for the low efficiency obse_ed for par- 82 nsec; p-terpheny], 6.2 nsec; and trans-sti]beae, 6.0 n_ec.
ticle_ of high specific ionization, even where the in_.egrated The decay of anthracene with an aged surface approximates
effects of prolonged irradiation are very marked. Some evi- to two successive exponentials with rs_ 16 nsec, =z_32 nsec.
denco is found-for a reduction in scintillation efficiency in The det_ays of trans.stilbene, anthracene (fresh surface), and
impure anthracene, where emission occurs only from impurity p-terpheny! are exponential over 100 (_17 decay periods),
centers, but this is a cooperative effect between excited states _50, _and100 nsee, respectively. (PA, 1962, # 18,869)
and is not connected with_permarent radiation damage.
(PA. 1962, #6630) : 1,128. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE FROM
MICROCRYSTALLINEAROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
1,125. THE SCINTILLATION PHENOMENON LN Stevens, B., HuRon, E. _'
ANTHRACENE. H. SCINTILLATION PULSE Physical Soclely, Proceedings of the, London, v. 81, pt. 5,
SHAPE pp. ,¢,93--897,May 1963
Gibbgm, P. E., Northrop,D. C., Simp;on, O/ A small ( < 1% ) compor, ent of delayed fluorescence was
Phial Soc_ty, Proctedings of !he, London, v. 79, pt. 2, observed from the sublimate_s of pyrene, 3,4-benzpyrene, 3,4-
op. 373-382, February 1962 be_ztetraphene, chrysene, and comnene excited by ultraviolet
Detailed examinatio, of the scintillation pulse shape in light in vacuo a: room temI:erature. The spectrum of this corn-
anthracene ]e_,ds to the hypothesis that the slow components ponent is similar to that of the total luminescence emitted at
(_1 psec decay time) are due to short-range interac_ons room temperature, but it persists for some milliseconds after
between pairs Of ezt_tons. These components are observed in excibttion cutoff. The failure to observe the delayed fluores-
the fluorescence decay due to pulsed ultraviolet excitation cence .in the presence of air and the increase in intensity of the
when.the intensity is inere,_sed to produce an exeiton demity delayed component with th_ state of subdivision of the solid
approaching that near the t:ack of /m ionizing particle. A part:icles indicates tLat the emissim:t o_giuates at the ct_sta]
number of deductions concernih,g the scintillation pulse shape surface. The decay of the fluorescence in the millisecond
in impure anth_acene are borne out by experiment. (PA, 1962, region is virtually exponential for 3,4.benzpyrene and 3,4._
# 6637) _ benztetraphene,_b_:t is nonexpouential for the other compounds.
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1,129. TIlE BEHAVIOURS OF FREE RADICALS TRAPPED Physical Society of lapan, lournal of the, v 16,no. 12,
IN v-IRRADIATED POLYETHYLENE pp. 2494-2503, December 196!
Kashlwabara,H., Shinohsra, K.
Phydcal Society of lapan, ]oumal of phe. ,-. 13. no. 6, The molecular structure and behavior of the free radicals
p. l129, June 1960 produced in irradiated polyethylene were investigated by
means o_ electron spin resonance. ESR spec_'a of high poly-
Samples of high-density Marlex 50 arid low-density Sumi- mers are, in general, so complicated that the identification of
kathene were ilradiated in vacuum at room temperature and the hyp_.rfine structure of the spectral patterns observed i,_
examined by ESR. The two gave similar spectra; from these dii_eult. Keasonable interpretations cf_'dd, however, be made
the yield of free radicals as a function of radiation dosage, for polyethylene. Variations of spectral sh" ?e andspectral
and the number of radicals remaining after heating as a into,,_t;,-_ :_t w.'5.e'_'._temperatures were discussed in connee-
function of temperature were determined. It is suggested that tion with the identification of the free radicals produced and
free radicals are trapped it. the crystalline regions of the some of the irradiation effects in polyethylene. (PA, 1962,
samples, and that they disappear oh heating became of the #3779)
melting of the crystaUine regions. (PA, 1961, # 14,344)
1,134. PHOSPHORESCENCE OF NAPHTHALENE-DOPED
1,130. EMISSION SPECTRA FROM GLOW DISCHARGE CRYSTALS OF DURENE
THROUGH VAPORS OF AROMATIC I-layakawa,S., Nakamura,T.
HYDROCARBONSAND n-HEXANE Phgsica_ Society oflapan: lo_;rnalof the, v. 18, no. 4,
: Nishi, M, Hamamura, S., Araid,H. pp. 531-535, April 1963
Phgd_d S_Jety of lapaa, loumal of the. v. 15, no. 8,
p.1536, August 1960 Fluorescence and phosphorescence have been observed in
a naphthalene-doped crystal of durene. Measured fluorescence
Many aromatics show four regions of emission, desigqmted spectra under various conditic.ns show transfer of excitation
"A,""B,""C"and"D.'"A" is due to =-electron transitions in the energy, from dmene to naphthalene molecules and a buildup
betazeae ring. and "D" to benzyl radicals. Because of the varia- of a new green b_nd by irradiation of shorter ultraviolet light.
tion of hltensity with pressure and with nature of the a_omatie, Phosphorescence spectra and decays show that pho_hores-
Sehuler's_assignments of the "B" and "C" continua to CoH_CH cenee is due to a trausition from a triplet state to a ground state
_ad CoHsC radicals are doubted. (PA, 1961, #14,044) in a: naphthnlene molecule. Two decay times have been ob-
= - served: a larger one belonging to an ordinary triplet state,
!:i31. THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF SECONDARY and a smaller one belonging to a triplet state coupled with a
ELECTRONS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS newly introduced center emitting a green band. An ene_'gy
IRRADIATED-_Y GAMMA RAYS FROM level scheme in the cry_a] is presumed.
'*Co AND '_Cs
. oda,N.,stm,kl,U.
Physical Society ot lapan, loumal of the, v. 15,no. 12, 1,135. INFLUENCE OF DISORDER ON THE LIFETIME
• OF POSITRONS IN ANTHRACENE
pp. 2365-2366, December 1960 Cottini, C., Fabri, G., Gatti, E., Germagnoli, E.
Measurements were made with a scintillation spectrometer, Physics and Chemistry o[ Solids, v. 17, no. 1/2, pp. 65-68,
a,_d target materials ofpo'yethylene, AI, Cu, and Pb were used,, December 1960
Energy spectra data are given over the energy"range 0-1.4 Mev The decay features of positrons in anthracene were in-
: = for Co_° and 0-0.7 Mev for Csa3L (PA, 1961, #13,120) vestigated using both single- and polycrystals at temperatures
., b._tween - 196 and 295°C. In solid specimens the annihilation
1,132. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE IN IRRADIATED lifetime was 3.7 × !0 -_° see independent of temperature, but
POLgTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE: TEMPERATURE a very notable effect was found near the melting point
DEPENDENCE OF THE SPECTRA (218°C), a eompiex decay appearing at about 210°C. Neu-
,, Tamura, N. tron-irradiated specimens showed a complex decay _ven at
= PhydcalSoc_ett_ oflalmn, iownalofthe, v, 16,no, 11, room temperature. (PA, 1961, _17,524)
pp. 233_-2339, November 1961 :
The t:emperatt_xedependences of the spectral shape are ex- L136. THERMOLUMINESCENCE STUDI_S OF THE.
amined and some data are given. ESR sI_echa of irradiated y-RAY IRRADIATED FERROELECTR]CS ROCHELLE
_polytetrafluor0ef_3_lene at 300 and 77"K are graphed. The SALT AND GUANIDINE ALUMINUM SULFATE
relatign between the _peetral changes and the properties and ItEXAHYORATE
struc_res of t_ie pol_ners is discussed. Gilliland, J., Jr.,Yockey, H. P.
' Physics and Chemistry of Solids, v. 23, pp. 367-374,
April 1962 /
1,!33. ELECTRON SPIN RESO.NANCE STUDIES OF
._8RADIAT_'.D HIGIt POLYMERS:POLYETHYLENE Saml3les of rochelle salt and guanidine aluminum sulfa,'_
KashiwaLara, H, hexahydrate were irradiated with various dose's of Coo°
J
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gamma rays up to 3.5 X 10_"r at liquid nitrogen temperature, 1.139, PLASTIC SCINTILLATORSCONTAINING
after which they were warmed at a constant rate and observed 1.2-DI.(I.NAPHTHYL).ETHYLENE
with a 1P28 photomultiplier tube. The reagent grade rochelle Nagornaya, L. L.. Kitimov, A. P.
Pribory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, v. 1959, noo4, pp. 63--65-
salt powder was found to produce a glow peak at about July-August 1959
-61°C, t._rresponding to a trap depth of about 0.42 ev, (Translated%omtheRu_sian in lnstrumentsand
which was removed compietely by two recrystallizations from Experimental Techniques, v. 1959, no. 4, pp. [;77-580,
water solution. Rochelle salt single crystals also yield no July-August 1959)
detectable thermoluminescenee, indicating a maximum trap The luminescence and scintillation properties of 1,2-di-
concentration significantly less than 10';/g. (1-naphthyl)-ethylene solutions in polystTrene were studied.
Guanidine aluminum saJ:fate hexahydrate showed three By the method of high-temperatare polymerization, plastic
glow peaks at -146, -119 and about -5°C, corresponding svintdk.tors were obtained that con',ained 1,2-di-(1-naphthyl)-
to trz.p depths of 0.'25, 0.31 and 0.54 ev, respectively. The ethylene serving as the basic i:,mineseence admixture or as a
major peak at - 146°C becomes more prominent as the dose s_pectrum shifter. By 7-excitation, these scintillators t,roduced
is increased to 3.5 × 10'- r. At low doses (10,000 r) the a lumiaescence yield reaching, respectively, 125-130% and
-119"C peak is largest_ but becomes completely concealed 140-145% of the lunainescence yield of a 2% s, l.,tion of
by the lower temperature peak at 3.5 Y, 10° r. The low and p-terphenyl in poly_;tyrene.
very broad peak at -5_C is most easily seen at intermediate
doses of 10_ and 10_ r, becoming undeteetable at lower doses 1,140. MEASUREMENT OF PLAS".IC SCINTILLATORLIGHT YIELDS
and becoming poorly Iesolved at higher doses. Trap coneen- Zaitseva, A. D., Panov, Yu. N.
tration for an exposure of 3.5 X 10G r is estimated to be Priboru i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, v. 1961,no. I, pp. 64--67,
7 .'_ 109/g. January-February 1961
(Translatedfrom the Russianin 16struments and
Experimental Techniques, v. 1961, no. 1, pp. 63-66,
1,137. OPTICAL MASER ACTION IN EUROPIUM September 1961)
BENZOYLACETONATE
= The dependence of the values of relative scintillation lightLempicki,A., Samelso.1,H.
Ph_.cs Letters, v.4, no. 2, pp. 133-i.35, M_wch15, 1963 yields on specimen dimensions and the exeitat;on source shape
has been determined. The existence of this deI_ndenee is
The observation is roported of optical maser action in a determined by the different degrees of natoral radiation
metallo-organ!c complex contained in solution. The new lea- absorption in different specimens.
ture of this system is that the emitting ion is excited by an
energy transfer process rather than by direct absorption of 1,141. ON THE DECAY TIME OF PLASTIC
pump radiation. Results of the experiment are presented and SCINTILLATORS
discussed. Stimulated emission spikes are evident and the Baroni, E. E., Kilin,S. F., Kovyrzina, K. A., Rozman, I. M.,
threshold of E,JB_ is about twice that of ruby. Shoniya, V_M.
. Prlbory i Tekhnika Ekspedmenta, v. 1961, no. 3, pp. 72--74,
May-June 1961
1,138. CHARACTERISTICS OF SCINTILI,ATING (Translated fromthe Russianin Instruments and
SUBSTANCES. II Experimental Techniques, v. 1961, no. 3, pp. 486--489,
Fort, A. December 1961)
PokrokyMatematlky, Fyslkya Astronomic, v. 3,pp. I61-173, An account is given of measurements of the scintillation
1958 decay time and the relative light output of a number of
The decay of luminescence is studied by observations of plastic scintillators based on polystyrene and polyvinyl toluene.
It is shown that some of these crystals are faster than stilbene.
three processes: fluorescence decay, which is te.'3aperature
independcat; phosphorescence, which is temperatu, e depend.
ent; and b_molecular decay, which depend_ on the density 1,1.12. NEW SCINTILLATING ORGANIC SINGLE
of excitation. For the first process, anode pulse_ of a photo- CRYSTALSNaboikin, Yu. V., Dohrokhotova, V. K., Uglanova, V. V.,
multiplier are observed on an oscilloscope. For the second, Zaddrozhuyi, B. A., Maikes, L. Ya.
the scintillation material is irradiated by periodic X-rays or Priborlti Tekhnika Eksperimenta, v. 1962, no, I, pp. 57-59,
UV light, the resuJting periodic luminescence observed, and lanuary-February 1962
the intensity and phase shift measured. For the third, the (T_.,nslatedfromthe_Russian in Instruments and
photomultiplier pulse is superimposed on its own delayed and Expedmental Techniques, v. 1962, no. 1, pp. 56-58,
inverted -,tgnal. The measured properties of organic plastic, September 1962)-
liquid inorganic, and alkali halide scintillators are given. Data on ._cintillatioa effectiveness of mixed single crystals
Results are discussed and anal_tiea] expressions are set up. are summarized. Luminescence yields from naphthalene with
-- ._ 219"
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1,g-di-fl-naphthylethylene and 4-phenylstilbene. and with ined under various measuring temperatures and various
1,2-di-fi-naphthylethylene and 1-fl-naphthyl-2- (4-hiph_ylyl) - radical concentrations.
ethylene, are reported. The ESR measurements are carried out at 9400 Me, and
the saturation _henorc:ena are ob_rved by the dual-attenuator
1,143. MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGI_;TIC method. Some observed saturation curves are shown.
PROPERTIES OF MACROMOLECU!LES
Blyumen_eld,L. A.
Priroda, v. 50, no. 2, pp. 55-59, February 1961 1,148. EFFECTS OF CRYSTALLINITIES ON THE ESR
SPECTRUM OF IRRADIATED POLYETHYLENE
The paramagnetie electron .-esonance absorption of high- Tamura,N., Shinohara,K.
polymer ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyTibonucleic acid Reports on Progress in,Polymer Physics in Iapan, v. 6,
(DNA) and of complexes with serum albumin and with egg pp. 261-264, 1963 (in English)
albumin is measured at a wavelength of 3.2 em, and the effects (AvailablethroughKobayasiIvstitute of Physical Research,
of pH and temperature are ir_vest/gated. These substances Kokubunji,Tokyo, Japan) =
resemble antiferromagnet/es rather than l_re__adicals, and the The samples used were different kinds of polyethylene and
phenomenon is called "pseudoferromagnetism'; it is a strut- were prepared in the form of powder or pellets. Different
tar,! effect. A theoretical model is developed. The dieJeetric crystallinit/es of the sample were ob_ined by different ther-
constant of DNA can exceed 100,000. real trea'.ments. Ir_adiat/on was earn_l out at 77°K in vacuo
: with elect:ons from a Van de Graafr accelerator or -/-rays
from CoOL1A44. DECAY TIMES OF HIGH-ENERGY INDUCED
LUMINESCENCE ESR spectra obtained for various samples irradiated to 40
Burton, M.,Ghosh, A.,Yguerabide,J. = Mrad with electrons are shown.
Rad/attonR_teareh_,Supplem_t 2, pp, 462-470, 1960
(Proceedingsd Bioene_geticsSymi_osium:Brooklmyen
NationalLaboratory,Upton, N. Y.,October lg-I 6, 1959,
sponsoredby theU. S. AtomieEnergy Commission) 1,149. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDIES OFIRRADIATED POLYVINYLFLUORIDE AND
POLYVINYLIDENEFLUOFJDE
1,145. PATHWAYSOF ENERGY TRANSFER IN Tamura,N., Shlnohara,K.
_epor_ on Progre_ in Pol_ner Physics in]apart, v. G,
RIOLUMINESCF_NCE pp. 289-288, 1963 (in English)
_ Seliger, H. H., MeEiroy,W.D. (Available throughKobayasiInstituteof Physical Research,Radiation R_earch, Supplement_ pp. 528-_q8, 1960
(Proceedingsof Bioenet'geticsSymposium,Brookhaven Kokubunj:,Tokyo, Japan)
NationalLaboratory,Upton, N. Y.,October 12-:16, Y959, There is much interest in the ESR ._pectra of pob_mers
sponsoredby the U. S. Atomic EnergyCommission) intermediate in degree of fluorination between polyethylene
Chemical interactions are considered, and physical invest/- end polytetrafluoroethylene; namely, polyvinylfluoride (PVF),
gations of quantum yield m_d spectral emission are reported, polyvinylidenefluoride (PVdF), and polytrifluorcethylene:Studies on PVF and PVdF are described.
1,146. PARAMAGNETICRESONANCE OF The samples used were in the form of powders which were
• PHOSPHORESCENT ORGANIC MOLECULES molded into cylir,der forr_ Irradiation was carried out in
Hntehison, C. A., Jr. va_uo at 77°K with electrons from a Van de Graaff accelerator,
Reeordo#Chemical Progrese, Kresge-HookerScientific or at room temperature with _-rays of Co_°.
: Library, 'v.24, no. 2, pp. 105-128, 1963
1,150. ESK STUDIES OF RADIATION GRAFT-
1,147. PAf_IA._AGNETICRELAXATION OF FREE COPOLYMERIZATIONOF POLYETIIYLENE
RADIC?U_SIN IRRADIATED POLYETHYLENE AND S_YRENE. I. BEHAVIORS OF GRAFTING
Yoshida,H,, Ha_'ash_K., Okamura,S. AND I;REE RADICALS AFTER IRRADIATION
Reptn'ts_onProgre_ in Pol_aer Physics in ]apan, v. 6, Tamura, N., Tachibana, H., Takamatsu,T., Shhtohara,K.
pp. 253_,56, 1963Jin English) Reports on Progress in Polymer Physics in ]apan, v. 6.
" (Kvailable through_Kobayasiinstitute of Physical Research, pp. 269-272, 1963 (in English)
Kokubunji,Tokyo, Japan) (Available throughKobayasiInstituteof Physical Research,
Kokt_bunji,Tokyo, Japan)
in oider to clarify the physical situation of free radicals
trapped in. i_adiated polyethylene, microwave power satura- In many irradiated polymers the presence of trapped radi-
t/on phenomet_a OfESB on the radicals _are n._easured and ca]s has been detected ,by ESR method. The._radicals may
paramagnetic relaxation mechanisms of the radicals'are dis- initiate graft-copolymerization. This phenomenon is investi-
cu_sed. The saturation phenomena on each radi¢a_ are exam- gated, by observing the behaviors of radicals both after irra-
2_O
/
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diation and duri_g grafting. It, this report studies are given Radicals of tile type R -- O - O* show an ei_trort paramag-
_or the glafting of styrene onto polyethylene, netic resonance spectrum in the form of asymmetric sirigle*-s
of width some tens of oersted, depending on anisotr6py of
The sample of polyethylene was inadiated with electrons the g factor. Additional experiments are necessary.from a Van de Graaff accelerator in vacuo at room tempera-
ture, and was then brought into contact with styrene vapor
which can diffuse into _he polymer and thus reach the trapped 1,155. RADIATION'LESS CONVERSION FROM THE
radical sites. TRIPLET STATE
IloffmanL.M. Z., Porter,C.
Roycd Soclety,of London, Proceedings of the, Series A -
1,151. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE O1,"SCINTILLATION Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 268, no. 1332,
PULSES IN ANTHRACENE AND CsI(TI) pp. 46-56, June 19, 1962
Homma, S., Takemoto, S.
Review of Sclenlifw Instrumenls, v, -32,no. 9, pp. 1055-1056, The first-order decay of triplet states of naphthalene, an-
September 1981 thracene, phenaathrene, and their haloger.ated derivatives was
_ "- studied in cyclohexane and viscous paraffln solutions. The
Scintillation pulses were invesrSgated for aathracene over decay results partly from a bimolec !ar quenching process
"the temperature range -269 to 20°C and for CsI(TI) over and partly from a true first-order radiationless conversion to
the range -130 to 20°C, using polonium a-particles as a the gr,mnd state. The rate of the quenching process is a
source of excitation. It was found that: (1) The pulse, height function of the solvent, and, in anthracene derivatives, of the
of anti" :aeene varies linearlywith temperature over the ra, tge extent to which the solutinns h._:'e been irradiated. The rates
investigated; the temperature coett_cient was found to be : of radiationless conversion can ,nly be measured when they
-0.61 -4- 0.04% change in l?UlSCheight/°C. (2) The tem- exceed the rate._ _I quenching processes. This is the case for
perature coefficient of CsI(Tt) is a nonlinear function of all the ant!_.,zeene derivatives m viscousparaffin, for the
temperature, the pulse height b:;tweeh -50 and 20°C being brom_anthraeenes in cyclohexane, and probably for bromo-
constant. It was als(_found that the resolutio,a of the (t-particle phenanthrene in viscous paraffins. Bromination of anthracene
peak increased as the temperature decreased. The result _. is ten times more effective ia enhancing eolwersion than
obtained are compared with those of other workers. (PA, chlorination:at the same position, and halogenation at the 9,10
19-61, #17,918) positions has four times the effect of halogenation at other
positions. In the one ease where it could be tested (dibromo-
1,152. RELATIONS BETWEEN PERTURBATION EFFECTS anthracene), the rate of radiationless conversion was un-
ON THE AROMATIC STATE AND THE changed by a 170-fold inere_e of solvent viscosity.
ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF "_
ALKYLBENZENES 1,156. A COMPARISON GF THE EFFECTS OFTiteiea, R., Vintu,V., Trutia, A.,Popescu, M. ULTRAVIOLET AND GAMMA RADIATION
Revue d_ Pt_ysique, Acaden, ie dc ia Republique Populaire IN POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE
Roumaine, v. 6, no. 2, pp. 2_'--244, 1_1 (in French) Charlesby,A., Thomas, D. K.
A large number of-alkylbenzenes have been studied and Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the, Series A -
values obtained for the oscillator strengths. The results pro- Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 269, no. 1336, '
vide evidence for the authors' contentio_ tlmt these tom- pp. 104-124, August21, 1962
pounds can be differentiated spectroscopically in an easier The exposure of polymethylmethacD, late (PMM) and many
fashion by using oscillator strengths ratl',er than the more other maccomoleeules to high-energy Y-or electron radiation
commonly used maximum extinction coe_cients. (PA, "_19_2, produces a degradation of the molecular chains. Th_s may
#8107) result from either ionization or excitation. Ultraviolet light
result_ in excitation only. This paper compares the effects of
these fom_s of radiation. The degradation of PMM was
1,153. LUMINESCENCE OF SENSITIZING DYES. _tudied in thicko_" thin films, and in solutions in benzene. ItINFLUENCE OF THE DYE STRUCTURE ON ITS
LUMINESCENCE is found 'that at room temperature degradation (random main
Kiciak_.K. eliain fracture, _ occurs with':ultraviolet radiation, whereas at
Roczniki Chemii, v. 37, no. 2, pp. 225-247, 1963 higher temperatures the reaction is one of chain depolymer-
ization. The energy, absorbed per main chain fracture is
about 550 ev with ultraviolet radiation, so that less than 1%
1,154. IDENTIFICATION OF FREE RADICALS BY of the quanta absorbed is effective; this compares withUSING THE METHOD OF ELECTRON
PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE about 65 ev of y-energy absorbed per fracture. Apart from
Blyumenfeld,L.A. this difference in efficiency, the two reactions are very similar.
RoLPerekisei i Kisioroda v Nachalnykh Stadiyakh In both cases the number of ,_ractures is proportional to dose
RadiobiologicheskogoEffekta, Akademi_laNaukSSSR, and the radicals formed (as seen by ESR) are identical in
institut Biologicheskoi Fiziki, pp. 97-98, [960 character. Somewhat similar changes also appear in the optical
221
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spectrum, although these may be modified by surface oxygen. Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 271..no. 1345.
These res_alt_show no signi_cant contribution from any ioniza- pp. 188-2o6, January 15, 1.963
tion produced by high-energy radiation. (t'A, 1962, #18,503) The main t} ermolumincscence glow curve, the a,/3, -/glow
curve, of l:.oly,,thylene irradiated by `/-ray:gat 77°K was found
1,157. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE FROM SOLUTIONS to be greatly affected by molecular oxygen absorbed in the
OF ANTHRACENE AND PHFNANTHRENE material before inadiation. The oxygen removes the _ and T
Parker. C. A., l-Iatchard, C.G. peaks almost e,_tirely at low irradiation doses and adds an-
Roualliociettdof London, Proceedings of the, Series A- other peak, the _. peak, at a lower temperature thin: these
Math,,matical and Physlcal Sciences, v. 269, no. 1339, to xorm an a, _ glow curve. Kinetic studies showed that the
pp. 574--584,October 9, 1962 e peak has a higher probability, constant at low temperatures
Delayed tluorescence was observed in soluti'_ns of anthra- than any of the a, 13, ,/ peaks, but that it shares the same
cene Orphenanthrene alone, and sensitized delayed fluorescence common activation energy. Since the _ luminescence cannot
from afithracene was observed in solutions of phena,]threne be observed at 77°K, it seems that so,he change, perhaps a
containing traces of anthracene. The intensities of both the structural change, .must occur during warming from 77°K
delayed fluorescence and the. sensitized delayed fluorescence before it can begin to appear. The oxygen effect canbe
were found to be proportional to the square el the rate of removed by pumping orby a pre-irradiation follewed by pre-
.absorption of exciting light. The results can be explained in heating. The latter method is show_ to remove the oxygen by
terms of a mechanism in which triplet-triplet quenching conversion into peroxide radicals, produced when the oxygen
combines with alkyl radicals formed dui'mg the pre-irradiation.produces a molecular specie_ carrying the energy, from two
triplet molecules. The proposed process could apply to other The E peak was found to occur only in the presence of oxygen
photochemical system: and may have a bearing on the mecha, molecules, but not with oxygen in the form of peroxides.
nism of photosynthesis. (PA, 1963, # 142) Peroxide radical formation was.observed by the electron spin
resonance (ESR) method_ ESR measurements also showed that
thermoluminescence in polymers was not a direct product of
1,158. THE' THERMOLUMINESCENCE OF IRRADIATED free radical reactions. Various possible thermoluminescence
POLYETHYLENE AND OTHER POLYMERS mechanisms are discussed, and it is shown that the poly-
Charlesby,A.,Partridge, R.H. ethylene thermoluminescenec phenomena can be explained on
Royal Society _f London, Proceedings of the, Series A - the basis of a model involving the trapping of electrons fol-
Mathematical and Ph!_sicalSciences, v. 271, no. 1"345, lowed by their recombination with different types of lumi-
_p. 170-187, January 15, 1963 r
.,, -. nescence centers. (PA, 1963, #4995)
The thermoluminescence glow curves of various polymers
were observed in the temperature range 77°K to ice point
after Co_° "/-irradiation, and a number of them are repro- 1,160. EXCIMER FLUORESCENCE. I. SOLUTIONSPECTRA OF I:2-BENZttNTHRACENE
duced. A detailed study of polyethylene thermo]uminescence DERIVATIVES
was mad,_.. The glow curve of this material in the absence of Birks, J. B., C'hris,_ophorou,L. G.
oxygen comprises three glow peaks, the % ]3, "/peaks, whose Royal Society ot London, Proceeding_ of the, Series A
luminescence intensities are proportional to irradiation dose _ Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 274, no. 1359,
for doses below 50 krad. The -, p, Y peaks all decay expo. pp. 552-564._August 13, 1963
nentially at constant temperature, and a study of the kinetics
Observations have been made of the concentration depen-involved shows that all these peaks have the same activation
dence of the fluorescence spectra of solutions of l:2-benzan-
energy at the lowest temperatures. At higher temperatures
the _ and _/peaks each show two different transition points, thracene and 15 of its hydrocarbon derivatives. All of the
one in the visible region and one in the ultraviolet, which compounds, except the 9,10-dimethyl derivative, exhibit d_mer
appearto be related to two of the known structural transitions emission at higher concentrations. The lower excited states,
Forster s-conditions for fluorescent dimerof polyethylene. The glow curvgs Of a variety of different 1Lb an,'t _La, satisfy "' '
polyethylene? were recorded. By comparison of these, it was formation. The factors determining the relative quantum yield
found that the relative_ heights of the a, /3, _, peaks arc of excimet fluoresce_cc are discussed. The different types of
dependent on the degree of crystallinity of the materials, but crystal fluorescence spectra shown by the compounds are
the normal chemical impurities present in eommerdal poly. explained in terms of exeimer formation in the crystal lattice.
ethylenes have no effect on their glow curves. (PA_ 1963,
#4994)
1,161. EXCIMER FLUORESCENCE. II. LIFETIME
STUDIES OF PYRENE SOLUTIONS
1,159. THE EFFECT OF, OXYGEN ON THE THERMO. Birks,J. B., Dyson, D. J., Munro, I. H.
LUMINESCENCE OF IRRADIATED POLYETHYLENE Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the, Series A --
Gharlesby, A,,Partridge,R, H. . Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 275, no. 1363,
Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the, SeriesA - ,_ pp. 575-588, October29, 1963
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Measurements have been made of the concentratio, d,;- 1.165. FLUORESC_.NCE SI'ECTRA OF ORGANIC
pendence of the rise and decay time characteristics of the COMPOUNDS IN SOI,UTJON. I. ON THE
monomer and exeimer fluorescence of deoxygenated solutions POSITIONS OF TIIE 0,0-BANDS OF THE
of pyrene in cyclohexalie from 293-340°K. Two i'ldepehd- Iq.UORESCENCE SPECTRA
Nakamizt,,M., Kanda, Y.
ent methods were employed, or,e using a pulsed light source
Spectrochimica Acta, v. 19, no. 7, pp. 1235-1248, July 1963
and a pulse-sampling oscilloscope, and the other a modulated (in English)
light source and a phase and modulation flu,rometer. In con-
junction with observations of the monomer and excimer fluo- Fluorescence spectra of various condensed ring compounds
reseence quantum efflcicncies, the rest, Its have been analyzed ]rove been studied in various solvents at room temperature.
to determine the six rate parameters which describe the The positions and intensit:es of the 0,0 bands of the fluores-
behavior of the system. Values of 6.8 "< 10-r and 0.9 × 10-r cence spectra were seen to depend on the concentration of
see are ,_otahaed for _he _adiative lifetimes of the monomer the solutions. Especially, the 0,0 bands for anthraeen_ phen-
and excime_-, respectively. Excimcr formation is shown to be anthrene, and two isomers of benzoquinoline agreed well
a diffusion-controlled collision process in which every eo]li- with those of the absorption spectra when sample _Jlutions
sion between excited and unexcited molecules is effective, were highly diluted Oi_ the other hand, no agreement was
From the difference in the activation energies f6: excimer found f,_r _he 0,0 bands of the fluorescence and absorption
dissociation and formation, the excimer binding energy is spectra of long molecules, such as trans-stilbene, trans, trans-
}o_,nd to be q.34 ev. diphenyloct_tetraene, biphenyi an,:l p-terphenyl, even at a
very low concentration.
1,162. APPARENT CONCENTRATION QUENCHING OF
MORPHINE FLUORESCENCE 1,166. PHOSPHORESCENCE SPECI'RUM OF BENZOIC
Braudt,R., Olsen, M. J., Cheronis, N.D. ACID, METHYL BEI_:ZOATE, AND BENZAMIDE
Science, v. 139, no. 3559, pp. 10e3-.I064, March 15, 1963 AT 900K
Fundamental fluorescence equations ",_ere examined. Dev_ _ Kanda,¥., Shimada, R., Takeuosh:m, Y.
Spectrochimica Acta, v. 19, no. 7, pp. 1249-1260. Jdy 1963
tions from the theoretical were obserced by varying the light (in English) :-
path length to determine effects on "apl_arent" fluorescence.
It was found that the decrease in emission of morphine solu- The phosphoresce:,ce spectrum of benzoic acid has been
dons with the increase in concentration was caused by absorp- observed in rigid media of ethanr, l, petroleum ether, cyelo-
tion effects that prevented excitation of the whole system, hexane, carbon tetracl,loride, and benzene at 90°K. Benzoic
a_id .;sknowP to form a hydrogen bond complex with ethanol
and a dimer compound in nonpolar solvents. Howewr, the
1,163. FINE STRUCTURE OF THE ABSORPTION AND spectra of these "'arious solutions were found to be essentiallyFLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF SOME PIGMENTS
AT 77°K identical and were very _imilar to the spectra of methyl
Litvin, F. F., Personov, R.I. benzoate which is regmded as a monomer in polox and non-
Soviet Phgsies--Doklady, v. 6_no. _, pp. 134-136, polar solvents. The spectra of both compounds appeared
August 1961 extremely s._ arp in benzene matrix. No frequency due to a •
(Translation of Entry #75f_, AI/LS 341) carboxylic group was found, and the phosphorescence transi-
, tions of the com pounds were ron_-luded to b, • of _r--rr*type.
!,164. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE FROM NAPHrHALENE The vibrational _nalyses were: made with the infrared data.
SOLUTIONS The out-of-plan,_' vibrations appeared strong. These points are
Parker, C.A. quite anomalous. The fact .eems :o suggest that benzoic acid
Spectrochimica Aeta, v. !9, no. 6, pp. 989-994, June 1963 and methyl benzoate may be deformed in the solidified solu-
(iuEnglish) tiohs, In the spectrum of benzamide, no such anomalous
The delayed emission speetra from solutions of naphttaalene structure has been observed in benzene and in ethanol, al-
at low temperature show the presence of the dimer band . though it has a molecular structure very similm" to that of
which was previously observed by DiJller and F6rster in the benzoic acid.
normal fluorescence spectra of concentrated solutions. The
relative intensities of the mofibmer and dim_r bands in both
the normal and delayed emission spectra of uaphthalene soh- 1,167. sPECTRAL DISPLACEMENT OF FLUORESCFNCE
tions at low temperature are qualitatively similar to those OF ANTHRACENE SOLUTIONS AND OF9_IO-DIBROMANTIIRACENE IN VARIOUS
• observed with pyrene solutions at room temperature. They SOLVENTS
have been intelgreted by a similar mechanism involving Mihul, C., Pop, V.,Hdba, M.
triplet-triplet quenching. Approximate values for the triplet Studii _iCercettlri Stlintii_co, Fizictl _i_tiin_e Techni_e,
formation efficiency of naphthalene have beeli derived v. 11, no. 2, pp. 175-18i, 1960 (in Roumanian)
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1;16S. A NEW CHEMILUMINESCENT SYSTEM An electron-vibrational analysis of the spectra was carried out.
Chandross,E.A. A possible cause of the complex _tructure is discussed. (PA,
Tetrahedron Letter_, v. 1963, no. 12, pp. 761-765, 1963 1961, # 11,374)
A weakly ehemilumi.aeseent reaction involving oxalyl
chloride and hydrogen peroxide can be carried out either in a 1,172. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF
homogeneous solution such as dioxane or in two-phase mixtures IMPURITIES IN ORGANIC COMPOUND CRYSTALS
such as pentane or benzene with water. The vapors induce AT 20*K. II. SPECTRA OF NAPHTHACENE
fluorescence .in ia:d!,_._tors, e.g., anthracene, suggesting a SOLUTIONS IN CRYSTALS OF CERTAIN
possible metastable excited state. Addition of a dioxanc solu- UNCONDENSED AROMATIC HYDRCK.'ARBONS
tion of (COCI)_ to a dioxane solution of 30% HzOz contain- Pr_khot'ko,A. F., Solo,in,, A. V.Ukrains'kii Fizlchnli Zhurnal, v. 4, no. 2, pp. 229-238,
ing anthracene or a similar compound produces a bright 1959
ehemiluminescen-'e.
Naphthacene _ngorities in tolan, stilbene, and p-ditolvl
crystals were investigated. Polarization of certain bands, par-
1,169. RADIOLUM_NESCENCE OUTPUT OF ORGANIC ticularly pronounced at high conce_trations of naphthacene,SUBSTANGEf
Chizhikova, Z.A., was observed in the impurity absorption spectra in t}-,egiven
Trudy Fizlcheskogo lnstit_da imeni P. N. Lebedeva, crystals. (PA, 1961, # l 1,375 )
Akademlya Nm,k SSSR, v. 15,pp. !78-229, 1961
A review is given on radiolum_nescence, including methods 1,173. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OFIMPURITIES IN ORGANIC COMPOUND CRYSTALS
used tomeasure photoluminescence output of organic crystals, AT 20*K. IIl. NAPIITHACENE SPECTRA IN
powders, and solutions. Luminescence of organic materials, CRYSTALSOF CERTAIN PARAPOLYPHENYLS
excited with T-rays and a-particles_ was studied. Outputs in Solo,in,, A. V.
pl_oto- and y-excitations are compared. Ukrains'kii Fizkhnii Zhurnal. v. 4, no. 5, pp. 615--628,
: 1959 :
1,170. ACCOUNTING FOR THE REABSORPTION OF Electr6nie absorption and luminesce,ce spectra were
IlvIPURITYLUMINESCENCE IN NAPHTIIALENE- obtained for naphthacene impurities in p-terphenyl and
ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS p-quaterphenyl crystals. A comparison was made of electron-
Vishnevs'ldi,V.N. oscillatory frequencies in spectra of naphthaceve dissolved inUkralns'kilFizichnil Zhurnal, v. 3, no. 3, pp. 313-323,
a number of organic crystals. The author discusses the ques-
1958 tion of whether or not the frequencies of the solvents are
The profile of the shortest waveband in the luminescence affected by cEanges set up in the electron states of the impur-
spectrum of the anthracene impurity is established for all ity molecule. It is shown that a slight deformatio_ of the
anthracene impurity concentrations lying within the range of naphthacene molecule skeleton by the surrounding solvent
the solubility of the latter in :mphthalene. This makes it crystal molecule_ is sufficient to explain the observed chahge_s
possible to c_)rrect previous values for the quantum output of in the electron-oscillatory frequencies. It is noted that the
the anthracene components of the luminescence. It is shown greater the shift of the impurity spectrum toward the ]gng-
that, becau'e of the overlapping and absorption of lumines- waves region, as compared with the _pectrum of its vapors,
_,enee spectra, about 1.5-20% of the initial energy emitted the more indistinct the bands in the _mpurity spectrum. (PA,
by the anthrecene impurity molecules is reabsorbed. Introduc- 1961, # 14,648)
ing this correction into the values of the absolute quantum
: output of the impurity luminescence, it is possible to improve 1,174. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF
the ac¢urqcv o[ the ecrlier appraisal of a number of param- IMPURITIES IN CRYSTALS OF ORGANIC
eters characterizing the phenomenon of excitation-energy COMPOUNDS AT 2O*K. IV. SPECTRA OF
migration in molecular -,rystals. (PA, 1901, #14,646) ANTHRACENE IN CRYSTALS OF CERTAIN
,- POLYPHENYLS
1,171. ABSO_tTION AND: LUMINESCENCE OF Soloviov, A. V.
IMPURIHES IN ORGANIC coMPOUND CI_YS_ALS Ukrains'kiiFizichnii Zhurnal, v. 6, no. 1, pp. 56-65,
AT 20'_K. i. SPECTRb OF SOLUTIONS OF 1961
NAPHTHACENE IN DiBENZYL AND DIPHE_YL Electron energy spectra were obtained for authracene im-
CBYS','ALS purities in diphenyl, p-terphenyl, p-quaterphenyl, and
PrCldaot'ko,AnF., Solovi_v, A.V. dibenzyl crystals. By comparing the anthracene spectra
Ukrains'ktiFiztchnii Zhumal, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 92-107, in these solvents, the properties inherent in the iml3urity
1959 molecule may be distinguished from those due to the effect
Inter alia, the dependence of the spectra on the concentra- of the solvent. The spectra of anthracene and naphth_cene
tion of the impurity (from 0.01 to 1-'2% by weight) for impurities in the same solvents are compared. (PA, 1962,
crystals varying in thickness from 1 to 100/_ was investigated, #6507)
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1,175. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF Ukrains'kii Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 7, no. 5, pp. 505-511,
IMPURITIES IN CRYSTALS OF ORGANIC 1962
COMPOUNDS AT 20*K. V. SPECTRA OF
NAPHTHACENE IN CERTAIN MIXED CRYSTALS Clarification is given of the causes of th_ displace,nent of
OF VARIABLE COMPOSITION the electron transition in impurity spectra of ,aphthacene in
Sokwiov, A.V. a mixed dibenzyl-stilbene crystal on varying the coneentra-
Ukrain£kii Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 6, no. 1, pp. 66-76, tion of the components of this crystal. An attempt is made to
1961 explain the complex structure of the impurity spectra in
organic crystals in general. (FA, 1962, #23,568)
The electronic energy spve_a of naphthacene were inves-
tigated in e]ystals of a variable composition of dibenzyl-
stilbene, d_benzyl-tolane, and stilbene-toiane. The concen- 1,178. THE NEAR ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA
trat.;gns of the components constituting the mixed crystals OF TOLAN
Khar_;toncva, O. P.
ca, led from 0 to 100%. The naphthaceue concentration was Ukrains'kii Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 729-733,
invariable (of the order of 0.01-0.05% ). Tile naphthaeene 1959
spectra in these mixed crystals were compared with those in
dibenzyl, tolane, and stilbene crystals. With low coneentra- The absorption spectrum of tolan vapors and solutions was
t'_or_sof one of the substances const/tuting the mixed cwstaL investigated at 77°K. The luminescence spectrum of a tolan
the changes in the naphthacene spectrum are accounted for solution in ethyl alcohol _.as studied at -170°C. The
by the influence of the changes in the crystal lattice of the oscillator strengths in spectra cf vapors a;ld solutions were
solvent. With high concentrations the chm:ges in the naph- detenoined for electronic transitions of tolan vapors, and
thaeene spectrum may be associated with the effect of the solutions in ethyl alcohol at 77°K were compared with the
molecules of this substance on the naphthacene molecules, a-componer,t of the tolan monocrystals at 20°K. For this pur-
The appearance in mixed crystals .of absorption bands of pose the spectrum of the solution was displaced in the ultra-
naphthacene which are displaced in respect to tile absorption violet by 1680 cm-_ and the spectrum of the crystal by
bands of naphthacene in crystals of one of tile components 2520 cm-L (PA. 1961, #14,056)
constituting the mixed eD'stals is due to the transition of the
crystal structure of the mixed crystals, corresponding to one 1,.179. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF
of the components, into the crystal structure of the other corn- ANTHRACENE IMPURITIES IN 9,10-DIHYDRO-
ponent (phase transition). The mhlfiolet structure of the ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS AT 20°,
bands in the naphthacene impurity spectra may appear, v.atul'ov, V. N.
change or vanish with variations in the composition of the Ukra_ns'kiiFizichnii Zhurnal, v.._, no. 1, pp. 40-58,
mixed crystals. This may indicate that the naphthacen_ 1960
molecules form in the solvent cryst;,ls various centers, the Absorption and hnninescence spectra of anthracene ira-
origin of which is due to the crystal structure of tile solvent, purities were obtained in 9,10-dihydroanthracene clystals at
(PA, 1962, #_568) 2C°K, and _.'n electronic vibrational analysis was made. The
changes in the spectra with change in the impurity concentra-
tion were studied. The author discusses the origin of weak
1,176. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF satellites of the electronic transition band. Blue satellites in
IMPURITIES IN CRYSTALS OF ORGANIC the absorption spectrum, and lines mirror-symmetrical to
COMPOUNDS AT 26"K. VI. EFFECT OF THE thern in the luminescence spectra, are conuected with lattice
CRYSTALLINE SOLVENT ON THE FREQUENCY vibrations. Several series are distinguished in the spectra,
OF THE ELECTRON TRANSITION OF IHE intensity rising with concentration; these may be assumed
IMPURITIES , to be due to different impurity centers-deformed and vari-Rolo't'iov_A.V.
Ukrains'kii Fizichnli Zhurnal, v. 7, no. 5, pp. 49'2-504, ously incorporated atlthracene molecules, pairs of moleeules,
1962 etc. Among these lines is the strongly polarized line in the
absorption spectrum. (PA, 1961, #20,020)
1,177. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE OF 1,180. STUDY OF THE NATURE OF THE SELF-
IMPURITIES IN CRYSTALS OF ORGANIC ABSORPTION BAND OF A NAPHTHALENE
COMPOUNDS AT 20*K. - VII. EFFECT OF TIlE CRYSTAL IN TIlE TEMPERATURE RANGE
VARIABLE COMPOSITION OF MIXED CRYSTALS 20-290"K
ON THE FREQUENCY OF THE ELECTROI_: Soskin, M, S.
TRANSITION OF THE IMPURITIES IN THEM Ukvains'kilFizichnii Zhurnal, v. 5, no. 5, pp. 707-710,
Soloviov, A.V. 1960
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i,!81. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEPENDENCE Data are presented on eonce_atratien phospl_rescence ex-
OF 'FILE TRANSPARENCY OF ANTHRACENE tinction during the excitation of phosphors by light from the
SINGLE CRYSTALS ON THEIR THICKNESS long-wave anti.Stokes region of the spectrum. At liquid-O
Brodin, M. S., Marisova, S.V. temperature the Extinction is explained as resonance migration
Ukrains'kli Fizichnii ghurnal, v. 6, no. 6, pp. 745--750, of energy from the excited to tile unexcited molecule.
1961
Investigation wa_ made for a number of "wavelengths taken 1,184. INFLUENCE OF THE pH MEDIUM UPON THE
from the region of absorption of the first electronic-vibrational ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA
transition. The results indicate that the effect of spatial OF FLUORESCEIN
dispersion, which leads to t},e appearance of supplementary Panent'o, V. v.
anomalous waves, is mest p.'onounced in the regioll of the Uhrams'kii Fizichnii Zhurnai, v. 6, no. 6, pp. 797-800,1961
exciton band corresponding to a purely electronic transition.
The influence of pH Jr..liqu,d and solidifying solutions upon
these spectra is analyzed. In liquid solutions the influence of1,182. SOME PECULIARITIES OF FIlE A,BSORPTION
the acids consists in changihg the pI-I medium, which affectsSPECTRA AND LUMh_ESCENCE OF ANTHRACENE
the dissociation of the dyestuff. The alteration of the lumines-IMPURITIES IN CRYSTALS OF ITS HYDRATED
DERIVATIVES cence spectra at the time of transition into the solid phase is
Vatul'ov, V.M. regarded as the result of the interaction between the positive
Ukrains'kli Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 6, v.o.6, pp. 750-75b, ions and of the nature of this interaction, and shows that the
1961 pH diminishes in the solidifying process of the mated acid.
On intecpreting the spectra of anthracene impurities in (PA, 1962, #19,565)
crystals of its hydrated derivatives (Entry # 1,179), it was
assumed t_,at the molecules of the impurity form impurity 1,185. INFLUENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE UPON
centers of several kinds. The question of the strueture of THE PHOSPHORESCENCE OF ORGANIC D','ES
these centers and the causes o_ their appearance remained Pankeyeva, A. Yu.
obscrre. In the present paper the author presents new data Ukrains'kiiFizichnii Zhurnal, v. 6, no. 6, pp. 800-803,1961
which throw light on this problem, although the complete
solation has not yet" been fou,ad. A recer,'Jy conducted study The temperature extinction of the phosphorescence of
of the absorption spectra of hydrated derivatives of anthracene fluoresceir, and h'ipaflavin solutions at low temperatures was
yielded indications as to the orientation of the anthraccne investigated in various solvents: formic and acetic acids and
impurity molecules in a dehydreanthracene crystal. The ethyl alcohol. The temperature dependences of the phosphor-
peculiarities of the polarization of the bands in the absorp- escenee intensity and the lifetime of a molecule in the meta-
tion spectrum of this crystal can be aecounted for by the fact stable condition wele found. It is shown that elevation of
that the molecules of the impurity are oriented along the temperature increases the number of non-emitting transitions,
length of the solvent molecules. In the ease of anthracene at which the energy of the discharged metas_able level elec-
impurity in an octahydroanthracene crystal, - it was possible tron turns into heat, i.e., temperature extinction of phosphor-
to ascertain the cause of the appearance of two kinds of escencc occurs. (PA, 1962, #18,875)
spatially separated centers responsible for series (I) and (II).
During :rystallization of octahydroanthracene, the first obser- 1,1.Q6.INVESTIGATION OF THE FORM OF THE
vatim, is the formation of the high-te.mperatur¢ modification, INHERENT ABSORPTIt)N BANDS OF THE
which passes into tho, ]ow-iemperature modification on lower- NAPHTHALENE CRYSTALS. II.
ing the temperatt,re. The phase transition meets with difficulty Soskin, M. S.
in a crystal cqampe_l between the windows of e,quartz cuvette. Ukrains'kii Fizichnii Zhur._al,v. 6, no. 6, pp. 806-812,
Series (I) is due to impurity molecules located "a the regions 1961
of high-temperature modification; selies (II), to molecules (For Part I, see Entry #1,180). The true form and other
located in the regions where _earrangement of the crystal has characteristics of the bands were investigated et 20-290°K,
occurred and which are, apparently, distributed throughout and partially at 4°K. with "free" bracing of the samples and
the bulk of the crystal. (PA, 1962, #18,$35) bracing o,a the optical contact with the substrate, A compari-
son with the theory was made for the various bands to deter-
1,183, CONCENTRATION EXTINCTION OF mine the type of excitons and the nature of their connection
PIIOSPItORESCENCE with the lattice. The basic properties of the form of the bands
Kislyak:G.M. are well described by exciton theory. A number of interest.
Ukrains'kit Fiztchnii Zhurnal, v. 6, no. 6, pp. 774-776, ing phenomec, a are discovered which are no* described by the
1961 theory. (PA, 1962, #18,837)
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1,187. PHOSPHORESCENCE SPECTRA OF concentration of the impurity and the growth conditions of
PHENANTIIRENE SOLUTIONS the :::rystal were investigated. The results confirm the earlier
Tepl),akov, P.A. conclusions as to the origin of the initial multipl.et i.7 theUkrains'kli Fizlclmii Zhurnal, v. 6, no. 6, pp. 812-816,
spectrum. The lines coinciding by resonance in the absorption
1961 and luminescence spectra belong to various spatiaUy distinct
The author investigated the phosphoresce, ce spectra of ce_lters. Eoch resonance peak is surr_._u,,ded by mirror-
phenanthrene in heptane, hexane, and ethyl alcohol at the symmetric_l satellites due to vibrations of the solvent lattice.
temperature of liquid oxygen, and in hexane at tl.. tempera- At present, several other spectra of impurities in crystals are
tuce of liquid nitrogen. The spectra were taken 'on a glass known in which mirror symmetry, of the shucture of initial
spectrograph and the spectrograms analyzed by means of a multiplets is observed. (PA, 1.962, #18,838)
micruphotomete_. The spectra are of a qua_,diuear nature. The
solvents affect the number but not the position of the band
maxima. The vibrational structure of the phosphorescence 1,190. ISOTOPIC EFFECT IN NAPIITIIALENE CRYST/_,LSPECTP.A
spectra of phenanthrene in hexane was established by the Sheka, E. F.
known frequencies of Raman dispersion. A det?nite regularity Ukrains'kd Fizichnii Zfiurnal, v. 7, no. 2, pp. 174-179,
is observed in the location of the various lines. First, all the 1962
frequency differences agree well with the _r_quencies of the The auti, m" i.nvestigated the electron absorption spectra of
Raman dispersion _f phen,_nthrene. Secondly, a constant dif- mixed crystals of naphthalene and deutero-substituted naph-
ference of frequencies (1608 cm-_) is noted between the most thalene at 20-K. It was established experimentally that the
intense lines [first, seventh, fourteenth, twentieth). Thirdly, investigation of the spectra of isotopic compm, ds can as-
the. inter;,al between neighboring intense lines (between the certain the origin o_ sharply _olarized bands of the inherent
first and second, the second and thiM, the seventh and tenth) absorption of crystals, solving the question of their belonging
is characterized by a constant vibrational frequency of 406 to a definite Davydov multiF.let. It iv possible to determine
cm-_. At the temperature of liquid oxygen, no doublets are the edges of the exeiton zol,es, and to establish their position
observed in the phosphorescence spectra of phenanthrene with respect to the point k = 0. The principles for determin-
solutions. At the temperature of liquid nitrogen, seven douS- ing the sig_ and value of the effective mass of the exciton aro
lets were formed as the result of splitting. The wa',elengths of discussed. (PA, 1962, #18,821)
the componer,.ts of the doublets of the phosphorescence spec- _.
tra of phenanthrene in hexane do not agree with the maxima
of the phosphorescence sl_ectra obtained at the temperature 1,191. I_'ECULIARITIES OF ABSORP'IIt_N AND
of liquid oxygen. (PA, 1962, #]8,876) LUMINESCENCE sPECTRA OF CERTAIN ALKYLDERIVATIVES OF ANTHRACENE AT LOW
TEMPERATURES
1.188. CERTAIN PROPERTIES OF THE EXCITON Vatul'ov, V. M.
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF A SODIUM Ukrains'ldi Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 7, no. 3, pp. 305-314,
URANYL ACETATE SINGLE CRYSTAL 196,q
Brodin, M. S., Dovh_i, Ya. O. The author investigated the absorption and luminescence['_r_ins'kii Fi_ic,_niiZhurnal, v. 7, no. ]. pp. 31-36,
1962 spectra of frozen solutions in hexane and of crystals of
" 9,10-dimethylanthracene, 9,10-diethylanthracen'e, 9,10-di-
Absorption spectra were obtained in circularly polarized n-propylauthracene, and 9,10-diisobutylanthracene at 20°K.
ligh_ at temperatures of 20 and 4°K. At 20°K nine narrow The absorption spech'_ of the crystals of all these compounds,
,ands were obtained, characterized to a considerable extent except for diisobutylanthracene, are similar to the absolption
by circular dichroism. Most of them divided into two or three spectrum of mRthracene and differ from it by the width and
components at 4°K. In the case of one of these bands with a polarization of the bands. Obta,_ning line spectra Ja frozen
frequency of v,, = 21,135 cm -_, it was shown that its intensity crystalline solutions established a slight difference between
and form depend on the crystal thickness. (PA, 1962, #18,849) ,,,ertain fiequencies of intramolecular oscillations of anthra-
cene and its derivatives. The lumines:...ence spectrum of ff,e
1,189. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE [SPECTRA] diethylanthracene crystal consists of :larrow lines, the appear-
OF ANTIIRACENE IMPURITIES IN OCTAI:IYDRO. anee of which is linked with the presence of crystal structure
ANTHRACENE C_YSTALS AT 2O*K defects. The absorption spectra of the cz_tals of the other
Vatul'ov, V.M. three compounds remain wide-band even at the temperature
Ukrainc'ki_Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 7, no. 1, pp. 37-45, of liquid hydrogen. The luminescence spectrum of the di-
196_ methylantl.racene crystal is also, evidently, due to an un-
An electron-vibrational analysis of the spectra was made. known impurity or other defects of the cry:tal lattice. (PA,
The changes in the spectra depending on the changes in the 1962, #18,823)
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1,19_. SOME C_IAI_CTEBIS tICS OF THE An investigation was made at normal i,cidence. The experi-
OITICAL PROPERTIES OF DOPED mental setup and the methods of calcuh,tion are described. The
9,10-DIHYDROANTHBACENE--ANTHBACENE data of the d_oersion and the reflection curves show that withinCRYSTALS
Dmh_i, ¥_. O. the limits ot _rrorthe Kramer_-Krnnig dispersion rehtiom_ hold
Ukr_,_;M[ Fir,icimii Zhur m],v. 7, no. 3, pp. 315-321, for the sharply polarized aLsorption bands B_( v = 31,623
19_ em-_) and P:(v = 32,260 cm-1). The o_c_lLtor forces o[
va.'ious absorption hands of the _rst electronic transition are
The results are given of measmements of absorption and determined. (/'A, 196_, #'23,541)d/._efsion at 20_K. A comparison of absorption and d_er-
w_ made. "l_e K_-,,mers-Kronig relations were checked.
• They ht;_ for slight impur:.'tyc6neentrations. With increased 1,196. PHOSPHOt_ESCENCE OF BOBOPHTHALIC
impurity coi,'een_atlon, slight but systematic divergences,. FHOSPHOI_<
linked with the pmbab_ interactions among _e impuri_j Kislya_:G.M. Lisenko:G.M.
molecules, are noted. On the basis of Olese data, the author Ukraim'kli Fi_hn[i Zhurnal, v. 7, no. 1_ pp. 1309-1313,
diseussm the role of :he locality principle h, .qptical disper- 1962
: sion relat/om. (PA, 196_ #18,8"24) : The tempelature depend_nce of the phosphorescence of
:" phthalic acid in bodc acid was studied at 160 to -183°C.
1,193, INTESTICATION_OF THE FOILMOF THE, The acids were mixed in various proportions and fused at 180-
ABSORPTIONBANDS OF TOLANESINGLE !90°C. W'hen borophthalic phosphors were prepared from "
=_CIU_ALS _. puri_ed boric acid, the temperature dependence of their
]$r_tm, M.S. :,, phmphgrescence followed the exponential phosphorescence
- - UJb-a/ns'/d/F/z/dud/Zhunm/,v. 7, no. 4, pp. 417-421, extinction law. A deviation was observed for specimens1965
- prepared from nonpurflied boric acid. The temperature de-
:: On;the basis of an analysis of the remits obtained, the pendence curves of the intensity and the duratiori of the pho_-
: common is drawn that the tohue _ry_tal is.an intennediate phorescence showed that both decreased with temperature
case?arK1not one of the two exlxeme case_a small eff_cUee betwe_ri - l_O and _ 1600C. The activatim, energy between
mass o[. the excitou with _veak e.xc_tOn-phonoficeuplh_g, _..'ra 160 and 60"C was calculated to be 0.150 ev. Between - 183
large (_ective mass with strong, exciton-phonon cbupling, and 0¢C, the pho._phorescenee i;;tensity rema/ned practically
unchanged. The energy of the extinction of the phosphores- :
1,194. SI'ECTIb_ INV_T!GATION OF CHEMICAL eence ihteqsity at 100-150_C was 0.80 ev and at 60-10_°C
TRANSFOItMATIONSIN CRYSTALLINE it was 1.40 ev. Result_ :,pported a _reviously proposed three-
TRWItE_IETH_NE level mechanism of phosphorescence of borophthalic phos-
$hpak, M. T., Solovlov, A. V.,Sheremet, N.I., phors (_-phu_phorescence at high temperature [60-160°C],
_'m_Irenko,Y.P. _
U,_rab_'/d/F/z/chn//Zh_ma/, v. 7, no. 4, pp. 422-429, a- and/3-phosphorescence at iatermediate temperature [be.
: 1962 tween 60 and -20°C], and d-phosphorescence at low tem-
perature [below -20°C]).
Irradiati,m_with light and d-rays o_ crystalline triphenyl-
methane c_oY_i-to low temperatures was found_ to result in
the formation of several types of unstable luminescence cen- 1,197. CONCENYRATION AND TEMPERATURE
ters, which va_'_sh_when irradiated samples are kept in an DEPENDENCE OF PIIOTOLUMINESCENCE
_ oxygen atmosphere at room temperature and may be pre- OF ANTHRACENE VAPOR
served for several !_ofitbs in the absence of oxygen. Unstable Vishnevs'Hi,V. N., Pidzirailo, M. S.
: lum_iescence cent_s are also formed in triphenylmethane _ Ul_ab_'kll Fizichnii Zhumal, v. 8, no. 5, pp. 587--590,
when the)latter, is subjected to thorough mechanical grinding. 1963
An" investigation of the luminescence spec_a of the unstable Experimental data taken with the integral photometer
luminescence centers in _rradiated triphenylmethane showed, .method _how that in the vapor pro_sure range of 0.2-1260 mm
that one type of center"consists of tripbonylmethyl radicals, there is a considerable cencentration dependence o_ the lumi-
The na:me of, the other centers has not yet been establ/shed, nescence qfienching, and a temperature dependence of the
(PA_ 1962, #21,277) luminescence quenching was observed at 150-310°C. Migra-
- tion distance of excitation energy was calculated to be 42 A.
_.95. DISPERSION AND REFLECTION OF LIGHT IN
[FI_E] NAPtlTHALENE SINCLE CRYSTALS
AT _.0"K _-" _ 1,198. LUMINESCENCE OF CRYSTAL]LINE
:. Smkig,M._S. OCTADEUTERIONAPHTHALENE DOPED-
Uk?,_'k/t Fiztchfdi._humal_ v. 7, no. 6, pp. 635-64_ . WITH- THIONAPHTHENE
196_ _ Shpak, M. T,, Sherem_t_N.I. , ,
900323-23
, • I.. I,.11 .m_-.ll.lll..,_ ,.._ b .ll,_js I I_I. 4_olm
EXCITED '_TATES-- EXPER! MENT
Ukrains'ldiFizlchnii Zhurnal, v. 8, no. 6, pp. 669-676, 1,202. FLUORESCENCE DECAY OF ANTHRACENE .IN.
1963 THE REGION 0.I-X0/,_e¢
Wasson, M. M.
The luminescence and absorption spectra of erystalhne December 1__2 :
oetade.,lter/onaphth_lene, doped with tlfionaphthene, were United KingdomAtomieEnergyAutharity, Harwell, B_.Tks,
investigated at temperatures 20.4 and 77°K. The doping England
leads to the formation of local impu_ty ,y:aters of two types :_ERE-M1153
which produce luminescence spectra similar to those of pure The scintillation decay of an anthracene crystal excited by
octadeuterionaphthalefie. A band at 31,560 em -_ occurs with a-particles, protons, and etec4rons was measured over the tune
introduction ot frorq 1 to 5%of thionaphthene, and the inten- interval from 03 to 10 _ee. The decay was independent of
sity of this band depends upon the percentage, the exciting particle and of the form I = Io ( 1 + t/to)-_-a
where Io is the ufitial intensity of the slow component, t is
1,199. PHOSFHORESCENCE SPECTRA OF Lh,_.eand to is a constant. (PA, 1963, #11,005)
PHENANTHBENE IN HEPTANE AND IN
_AGNESIUM OXIDE =
Teplyakov, P. A., Grosul,V.F. 1.203. STUDY OF ENERGY TRANSFER BY QUENCHING
Ukralns'ldlFizichnll Zhurnal, v. 8, no. 6, pp. 864-869, EXPERIMENTS
196,$ : Brown, F. H., Ftwst, M, Kallmann,H.
In "Proceedings of the University ot New MexicoConference
Phosphorescence was determined for phenanthrene in on OrganicScintillationDete.-'tors, Augmt 15-17, 1960,"
heptane (77°K) and in MgO (77 and 290°K). Temperature pp.37_ :'
variationsforthelatterarereported.The phosphorescenceof U.S.AtomicEnergyCommission,OfficeofTechnical
phenanthrene in heptane shows two metastable levels, and : IMormation, Oak Ridge, Tev.n.
characteristic vibration frequencies are obtained. {Available in TID-761R,U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Oflic¢-of
Technical Services, Washington, D. C.)
1,900. ABSORPTION AND LUMINESCENCE [SPECTRA] The processes by which excitation energy produced in a
OF CRYSTALLINESOLUTIONS OF STILBENE bulk material can reach a fluorescent solute are discussed, and
iz_ TOLAN AT 20OK quenching experiments were made to determine the relative
Fug01',I Ya. "mportance of the processes. The experiments were carried
Ukrains"kii Fizi,:hni_Zhurnal Dodatok, v. 3, no. 2, pp. 40-48, out on solutions of 9,10-diphenylanthracene, fluoranthene,
1958 _ "-:. ' m-terphenyl, pyrene, and a-naphthylphenyloxazole in various
Curves were obtained for the impurity absorption 'K(v) solvents, using carbon tetrachloride and hexachloroxylene as _
and !ntensity distrilmtion in the luminescence spectrum. It quenchers. Expenmen_ were also conducted on the quench-
was found that the stilbe.ne molecules are arranged in the ing of solute fluorescence in polyvinyl naphthalene solid 'by
tolan crystal in the same way as in their own lattice. The hexachloroxylene and diphenylmelcury. The results indicate
impurity absorption spectra are compared with the absorption that, in solutions, quenching decreases, with solvent dilution,
spectrum of a pure stilbene c.D,s_l. The variation of the and in solids, specific orientation between quencher and
impurity absorption and of the ."aminescence was studied, In excited molecule may be necessary. (NSA, 1961, #29A04)
the crystalline petals obtained by sublimation, the same
:han&_s were noted in the f_queney, and intensity of the 1,204. ON THE INFLUENCE OF BROWNIAN MOTION
ines as those observed in spectra of' crystals obtained on ON THE TRANSFER OF ENERGY IN SO7VtTIONS
,'rystallization under pressure. Changes in the luminescence Weinreb, A.
speclaaml were observed in the saLaecrystal on repeated ht_at- In "Proceedingsof the Universityof New MexicoConference
ing and c_oling. (PA, 1961, #11,376) on OrganicScintillation Detectors, Augmt 15--17,1960,"
pp. 59-76
U.S. Atomic EnergyCommission,O_ee of Technical
,201. &BSORPTIONOF POLARIZED £IGHT BY Information, OakRidge, Tenn.
PYRENE AND CHRYSENE MONGk_RYSTALS (Available inTID-7612. U.S. Dept. of Commerce,OIBceof
Yeremenko,V.V. Technical Services, Wasl,il.,gton,D. C.)'
Ukrains'kiiFizichniiZhurnalDodatok, v. 3, _,o.9, pp. 49-55, The effects of Brownian motion on the process .of energy1958
_ transfer from an excited solvent to an accepting solute were
Absorption spectra of these monocrystals, cooled a_ 2O°K, studied by means of experiments on solutions in paraj_in oil,
vere photographed in polarized light. The first elec._ronic using anthracene as the accepter, arid naphthalene, toluene, "
:ransition apparently possesses A_-_B_, symmetry in pyrene, and anisole as donors. The results are in qualitative agree-
,\
nd Ae-.>B u symmetry in e.hrysene. (PA, 1961, #11,384) ment with F6rsters theory. (NSA, 1961 #29,405) _
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1,205_ SUBSTITUTED p-OLIGCt'HENYLENES. PART II. In "Proceedings of the University of New Mexico Conference
SUBSTITUTED p-OLIGOI'HENYLENES AS LIQUID on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15-17, 1960,'"
SCINTILLATION SOLUTES pp. 177-195
ltermann, G., Eichhoff, H. J., Nay, U. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Office of Technical
In "Proceedings of the University of N_,w Mexico Conference Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
on Organic Scintillation Detectors. August 15-17, 1960," (Available in TID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
pp. 92-98 Teeh,_cal Services, Washington, D. C.)
U.S Atomic Energy Commission, O{iice of Technical
Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Studies were conducted to determine the relationship of
(Ava:.lable:inTID-76i2, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office c.f scintillation efficiency to _he Hammett _ value of the finer
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) for plastic, liquid, and crystalline scintillatms. Results are pre-
(For Part I. see Entry #1,286.) The scintil|ation proper- sented for substituted forms of sty re,_ polymers, polyvinyl-
ties of substituted p-oligophenylenes were hw_tigated in toluenes, 2,5-diphenyl-l.3-oxazolcs, 2,5-diphe,yl-l,3,4-oxadia-
toluene solvent, and data are given. (NSA, 1961, #29,407) zoles, and benzene e_'stals in the form of pulse height vs.
culves. The implications of the results are discussed, and a
scintillation mechanism is proposed. (NSA, 1961, #29,412)
1,206, A COMr_,P_TIVE SCINTILLATION STUDY OF
SOME-SELECT_._. -nI%BENZOXAZOLE SOLUTES.
- REN_OXAZOLES HI 1,209. FLUORESCENCE AND PIIOSPHORESCENCE
Nyilas, i_., Pinter, J.L. SPECTRA OF [_-METHYLNAPHTHALENE IN
In "Proceediegs of the University of New Mexico Conference NORMAL AND ISOPARAFFIN SOLUTIONS
on Organic Selntilhition Detectors, August 15-17, 1960," AT 77"K
pp. 99-120 Levshin, V. L., Mamedov, Kh. I.
Vestnih Moskowkogo Universiteta, Seriya II1, Fiziki,U.S. Atomic Energ7 Commission, Office ofTechDicai :
Isdetmation, Oak Ridge, Tenn. Astronomii, v. 18, no. 2, pp. 30-36, 1963
"_(Availali_ein TID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Technical Services, W_hington, D.C.) The fine .,trueture of the fluorescence spectra was deter-
: mined at 77°K for 2-methylnaphthalene in n-paraffins of six
• Some tentative proof is presented of an hypothesis con- carbons and above, and in 2,2,4-trimethylpentane. Informa-
eerning _e energy absorption and emission mechanism of tion-concerning the structure of /3-methylnaphthalene was
conjugated bis-benzoxazole solutes. Two series of bis-be:az- obtained from the phosphorescence spectra in n-hexane.
oxaa;_les were prepared and tested as primary and/or secondary
s_intillatgrs. A few of the compounds yielded favorable light 1,210. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF ORGANIC MOLECULES
: outputs, and in certain cases the scintillation performance can IN A DIFFUSION MEDIUM *
1_. directly correlated with corresponding mok:cular strue- Gladchenko, L. F., Pikulik, L. G.
tures. (NSA, 1961, #29,408) Vestd Akademii Nacuk Belaruskai SSRr Seryya Fizika.
Tekhnichnykh Nacuk, v. 1963, no. 1, p. 52, 1963
1,207. SOLID AND LIQUID SOLUTION SCINTILLATORS
CONTAINING MONOISOPROPYLBIPHENYL 1,211. LENGTH OF DIFFUSION DISPLACEMENT OF
Funt, B.L. EXCITONS IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS
_ In "Proceedings of the University-of New'Mexico Conference Faidysh, A. N.
on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15-17, 1960," Vimik Kiivs'kogo Universitetu, no. 3..';-riga Fizi'ka ta
pp. 141-160 Khimiga, no. 1, pp. 53--57, 1960
U.S. Atomic EnergyCommissio,, Ofl_ce of Technical (See also Referativnyi Zhurnal, Khimiga, 1962, # IB260)
Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
(Available ha TID-7612, U.S. Dept. ot Commerce, Office of -A study was made of the concentration dependence of
Technical Servic_s, Washington, D.C.) quantum yields of luminescence of the main substance
(anthracene) and an impurity (naphthacene), The length of
Studies were conducted on the scintillation properties of diffusion displacement of excitons lo was determined. It is
monoisopropylbiphenyl (MIPB) in plastic and liquid scin- concluded that localized excitous play a basic role in the
tilla,'.:ois. MIPB was found to be an efficient chain transfer migration of energy and luminescence.
agent in vinyl toluene polymerization. The quenching con-
stants of M1PB as solvent were found to be lower than those
for toluene. (NSA, 196_, #29,410) 1,212. EFFECT OF ELECTRON IRRADIATION ON, THE
,i_,_i, IqlOTOLUMiNESCENCE OF ANTHRACENE
CRYSTALS
1,208. THE DEPENDENCE OF PULSE HEIGHT ON THE Kueherov, I. Ya., Roskolodko, V. G., Feidysh, A. N.
MOLECULAff" STRUCTURE OF THE SOLVENT AND , Vimlk Kiivs'kogo Universitetu, no. 3, Seriya F_zika ta
FLUOR IN ORGANIC SCINTILLATORS Khimiya, no. 1, pp. 99-103, 1960
Loshaek, S,, Sandier, S, R. (See also Referativntti Zhumal, Khimiya, 1962, # 1B277)
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The effect of electron irradiation (2 and 10 key) on the 1,216. RADIOTIIERMOLUMINESCENCE OF ORGANIC
Lntensityand spectra of photoluminescence of pure and im- CO.MPOUNDS--II
_ure anthracene crystals was investigated. Nikolskii, V. G., Ruben, N. Ya.
• Vysokomo!ekulyarnge Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 922_925,
1962
•,213. THE ANISOTROPYOF HYPERFINE SPLITTING IN The thermoluminesoenee of a number of polymeric speci-
THE ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPECTRA O!7 mens irradiated with fast electrons at 77°K has been inves'd-
IRRADIATED ORIENTATED POLYMERS gated. The positio_as of the luminescence peaks have been
Kiselev, A. G., Mokulsidi,M. A.,Lazurldn,Yu, S. shown to depend upon the preliminary cold drawing of the
Vysokomoltkulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 2, no. 11, polymer and upon the degree of its crosslinkage. The heatingpp. 1678-1687, 1960
rate o, and the position Ty of the peaks on the thermolumines-(Translatedfromthe Russian_nPolymer Science U.S.S.R.,
cence curves were found to be correlated by the expression:v. 3, no. 3, pp. 455--466, 1962;published January 1963)
1/Tf --- c_ - c._,log o_. These results confirm the ea.rlier con-
The ESR spectra of irradiated, orientated polymels have clusion that the shape of the thermolumines_.ence curve re-
_een investigated. In polyethylene and polytetrafluorethylene fleets structural changes in the solid during its defrosting.
t is possible to o_serve a strong dependence of the spectra Values for the activation energies of a number of phase transi-
m the orientation of the specimen in the magnetic field. It tions in polyethylent alto in technica] paraffin have also been
was found that for polyethylene irradiated at 77°K the presented.
._hanges in the spectrum agree well with theory for an alkyl
•adical. For polyethylene hTadiated at_"300°K it was possible 1,217. FOI_,qATION AND RECOMBINATION OF FRE_.
:o obtain an additional doublet spirting of all seven corn- RADICAL5 ON y-IRRADIATION OF
_onents of the spectrum, which can be a serious argument : PoLYPROPYLENF,_I
n favor of the suggestion that an alkyl radical is formed. The Milinehuk, V. K., Pshezhetskii, S. Ya., Kotov, A. G.,
gSR spectra were obtained by means of a spectrograph at a Tupikov, V; I., Tsivenko, V. I.
_requeney of 9000 Me with high frequencv modulation of Vtlsokomole_ulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 5, no. 1, pp. 71-74.
" 1963
the magnetic field, and with automatic recording. The first
derivative of the absorption curve was recorded. Theory is The formation and recombination of free radicals t,n
also presented. L :_,-irradiation of crystalline and amorphous polypropylene
have been investigated. It has been established that at an
irradiation temperature, of 20°C more free radicals accumu-
_,214. ON TIlE STRUCTURE OF PLASTIC late in crystalline than in amorphous polypropylene, whereas
SCINTILLATORS--IH. INVESTIGAFION OF THE the reverse is true at -195°C. The temperature dependence
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE Of the free radical concentration in polypropvlene irradiatedREFRACTIVE INDEX AND DETERMINATION
at -195°C is of a different nature in the amorphous andOF THE TRANSITIONS-WITH RESPECT TO
TEMPERATURE crystalline :.pecimens: and ieflects a higher rate of corn-
Baroni,E.E. bination of the radicals in the amorphous state. The EPR
Vysokomolekulyaraye Soedineniya, v. 3, no. 7, spectra 9f crystalline polypropylene have been observed to
pp. 956-959, 1961 depend upon the temperatuce of measurement.
The internal structure of polystyrene scintillators (PS) is
discussed on the basis of the optical deter:nination of various 1,218. FLUORESCENCE DECAY TIMES OF ORGANICCRYSTALS
•ransition points. Refractive index data have confirmed the Sehmillen, A.
nvalidity of the proposition that the organic phosphors ad- In "Luminescence of Organic and InorganicMatcria|s,"
mixed with styrene copolymerize with the latter. The meas: International ConferenceProceedings, New YorkUniversity_
arements show that the additions do not affect the PS transi- N.Y., 1961, pp, 30-43
tion points. Kallmann,H. P., Sprueh, G. M., Editors
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Ne,, York,N. Y., 1965
,215. ELECTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF A PLASTIC Fluorescence decay time measurements of severn! solid
SCINTILLATOR : hydrocarbons and related compounds under a-patrick. *_lecr
tron impact, and UV excitation are reported. Different 'Alek_andtiya, B. V., :Baroni,E. E., Shvangiradze, R. R.
Vysokom_lekulyarnye Soedineniya, v. 3, no. 8, p. 1285, 1961 methods of decay measurem_mts are used for different excita:
tions, Under a-excitation the decay time r was determined
An electron diffraction st_idy has been made of the state of from the Fourier spectrum of scintillations, under UV ex-
aggregation of the luminescent addition p-terphenyl in poly- citation by a phase-fluorometer. For electron impact excita-
_tyrene sc!atillators _PS). It has been shown that in PS the tion, a sampling method permitted the determination of the
addition _s in the form of minute crystals, fluorescence intensity vs. time relation.
Z31
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The samples investigated (polyerystalli.ne-powders) were sultant pulse of emitted radiation are described. Sample
earefuliy purified and freed from all tiuoreseing contaminants, pulse profiles are shown, and the values of the measured decay
Whereas the fluorometer reveals only one decay time, the time of several solvents and solutes are present,_l. For spec'fic
Fourier &aalysis of a-excited luminescence gives several de- solutions this technique is used to advantage to study the
cay times i,_.rall purified hydrocarbon samples. For anthracene mechanism of nonradiative energy transfer from solvent to
three components were determined ,with 'r values (and rela- solute as a function of the solute concentration. Energy trans-
tire intensities) of .18.8 (74%), 160 (17%), and 2100 (9%) fer values are detc'rnined which agree favorably with those
nsee. The same fluorescence spectrum iu emitted by all three obtained from other coordinated methods. One such method,
components. On the ,Jther hand, most samples examined con- involving the static excitation of the solution by mono-
taining fluo_scing host zaolecules (e.g., tetrac_me in chry.sene) chromatic UV radiatioi_ and the recording of the fluorescence
showed only one nearly exponential decay time. spectrum, is described. The anomalous changes in the mea-
The significance of the above for the excitation and energy sured "_alueof the decay time and in the shape of the emission
spectr_ as the solute concentration is increased to a large
transfer meehanhm is discussed, value are investigated using the above methods.
1,2°19.EFFECTS OF TEMPEIL£TURE AND VISCOSITY
ON SCINTILLATION DECAY TIMES OF 1,221. FLUOBESC-ENCE QUENCHING STUDIED BY
SOLUTIONS FLASH SPECTROSCOPY
Weinreb, A. Leonhardt,H., Weller, A.
In "Lumlnesoenceof Organic'andInorganic Materials=" In "Luminescence of Organic and InorganicMaterials,"
InternationalConfeJrenceProceedings,New YorkUniversity, InternationalConferenceProceedings, New YorkUniversity,
N. Y., 1961, pp, 44-61 N.Y., 1961, pp. 74-82
Kallmann,H. P., Sprue_ G. M., Editors Kallmann,H. P., Spruch,G. M., F_ditors
JohnWiley-& Sons,Inc., New York,N. Y., 1962 JohnWiley & Sons,Inc., New York,N. Y., 1_e_'°-
The efficiency of energy transfer (e) from toluene to di- Studies of fluorescence quenching by amines in solution
phenyloxazole (PPO) is determined for Solutions of PPO in have shown that, generally, au amine is the more efficient a
(1) toluene, (2) a mixture of toluene and cyclohexane, and quencher the smaller its ioni:xttion potential. This leads to
" (3) a mixture of:toluene .".tadparaffin oil. It is found that E Ks the assumption that in these cases quenching occurs by
similar in-'systems I and 2, but t_'onsiderably lower in univalent reduction of the excited molecules. A fl_h photol-
_stem 3. For this last system, e. is further examined as a ysis investigation carried out with solutions of perylene has
function of temperature and viscosity. The main part of the confirmed this assumption. In the presence of s_tro_aglyquench-
work deals with the fluorescence decay times of these sys- ing amines, these solutions exhibit a transient absorption witia
terns when exeked by electrons,: The decay time is measured a maximum at 580 m!L when irradiated Under conditions such
as,a function of temperatore ip the presence and absence of that only perylene absorbs light. The transient substance has
PPO. In the l_tter case the measured decay time is that of been identified as the perylene monoanion radical. In addi-
toluene. In no ease is the decay of the PPO solutions strictly tion to this radical spectrum which is very pronounced in
exponential Strong deviations from exponential decay are polar solvents such as acetonitrile or dimethylformamide, a
found in viscous sohitions at 10w temperature. The transfer weaker absorption around 490 m/_ is observed which is dueprobabilities are determined from the res_alts. The transfer
to a triplet-triplet transition of perylene. This absorption ispxobability in the viscous systems at low temperatures de-
creases remarkably. With time, This effect becomes Smaller very much enhanced in nonpolar solvents (benzene, methyl-
with incre_ing temperature. The transfer effleiencies are eom- cyclohexane), where no 580-m/z absorption has been found.
puted and compared with the results obtained from intensity These results indicate that (1) stabilization by solvation of
measurements of optically excited solutions. The decay of ionic radicals is strongly favored in polar solvents, and (2)
8_lutions of PPO in paraffin oil (Without toluene) is studied, additional triplet state population may take place by electron
An explanation of the results is attempted, exchange.
1,220. ULTRAVIOLET AND LIFETIME STUDIES OF 1,222. QUENCtlING OF ELECTRONIC ENERGY
MECHANISMS IN "[HE SCINTILLATION PROCESS TRANSFEI_ IN ORGANIC LIQUIDS
B_lman_ I.B, \_. Lipsky, SJHelman, W. P., Merklin,J. F.In Luminescen_ of Organic and I_torganicMaterials," In "Luminescence of Organic and.l,,organic Materials,"
I_ternationalConK_eneeProceedings, New YorkUmverstty, Internatim_alConfe,'ence Fa'6_ceedings,New YorkUniversity,
N. Y, I961, pp.-6g-73 N.Y., i.961, pp__3--99
Kallminn, It. P., Spruch,G. M., Editors Kallmamai-itl.P.,Spruch,G. M., Editors
JolmWile):& Sons, Inc., New York,N. Y., 1962 • John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Yo:k,N. Y., 1962
Thetechniqueofusingapul_edbeam of eiectronsto excite In a previous publication bromobenzene was shown :o
an organic scintillation solution and the recording of the re- quench the luminescence of a dilute, air-equilibrated benzelJe.
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p-'e_phenyl solution when the system was excited either with The transfer is diffusion controlled whe, the energy of the
2537 A light or with Co6° y-rays. The quantitative results of accepter triplet is considerably lower than that of the donor,
this study indicated that: but there is no evidence for long-range resonance transfer of
the kind found in the analogeus singlet energy transfer pro-
1. The quenching by bromobenzene involves an interaction cesses. As the triplet energies become comparable the transfer
with the benzene solvent prior to the benzene-terphenyl probability is reduced, and no que._achh_g is observed by
transfer process, molecules with triplet levels higher than that of the donor.
2. The quenching e_ciency ts greater than would be ex- Transfer_ of triplet elaergy between 1: rs of aromatic hydro-
peered on the basis of a diffusion-limited process with carbons has been illustrated, and it has been established that
geometric cross sections for solvent and quencher, complex formation between donor and accepter cannot be
responsible for the transfe." observed under the conditions of
3, The quenching is about 25% more eflcient under high these experiments.
energy irradiation conditions.
These studies have been repeated now irl the absence of 1,225. DELAYED FLUORESCENCE AND _PHOSPHORESCENCE IN CRYSTALS OF
molecular ,'xygen and h,_ve been extended to a benzene- AROMATIC MOLECULES AT 4.2"K
eyclohexane mixture solvent and to a dibromomethane Sponer, H.
quencher. The mechaldsm of the energy transport process In"Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
both under UV and hi,_.h energy, excitation conditions is dis- International Conference Proceedings, New YorkUniversity,
cussed. N.Y., 1961, pp. 143-152
Kailmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962
1.223. THE SENSITIZATION OF BIACETYL
FLUORESCENCF. IN FLUID SOLUTIONS Delayed fluorescence has'-been observed in crystals of
Dubois.J.T.,Stevens, B. naphthalene, phenanthrene, and ehrysene at 4.2°K. The
In "'Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials," naphthalene spectrum consists of two systems, one belonging
International Conference PIoceediugs, New YorkUniversity, to naphthalene and apother belonging to /_-methylnaphtha-
N. Y., 1961, pp. 115--131 lene. The 0,0 level of the first is placed at 31-,574 em -x. "11ae
Kalimann,If. P., Sprueh, G. M., Editors main portion of this spectrum originates at 30,964 cm- x, whichJohn Wiley &Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962 l'epresents a 0-1 transition with a 610 cm-' vibration excited
The sensitization of biacetyl/luoresceaee in aerated cycle- in the ground state. The second system begins at 31,062 em-_
hexane solutions was studied at-25°C, using naphthalene, with a strong 0,O band. The view is confirmed that it belongs
benzene, and acetone ,as donors. The simultaneous quenching to fl-methylnaphthalene, present as an impurity in naphtha-
of donor fluorescence by biacetyl was also investigated, and lene. This spectrum appears in delayed fluorescence. Phen-
it is concluded that the energy transfer process involves the anthrene crystals at 4.2°K emit a rather extended'fluorescenc_ •
lowest excited singlet states of donor and acx_.eptor in each spectrum originating at 28,636 cm-L Analysis confirms it as
case, and proceeds at a rate consistent with a diffusion- the true fluorescence. It also appears in the delayed emission.
Chrysene crystals show a broad, diffuse fluorescence built
controlled process, upon the 25,180 cm-_ level. This system is of short extension,
appears likewise in the delayed emission, and is the true
1,224. ENERGY TRANSFER FROM THE TRIPLET STATE fluorescence of chrysene. All three crystals exhibit extended
Porter, G., Wilkinson, F. phosphorescence spectra. The lifetimes of the emissions have
In "Luminescence of Organic and In0rga,ic Materials," been measured; ,in all three cases the decay is exponential for
Internati,mal Conference Proceedings, New York Unive,'sity, the phosphorescence in the absence of oxygen.
N. Y., 1961, pp. 1.32-142
Kallmann, 1t. P., Sprueh, G. M., Editors
JohnWiley &Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962 1,226. THE EFFICIENCY OF SOI,UTION FLUORESCENCE
Bowen, E. J., Seaman, D.
The transfer of electronic excitation energy from the triplet In "Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
state of a donor molecule resulting in quenching of the donor International ConferenceProceedings, New YorkUniversity,
and the elevation o1' the accepter molecule from its sing!et N.Y., 1961, pp. 153-160
ground state to its triplet state has been observed between a Kalimann, H. P;, Sprueh, G. M., Editors
number of donor-accepter pairs in fuid solvents. Usilig the John Wiley &Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962
technique of flasla photolysis, the,mechanism of transfer has Solutions of ]- and 2-naphthylamines and certain of their
been amequiw)eally established by observation of the triplet sulphonates in a number of solvents have been examined for
state absorption sl)eetra of both species in most of tbe cases fluorescence properties. Fluoresedhce yields were found to
studied. Energy transfer from excited singlet donors to the increase in geueral with a lowering of temperature to a con-
triplet state of the accepter is not observed, stant value which in many cases is not unity. Such limiting
," _33
_) _ /
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yields of less than unity seem to arise from interaction of Kallmann,H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
excited molecules with the solvent, since they are correlated John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962
with absorption and fluorescence band maxima separations. Tripheny]methane ayes which lack trigonal symmetxy of
Solutions of L'ertain fluorescent molecules in paraffins of their substituent groups are colored green in solution. Appar-
different viscosity show temperate quenching which eorre- ently the two absorption bands at each end nf the visible
lates with diffusional characteristics of the solvents for flexible spectrum are associated with the two dichroic axes. Although
the free dye is photoehemically inachvc, ihe dyes when bound
molecules, while for rigid molecules solvent viscosity has a
to high polymers in solution are capable of being photol"e-
much smaller influence, dueed. Futhermore, the bound dye is fluorescent while the
free dye is not, due to competing internal conversion processes
1,227. FLUORESCENCE OF AROMATIC ALDEHYDES which are suppressed on bir.ding.
Bredereck, K., F_rster,Th., Oesterlin, H.-G.
In "Luminescenceof Orga.dcand Inorganic Materials," E_citation with near ultraviolet light gives a green fluores-
Internationa|'CnnferenceProceeding%l_lewYorkUniversity, cenc_ (positively polarized), while excitation with red light
N. Y., 1961, pp. 161-175 gives _ deep red fluoresconce (negatively polarized). Hence,
Kallmann,H. P., Sprueh, G. M., Editors it apr.ears that the two absorption bands are independent
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York,N. Y., ]qe'2 electronic systems. Excitation with blue light, on the other
hand, gives green fluorescence plus a little red fluorescence.
The fluorescence properties of some aromatic aldehydes Flash spectroscopy of bound dye was carried out using ex-
were investigated. Some higher members of the aromatic tremely high intensity filtered light. Excitation with red light
series fluoresce in inert as well as in hydroxy]ic solvents, eausefi a reversible decrease of the long wavelength absorp-
others only in the latter or i_ mixtures with inert ones. This tiop band, while excitation with" blue light resulted in a re-
can be explained by the differences in energy of the fluores- wxsible decrease in both peaks.
cent ,_--_r* and the quenching n-->Tr*states 0f these alde-
hyde_ together with the solvent dependence of these energies. The production of metastable species is not appreciably in-
For pyrene-3-aldehyde the existence of two different mecha- t_uenced by the presence of oxygen. Furthermore, no self-
nisms of fluorescence activa_on was demonstrated by the quenching'of these species is observed. It is concluded that
the excited molecule imbedded in the polymer is protecteddependence of fluorescence yields and spectra on temperature
and solvent composition. In the case of moderately activating from external quenching influences.
•agents, solvent rearrangement during the lifetime _;fthe excited
molecule is most important. With a strong activator, ground- 1,230. p-OLIGOPHENYLENE STUDIES
state interaction prevails at low concentration. Wlrth, H. O.
In "Lumin,_scenceof Organic end Inorganic Materials,"
InternationalConference Proceedings, New YorkUniversity,
1,93,8. THE LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF SOME N.Y., 1961, pp. 226-229
TRAPPED ORGANIC RADICALS Kallmann,H. P., Spruch,G. M., Editors
Leach, S. JohnWiley &Sons, Inc., New York,N. Y,, 1962
In "Lundnescenceof Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
InternationalConferenceProceedings,New YorkUniversity, It had been found that the solubility of the p-oligophenyl-
N. Y., 1961, pp. 176-185 enes could be greatly enhanced by substitution. With this
Kallmann, H. P., Sprueh,G. M., Editors knowledge It was possible to open a very interesting research
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York,N. Y. 1962 field, especially interesting for systematic luminesceNco
studies, since the fluorescence of these compounds is one of
Although important information on _apped organic radi- their identifying charaete-;.sties.
cals can be obtained from their luminescence spectra, this
has hitherto been a neglected field of study. The fluorescence Because of the correlation bet,Jeen absorption and emission,
spectra of benzyl, deuterated_b_nzTl, and triphenyhnethyl the fluorescence bands of the p-olignphenylenes show a con-
radicals trapped in low-temperature rigid ghsses _re dis- vergence. This fact not only diminishes the practical appliea-
cussed. Some remarks are made col_cerning the sensitivity of tions of these compounds, but also restrictssystematic
the luminescence technique in obsel-4ng trapped radicals and research.
other species produced by low-temperature photolysis. If this _pectral convergence phenomenon is caused by the
inner rotations of the benzene tings, a blocking of this move-
1,2_9. INTERDEPENDENCE OF EXCITED STATES OF ment with the help of suitable substituents way thought to
DICHROIC MOLECULES lead to an ideal coplanarity and, in connection with this, to
Oster,G., Oster,G.K. a significant red shift of the spectral bands. Co,_sequently,
' In"Lumineseence of Organic and Inorganic Materials," some bridged p-oligophenylenes were syntl'.esized ,_sing,
InternationalConference Frot,eedings, NewYorkUniversity, e.g., oxygen as bridging elemer,_, and expectations were con-
N, Y., 1961, pp. 186-195 firmed,
234
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1,231. FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME STUDIES OF durene have been reported recently in detail by Schnepp and
PYRENE SOLUTIONS McClure. Their interest was related to the lower excited level
Birks, J. B., Munro, I.H. of the simpler arome.tic con,pounds. The present experimental
ln "Luminescence of Organic and lnorganic Materials,'" results suggest the electronic interaction among lumi_es-International Co-derence Proceedings, New York University,
N. Y., 1961, pp. 230-2.34 cence centers introduced b) g_est rr.,_l,:cules and photoct_emi-
Kallmann, H, P., Spruch, G. M., Editors caI reactions. The fresh pure-durene crystal showed no visible
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y.. 1962 fluorescence. However. a visible green emission band ap-
peared after long tirne irradiation by -/-rays, X-rays, and
The fluorescence emission spectrum of a solution of pyrene 254-:nit ultraviolet light.
consists of two components: M, the normal emission from
singlet excited molecules at ._.= 360-420 m#, and D, the Energy transfer phenomena were studied in anthracene-in-
emission flora excited dimers (excimers) at A. = 420-550 mtt. durene and in naphthalene-in-durene. It is concluded that
F6rsterand Kasper have shown that as the pyrene concentration the electronic transition between the traps introduced by
c is increased, the quantum intensity of M decreases and that naphthalene and the e>'cited levels of the green emission
of D increases. In the present investigation the rise and decay centers is quite allowed in naphthalene-in-durene crystals,
times of the two components have been studied, both in the contrary to anthraccne-in-durene crystals.
absence and presence of dissolved oxygen, as a function of
concentration c and of solvent viscosity v/. 1,234. INVERSE CORRELATION BETWFEN
LUMINESCENCE AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
OF DIAMOND
1,232. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF POLYMER SOLUTIONS Halperin, A., Nahum, J.AS STUDIED BY A FLUORESCENCE
In "Lum,'nescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials,"
POLARIZATION METHOD International Conference Proceedings, New Fork University.
Nishijima, Y. N.Y., 1961, pp. 252-262
In "Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials," Kallmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
International Conference Proceedings, New York Univers.!ty, John Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962 _N. Y., 1961, pp. 235-243
Kallmann, H. P., Spruch, G. M., Editors The luminescence and photoconductivity excitation spectra
John wiley & Sons, Ine:, New York, N. Y., 1962 of type I and lla diamonds are described. T'he excitaUon
The fluorescence technique has been apphed to study the spectra show a band structure near the absorption edge and
internal structure of polymer solutions over a wide range of at longer wavelengths. The photoconductivity excitation spec-
pelymer concentrati,ms. The relaxation time of rotation of trum shows inverted peaks just at the wavelengths of maxima
in the absorption and in the luminescence excitation Spectrum.fluorescent residues dispersed in a polymer solution is esti-
mated from the degree of polarization of fluorescence emitted At temperatures above 240°K the invcrted peaks in the
_rom the solution. The local viscosity, which is a measure c,f photoconductivity excitation near the edge turn into real
the irtternal architecture of the solution, can be obtained by rnaxirna, while those at. longer wavelengths (in the region of
dispersing free fluorescent molecules in the pclymer solution, the 415-mlt system) remain inverted.
The micro-Brownian motion of a polymer chaip in solution A model is proposed to account for the results.
can directly be observed by placing fluorescent residues on
the polymer chain by appropriate methods of chemical bond
formation between the polymer chain and the fluo, escent 1,2:15. EINE ANOIDNUNG ZUR MESSUNG VON
molecules. Me_isurements have been carried out under vari- LUMINESZENZSPEKTREN EINGEFRORENER
ous condition_ to investigate the effects of chain length and L¢iSUNGEN (AN APPARATUS FOR THE
- MEASUREMENT OF LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA
polymer c'o-.centration on the internal structure of poh mer OF FROZEN SOLUTIONS)
solution. Brand, H., Doerr, F.
Zeitschrfft [iir Angewandte Phttsik, v. 13, no. 8,
pp. 390-395, August 1961
I;233. ENERGY TRANSFER PHENOMENA IN PURE AND
MIXED CRYSTALS OF DURENE The details of construction of an apparatus designed for
Kallmann, H. P., Hayakawa, S., Magnante, P. the quantitative measurement of ldminescenee spectra under
In "Luminescence of Organic and Inorganic Materials," monochromatic excitation are presented. Two Farrand mono-
International Conference Proceedings, New York University, chrom'ttors containing reflection gratings are used to analyze
N. Y., 1961, pp. 244-251 the excitation radiation and the luminescence. A high pressureKallmann_ H, P., Spruch, G. M., Editors
contmuou,; radiation,John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1962 xenon lamp is used as the source of .... _'
while a high pressur( mercury lamp is used for stimulation at
Some energy transfer phenomena in pu're and mixed discrete wavelengths. The detector isan eleven-stage quartz
cry#als of durene are reported. The measurements and inter window photomultiplier. The samples to be studied are gen-
pretation of absorption and fluorescence spectra of crystalline erally solutions of organic compounds solidifed in a special
235
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qua_z cell cooled by liquid air and placed in a thermostated smaller. Nevertheless, close parallels do exist betwect) the
enclosure. A solution of coroaene in ethyl-tetrahydroftiran two effects, a,ld they are discussed with fefer-r;ee t¢_ the
was used as a test saiuple and the luminescence spectrum was theoretical views developed on the oxygen effe_.
measm'ed at 100 and 300°K. The fluorescence spectrum ex-
tends from about 4200 to 5300 A, and at 100°K an additional
phosphorescence component was observexl in the range 5200 1,238. EINFLUSS DES POLYMERISATIONSCRADES
" AUF DIE LUMINESZENZAUSBEUTE UND
to 5800 A. (PA, 1962, #6627) D_IE.ENERGIELEITUNG BEI KUNSTSTOFF.
SZE_VI'trLLATOREN(INFLUENCE OF TH}_ DEGREE
OF POLYVIERIZATIONON THE LUMINFSCENCE
1,236. FLUORESZENZ-UND PHOSPHOaESZENZ. YIELD AND ENERGY "IRANSPt3RTIN
AUSBEUTESOWIE LEBENSDAUERMESSUNGEN SYNTHETIC SCINTILLATORS)
AN DIHALOGENIERTEN ACRIDINEN UND 'Heu,-:inger,H.
_LUORESZEINEN (FLOORESCENCE AND Zeitsch.'ift [iir Naturforschung, v. 15a, no. 12.PHOSPHORESCENCE YIEI,D AND LIFETIME
pp. 1068-1072, December 1960MEASUREMENTS FOR DIHALOGEN ACRIDINES
AND FLUORESCEINS) Films of polystyrene and polyvinyl aceta',_ _bout 0.3 mm
Zanker, V., Kiirber, W. thick, eontaiP.ing terphenyl or other organic phosphors, and
Zeitschrlft fiir Angewandte Physik, v. 14, no. I, pp.43-48, with some residual solvent, were excJted by Sr9°. The light
January 1962 output increased steadily with the degree of polymerization
The title data are reported for the cations and bases of (between 10" and 104) provided that the phosphor was
2,7-difluoro-, 2,7-dichloro-, and 2,7-dibromoproflavins, and present in a quantity smaller than one mole to one mole of
for the dianions of 2,7-dichloro-, 2,7-dibromo-, apd 4,$-diiodo- polymer. An excess of th¢_phosphor caused a ral3id decrease
- fluoresceins, in alcoholic solution at +20 and -180°C for an of the yield. Efficiency was o.ltered by different solvents,
average molar concentration range of 5 X 10-3 to 10-4. Ap- aromatics being favorable. Some ultraviolet excitation experi-
paratus and measurements are those of the method of'Zanker ments are described, and the scintiUation mechanism is
and Rammensee. The results show, likethe earlier work on briefly discussed. (PA, 1961, #14,649)
tetrahalogenofluoresceins, that the fluoresce: ce yields of the
bases and cations rapidly decrease from the fluoro- to the 1,239. OBER DIE FLUORESZENZ DES PYREN IN
brgmoderivatives, and that the position of the halogen influ- FESTEN KOtILENWASSERSTOFFEN (ON THE
ences them. There is a decrease from the fluoro- to the bromo- FLUORESCENCE OF PYRENE IN SOLID
L
and iododerivatives in the lifetimes of the phosphorescence. IIYDROCARBONS)
9 references. (PA, 1962, #13,348) Sehmillen, A.
Zeitschrift fiir Naturforschung, v. 16a, no. 1, pp. 5-19,
January 1961
1,237. DIE BEEINFLUt_SUNG VON SINGULETT-
TRIPLETT-13BERG_NGEN AKOMATI3CHER The fluoresecace changes due to interassociation of the
KOHLENWASSERSTOFFE DURCH moieeules were used to examine the influence of various host
KOMPLEXBILDUNG (VARIATION IN THE lattices on the luminescence spectrum. The decay character-
SINGLET.TRIPLET TRAN:ffflONS OF AROMATIC isties were measured for the system pyrene i_a fluorene. The
HYDROCARBONS OWING TO FORMATION OF luminescence decay of fluorerm is little influenced by pyrene
COMPLEXES) concentration. The decay of monomolecular pyrene fluores-
Czekalla,J., Mager, K.J. cenee is relatively short, but that of associated pyrene mole-
Zeitsehrlft filr Elcetrochemie, v. 66, pp. 65-73, 1962 eules ap_roaches the value for fiuorere for excitation by UV
The phosphorescence fading times and spectra of donator- light. Excitation in the host lattice appear: to be followed by
acceptor complexes of dichloro-, tetrach!oro- and tetrabromo- an energy transfer to the pyrenc molecule, probably associated
with re-absorption of the fluorene emission. (PA, 1961,phthalic anhydride with naphthalene, phena,threne, coro_P
ene, durene, and hexamethylbenzene, have been measured and # 10,1.27)
the spectra analyzed. The data obf_tned indicate an increase
of the singlet-triplet-transition probability owing to forma- 1,240. FLUORESZENZABKLINGDAUER VON EINIGEN
tion of complexes and a concurrent lowering of the frequencies AROMATISCh_'_ KOHLENWASSERSTOFFEN
Ofthe Raman-active vibrations coupled with the electron jump. BEI ¢x-STRAHLANREGUNG(FLUORESCENCE
If the 'acceptor is varied, the magnitude of. these effects in.- DECAY TIME OF SOME AROMATIC HYDRO.
creases with the number of the halogen substituents and their CARBONS FOLLOWING ¢x-PARTICIE EXCITATION)
'increasing atomic number (Z-effect); if, on the other hand. Sehmillen, A., Kramer,K,
the donat,_r is varied, the magnitude of these effects depends Zeitsehrift [iir Na/urforschung, v. 16a,no. 11,pp. 1192-1199,
ma!n]y on the dimension of the aromatic system. The observed November 1961
iucrea3e iu the singlet--triplet transition probability is, corn- From'_n examinat,on of the Fourier spectrum of scintilla-
pared with _e interaction with oxygen, some powers of ten tion pulses producerl by a-pact,cles in crystalline powders of
236
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aromatic hydrocarbons, some conclusions were produced 1,243. STRAHLUNGSLOSER IJBERGANG VON
about the decay-times (and also to a lesser extent about the ELEKTRONENANREGUNGSENERGIE DURCH
J'_e times). It was found that the luminescence pulses from DI)NNE SCHICItTEN (RADIATIONI,ESS PASSAGE
powders of the pure crystal exhibited a compound exponential OF ELECTRON EXCITATION ILNERGY THROUGH
" THIN LAYERS)
decay. When the same crystals (anthracene, tetracene, py- Zwick, M. M., Kuhn, H.
rene and chrysene) wele activated with various impurities, ZeitschriJt fiir Naturforsehung, v, 17a, no. 5, Pl).411--414,
the luminescence pulses exhibited a decay which was almost May 1962
exactly a single exponential. The measured values of the
decay times (in the nsec range) are presented in two tables. A monomolecula:" layer of a dye S (sensitizer) whose fit,ores-
Finally, some conclusions about the mechanism of stimula- cence rr,aximum _as 420 mtt was produced on a barium
tion of the emisrion i_. the various crystals are deduced from stearate (I) substrate, then overlaid by several monomoleeular
the experimental results. (PA, 1962, #6631) layers of I to a thickness d, and finally by a dye A (acceptor)
for which trypaflavin was chosen (470-m/x abso_tion maxi-
mum). Excitation in the absorption region of S produces
1,241. QUALITATIVE PR_FUNG DER FLUORESZENZ- clear fluoresce_ce of S if d > 250 A, which disappears wh._n
.;INBERUI_GEN ORGANISCItER LOSUNGEN NACH d < 100 A. A radiationless energy transfer between S and A
EINWIRKUNG VON ULTRAVIOLETTEM LICHT has therefore occurred. This procedure, unlike those previ-(QUALITATIVE TEST OF TIa=EFLUORESCENCE
CHANGES OF ORGANIC SOLUTIONS AFTER THE ousiy reported, does not involve trivial effects such as see-
ACTION OI,' ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT) ondary absorption, energy transfer by impact, and presence
Ludwig, W., Herforth, L. of associates of S and A. (PA, 1962, _ 18,872)
ZeitschriJt fiir NaturJorschung, v. !6b, no. 10, pp. 638-644,
October 1961
1,_,44. DIE UV-ABSORPTIONSSPEKTREN EINIGER
Luminescence intensity and pulse height of scintillation EINFACHER CHINOXALIN-DERIVATE g;
both decrease with irradiation of the luminescent material. (U.V. ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF SOME .-
In solution these changes often appear sooner than in the SIMPLE QUINOXALINE IN COMPOUNDS)
solid. Irl the experiments ;eported here, Hg light of 296--366 Perkampus, 11.H.
m:: wavelei_gth was used, and changes visible to the eye in Zeitschrift fiir NaturJorschung, v. 17a, no. 7, pp. 614-6°.1,
intensity or color of the fluorescence, or in the color of the July 1962
solution, were recorded. The compounds were: seven con- The UV absorption spectra of ,3 quinoxaline compounds
densed-ring systems, six hydrocarbons related to diphenyl- _methyl-, chlor-, dimethyl-, dibrom-, etc.) were n,easured at
ethylene, six diphettyl polyenes and analogs with triple bonds, 20°C in different solvents (heptane, hexane, methanol, sul-
four phenylmethanes and phenylchloromethanes, diphenyl- phuric acid, hydrochloric acid. etc.). The particular f:om-
methane aud diphenylethane and four of their oxidation pro- pounds are similar in that the substitutes do not give rise to
ducts, biphenyl and seven of its derivatives, naphthalene and tautomeric and only little to mesomeric interactions. From the
six of its derivatives, anthracene and seven of its derivatives, fine structure of the UV spectra of 2,3-dimethoxy- and iso-
1"2.non-heterocyclic N compounds, 10 derivatives of hetero-
cycles with five-membered rings, and !3 derivatives of hetero- propoxy-quinoxaline and from the solvent dependency of ill
cycles with six-membered rings. The solvents were, in most the compounds, an attempt is m,_de to assign the long-wave-
cases, MeOH, dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, CHC13, length L-bands. (PA, 1962, #22,996)
CC14, trichloroethylene, bealzene, PhC1, Ac20, AcOH, and
dimethylformam'_de. 1,9.45. t_laER DIE FLUORESZENZ VON BIN.;tREN
SYSTEMEN KRISTALLINER AROMATISCHER
KOHLENWASSERSTOFFE (FLUOFtESCENCE OF
1,242. ZUR SPIEGELSYMMETRIE DER ABSORPTIONS- BINARY SYSTEMS OF CRYSTALLINE AROMAtTIC
UND LUMINESZENZBANDEN VON FARBSTOFr_EN HYDROCARBONS)
(REFLECTION SYMMETRY OF ABSORPTION AND Schmillen, A., Legler, R.
LUMINESCENCE BANDS OF "DYESTUFFS) Zeitschrift fiir Natur_orschung, v. 18a, no. l, pp. 1-9,
Kawski,A., Polacka, B. January 1963 '.
Zeitschrift f_r Natur/orschung, v. 17a, no. 4, pp. 352-354,
April 1962 The dependence of fluorescence spectra and lifetimes on
When the absorption and emission spectra of rhodamine the nature aud concentration of the fluorescent heterogeheous
6G, ,hodamine B, and yellow e_)sine in glycerine and in poly- molecule is investigatefl. Two mechanisms are suggested for
methylmethacrylate are observed, essentially the same the fluorescence due to UV radiation. A typical compouad
maxima in cm'_ and the same half-height width are obtained,- showing the mechanism of radiationless cnergy t;ansfer is the
whether Wv(Lum)/¢ _ or W(Lum)/v is plotted for absorp- sy tern 2,3.dimethylnaphthalene with anthracene addition; one
tion a_d whether X/v or X is plotted for luminescence. (PA, showing transfer by means of absorption of the parent fluores-
1962, #19,566) eence radiation is 2,3-dimethytnaphthalene with perylene.
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1,246. ELEKTRONENSPINRESONANZ-UNTERSUCHUNGEN bandwidth, band shape, quantum yield, and absorption edge
AN I)PPH-HYDROPEROXYD-LOSUNGEN is deh'rmined. Exeiton theories seem applicable,
(ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE INVESTIGATION
OF DPPH [DIPHENYLPICRYLHYDRAZIL]
HYDROPEROXIDE SOLUTIONS) 1,250. DIE TEMPERATURABH._,NGIGKEIT DER
M/ibit, s, K., Sehneider, F. SENSIBILISIERTEN FLUORESZENZ IN
Zeitschriit fiir Naturforschung, v. 18a, no. 3, pp. 428-430, NAPItTHALIN-KRISTALLEN ZWISCIIEN
M_-reh 19_'" 2 UND 190°K (TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE SENSITIZED FLUORESCENCE IN
NAPHTHALENE CRYSTALS BETWEEN
1,247, TRIPLETTPHOSPHORESZENZ UND 2 AND 100°K)
ELEKTEONENSPINRESONANZABSORPTION Priipstl, A., Wolf, It. C.
EINIGER ORGANISCHER MOLEK_LE IN Zeitschri[t [iir Naturforschung, v. 18a, no. 7, pp. 822-828.
GLA$IGEN LOSUNGEN ('IRIt'LET luly 1963
PHOSPHORESCENCE AND ELEC'I_'ION SPIN
RESONANCE ABSORPTION OF SOME ORGANIC The relative quantum yields of t_c fluorescence of the host
MOLECULES IN GLASS-LIKE SOLUTIONS) (V0 = 31,474 cm-_), a shallow trap (Xa, _,o = 31,444 cm-t),
yon Foerster, G. and a guest (,/3-methylnaphthalene, _0 = 31,059 cm -1) have
Zeitschrift [iir Naturforschung, v. 18a, no. 5, pp. 620-626, been measured from 2 to 100°K in naphthalene cry,orals as
May 1963 host. The temperature dependence can be described quay-
The phosphorescence and ESR of the triplet state_ of titatively by a hopping model for the exeiton diff,_sion. The
phenanthrene, chrysene, phenylenaphthylene oxide, fluo- hopping time of the exciton (tH _ 10 -_ sec) ]S independent
ranthene, 2-methylnaphthalene, 2,3-dimethylnaphthalene, and of tee temperature. The freezing-in of the/3-methylnaphtha-
2,6-dimethylnaphthalene, dissolved in heptane or isopropanol, lone fluorescence at low temperatures is the result of the corn-
were investigated. Temperature dependence of the phospho- petition between the two traps. In addition, the fluorescence
rescence duration and intensity was determined. Experiment;d spectrum of/3-medayhaaphthalene as a guest in naphthalene
data are presented and explained, has been measured and analyzed.
1,248. LUMINESZENZUNTERSUCHUNGEN AN 1,25J. DIE ANISOTROPIE DER SZINTILLATIONSLICHT-
DOTIERTEN EINKRISTALLEN AROMATISCHER AUSBEUTE ORGANISCHER MOLEKOLEIN-
KOHLENWASSERSTOFFE (LUMINESCENCE KRISTALLE F13'11 (x-S'I-RAHLEN (ANISOTROPY
INVESTIGATION OF DOPED SINGLE CRYSTALS OF THE SCINTILLATION LIGH'I YIFLD OF
OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS) ORGANIC MOI ECULE SINGLE CRYSTALS FOR
Schmillen, A., Kohlmanmperger, J. cx-RAYS)
Zeitschrift fiir Naturforschung, ". 18a, no. 5, pp. 627--632, Kienzle, W. F., Flammersfeld, A.
May 1963 Zeitschrifl fiir Physik, v. 165, no. 1, pp. 1-11,
October 18, 1961
Changes in the luminescence spectra and quenching times
It has beert shown that the scintiiiation-light yield of singlewith increased concentration are investigated for single crys-
tals of 2,3-dimethylnaphthalene doped with perylene and crystals of anthracene and trans-stilbene irradiated by a-par-
dibenzyl doped with tetracene. The observed transfer of ticl¢_ exhibits a strong depe_adence on the impact direction of
excited energy of the-host lattice to the guest molecules is the a-particles with respect to the crystal orientation. Further
interpreted as exeiton diffusion. From the decrease in host investigations of 11 other eompounds confirm this effect, which
fluorescence quenching time, the mean diffusion range of the now seems to be a common feature of monocrystalline organic
exeitons in 2,3-di.methylnaphthalene is estimated at l = 300a, scintillators A possible relation between the anisotropy of the
that in dibenzyl at l = 31a. scintillation-light yield and that of the electron;e conductivity
is proposed as an explanation. _?A, l°62, #726)
1,249. DAS FLUORESZENZSPEKTRUM VON
NAPHTHALIN-KRISTALLEN ZWISCHEN 1,252. DIE SZINTILLATIONS.ANISOTROPIE VON
2 UND 100°K (THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTKUM ANTHRAZEN BEI TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN
OF NAt_HTHALENE CRYSTALS BETWEEN 2 AND (SCINTILLATION ANISOT.ROPY OF
100*K) ANTHRACENE AT LOW TEMPERATURES)
Prt_pstl, A., Toll, H.C. Heckmann, P. H., Sander, W., Flammersfeld, A.
Zeitschrift ffir Naturforschung, v. 18a, no. 6_pp. 724--_'34, Zeitschrlft fiir Physik, v. 1_5, no. l, pp. 12-16,
June 1963 October 18, 1961
The spectrum (taken with resolving power of l04) is An anthracene crystal was cooled down to liquid-hydcogen
analyzed and found to'contain almost exclusively the in- temperature and was bombarded with a-particl_, two direc-
trinsic fluorescence bands, starting at 31,476 cm-L Raman tions, parallel to the b and c' crystal axes. The ratio of maxi-
frequencies are assigned, c:_,d temperature dependence of mum to minimum light yield (for ,x-particles parallel to
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cJ and b, respectively) was reduced to 1.23 at 20.4°K. This. 1,256. UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUM ENERGIEt?BERTRAGUNGS-
ratio is 1.46 for ThC" and 1.53 for ThC a-particles at room MECHANISMUS DURCH MESSUNG DER
temperature, and is measured as a function of temperature ABKLING ZEITEN AN ORGANISCHEN
between 20.4 and about 90°K. (For Part II, see Entry LUMINOPHOREN (AN INVESTIGATION OF THE
#1,254.) (PA, 1962, #727) ENERGY TRANS'ER MECHANISM BY MEANSOF MEASUREMENT C'F THE D_'(JAY TIMES
OF ORGANIC PHOSPHORS)
,253. DIE TEMPERATURABItJ_NGIGKEIT DER Wendel, G., H_rtlg, G.
_,_ERGIEt_BERTRAGUNG IN ANTHPtACEN- Zeitschdft Iiir Physikalische Chemie, Leipzig, v. 221,
TETRACEN-MISCHKRISTALLEN (THE no. 1-2, pp. 17-28, 19']2
TEMPERATURE DEI'ENDENCE OF TItE The d _a>, time of the luminescence was previously calcu-ENERGY TRANSFER IN ANTHRACENE-
lated from the measured phase difference between theTETRACENE MIXED CRYSTALS)
Av_kian, P.,Wolf, H.C. sinusoidai (electron) :timulating beam and the consequent
Zeitschrift [iir P_.osik, v. 165, nn. 4, pp. 439-444, luminescence sh,,nal. The observed decay times of the solid
November 21, 1961 and liquid orga_dc t_hGsphors were in the range 1 to I00 nsec.
The results on the soh__.phosphors (e.g,, tetracene in phen.
The transfer of excitation energy from one component to anthracene) are explained in terms of a model devised by
the other in mix._'d organic crystals can be "frozen" at low Schmillen to account for the behawo_ of UV-stimulated
temperature. It is reported that, when the molar coneentra- ]umh_escc:lce. This model invoices exciton diffus;on. The
tion of one of the components in tire system anthracene- decay times of the liquid phosphor_ are discussed separately
tetracene varies between 1() -'_and 10-_, the range of tempera- for three different ranges of activatb_ eoneeotraticn, accord-
tures ever wlqcll "freezing" occurs remains practically ing to a scheme proposed by Kallrna:an. At concentrations
constant. The half-value temperature is (35 -+- 2)°K. (PA, _10 -z mole/l the dominant encrVy trallsfer mechanism in-
1962, #4182) volves dipole-dipole interaction. Between 7 .'< 10 -4 and 10 -2
mole/1 the results are explicable in terms of il,termolecular
1,"_54. DIE SZINTILLATIONS-ANISOTROPIE VON ir_teraction. The measured value of the energ T transport
ANTHRAZEN BEI TIEFEN TEMPERATUREN. II paramete_ Q in this range agrees reasonably well with pre-
(SCINTILLATION ANISOTROPY OF ANTHRACENE viously determined values. For concentrations <5 × 10-*
AT LOW TEMPERATURES. II) mole/1 the nature of the characteristic energy transfer mech-
Heekmann, P. It., Sander, W., Flammersfeld, A. anism is not understood at present. At eo_,centrations < _ 10 -9
Zeltschrff_ [iir Ph_jsik, v. 169, no. I, pp. 17-22, mole/1 the decay time was comparable to that of the pure
July 30, 1962 solvent. (PA, 1963, #6681)
Continuing previous work (Entry # 1,252), the scintilla-
tion anisotropy of anthracene bombarded with a-particles was 1,257. FLUORESZENZMESSUNGEN AN DI)NNEN
measured as a function of temperature between 1.9 and about FII.MEN AROMATISCI_[ER KOHLENWASSERSTOFFE
8O°K. With all crystal specimens investigated, a pronounced _FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS ON THIN
minimum was found betwee_ 20 and 30°K. The anisotropy is FILMS OF AF,OMA,,_ HYDROCAI_BONS)
constant below about 9°K, whereas the light yield sti':l Pcrkampus. H.H
increases with decreasing temperature down to 1.9°K. The ZeitschrfftfiirPhys;kalische Chem,:e, Neue Folge,
Frankfurt, v. 24, no. 1, pp. 1-.!0, kpril 1960
ligh! was found to be a nonlinear function of the tem-
pera.. (PA, 1962, #18,879) The principle of Ulbricht's sphere L,:used for measuring the
fluorescence emissio,i of thin _lms of arolrmtic hydrccarbgns
prepared in a high vacuum. By this method, the fluorescence
1,255. THE FLUORESCENCE LIFETIMES OF
1 _ spectra Jf thin tilms of anthr_cere, tetracene, pyrene, andI_LI. ORES(,EIN ANION
Rohatgi, K.K. perylene have been measured at. room temperature and com-
Zeitschrfft [iir Phgsikalische Chemic, Leipzig, v. 217, pared with the respective spectra in solution. Results are
no. 5--6; pp. 353--356, June 19111 (in English) discussed.
The fluorescence life,times of fluorescein anions in solutions 1,258. MESSUNG DER WIRKUNGSQUERSCtlNITTE VON
of varying viscosity were measured using an electronic tech- BENJOL UND TULUOL GEGEN LANGSAM
nique. Viscosity changes were b_ought abc, ut by using (1) ELEKTRONEN (MEASUREMENT OF EFFECTIVE
water-glycerol mixtures, (2) a series of primary alcohols, and CROSS SECTIONS OF BENZENE AND TOLUENE
(3) temperature variation. In (1) the lifetime is independent FOR SLOW ELECTRONS)
of viscosity prm, ided that the chemical nature of the solvent Hartmann, H., Volpers, R., Euterneek, R.
is unchanged. When alcohols are used the values decrease Zeltsehd/tfilrPh_s_kali_ehe Ch,,mie, Neue Forge,
with viscosity increase; this effect is thought to be due Frankfurt, v. 30, no. 3--4, pp. 201-214, November 1961
primarily to changes in solvent. Variation in temperoture has The effective cross sectf.,ns of benzene (I) and toluene (II)
no effect on lifetime, are measured with an apparatus in which the effective cross
239
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• s_dons could be taken vs. electron energies in the range electromagnetic waves in the given crystal. The plazmons
49-1.5 ev..The similarity- in the slope _of the ettectirce cross (longitudinal plasma waves) in metah and dielectrics are a
sec_ons of 1 and II as functions of the electron euergy is special case of exe_tons. The; measurement of the energy of
noted. For certain electron energies: the effective cross sec- the scatfered X-ray photons at various scattering angles amy
tions show characteristic maxima wh/eh make probable an be an effective method of determining the energy of the ex-
explanation as excitation or ionization resonance cross sections, citons as a function of the wave vector. (PA, 1962, #_,_,$6)
!-_._ I__iIF_D.AS At_FTE_-N VON .MIgHEEREN I a_,,3.1_rJ,- FOPMS _'*_ "mtN..rN IN LIQUID AND
ELEK'fBONENOBERFOHItUNGSBANDENIN SOLID SOLUTIONS
ELEKTRONEN--DONATOR-AKZEPTOR-KOMPLEXEN Adamov, V. S., Kantardzhyan,L. T.
(OCCUIIRENCI_OF SEVEBAL _ON Zburna/F/z/che_o/Khimil. v. 36, nn. 2, pp. 376--379,
TRANSFEI_BANDS IN ELECTRON DONOR- February 1962
ACCEPTOlgCOMPLEAT_,S) (Translatedfromthe Russian in Russian Journal of Physical
erlegk_ O., Czdalla, l., Sueas, 6.
_SffHr Phr_at/sche Chem/e, Neue Fo_e, Chem/soy, v. 36, no. 2, np :9_194, February1962_
F_ v. 30, no. 5-6, pp. 316-33'2, Deczmb_ 1961 "I']_ luminescence spp_a of aqueous sGlutions show pH
The :r,olc_lat complexes of (CN)2C:C(CN)_ and ch]or- dependence-, but no effect of the amoo, w/th three rcaxim,_n
antiwith perylen¢-,coronene, fluorcne, pyrene, 1,2-henzanthra- regions observed: cation (pH < 2) (470-80 m:). tw_valent
eerie, 1,2,5,6-di_thracene, -%_rys_ne,_et_.-ne, diphenyl, anion (4 < pH < 9) (540--50 rap). and bivalent anion
naphthalene, tripheny_tw_ pL_nanth:ene, and stflbene were (pH > 9) (515 m_). Similar _uminescence spectra were
3bserved for uranin in sucrose solutions corresponding to thestudied. The charge _ransfer bands of these complexes were
investigated, pH of the starting solutions. Spectra of borax solutions, pH
insensitive, are hke spectra of strongly acidic aqueous solu-
i0. xmON-
-- O]_EUN_;SBANDEN VON
ELEKTRONKN-DONATOE-AKZEPTOII- : 1,964. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA .OF SOME
KOMISLEX_ DF_CIILOBANII_ UND AwrHitAQUE,10NE CARBOXYLICACID .
_Clf'_X_$ MITAROMAr-_CHEN DERIVATIVES ATLOW TEMPEP,ATUBE$ "
KOIH,ENWASSERSTOFFEN {MESOMEBIC [DIPOLE.] Sh,-heglova,N. A.,Shigodn, D. N., Byabchikova, T. S.,
MOMENTS AND _gLECTRONTRANS.FEBBANDS Dokum'khln,N. S., Moiseeva, Z. Z.OF ELECTRON DONOII-ACC_gPT._RCOMPLEXES '-
OF CHI_ILM_I, AND TETBACY/hNOETHYLENE Zhurna/Fizlcheskoi KhimiL v. 37, no. 2, pp. 371-377,
WITH ABO.M-_T_,ClffDROCAlIBOl_j) Februu'y 1963
Briegleb, O., CzekslL-,.T.,Rue_ G. Th6=luminescenco spectra oi a number of anthraquinone
_r Plqm'kd"_che Cluami¢,N_ue Folge, earlmxylic and die._boxylic aci,] ester_ and their halogen
.....Franidu_V.3/_,no.5-4}:ppf333-3_,December 19_| d,_rivatives in hyd;'oearbon media at 77'X possess a fine
vibration structure. "l'he most st:ongly manifested frequency
1,261. EMISSION SPECTIt_/ OF TIrE CHBOgHuM-(tlI) is that of the antbraquinone eazbonyL A strong dependence
HEX_UREA COMPLEX --ixtweenthe nmltiplicity spectra and the length of the hydro-
-, f
Porter,G. B., SeMaefer,H L. carbon chain of the solvent ba_ been discovered. _ prop-
Zdt_hdtt ff,rPh_tikal_._e Chemic, Ncue Foige, er_/may be utilized for the _alysis of the c_mpounds. Each
FranHurt,v. 37,no. 1-_p3_io9_-114, April.1963 substituent which is an auxochrome makes its own specific
(in EngK&) contributio0 'to the spectmrr,, manifested i_, l_ne shifts ._d
"The [luoresccnee__*_T_=->'&.,_ and phosphoreseence intensity, changes of the raajo: peaks. The ]umines_nce
_Ea _ 'A.,u of Cr(urea)_(ClC,_._ iEa rigid glassat a low tern- spectra of the powdered halogen denvat/ves of tim anthra-
h"perahue are discussed. Behavicz of the Cr(III) complexes quinone ac|ds and t, e_r estorsdo not display fine sh'ucture,
when exei[ed in the spin-allowed quartet-quartet bands by but are a system of rathe_ narrow bands, slii[ted toward the
,adiation t" illustrated, longer wavelength reb,ion, wi_ the difference between the'
centers of these bar_fls eqnaI to t_te c_rbonyI frequency of
1,_2. X-RAYSCATI'ERINGIN CRYSTALSWITH anthraquinone. Re¢_ersible self-ex_inctibn of luminescence has
EXCITON FORMATION been :found to take place in_l,4-a_thraquinone dicar'voxyhc -
Agranovieh,V. M., Cinzburg,_'. L. acid powder_ disappearing in dioxane solutt6n. "lhe se!_-
. _Z_t_imlEla_mentalnoi i Te_eKehe_koi Fiztk_v. 40, extinction of luminescence is aF_arently due to augmentation
no. 3, pp. 913-919, March 1961- of intermolecular interaction (and photo-transfer) oi a c_boxvl(Tramlatedfromthe Russian in Soviet Ph_ic_--._ETP,
v. 13,pp. _ September 1961) ': proton with the p-electrons of the anthraquinone carbonyl
. oxygen, responsible for the ,.lectronie exc]tatiol) .(for the
A _study is made of Baman ,scattering of X-rays ;n crystals p to _r tra_._sition). Thi_ assamDtion was col,firmed by the
aecomFanied by the- formation of excitons, i.e., "normal" results of IB frequency measure:nents oFthe catboaT1 group.
\:.:'..., ... , .: - . . ..
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]:265. LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA OF DIKETONIC VAT g-factor. The intensity of the signals increases with increa_
DYES IN LAVSAN AND IN SOLUTIONS in the co,jugation. The effect _ an intramolecular one. inde-
Ntc,_mkhametov, R. N., Bondareva, L.V. pendent of dissohtfion, anc_ characterizes the fundamental
Zl:umal Fizicheskol Khimll, v. 37, no. 5, pp. 1143-1148, state of the =-electron cloud of the molecule. In the solid state,
May 1963 polymers with conjugated double bonds, especially those con-
Absorption and luminescence spectra of viohnthrone, di- tainirg nitroge _ atoms and pohr groups in the maeromolec-
methoxyviolanthrone, iso:'iolanthrone, diehloroisoviolanthrone, ular chain, are characterized not only by the narrow lines
and dibeazopyrenequi,aone were obtained at 293 and 77°K. mentioned above, but also by the broad asymmetrical EPR
The electronic transitSons, corresponding to the long-wave lines of reD" great integral intensity. These structures possess
absorption bands and fluorescence, are interpreted as w _ = positive static magnetic _,_eptibility, though with increase
transitions. In solutions in which hydrogev, bonds are formed, in the magnetic field intensity., the susceptibility diminishes;
the appearance of wide, longer-wave absorption bands is the magnetizabilit-/, hmvever, remains constant, which makes
observed, accompanied l_y a correspond/ng quenching of it permissible to speak of the ferromagnetic properties of the
fluorescence. Fluorescence bands are displaced toward the red ._ystems under discussion. The effect ,eferred to appears to be
during transition from an inert medium to Lavsan. puc,:ly structrral.
1,R66. PYRAZOLES. XXXV. THE FLUORESCENCE OF 1,268. ELEC'£RON PABAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
PYBAZOLES UNDER THE ACTION OF SPECTRA OF RADICALS FORMED IN IRRADIATED
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT POLYPROI'YLENE .,
Grandberg, I. I., Tabak, S.V., Kost, A.N. Lebedev, Ya. S., Tsvetkov, Yu. D.
Zhuma_ Obshchei Kh'mil, v. 33, no. 2. pp. 5"25-533, Zhurnal Stm_urnoi Khimll, v. ,2,no. 5, pp. 607-609,
February 1963 September-October 196I
(Translated from the RnsAan in ]oumal of General (Translated from the Rnssian in Journal o_ Structural
Chemistry of the USSR, v. 33, no. 2, pp. 517=-524, Chem/_bT, v. 2, no. 5, pp. 558--._0, September..Oetober
Fel/ruary 1963) 1961) : -
Ultraviolet fluorescence colors are reported for ,300 py- KlecUron paramagnetic resonance spectra of radicals pro-
razoles..Results are tabulated, duced in polypropylene b_ Co _° 7-ray._ or fast, lectron.* were
studied. Spectral data ,are Wen for a'polycrystalline ._3eci'-
men irradiated at 77*C and o_oled in vzcuum to 25°C, a
1,267. NEW MAGNETIC PROPERTIX S OF MACRO- specimen kept in a vacuum for 5 hr at _°C, and a specimev,MOLECULAR COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
CONJUGATED DOUBLE BONDS kept for 1.5 rain after admitting oxygen. (NSA, 1°_2, #7601)
Blyumenfeld, L. A., Berlin, A. A., Slinldn, A. A.,
Kahna_t_on, A.E. 1,969¢ THE UNIVERSAL FLUORESCENCE OF POLYMERS.
Zhurnal Struktumol Khlmli, v. 1, no. 1, pp. 103-108, L QUALITATIVE RESULTS
May-June 1960 Gaehkovskii, V. F.
(Tra,slatmt from the Russian in ]oumal o[ Structural Zhurnal Stmktumoi Khimii, v. 4, no. 3, pp. 424-432,
Chemistry, v. 1, no. 1, pp. 93-97, May'-June 1960) May-June I963
A summary, is given of pubhshed and newdata concerning
the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and the static 1,270. ELECTBI3NIC PABAMAGNETIC RESONANCE _
paramagnetic susceptibili_t of polymers-having conjugated :SPECTRA OF BIOPOLYMERS
double bonds in the .nain ehain. _ Blyumenfeld, L. A.
"; ; Zhurnal Vsesoyuznogo Khimicheskogo Obshchbstva
Polymers with conjugated double bonds give narrow elec- imeni D. I. Mendeleeva, v. 6, pp. 319-32_1, 1961
tronic paramagnetic resonance signals with the free spin (36 references) "'
SYNTHESIS AND PREPARATION
1,271. SYSTEMS CAPABLE OF LUMINESCENCE BASED Results are given of a systematic investigation of various in-"
ON CRYSTALLINE INORGANIC SUBSTANCES AND organic bases activated by various organic substances, the:ORGANIC ACTIVATORS
Chomse: H., Arend, I.. activators and their concentrations, colors of _flu°r_cence,a_d
In "Zur Physik _mdChemic der Kristallphosphore (Physics phosphorescence, and phosphorescent decoy times. Conditiojns
and Chex:,istry of Crystali/n-. Phosphors)," pp. 243-2,54 . under which inorganic compounds can act as host_lattices for
Ortmann, tL, Witzmann, H., Editors organic phosphors are discussed, as well gs th_ type of intcrac-Aimdemie Verlag, Berlin, Germanv, 1980
(Paper presented at the Conferen_ .... Crystalline tion which must be. assume_ to exist, be:w_ acEvatorand
Phosphors--Entry #_96) host material, (PA,* 1962, #8562) _"_:_
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1..272. NEW OKGANIC SCINI"ILLATING AGENTS; Scintillation Materials, All-Union Scientific Researeh
1,3,4.OXADLttZOLE DERIVATIVES Institute of Chemical Reagents, Materials of the 2nd
Grekov, A. P., Shvaika, O.P. Coordination Conference on Scintillators). Moscow, USSR,
"In"Stsintillyatory i Stsintiilyatsionnye biaterialy, 1957," pp. 212-220
Vsesoyuznyi Nauchno-Iss_edo-'atelskii In._titut Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1960
Khimiehe_kikh Reaktivov, Materlaly 2-go [i.e., Vtorogo]
KoordinatsionnogoSoveshchaniyapoStsintillyatoram Sohibility in stTrene and polystyrene of the additives
(Selntillators and Scintillation Materials, All-Union p-terphenyl, 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-l,3-butadiene, 1,3,5-triphenyl-
Scientific Research Institute of Chemical Reagents, pyrazoline, and anthracene was investigated. Heat polymeri-
Mater',als of the 2pd Coordination Conference on zation of styrene containing luminescent addit:.ves proceeds
-- Scintillato_),M0scow, USSli, 1957/' pp. 105-114 without marked copolymerization and without substantial
AkademiiNa_lkSSSR, Moscew, 1960 eata.lytie influence of additives on styrene polymerization.
The effect oi radicals in the p-position oa the scintillating Anisotropy found in plastic scintillators is due to inhomo-
activity" of 2-pheny] / and 2,5-diphenyl-l,3,4-oxadiazole was geneity of polystyrene itself owing to internal strains origir_-
stndied. Syl_theses of the 2-monosubstituted 1,3,4-oxadiazoles ating during heat polymerization, while optical inb.omogeneity
of polystyrene with additives is due to heterogeneous micro-and of the 2,5-disubstituted 1,3,4-oxad;azoles (I) are prc-
_sented. The introduction of a group into the p-positioa of crystalline states of the additives.
2-phenyl- or 2,5-diphynyl-l,3,4-oxadiazoles changed the scin-
tillating aetivi_'; an deetron donor increased it. The same 1,275. PRODUCTION AND USE OF ORANGE.RED
.substitue_t in. the phenyl ring of ;nono- or disubstituted 1 LUMINOGEN II, 4-(4-DIMETHYLAMINOBENZYL-
caused the stone changes. Monoary! derivatives of I Were IDENE)-2-PHENYL-5-OXAZOLONE
,weaker scintillators than the correspondir, g disabst_'tuted de- : Matveev, V. K.
ri'vafiv_ Amo_ig asy:nmetrical 2,5-diary]-substituted I, the In "Metody Lyuminestsentnogi An;,!iza Materialy VIII
• biphenyl group was the most effective. 2,5-Substituted I were Soveshchaniya po Lyuminestsentsii,'" pp. 75-78
niore £able toward hydrolysis than monosubstituted I." Akademiya Nank Belontsskoi SSR, lustitut Fiziki, 1960
: . - (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
: :! - N _ N _Entry #497)
: //_ _ : (I) A review of existing organic luminophors and luminescent
: R' O R niaterials having orange-red and red luminescence is pre-
:. .- sented and a new method is proposed for the synthesis of
luminoger, II. 18 references.1_73.I'P,EPA-RATJONFDIARYLPOLYENIC
nroaOC_ai'0NS
Mikhailo,-. B. M', Povarov, L. S., Ter-Sarkisya% G.S.- 1,276. MIXED ORGANIC SINGLE CRYSTALS, THEIR
In "Stsintiltyatory i Stsintiilyatsionnye Materialy, - LUMINESCENCE AND SCINTILLATION
Vses0yuznyi Nauchno-lssledovatelskii Institut PROPERTIES
Khimieheskikh Reaktlvov, Materialy 2-go [i.e., Vtorogo] Nahoikin, Yu. V., Dobrokhotova, V. K., Uglanova, V. V.
K0ordinatsionnogo Soveshchaniys Im Stsintillyatoram Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya,
(Scintillators an_ Scintillation Materials, Ali-Unlon v. 24, no. 6, pp. 744-748, 1960
Scientific Research Institute of Chemical Reagents, (Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescence
Materials of the 2ndCoor.dination Conference on _Entry #497; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of the
Scintillators), Moscow, USSR, 1957,;' pp. 155-170 Academ_! of Sciences o/the USSR, Physical Sedes, _. 24,
Akade_miiNauk SSSR, Moscow, 1960 _ no. 6, pp. 747-751, 1960)
A new synthesis of arylpolyenie hydrocarbons, based on In connection with the widespread investigation of energy
the condensation of aromatic acetals and ketats with a,fl- transfer in mixed organic crystals, it is now possible to prepare
unsaturated_ ethers, is described. The resulting phenylpoly- new scintillation crystals from readily available sub-
ethoxyalkanes treated with aromatic Mg organi c compounds stances, the luminescence properties of which _rary substan-
form. diarylpolyethoxya_anes; the latter, on splitting off tially as u result of deliberately introducing impurities. This
_' aleoh6I and water, yield 6iarylpolyenic hydro:;arbons. The paper discusses (he nature of the effects resulting from these
eompoun.ds prepared and methods of prepara_on are detailed, impurities - not only on the natiite of the impurity molecule
These.,eompounds are of interest as luminophores, itself, but also by distortion of the host lattice _round this
_' molecule. All the experiments describe' deal with single
IJ!74. STRUCTURE OF PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS crystals, the degree of purity, being evaluated from the hm-
B/tronJ, E. E., Shotalya, V, M_ - inescence spectra of the crystals. Some of the crystals, studied
In "Stsintillyatory i Stsintillyatsionnye Materia!y, were naphthalene, and naphthtzlene with (1) phenylbiphenyl-
,_o_ V,ses0yuznytNaudmo-l_sledovate!skiiinstitutghimichtskikh ethylene, (2) salieylamide, and (3) a,a'-dinaphthylethylene.
__i Reaktivov, Matertaly 2._o [i.e., Vtorogo] Koordinatsionnogo The concentration of the impurity was added to the melt
_i;'_ - Soveshehaniya po Stsintillyatoram (Scintillators and before growipg the crystals. The question of solubility of the
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impurities in the solid phase is discussed. (PA, 1962, Up to a temperature of 100°C, phosphorescence is produced
# !4,748) for a minute or le_s depending on the oxide used; cooling t
low temperatures increases afterglow.
1,277. REASONS FOR ELLMINATION OF INTERNAL NON-
RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS IN ORGANIC 1,280. GROWTH OF ANTHRACENE SINGLE CRYSTALS
MOLECULES INCIDENT TO FORMATION OF FOR SCINTILLATOR
INTRACOMPLEX COMPOUNDS WITH CATIONS Nakada, I.
Bozhevohiov, E.A. Ogd Butsurl, v. 30, pp. 560--569, 1961
Akademiga Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizieheskaya,
v. 24, no. 6, pp. 762-766, 1960 Optimum conditions were studied for growing a single
(Paper presented at the Eighth Conference on Luminescenc_ - crystal of anthrat_.ne from its melt by the Bridgman method.
-_Entry _497; translated from _theRus_sianin B,_lletin of the Furnace design, rates of growth and cooling are related
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, mathematically. Scintillating characteristics of the irradiated
no. 6, pp. 765--768, 1960) cylindrical c,Tstals (about one inch high and one inch ir,
It is stated that the most sensitive luminescenc:e analysis diameter) were determined.
reagents for detelTniuation of cations are compounds in which
intramolecular nonradiative transitions are suppressed or l,_ ;ROWIH OF STILBENE SINGLE CRYSTAL
eliminated as a r_ult of formation of an intracomplex corn- Nakada, I.
pound with cations. An example of this type is burnished by Ov_ Butsuri, v. 30, pp. 679-682, 1961
the formation of an intrae_,,_,lex compound by salicylal-o- The method (preceding abstract) Ls applied to stflbene,
aminophenol with aluminum. After discussing the properties which is not as good a scintillator as anthracene.
and molecular arrangements of organic compounds which
show or do not show fluorescence in solution, it Js concluded
tliat to discover- new luminescent reagents molecules with a 1,282. THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ANTHRACENE
nonrigid structure should be so,ght. Among the practical SINGLE CRYSTALS
applications of this research is the discovery of. new lumines- Nakada, I. .
cent reagents for the determina_on of galliun_, magnesium. Physical See'cry of lapan, ]oumal of the, v. 17, no. 1,
and a number of other metals. (PA, 1962, #15,604) pp. 113-118, January. 1962
The preparation of single .crystals of anthracene is de-
1,278. SYNTHESES OF 2,5-DIARYI:.OXAZOLES FOR scribed, and optical measurements made on these crystals are
ORGANIC SCINT1LI_ATORS reported. A single crystal of anthracene with (010) orienta-
Hashimoto, S., Kate, S., Kano, T., Hashimoto,J. tion can be grown from the melt by the Bridgman method.
Kogyo Kagaku Zag_hi,v. 62, pp. 1406-1409, 1959 A large, transparent crystal with a mirror-like cleavage plane
can be obtained with a seed. From double refraction and the
" Condensation of some oJ-aminomethyl ary! ketone hydro- optical axis, three axes of the crystal have been determined.
halides w_th aromatic earboxylie chlorides, and cyelization of The three principal indices obtained from 5893 A are
r..sulting 1,4-diaryl-2-aza-l,4-diketones produced 2,5-diaryl- 1.550 +_ 0 010, 1.775 _+_0.010, and 2.04 ± 0.08. The absorp-
oxazoles, which were thegnpurified by chromatography. When tion eoemcient_ in the fundamental absorption tail have been
used as plastic scintillator solutes, they had sufficient quality measured for polarized radiation along the various crystal
a_ organie fluors. _ axes. The absorption coefficient measured along the b-axis is
five times larger than lhat of the a-axis. The absorption along _
the c-axis is different from absorption on the other axes. All1,279._ORG_NIC CXIDE LUMINOPHORES
Dvor0venko, V.K" o( the absorption coefficients decrease exponentially with
Nauchnye Zaplski, Odcsskii Gomdarstvennyi wavelength, (SSA, # 15,204)
Pedagogicheskii Institt_ imeni K. D. Ushinskoyol Kafedry
Matematiki, Fiziki i Estestvoznaniya, v. 22, no, 1, pp. 43-46,
1958 ' 1,283. PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC
SCINTILI,ATORS OF LARGE VOLUME
(See also Referativnyi Zhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #4V382) , Kirdina,G. A., Pereyaslova, N. K.
A n,.othod is described ly'6rpreparing a new gxoup of organic Prlbory i Tekhnika Eksperimenta, v. 1959, no. 5, pp. 47-51,
.phosphors_ based on MgO, CaP, SrO, or BaO, which are to a September-October 1959
considerable extent free of the shortcomings previously noted, (Translatedfrom the Russian in Instruments and
such as complexity in 'production; decomposition on reery_tal- . Experimental Techniques, v. 1959, no. 5, pp. 745--749,
lization, oxidation, or hydrationi and heat-treatment require- September-October 1959)
ments. The activators used are phenanthrene, earbazole, A method of preparing scintillating F,olystyrene bl0eks up
p-aminobei_zoie, anthrani]ic, s-!fc,,dlic, salicylic, and other to 10 liters in volume is described. Some of the measured
organic acids, and i_ i:, possible to vary concentration widely, properties of the prepared phosphors are given. _ ,
, ,, 243
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EXCITED STATi£S--SYN! H"SIS AN_ , , 'IL, 'ARAI I_)N
1,284. MAKING OF SCINTILLATORS BY PIIESSING U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
Balats, M. Ya., Krlvitsidi, V. V., Leksin, G.A., USSR Patent 139,830
Trebukhovsldi, Yu. V. (See also B_mUeten lzobretenii, no. 14, p. 48, 1961)
Pribory i Tekhnlka EkspeKmenta, v. 1961, no. 2, p. 171,
March-April 1961 A claim is made for compounds from vinyl toluene poly-
(Translated from the Russian in Instruments and mers with an additive of trans-l,3,4,5-tetraphenyl-2-pyrazoline
Experimental Technlquem, v. 1961, no. 2, p. 380, as a phos_phor.
December 1961)
Plastic scintillators .can be prepared froln a bar of scintilla- 1,288. H.UOBESCENT LIQUID BASED ON KEROSINE
tion plastics material (polystyrene + terphenyl + POPOP) in FOR FLAW DETECTION
a press die tinder a pressure of I00-200 gcm -z and at a tern- Shuikin, N. I., Bckaurl, N. G., Klimov, A. I.
perature of 140-150"C. (PA, 1962, #16,863) May 9. 1960 (application date)
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
USSR Patent 138,084
1,285. PRESSED PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS WITH (See also ByuUeten lzobretenii, no. 9, p. 51, 1961)
HETERO.ORGANIC ADDITIVES
_A_ndreeshebev,E. A., Baroni, E. E., Kursanova, N.S., The claim cone.eros rearrangement of kerosine with the aid
Rozman, I.M. of a catalyst in H at an elevated temperature and pressure to
_ PrlboTy i TekhnYm El_erlme,rta, v. 1961, no. 4, p. I51, foi-m luminescent, polycyclic hydrocarbons. Toxicity. and fire
July-August 1961 hazard are decreased and technological properties improved.
(Translated from the Russian in Instruments end
Experimental Techniques, v. 1962, no. 4, pp. 775-776,
February 1962) 1,289. PHOSPHOR
Bozhevolnov, E. A, Lukin, A. M., Zavarikhina, G. B.
The results are described of attempts to prepare loaded November 3, 1960 (application date)
plastic scintillators-by pressing a split metal mold press at _ U.S. Department of Commerce, Washin_on, D.C.
2.5 kg cm -2 and 125-1300G. The resulting scinti_tors con- = USSB Patent 139,388
raining mercury and arsenic" were transparent, while those (See also Bbndleten Izobretenil, no. 13, p. 34, 1961)
containing lead o_qd tin weie cloudy. This difference is at-
tributed to differences between thd melting points of the The application of salicylidene-p-nitroaniline as an orange
different organometallie compounds in the polystyrene. How- fluorescing phosphor of improved lighffastness is claimed.
ever. the extent of the quenching of the luminescent et_ciency
for the le_ad and tin compounds was found to be much lower 1,290. SOLVENT FOB LIQUID SCINTILLATORS
than;for the mercury and arsenic compounds. It is cuncktded Grekov, A. P., Aleksandrova, D. M., Titskii, G. D.
that plastic scintillators containing certain hetero-organic corn- November 9,1960 _(application date)
pounds arid having a high luminescent ei_eiency can b_ pre- u.s. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
p_red by tL,e pressing teclmique. (PA, 1962, #23,610) USSB Patent 139,390
(See also Byulleten Izobre-tenil, no. 13, p. 34, 1961)
1,286. SUBSTITUTED p-OLIGOPHENYLENES. PART I. A claim is made for an improvement in scintillation prop-
SYNTHESES AND PROPERTIES OF SUBSTITUTED erties by the use of 1-methylnaphthalene as a solvent.
p-OLIGOPHENYLENES
Wirth, H. O.
iv 'Troeeedings of the University of New Mexico Conference 1,291. PHOSPHOR
on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15-17, 1960," Bozhevoinov, E. A., Drapkina, D. A., Brudz, V. G.,
pp. 78-91 Yarovaya, G. D., Kushnir, L. S.
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Office of Technical _ November 29, 1960 (appl;cation date)
Informatinn_ Oak Ridge. Tenn. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
(Available'in 'IID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of .: USSR Patent 139,389
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) (See also Byulleten Izobretenii, no. 13, p. 34, 1961)
The Ullmann and crganometallic_carbonyl methods of syn- The application of the substance salieylidene-p-aminobenzoic
thews of substitutecl _-oligdphenyl_nes are discussed. The acid as a yellow fluorescing phosphor of improved ]ightfast-
solubili_ in'toluent:, melting point, and UV absorption spec- heSS in near ultraviolet is claimed.
trum of these com_,ounds are also discussed. (For Part II, see
EntiT #1:205.) xt NSA, 1901, #29,400)
1,292. SCINTILLATORS '
_, Bezuglyi, V_D., Mukhina, S, A.
1,287. PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS March 2, 1962 (patent application, June 10, t961) ._
Baroni, E. E., Rozmlm, I. M., Shoniy#, B.M. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washingto,, D.C.
._Janua_ _5, 1960 (applivJition date) USSR Patent 145,356
_44 :
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A mixture of methylmethaetTlate and naphthalene is poly- An intermediate solvent added to a known e_cient solvent
merized with luminophor-forming material. Peroxide initiators to increase the fluorescence eftlcieney of the liquid transfer_
are used. much or most of the energy originally present in the major
solvent efficiently to the fluorescing material. The lowest
1,293. OPTICAL SCINTILLATORS energy level of excitation o_ the intermediate s61vent is less
Bezuglyi, V. D., Graehev, N.M. than that of the primary solvent and gre_.ter than the energy.
April23, 1.962(patent application, May26, 1"361) level of excitation of the solute. An exampl e is explained of
U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Washi, gton, D.C. the .addition of naphthalene to dioxane-with-water solvent
USSRPatent 146,489 with tl-,e fluorescent solute of 2,5-diphenyloxazole. Inter-
Poly(2,4-Jimethylstyrene) is used Jn obta'.'ning idle scintil- mediate solvents can-be used to enhance scintillation solu-
lators. :_ tions which contain > 5% water, which may also contain
compounds of elements whose atomic number is > 10; _igid
plastic scintillators, such as rotJs, can also be enhanced. Inter-
1,294. SC;NTILLATION SOLUTION ENHANCERS mediate solvents increase fluorescence only if the bulk solvent
I_:allman,H. P., Furst, M., Brown, F. H,
December 11, 1902 (patent application, October 14, 1959) is "poor" or if quenching materials are present in the seintil-
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. lation solution. Intemaedi_le solvents cannot increase fluores-
U.S. Patent5,068,178 (assigned to LeonardE. Rauieh) cence if it _s caused by poor or weak light emitting solutes.?
APPLICATION
1,295. USES OF LUMINESCENCE IN BIOLOGICAL : "energy currency," the chemical energy, of the so-called
"RESEARCH macroergio bond in one definite and urLiqne compound,
Tumerman,L.A. namely, adenosine triphosphate (ATP). This compound serv_
Akademiya Nauk, Izvestiya, Sedya F;.zicheskaya,v. 26, as the accumulator and transformer of all for.rnsof energy in-
no. 1, pp. 84-9q, January 1962 volved in life process,'_s. In ATP, a phosphate chain is linked(Paperpresented at the Tenth.Conference on Luminescence
--Entry #500; translatedfrom the Russianin Bulietin of the with adenine, a compound having a ring of conjugated bonds
Academy of Sciences of the USSR,Physical Series,v. 26, (i.e., a system of _r-electrons). The role played by aromatic
no. 1,pp. 84-92, January 1962;published 1963) compounds in bioenergetic processt:s is discussed. Photosyn-
thesis as well as emassion spectra is considered.
Examples are used to show that irwestigation of the lumi-
nescence of biological objects may be useful in determining
the physical mechanisms of some fundamental life processes. 1,296. SPECTRAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
LUMINESCENCE OF MALIGNANT TUMORS
In dealing with the problems of luminescence analysis, Karyaidn_A. V.
v,here certain substances must be identified or detected and Akademiya Nauk SSSR, lzvestiya, Seriva Fizicheskaya,
(in some cases) their states determined, the researcher v. 26, no. 1, pp. 94-99, January 1962
is concerned primarily with investigating the spectral corn- (Paperpresented at the Tenth Conference on Luminescence
position of the luminescence or, in simpler cases, with de- _Entry #500; translated from the Russian in Bulletin o?the
termining its color. In contrast, when an attempt is made Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 26,
to utilize luminescence for investigating the mechanisms no. 1, pp. 93-97, January 1962; published 1963)
of biological processes, these purely spectral characteristics _ ,
of the emission lose their importance, and attention must Luminescence (fluorescence) has been used for several
be focused on such attributes as the lifetime of the excited years as a method of diagnosing c_,neer. Many of the uses of
state of the luminescing atoms and molecules and the qumitum the methwl for tumors in different organs a:'e described. After
"yield of luminescence and its polv.rization, as well as the reviewing the published results, it is concluded-that the
method cannot yet be recommended for general adoption in
dependence of all these on the we,velength of the exciting clinical practice. Experiments were carried out by (1) stain-
light. It is natural to wonder whether the presence of a ing excised tissues with fluorescein, and (2) staining intra-
r-electron system (and all that emues therefrom) is not re- vitam wherethe dye is intn_luced three to six. hours prior to
sponsible for the exceptional role played by aromatic com-
pounds and polyenes in all important vital processes and, in operation. For several different organs the spectral character-
particular, in the processes of accumulation and utilization istics of the fluorescent rddifftion are the same for normal and
malignant tissues, though the intensity might vary consider-
of energy in cells, ably. Details of the results on many different tissues are de-
A fundamental but little known physical fact is that in the scl'ibed and some definite conclusions presented. (PA: 10(13,
entire world of living organisms there exists a kind of urdversal #!1,618)
245
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EXCITED STATES--APPLICATION
1,297. LUMINESCENT METACHROMASY Because of their very s.t.ort range, radiation doses of iow-
Savostyanova, M.V. energy parti_.les and X-rays are di_cult to measure by the
Akademiya Nank SSSR, Izvestiya, Sedya Fizicheskaya, usual methods. To perfect a dosimeter to measure low-ener_T
v. 26, no. 1, pp. 100-102, January 1962 radiation doses, the i_hange in optical transmission ¢,f thill
(Paper presented at the Tenth Contcrence on Luminescence plastic films was studied as a function dose. A survey c._ 20
--E1ttry _500; translated from the Rus-_'zuin Bulletin of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 26, types of film placed in T-radiation fields up to 107 r was made.
no. 1, pp. 98--99, January 1962; published 1963) Saran No. 7 was found to have the most suitable clmracter-
isties. The curve of optical densities of saran at 2600 A vs.
A brief statement is given of some applications of lumines- exposure dose was found to be a straight line on a log-log
cence in biology, in particular the change of color of s0lu- plot from 5 × 104 r to 10 _ r when irradiated by T-radiation. A
tions of ionic dyes in the presence of high molecular weight dose of 104 r was detectable and the range may extend above
substances. Some of the limitations of the technique are 10 _ r. The change in absorption of saran caused by radiation
pointed out. Absorption and luminescence curves are given is only slightly reduced when Jr. adiated in vacuum and meas-
for aqueous solutions of trypafiavine in the presence of a ured in an inert ._trnosphere. (PA, 1962, #7798)
surface-active agent. (PA, 1963, #9469)
1,302. PHOSPHORESCENCE AND STIMULATED
EMISSION IN ORGANIC MOLECULES
1,298. STUDY OF FINE STRUCTURE OF FLUORESCENCE Morantz, D. J., White, B. G., Wright, A. J. C.
SPECTRA OF A SERIES OF POLYCYCLIC ]ournal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, no. 9, pp. 2041-2048,
AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AS A METHOD OF November I, 1962ANALYSIS OF CARCINOGENIC COMPOUNDS
Dikun. P.P. Stimulated emission of light was demonstrated using aro-
AkademiyaNauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, matte organic molecules in a rigid glass matrix, e.g., aceto-
v..27, no. 1, pp, 9--11, January 1963 phenone, benzaldehyde, benzophenone, _t-bromonaphthalene,
and pyrazine. This System is cpmpared with the inorganic
-. 1,299, DER1VADOS LUMU,_ISCENTES DEL BORAZOL, crystalline light masers T_e -,xperimental technique is de-
SO APLICACION AL CONTAJE DE NETRONES scribed, and characteri½fic properties of the emitted light are
TEILMICOS (LUMINESCENT DERIVATIVES OF given in: d_tail and discussed_ The conditions r: achieving
BOBAZOL AND :-THEIR APPLICATION IN the sti__.tted emission threshold are described. The possibil-
COUNTING :THERMAl_ NEUTRONS) ity of ,enting molec,,les in a maser cell is proposed. (=PA,
Videla_,G. J., Molinari, M. A., Rojo, E. A., Lires, O.A., 1963 .V2610)
Casas, L. H.
1962
Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica, Buenos Aires, 1,3t A _IEW _.IETHOD FOR STUDYING PORE SIZES
Argentina _' T_tE USE OF DYE LUMINESCENCE
Informe 77 R_.,enbc_ g. _ ' "" " "_bert, D. J.
_- Journal of I'],yo,_,._.,Che_t_:,s_r!_,v. 65: no. 11, pp. 2103-2105,
The method of general purification is modified and used to November 1,o,_I
p_epare the luminescent derivatives of Borazol, and the spec- (Paper presented at the l?Sth National Meeting of the
tra of fluorevcent excitation ,.are determined. The thermal America n Chemical Society, New Yorl_, N. Y.,
neutron count, determined {Ton, tables of relative efficiency September 16, 1960)
and various gamma-ray strengths, is given. Some results were A suitable phosplaoreseent dye w,'is adsorbed on the porous
obtained from experiments with solid borazols. Results showed s lbstance. The principal criteria in the selectioa of the dye
that there are some advantages in measuring thermal neutrons v,ere high adsorbability (minimum of 10 -s mole of dye per
by this method as compared to methods that use conventional gram of adsorbent) and a phosphorescence, of convenient
counters. (STAR, N63-16,038) mean life (about l see), quenched readily by oxygen. Typical
systems are aerifiavin_ silica gel and fiuorescein-alumina. The
adsorbate sample was placed on a vacuum line, where it was
1,300. FLUORESCENCE OF PLASMOCHINE AND ITS baked out. Its phosphorescence, excited with a flash lamp, was
USE AS A FLUORESCENT INDICATOR intercepted by a photomultiplier tube, and the intensity-time
Bari¢, I. U., Draskovic, B. curve was_displayed on an oscilloscope. Wh_le the phospho-
Giamik Hemiskog Drustva, Beograd, v. 2_, no. 5--6, r_cence was still decaying, oxygen was admitted to the sample
pp. 271-277, 1962 through a solenoid-operated mercury valve. By a proper
choice of optical filters between the sample and the photo-
1,301. A THIN PLASTIC RADIATION DOSIMETER multil:lier, it was possible to observe either the direc_ triplet
Harris,, It. IC.,rrlee, W.E. to ground delayed emission of /_-phosphorescence or the
International loumal Of Applied Radiation and Isotopes; chemiluminescence accompanying the bxygen-dy e reaction.
v.ll, no. 2-3, pp, 114-122, September 1961 " The former process could be observed readily at any tempera-
R46
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ture from -1_0°C to room temperature; the hRer wo_smost inks, etc.), most of the re.suits were obtained with _ system.
conveniently studied at - 100°C. The rate of either type of The amino-resin phosphors have been patented, and two such
luminescence decay ¢.ollowing admission of oxygen was found powders have been successfully used in field trials of auto-
to d,'pend _n the rate of penetration of oxygen through the marie mail facing and sorting.
pores of the adsol _ent. This fact was proved by two types of
observatio._ on adsorbat_s of acriflavine on silica gel. 1,306. THE 3/-RAYPERFORMANCE OF A LARGE
VOLUME PLASTIC SCINI"!LLATOR
It is propoqed that these differences in luminescevce decay linvma, T. A.,Bareh, P. R. jL
rate might be used to determine the internal pore sizes of Nuclear. In_trume,ts _r Methods, v. 16, no. 2, pp. 247-261,
adsorber', substances. The method is applicable to any sub- July 1969.
stance which can adsorb a suitable phosp l _rescent dye, so
long as the ..dsorbent transmits the dye's ex, "ration and lum- The y-ray spectral spread and the background count of alarge plastic _.eintil.lator (20 × 10 × 61_ in.) viewed by two
in_'scent bands. 7-in.-D photomultipliers (20th Century VMP/.I 1/170 or EMI
9623) were investigated. The spectral spread on the high
1,304. ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS AS POSSIBLE energy side was compounded of three independent . factors
LASER MATERIALS (statistical, geometrical, -_ad intrinsic), and tb_ contribution of
Schimitschek, E. J., Sei_warz, E. C.K. each factor to the total spread was calculated from experi-
Nat,;re, v. 196, no. 4857, pp. 83f!-833, December 1, 1969. mental -/-ray spectra. The first two factors were then inde-
pendently estimated by (1) determining the average number
The use of organometallie rare-earth compounds is proposed of photoelectrons released by a known energy deposition ia
for laser action. The feasibility of the proposed approach is the scintillator, and (2) dirt_ting collimated beams of T-rays
estimated numerically, using europium salieylaldehyde as an (from a Cs_3rsource) into-the scintillator. It was found that
example, the optimum performance could be obtained by applying
The output power attainable in laser action is limited in proper distribution of high voltage on the photomultiplier and
practice by the energy transfer from the pump to the emitting by using short light guides. The backlFound spectnan (0-3
system. Optically pumped _ystems in existence today are Mev 7-r_y energy) was obtained inside a steel-cubicle (5 in.
characterized by narrow absorption bands, resulting in poor thick whll), and additional 1-in. lead shielding reduced the
utilization of the energy.content of the spectra emitted by the background by 25%. The radioactivity of the photomuitiplier
pumping light source. A molecular system capable of absorp- was measured, and its contribution to the total background was
tion over a broad spectral band, in conjunction with sharp assessed. The perspex light guide (1 or 1_ in. thick) rextuced
emission lines, is sought" in order to obtain laser action at the background by about 10%, which was due to the photo-
higher power outputs than those presently accessible, multiplier radioactivity. The photomultiplier noise, which de-
termines the lowest measurable energy, was found to be an
The optical properties of tile organometailie compounds dis- increasing function with the voltage between photoeathfxle
cussed render them very attractive as potential laser materials, and first dynode. "IL._ two types of 7-in. photomultiplie.rs
The pump power required to start laser oscillation is estimated, _howed almost the same performances at their best conditi-ms.
using the complex compound Eu (5-NO2--C6HsOCHO)s, and (PA, i962, #20,294)
turns out to be P.,,. = (dN_,,./dt) (h_) = 8.5 w. This estimate
indicates that organometallic lasers are feasible in principle.
1,307. UNTERSUCHUNGEN OBER DAS KURZZEITIGEExperimental realization, however, will depend on overcom-
ing various problems, the most prominent of which might be ABKLINGEN EINI'GER ORG3NISCHER
• • SZINTILLATOREN BEI ANKE,,-;UNGMIT
the _hotodecomposition under intense ultraviolet irradiation y.STRAIILUNG, PROTONEN ODOR (z-TEILCHEN
frequently observed in organic compounds. (INVESTIGATIONS OF THE SHOI_T-LIVED
DECAY OF ORGANIC SCINTILLATORS EXCITED
BY ",/-RAYS,PROTONS OR oc-PARTICLES)
!,305. PHOSPHORESCENCE IN PLASTICS Peuckert, K.
Forster,C. F., Bickard,E.F. Nuclear Instrumanta _ Methods, v. 17,no. 3, pp. 2,57-9.60,
" Nature, v. 197, no. 4873, pp. 1"199-19.00,March 23, 1963 December 1962
In a search for less costly forms of phosphors suitable for The scintillation decay properties for the organi_ scintilla-
mail-coding applications, various organic systems were exam- tors stilbene, NE 102, NE 150, NE 211, _E 213, NE 314,
ined. It was found that enhanced intensities and prolonged ar,d anthracene wexe investigated in the tim_" range from 3 to
decay periods were given at room temperatures when certain _00 nsec by observing the current pulses at the anode of a
types of activating molecule were reacted simultaneously with 5t_ AVP multiplier with a sampling oscilloscope of 500-Me
the major components of aminoplastic resins. Since the resins bandwidth. The results show-that the scintillators stilbene,
formed from cyanurie acid and formaldela_,de were more NE '_ql_, and NE 213 are practically applicable for pulse
easily ground to a fine powder_ (suitable for use in printing shape discrimination. (PA, 1063, #6682)
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EXCITED STATES--APPLICATION
1:308. DIRECTIONAL ANISOTROPY IN THE Meast:rements have shown that, with this new reflector, the
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORGANIC-CRYSTAL Compton peak amplitude can be increased by a factor of
SCINTILLATORS 1.56 and the resolution improved from 55 to 25%. (PA, 1962,
Tsukada, K., Kikuchi, S. # 19,689)
Nuclear Instrument_ _ Methods. v. IT, no. 3, pp. 286-9,88,
December 1962
1,311. TRACKS OF CHARGED PARTICLES IN HIGH
Semtillators for detecting fast neutrons were investigated. POLYMERS
The directional anisotropies in the scintillation responses of Flelscher, R. L., Price, P. B.
the anthraeeae and trans-stilbene scintillators were measured Sclence_ v. 140, no. 3572, pp. 1221-1222, June 14, 1963
by changing the direction of the incident neutrons to those
scintillators. For anthracene, the directions of the neutrons Heavily ionizing particles create '.ails of damage as they
which correspond to the maximum and minimum scintillation move through materials, hL both addition and condensation
yields coincide with the c'- and b-axes, respectively, where the polymers these trails can be selectively dissolved so that the
c'axis is defined as the axis perpendicular to the ab-plane, sites and the directions taken by the moving particles are
The directional anisotropy of the fast decay component is much revealed. These materials thus serve as simple detectors of
more significant than that of the slow decay component. For heavily charged particles.
trans-stilbene, no definite correlation was established between
anisotropie_ in the scintillation _responses and the crystal _,312. THE EFFICIENCY OF ORGANIC SCINTILLATORS
structure became of the complexity of the crystal used. Birks, J. B.
In "Proceedings of the University of New Mexico Conference
on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15--17, 1960,"
1,309. MESURE DE LA COMTOSANTE LENTE DE pp. 12-36
L'EMISSION DE LUMIERE DANS LES U.S. Atomic Energy. Commission, Office of Technical
SCINTILLATEURS: ORGANIQUES; APPLICATION Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
A LA DISCRIMINATION DES PARTICULES (Available haTID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Otfice ot
SELON LEUR POUVOIR IONISANT Technical Services, Washington, D. C._
(MEASUREMENT OF:THE SLOW COMPONENT
OF THE EM;SSION OF LIGHT IN ORGANIC The factors determining the sc;ntillation efficiency of vari-
SCINTILLATORS. APPLICATION TO THE om types of organic scintillators are discussed. Competitive
DISCRIMINATION OF PARTICLES ACCORDING processes in pure crystals and ia binary and ternary solutions
TO THEIR IONIZIN_ POWER) are considered. (NSA, 1961, #29,403)
Walter, G., Coche, A.
Nuclear Instruments & Methods, v. 23, no. 1, pp. 147-151,
May 1963 1,313. HI,:XAFLUOROBENZENE LIQUID SCINTILLATORSAND THEIR APPLICATION _O GAMMA AND
A method to study the rate of decay of the slow component ,FAST NEUTRON DOSE RATE MEASUREMENTS
of luminescence in organic scintillators is discussed. The re- Williams, D. L.
suits for stilbene, anthracene, diphenylaeetylene (tolan _, ter- In "Proceedings of the University of New Mexico Conference
phenyl, plastic scintillator NE 102, and one liquid scinlillator on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15-17, 1960,"
are p_resented. The sax,e principle is applied for the design of pp. 121-140U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Office of Technical
a circuit useful for discrimination between particles of differ- Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
ing specific ionization. (Available in TID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Technical Services, Washington, D. C.)
1.310. LIGHT COLLECTION IN PLASTIC SCINTILI,ATORS Because C,_F_ contains no hydrogen, it can be used as the
Baron i, E. E.,Rozman, I. M.,Shoniya, V.M. solvent for a gamma-sensitive liquid scintillator in a paired
Pdbor_iTekhnikaEksperime_ta, v. 1961, no. 3, p. 159, detector system. Methods for synthesis and purification of
May-June 11_61 C_.F_ are given. Solutes in C_F_ were eyaluated as liquid
• (Translated from the Russian in Instruments and. scintillators; 9,10-diphenylauthracene in oxygen-_ee C6F_ is
Exl_erimental Techniques, v. 1961, no. 3, p. 571, considered to be the best choice for monitoring high gamma
December 1961) dose rates. The design of phOtovoltaie cell detectors for use
A simple method is_ deseribed for depositing a reflecting with gamma-sensitive scintillators is discussed, as is the call-
layer onto a plastic scintillator in order to impr(Jve the light bration_ of paired detectors. The factors affecting detector
eollectaon. A MgO suspension in an ethyl alcohoI-acetone mix- response are discussed in detail. (NSA, 1961, #29,409) "
ture is sprayed onto the scintillator and allow_,d to dry; this
proce.'s is repeated several tiines. A solutio_ of cellophane 1,314. THE PERFORMANCE OF LARGE-VOLUME
in collodion and acetone is then sprayed on to fix the MgO PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS WITH REFERENCE
deposit. Layers produced in this way have been found to be TO WHOLE BODY COUNTING
as good as conventional magnesium oxide powder reflectors. Burch, P. R, J.
24e
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In "Proceedings of the University of New Mexico Conference to dryness. A thick paste is prepared by enlshing this mate-
on Organic Scintillation Detectors, August 15--17, 1960," rial with 1 wt. % c/_al and silicone oil, and a layer 251z in
pp. 329-343 thickness is spread on a fiat electrode plated with Cr. ,'_ 1,_ye:•
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Office of Technical of polystyrene 25/x in thickness is applied, and ther. covered
Information, Oak Ridge, Tenn. with a conducting glass t_late. When a voltage of 800 v at(Available in TID-7612, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of
Technical Services, Washington, D.C.) 6,000 cps is applied across the metal pl_tc arid glass, a green
light shines throagh the glass plate.
The factors affecting the resolution of large plastic scintilla-
tors used for ,/-ray detection are diceussed, ,'.rod it is shown 1,317. RADIATION DOSIMETRY AND PLASTICS
that the pulse height observed for a givc;; event depends on COMPOSITIONS THEREFOR
its position in the scintillator. Light guides and scintillator Aeitelli, M, A., Blair, G, E.
thickness are discussed. Preliminary counting statistics are August 27_ 1963 (patent application, Decembe," 12, 1960)
presented for a three-unit plastic seintiiiator apparatus. (NSA, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
1961, #29,420) US. Patent 3,102,197 (assigned to Bausch and Lomb,
Inc.)
1,315. LUMINESCEN'I _,"REENS The method of radiation dosimetry describo, d consists of
Resehauer, E, (1) subjecting to radiation a body of transparent ,)rganie
December 19, 1958 (application date) plastic containing an organic dye throtlghout its mass, and (2)
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. measuring the _esultant change in optical density. Preparation
German Patent 1,106,600 (addition to German Patent of several suitable internally dyed plastics is described, and
1,032,0_8) curves illustrate the changes in absorption coe_cients of the
The process of coating luminescent layers with an aqueous materials produced by exposure to radiation. The materials
are more nearly tissue equivalent than previous inorganic
solution or dispersion of synthetic resins containing gelling dosimeter materials; they are inexpensive to manufacture and
agents (alginates, proteins, or pectins), which is fixed by simple to use. (NSA, 1964, #5685)
gelling and by H20 evaporation, is claimed. The resultant
reflection or electroluminest:ent layers provide workable
screens. 1,318. UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN EINEM
GASSZINTILLATIONSZ'AHLER (.STUDIES WITH
A GAS SCINTILLATION COUNTER)
1,316. GRGANIC ELECTROLUMINESCENT MATERIALS Lorenz, W., Lauterj_ang, K. H.
The Dow Chemical Company Zeitschri[t fiir Ph_islk, v. 165, pp. 74-78, October 18, 1961
February 22, 1963 (patent application, January 5¢ 191_,'2) Anthracene, Na salicylate, quaterphenyl, and diphenyl-
U.'J. Department of Ct,mmerce, Washington, D C stilbene were used as energy converters to transform the
Preach Patent 1,318,673 scintillation light of the Ar into wavelengths of maximum
Organic materials are claimed which have a longer life sensitivity of the photomultiplier. Gradual decrease in sensi-
thaa_ the _s_lal inorganic electroluml_'.escents. They may be tivity with time was noticed, perhaps caused by organic
used to give to the television screen, i:or example, a number vapors originating from the energy converters or seals, The
of differently colored tints. An example is given of anthracene effect of gas pressure oi, quantum yield and on energy resolu-
with 1 wt. % tetraeene dissolved in 'hot C,_H_ and evaporated tion was studied for the argon seintillati,_n counter
249
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DIELECTRIC EFFECTS
GENERAL REFERENCES
1,319. MODERN DIELECTRIC MATERIALS electrics; investigation of ferroelectrics by NMR and X-ray
Birk_,J. _3.,Editor diffraetioo methods; al_d preparation and properties of ferro-
Academic Press Inc., New York, 1960 electr;.c substances. (PA, 1962, # 12,561 )
Electrical properties are included in the following chap-
ters: "Hydrocarbon Insulating Oils," by N. Pilpel and E.H. 1 _,_o SURVEY OF TtlE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF
Reynolds; "Chlorinated Hydrocarbons," bv J. B. Birks; "N:_tural ....
" " SEMICRYSTALLINE POI,YMERS:
and Synthetic Rubbers," by W. J. Green and S. Verne; "Syn- POLYCHLOROTRIFLUOROETHYLENE
thetie Ldigh Pc!ymers," by J. B. Birks; and "Silicones," by Iloffma,, J. D.
D. J. Dowhng. Americar. Chemical 5ociety, Washington, D. C.
Paper 19, Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at
the 144th Meeting, ACS, L,_sAngeles, Calif., March 3.1.-
1,320. PHYSIK DER KUNS'ISTOFFE (3.'HE PHYSICS April 5, 1963OF PLASTICS)
tIolzmuller, W., Altenburg, K., Editors A survey of the dielectri- phenomena exhibited by a di-
Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1961 polar semicrystalhne polymer is given using PCTFE as an
This book covers in detail the physical properties of macro- example. Discussion is presented for systems where inde..
molecules in the solid and liquid states, and includes both pendent motions of side chains do not enter. Comparison
theory and experimental work. After an introduction (1),chap- with the corresponding dynamic mechanical data is given
ters are devoted to (2) synthesis of polymers (66 pages); where relevant.
(3) macromolecular solutions (158 pages) ; (4) macromolec-
ular structure (90 pages); (5) mechanical behavior of plastics Semicrystalline polymers of the general type under dis-
(120 pages); (6) thermal (32 pages), (7) electrical (74 eussion exhibit three distinct loss peat.s whel_ q _loss index e'
pages), and (8) optical properties (26 pages); and (9) suit- is plotted as a function of temperature at a constant frequen_'y.
ability for industrial purposes (43 pages). Chapter 3, which (The mechanical loss data show similar peaks.) 7'he origin of
is very cornprebensive, contains material on thermodynamic each of these peaks is discussed with refcrence to the phase
properties, transport phenomena, and methods of determining of origin and the possible molecular ,nechanisms. The high
molecular weights. It also deals with light scattering and temperature peak is a crystal contrtbutior_. The intermediate
X-ray scattering. Chapter 4 is concerned with binding forces, temperature peak is an amorphouz phase contribution, and
structural determination by X-ray analysis and transformation appears just above To. The low temperature peak occurs il_
properties. The elastic and viscous behavior of plastics is the glassy phase well below T o.
treated in chapter 5, while in chapters 6, 7 and 8 thermal
expansion, specific heat determination, dielectric properties, The three peaks mentioned do not exhaust t!,e bulk di-
ultraviolet an_d infrared absorption, and artificial double re- electric processes of interest. For exa._ple, PCTFE crystals
fraction are considered. Mechanical strength and hardness are exhibit a very high frequency (mic:'owave) contributi ,n to
considered in chapter 9. Each chapter is separately supplied the dielectric constant, which is as yet unexplained. Also,
with references, totaling some 700 in all, together with 370 PCTFE specimens of equal density (i.e., a similar degree of
diagrams. There are a number of tables, including one which crystallinity) exhibit large differences in dielectric behavior
lists all the journals dealing with plastics, and a summary of depending on the type and size of crystals. These and related
the most important technical expressions in German, English. subjects are considered.
French, and Russian.
1,323. SPACE-RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRICAL
i,321. TRANSACTIONS OF THE THIRD CONFERENCE INSULATION AND SEMICONDUCTORS.
ON FERROELECTRICITY ELECTRICAL INSULATION 1961-62
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya, Weller, J. F., Campbell, F. J., Kallande_,J. W.
v. 24, no. 10, pp. 1i76--1306; no. 11, pp. 1308-1342, 1960 Electro.Technology, v. 69, pp. 116-124, February 1962(Translated from the Russian in Bulletin of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series, v. 24, no. 10, The interaction of organic materials witia radiation (ioniza-
pp. 1179-1301; no_ 11, pr. 1307-1431, 1960) tion and excitation) leaves an environmer,t of fi'ee electrons,
Th__sconference was held in Moscow on April 25-30, 1960 ionized molecules, :and free radicals. Whether produced by
Topics discussed included the theory of ferro- and antiferro- electrons, protons, X-rays, or gamma rays, the reactions
250,
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depend primarily _n the total radiation absorbed by the 1,326. PROGRESS IN DIELECTRICS, VOLUME V
material. The free iol_s and electrons have a transient (,ffect Birks, J. B., Hart, J., Editors
on properties such as conductivity, capacitance, dissipation Heywood & Company, Ltd., London, andAcademic Press. New York, N. Y., 1963
factor, and electric strength, which varies with the rate, time,
and temperature of the exposure. The transient effect decays
at an exponential rate to constant value after the m_lterial is 1,327. DIELECTRIC BEtIAVIOfl AND STRUCTURE
removed from the radiation field. The resistivity of polystyrene 5myth, C. P.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1955
and polyethylene decreases by a factor of ]9 _ on exposure to
4000 eRE (physical roentgen equivalent) of X-rays. Shortly
after polytetrafluoroethylene is placed in ,t gamma-ray field, a 1.328. TRENDS IN DIEI,ECTRIC REbE_tRCH DURING 1960
small decrease in resistivity occurs which varies with exposure Parks, A. M
rate and thickness. After exposure; to 57 Mrad there is no in "Digest of Literature o_;Dielectrics--1960," Volu,ne 24,
pp. 1-6
change in dielectric constant or electric ._trength. In vacuum Callinan, T. D., Parks, A..M., Editors
the volume resistivity decreases slightly; howew_r, significant Natiooal Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,
inereas_'s in the 60-cps d_eh:ctric constant and d:ssipation Washington, D. C., 1961 (available as Publication gl7t
f,_ctor result. The latter p'.'opertics reach maximum peaks
Interest in polymers and plastic films centered aroundduling early stages of irradiation, and with continued exposure
studie,_ of the damaging effects caused by radiation and coronardecrease to approach the initial values. Vvh_n irradinted in
dischalge. Polyethylene continued to be of primary int_rest
air, both TFE-6 and TFE-7 attain approximately the same
dielectric constant and dissipation factor, and no decline is although more and more data on epoxy resin systems were
noted due to co,atioued exposure. Under similarly irradiated becoming awdlable. The changes in electrical properties were
vacuum conditions, however, TFE-6 has higher peak values, used to follow polymerizations, but most of the literature on
Permanent effects of electron radiation on capacitance and on epoxies involved new compe, mding techniques to improve
the dissipation factor of polyethylene increase linearly with one or another specific property, rather thai, new materials,Otiaer generally studied polymer systems included polyvinyldosage. Insulation re_i_t:,..ne_ of polyethylene terephthalate
decreases by a factor of 10r at 300-Mr electron radiation, chloride, the polyn,-'hacrylates, and the silicones. The :newer
• fluorocarboo resiP.s were being investigated for high tempera-
The effect of temperatu_'e on irradiated materials is a" ture applications.
critical factor affecting their stability. A comparison of radia-
In the area of fibrous insulation, perhaps the most sigrdfi°tion effects on tensile strength of silicone rubber shows that
18 Mrad at 200°C produces the same damage as 55 Mrad at cao,t contribution was the observation that the temperature
23°C. Similarly, equivalent wdue_ of electr'c strength are dependence of the conductivity of dry cellulose is siruilar to
reached for silicone varnish on magnet wire irradiated with that of an inorganic crystal. The data showed the conductivity
could be represented by the sum of hvo terms: one due to196 Mrad at 200°C and with 9000 Mrad at 23°C. The de- ionic conduction and the other to absorbed water. The results
scending order of electric strengths (ff wire enamels (modified
to include radiation '._xposure_ is: polyesters, silicones, poly- were iv. excellent agreement with the theoretical ealct,lations
which include the usual watt,-cell,'.lose complex. From
vivy] formal, epox2.,, _znd polytetrafluoroeth_lene, studies of the conductivity of cellulose containing known
The crystalline structure of a semiconductor will change amounts of water, a second equation was derived. This equa-
upon dist_i.tcement of an atom from its normal position. This tion involved saturat,.'on conduetivities and an integer which
results in tJ:e establishment of impurity levels in the forbidden is believed to be associated with the number of vacant or
legion, a_ad provid,,s locations where carriers can recombine water-occupied sites within the cellulose molecules,
or becor,_' trapped, altering both the conductivity and the Interest in synthetic fiber papers and nouwoven ,qbrous
lifetime of the carrier. The number of lattice displacements is structures centered on preparation rather than electrical
a function of flux, energy, and specific nature of the radiation, characteristics. Some promising results were obtained with
acrylics, certain butadiene conol_Taers, and glass fibers.
1,324. PROGRESS IN DIELECTRICS, VOLUME II! The trends in natural and synthetic rubbers were again
Birks, J. B., Hart, J., Editors toward increasing their stability to temperature, aging, and
Heywood &Company, l,td., London, anti radiation, The majority of work was done on actual cable
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Ne _vYork, N, Y., 1961 installations. Butyl rubbers were still preferred for their good
resistance to weathering, but the use of silicone, fluoro-, and
1,325. PROGRESS IN DIELECfRICS, VOLUME IV nitrile-i '_lyvinyl ¢.hloride r,Sbers for high temperature appli-
Birks, J. B., Hart, J., Editors cations had incre_tsed. Polyethylene blends were still eonsid-
Heywood & Company, Ltd., London, and ered desirable b._cause of their advantages ih mechanical
Academic Press, New York, N. Y.,1962 prop,_.rties.
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1,329. TRENDS IN DIELECTIdC RESEARCH DURING 1,961 Literature concerne8 with the dielectric properties and
Parks, A.M. irsulation applications of polymer films and fibrous materials
In "Digestof Literatlueon Dieleetricsm1961," Volume25, i., reviewed, Although the primary concern is with articles
pp, 1-5 which appeared in 1961, reference is also made to some earlier
Parks,A.M.,EdRvr work not mentioned previously in this publication. SomeNational Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,
= Washington, D.C.: 1962 (available as Publication 1034) articles, e.g., those concerned with water absorption, are
mentioned beeaus_e of their important re/at/on to the insulating
The increased attentior, given dielectrics and insulation properties of fibers and films.
.systems as _hown by the phenomenal growth iu the volume
of literature in the field during 1961, especially in the areas Relatively little study d/rectly related to the electrical
of ferroelectries and conduction proce"oses,is pointed out. One properties of fibers was reposed in 1981. Watel absorption
and erystailinity received almost equal attention.
very evident trend noted is the increasing contribution of
foreign scientists both to fundmnental research and to appli- The importance of paper as a capacitor Cielectric and
eatiop work in the areas o[ dielectrics and insulation. Mention insulat/.ng material has resulted i, c_nti_med efforts to control
is made of the organic as well as inorganic materials, quality and to classify those variables which "affect the di-
: e':ectrie properties.
1,3.30. GENERAL THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL A considerable amount of work concerned with polymer
WORK films was published, and hle trends established in the past few
= Hart, J. " years were contin6ed. Especially worthy o_ note are a new
In "Digest of Literatureon Dielectries--1961," Volume25, polyester-poly (1,4-eyclohexylenedimethylene terephthalate)
pp. 10ft-130 _ -which has improved resistance to hydrolysis, and two new
Parks,A. M., Editor classes of pg.lymers-p.olyimides and polybenzimidazoles-
Natioml Academy o."Sciences,Na_mal ResearchCouncil, which show" I/ternise for high temperature applications. The=Washing:ringD_C., 1962 (available as Publication 1034,
electrical cfnductivity of polyethylene terephthalate has been
Pages 118 and 119 present rfsumfs of the following: related to molecular structure, degree of crystallinity, and
electrical conduction as a dielectric phenomenon; stat/v dec- crystallite o_ientation.
tritieati0n; and e!ectrets.
-j
_ 1,333. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES (EXCLUDING
ls_k_l. HIGH POLYMEP,JC MATERIALS DILUTE SOLUTIONS)
Mayer,IL,Zaring,M., Palinc.hak,S. de Brouckfre,L.
In "Digestof LRmatureon Dielectrics--1961," Volume25, March 1962
1_. 299-343 NationalAcademyof Sciences, National ResearchCouncil,
Parks,A. M., Editor Washington, D. C.
National Academyof Sciences, National ResearchCouncil, Technical Report,"Unsolved Problemsin Polymer Science,'"
Washington,D. C., 1962 (availableas Publication 1034) pp. 172-175, ASDTR,62-283, AF 33(616)-186i
Publications on the electrical insulafr, g properties of _las- AD-282,067
tomer/c and plastic materials during 1961 are reviewed. Past achievement, present problems, and foreseeable ad-
_y,_ause of the vast _mount of ir.f ,mat on on this subject, it vancements in the field of polymer dielectrics are reviewed.
was necessary to be selective ih _ne -.hoice of pub_eatlons
irLurt_tertO avoid repetit!on of d_,ta anct references to purely -1,334. FERROELEg"rRISCHE UND PIEZOELEKTRISCHE
comraereial-anr, oun_ments. Numercns studies on electrical EIGENSCHAFTEN BIOLOGISCH BEDEUTSAMER
insulating materials, including methods of testing, applications S'fOFFE (FERROELECTIUC AND PIEZOELECTRIC
in compononts, and the influence of environmer.ts, are re- PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICALLv SIGNIFICANT
potted. Some new polymers are being developed for use in SUBSTANCES)
cryogenic and h_gh-temperature applications, and as semi- Atheastaedt,H,
conductors. These and a variety-of other pertinent subjects are Naturwissvnschaften, v. 48, pp. 465-472, July 1961
discussed. This review demonstrates t_le many similarities in proper-
ties between ferroelectrics, eleetrets; and liquid crystals. The
nematic phase"of the l/quid crystals is c_asidered analogous to
1,332. INS_,: ,AT 2-'ILMSAND FIBROUS MATERIALS the ferro- or ferrielectric state, while the smeei_: phase isKasar.da,D.D..- .
,, In"Digest of Literatureon Dielectrics_1961," Volume25, cor,_idered equivalev.t to an antiferroelectrie .state. Emphasis
pp. _,58 is placed throughout on th,: fact that most of the substances
P/rks, A. M., Editm- under discussion, either are organic chemicals occurring in
NationalAcademy of Selenees,_lational ResearchCouncil,- " nature or are related tonaturally occurring substances. !PA,
: _Wa_hington,D. C., 1962 (qvailable as Publication 1034) 1961, # I7,831) _
q96 003236-2 9
1,335. PLASTIC CRYSTALS AND ROTATION IN TIIE toward the interpretation of electrical properties in terms o.:
SOLID STATE structure. This is not necessary at present as a number o!
Physics and Chemislry *_fSolids.. v. 18. no. I, pp. 1-92, ,authoritative review artid _s have appeared within the last few
January 1961 years, covering polymers specifica|ly, the relevant dielectric
The proceedings of a symposium held ir_ the Inorgani," theory, and the broader fit_ld of dielectricpropertles of solids.
Chemistry Laberatory, Oxford University, April 3 and F,,1960, l,lstead, the, inter.t i_, tO snbmit for consideration a select'.'o_ of
are presented. The symposium was supported by the U.S. results, _ome of them new data, which are coa_idered to be
Department of the Army through its European Research typical of the phenomenolo_w of the subject: some ideas whia-h
O_ee. Nine invited papers were presented, followed by eight provide its conceptual framework; and sore,- thoughts on
contributed papers. (PA, 1961, # 14,144) future possibilities and objectives.
A rough map is presented te show the logical steps anti
1,336. PLASTIC CRYSTALS: A HISTORICAL REVIEW areas of theoretical ideas which must be traversed in o_der to
Timmermans, J. connect electrical properties to chemical structure. Ionic and
Physics and Chemistry of Solids, v. 18, no. 1, pp. 1--8, electronic conduction studies are briefly discussed, ar, d, in
Janua,T 1961 = . addition, extensive consideration is given the de and ae di-
(Paper presented at the Plastic Crystals Symposimn, electr_.'e properties and their dependence on structure.
Oxford University, England, April 5-6, 1960)
It is concluded that, ahhougi, th,-re are links (of._he general
Tables are given classifying organic compound_ as either nature indicated in the range map metationed) co:-mecti.'a'g
•"globular" (low entropy of melting) or "non..globt:iar" (high measured elec,'rieal propea_ies of solid polymers with concepts
entropy of melting). Properties such as heat capacity and of their molecular structure, these links are-o[ten tenuous,
dielectric constant are discussed in relation to their changes involve a wide range of related experience, and are often post-
on the transition of the mbstanee from ordinary to plastic l ationalizations rather than a priori predictions. $9rcferenees.
crystalline state. (PA, 1962, #10,306) -- : :
1,338. FUNDAMENTAL WORK ON DIELECTRIC
I.,337. CHEMICAL S,'_RUCTURE AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF PLASTICS ,_ND CERAMICS :
PROPERTIES OF HIGH POLYMERS R & D (Research and Develo,/_ment for Industry.), :
Reddish, W. Great Britain, no. 5, pp. 55-58, April 1962
Pure and Applied Chemistry, v. 5, no. l-2j pp. 723-742, Research being carried out at present in the U.S.A. is
1962 rev,_ewed. Topics discu_sc_f include e_ectrie polarization, con--
This note is not an attempt to review the vast l_terature of trolled conduetivitit-s, dJelectric mea.,_urements .on ceramics,
experimental and theoretical investigations which is directed and degree of crystalli,/ity. (PA, 1962, #16,766).
THEORY
1,339. DIELECTRIC SATURATION THEORY FOR connecting thera. By assuming the Omager model, values were
MOLECULE'; W.ITH TWO AXES OF caleulat_.xl for dielectric properties of several c,_mpounds. "
INTERNAL ROTATION
Kink, E,
ActaPhydcaPolonica_v. 2Oepp. 845--851, 1961 1,340. THE MECHANISM OF A FERROELECTRIC
(in English) FItA SE TRANSITION IN THIOUREA AT 133_K ."
V_iir shtein, B. K., Dv0ryankin, V. F._ -
Pre,vious work in the field of dielectric saturation in rata- Akodemi_a Nauk $SSR: DoH adll, v. i40, no. 1,pp. 111-!!4,
tional isomers was generalized to include rotational isomers Sel.tember 1, 1961 .
with 3-C chains and two axes'of rotation. Calculations were (Ttans|ated h'om the Russ._an in Sr.vie.t Physict--Doklady,
ean-ied out for" the c_e of two Me groups at either- t;hc_, or v. 6, no. 9, pi). 747-749, March 1962)
- :,
haloge n, substituents, ,,vbich g.;_ rise to a rotating group with The X-ray m_d electron diffraction structure detei'minations
a dipole moment. A ,',mtinuous pote:atial barrier for the inter- of thiourea are discussed in relation to the ph_e transitio.!_S
action between groups during rotation was constructed; in the mate_al. The:ferroelectrie proper'_ies of the lowest-
V = kTY (cos 0_.._ - 3 cos 0a cos 02), where Y is the inter, temperature phase are attri[mted, to the nonp|auar natalre of
'action energy in kT units, Or.:: is the angle between the dipoles, the molecule and" to the development o[. sh-ong hydrogen "
mad 6_, 0_ ate the angles between either dipole :and the line bonding _' _0w temperatures. (PA, 1962, #t_t7)
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1,341. A hEW SECOND-ORDER TRANSITION relaxation studies, the ihtention here is to ivdieate the 2ommcn
TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR COPOLYMERS physical bases for the me¢-hanical and dielectric, relaxation
Dyvik, G.K., Bartoe,W. F., St,,ck,N.S. phenomena. In addition, a review of the relaxation behavior of
AmericanChemlc_iSoviet); Stashington, D.C. gases, liquids, and amorphou: solids (high polymers) i,
Pai_er9_, Division of Polymer Chemistry,presented presented. These questions were the main theme of the 60
at the 144th Meeting, ACS, I_osAngeles.CalK.,
meetings of the German Bunsen Society for Physical Chem-
March31-April $, 19e_ istry. Relaxa._Jen phenomena subject to chemical equilibria ar6
Recent measurements at 60 cps have shown a good correla- not discussed, nor is the, entile field of magnetic relaxation
tion among a-peak, Vicat, and dilatometric Tg temperatures, phen6mena.
Other measurements of eopolyiner systems have sugg,-stcd n
restudy of existing second-order transition temperatme re!a-
tionships. This study has revealed that the most common of 1,344. IN'IERPRETATION OF THE DIELECTRICPROPEBTIES OF GLYCOLS AS COMPARED
these equations are mathematieaBy equivalent and not fully WITH MONO-ALCOHOLS
satisfactory for explaining all observatiot_s. A _elationship is Mnriamez. C.
p_'oposed which is capable of fitting either linear or nonlinear Archives des Scie,.ces, v. 13, Special Nmnber, pp. 48-53,
second-order transition relationships for eompatible copoly:ner 1961
systems. Some mechanics of this relationship are suggested, (Paper presentedat the Ninth Ampere Colloquium, Pisa,
September 1'2-16, 1960 _ Entry #501)
1,345. CH)_RGE DECAY OF CARNAUBA-WAXELECTIIETS A polymecic mc_lel is given for alcohol "association." The
Perlman, M. M.,Meunier, I.-L. Kirkwood calculation method is used to obtain a g-hctor of
: _ Am_fk:anPh_iea! Society, New York, N.Y. 9..67 for the two-dimensional polymer. When this is compared
Paper 1"5,preseiatedat th,.,American Physical Society with known values for g of 1.92 for ethanediol, 2.30 for pro-
: Wimer Meet_g, California Institute of 'reeh_'!ogy, panediol, "2.56-2.7_ for 1,3-butanedio!. 1.71 for 2,3-butanediol,
. _, -Pasadena, Calif., December 19-21, 1963 -- and 2.64-2.84 for 1,5-pentanediol, good agreement is found.
Wiseman, et aLihave developed a phenomenological theory, The kinctics of association was also conside_'ed.
based on a superposition principle and a specific polarization
•fu_tioti', to explain the typ"eal charge reversal of electrets in 1,345. THE THEOBY OF DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION
the.sl_ielded state. In a previous paper, it has been shown that IN AMORPHOUS POLYMERS
the charge deca_"of a carnauba-wax electret in theunshielded Gotlib, Yu. Ya., Salidhov, K. M.
stale can l-_ attributed mainly to self-polarization due to its Fizlka Tverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 9, pp. 2461-2467,
own internal field. Wiseman's _e_ry has been extended, tbe. September 1962
effec_ of internal field and finite resistivity have been included, (Translatedfrom the Russianin Soviet Physics _ Solid
State, v. 4, no. 9, pp. 1804-1808, March 1963)
and the charge # _cay of the electret in the unshielded state
has been a_munted for quantitatively. Experimental results An approximate "kineticequation for the motion of a polymer
-': on carnauba wax at 40°C and 10-5 mm Hg are consistent with molecule in an amorphous sample has been used to show that
(1) a low-frequency dielectric constant of 3.28---0.10, and the spectrum of the low-frequency dipole-eiastic relaxation
(9.) a volume resistivity, of (8.7+-0.5_) X 10_ t2-em. The times is equivalent to the long-wave branch of the spectrum
re_alts eordlrm the validi_ of thb.'authors' phenomenological of the squares of the normal frequencies of an irregular molec-
._ ff.epry and of Gross's hypothesis eon_rning the nature of the ular Crystal with a complicated unit cell, and is of a universa_
r,harges pr_ent in the deetret phenomenon, nature, being independent of the _tructure of the particular
.: = " polymer. Tht: theory explains the value of width parameter iv_
the dipole-elastic relaxation spectrum foundexperimentally.
1,343. MECRA_IISCHE UND DIELEKTRISCHE Thedefect structure of real amorphous polyr, ers is responsible
-ilELAXATIONSERgCHEINUNGEN UND IHBE
for the existence of different incoherent types of motion ofMOLEKOLPHYSIKALISCHEINTERPRETATION
_(MECHANICALANISDIELECTRIC RELAXATION small defect chain segments. The high-frequency dipole-
.PHENOMENA AND THEIR MOLECULAR " _ radical relaxation in pclymers may be related to intraeellular
Pi_/sICAL Ihrl_RPRgrATION) m_tions and incoherent types of motion in the defects.
/,oil, W. " -_
5 Angewandte Chemic, v. 74, no. 8, pp. 271-$_90, 1,346. CALCULATION OF DEPOLARIZArlON RATIOS,
AprilS1, 1961 '_ ° ANISOTROPIES, AND AVERAGE DIMENSIONS
.".The:me_asurement 0f mechanical and dielectric relaxation OF n-ALKANES
phenomena yiekls inform_.tion about the intermolecular inter- Smith,ft. P., Mortensen,E. M.
aeti0ns. Ift the ease of g_es, these are quite dear, whereas in Ioumal of Chemical Phys/cs, v. 35, no. 2, pp. 714-7_1,
, the case of iiquid_ and amorphous solids (high polymers), one A_xgust1961
• must-rely 0a simplifying models. Althc,ugh the emphasis in A general scheme _s _;,,'tlined for the ,_alculation of-the
terms of t_h_tleal application today is eta high polymers in polarizability and the depolarization ratio for aikane chains.
-_'_'.-'[_ ::'" "'.74_'._'_'..*'_',.',-;.'-,... c ,L":'._ *f: '. - • _ ,- _ -" ,- • _' , -% "
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Computed results are given for these quantities and also for attached to the cbain backbone, a second region (t-dispersion)
the mean-square end-end distance and the mo:::l-square radius, will result. The causes of the broadening of the dispersions
for chains of up to 10 carbon atoms. The effects of various are discussed.
weighting-factor approximations, of excluded volume, of tem-
perature, and of trana-gauche energy difference are discussed. 1,350. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT
The theoretical and experimental depolarization ratios are Jatkar, S. K. K., Deshpande, C. M.
compared and discussed. 1ournal of the University ofPoona, Science and Technology,
no. 12, pp. 61-73, 19.57
1,347. DIELECTRIC SAI'dRATION AND HYDROGEN Theoretical and empirical equations developed by other
BONDING workers for calculating dipole moments are critically reviewed.
Piekara, A. On the l_asis of theories of hindered rote._.ion and anisotropyJournal ofChemical Physics, v. 36, no. R, pp. 2145-2150,
April 15, 196_ of the molecule, Jatkar has derived a simple equation applica-
ble, by suitable substitution, to gases, liquids, and solid,. The
A new type of effect: of dielectric saturation, as found by new equation seems to give better results than either the
Maleeki (Entry #.1452) in alcohols and their solutions in non- Debye--Clausius-Mosotti equation or that of Onsager and
dipolar solvents, consists in the fact that an external electric Kirkwood.
field raises the dielectric permittivity of solutions of low
concentration and lowers that of strong ones. The rise in per- _-
mittivity (positive saturation effect) is due to the presence of 1,351. DIELECTRIC (xa AND _, ABSORPTIONS IN
" SOME AMORPHOUS AND SEMICRYSTALLINE
dimers, whereas its decrease (negative saturation effect) is POLYMERS
attributed to multimers, chiefly tetrame.rs. The Iztter effect is Yamafuii, K., lshida, Y. " :
essentially one of orientation of the multimers in the electric Kolloid.Zietschdft, v. 183, no. 1, pp. I5-37, May 1962
field. In addition, the proton shift due _to the electric field (in English)
introduces a small variation in the electric moment "oEthe Tl_e dielectric a,- and fl_-absorptions in the linear high
multimers , but raises that of tt- - dimers very considerably, polymers whose dipoles are short and rigidly attached to their
leading to the positive saturation effect in alcohol solutions of main chains are investigated theoretically and compared with
low eon_-entration, i PA, 1962, #13,350) observed data. Suffix "a" indicates that dielectric absorption
comes from the amorphous part. Examples of this kind are
1,348. DIELECTRIC_LOSS IN "NONPOLAR" POLYMER,_ polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl bromide, polyethvlene isophthal-
Curtis,A. 1. :' ate, polyethylene terephthalate, and polyoxytaethylene.-The
loumal oiChemical Physics, v. 36, no. 1_, pp. 3500-3501. %-absorptions are attributed to the .reorientations of their
June 15, 1962 dipoles due to the segmental micro-Brownia, motions of the
polymer chains in the arrmrphous part. The flo-a;_sorptions seem
The small dielectric loss peak seen in so-called nonpolar t6 be caused by local micro-Brownian motions of the polymer
polymers may be directly interpreted in terms of orientation chains. The to-absorptions are described by a model of local
of small dipole moments characteristic of the structure, rather viscoelastic relaxations of the "dipoles" in the vicinity of their
than through the presence of impurity groups. Significantly equilibrium directions. Here, the turin "dipole" represents the
higher dielectric loss is expected for polymers wi.th methyl or resultant dipole of the permanent dipoles in the motional unit
other side-groups. (PA, 1962, #18,763) . which has abc,ut the same order of magnitude as the monomer
unit. Thus, the' various properties of %- ,9.;idft,-absorptions are
1,349. DIELECTRIC DISPERSION OF FOLAR POLYMERS calculated and agree with observed values at least semi-
Buecke, F. quantitatively.
]ournalof Polyraer Science, v. 54, no. 160_pp. 597--602, In the second section the equations of an- and flu-absorptionsOctober 1961 " ..
:. are derived. The properties of the %-absorptions are calculated
A simple molecular the6ry is presented for the dielec:ric and ccmpared with observed data. The wagnitudes of %-
dispersion behavior of polar polymers. It is ._hownthat the absorptions of the sem_crystalline polymers are smaller than ":
tt-dispersion involves movement of the chain backbone. The those of the amorphous polymers even in the afnorphous
relaxation time for_ this dispersion is given by a relation of samples of the semicrystal.line polymers. The temperature
form _, - a°-fo./4kT, where c a_d [_are, respectively, the jump dependence of. the magnitude of %-absorption is far gentler in
distance and friction factor for a chain segment. Although the the erys'talline polymer as compared with the amorphous at
numerical hctor in this zelation will depend somewhat on the temperatures higher than gl" _ t_'ansition temperature (T 0).
exact modelused for _e computation, the gene,ral form of the These ob,served tendencies are_ exp_,ined by the theory pre-
zelation is independent of the model a_-long as _he chain can sented. The calculated values ef the activation energies of
be eomSdered h statistical coil. If the dipole is not rigidly u,-ahsorptions are 50 _ 150 kcal/mole, the same orders as the
255
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observed values. The shape of the %-absorption is given by perature dependence and the influence of the valency of the
the form counterions. The possibility that saturati_.n effects may appear
[e(i_) - e**]/[% - e®] = [(1 + i,_r_) (1 + i,_r._)-1]z wi'_hhigh electric fields is left open. An approximate formulafor tim relaxation time of the longitudinal polarization is also
at temperatures higher than To. This is in good agreement ,vith delayed. (PA, 1962, #3802)
the observed shape in the amorphous polymer, not only for the
order c" breadth but .also for the order of asymmetry. The 1.35,/. TRIBOELECTRICITY IN POLYMERS
shape of the an-absorption in the semicrystalline polymer is Henniker, J.
given by a superposition of the above fo_,anulaand leads to the Nature, v. 196, no, 4853, p. 474, November 3, 1962
same order of breadth as the observed shape. A triboeleetrie series of well-defined polymers is presented,
The properties of fin-absorptions are also calculated with the but there is no correlation with dielectric constant, dipole
aid of the above-mentioned model: The calculated values oI moment, luminescent color, or ii,_tensity. The Fermi levels
the magnitude of fin-absorptions show fairly good agrecme,at remain the most. reasonable prope_y for correlating with the
with the observed v,zhzes too. The temperatur_ dependence o,_ series. (PA, 1963, #66"2,3)
the magnitude of/3a-absorption is discussed. The ealcub.ted
values of the activation energies of the fin-absorptions are ef 1,355. CALCULATION OF THE POLARIZABILITY OF
the order 10 ,_ 20 kcal/mole, in good agreement with the CONJUGATED MOLECULES, TAKING INTO
observed values. The shape of fin-absorption is also given by a ACCOUNT THE ELEC'I_OSTATIC INTERACTIONOF THE It-ELECTRONS -"
superposition of the above formula and leads to the same Rebane,-T.-K.
order of breadth as the observed shape. The_order 0_"asym- Optlka i Spektroskoplya, v. 8, no. 4, pp. 458--464,April 1960
metry of the theoretical absorption curve agrees with. that of (Translatedfrom the Russmnin Optics and Spectroscopy,
the observed curve, v. 8, no. 4, pp. 242-245, April 1960)
The effect .'ff electr_,static interaction of 7r-electrons on the
1,352. PIEZOELECTRIC POLYMERS po!arizabili6/of molecules with conjugated single and double
Re'z,I, S_ = bonds is considered Appropriate equations of perturbation
_/O/_ta//ogra_¢_ v. 0,=no.4, pp. 646-649, July-August 1961 theory are derived by the_self-consistent field method. The(Tramlated from the Russian in _oviet Physics--C'!!stal-
/ography, v, 6, no. 4, pp. 521--523, January-February 1962) theory is applied to ethyle_le and benzene molecules with the
use of simplifying assumptions taken "from the semiempirieal
Past work isreviewed and interpreted theoretically. TEc modification of the self-consistent molecular orbital method.
conclusion i_ reached that piezoelectric activity may occu_ in
conjunction with other properties Under certain conditions; 1,356. NATURE OF THE FEBROELECTBIC TRANSITION
this is characteristic of many biological polymers (nucleic IN TRIGLYCINE SULFATE
acids, nuelooproteins, and proteins). Such behavior may Im Blinc, R., Dctoni, S., Pintar,M.
mlderst0od on the bh_is of linearly ordered and pan'ly deloeal- Physical Review, v. 124, no. 4, pp. :036-1038,
"reed systems of electrons in the presence of a spiral skeleton, November 15, 1961
as in Crick and Watson's model of DNA. Blyumenfeld and The (x_urrence of linewidth transitions in the proton mag-
Bendersk/i have explained the electrical and magnetic anom- net'c resonance spectra of triglycine sulphate, selenate, and
alies i_ terms of these structures. The ferroelectrie behavior fluoberyllate at the eom._sponding Curie points demonstrates
may_l_o be explained by using Cochrane's theory of direc- that the ferroeleetrie trar_sitions in these crystals are connected
tional hbil_zation in relation to certain modes of oseilhtion in with a rearr_gement of the basic ionic units in the unit cell.
such structures. ', s The results o{ a combined proton magnetic and infrared study
confirm the o.rystal s_acture proposed by Pepinsky and eo-
1,353. THE ELECTRIC POLARIZATION OF ROD-HKE, workers. Fmtheh the results show that the ferroelectcie
CHARGED MACROMOLECULES transition in triglycine sulphate and its isomorphs is of the
Mandel, M. ordel-disorder type and basically of the _same rtature as that in
Molec_ar physics, v. 4, no. 6, pp. 489-496, November 1961 KH2PO.,. The chief difference is the strong coupling of the
The polarizability in the longitudi.nal direction of rod,like; protonie motion in triglycine sulphate with the motions of
highly charged maeromolecule_ Was evaluated. A simple heavmrgroups. (FA, 1961, #17,833)
mo_lel, emph_i_ing the discrete distribution of the fixed
charges along the mae':0molect'le, but neglecting interionie 1357. THEORIES OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
repulsion, was u_sedto ,'alculate the statisticaldistribution of OF MACROMOLECULAR SOLUTIONS
the countedons which gives rise to this polarization, Fo_"weak Ingrain,P..,Jerrard_It. G.
e!ec.tric fields, the expr_sion obtained for the po!arizability is Science Progress, London, v. 49, pp. 651-676, October 1961
anaiogoos to that prey;o sly derived by Sehwar_, (1959), An accepted theory for the exact nature of the mgchanism
althoug}i it conta;m" less implicit information about the tern- by whiclr eleetrlc polarization occurs in n,acromolecular solu-
z_,e _
2
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tions is lacking. In this paper a number of theories are con- !,361L RELAXATIONSUNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUM
sidered and critice,|ly examined. A general mathematical STUDIUM DER MOLEKUI,AREN VORG3_NGE
theo_ for the variation of dielectric constant with frequency IN HOCHPOLYMEREN (RELAXATION
is presented and discussed with reference to the molecular INVESTIGATIONS FOK THE STUDY OF THEMOLECULAR PROCESSES IN HIGH POLYMERS)
rotation theory of Debye (1954), the ionic atmosphere theory Wol,', K. A.
of Debye and Falkenhagen (1928), the interfacial polariza- Zeitschri# ]iir Elektrocbemie, v. 65, no. 7-8, pp. 604-615,
tion theory t;f Maxwell-Wagner (1913), the mobile proton July-August 1961
theory of Kirkwoed and Shumaker (1952), and the water
structure hypothesis of Jacobsen (1955). In discussing melee- This is a review which deals mainly with the dependence
ular rotation theories, the cases of gaseous polar molecu|es, of relaxation processes on temperature. After discussing the
and solutions of polar molecules in both a nonpolar and a variation of dielectric constant andj_ower loss with frequency,
polar solvent, are considered separately. The theories are the temperature dependence of tJi_,, relaxation times is con-
discussed in connection with experimental results. It is con- sldercd. Graphs are given foi po!yvinyl acetate. The influence
eluded that molecular rotation alone is not sufficient to of dl_qle moments and of the steele hindering of the side-grou_s
e:,plain the diele,:,t;'ic properties of most maeromolecular solu- on the variation of the shear modulus and on the dampit:g
tions, and that it is necessary to include charge transport factor for torsional vibrations with temperature is <.w,nsidered
processes arising from the motion of ions or other charge with special reference to polyvinylmethyl ether, polyyi'ayl _ve-
carriers in the solvent, in the ion atmosphere, and in the tare, polyvinyl chloride, polyvinTl-n-butyl ether, polyvinyl-
solute or suspended phase. (PA, 1962, #1162) isc,-butyl ether, and polyvinyl tertiary butyl ether. The
temperature dependence of the real and imaginary parts of
1,358. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS OF the complex shear modulus and of tl_,e logarithmic decrement
HYDROPHILIC, HIGH-MOLECULAR-WEIGHT of the damping of torsional vibrations is reviewed for linear
POLYMERS and branched polymers. The effect of crystaltinity on relaxation
K_ilenko, O.D. processes is also dealt with. (PA, 1962, #814i )
T rudg KilosI_ogo Tekhnologicheskogo lnstituta Pisehevoi
Promyshlennosti, no. 17, pp. 151-160, 1957
(See also Referativnyi Zhumal, Fiziki, 1958, #27,389) 1,361. ZUR THEORIE DES DIELEKTRISCHEN
VERHALTENS VON POLAREN HOCHPOLYMEREN
An ,attempt was made to ascertain the causes for dispersion IN LOSUNGEN (THEORIES ON THE DIELECTRIC
in _ for_aqueous solutions of high-molecular-weight polymers. BEHAVIOR OF POLAR HIGIi POLYMERS IN
It is indicated that the particles have a rigid dipole moment. SOLUTION)
Kaestner, S.
Zeitsehrift [fir Elektrochemie, v. 65, no. 7-8, pp. 669-671, -
1,359. DEPENDENCE OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT ON July-August 1961
TEMPERATURE IN THE CRITICAL-POINT REGION
Shakhparoaov, M. 1. No satisfactory agreement has beeta found between existing
Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta, Seriga II: Khimiya, theories and experimental results regarding the dielectric re-
v. 16, no.,4, pp. 25-_30, 196t laxation behavior of solutions of poly(methyl methacrylate)
The theory previously given by Semen,'heako and Azimov and poly(vinyl acetate). A new statistical segment model
is critically analy...1, and the proble_ is treated thermo- which is .in better agreement with the experimental results is
dynamically, proposed.
s
EXPERIMENT
1,:3d2. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS ON-'DISCHARGES charges and carbonization then follow in the widened pass-
IN SOLID INSULATORS IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS ages. (PA, 1961, #17,849)
FIELD
$¢hmidt, J.
Abhandlungen derDet_lsehen AkademiederWissonsehaften 1,363. THE BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE OF EPOXY RESINS
:_uBer_i_, Klasse fiir Mathema. tik, Physik und Technik, " - '-IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS _FIELD
no. 1, pp. 47-4_, 1960 Eberhardt, M.
Abhandhmgen der Deutschen Akademie d_;r W is_enschaften
The pre-b_eakdown currents from a point embedded in zu Berlin, Klasse tilt Mathemat:k, Physlk UJld Technik,
plexiglas (polymethylmethaerylate) were measured and the no. 1, pp. 49--50, 1960
accompanying visua! phenomena studied. It is suggested that
mieroeraeks in the plastic are widened by the gas pressu?e Usir_g an embedded point and a plane electrode, plots of
due to disch0,'ges from the electrode, and that further dis- ae breakdown volt, .,_ against electrode separation were ob-
257
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tained which were- similar to those of gaseous breakdown. The temperature and frequency dependence of the dielec-
(PA, 1961, #17,850) tric constant and loss factor was measured for a series of
polymers at -160 to +240°C. Measurements w_re made at
1,364. COMMENTS ON 'THE PROPERTIES OF ultrahigh frequencies of 420, 3000, and 10,000 Me, and _t
TRIGLYCINE SULPHATE low frequencies. The polymers studied included poly(methyl
Ballato, A.D. methacrylate), poly(viny! acetate), polycaprolactam, poly-
ActaCrystallographica, v. 14, pt. 1, p. 78, January 1961 (ethylene terephthalate), and poly(methyl acrylate).
Criticism is given the methods of Konstantinova, et al.,
(AI/LS 341, Entry #563) for deriving the piezoelectric 1,368. USE OF COAXIAL RESONATORS FOB
(d) constants and the elastic compliances (s) from the ex- MEASURING DIELECTRIC LOSSES AND
perime::tal measurements. The pessible e_,'ors in the d values DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF POLYMERS
are estim,ated, and corrected e values are glveh. IN RELATION TO TEMPERATURE
Dmitroehenko, D. A.,Shevelev, V. A.
In "Fizika DielektrikovSbomik," pp. 132-138
1,365. DIEIAr.CTRIC PARAMETERS OF BINARY LIQUID AkademiiNaukSSSR, Moscow, 1960
SYSTEi,IS IN THE CRITICAL REGION (See also Referativnyi Zhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #5D99)Arkhangelsld/, K, V.
In"Fiz_ Dielelarikov Sbornik,"pp. 49-56; Apparatus using a semi-coaxial resonator for studying the
(dlseussion) pp. 77-90 temperature depende_:ces of the :lieleetric constant _ and
Akademfi Nauk SSSR,Moscow, 1960 dielectric los._cs tan 8 at 10-cm wavelengths is described. The
(See also Referaticngi Zhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #5D33) design of a resonator for 536 Me is given. Formulae are pre-
For bhmry systems in the critical region, the variation of sentcd for calculating e from the measured resbnance fre-
dielectric constant and of _e angle of dielectric losses was quency, avd tan 8 from the Q-factor of the empty resonator
studied as a function of temperature, concentraticn, and and the resfsnator with a specimen. Graphs showing the de-
frequency. The system PhNOz-heptaneNvas investigated, and pendence of e and tan 8 on temperature are givep for quartz
the effect of impurities on the properties of both the system and teflon. For teflon, e changes linearly from 2.074 at q-20°C
and its components was studied. Results are given in the-form to 2.020 a't 160°C; tan 8 of teflon has a maximum at +50°C.
of graphs. -
1,366. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF HETEROGENEOUS 1,369. PHOTOELEC'I_ETS AND ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
DIELECTRICS AT ULTRMtIGH FREQUENCIES Zheludev, 1. S. Fridkin, V. M.In "Fizika DielektrikovSbornik,"pp. 139-149;
Pamas, Ya.M., Lebedeva, K.I. (discussion) pp. 164-169In "FizflmDielektrKov Sbornik,"pp. 65-76;
(discmsion) pp. 77-90 Akademii Nauk SSSR,Moscow, 1960
AkademiiNaek SSSR,Moscow, 1960 (See also Referativnyi ZhurnaI, Fizika, 1961. #5E159)
(See alsoRefera!ivngi Zhumal, Fizika, 1961, #4E162) The piezoelectric effect in polarized single crystals of anthra-
cene and S was studied. Cubes cut from the crystals wereThe dielectric constant (E) and loss factor (tan 8) were
studied at high frequencies in the temperature range 20 to polarized in a capacitor at a voltage of 20 kv/cm, and at the
200°C. The dependence of the t_.qrameters on the volume same time they were illuminated with the lamp PRK-2. The
content of components of a heterogeneous- dielectric was electrodes were then removed and the specimens kept in the
found. The dielectric constant of foam plastic and foam dark. The charge density was measured either by measuring
ceramics, which are mixtures of a solid phase and air, satisfies the discharge current during depolarization with light, or with
both the Lichtenecker and the Lorentz-Lorenz formulas for ,,,_aelectrometer. To determine the piezo modulus the electret
matrix systems witt/an air matrix phase, The 3ependenee of was compressed in the direction of polarization. When the
tan _ for epoxide resin-TiO., mixture, on'he content of TiO z, load wa_ removed, the deflection of the filament in the elec-
satisfies the Lichetenecker formula, as does e of a mixture of trometer was observed. The effect was compared _'itb the"
epoxy resin with C black. The frequenc7 dependence of _ for piezo effect 'for an X-cut quartz plate. A parallel study of the
the dielectrics studied was f'_u',d, drop in the pieze modulus and t!ze charge 'of the photoelectret
with time showed that the values are proportional, The study
1,367. THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND LOSS FACTOR of piezoelectric phenomena in S single crystals was only quali-
OF POLYMERSAT ULTRAIIIGH FREQUENCIES tative owing to the brittleness of S. 2.5 references,
AS A_FUNCTION OF Tt_MPERATURE
Mikhailov,G. P., Lobanov, A. M,
In"FizikaDielektrikov Sbomik," pp. 91-96; 1,370. EFFECT OF ADSORBED WATER ON THE
(discussion) pp. J.05-108 ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC
AkademiiNauk 5SSR,Moscow, 1960 DIELECTRICS
(See also_eferativnyi Zhurnal, Fizik_, 1961, #51)95) Rcdionova, N. A.
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In "Fizika DielektrikovSbornik,"pp. 194-202; 1,.373. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF GUANIDINE-
(discussion)pp. 215-219 ALUMINUM SULFATE ItEXAHYDRATE
AkademiiNauk SSSR,Moscow, 1960 Zheludev, I. S., Rez, 1. S., S0nin,A. S., Gladkii,V. V.,
(Seealso Referativnyl Zhurnal, Khimiya, 1961, Gure_ich, V. M., Melc._hina,V. A., Filimonov, A. A.
In "Fizika DielektrikovSbf_rnik,"pp, 393-403;
#6R76 and #4DIIO) (discussion) pp. 429--431
Tan 8 was measured from 400 cps to 100 Mc for a number Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1960
of polymers in which adsorption of water occurs by a mech- (See also Referati_nvi Zhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #5E200)
anism of activated diff,_._gion: polyethylene, polystyrene, Data are reported oil: the shapc of i;ysleresis loops, spontane-
poly (tetrafluofoethylene), poly (tfifluorochloroethylcne), poly- ous polarization, coercive field, time of rcpolarization, the
caprolactam, poly(hexamethyleneadipamide), poly(hexa- effective dielectric constant, dc conductivity, and activation
methylenesebacamide), and polyurethan. Electrical energy. "['he effects of temperature, crystal thick, s, pulse
conductivity in the last four polymers increased with increase intensity, and frequency are considered.
in the amount of adsorbed water. In the last three polymers an
increase in tan _ and a shift of maxima toward lower frequen-
cies were observed, while in polycaprolactam only an increase 1,374. CONNECTION OF ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF
in tan 8 was noted. For amorphous polystyrene or partially FERROELECTRICS WITH FERROELECTRICITY
crystalline polyethylene, a new maximum of tan _ appeared Rez, I. S., Gurevich, V. M.In "Fizika Diclektrikov Sbornik," pp. 410-414;
at 10r cps; this maximum is associated with H20 sorpticn. (discussion) pp. 429-431
For highly crystalline specimens of poly(trifluorochloro- Akademii Nauk SSSR,Moscow, 1960
ethylene) and poly(tetrafluoroethylene), no effect of H,O (See alsoReferativnviZhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #5E170)
sorption was observed. Change in. electrical properties is
associated with the density" of the packing of the polymer, The change in the resistance with time and temperature of
rochelle ::alt single crystals, as well as RaTiO3, was studied.
in the ferroelectric phases of the materials, resistance increases
1,371. PULSE BREAKDOWN OF CERTAIN POLYMERS with time, to saturation. This "transitional conductivity" does
AND MICA not occur in paraelectrie phases, and it is hypothesized that
Melnikov,M.A. this is associated with a 180-deg shift of the domai.n walls
In "Fizika Dieiektrikov Sbornik," pp. 256-261; and with the growth of embryonic domains.(discussion) p. 280
AkademiiNauk SSSR,Moscow, 1960
(Seealso Referativnyi Zhurnal, Fizika, 1961, #3D146) 1,375. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ACETONE-C_ARBON
TETRACHLORIDE SOLUTIONS 1N ULTRAHIGH-
Polystyrene, styroflex, fluoro_,_]a_t-4, organic glass, and FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND
muscovite were studied. Electric potential-time characteristics CONCENTRATION FLUC'ZUATIONS
were obtained at voltage exposures of 5 X 10-9 to 10-" see. Kasimov, R. M., Akhadov, Ya.Yu., Sbakhparonov, M. I.
These dielectrics exhibited a discharge delay at a voltage ex- Al:ademipa Nauk ._zerbaidzhanskoi SSR, Dokladg,
posure of 5 X 10-9 see, with this delay greater with lower v. 17, pp. 207-2_.1, 1961
dielectric strength. Breakdown in these dielectrics is thought Dielectric constants and loss factors for CC14--Me2CO solu-
te be due to impact ionization, tions were measured at 3.21 cm and 8.15 ram, with tempera-
ture from 0 to n3°C. Data are explained by assumption of_
;,379,. CERTAIN POST-BREAKDOWN PROCESSES IN coneeutration fluctuations; the results are not thought to be
LIQUID DIELECTRICS due to formation of molecular complexes.
Balygln, I. E.
Iri "Fizika Dielektrikov Sbomik," pp. 262-270
Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1960 1,376. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES AND MOLECULARSTRUCTURE OF SOLUTIONS OF NITROBENZENE,
(See aiso ReferativnyiZhurnal_Fizika, 1961,._4D,_4) METHYL ALCOHOL, AND WATER IN ACETONE
A study is reported of the electric breakdown of liquids (an Kasimov,R. M., Akhadov, Ya.Yu.,Shakhparongv,,M.I,
organosilicon compound, unoxidized and oxidized aniline, Akademiya Nauk Azerbaidzhe,nskoi SSR, Doklady,
CCI_, toluene, and a 3% _olution of ethylcellulose in toluene) v. 17, pp. 687-690, 1901
during an impulse discharge between two polished spherical Dielectric const_ants and losses of the title solutions were
electrodcs_with gap of 0.2 ram. Brea_do(vn oscillograms were determined at wavelengths of 3.21 cm and 8.15 mm and
obtained whose characteristics depended on the physic.al., temperatures between 0 and 40°C. Enthalpies and entropies
chemical properties of the liquid. Phenomena due to the very of activation are considered. The semici_'cular complex dielec-
high tempezature of the Spark played the main role _n the tric constant plots of the pure components become circular
dynamics of the breakdown processes, arcs in the solutions.
, 2_;9
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1,377. THE DISPERSION OF THE DIELECTRIC mains. The characteristic dielectric peak was observed. Under
CONSTANT IN THE CRITICAL REGION OF an ae field the dielectric constant showed nonlinear behavior,
BINARY LIQUID SYSTEMS with a peak at E _ 300 v cm -1. Similar results were obtained
Arkhangelskii, K.V. with dc biasing. The te;aperature variation of the spontaneGus
Akademiya Naui_ SSSR, Doklady, v. 143, no. 6, polarization and coercive field was also measured with similar
pp. 1378-1379, AF:'I _1, 1962 results to the hydrogen salt. The switching time of DTCS
It was found that, in the case of the. system C6HsNO..- showed a strong temperature dependence only above 40°C
C6H14, there exists in the ultracritical region not only a tem- -which is explicable by the increase in the Curie p_qnt.
perature but also a frequency dispersion of dielectric constant With their higher eiastanee, however, the activation field is
(especially for a mixture with 41.167% C_,H._NOz and for greater and the mobi]ity lower. (PA, 1962, #16,775)
audio frequencies). For the same system the dispersion of e
and tan 8 begins at more than 5°C before _e temperature of 1,381. EFFECT OF GAMMA-RADIATION ON THE
division into layers is attained. (PA, 1962, _]5,611) FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TRIGLYCINE
SU!,PHATE
1,378. ELECTRIC CHARGES ARISING ON DEFORMATIGN Ynrin, V. A., Baberkin, A. S., Kornienko, E. N.,
OF POLYMERS Gavrilova, I. V.
Gul, V. E., Lusheheikin, G. A., Dogadkin, R.A. Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizicheskaya,
,'. 24, no. 11, pp. 1334-1336, 1960
Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Doklady, v. 149, no. 2, (Paper presented at the Ferroelee.rieity Conference
pp. 302-304, March 11, 196_ Entry # 1,321 ; translated from tile Russian in B_,dletin
Cylhidrical samples of poly (vinyl chloride), polystyrene, of the Academ.,j o_Sciences of t;_e USSR, Physical Series,
polypropylene, and polyethylene were molded from the pow- v. 24, no. I1, pp_ 1334-1336, 19_o)
der_d polymers, and one of poly(M-e methacrylatc) was The effect of gamma radiation onthe ferroelectrie proper-
cut ._rom the bulk polymer. The samples were subjected to a ties of triglycine sulphate was investigated by observing the
compressive stress of 125 kg/em _ at'.l.1O°C for 3 hr. After change in the hysteresis loops during irrad.;ation. The stable
cooling to 50°C, the stress was removed and the electric state_ formed were either polydomain having double'loops, or
charge and its distributic,__ along the surface of the samples single-domain with biased single lool:.S. T}_ese states were
were measured. The data indicate that mechanical deforma- thought to arise from the internal bias .fields e._tablished within
tion of polymers causes a rise of electric polarization accom- the specimens during irradiahon. (PA, 1962, #14,622)
panied by the buildup of an elcch'ic charge of reverse sign _,a
the opposite surfaces. The magnitude of the _" "c,ar_,e is propor-
tional to=the degree of compression and depends on the cooliag 1,382. FERROELECTBIC PROPERT/ES OF TRIGLYCINESULPHATE SINGLE CRYSTALS IN THE 0.Ol
conditions; the charge distribution along the surfaces depends , TO 50 e/s FREQUENCY RANGE
mainly on the _train heterogeneity. The usual charge-decay Gurevich, V. M., Zheludev, I. S.
with time is uccelerated by addition of plasticizers. Heating Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Seriya Fizieheskaya,
of the oriented samples removes the electrical polarization. ' v. 24, no. 11, pp. 1342-1346, 19.60
(_aper presented at the Ferroeleetrieity Conference --
Ent%"#1,321; translated from the Russian in Bulletin
1,379. POLYCOMPONENT ORGANIC ELECTRETS of the Acd.4emy of Sciences of the USSR, Physical Series,
Yan.s_m,Yu. Ya. v. 24, no. 11, tr9. 1341-1344, 1960)
Akad_miya Nauk SSSR, lzves_iya, Seriya Fizicht'zkaya,
v. 22, no. 3, pp. 359-360 1958 This is a ¢ontiDuv.tion of the study of the ]aysteresis loops of
tri_,lycine sulpt;ate single crystals at infralow frequencies. The
coercive fieUt and the squareness of the loops increase with
1,380. PBEPA.RATION AND FEBROELECTRIC PROPERTIES frequency bet_z'een 0.01 and 50 cps, and with applied fieldOF DEUTERATED TRIGLYCINE SULPHATE
CRYSTALS strength up to 600 v/e,n. (PA, 1962, #14,624)
Konstantinova, V. P., S_lvestrova, I.M., Shuvalov, L. A.,
Yur;r, V, A. 1,383. EFFECT OF ULTRASOUND ON SOME PHYSICAL
:Akademib, a Nm& _SSR, Izvestiyo, Seriya Fizicheskaya,- ' I/ROPERTIES OF ROCHELLE _ALT CRYSTALS
v. ,7,4,no.' I0, pp. ),03-I20S, 1960 Chormonov, T. Kb.
(Paper prest,nted at the Ferroeleetticity Cm_ference -- Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Izvestiya, Serqta _ "_iehes? _ya,
Entry _ 1,32I; translated from the Russian in Bulletin v. 24, no. 11, pp. 1347-1349, 1960
of th_ Academy of Sciences o! the USSR, Physical Series, (Paper presented at the Ferroelectricity Conference --
v. 24, no. I0, pp. 1266-1_1 I, 1960) Entry _ 1,321; translated from the Russian fnBdUetin:
The replacement of hydrogen by deuterium raises the of theAcaderayo_Seiencesof_he USSR, Phydca!Sedes,
Curie point of the triglyeine sulphate (DTGS) by ,--10°C. _. 24, no. II, pp. 1345-1347, 1960)
The; domain structure eo_dd not be observed by polarized Ult,asonic energy (21.5 ke) is applied to g_'owing rochelle
light Etched crystals, however, showed ellipse-shaped do- salt crystals. The mierohardness of crystals gn,wn with ultra.
260 -_
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sonic radiation is highe- than that of o, dinary crystals. Data Dielectric measurements made at 60 eps over a temperature
are given showing the temperature depeudence of the dielec- range ol -40 to 200°C on small (0.2 g) samples are most
tdc constant and the loss tangent of sonicized and ordinary useful ilJ studying acrylic polymers. Not on],, has this method
rochelle salt. The dielectric constant changes at all tempera- elucidated structure, but tile study of some structures has led
tures investigated if the cry.ntal is treated ultrasonically, and to new interpretations emphasizing the valae of this t>pe of
tile dielectric loss is substa.utially reduced. Study of X-ray dif- measurement.
fraction lines shows that f_r sonicized rochelle salt crystals the
diffusion width of the interference lil_es increases with large Data on a number of acrylic polymers are shown, and several
glancing angles while the intensity of the lines is weakened, eopolymer systems are discussed. It is suggested that, at
(PA, 1962, #16,972) 60 cps, measurements ot stereospecific PMMA samples can
show more about molecuhu" arrangements than has previously
been revealed.
1,384. STATIC ELECTRICITY IN POLYMERS: CHEMICAL
STRUCTURE AND ANTISTATIC BEItAVIOR
Shashoua, V.E. 1,386. It-FILM- A NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE
American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C. DIELECTRIC
Paper 6, Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at the Amborski, L. E.
140th Meeting, ACS, Chicago, Ill., September 3--8, 1961 American Chemical Society, Washington, D. C.
Paper 23, Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at the
A very sensitive method for measuring the antistatic prop- 144th Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., March 31-
erties of polymers was developed for use in a study of the April 5. 1963
relationship of chemical structure to antistatic behavior. In this
method, the. experimentally determined half-lives of charge. Polyimide polymers have shown exceptional mechanical
decay for p.0_itive (¢.) and negative (T_) applied potentials and electrical properties over a wide temperature range.
are used to calculate the root mean square half-life of charge Specifically, polyimides resultirg frcma the polycondensation
decay (_'rms). _'_.mswas found to be related by an exponential reaction between pyromellitic dianhydride and aromatic di-
l_w to the relative humidity conditions of measurement. From amines are infusible and intractable. A fihn of this type,
observation of the T.... wdues for some t_fty, vinyl and conden- designated as H-Film, exhibits useful mechanical anA electrical
sa6on polymers, certain functional groups, such as -COONa, properties from below liquid nitrogen temperature (_lexible
-SO3Na, -HCONCH._, CONEt2, -P-(NMe._,)_, ahd imidazole, at 4°K) to beyond 500°C (tensile strength of 5000 psi).
were found to confer good antistatic properties to polymers. H-Film does not melt or burn, but will char above 800°C.
These functional groups were more effective in lmprovin3 the The highly aromatic character of this polymer contributes to
antistatic properties when they were used as side-chain sub- its extremely good thermal and radiation resistance and results
stituents than when they were employed as part of the main in a fairly stiff but extremely tough film, having mechanical
polymer chain. A number of highly water-sensitive and water- properties equal to or greater than any known organic poly-
soluble polymers were found to have extremely poor antistatic merle film. H-Film has high electrichl resistivity, low" dielectric
properties-indicating no direct correlation of antistatic prop- loss, and outstanding electrical breakdown strength. Aft:Jr
erties with hydrophilic character. 3000 hr at 300_C, H-Film retains over 90% of its original
dielectric strength. Dielectric properties which have been
A new parameter, the charge selective power of a sub ltance, investigated from -60 to +250°C are essentially constant
was devised to describe the charge polarity preference of a over the useful temperature range. From the Arrhenius plots,
given substance. It is defined by the following equal:on: the activation energies have been calculated for the de con-
T tductivity and the dielectric toss process.
O'--
Trllls
The charge selective power of substances was found to 1,387. GENERATION OF STATIC ELECTRICITY BY
correlate we!! with their assignments ill- the tables of tribo- CONTACT BETWEEN SOLIDS
electric _e_ _. The effect of impurities on dae charge decay Montgomery, D.J.
properties and the charge selective power was found to be American Chemical Society, Washington, D. C.Paper 24, Division of Polymer Chemistry. presented at the
extremely important in influencing antistatic behavior of 144th Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., March 31--
polymers. April 5, 1963
The fundamental processes involved in the generati_m of
1,385. DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS ELUCIDATE electrostatic charge between solids are discussed according
STRUCTURE OF ACRYLIC POLYMERS
Steek, N.S. to the foliowiug scheme: When two ,objects are p|ac_d into
American Chemical Society, Washingtou, D.C. contact so that their in!,,rmnlecula r fields may interact, charge
Paper 21, Division of Polymer Chemistry, presented at the _ ill flow so as to equalize the ,Aectrochemical poter*tials within
144th Meeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., March 31- the objects, During _cparation of the objects, as tile capaci-
April 5, 1963 tanc' of the object diminishes, some of the transferr_,_ ,barge
_ 261
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will retu:p,. When both objects are good conductors, the The data have been used to calculate the relaxation times of
retairted charge is small, and ordinarily is w'_hoat eonse- the polar solute mclecules in the solutions. "Ihey all show a
quenee. However, when at least one of the objects is a good consider-lble distribution of relaxation times, both the distri-
insulator, tim retained charge may be large, and .'nay have bution a,_d the relaxation times decreasing with rising tern-
serious stotie-electrieity effects. To analyze the transte: proc- perature, fl-Methylnaphthalene_ the longest molecule of the
ess, it is assumed that q, tile net charg.° retained, may be three, shows the largest distribution parameter and the largest
considered as thc product q0, the charge transferred upon con- relaxation t_me The activation energies and entropies for the
tact, times a quantity" [, the fraction retained upon separation, dielectric relaxation processes have been calculated.
The hfitiai charge qo is determined by the chemical nature of
the materials in cor_tact, and by the impressed forces and the
geometrical factors involved in the contact. The fr:*.ctiolt _ is 1,390. MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND MOLECr'LAR
determined by the ratio of the contact time (controlled by the STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS. XLII. MOLECULAR
relative velocity of the objects and by some distinct eharac- AND GROUP ROTATION IN AROMATIC METHOXY
teristie of the object) to a relaxation time (controlled by the LND ETHOXY COMPOUNDS
electrical properties that "affectthe rate of charge dissipation). Grt:bb, E. L., Smyth, C. P.American Chemical Society, Journal oI the. v. 83, no. 24,
In the present paper, the factors qo and _ are analyzed briefly, pp. 4873-4878, December 2.0, 1961
and the results of recent experiments are discusse,_.
The dielectric constants and losses at wavelengths of 1.2,
3.2, 10, 25 and 50 cm, and 575 m, at temperatures of 20 and
1,388. STATIC ELECTRICITY IN POLYMERS 40°C or 20, 40 and 6O_C, have been measured for anisole,Shashoua:,V. E.
AmericanChemieal Society, Washington, D.C. p-dimethoxybenzene, and it- and fl-methoxy and a- and
Paper25, Division of PolymerChemistry, presented at the fl-ethoxynaphthalene in solution in .lecalin and in Nujol, and
144thMeeting, ACS, Los Angeles, Calif., March 31- for p-methyl-, p-chloro-, and p-phenylanisole in solution in
April5, 1963 Nujol. The two solvents were used in order to facilitate the
analytical separat,on of the effects of the molecular and the
The antistatic behavior of a substat_ce may be defined as its intramolecular relaxation processe The equations used by
capacity to dissipate electrostatic charges quicldy. The rela- Bergmann, Roberti, and Smyth to calculate the relaxation
tionship of relative humidity, temperaturo, and chemical times tor simultaneously occurring molecular and intramolecu-
structure to the behavior of electrostatic charges on polymer lar relaxation processes have been employed in analyzing the
surfaces was studied by measuring the rate of buildup and results for the deealin solutions, but the equations have been
decay of known "pharges on a series of polymers. The instru- modified to take care of the large distribution of molecular
mentation for obtaining such measurements and the theory for relaxation times occurring in'the Nujo! .,olutions. The ealcu-
interpreting the results are discussed. The factors influencing lated molecular relaxation times show dependence on the
assignment of a substance in a given triboelectric series are liquid viscosity, the dependence being greater the larger the
found to correlate closely with the difference in the rates of molecule. The much smallcr relaxation times for the rotation
charge decay for positive and negative charges. The charge of. the polar meth'_xy group within the molecule are virtually
decay method was found to be the most satisfactory means of
equal in the two solvents, and the same is true for tile ethoxv
investigating the antistatic behavior of substances. A compari-
son of results from e!ec_rical resistivity measurements and group. The larger size of the ethoxy group gives it a relaxationtime longer than that of the methoxy group. The shorter
charge decay measurements was made for a number of ant/- relaxation times of the methoxy and ethoxy groups in the
static agents and their end-use performance. A general review 2-position as compared to the 1-position in the substituted
of the theory and mechardsm of charge decay from polymer naphthalenes give ewdenee of steric hindrance exerted by the
surfaces is given, hydrogen in the 8-posi':ion upon the rotation of a group in the
1-position.
1,389. MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS. XLL THE DIELECTRIC
RELAXATION OF THREE SUBSTITUTED 1,391. MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND MOLECULAR
NAPHTHALENES IN A SLIGHTLY VISCOUS STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS. XLIlI. DIELECTRIC
AND A VERY VISCOUS SOLVENT RELAXATION AND INTRAMOLECULAR ROTATION
Grubb,E. L., Smyth, C.P. IN TEN AROMATIC AMINES
American Chemical Society, Journal of the, v. 83, no. 20, Grubb, E. L., Smyth, C. P.
pp. 4122-4124, October 20, 1961 American Cl:em_calSociety, Journal of the, v. 83, no. 24,
pp. 4879-4883, December 20, 1961
The dielectric constants and losses at wavelengths of 1.2,
3.2, 10, 25, and 50 cm and 575 m and temperatures of 20, 40 The dielectric constants and losses at all or most of the wave-
and 60°C have been measured for a-ehloronaphthalene and lengths of 1.2, 3.2, 10, 25 and 50 cm, and 575 m, at tempera
_x-bromonaphthalene in dilute solution in decalin a,'d in Nujel, tures 20, 40 and 60°C, have been measured for pure aniline
and for fl-methylnaphthalene in dilutiol, solution in Nujol. and N,N-dimethylaniline, for dilute benzene solutions of ani-
2(;2
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line, p-toluidine, benzidene, N,N,N',N'-tetramethylbe,,zidene, The dielectric properties of 1,4-cibrornobutane:
_--naph.hylamine, ,f/-naphthylamine, diphenylamine, _'¢-pueuy,.- 1,6-dibromohexane, and 1,8-dibromooctanc _ere measured at
'-napL, thylamine and N-phenyl-2-naphthylamine and for :tilute 1000--8000 Me. The ac._ivation energy for dielectric relaxation
solutions of diphenylamine in Nujol and N-phenyl-l-naphthy]- fo_ tile three compounds is 2.5, 1.8, 1.8 keel/mole, respec-
arume and N-phenyl-2-naphthylamine in decalin. The refrac- tiv,qy
rive indiees for the D sodium line have also been measured
for most of the solutions The data have been used to calculate
the v_lost probable dielectric relaxation times and have been 1,395. MOLECULAR ROTATIONAL EELAXATION INLIQUIDS AND SOLIDS
analyzed to obtain relax.d/on times for dipole orientation by Clemett, C,, D_.vies, M.
molecular and intramole_ular rotation. The molecular relaxa- Archi,:es de_. Seierees, Gev.e::'., v. 13, Special Number,
t!on times calculated from the measurements ale of the mag- pp. 77-81, 1960
nitudes to be expected from the sizes and shapes of the (Paper presented at the Ninth Ampere Colloquium, Pisa,
molecules. A second -el:txation time obtained for each sub- September 12-16, 1960 -Entry ._501)
stance in solution is associated _ith intramolecular motio,-
The dielectric properties of 2-ehloro-2-nitropropane were
the slightly hindered rotation of an NH__ or N (CH,,),, group, investigated at 25f_-897 Mc. Values for dielectric consta_.t and
or the more hindered rotation of a phenyl or naphthyl group, activation energy are presented and resuIts compared with
cra combination of the two relaxation times of a phenyl and a those of other compounds. Interpretation is given in terms of
naphthyl group rotatiou, free rotation in the solid.
1,392. TIlE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF PALMITIC
ACID AND ALEURITIC ACID 1,396. EXCESS NOISE IN SEMICONDUCTORS
Sen, A. K., Bhattaeharya, G.N. Brophy, J. J.
Applied Physics O*.tarterly, x. 7, no. 2, pp. 16--20, 1961 November 14, 1962
Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, I11.
The dielectric properties of palmiti.o acid are compared with Annual Summary Report 7 for November 15, 1961-
those of aleuritic acid in the temperature range 30-100°C and l_.ovember 14, 1962, Nonr-180,000
over a frequency range of 1-500 kc. Palmitic acld behaves as AD-288,874
a nonpolar substance, forming double molecules at ordinary Critic.a] point polarization fluctu,-.tions in ferroelectrie tri-
temperatures. Permittivity-temperature and loss-temperature glycine sulfate crystals were measured at the Curie tempera-
curves for aleuritic acid indicate a polar nature; neither a ture by observing noise voltages between electrodes applied to
completely anomalous dispersion range nor loss peaks can be the crystal.
pin-pointed because of high conductivity. It is suggested that
OH groups in aleuritic acid may have some freedom of
rotation even in the solid state. 1,397. EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION AND THERMAL
TREATMENT ON THE DIELECTRIC DISPERSIONS
IN NYLON
1,393. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN PHENYL Stein, M. N.
ALCOHOLS AT LOW TEMPERATURES November_1960
Bennett, R, G. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory,
Archives des Scie, ces, Geneva, v. 13, Special Number, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
pp. 62-64, 1960 TR 2149
(Paper p, esented at the Ninth Amt, ere Colloquium, Pisa, AD-2,18,864
September 12-16, 1960 -- Entry #501)
Measurements were made from l kc to 3 Me at --60 The effect of irradiation and thermal treatment on the di-
to - 20 ° C for the complex dielectric constant_ of electric properties of several long chain poiymers was studied
3-phenylpropanol, 2-phenylethanol, and ]-phenylprop_,nol. in the temperature region from -160 to +480"C for frequen-
Relaxation time. F.,,and e_ are reported; Cote_Ccle plots ,re ties from 0.1 to 100 kc. The dielectric data show one or more
presented, dispersion regions \.'hich were correlated with the onset-of
various modes of internal motion within the polymers. The
changes in dielectric properties are interpreted in terms of the
1,394. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOME ¢x-¢_ alteration in structure produced by irradiation, absorbed
DIBROMOALKANES moisture, and thermal treatment. The concept of radiationPrice, A. It.
Archives des Sciences.,3elicva, v. 13, Special Number, damage as a thermal spike prieaomenon is introduced, to
pp. 71-76, 1960 explain '_he similar rest, Its produced _')ythermal que';ehing and
(Paper presented at the Nin,h Ampere Colloquium, Piso, irradiation. The two low tempera°.ure dispersion regions in
September 12-16, 1960--Ent-y #501) nylon were studied extensively and are discussed in detail.
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DIEL,J_CTRICEFJ-'I_CT$--__XPERIMENT
1,398. MEASUREMENT OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT IA0i. DIELECTRIC PROPEPTIES OF SOLID POLYMERS
OF FIL._!ENT N_fLON IN A TRANSVERSE FIELD de Brouckere,L., C_.u_kens,G., Robert.G.
Vtard,F. S. Bulletin des SocidtdsChimiques Beiges, v. 70, pp. 410--414.
British_o::rnelof Applied Physics, _-.12,1o.9, 19{!
: pp. 450-,tt55, September 1961 Diel_-tr_c constams .rod loss f-_,etors of pol:.-(vinyl formal)
._, instrument was designed for measuring tbe dielectric were deteraainea from 4.qo eps to '- Mc -'nd- 10 to -: !50:C.
constant ,;f a material in the form of a single ,ylindrieal ilia- 3;t_.ough a_ispe.lsion (attributed :e mov-:me_lt of segrrte,:ts
ment, and experiments a_ described in which it i; :ased for of the pol_-mer chain) is n,,_od, no 8-d;_Fersion is e-,ident.
measurements on nylon. The ._)_::r,c-.,,iis pla..,-/edcentrally be- which indicates tFat there i_ :m .;ndep,-ndent m¢,2nn of i_iar
hteen "we si|,-ered optical fiats, which f=m a parallel-plate side-,'roups. Th;s can l,e ant,ZcipateJ by the bridgc_d structure
capacitor and serve as the tuning capacitor of a radio- of thei_!vmerse.._ents.
frequency osdiiator. Atx._,Jding _';_.::n ex.i_ing rheum', the change
in eapaci_" due to the pre_nee of the dieleetn.: is g;gven by:
1,4_-L DIEI,EC3R_C PROPERTIES OF PGLYMERS IN
_,2D: tanh _/_ _--- 1 3--D_ S_3LVENTO:', THE DIPOLE .MO_iI_,Nr AND ON
THE DIELE(WRIC RELAXATION
(where b is tbe radius of the _]ament, H the length of the de Iarouvkere,L., I_cocq-Robrrt, A.
capacitor and B the width and D the dis_.;;."e hetween _._be Builetip dt'_SociJtE, C.hin:i6_ues Belge_, ¢. 70, pp. 549-575,
plates), and 8C can be dct_nnined from t}:e corresF<_:ading 1961
change in oscillator frequency, if the elecirical parameters of
the circuit are known. The experimental observatiovs con- Dielectric prope_rtie_ ,,f dilute so|utio,s of poly_mcthyl-
firmed the general form of the equation, but were not suflL rnel!',acD'late) in tolue,ae, CHCI:. and l:'2-dichlort_thane, :nd
eiently accurate tn verify the se,._nd-order term -'-'b_-;3D-'. of p_l_ (butyhnethae,-:late) i,: CCI,, dit_xane, toluene, CHCI_,
A value of 3.0 was found for the dielectric constant of nylon at and 1:2-tetrachloroethane were measured at 0.5 ke to 30 Me,
6 to 7 Me, wkieh is in reasonable agreement with value- of .3.1 and - 30 to + 2._'C. St-!v_nt eflects are consider_ for d.;pole
to 3.4 recorded by other workers for both filament and bulk moments, crihcal ficquencies, _verage celaxation times, and
nylon. (PA, 1961, #16,232) activation e,ergies.
1,399. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN !,403. THE DIELECTRIC BEIIAVIOR AT LOW
HETEROGENEOUS MIXTURES OF FERRITE TEMPERATURES OF SEVI_RAL CASES ADSORBED
AND PARAFFIN O!L ON POROUS VYCORGLASS
Luca:U., Reus,N. .. Chapman, I. D., Melntosh, R.
Buletinul lnstitutului Politvhnic din lasi, v. 7, no. 1-_, Ca,adian ]ourm:l of Chemistry,.v. -!0, no. 1, pp. 92-103,
pp.205-210, 1961 Januf:) 1962
The dielectric properties of several heteregeneous mixtures The coml,]ex dielectric constants of several systems corn-
of para_n ell aud pox_der re,Tires (.Mn-Zn and Ba -_ 1.5% F:_sing a gas _',dsor_._ed oa Vyeor gl_ss have been measured
_i:.O:_ferrites) were examined; the variations of the dielectric at temperatures betw_.en 0 and - 180°C aud frequencies
r,onstant r' and the tan 8 were studied as functions of the between 3 g'e and 4 Mr.. The real and imagi,ary parts of the
ferrite eo, centration (5--25%). of the frequency ( _.o0 cps- Aieiectr2c -onstaut of the adsorbed phase have been comFuted.
10 Me), and of the temperature --30 to -' t5°C. Data are Loss maxima occurring at low temperatures are observed for
compared with theory. 1'2 references, some of the matter in the monolayer and are ,_.ssumed to be
due to complexes formed between the gas first admitted -',nd
hyd,oxyl groups which are covalently attach,_,d to the surfnee
1,400. EFFECT OF "y Co'_° BAI)IATION ON TIlE of the gtag," The ecmplexes may be consider_ d either as dxpoiesDIELECTRIC PROPER£1ES OF TRIGL_CINE
SULPHATE having two equilibrium positio,_, or as highly damped oseil-
ltilczer, B, ]ators. Ethyl chloride adsorbed in the first molecular byer
Bulletin de l'Acad_nie Polonaisedes Sciences, SJrie des and not bonded to OH behaves as an oscillatory system for
Sciences, Mathdmatique., Astronomiqnes ct Physiques, which no loss is observed in the fregueney and temperature
¢.9, no. 3, pp. 229-234, 196! ranges studied. Ethyl chloride ads,.,rbed in the multilayers
The Curie point was found to shift linearly with irradmtion behaves similarly, but shows a slightly greater temperature
time to lower temperatures, and at the same time the peak ceefflcient ot e'. Both these types of ad,,orbed ethyl elc.loride
permittivitT fell. The DiE hysteresis loops first became con- interact with the complexes and ,educe the threshold tempera-
strictetl, then single straight lines. The results are attributed ture at which los_ is observed iu the coml_lex. Methyl chloride
to lattice defects bloekit_g the motement of domain walls, interacts with OH g.,"up_ in a simihr fashion, but n-butane
(PA, 1961, #17,832) does not.
i
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1.404. PIEZOELECTRIC TEXTURES AND PERSPECTIVES (2) There exists an empirical relation between tl'.erelaxation
FOR THE FURTIlER DEVELOPMENT OF time. r. and the v.iscosity, _7:PIEZOELECTRICITY
Shnim_ov, A.V. log r = A - x log ,7
Ces_odocen_ Caatrp/s pro Fya/ku, Sekce A, v. 12, it*_ hich ff.e x p_rameter has a value 0 < x _ 1.
pp. 172--174,1962 _3_ "I'hroughthe x paramete r, some in__ght into the race_h-
Piezoelectric m._te_ials l',el_nging to only three groups are anism of rotation (internal rotation vs. overat.l rotation) can be.
known, although tcxt'_res (arrangements ,ff building blocks obtained and the shap_ of the.- rotating unit tan be discussed.
inch as small en.-_tals, long molecules, oleo-rie or magneti.'.
dip_!es, t_c.) iml.ortant in ,iexeelectrici.y fall into sevep. IAO7. TIIE CAUSE OF "/'lie VARIATION OF DIELECTRIC
_oups. depending on their elements of _n ,1err3".The rex- CONSTANT AN_ CON_'DUCTIVI.TyOF SUSPENSSONS
_ures of rochelle salt and BaTiO_ used in F- tc-_iceare dis- BY TORSION
ct:ssed. Piezoelectric e_e::ts in a dcfomitd o: _.an:c _ass are N2__,_u, R.
reported. Communication, d_ ia Facult_ de, Science-*de FUniverritl
d*Ankara, v. 9, no. I, pp. t-l_I, 1957
1,405. DIELECTRIC PROPERT,.'ESOF MONOHALOGENO- A dt-focmation perpendicular to the fielt: cause._ a change
BENZ :_NFSIN THE MICROWAVE REGION in dieleci.rie cc,nstant and conductivity. This ct_a,age is investi-
Okab¢.yash_H. gated on iron, carbon bla_k, and graphite suspensions in
ChemicalSocietyoflapan, Bu:_etinof the, v. 35, no. 1, mineral oil. The ehange_ found to be independent -ff "he
pp. 163-170, January. 19Go2 dir._ction of deformation, is probably due to a partL_l d,---_,1_,_-'-
The d/electric constants and the loss factors ot :.;quid mono- tion and orientation of elongated agglomerates.
ha!ogenobenzenes were measured in the micr,w._v,; region by
the flee wave method (developed by Yasum_) and the wave- 1,408. VARIATION WITt! FREQUENCY OF DIELECTRIC
guide method (developed by Surber). Tt_e experimental results CONSTANT AND CONDUCTIVITY OF HETERO-
wet_- discussed on the basis of the formula of the local field GENEOUS SOLID MIXTURES
previously proposed by Yasumi and Komooka. In the cases of Nasulaoghh R.
liquid monobalogenobenzenes, the experimental facts can be Communications de la Facultd des Sciences de l'Univerdt_.
explained by a single relaxation _ne. d'Ankara, v. 9,9o. 1, OP-20-42, 1957
An investigation was made of the change with frequency
1,406. DI.'-LECTRIC RELAXATION AND MOLECULAR of the dielectric constant and conductivit3" of graphite poly-
STRUCTURE. 1. RELAXATION TIME AND styrene mixtures. A dispersion with a rCaxation time of
VISCOSITY 0.S × I0 "_se,, was observed at 2 Me: a second dispersinn in
Chitoku, K., Higasi, K. the variatioL of conductivity with the frequency is shown above
Chemical Society ot]ap_:a. Bulletin ol the, v. 36, no. 9, 10 Me. Changes in the agglomeration of the particles appar-
pp. 1064-.1068, September t963 ently cause these dispersions.
Stokes' sirtple formula for a rigid sphere i'otating in a viscous
liquid was assumed by Debye to be applicable to a sohere of 1,409. THE DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 'liSlE OF
molecular dimen._ions surrounded by other- m61ecules ef a SEVERAL DIi'OLE MOLECULES IN RELATION
similar size: TO Tt='EII_ STRUCTURE
,lr._a: Fischer, E.C_mmunications de la FacultY.des Sciencesde l'Universit_
r - kT d'Ankara, v. 9, no. 1, pp. 43--48, 1957
in which 7/is the ordinary viscosity of the kluid, a is the radiu.¢.
of the sphere, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute Measured relaxation times are compared with calculated
temperature, times for the following inflexible molecules: acetal, tetrahydro-
furan, iso-Pr._O, thianthrene, pyrrole, indole, ,rod carbazole.
The object of this paper i.; to postulate an empirical The eEective values were obtained by measurements of.calori-
relation between lhe viscos'_ty and the relaxation time and to metric a;:d dilatometric loss in dilute benzene sol:_tions at
compare it with the above equation. The ordinary viscosity 25°(3. Slight deviations in all cases are noted. The results are
alone is considered, since it seems desirable to deal o, ly with inte,'preted.
measurable quantities. The dielectric measurements have been
limited to diiutc solutions, because the relaxation time meas-
ured in the liquid state is accompanied with ambiguity due 1,410. CONDITIONS DETERMINING THE PRESERVATIONIN THE DARK OF PHOTOPOLARIZATION IN
to the choice of an nrbitrary conversion factor. From the study PHOTOELECTRETS
it is concluded that: Nadzhakov, G., Ant_,nov,A.,Zadorozhn_i, G,
( 1) Stokes' f,_rmula for a rotating sphere in a viscous medi ,m Comptes Rendus de I'Acad_mie Bulgore des Sciences,
cannot be applied to a sphere of _mlecular dimensions, v. 14,no. 4, pp. 329-332, 1961 (in Russian)
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Slx_cimens of mon_<.D-stal and polye_'stal sulphur, as we" ferent dielectr/c properties from these of the solid pure acid.
as of pelyerystal _nthracene, were investigated. The/ot!owinh _PA. 1961, #17,826)
results were establisk, ed: (1) Photoeiectrets preserve most of
their initial polarization if, whel_ kept in the dark, the electrodes
are short-circuited. (2) The p,_-eservationof photopeLarizatio't !.414. DF.TERMINATION DES COMrLIANCES
ELASTIQUES ET DES MODULES
improves w.h,_.,the polari_ing electric field ine:'eases. (3) Th: PIEZORLECTRIQUES DU SULFATE DE
preservation of phof.o!zalarization in pho.oek_'trets of poly- GLYCOCOLLE {DETEBMINATION OF THE
crystal anthrac_me improves and it_ sensitivity decreases who n PLASTIC COMPLIANCES AND PIEZOELECTRIC
the pre._aJre under which the specimens are produced increase. MODLrLI OF GLYCINE SULPHATE,)
With a pressure cxceedi:,g 2 ton."cm", ,at which t!.e .substance Cilletta, F.
of the photoelectret atta/ns its maximum of density, these Comptes Rendus llebdommiaires des Sdances de fAc,-rddmie
dependences ¢.ease to he .abserved. The exphnation %r this des Scien_es, v. 253, no. 15.pp. 1556-1,558. October 9, i961
may be the hot thai part o5 the e_ectrons ;:dhere fi.rm.3, tv the The purpose of this note ts to c_mpie'.e the partial r_uks
flee surface of the different monocD-stals on eomp_,ratively previtrlslv publi*_,ied (Entry _ 1,411 ) (PA, 196 °, #4104)
shallower surface traFs. (PA, 1962, #I0,56"2) .....
1,411. INFLUENCE D'UN CHAMP RLECrRIQUE"SGR 1,415. SUR L'ABSORPTION DIPOLAIBE DEBYE DE
CERTAr 7_SCONSTANTES IgL£STIQUES DU LIQUIDES ORGANIQUES CONGELRS RENFEP_MANT
SULFATE DE GLYCOCOLLE {INFLUENCE OF LES LIAISONS C = O, S :-- O OU NO.:; CAS
AN ELECTRIC FIELD ON SOME ELASTIC DES ACI_TYLACRTATES(DIPOLAR DEBYE
CONSTANTS _ C_,,..IN... SULFATE) ABSORPTION IN FROZEN ORGANIC LIQUIDS
G;.lletta,F. CONTAINING C:O, S:O, NOz BONDS AND IN
Compte, Rendus Hebdomadaires des S_ance, .let Acad_mie ACE1TLACETATES)
ue_ Sciences, v. 2,50>no. 19, pp. 3162--3164._av 9, 1966 Freymann, M.Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Sdances de r Aca,ldmie
Glycine sulfate'_',Lferrgelectrie up to 50°C, the elastic con- des Sciences, v. 253, no. 19, pp. 2061-2063. Novem.ber6,
stants are then able to be determined from the resonance 1961
freoueneies of plates or of bars subjected to art alternating Dipolar Debye absorption of ionic cwstals and metal _emi-
electric field. A report is given of prelimi,,aD" rest,Its obtained ' conductors has been stud.;ed experimentally many times; the
eli bars perpendicular to the ferr_lectrie ax/s. Curves are concept of defects in the lattice and the possible role of phase
presented showing both temperature dependence and depend- change have been considered This report extends the work to
enee or: :_leetric field of the complia,_ces. The results below the case of organic compound_ (solids or congealed liquids).
the transition point are related to a first electrif.cation; there Absorption at 100 kc was studied in (1) aldehydes, e.g.: Aclt,
also seemto be some remarkable phenomena of hysteresis, paralJehyde, BzH, and furaldehyde, (2) ketones, e.g., fen-
chone, e_,mpLors, and .:yclohexanone, (3) esters, e.g., methyl
1,412. ABSORPTION DIRLECTRIQUE DISSYMRTRIQUE and ethyl acetylacetates, methyl benzoate, and methyl salicy-
DANS LES LIQUIDES 02N SURFUSION late, (.t) Me=SO, and (5) nitroetLane and nitropropane. The
(ASYMMETRIC DIELgCTRIC ABSORPTION IN dielect_._c constant e' and dielectric loss factor tan _ are plot-
SUPERCOOLED LIQUIDS) ted as hmction_ o{ temperature.
G_ouhert,E., Caillon, P.
Comptes Rendus H ebdonmdaires des Sdaacesde FAcaddrnie
des S¢ienc_,s,v.2,_t,n_,. 1, pp. 82--84,July4, 1960 1,416. _.TUDE DE L'RVOLUT_[ONAU COURS DU TEMPS
Dielectric properties of glycerol and its substituted C1 and D'UN MONOCRISTAL DE SULFATe; DEGLYCOCOLLE (A STUDY OF THE GROWTH WI'[It
Ace derivatives (both menu-and di-) are examined TIME OF A MONOCRYSTAL OF CLYCINE
SULPHATE)
1,413. INFLUF_:CE DE FAIBLES QUANTITRS D"EAU Taurel, L., Lauginie, P.
SUR LE 0COMPORTEMENTDII_LECTRIQUE DE Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des Sdancesde l'Acad_mie
L'ACIDE ACI_TIQUESOLIDE (INFLUENCE OF des Sciences, v. 253, no. 22, pp. 2511-2513, November27,
TRACES OF WATER ON TItE DIELECTRIC 1961
BEHAVIOR OF SOLID ACETIC ACID) Ferroelectric domains in glycine sulphate sing)e crystals
Raczy, L.,Coustant, E., Gabillard,R. _)ere made visible by surface etching with water. Crystals
Com_tes Rendus Hehdomadairesdes S_ance_ de rAcaddmie which had had no thermal treatment for several days gave
des S_.'iences,v. 252, ao. 17, pp. 2523-25o_, April24, 1961 !urge domains approximating to cylinders parallel to the ferro-
The use of a new type of automatic bridge circuit for mea- electric axes. On heating the crystals above 45°C, and cooling
surement of complex permittivity at 100 ko showed certain it, air, a large number o{ small needle-shaped domains ap-
unusual features of the acetic acid-_'ater mixture in the so!kl peared, whkAl, over several days, coagulated into large domains
phase. The solid phase with added water possesses very dif- similar to those existing originally. "lhe effects of weak ac
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and strong, d:. fields on _he do;_::d, growth were studied. Thi_,. ti,':n _DDA : is very low (tan 8 < 0.0010, -. : 100 ke)- upon
plates were cut f,om th_ co'seals pert_endictda_ to the t,._r,_- ;iluti,m ,_,'lt ('C1. c,r C.rlCI . the t'_DA appears t- Fe ,-,..rv
electric axis and tile change it, dielectric constm,t witl. time high ¢tan 3 ~ 0.150_-0.3000_. Solutions of acetopc. Et
w;ts studied at a weak field of ! kc and at a temperate:re of mah,m_te, t re.. are exan',il,ed i;_ the same way.
28.5_C. When the cn.'stal had just underg,me thermal treat-
mont. _¢ and t" decreased _ ith time. where :" = t t "..:-As"
with t.:. = 4"1and A : 4.74. After sereral da.vs, t" wa:: equal 1.420. PE!;MI'il'iVITI" IN I'IIF PROCESS OF
it. eL, _ value of -t0 beipg obtained for each of tl,ree different POI.AR1ZA'I Ill,z; REVE.:t':AI. OF FERIlOELECTRIC
plates. (PA, 196:2, #4(194) TRI(,LYCINF SULPIiA 7/-
N|isui'ov,6. A., )anou'._ek, _,"
C:'echosMra._ lournal of Physics , v. 10, no. 9, pp. 687--G88.
1,417. DO.UAINE DE VALIDITI_ DE L'EXPBESSION 19(_0
ANALI.'T.IQUI; DU COURANT D'ABSORPTION D'UN Va]t,cs of r and t...n _3were measured at frequencies of 10 to
CIILORURE DE POLTVINYLE /RANGE OF 300 ke whih. the cryst;:l _aversed its D E hysteresis loop at
VALIDITY el Tile ANa,LYTICAL EXPiii"_SSIG."; 30 cps. As itt BaTiO.., e passed through anomahmsh: high valuesFOR I'HE A3SORPTfON CURRENT OF A .....
CI_iLOROPOLTVINYL.) during p:_larization reversal, but r was not a unioue funcfior
Ccuget, A., Lacoste, h. o{ the repolarizing era-rent in this ease. (PA, 196i. _- _17,'_"~o.9)
Comptes Rt ;,du_ Hebaomadaires des S_anccs de i'Acaddm_e
des Schrnces, v. 254, no. 10, pp. 1750-1752.. March 5, 1962
1:421. PER.XllTTI_'I'TY OF ROCltELLE SALT DURING
The 'carnation of the absorption cun'eht e f.a chloropolyvinyl SIVI';CIII.'_,G
as a funetion of time is found to be represented by an expression Fousko:-,4, A., Jar.ou_ek, V.
of the form i = at-" (where n = -0.93', which is valid within Cze,.hoslot- ,k lot mat o! Physics, v. 12, no. 5, OF. 413--415,
a period of 0.5 mizl to 1-2 hr after the initi_d application of the 1962,
electric field. The photographic method of investigation is The comply-, p,_.rrz..idivit.v was measured over the frequency
described and six diagrams are presented, range 10 h; 200 kc. while thp crystal was being switched tit
40 cps with a field of 15 kv/cm. As in BaTiO:_ and other ferro-
electrics, the Fcmaittivity reached a high yah,e, sevezal times
1,418. SUR L'ABSORPTION DIPOLAIRE DEBYE DES that measured witllout switch,ng. The freque:ley depe_xdencc
LIQUIDES ORGANIQUES CONGELi_S. LIQUIDES of the permlttivitv could be fitted to a Debvc relaxatiot: process.ORGANIQL-ES RENFERMANT DES LIAISONS C ::- O • •
(ON TIIE DIPOLAR DEBYE ABSORPTION IN (PA. 1962, #18,771)
FROZEN ORGANIC LIQUIDS. ORGANIC LIQUIDS
CONTAINING C:O BONDS)
Jaffra;n, M..Marin, C. i,422. DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION IN LONG-CIIAIN
Comptes Bendus Hebdomadaires des S_ances r£'_l'Acadd'mie SECI NDARY ALCOIIOLS AND THEIR SOLID
des Sciences, v. 254, no. I6, pp. 2958--2960, April 16, 1962 SOLUTIONS
Meakins, R. J.
The diciectric constant ¢ and dielectric loss factor tan 8 Faraday Sooiety, Transacti.ms of the, v. 58, no. 478, pt. 10,
were studied as hmctions of temperature in the ketones Me..CO_ pp. 1953- 1961, October 1962
Et._,CO, PrzCO, iso-Bu_.CO, MeEtCO, Me(iso-Pr)CO, Me(iso- It has been shown theoretically tt_at whet_ dipoles are asso-
Bu)CO, and cycloi_entanone; in isobut.vl and isoamyl formates; elated to form a chain, the m_gnitude of the dielectric absorp-
a_d in the Et esters of H('Oott, HOAe, H:(',O,. and malonic, tion increases x,,ith n and tile relaxation "ime increases with n'-',
succlnic, and g]utarie acids. Tile data a;'e presented and where (n--I) is the number of dipoles in the chain. In the
discussed, present work, 'his theory is applied to long-oimi:: secondary
alcohols to calculate the average lengths of tile hydrogen bol_d
chains from tile experimental results. Separate calculahons1,419. SUB L'ABSORPTION I)IPOLAIRE DF'BYE DE
LIQUIDES ORGANIQUES CONGEL_;S. SOLUTIONS are made fi'om the frequency of the maximum f,,,,_ and from
CONGELI_ES DANS CCIa OU CHCI.. (DEBYE tile m,tgnitudc of the absorption.
DIPOI.AR ABSORPTION OF FF,OZEN ORGANIC In the former it i_ necessary to determine [,,_._.,h_r the rotation
LIQUIDS. FROZEN SOLUTION',: IN CClt OR of individual hydrox, l groups, or preferably, for hydrogen-
CltCl.,) bonded ehai_s of known lengths. Some values for these areJaffrai_., M., Clmrles, J.
obtained fi'om microwave measurements el solid solutions ofComptes Rend*as Hebdomada,:res des S_ances de l'Acad_mie
des Sciences, v. 254, no. 19, pp. 3343-3345, May 7, 1962 the secondary alcohol 16-hentriacontano! in tile long-chain
hydrocarbon n-dotriacontane. With the aid o_' infrared data
The authors extend their previo_;s re,;careh. The dielectric and the solid-liquid phase diagram, it is pcssib|e to relate
properties of fi'ozen organic compounds _ontaining C:O are different dielectric :d.)sorption ma×Jma to i:_(lividual hydroxyls
investigated. For 1;_.re ethylaeetatc, tt'c Debye dipo]a," absorp- groups (monomers), pairs (dimt::.s), and chains (polymers).
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In a cato.dation from the mag,dtude of the absorption, there ":,i27. ON TIlE PROBLEM OF TtlE PHYSICAL NATURE
is an elierkry difference t,, t_een th_ equilibrium positions of OF "CttE ELECq'RET EFFECT IN CARNAUBA WAX
the hydroxyl groups to _m _a]_en into account. This is obtained Gubkm, A. N...t,!atsonash_ii._. B. N.
Fizika ] verdogo Tela," '. 4. n:J 5, pp. 1196-1205, May 196"2from measurer[.ents of the dielectric abs.z,q3tion at various {Translated from the B msia,_ in Soviet Physics _ Solid
temper_O, tre_. _tate, v. 4. no. _, pp. 87_-8',,_, N_vember Ib62)
A study is reported of tLc electret properties of carnauba
1,423. ASYMMETRIC DISPERSION IN PROPYI.ENE _ax, in particular its persistent polarizati',_ and relaxation ofGLYCOL
tlao, V.M. charge. (t is concluded that the m.ture of ttie electrct state is
Faraday Soci,.'ty, 2rranmctit,m of the, v. _$, no. 479, pt. 11, the same in .a wide ra,ge of dielectrics. ( PA. 1962. # 18,782)
pp. 2139--2143, Novemt-_.r 196"2
The dielectric dispersion in pure propy_ene glycol and in 1,428. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT A._2D DIPOLE
solution has beer, studied in the ultra-hlgh frequency and MOMENT: CHROMONES, t._AVONES. AND
microwave region at room temperatere The present and the BENZYLIDENECOUMARONES
previously published results on glycerol can be well repro- Jatkar, S. K. K., Deshpande, C. M.
" Indian Chemical Society_ Journal of the, _'.q7, pp. 69--7_,
sented by the Davidson-Cole type of skewed arcs. Vhey agree 1960
closely with the theoretical curves drawn fi'om the Glarum
function derived on the basis of a defect diffusion model. Experimental data ['_r the dielectric constants and densities
measured over ;_ range of temFeratures at var,-s concen-
trations are tabulated. All measure'nents were made in benzene
1,424. DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOR OF DIMETHYLSULPH- solutions. The diI ole moments were calculated by a newOXIDE AND ITS BINARY MIXTURES WITH
ALCOHOLS AND BENZENE equatio.q for 2-methyl-5-hydroxychromone, 2-methy!-7-met'_-
LindJmrg, J. J., Hakalax, B. oxychromone, 4'-methoxyflavone, 6-methyl-.4t-methoxyflavone,
Fimka Kemist_amfundets Meddelonden: Suomen 4'-benzyloxyflavone, 6-henzoyl-4'-methoxyflavone, 4'-methoxy-
Kemistiseura, Tedonantaia, v. 71, no. 4, pp. 97-103, 1962 benzylidenecoumaranoue, and 4'-methoxy-5-methylbenzyl-
idenecoumaranone.
1,425. THE PRC BL'EM OF INORGANIC ELECTRETS
Gubkin, A. N., Skanavi, G. L !,429. THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ROSIN-MALEIC
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 3. no. I, pp. 297-:|04, January 1961 ANHYDRIDE RESIN
(Trat_Isted from the Russian in Societ Physics _ Solid Sen, A. K., Bbatt_charya, G. N.
Stats, v. 3, no. l, pp. 215-220, July 1961) Indian ]oumal of Physics and Proceedings of the Indian
A,sociatiot_ [or the Cultivation of Sciet, ce, v. 35,
Studies on electrets of organic (wax) as well as poly- pp. 509-51(_, 1961
crystalline ceramic dielectrics are reviewed. The eleetrets are
gr_ ,:ped according In their preparation: (1) thermoelectrets, The dielectric properties of rosin-maleic anhydride resin
prepared by heatingand coaling in an electric field; (2)photo- were measured over the temperature range of 25 to 170"C
electrets, prepared in illuminatio_i but not heated; and (3) and the frequc,cy range of 1 to 500 kc. The characteristic. _ff
certain ceramic and phosphor electrets prepared in an electric a polar resin exhibited in most of this temperature-frequel,cy
field. The field within the electret, E.. is derived for the range are pointed out. The anomalous behavior of dielec:ric
organic short-circuited case and the inorganic partially short- constant at high temperature, however, is also noted. An
circuited case. Methods of cbarging and the measurements attempt has been made to explain thi., peculia.ity on the basis
of surface charge are discussed m detail. The phenomenologieai of the estimated rotor dimension and infrared absorption
theory is verified quantitatively for various electrets. (SSA, spectrogram. OH groups attached to the molecule appt'ar to
#12,442) be the probable rotating units.
1,426. EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON PROPERTIES OF 1,430. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOME MONO-
ROCHELLE SALT CRYSTALS (IN WEAI_ ELECTRIC SUBSTITUTED PHENOLS
FIELDS) Sarma, V. S. K., Dasgupta, S.
Peshikov, E. V., Stayodubtsev, S.V. Indian Journal oyPure and Applied Physics, v. 1, no. 6,
Fizika Tverdogo Tela, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 239-245, January 1962 pp. 235-237, June 1963
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physic_ -- Solid
State, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 170-174, July 1962) By using a permittivity bridge below 160 kc and a Q-meter
beyond 200 kc, the dielectric loss factor, d', of o-nitroph_nol,
Gamma irradiation reduced the domain contributious t,_ the catechol, salicylic acid, p-nitrophenol, hydroquinor, e, and
permittivity, dielectr_,c losses, res,nanee fxequency, Q-factor, :_-hydroxybenzaldehyde was measured at frequencies between
and electromechanici,l coupling factor of _'ochelle salt ira weak 5 eps and 50 J,4c. Higher losses, especially at the lower fro-
electric fields. (PA, 1962, #12,560) quencies, were observed for para-substitutc(i compou,ds.
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Ilydroqui_lor, e showed very high losse, when measured at 1,434 EFFECT OF THE C_MPOSITION AND STRUCTURE
_ 1O0°C_ e.g., at 100°C ._" was almost 0.4 at _ 10 cps. This OF 'FILE MOLECULES OF SOME ORGANG_',ILICON
may be attributed to the loss arising from conductivity. LIQUIDS ON THEIR ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
I_oigov, B. N., Khadobin, Yu. I., Kharitono,,', N. P,
Renne, V. T., Bondarenko, _'. N., 5oya, G. P.
1,431. EFFECTS OF GAMMA-RAY IRRADIATION ON lzrestiya Vysshikh IJchebnykh Zat'edenil, Energetika,
ROCHELLE SALT v. 5, no. 6, pp. 31-36, 1962
Toyoda, K., Kawabata. A., Tanaka, T. The ,.lectrlcal pt-onerties of bis(trialkylsiloxy)bep.zenesl_mtitute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Bv_letin
'(1.2: 1,3; 1,4".' and 1,.2,5-tris(trialkylsiloxy)benzene of the
of the, v. 39, no. 2, pp. 189- .194, March 1961
b'pc QH, [OSi(a")(R')W']: and C_,H_ [OSi(R")(R')R'] ,,
It was found that the ferroelectric region became narrower where R' :-_ Me Jr Et ard R" = Fr. iso-Pr, Bu, or isoamyl,
as a result of irradiation, and that ferroelectricity disappeared were irvestigated. Variations in substitution plac,-mel_t ar:'.
ai_,:r prolonged irradiation. The most striking ehan_'e appears shown ,o have noticeable effects on dielectric t:_operties. An
in the ferroeleetric hysteresis loop, Le., a double loop pattern increase i1__,_lecular weight is aY,o shown to affect _, dielec-
in the irradiated crystal. It was also f-_und that the piezoelec- tric loss, specitie resistance, at_d viscosity of meta and para
tr':ity was affected as a result of irradiation. (PA, 1961, colnt:ourds and, m some cases, o_],o.
#14,_541
1,435. ACTION OF ,y,-RADIATION ON THE DIELECTRIC
1,432. TIIE EFFECTS OF RADIATI'JN ON MATERIALS. PROPERTIES OF "VINTLPLAST"
PART 3. RADIATION DAMAGE MECHANISMS: Nestervv, V. M., To_opova, V. N.
INSULATING MATERIALS Izt.estiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedenil, Fizika,
Linnenbom, V.J. v. 1961, no. 6, pp 141-144, 1961
Insulatio_,, v. 6, no. 3, r- 11-15, March 1960 Evolution of HC1 and subctantial changes in mechanical,
Behavior of electrical insulation in a radiation field was ::,m- optical, and electrical propert._es are observed with d_sage of
sidered from two viewpoints: (1) temporary phe.,.,o_ze,a I0: r.
observed during irradiation, which depenJ large!y on dose
rate, and (2) permanent effects that persist afte_ removal from 1,436. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF INSULATING
the field, which usually depend on total de,se. Both organic- MATERIALS AI_I'ER "c-IRRADIATION. II.
and ceramic-type materials showed increased conductivity and POLYETIIYLENE
curreut leakage when exposed to rad,ation. M_st of the in- Vorozhtsov, B. I., Nestel',,v, V. M., Olshanska:'a. N. I.
duced conductivity disappeared w'_thin a short ti_ ae after the Izvestiya V!tssbikh Uchebnykh Zavedc.nii, Fizik,_,
v. 1962; no. 5, pp. 34-37, 1962
irradiation ceased. With organic insulators, the permanent
radiation damage was usually more of a problem tl-,an the Changes hi dielectric constant, los_ angle, dielectric permit-
transient effects Inorga_ic insulation materials suffered far tivity, and electric conductivity of p_,lyethylene with _radia-
less permane_t damage_, than the organic materials. The fol- finn by 7-rays from Co'"' were studied in the range of 40--10 _°
lowing materials ar-. listed h- order of decreasing radiation cps and 20-T0°C. Polyeth.vlene is stable up to 3000 rad/min.
stability: ceramics, mica, glass, polystyrene_ m v!_r, poly- In general. _,fter irradiat,.'o_ the loss angle ta_gent is propor-
ethylene, lucite, s3icone rubber, nylon, and tefim,. The effects tional to tan 8 before irradiation multiplied by the 0.05-0.02
of temperature, humidity, a_d the presence of surro_mding power of the irradiation dose. The dielectric strength seems
gases du:'_g irradiation are discussed, to decrease _.hen c_ystallinity decreases (above 40°C).
Methods of mea_ureme_t of dielectric chara_.teristics during
1,433. IMPULSE BREAKDOWN OF SOLID DIELECTRICS irradiation are detailed in Part I (ibid., v. 1962. no. 4,
Vorobev, A. A., Vorobev, G.A. pp. 163-170, 1962).
Izvestiya Tomskogo Politekhnicheskogo Instltuta imeni
S. M. Kirova, no. 95, pp. 3-15, 1958
1,437. TIlE CItANGE IN DIELECTRIC LOSS IN
The effects of volume charges and he,-.t separation on the CRYSTALLIZING POLYMERS UNDER THE
magnitude of the electric stre_gth of dielectrics can be elim- ACTION OF IONIZIN(i RADIATION
i_:ated by tt_ap-lse appl.ications of very small duration, a_,d Olshanskaya, N. I., d_rozhtsov, B. I.
a_,.'antage cau be t¢ken of the positive efl'eets of lag in dis- Izvesti_a Vysshikh Uchebn_kh Zavedenii, Fizika,
v. 1962, :_o.5, pp. I50-155, 1962
ch_'rge and discharge prop_.gation. However, in some cases
the increase in electric strength of dielectrics with decrease in Changt,s ,.'n dielectric loss of crystallizing polyethylene,
the _mpulse duration may be caused by thermal and polariza- po]yarnide-68, Fluorplast-3, and Lavsan w!th ultraviolet, X-,
t;on surface effects. Analysis is _resented of experimental and ),-ray irradiation were :,tudied at frequencies of 40-10 '_
work on dielectrics concerning the effect of time of discharge, cps. The dielectric loss a_gle increases with i_creasc in
rate of discharge propagation, a_,d polarity, at breakdown, the irradiatio_ intensity, and w;th the degree of cr/stalli_fily
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of the sample. The changes are reversible In the irradiated 1,441. I)OMAIN WALL CAUGItT _N DISLOCA'I|ONS IN
zooc the crystal also shows increased electrical conductivity FERROELECTRIC GLYCI:;I'.: SUt,FATE CRYSTALS
and a ehanee of polarizatitm. Nakamm'a, T., Nakamura. !t.
lapanese Iouraal of Applied l_ltgsics,v. 1, no. 5, pp. 253-259,
Novcmuer 196_
1,438. EFI'T.CT OF IONIZING RAI)t._TION ON
ELECTRICAL INSt. LATINC MATERIAI,S S_mu]tatm_us observl,_ion of both dislocation etch pits and
Adamec, V. ferroelectrie domair, w,dls was made on the b-face of fen'o-
ladert_a Enert;ie, v, 8, pp. 288-289, 1962 ele,.'tric glycine sulfate crystals by the etc'hing techv, ique wiO,,,
",,'ater. "1":._uecat.¢e end of i/he domain is pebbled, while the
The changes i_*coDdueti_t:/, dielectric constant, loss co- positive eqd is sm, .,th. Thf-,_lisloeation etch pits are well dis-
e_cient, and electric strength during X-ray irradiation, and in eernible from .he "pebbles" on the etched face. It was re-
mecha,fical properties afto.r irradiation, wcJe determined in vealed that undo, application of adc electric field of about 30
samples of poly,zthyien', natural rt:bber, polystyrene, ny'.,.m, v/cm. a domain wa3 is ,.:aught in dislocati,_l,s during the
Capron, PhOH-HCHO rt'si_, poly(Mc methr,,:ylat_-), poly- domain v,:_ll motion, resulting in zigzag shape. Evidences(eth,,lene terephthalate _.p_,i. ":_arbonate,polv_ _etrafluoroethyl-
• ' " were obtained that also m as-grown crystals, domain walls
ene ), polv (_;'i/tuorochloroet hvlene ) m,d pol_, _,invl chloride
...... "-,'ere eaag'_t in dis_,,caVo_s. It is assumed that dislocations in
which a domain wall ;s cmght are edge dislocations emerging
1,439. PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF "I'RIGYI_,CINE- out of the b-face.
SULPHAI'E
lkeda, T., Tanaka, Y.,Toyoda, H.
lapanes,, lournal of AppalledPhysics, v. I, no. 1, pp. I,'L--21, 1,442. DIFI_ECTRICS FOR SATELLITES AND SPACE
July 1962 VEHICLES
Frisco, L. J.
Since crystalline trigly,'/ne sulphate is centrosymrnetric March30, 1962
above the Curie point, the piezoelectricity in the ferroe].:etric Johns Hopkins University, Dielectrics Lab., Baltimore, Md.
phase is expected to be an "induced" one as in the case of R-3, Final Report for March 1, 1959 to February 28, 1962,
barium titanate, distinct from atJ "intrinsic" piezoelectricity of DA-36.039-se-78321
rochelle salt. Temperature dependen,:es of piezoelectric con- AD-27f,867
stants were measured by using various cuts of crystal and The effect" of simulated space env,:ronment on the electri-
some experiments on the electrestr/ctive effect above the cal properties of solid insulating materials are reported. Equip-
Curie point were performed. Electrostrictive constants were meat and techniques are described for the measurement of
obtained, and the above exFeetation ,._as confirmed in several loss properties, flashover strength, and elecoie strength during
points. The phase transition w:ls not found to be ac ;ompanied X-rav and ultraviolet icradiation at pressures in the 10-" Torrby any elastic change. Some effects of irradiation by X-rays
range. Twenty-one organic and inorganic materials are in-
and 7-rays on the piezoelectr,'.: constants were examined, and cluded in the investigation. [Iigh-w_.cuum sparkover (,_,_iE..:rv_
it is shown that irradiatioo prevents a diminution of piezo- field) and flashover measurements at dc and 60 cps show tha;
electricity resulting from growth of anti-parallel domah,s, (1) electrode surface roughness is the controlling factor; (2)
especially near the Curie point. (PA, 196.'2, #23,508) the dielectric properties of the material ,3o not influence flash-
over voltage; and (3) X-ray and ultraviolet radiation has no
1,44., PIEZOELECIBIC PROPERTIES OF TRIGLYCxNE effect on flashover vol'age. At 2 and 18 Me, high current
SULPHATE dens'ties at electrt_de edges or high losses in t,he solid material
Ikeda, T., Tanaka, V., Toyoda, Ia, compromise flaskover strength.lal_aneselournal ot Applied Physics, v. 2, no. 3, p. 199,
March 1963 : Electric strengths 't low-loss polymers are not affected b._
' X-ray irradiation in high vat'uum. I_.igh-frequencv electricThe matrix of eleetrostrietiw..' constants was treated as a "
symmetrical one in the p:'eviou_ paper (preceding abstract), strengdl is compromised by unfavorable thermal conditions in
high vacuum. X-ray-induced ac losses are exhibited by sev-
but this is incorre,_t. It is not like that of elastic t.oeflicients, but oral mat_ i ials during and after irradiation. Transient effects
is similar to that of photoelastic constants. The matrix (Q,_) during irradiation cause induced 60-eps dissipahon factors as
is not symmetrical, and the subsequent relational equations high as 0.40 in some tetrafluoroethylene polymers; deta,_ed
must be changed, exposure and recovery data show the effects of oxygen ,nd
Only the ecmponents in the second, fourth and sixth eel- absorbed dose. X-ray-induced de polariza_:ion, absorption and
umns of the matrix, which are related to P.,, can be deter- conduction currents are exhibited by most materials. In some
mined. Discussion on the depolarization in the 45-deg x-bar cases, recovery is not complete after several months. Instan-
should be omitted. The correct values of electrostrictive con- taneous and short-time effects of ultraviolet radiation on ac '
stants are: loss properties are not large enough to be of practical impor-
Q_z = 1.5, Qo., = 2.5, Q._ - - 4.4, Q._.,= -0.4, Qa4 = -4.3, tance. The dc behavior is dominated by photoelectric effects.
Q,_4= 4.2, Q4,_-_ 0.6, and Q,;,_--::2.2, in 10 "t_c.g.s, units, Materials that are subject to m,)v._ture absorption exhibit ira-
|
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JPL LITERATURE SEAF_CH NC'-,'_'t2
DIELECTRIC EFFECTS-- EXPERFM E.._4V
proved electrical properties after short periods in high The electric breakd,,)wn strengths or' thin, unsupported
vacu_ra..34 references, vinyl chloJide-acetate films in tke thickiless range of 1200 to
50,000 A were me3sured. No depeudel_cc-¢_( breakdown
!,443. DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION OF SOME AL_uhOLS stre;_gth _:j thick_'t_'s_ i_;f<_und iu this rcgion. Cc_ulpe..._ite fihn_
Kamiyosbi, K.,Fuiimura:T. cc_mp¢_sed of ahernate layers :ff plastic film a_d thin con-
.lournal de Physique et le Radium, v. 23, no. 5, pp. 311-314, ductil_g ]a) ers of ,;_Ivei: ,;how esser, tially the _ame breakdown
May 1962 strength as cl<_single fihns, l;ivc- a_d si,z-la> ei ]a,'dnates which
The dielectric absorption in 14 different alcohols (MeOH, do not co_taiH metal layers show a breakdo_,n strength
EtOIt, PrOH, iso-PrOH, BuOH, iso-BuOH, AmOH, iso- greatest bv a factor of 2 than lh,,t of si:iglc films "._fthe same
AmOH, n-hexyl alcohol, allyl alcohol, eyelohexanol, germ6ol, total thiek**ess. (PA, 1961, #19,652)
propylene glycol, aud glycerol) it, a supercooled state was
studied as a function of temperature at low frequency 1,447. DIELEf,TRIC • 3SS iN POLY-(ItEXAMFTHYLENE
(0.5--300 kc). From these results it is proposed that the di- AI)IPAMIDE) AND POLY-(HEXAMETIIYLENE
electric absorption of alcohol is due to the OH group. SEBACAMII)E) AT LOW TEMPI;RATURES
Steiu, M. N., Lauttman, R. C., Sauer, J. A., Woodward, A. E.
1,444, MICKOWAVE ABSORPTION OF A MIXTURE OF ]ournal of Applied Phtlsics, v. 32, no. 11, pp. 2352--2357,
TWO POLAR LIQUIb"S November 1961
Kamiyoshi, K., Fujimura, T. The dielectric r .-havi.,,,r of nylons 6.8 and 6. tO was studied
Journal de Physique et le Radium, v. 23, no. 6, pp. 337-340, in the temp¢'rature regio_ - 160 to _-60'C at frequencies of
June 1969, 0.1 to 100 kc. The effects uf thermal history, electron irradia-
The dielectric behaviors of a number of mixtures of two titre, and post-irradiation a'anealing on the: two dielectric loss
polar liquids were._tudied as a func_io_l of concentration. The peak_ found in this frequer_cy-ternperature range were ex-
,'esults show that in a mixture of two associated liqu'ids the plorecl. Ele_'tron irradiation ,_f nylon 6,6 and 6,10 :rod ther-
dieleet,'ie absorptions of each liquid join to be one common real quen_,.hing of nylon 6,6 IGwer the ,/peak ( --70_C at 1 k,:
absorption at any concentration (n-propanol + cyclohexanol, l_or nvlo_ 6,6) and raise the/,3 peak ( + lS°G f;)- nylon 6,6 at
ethanol + eyclob.exanol), but in a mixture of associated and I kc). Post-'_r_adiation a_mealing of _Lvl_,'-,5,6 or 610 irradi-
nonassociated liquids the absorptions only approach each other ateo to low doses (25--100 mr._d) rerno, e:s the effect of the
more or less (isoamyl bromide + geraniol, isoamyl bromide + irradiation o_ the dielectric behavior, but on irradiation to
cyclohexanol). Results contrary to this rule were observed in high dosages (900-1.000 mrad) the dielectric loss values in
a mixture of glycerol and n-propanol (two absorptions). It tlw region of the/3 maxim'_m at 0.i and ].0 ke are greatly re-
is suggested that the amount of displocement of dielectric duccd The frequency shifts of the dielectric-loss maxima for
ab_,orption in a mixture may be an indication of the degree all samples give achvation energies, i_: kcal/mole, which fall
of mixture. (PA, 1962, #19,576) in tSe 8-]5 range for the/3 maxin,ur,; and {5-19 for the 7 maxi-
mum. These absorption peaks and the effect of various vari-
1,445. ELECTRICAL SURFACE PROPERTIES OF ables on them are discussed in terms of the molecular strut-
POLYMERS CONTAINING BOUND ANIONIC ture and possible molecular motio_s respo:_sible for their
GRUIgt'S occurrence. (PA, 1961, #17,822)
Holmes, F. H., Perkins, P. G.
lournal of Applied Chemistry, v. 12, pp. 150-156, April 1962
Polystyrene cross-linked with divinvlbenze,e has been pre- 1,44"_. INCREASE IN DIELECTRIC CON.q'_'ANT DUllINGS_V;TCIIlNG IN BARIUM TITANATE AND
pared, free from catalyst, in sheet form and has been sn/phou- "rRI,_LYCINF SULFATE
ated in the surface _egio_s. Sheets incorporating carboxyl Fatuzzo, E.
groups in various proportions have been prepared by eopoly- 1ourna! o_Applied Physics, v. 33, no. 8, pp. 2588-2596,
merizing styrene, divinylbenzene, and methacrylic acid. The August 1962 !'
electrical conductances of the polymer surfaces, with sodium
as mobile cation, have been measured in air at various relative The increase in dielectric constat_t and losses during switch-
humidities. The observed increase e _conductance with relative h_g was ,ncasured in barium titauate and triglyeine sulp'.mte
humi,lity is consiste;:_ with an increase in dielectric constant (TGS) at frequencies up to 2 Gc. These measurements re-
of the polymer, vealcd the presence of two relaxatio_s: one at low frequencies
(described by Land_,uer, Yotmg, and Da'ougard), ma't a new
one at Li_her frequencies. Th:- relaxation frequency of this
1,446. ELECTRIC BREAKDOWN STRENGTHS, OF SINGLE new relaxation is 100 Mc in the case of tr;glyc,.'ne sulphate,
AND LAMINATED FU,MS OF VINYL CHLORIDE. a_d }:igher tb:_ 9 Gv in the case of BaTiO:_. The value ,,)f A_ _
,tCETATE -
Greenler, R. G., Kay, R.M. at the rclax;:tion frequency is 2 for triglyeine sulphate and 1.2
Journal ofAppl;edPlujsics, v. 32, no. 7, pp. 1252-1255, for Ba'l'_O., A model which explains the experiroental facts
July 1961 is givc'a. The incre,qse it; dielectric constant and losses is at-
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Jr-,- Llir._<A_UN_- _P_At_¢.,l-I ,'_v. 4,_¢ .........
DIICL_CTRIC EFFECTS--EXPERIMENT
tributed to oscillations of t}J_, "side" walls of the ferroelectric heterocharge, which remained constant for 40 ",_laysand showed
domains ;n the case of the high-frequency relaxatioll. The low- r.,_ indications of sign rev-r.'_al. The slgnifieance of the quanti-
frequer_cy relaxation is belie_ 1 to be due to oscillations of ties Q aacl ,r is evaluated.
"front': walls of the newly formed domains. (I"A, 1962,
#16,783)
1,451. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF POLYAMIDES
Curtis, A. J.
1,449. RADIATION DAMAGE AND THE FERROELECTRIC Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 34, on. 5, pp. 1849-1850,
EFFECT IN ROCHELLE SALT May 1961
Krueger,H. H. ,_..,Cook, W. R., J_., Sartain,C. C.,
Yoekey,H.P. Dielectric relaxation measurements are repnrted over the
Journal of Applied Physics, v. 34, no. 1, pp. 218-224, frequency range 50 cps ¢o 10 Mc at temperatures from - 100
January1963 to -b 175°C on poly(hexamethylene adipamide)-nylon 6,6-
Rochelle salt 45 ° X-cut square plates were expgsed to Co'_° mad poly(hexamethylen,_ sebacamide)-nylon 6,10. Four phe-
radiation of 8.6 ,< 103 to 2.6 × 10r r and r_-_._t:.r radiation nornena are identified: above 80°C a dipolar relaxation, sensi-
tive to thermal history; an ionic process at very low frequenc;es
uo to 2.4 )< 10"r gamma plus ,3.5 × 10i_ neutrons/era z.
Measurementswere made over a temperature range including above 60°C; a room temperature process at 10 kc (the/3-peak
both Curie points ( -30 to +30°C) of dielectric constant and found in mechanical measurements) ; and a low temperature
loss, elastic stiffness coet_cie'ats c,_ _ and c4,D; and mechani- peak corresponding to the mechanical "y-peak, which has not
been previously reported. (PA, 1961, #_1.2,305)
cal Q. In addition, double-crystal X-ray rockin_ curves were
made above the upper Curie point to cheek line broadening.
All the data indicate an initiai improvement in crystai perfee- 1,452. DIELECTRIC SATURATION IN ALIPItATIC
tion (Curie points are sharper, line;_'idths narl:ower) up to ALCOHOL_
8.6 × 1(__ r, with subsequent degradation (Curie point and Maleeki, J.
linewidtJl broadening: finally coalescence of Curie points) Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 36, no. 8, pp. 2144-2145,
including, elimination of the ferroeiectric phase after April 15,'1962
2'(3_<106rC°O°radiati°n°r2"4X106rgammaplus3'5×10s' The dielectric saturation in selutions of butanol-l, pen-
neutrons/em z reactor radiation. "I2ie Q rose with radiation tanol-1, and hexanol-1 in benzene and hexane was measured.
dosage a,,_the ferroeleetric phase disappeared, drorping only at The values of the permittivity variations as measured in solu-
the i_ighest dosage. Destruction of the ferroelectric phase by tions of alcohols point to the presence of a new type of dielec-
radiation is compared to similar effects due to substitution of tric saturation effect, which is shared in c()mmon by all the
NH4 for K in the rochelle salt lattice. (PA, 1963, #10,883) systems i-vestigated. Because of the cons':derable electric COll-
ductivity of the liquids investigated, a pulse method was used.
1,450. A POLlrVINYI, CHLORIDE ELECTRET (PA, 1962, #13,349)
van Beck, L. _" H., Sehwarzl, F. R.
Journal of Applied Polymer Science, v. 6, pp.$61-S63,1962
1,453. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION IN LIQUID ALCOHOLS
It is expected that plastics with polar groups, which have AND DIOLS
been cooled in a strong electric field from the rubbery state to Sagal, M. W.
well below the b'ansition temperature T_, Should be stable ._ournalof Chemical Physics, v. 3,q,no. 9, pp.2437-2442,
electrets. In order to obtain data on a p]:_stic with sho_" sxde- May 1, 19(:2
groups, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) electrets were prepared
The temperature dependence of the dielectric relaxationand studied. The preparatic, n of the electret wv_ similar to
time was investigated fi'om - 5 to -t-50°C ?:orethanol-cyclo-that described by Wieder and Kauhnan. The thermal tr_at- hexane solutions from t.0 to 0.25 mole fracSon ethanol. The
ment and the current during fO_Taationare shown by curves.
previously observed maximx_rn in the relaxation time aroond
It has become cust_ mary to characterize electrets by two equimolar composition is explained by a hydrogen-bor_ded
quantities. The first is the tota: charge displaced during for- switching mechanism. Measurements of dielectric relaxation
marion, Q = ._ itdt, where it is the transient current ob- from 5 to 50°C were.carried out on three isomeric butanediols
talced after correction for the steady-state conduction current, which differ in the separation of the two OH groups along
For. P_!C it is found, from integration of the curve mentioned the carbon skeleton. The differences in relaxation times among
above, that Q = 10-z coulomb, vohic'a is in the same.order of the three isomers can be explained by the :;witeh:ng meehar,.-
m_gnitude as that for PMMA. The second quantity is the ism suggested by the results for the ethanol-cyclohexane solu-
effective surface charge • which i:; determined by the method tions. The dielectric relaxation times of n.butanol from 5 to
of electr,)static induction. By measuri_tg the voltage, the effec- 50°C _ere also determined. The chain-length dependence of
tiw,, charge density is found from _r =. 0.022 × IO-_V/A the dielectric relaxation time of the normvl aliphatic alcohols
coulomb/era" where A is the surface area of the electret. For is discussed in terms of the proposed me,_.hanism. (PA, 1962,
PVC _rwas fom,d to be 5 × 10-_° coulomb/era:. This was a #13,351)
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1,454. DIELECTRIC STU£'IES OF THE POLYMFR changes from the anisotropic to fbe normal llqu_d ph;-se. Th;s
POLYVINYL ACETATE IN TIIE MOLTEN STATE change could not be established for measurements at other
Hartt _. K., Cart, E.F. frequencies reported in thif: paper. (PA, 1962. # 17,477)
lour,_ol of Chemica" _'_ysics,v. 36, no. 9, p. 25__3.
May 1, 1962
Tl_e _requeney dependence of the dielectric constartt and 1,457. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF GLYCEROL-WATERMIXTURES
dielectric 1Jss at a temperature of 20o°C for a freq,aency MeDuflle, G. E., Jr., Quinn, R. G., Litovitz, T. A.
railge of 70 to 24,000 Mc was inve__tigate.L The techniques journal of C_zemicalPhgslcs, v. 37, no. 2, pp. 239-242,
wer,_,similar to those described by Roberts and yon Hippel, Jt:3y15, 1962
aud by Surber.
The freq.Jency dependence of the complex dielectric co.a-
An absol_.tion maximum was obtained at 250 Mc and stant of glycerol-water mixtures was meastlred in the mcga-
the results are discussed. These results do not agree with cycle frequel_cy range at -7 5. -15.3. and -19.5°C for
those observed by Mead and Fuoss, or with the Debye theory varied:is concentrations between nearly pore glycerol and at.
using a single relaxation time. The measure of the deviation equal molar mixture. Cole-Cole plots _f the data indicate a
from a single relaxation time was obtained by using a _ote- single main rela_.ation with an asymmetric distribution of
Cole plot. relaxation times of the Davk]soq-Cole form. The limiting di-
ele-_ric relaxation time of the Davidson-Cole distribution
1,455. EFFECT OF ABSORBED WATER UPON THE was found to be strongiy dependent or_the water content and
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN t_ vary exponentially with the molar concentratio:a of water.
ACRYLIC ESTER POLYtqERS The width of the distribution of relaxation times is independ-
Seheiher, D. J., Mead, D, J. ent of the concentration over the range studied and only
]ournal of Chemical Phttsics,v. 37, no. 1, pp. 81-84, slightly temperature depend_nt. The average dielectric re-
July 1, 1962 laxation times of the mixtures were extrapolated to I00%
The effect of absorbed water upon the dielectric properties water. The dielectric relaxation time of water obtained by this
of polymethylmethaerylate, polyethylmethacrylate, and poly- extrapolati,_ agrees satis't'_actorily with tlze measured value,
ethylacrylat_ w,_s inve._._igatedexperimentally over a tempera- indicati_g a smooth traasitior, between the averal_.: rel-xation
ture range from '70 to -195°C and at frequencies between time of pure glycerol and pure water, as well as indicating a
100 cps and 200 kc. It was found in each case that the change in the distribution ,_f times from that of the Davidson-
absorbed water gave rise to a discernible loss index peak in Cole fon'n to a single time. These experimental findings can be
the low-temperature region (O to -100°C). The 2.1% explained !n terms of the "group" concept of $challamacb in
water absorbed in a specimen of pelyeqlyl_crylate acts as a which it is assumed that in mixtures of associated-associated
plasticizer, apparently lowering the glass transition by 5°C. liquids, such as glycerol and water, dielectric orientation
The fact that the apparent activation energy and the tempera- ,_wcurs through a cooperative effect in group_ of molecules,
tore location of water-induced peak change with variations in these groups containing molecules of bc_h klr_ds. The concen-
the polymeric structm_ indicates that the induced loss peak is tration dependence of the dielectric relaxarion time is also
not to be identified with the loss peak found in ice, and, compared to that of vlst-osity. "lhe comparist_n indicates that
furthermore, suggests that the d_;electric method can be em- the variation ef dielectric times ' vith ;rater content is similar
ployed to learn more about the water-polymer complex formed to, but not exactly the same as, the var;ation of viscosity. (PA,
when water is absorbed into a polymer. 1962, # 19,574)
1,456. DIEI.ECTRIC I,OSS IN THE LIQUID CRYSTAL 1,455. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF ETHANOL IN
p.AZOXYANISOLE THE NEIGIIBORItOOD OF TIlE CRITICAL
Carr, E.F. TEMPERATURE
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 37, n'_.I, pp. 104-106, Newton, P., Copeland, C. S., Benson, S. W.
July 1, 1962 1ournal of Ch,.mical Ph_ysics,v. 37, no. 2, pp. 339-346,
The real and imaginary, parts of the complex dielectric c_,n- July 15, 19o2
stant of the liornml liquid phase of p.azoxyanisole were mea.- The dielectric constant of ethanol was measured in the
ured at a temperature of !40°C for a frequency range from 0.to neighborhood of its critical temperature at different densities
to 24 kMc. A plot of the complex dielectric constant in the in the range 0.185 to 0.519 g'/cc, Small amounts (2-5%) of
complex plane satisfies the requirements for a Cole--Cole rep- added water produce only a very small increase in the di-
resentation reasonably well. The tem,_erature dependence of electric constant of eth,9.nol at 245°C but a J.0,'to 20-fold
the dielectric loss at a frequency of 6 k.dc shows an absorpt!on increase in the specific conductance. There is a slow but un-
maximum iu the neighborhood _.ffthe clearing point (135°C) import,nt decomposition of the ethanol into H2 + CH3CHO
for both the axfi_otropic and normal liquid phases. Measure- which is catalyzed by the Pt metal of the conductance celt.
ments of the dielectric loss at frequencies E00 and 900 Me Comparisons of the data for ethanol are made with the
indicate an increase in the dielectric loss as the camF_e Cla,,oJus--Mosotti-Debye equatio_t and also with the Kirkwood
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eqt:ation for the molar polariz.*tion as :_ function of density. A description ,s given of measurements, made l)y ;i free-
Comparisotts of the data art; also made with that for NH_ and wave technique, ."f tV,e dielectric properties of methyl and
H..O where a comparable temperature and density iange ha-; cthx! a!cuhols at wwel.;ngths of 3.! 1, 4.30. and 9.04 ram. The
heeu covered. (PA, 1962. #19.57.5) ,_bservations ar,= :::,_]',,:ed in relation to the theory of disper-
sion act3., in conitnlet_ou '_.'ith previously e-:isting measure-
1.459. POLARIZA'fiON OF TIlE ELECTRET meT:ts at adjacen! wa_ elengths, provide evidence of a seeo_td
Cross. B.,de Moraes. R. ]. dispersion regic'n at radio frequencies ill each liquid ill addi-
lournal of Chemical Ph_ttics, v..'17, no. 4. pp 7W,--71:i. lion to ",e main om normally associated with Debye-ty;_c
Aut.atst 15, 1965 dlpok--rotatlon phent _ena. (PA, 19{53, # _70G)
The internal charge dist.dbution of the t_,rnauba _ ax elec-
trot was detenniP.ed by a ,ectiordng method. After poY.arizati_n 1.462. DIFLECTRIC CONSTANT OF HYDROGEN-BONDED
cxz,o,ln_, s_;nplc_ arc c::t ......:-"; sec.._;-._ .,)f d,_fferent thick- I.IQI.IDS. I. CYANOACET'I'LENE
hess. These are reheated and the ensu,:ng discharge currents Dannha,tser. V,., Flucckinger, A. F.
are measured. The total rfleased ctmrge, as determined by ]ournal ofChc: dcal Phesics, v. 3S, no. 1, 9p-69-72,
uumerit_| integration t_.fthe correspondin_ current'-time cun,e. January I, 1963
gives the polarization of each section. A macroscopic space The d{eI.,:etric constant of c vanoacetylene was determined
charge polarization wo'Jld give charge value._ v/hich, with de- over the uo,.._aal liquid range: f (T) --=-(71,000/T)-170. Anal-
cr,.,-asing thick:hess of :.ections, go to zero; a uniform voh;me ysis of the data ir terms of a hydrogen-bonded linear poly-
polari_ition would give values which are indcpende:tt of mer yields: ..xll --- -2.80 kcal; AS = --15.8 cu per mole of
thickness. Measurements gave constant values and tbere'ore hyd*ogen bond. The var_or pressure of solid and liquid
prove the existence oi a uniform volume polarization of the HCCfJN was measured..Molar enthalpies and entropies of
el_het. (PA, 1962, #18,781) fusion a'ld vaporization are: 3.38 and 6.7:29 kcal, 12.1 and
21.3 eu, respectively. Hydrogen bonoqng in this and similar
1,460. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION'IN ASSOCIATED s:,'sttms is discussed. (PA, 1963, #7216)
LIQUIDS
.McDuffie, G. E., Jr.: Litovitz, T. A.
lomma|ofChemicalPh_dcs, v. 37, ,a.q.8, pp. 1699-I'$05, 1,463. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOME POWDERED
October 15, 196_ ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Huggi_,_, C..M., Sharbaugh, A. H.
The dielectric properties of the associated liquids butane- ]ournd of Chemical Phvsics, v. :t8, no_2, pp. 393-397,
dlol-l,3, 2-methyl pentanediol-2,4, glycerol, and hexauetriol- January 15, 1963
1,2,6 were measured over the temperature range -20 to The use of electrical conductivity measurements to char-
-L.._llftot "°_, **,*-*"--AG_,r_r ,i ,,tatta_t*t=v. l-attgtY .'1_ U.t'l tO 1"700 ,_,[e. Di- aeterize the charge density and/or mobili y par_,meters of a
eiee.q'ic relaxation times atad their distribution_ were deter- material is discussed. The commotl practice of tlsing simple,
mined and indicate the following: (1) All four liquids exhibit pressed el, etrodes with dc measurements is felt to be grossly
an asymmetric distribution of relaxation times of the Davidson- inferior t¢, four-probe techniques. Even this refinement, how-
Cole form. (2) With the exception of he:ianetriol-l,2,6, the
distribution of relaxation times becomes narrower with increas- ever, is subject t'_ considerable error for oowdered samples.
Many workers have used fairly simple ac techniques to
ing temperature. 1! is proposed that groups (reg'_ons of eliminate interparticle contact resistances in organic semi-
appreciable order) exist in these liquids, and that dielectric conductors; this approach is shown to have been misapplied.
orientation is closely related to the structural breakup of these tt is possible, however, to measure what appears to be a
grta'..ps, this breakup being a necessary condition for dipole re sw'cific conductivii.y (independent of packing pressure or
orientation. It is further proposed that the structural breakup filling factor) by more elaborate ae analysis. Measurements of
is a cooperative process which does not proceed exponentially, the effective parallel resistance and capacitance are given for
therefore giving rise to a nonexponential decay of dielectric ;mthracene (powder and single-crvstai), metal-free/3-phthalo-
polarization. This concept offers an explanat;ma for the ob-
served distribution of relax.-.tion tir_,ms. The temperature de- cyanine, and a/_-carotenc trY-iodide complex for a frequency
pendenee of the width .q{ _e distribution is explained by range of 0.05 eps to 300 Me.
assuming that the group-size decroases with 'increasing tem-
perature, and that as the groups become smart.or, the structural- 1,464. INFLUENCE OF ELECTRIC AND MAG1NETIC
decay process becomes more exponential. ' __l A, 1963, #1704) FIEI,DS ON TIlE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND
LOSS OF 'file LIQUID CRYSTAL ANISh,DAZINE
Carr, E. F.
1,461. DISPERSION AT MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS IN Journal o] Chemical Physics, v. 38, no. 7, pp. 1536--1540,
METHYl, AND ETHYL ALCOHOLS April 1, 1963
Saxton, J. A., Bond, R. A., Coats, G. T., Dickinson, R. M,
lournalo_ChemicalPhttdc.s, v. 37, no.9, pp. 2132--213_, The real and imaginary parts nf the complex dielectric
November 1, 1962 constant o_ the normal liquid phase of anisaldazine were
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measured at a temperature of 185°C fol a fre'4.'lency r.mge The dielectric constants and the dielectric loss factors of
from 900 Mc to 94 k..Xte. A plot of the complex ,.tie]ectric co_- wat_.r and 0.'5 to 1 ,_1 aqueous glycine solutions were meas-
sta,_t in the' c.c_::.i,iex platte satisfies the lequirements for the ,:_d at temporat,,r,,_ ,ff 9..0 t_: 50°C at 3.2-cm wavelength. At
Cole--Cole representation reasonably well. Th,.' temperature this frequency the appreciable dispersions ailo_v more pre-
dependence ,,t the dielectric loss at frequencies 6. 15. and else characterizations of the dispersion regions than those
24 kMc indicates that any changes in the dielectric loss for a obtained with the use of lower frequenc:," data alone. The
random orientation are velv small :,s anisaldazine passes from critical wavelengths and the "'high frequency dielectrk, con-
i_.s anisotropic to normal liquid phase. This implies that a stants were calculated, asst:ming Debye behavior, front the
plot of the complex dielectric constant in the complex plane data and the static dielectric constal, ts found in the literature.
for the anisotropic ph',,se woukt probably satisfy the requi_,e- It is shown that Debye behavior is consistent with the lower
ments for a Cole--Cole plot. Measurements of the d/electric frequency data reported i:, the literature. It is also showr,
loss in the presettce ,ff an exter,.ml electrostatic field show that that the Oncley equatic_n for the "high frequency" dielectric
an ordering exists with the lo, lg axes of the molecules parallel constants of proteins, assumed valid for glycine solutions, is
to the external electric field, v.ot consistent with the results of this worl: or the lower fre-
quency data. The values for the critical wavetengths are in
best aglc-cment with that of Baterr._n and Potat:'enko obtained
1,4,65. EFFECT OF PENETRATING RADIATION ON THE at the highest frequency used heretofore (k - 25.5 cm). The
PRODUCTION OF PERSISTENT INTERNAL high _._.!:_cstr,,r the "h_gh freque.,_cy" dielectric constants Jr_all-POLARIZATION IN ELECSTRET-FORMING "
MATERIALS cate/rmther dispersion regions. The thermod.vnamic functions
(,f activation wecc calculated from the critica! wavelengths.Murphy, P. V., R_beiro. S. C., Milanez, F., .4e Moraes, R. J.
]ournai of Chemical Phttsics. v. 38, no. 16, pp. 2400-2404,
May 15. !963 1,468. DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION AND HYDROGEN
The ele.ctret start was produced in tetton _,nd carnauba ":,ax BONDING OF ADSORBATE: METHANOL ANDI_OBUTANE ON POROUS VYCOR GLASS
!.,y simultaneous action of penetrating radiation and an electric Fiat, D., Folman, M., Garbatskl, U.
field. Polymethylmethaerylate. polyviuylacetate, polyst_:rene, Journal of Physical Chemistry, v. 65, no. 11, pp. 2018-2623,
polyethylene, and nylon did not form electrets under these Novemleer 1961
oc_nd_tinns. The shapes _f isothermal decay curves and tlaermal
depolarization "glow curves" were used to calculate actiwl- Dielectric prop,'rties of MeOH and ,.'sL_bnt,me adsorbed on
tion energies for the depolarization process in teflon. The aver- porous Vvcor glass were ilwestigated at low surface coverages.
age activation energw, as calculated from the "initial rise" of A hi_h-preeision capacitance meter was used to measure
thermodepolarization curves was 0.93 ev. The persistent cha,ages in capacity to within 2 × 10-' ttpf. The adsorbate-
adsorbe,,t system is treated as a solution. Molar polarizationheterocharge of carnauba wax and of certain polymers may
be caused by. the o_ientation of dipolar units composed of a P". a,,d molar differential polarizations Pd,f: of the adsorbate
positive molecular ion and a partially solvatcd electron, as a fimctior_ of V (the amount adsorbe,!) were calculated by
Onsager's equation a_d are presented as cu: ees. The _esults
obtained are explained by interaction between the adsorbate
1,466. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION OF SOME AROMATIC and the Olt groups of the adsorbent.
MOLECULES CONTAINI/NG METHOXY GROUPS
Vaughan, W. E., Roeder, S. B. W., Provder, T.
Journal of Chemical Physics, v. 39, no. 3, pp. 701-704, 1,469. DIELECTRIC BEIIAVIOIq OF 'VAPORS ADSORBEDON POROUS SOLID_
August 1, 1963 Thorp_ J. M.
The dielectric constants and losses of a series of aromatic ]ournal of Physical Chemistry. v. 66, no. 6, pp. 1086-1092,
molecules containing methoxy groups have been measured _t June 1962
9.2-mm wavelength in the liquid state at variot, s tempera- An investigation has been made of the dielectric behavior
tures between °0 and 80°C. The results, together with exist- (at a frequency of 0.5 Me) of water adsvrbvd t;n atuz ina,
ilJg lower-frequency data, are used for an expansion of the and of benzene adsorbed on both alumina and silica gel, at
complex reduced dielectric constant in a series of terms of 25°C. Isosteric heats of sorption, and data relating to pore
the Debye type. The etfect of temperatt_re and molecular and size distriLution, were obtained fi'om the deten_:_.ation of
liquid structure on the parameters obtained is discussed, sorption isothermals. For water adsorbed on alumina, the plot
of capacitance increment against the amount adsorbed was
found to be reversible for both adsorption and desorption1,467. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION OF AQUEOUS
GLYCINE SOLUTIONS AT 3,2-CENTIMETER throughout the entire sorption range, The absence of dio.lec-
WAVEI.ENGTI! tric hysteresis was considered to be duc to strong _dsorbate-
Sandus, O., Lubitz, B B, adsorbate interaction. Evidertce was obtained for the physical
]ournal of Physical Chemistry, v. 65, no. 5, pp. 881_-885, adqorption ota l_yc" of ,.:rientated water moieeule_ onto an
May 1961 alumina _urface modified by i:_itia_ eheu_isorption, The evalu-
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ate(] dielectric constant, _'z,for benzene adsorbed entirely in 1,471. STEREOSPECIFICITY AND DIELECTRIC
the capillaw condensed state, on both a!umina and silica gel, PROPERTIES OF POLAR POLYMERS
compared we!! with e_lq, the literature value for the normal Pohl, H. A., Zabusky, H. It.
liquid. In an adsorbed benzene monolayer, e.a was lower tha,a ]ournal of Physical Chemist_, v. 66, no. 8, pp. 1390-1396,
el tqon silica gel, but higher (and equal to e,o_td) on alumina. August 1962
The former was considered to be due to the interacti.or of A method of determining stere_regularity in polar high
the =-electrons in the benzene monolayer with the s,lica polymers by dilute solution dielectric measurements is ":nvesti-
hydroxyl groups. It was assumed that this interaction was _:._ted on polyvinyl isobut3,1 ethers, polyethyl acrylates, and
absent with alumina, the higher value of E_observed with the poly-p-ehlorostyrenes of d_ffering ster.;c forms. In atl eases
latter being due to close-packing of the benzene molecule._ no significant differences were found in the dielectric con-
on the surface. Dielectric hysteresis was observed for beno,ene sta_ts or dipole moments of the different steric forms of t_e
on alumina, but not on silica gel. An explanation has been sanae polymer. This was generally true of the relaxation times
given in terms of the uneven electron densit3t 3n the benzene and dlshiL'ut'.'on of relaxation times otr the polymers also. The
molecule, together with the different polarizing influences of
results are compared to tl,e,s? oft polymethyl methac,Tlates
the two adsorbent surfaces, where differences were found, and it is eonc!uded thai the
degree of hindrance to rotation about the carbon--ca;'bon
1,470. MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND MOLECULAR bonds of the main chain and the degree of steric repulsion to
STRUCTURE IN LIQUIDS. XLVII. TrlE positioning of side groups are the determining factors as to
DIELECTRIC RELAXATION OF QUINOLINE, whether differences in dielectric properties will be obs¢,'ved.
ISOQUINOLINE, AND SEVERAL MONO- A simple and appxoximate method of predicting relativeSUBSTITUTED BIPHENYLS IN A VERY
- _rllVISCOUS SOLVENT polarizations and d_p_e moments of stereospectfie vinyl poly-
Di Carlo, E. N., Smyth, C.P. mers based on dipole-dipole and repulsion energies i_ pre-
]oumal of Physical Chemistry, v. 66, no. 6, pp. 1105-1108, sented. It is concluded that the method of determining stereo-
June 1962 regularity in polar polymers by dilut6 solution dielectric
The dielectric constants and losses at wavelengths of 1.25, measurements is not generally applicable, but the method is
3.22, 10, 25, and 50 cm have been measured for isoquinoline a valuable tool for gaining insight into the flexibility, of polar
.:and quinoline in Nujol solution at 20, 40, and 60°C. Measure- polymer chains.
ments also have been made at wavelengths of 10, 25, and 5.9
em on Nujol solutions of 4-iodobiphenyl, 2-iodobiphenyl, 2-
bromobiphenyl, and 2-methoxybiphenyl at the _ove ten,pera- 1,472. FERROELECTRIC DOMAIN DELINEATION INTRIGLYCINE SULPHATE AND DOMAIN ARRAYS
tures. Measurements of diele_°trie constant alone have been PRODUCED BY TIIEI_tAL SHOCKS
made at a wavelength of 575 m, and refractive indices were de- Chynoweth, A. C., Feldmann, W. L.
termined for the sodium D line. The Cole--C )le arc plots have ]ouraal of Physicsand Chemistry of Solids, v. 15, no. 3--4,
been used to calculate the most probable dielectrie relaxation pp. _25--233,October 1960
times and the distribution parameters for the solutions. The
free energies and .heats of activation for the dielectric relaxa- The ferroelectric domains in single ct3/stals of txiglycine
tion processes also have been calculated. The effect of differ- sulphate can be delineated with high resolution simply by
enee in dipole location is too small to detect in quinoline and etching the c_stal in a water bath fer a few seconds at room
isoquinoline. The effect is very large in the biphenyls, 4- temperature. Both the ends and sides of domaivs can be re-
iodobiphenyl having relaxation times about six times those of vealed where they intersect planes perpendicula_ and parallel
2-iodobiphenyl. The relaxation times show that the relaxation to the ferroelectric axis, respectively. With these techniques
of 4-iodobiphenyl occurs by rotation of the molecule m'oui_d many totally ._xtternal cigar-shaped domains, with their long
its two short axes, while relaxation of the 2-substituted bi- axes parallel to the ferroelectric axis, have been discovered.
phenyl,_ occurs predominantly by rotation around the l_,ng_'_is. It has also been shown that a very regular arnty of domains
No separation of relaxation times could be effected for any is introduced into the crystal when it is subjected to a theianal
of the molecules, In the case of 2-methoxybiphenyl, this shock. A cooling shock gives rise to many small spike-shaped
shows that rotation of the methoxy group is prevented b), nuclei extending into the crystal from the surfaces. A warming
sterie hindrance. The large difference between the slope of shock results in a regular array of con:iderably larger domains.
the optical dielectric constant and that of fiat: square of the It seems that in both cases the drivin_ force that creates these
refractive index for this molecule points to libration of the i'ew domains is the l_eld ari:dng from the polarization discon-
methoxy group. The energies of activation are consistent with tinuities which, ip turn, are caused by the transient thermal
the observed relaxation times. The observed distribution gradient_ set up in the crystal when subjected t,_ the thermal
parameters were large for all the molecules indicating that shock. The shapes of the spi[:e-shaped domains intrc_luced by
they were determined, fol the most part, by the nature of the cooling shock agree wlth those predicted by a, neces-
the solvent used. sarily, idealized model. (PA, 1961, #17,854)
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1,473. THE FORMATION AND DISCHARGE OF ranging frorrt x = 0.80 t0 x = 0.00 (pure liquid), were
CARNAUBA WAX ELdCTRETS IN NUCLEAR studied. Comprehensive table:, of data are presented. The
RADIATION FIELDS experiroental, techniques employed to measure the dielectric
Murphy, P.V. properties oveJ- these wide ranges of temperature, frequency,
]ourtml of Ph_cs and Chemlsery of Solids, v. _,4,no. 2, physical state, and sample t3.qJe (disks, cylinders, and thin
pp. 329-33O, February 1963 films) _.re discussed• The operation and calibration of the
It is reported that a 4-Mrad dose ,nf Co_° gamma rays re- specimen holder, bridges, resonant circuits, aod waveglJide
duced the heteroeharge c,f a thermoOectret by a factor of apparatus tlsed ate discu._sed in detail•
eight and the density of unpaired electrons by a factor of
eighteen. "Radioelectrete" were formed oy the simultaneous When the dielectric loss index, e", at 1 cps is plotted as a
action of an electric field and t-rays from S:9°. The isothermal function of temperature for a highl7 crystalline specimen
decay currents for radioelectrets and thermoeleetrets varied (x =: 0.80), where the crystallinity consists largely of lame|lar
with time according to i = kt-". The residua] volume pohri- spheru]ites, three distinct loss peaks are readily apparent.
7atk:ns were determined mid eomparcnh that of the radio- These peaks occur at about -40°C (low-temperature pro-
electret was proportio.ml to the total radiation dose. (PA, cess), 95°C (intermediate-temperature process), and 150°C
1903, #13,126) (high-temperature process). The dielectric data are com-
pared with the mechanical loss data obtained at 1 cps by
McCrum. Mechanical loss peaks at temperatures virtually
1,474. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF POLYMETIi. identical to those in the e." vs. T plot are found.ACRYLIC ESTERS IN DILUTE SOLUTIONS
Mandel, M. The high-temperature process is attributed to the presence
Journal of Polymer Science, Part B: Polymer Letters, of well-formed chain-folded lamellar spherulites. Som_ e_,i-
v. I, no. 5, pp. 265-267, 1963 dence points to the surfaces of the lamellae as the site of the
The dielectric properties of Me, Et, ;_nd the. methac_vlie loss mechanism. The high-temperature ioss peak does not ap-
esters in C,_H_,dioxane, CC14 and toluene were investigatec_ at pear in resolved form in nonspherulitie spech_:ens even when
50 to --30"C. It was found that both the dielectric constant the crystallinity is high. The intermediate-temperature pro-
and the square of the refractive index nz varied linearly cess originates in the _lormal _'lpercooled amorphous phase,
with the mass fraction of the solute x, so (_e/_x),, and and is due to the complex dipole relaxatio:,, effects involving
(_,n_/_x)o are equal to the slopes a and b of tim straight lines motions of large numbers of polymer chain s_.gments _that are
2 -- 2
e - ts = ax and n ,0 (n ,_)_. = bx. For a given polymer, a associated with the onset of _he glass transition at Tu = 52_C.
and b varied with the solvent but were independent of molee- As determined by V - T data, the glass transition tempe_a-
ular weight. Furthermore, a did not change with :_mperature. ture at Tg = 52%. that is associated with this relaxation effect
For six out of eleven systems a slight decrease of b with do_s not shift appreeiab]y with increasing crystallinity..The
increasing temperature was found, low-temperature dielectric loss process, which is activv far
It is pointed out that the experimental dieleetr_e increment belo ," Tp originates principally in tLe supercooled arfio_'phous
Ae = (e -e,) should be interprete:l in terms of the properties regions, and evi,Jentally corresponds to a fair.ly simple mo-
or a homogeneous s:aspension. The Ae will depend on the tioa involving a small number of chain segments. This pro-
dielectric constant of the macromoleeular regions, which are eess tends to exhibit anomalous behavior in highly crystalline
large compared to the dimensions of the solvent molecules specimens, particularly at low temperatures.
and may be considered as very c_aeentrated solutions of
highly interacting po'.,ymcr segments. From this point of view, A large dipolar :ontribution of crystals to t:ae static dielec-
it is easily understood why _. wiP. not be molecular weight tric constant was observed. This contributior, increased with
dependent (as loa]g as M is sufficiently large) and will not increasing temperature and corresponded to a very rapid
present a pronounced temperature variation, dipole reorientation process (r _10 -tl sec at 25°C).
1,475. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SEMICRYSTALLINE 1,476. EFFECT OF TIIE STRETCHING ON DIELECTRIC
POLYCIILOROTRIFLUOROETHYLENE PROPERTY OF POLYMETHYL METHACRYLAT,_
S,:ott,A. H., Seheiber, D. J., Curtis, A. J.,Lauritzev, J_I., Jr., Murakami,I.
Eoffmen, J.D. Journal o}Science of the Hiroshima University, Series A:
]oumai of Research o/the National Bureau of Standards, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, v. 25, no. 1, pp. 149-158,
Section A--Physics and Chtmisery, v. 66A, no. 4, July 1961
pp, 269._305,July-Augus! 1962 The complex dielectric constants of polyrnethyl methaet3 l-
The dielectric properties of polyehlorotrifluoroethylene ate plates (degree of polymerizatior.: 15,000) were measured
(T,, = 224"C, Tg = 52°C) have been measured at tempera- in the range from 30 to 2 × 10,_cps, at temperatures between
lures between --50 and +250°C, and at frequencies between 40 and ll0°C, for samples stretched to different degrees and
0.1 eps and 8.6 kMc. Specimens of known erystallinities, for unstretched ones. An X-ray analysis was employed to dis-
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cern the structural changes involved. From the measu, erc,e_ds, journal of Scientific and Industrial Research, India, v. 21B,
the following values were obtained: (1) the relaxatiol; fre- no. 2, pp. 65-67, 1962
quency; (2) the activation energy, including the activation The variations of dielectric co_stallt and dielectric loss ,-u'e
free energy aod tl_e activation entropy; and (3) the effective measured as fu._ct:ons of frequency at six values in the range
dipole moments for the monomer link. The results seem to 1 to 9200 Me for the three esters. Graphical determination of
indicate generally that the dielectric dispersion of the poly- the distribution parameters and the relaxation time is shown
methyl methac_,late in its glassy state is that corresponding to agree well with previous values. The dipole moment, the
mainly to the relaxation in orientation polarization of the ester molar polarization, and the molar refraction are also meas-
side-groups. Furtherrnore, whereas above 70°C the relaxation ured. Some interpretation is included.
frequency is equal to _hat for the unstretched samples, below
70°C it shifts to a lower value with increase its. stretch. In
other words, below 70°C the dielectric movement of an ester 1,4.ql. DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS AT I kMc
side group presupposes a cooperation, in small degrees, of Dasgupta, S.
the molecular bael,'bone. (PA, 1962. #8461) ]ournal of Scientific and Indus'trial Research, India, v. 21B,
no. 2. pp. 68-69, 196"2
1,477. DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOR OF A TERTIARY LIQUID Equ_.qons are derived for the calculation of dielectric
MIXTURE OF ETHYL ALCOHOL, o-CRESOL, AND loss at_d relative permittivity for measurements at I0 s to 10:'
a.RROMONAPI-ITHALENE cps, and corrections are preseuted for losses in the waveguide
Sarojini, V. wall an.] "end." Use of a quarter wavelength polythene sample
]oumal of Scientific _nd Industrial Research, India, v. 19Y,, to accucately adjust the sample length may enhance the sensi-
p. 115, 1960 _ ti_ty of the measurement. The dielectric loss and relative per-
When measuring E' and e", mixtures of 1:1:1 and 2-2 -1 mitt/vii3" were measured on samples of Et palmitate and Et
" "- stearate, both with and without the polythene spacer, and
were used at 30°C with frequencies of 500-2500 Mc; at reasonable agreement was shown.1800 Mc measurements were made over the range 20--80°C
with both mixtures. For each mixture the curves show three.
maxima in the frequency and temperature variation. 1,482. MICROWAVE INVESTIGATIONS OF RELAXATION
TIMES IN DILUTE SOLUTIONS
Srivastava,H. N.
1,478. RELAXATION TIMES OF SOME ORGANIC POLAR Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research, India, v. 21B,
MOLECULES-AT 3 cm no. 8. pp. 366-369, I962
Srivastava,H. N.
lournal of Scientific and Industrial Research, India, v. 19B, The r_=laxationtimes (r) of some simple alkylamines, all-
pp. 449--451, 1950 phatic ketones, and disubstituted benzenes in dilute solutions
were _etermined by the mi,.,'owave technique. The validity
Dielectric relaxation times of benzylamit_e, EtCOBu, and of three different equations (proposed by Debye, Wirtz
dibenzvl ketone in benzene, of Bu..NH and iso-BuzNH in CC14, and co-workers, ;,.ad Murty) for calculating r from known
and of MeCOEt e.nd MeCOPr in deealin were determined, molecular parameters (molecular size, molecular weight,The effect of the molecular struc_are on relaxation ti.,_e is
molar refraction and polarizability of the solute and the sol-
pointed out. vent) is examined by comparil,g th6 calculated values with
the experimentally observed values Exccpt;ons where the
1,479. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF PHENYLETHYL proportio,:al_t_ between r and the molecular parameters does
ALCOHOL not hold are pointed out. (PA, 1963, #1707)
Gurunadham,G.
loume.l of Scientific and Industrial Research, India, v, 2OR,
p. 408, 1981 1,483. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT
OF NITRO COMPOUNDS. I. DIELECTRIC
For the frequencies (in megacycles) 1, 450, ]000, 2000, CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOb,lENT OF
and 9200, the dielectric constants and loss factors, respec NITROBENZENE
tively, were determined to be: 12.80,_; 10.83, 1.87; 7.1i. Jatkar, S. K. K., Phansalkar, V. K.
3.44; 5.05, 2.30; and 3.31, 1.9-,5. The relaxation time was lournal of the Universit_tof Peons, Sclenceand Technology,
22.91 "< 10-a_ sec, the distribution parameter wa._ 0.23, and no. 22, pp. 49-56; 1962
the high-frequency dielectric constant was 2.7 The dielectric constant of PhNO._ was measured at various
temperatures between 30 and 120°C and in solutions in ben-
1,480. DIELECTRIC DISPERSION IN CERTAIN ESTERS: .zene and di_xane at various concentrations. Moments were
BUTYL STEARATE, BENZYL PROPIONATE, AND calculated from new and previously published data. Effects
BENZYL ACETATE of temperature and concentration are not_.d. The results arc
Ran, V.M. interpreted.
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1,484. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT 1,488. S fUDIES ON DIELECTRIC BEHAVIORS IN A
OF NITRO COMPOUNDS. II. DIELECTRIC SERIES OF POLYALKYL-ME',IIACRYLATES
CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF lshida, Y.,Yamafuji,K.
o-, m-, AND p-NITROTOLUENE Kolloid-Zeitschrift, v. 177, no. 2, pp. 97-1i 6, August 1961
Jatka.',S. K. K,, Phansalkar,V.K. (in English)
Journal of the Unieersity of Poona, Science and Technolog!t,
no. 22, pp. 57-64, 1962 The frequency dependences of d and r" at various fir,ed
temperatures for polymethyi methacrylate (PMMA),polyethyl
Dielectric constants of the three compounds were measured methacrylate (PEMA), polybutyl methacrylate (PBMA).
in the pure form and in solutions in benzene and dioxane, polyisobutyl methacwlate (PIBMA), polyeyclohexy] metha-
However, the constant of molten p-nitrotoluene could not be crviate (PCMA/, and l,olyltotJyl ....,tet.,t_r:,l-.... 1.._..,..,._.(P dk4_......A._were
determined because it is conducting. The dipole moments measured over wide frequency and temperature rattges.
_ere calculated by the new equation and O'asager's equation,
at_d the effects of concentration and temperature noted. The a- and /3-absorptions were observed in the cases of
PMMA and PEMA; the a-. /3-, -/-absorptions were observed
in the case of PCMA; and only one absorption wa_ observed
1,485. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT in each of PBMA, PIBMA, and PNMA. The absorptions in
OF NITRO COMPOUND5. II!. DIELECTRIC PBMA, PIBMA, and PNMA are i_ferred to be the c_-absorp-
CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT OF tions in which the small/3-absorptions hide themselves.
a-NITRONAPHTHALENE
Jatkar, S. K. K., Phansalkar, V.K. The shapes of the tt- and *.he/3-absorptions become sharpez
]ournat of the University of Poona, Science and Technology, with increasing temperature. Comparison of a-absorptions of
no. 22, 9P. 65-68, 1962 these polymers shows that of PNMA, with the most flexible
The dielectric constant was deter'mined in the molten state long dipoles, to be the most sharp; differences between the
at various temperatures, at:d in benzene and dioxanc at vari- shapes of the ,8-absorptions of PMMA and PEMA were not
ous concentrations. The moments w_re calculated, and the so remarkable.
difference between the moment of a-nitronaphthalene and The mean values of the apparent activation energies for the
that of PhNO._. was attributed to intramolecular H-bonding a-absorptions are compared; PNMA which shows the most
it. tb.c iormer, loose molecular packing has the smallest ':alue among the
above polymethacrylates. This is in marked corJtcast to the
case of the /_-absorption, since no great difference was 0b-
1,486. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIPOLE MOMENT served among the apparent activation energies of theOF ACETOPHENONE AND ITS HYDROXY
DERIVATIVES /_-absorption as ion_ as the side group is methyl- or ethyl-
Phansaikar, V.K. ester group.
]ournaI of the University of Poona, Science and Technology, The values of the magnitudes ,,f the _'-absorptions in
no. 22, pp. 69-78, 1962 PMMA and PEMA i.,.,crease, with ;ncreasing ,temperature.
The dielectric constants of PhAc and o-HOC_H4Ac were gi.ce the magnitude of the ct-al',sorption cannot be determined
measured in the liquid state at v.q_im:s temperatures, and in independently, the temperature deFendence of this magnitude
solutions ';n benzene and dioxane at various concentrations can be disregarded. However, the sum of the magnitudes of
and temperatures. Those of solutioP.s of p-HOCeH,Ac and the two a|)sm'ptions can be determined, which s ;era to _n-
2,4,1-, 2,5,1-, and 2,6,1- (He) zC_H_Ae were determined in crease with increasing temperatures, take their maxima at cer-
dioxane at different temperatures and concentrations. Dipole tain temperatures, respectively, and then decrease. Actually,
moments were deter,:dned, that of PhAc being independent such a _endeney was observed in the case of PEMA. Only the
of temperature but increasing with concentration, and those increasing.part was observed in PMMA, and only the decreas-
ing part in the other polyalkyl methaerylates, owing to the
of the derivatives being independent of temperature and con- limitation of the range of the measurement, When the values
centration. The results are interpreted in relation to structure, at a fixed temperatu_'e are compared, the polymer with the
largest dipole concentration shows the largest value,
1,487. DIELECTRIC PBGPERTIES OF CELLULOSE The theory of the t_- and fl-absorpti0ns of these polymersNITRATE SOLUTIONS
Higashide, F. was developed by using a so-called "site model," and the
Kogvo Kagaku Zasshi, v. 64, pp. 1269-1272, 1961 behaviors of the absorptions in these polymers were dis-
cussed qualitatively as well as semi-quantitatively with the
The dielectric loss of cellulose nitrate solutions was meas- aid of this theory, The temperature dependences of the mag-
ured at 25°C, both with and without the addition of a polar nitudes of the absorptions near Tu were explained theoreti-
plasticizer. The measurement results support the author's call)', and the qualitative agreements between the theory and
previously expressed belief that a microcoagulum is foamed the observations seem to be satisfactc:ry, The activation
by interaction of cellulose nitrate and plasticizer, energy for the/3-absorption was also calculated theoretically
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and led to th,' value 10 _ 25 kcal/mole which is ii; go,,d methaerylates. These effects are discussed in terms of free
agreement with the observed values, volume concept. To stud_, the relationship between the relaxa-
tion behavior and the free volume, Cohen and Tumbul!'s
theory concerning self-diffusion in simple liquids is applied
1,489. DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOR OF POLYETHYLENE- to the dielectric relaxation data of polymer systems. Using
OXIDE (POLYOX) the WLF equation and Cohen-Turnbull's theory, fractior, al
Ishidth Y.,Matsuo, M., Togami, S., Yamafuji, K., free volume at Tg and volume of critical void for segmentalTakayanagi, M.
motion are estimated on the assumption that thermal expan-golloid.geitschdft, v. 183, no. 1, pp. 74-75, May 1962
(in English) sio'.l of free volume, is equal to the difference between the
thermal e_pansio:a coefficients above and below Tu. For poiy-
In previous dielectric ii;vestigation of polyoxymethylelle vinyl chloride, the dielectric relaxation behaviors are compared
(POM), two kinds of dielectric absorption resulting from the with the mechanical relaxation behaviors. The temperature de-
amorphous part were observed. The high ten_petature absorp- pendence of r is sinlilar to that of mechanical _laxatian _im<'.
tion has been call,ed the a, and the low temperature has Variations of the _iistribution of r with temperature are ex-
been called the ft. 'The a-absorptiol; cf POM is so small amined tar several polymer systems. It is confirmed that the
and broad that it is difficult to identify. Such a character- reduced variable method is valid for polyvinyl acetate but
istie of the a-absorption of POM seems to be_ ascribed to cannot be applied to partly crystallized polymers and polym,'r
its high erystallinity and ;_ is thought that this absorption plasticizer systems.
will be more distinctly observed in a polyether with lower
crystallinity. For instance, erystallJni .ty of polyethyleneoxide
(PEO) is lower than that of POM a,ad, hence, the absorption 1,491. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF STRUCTURAL STUDIES
of PEO should be more pronounced tha ",hat of POM. OF CARBON BLACK FILLED VULCANIZATES BYMEASUREMENTS OF THE DIELECTRIC
The dielectric behavior o_ PEO is measured and the CONSTANTS AND DIELECTRICAL LOSSES
a-absorption is fc,md to be. more distinct than that of POM Lukomskaya, A. I., Dogadkin, B. A.
as expected. The apparent activation energy, of the a-absorp- KolIoidagi Zhurnal, v. 22, no. 5, pp. 576-b86, Febrt ary 1960
tion is about 9 kcal/mole and that of the a-absorption is An analysis of the temperature-.Crequency relations of the
estimated at the order 'ff 50 kcal/mole. Ionic conduction is dielectrieal properties of black-filled vulcanizates show, that
i'adicated at higher temperatures, these properties can be subjected to quantitativt, treatment.
In this way. characteristics are obtained on the basis of _ " '"V_/IIICII
the structure of the filled vuleanizates may be determined.
1,490. TEMPERATURE DEPENDE_rCE OF DIELECTRIC The _egxee of development of carbon black chain and net
.RELAXATION BEHAVIOR FOR VARIOUS POLYMER
SYSTEMS structures is estimated by the "shape factor" computed on
Saito, S. separating the experimental dielectric constant into its indi-
Kolloid.geitschrfft, v. 189, no. 2, pp° 116-125, June 1963 vidual components. Since the "shape factor" chang< ? with the
(in English) change in "structural" dielectrical lesses _"_t_, the develop-
ment of carbon black structures may be assessed by this
In order to make clear the temperature dependence of
component of the experimental coefficient of :dit.lec_rica!
dielec_ic relaxation behavior, dielectric constonts and losses losses _". At high frequencies and low temperatt, 'es e",_,.
were measured over wide ranges of frequency and tempera- coincides with e". At low frequencies and high temperat_lres
ture for several polymer systems. The dielectric me;,,surements (as in the ea_e of direct current) the measure of development
were carried out over the frequency range of 10-4 or 10-a to of carbon black structures is the loss ha electrical conductivity.
10_ eps at various temperatures above glass transition tern- Further infon,nation on the changts in struetttre of fillqd vul-
perature Tg. The values of Tu and thermal expansion eo- eanizates is given by direct measurement of t' and e" in the
efficient were determined by volume expansion measurements process of vulcanization.for the same specimen as that used for the dielectric measme-
ments. The temperature dependences of the dielectric relax-
arian time r are not described by the Arrhenius equation but 1,492. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE
by the Williams-Landel-Fer_y equatiolt. Choosing the ret'er- SEARCH FOR NEW PIEZOELECTRIC SUBSTANCES
ence temperature of T0, the parameters in WLF equation are Rcz, I. S., Sonin, A. S., Tsepelevich, E. E., Filimonov, A. A.
deterrc_ined_The para-neters are independent o_ degree of poly- Kristallogra]illa,v. 4, no. 1, pp. 65--68,February--March1959
merizat_on P. For polyvinyl ehlbride, polyvinyl acetate and (Translated fromthe Russian in Soviet Physics_Crystal.logmphy, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 59-62, January-February 1900)
po_nethyl methacrylate, the value of _- increases with in-
cx'easeof/r. It is confirmed that this behavior is brought about Experimental data on the detection of piezoelee_ie activity
from increase in value of Tu with increase of P. The effects in various substances tested in 1956.-1957 are assembled.
of pl_sticizer or erystallinity or side.chain lenged: on the param- The choice of substances for the tests was made approxi-
eters are studied for polyvinyl chloride and di-(2-ethvlhexyl) mately in accordance with the requirements of the genetic
phthahte systems or polyethylene terephthalates of pnlyalkyl principle of this search, as formulated by one of the authors
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of this paper. Inorganic, complex, and organic ._ubstances are K)_stallogra]iya,v. 4, no. 5, pp. '718--722,September-.
included. Tl:t test:, were carried out with a PT-2 piezo tester, ¢_etober1959
somewhat m_dified by A. A. Fiqmonov. Increase in the sensi- (Translated trromthe Russian in Soviet Physics--Crystal-
tiv; y of the apparatus and developme.at of a new model of Iography, v. 4, no. 5, pp. 67,9-682, May-June _._'D
tl-.._piezo tester (PT-3) make it possible, in the cases where A method of measur;ng th,: electrical conductivity of single
this is neeessar/, to improve th_ different,ation of piezo activ- crystals of GASH for direct current is described and the re-
ity from the masking' effects by observations on the changes _ults of measurements are given. The existence of trans._tional
in the readings of t"_e instruments dllring the measurements conductivity processes and an anomaly in the region of
as the load on the sample changes. In particular, the tribe- _50°C has been found.
EMF inert._ses with reduction in .load, vC,hereas the emiss'on
of electrons in the breal_down of the crystals of a substance that
does not possess piezoelectric activity begins to be appreciable 1,495. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A SINGLECRY_TAL OF TRIGLYCINE SULFATE
only when a certain threshold pressure on the s_.mple is _x- Gurevich, V. M., Zheludev, I. S., Rez, I. S.
eeeded. The test for tribo-EMF is mole precise at a high dis- Kris'_allogra_ya,v. 5, no. 1, pp. 142-145, January-
persity of the sample; the test for autoelcctronie emission is February 1960
unequivocal when the test is carried out on a single mono- (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physivs--Cry_tal.
crystal, iography, v. 5, no. 1, pp. 133--135, July-August 1960)
As a result of the tests, the substances were placed in three Triglycine sulf,_te (TGS) has previously been found to
groups: (1) substanees witla marked piezoelectric activity, have a small coercive force and a highly rectangular hysteresis
greater than cr equal to the activity of the quartz standard, loop, which features have caused it to be examined very care-
t_.sted under the same conditions; (2) substances with on'.y fully. The electrical conductivity is the sole fundamental physi-
slight activity, less than that of the quartz standard; and (3) eal parameter dealt with in the literature, and that parameter
substances not showing the piezo effect. The probability of forms the subject of the present work. The de resistance of a
incorrectly dia_,mosing the presence of a positive effect i_ at TGS single crystal was measured, aud the dielectrk constant
a maximum in group 2, in which a slight piezo-EMF can be E was found from simultaneous capacitance measureraents.
readily masked by spuric,us effects. The probability 9f non- The measurements were made at fixed temperatures in the
detection of piezoelectric activity by a tester working by the range from 70-78°C downward (phase transition occurring
excitation of direct piezo mod)di is reduced by the use in the at 49°C) along the crystallographic axes X_ Y, and Z. The
detennination, not of a single grain, but of a mixture of grains c,y,;tal shows its ferroeleetric behavior along Y. The Y-cut
of the powder., in which it is possible to establish the effect for plates showed symmetrical rectangular hysteresis loops; the
the part 9riented in an optimum way, I_'or the detection of spontaneous polarization P, at 50 cps and 24°C was 2.4
piezoelectric aetivit_ in a substance found to be eentrosym- /xC/cm"-; the coercive field Ec was about 240 v/em. No loops
metrical from X-ray data, it is necessary to take into account with X- and Z-cut plates were found. Curves are .presented
possible overes_rn_ .ion of the symmetry in structural investi- for: conduction transients in a Y-cut TGS crystal in various
gations of low accuracy; the unequi :ocal establishment of fields; speeific resistivity of a Y-cut TCS crystal as a function bf
the piezo effect in such cases will involve a e.o_ection for the temperature; tog _, aod r. as functions of i/T for Y-cut TGS;
space group, log _,, and t as functions of 1/T for an X-cut TGS crystal:
and log tr_and _ as fimctions of 1/T for a Z-cut TGS crystal. The
previously expressed view that transients are caused by ferro-
1,493. STUDY OF PROCESSES OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC electric behavior is confirmed.
POLARIZATION Oi' ROCHELLE SALT CRYSTALS
BY OBSERVATION OF THEIR DOMAIN STRUCTURE
Zheludov, I. S., Romany:uk,N.A. 1,49t). RELATION BETWEEN THICKNESS AND
Kristallogt_flya, v. 4, no. 5, pp, 710-717, September- DIELECTRIC PARAMETERS FOR PLATES
October 1959 OF TRIGt.YCINE SULFATE
(Translate_ from the Russianin Soviet Physics--Crystal- Sonin, A. S., GI__kii, V. V.
logreph_, v. 4, no. 5, pp. 670-678, May-June 1960) Kristallografiya, v. 5: no. 1, pp. 145--147, January-
February 1960
By observ_,(_or: of the ,tornairl structure oi" rochelle salt (Translatedfrom the Russian in Soviet Physics--Crystal-
crystals, with the t,sc of opt'.'cal methods, a study has been lography, v. 5, no. 1, pp. 136-137,July-August t960)
made of the processes of piezoelectric pol_,rization of these
crystals in the direction of the ferroelec_rie axis X. Triglyeine sulfate is at present being studied intensively (1)in order to ehlcidate the polarization proees,_es, and (2) be-
cause the sabs_anee may have important practical uses. The
1,494. 80ME PECULIARITIES OF THE ELECTRICAL values given by various workers for the coercive _orce, spon-
CONDUCTIVITY OF GUANIDINE ALUMINUM taneous polarization, etc., tend to differ considerably, Tb.ose
SULFATE HEXAIIYDRATE (CASH) differences may be caused either by great differences in the
Gurevich, V. M., Zheludev, I, S., Rez, L S. methods used to grow the crystals, or by d_fferences betwev_-_
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parts of a given crystal, or by variations in the electrical pulses, and on the depen_Jenee of current and time of polari-
pacameters with the geor',etrical parameters (especially the zation on the amplitude of the pulses, temperature, and fre-
tl'dckness) of the plates. Merz has shown that BaTiO_ shows quency. The pulsed characteristics of ordinary and heavy
this l.:st type of variation, for example. This type of variation water triglyeine sulfate are compared.
for triglyeine sulfate crystals is considered here. Spontaneous
polarization, coercive force, polarization-reversal time and cur-
rent, and calculated ae-.'ivation field a'ce investigated and found 1,500. [FERROELECTRIC] BEHAVIOR OF TR1GLYCINESULPHATE CRYSTALS AT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
to vary greatly with thickness. Methods of cutting and metal- [0.01-50 c/s]
lization are. also thought to affect the parameters. Gurevich, V. M., Zheludev, I. S., Rez, I. S.
Kdstallogru]_ya, v. 5, no. 5, pp. 802--805, September -
October 1960
1,497. THE EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT ON (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics_Crystal-
FERROELECTRIC TRIGLYCINE SULFATE lography, v. 5, no. 5, PP. 763-766, March-April 1961)
Silvestrova, I. M., l_omanyuk, N. A.
Kristallogra.fi_a, v. 5, no. 1, pl?. 147-150, January-
February 1960 1,501. POLARIZATION OF ROCHELLE SALT UNDER
(Translated from the Russia:_ in Soviet Physics_Doklads, THE ACTION OF SINGLE SQUARE ELECTRICAL
v. 5, no. 1, pp. 13_--141, July-At_gust 1960) PULSES
Th _,effeets of ',lt:aviolet light on the behavior of ferroelectric Romanyuk, N. A., Zheludev, I. S.Kristallografiya, v. 5, no. 6, pp. 904-911, November-
triglvein_ sulfate (TGS) are considered. TGS plates were December 1960
used whose thicknesse_ ranged from 0.5 to 3.5 mm and which (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics_Crystal-
had been cleaved along the cleavage planes uo,'_mal to the lography, v. 5, no. 6, pp. 861-867, May-June 1961)
polar axis. The plates were irradiated along that axis or at
right angles to it. The most obvious effect (as with X-rays) The method proposed by Abe for recording the state of
is that the shape of the hysteresis !cop changes. Three types polarization of rochelle salt crystals has been improved. The
of distortion are shown. Rough measurements of the absorp_ rapid processes of polarization of rochelle salt under the
tion coefficient of TGS crystals, which were made by means of action of single square electrical pulses were studied, as well
an SF-4 quartz spectrophotometer, are reported. An attempt as the processes of the spontaneous decay o£ the ,olarized state
was made todetermine whether the effects were caused by sur- of the specimen. (PA, 196], # 17,836)
face or bulk damage." Spontaneous polarization, temperature
effects oo c, dielectric ecnstal_t, and piezoelectric modulus
were investigated. 1,502. A STUDY OF THE PHASE TRANSITION OF ATRIGLYCINE SULPHATE MONOCRYSTAL AT
THE CURIE POINT BY MEASURING THE
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
1,498. THE _SYMMETRY OF YULSED POLARIZATION Gurevich, V. M., Zheladev, I. S.
REVERSAL IN TRIGLYCINE SULFATE FOR KrlstaUografiya, v. 6, no. 1, pp. 135-137, January-
DIFFERENT INTERVAL!'.; BETWEEN PULSES February 1961
OF OPPOSITE POLARITY (Tr_mslated from the Russian in Soviet Physlcs_Cr_stal.
Shuvalov, L.A. lography, v. 6, no. 1, pp. 110--112, July-August 196i)
Kristallograflga, v. 5, no. 2, pp. 282-287, March-April 1960
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics_Crystal- Disks (19 × 19 × 1.5 mm) were cut fl'om a triglycine sul-
logrephy, v. 5, n_,.2, .pp. 2_;2-267, September--October 1960) phate monocrystal. Measuring electrodes (7 × 7 ram) and a
Experi_nental data on the current and time asymmetry of high-voltage electrode (16 × 16 mm) were applied, and the
polarization reversal in plates of triglycine sulfilte, to which disks then place3 in a thermostated holder. The Curie point
unequally spaced voltage pulses are applied, are presented was found to be 48.8°C for increasing te:nperature and
as a fi:netion of field, temper_.ture, and the spacing between 48.5_C for decreasing temperature. The dc conductivity was
pulses of opposite polarity, measured at interw_ls of 0.2-0.3°C around the Curie point.
Tlae curve of specific resistance vs. temperature showec_
discontinuity and hysteresis at the Curie temperature, indi-
1,499. PULSED POLARIZATION REVERSAL I,_. CRYSTALS eating a first-order phase transition. (PA, 1962, #6521)
OF HEAVY WATER TRIGLYCINE SULFATE
Shuvalov, L. A.
Krlstallogmfiya, v. 5, no. 3, pp. 409-414, May-June 1960 1,503. THE EFFECT OF UNIPOI.ARITY OF ROCHELLE
(Translated from the Rmsian in Soviel Physics--Cry,stal- SALT ON ITS ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
lography, v. 5, no. 3, pp. 385-389, November-December Karmen, K. N.
1960) Kristallografiya, v. 6, no. 3, pp. 426-431, May-June 1961
(Translated froJ, the Russian iu Soviet Physics_Crystal.
Experimental data are presented on polarization reversal _n lography, v. 6, z_o.3, pp. 336_340, November-December
heavy water triglyeine sulfate by periodical, bipoiar voltage 1961)
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The method f_r studyhig the unipolarity of roci..nlle salt hating field briefly every 40-60 rain during the irradiation and
has been impr,)ved. It has been found that the prolor.ged also during pa,:;,_s between parts of a dose.
action of a field causes a change in the unipola:ity. "]'he time
9 A steady field E: exceedir_g the saturation field E.
needed to change the unipolarity considerably exc_eds the "'"
caused the loop to become unipolar after the crystal had re-
time for rearranging the domain st ueture undec the same
oeived a certain dose in the monodomain state (with E_
conditions. The stability of the state _chieved depends on the
applied). The bias field Eb was also proportional to dose:
history of the specimen and the value and sign of the intensity there was a corresponding rise i, E .... The sense of the bias
of the constant electrical field. (PA, 1961, # 19,922) field was opposed to that of E:; the sign of the bias field fixed
in the specimen by the irradiation was the same as that of E__.
1,564. ELECTROST,qlCTION IN ROCHELLE SALT SINGLE 3. There wa; n.3 t-ppreciable change in the satnration
CRYSTALS polarizatmn P,,, at least up to 80 Mr. The measurements could
Fotehenkov, A. A., Zheludev, I. S., Zaitseva, M, P.
not l)c extended to l,_g.!,er doses because the voltages re-Kristallografiya, v. 6, no. 4, pp. 576-581, July-August 1961
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--Crystal- qnired exceed the breakdown voltage.
lography, v. 6, no. 4, pp. 461-465, January-February 1962) 4. If the specimen was irradiated while subject to an
The dependence of electrostriction propert.ies on the alternating field E_ > E,, the lo.'q9 did not become double
strength of the alternating electric field, and the degr,;e of even at very high doses, although E.o i:_ereased. The loop
polarizatitm of the specimen by a cor..stant field were studied soon became double, however, if E was removed whet_ the
irradiation had finished. The rate at which this occurrcc' was
for an X-cut rochelle salt crvstal in the vicinity of the upper
Ct::'e point. The character of the relationships found is ex- a covariant function of temperature.
plained by the behavior of the domain structure in electric 5. The domain structure in the static state can be observed
fields. (PA, 1963, #13,121) by virtue of the electrolumirJes6ence if the hysteresis locp is
double, although de and ac fields must be applied simult;me-
ously. The first such structure to be recorded for irra_licted
1,505. DIEI_.ECTRIC PLRAMETERS OF DEUTERATED GAS is shown (.a structure not detectable b': optical m,_th-TRIGLYCINE SULPHATE
Silvestxcva, I.M. ods). The domain boundaries lie parallel _,, normal to 'he
Kristallograi,_la, v. 6, no. 4, pp. 582--590, July-August 1961 faces of the hexagonal prism in the growz', pyramids of
(Translated from the Russian in Sot,iet Ph'tsics--Crysta!- those faces. The irradiati,m appears to have no appreciable
lography, v. 6, no. 4, pp. 466--471, Janua' y-February 1962) effect on the shapes and sizes of the domains.
Results are given from measurements on deuterated tri 6. GAS remains colorless after irradiation.
glycine sulphate; these are compared with those of ordinary The conclusion is reached that y-ra_.s produce iv GAS
triglycinesulphate, and deductions are drawn from the thermo- either a slable polydomain state (double loop) or a stab','e
dynamic theory of ferroc]ectricity. (PA, 1963, #13,122) monodomam 'state (displaced loop); in both eases, the _tate
is that maintained during the irradiatior.. Production t)f a
1,506. EFFECTS OF "v-RAYS ON THE FERROELECTRIC stable moliod¢.main state in a th'; "d for "oelectric confirms the
PARAMETERS OF CRYSTALS OF GUANIDiNIUM preclict_oP, tl,at such ._ state can be produced in many _erro-
ALUMINUM SULFATE elec_rics by imt)m-itie; or by radiataen. "lhe effect may make
Yurin, V. A._ Baberkin, A. 5., Zheludev, I.S. it possible to use the ',)iezo(,lectric ar.d pyroelectric effects in
Krlstallograflya, v. 7, no. 1, pp. 147-150, January- ferroeleotric crystals in ,_rd_., to convert *'nergT from one
February 1962 form to another.
(Translated from the Russian in Sot_iet ,ahysies_Crystal.
lography, v. 7, no. 1, pp. 121-123, Jl:ly-August 1962)
The effects of "y-rays on guanidinium aluminum sulfate 1,507. THE' FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES OFTRICLYCINE SULFATE CRYSTALS ItlRADIATED
(GAS), C (NHz) sAl (SO_) 2 " 6H20, are reported. Special at WITtl _-QUANTA
tention is paid to the possibility of producing a stab]e mono- Yurin, V. A., Silwstrova, 1. M., Zheludev, ]. S.
domain state. Kristallogrufiya, v. 7, no. 3, pp. 394-402, May-J_,ne 1962
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet.Physlcs_Cr_stal.
These GAS specimens gave the following results: lography, v. 7, no. 3, pp. 3!2-318., November,-December
1. The ordinary loop gradually became double if the speci- 1962)
meta was irradiated unpolarized; the critical field E c was pro- An experimental study is repo;ted of the effect of _-radia-
portional to tl_e integra' dose (coefficient of proportionality tion on the shape and parameteP; el: the hysteresis loop, the
about 300 v/cm-Mr at room temperature). This rise in E,. effect of static electric fields and temperatl:re on the hysteresis
was accompanied by one in the ccercive field E,o for both loop of irradiated crystals, and the effect of 7-radiatioJ3 on the
halves of the loop, which was observed by applying the alter- dielectric properties of triglycine sulfate crystals. The results
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are compared with similar data ior rochelie salt eont_dning stant was measured at 800 cps; as the pre,_su_e increased,
copper ions. _ was found to fall monotonically, but the fall was not more
than _0% of tile initial e, as for other materials.
1,508. THE DIELECTRIC AND NONLINEAR PROPERTIES The ,esults generally indicate thet it is difficult for the
OF SEIGNETTE'S SALT AT ULTRA.HIGH domains to change their orientation at high Fressures, whe;e-
FREQUENCIES upon adsorption tends to he ret,!aeed by ion or electron
Petter, V.M. condl_t.tion.
KristaTdograliga,v. 7, no. 3, pp. 403-407, May-Ju,e 1962
(Translated fromthe Russian in Soviet Phvsics--Cr,#stal-
logrephy, v. 7, no. 3, pp. 319-322_ November-December 1,511. ELECTRETS OF ELASTIC POLYMERS
1962) Gul, V. E., Lushcheikin, G. A.,Fridkin, V. M.
KristalIogra_a, v. 7, no. 5, pp. 797-799, September-October
hesutts are given of an investigation _,ato reverse character- 1962
istics _ and tan 8 of rochelle salt at frequelJcies of 1000 and (Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--Crystal-
3000 Me, and nonlinearity at 200 Me, between i8 and 36_C. lography, v. 7, no. 5,1_p.645-646, March-April 1963)
The literature ca,'ries no information on electrets whose
1,509. THE INVERSE PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECT IN orientation (prodqced by a field) has been fixed by cross-
Z-CUT CRYSTALSOF CUAN[DINIUM ALUMINUbl linking (vulcanization). This meth,,_d is of ,_ubstantial inter_-:sL
SULFATE (GAS) _o_ it should make pc;zible production ot new and higk_,,
Zhdudev, I. S., Leleko_, V.S. stab_ , polar textures. Moret_ver, the properties of : _eh elec-
Krlstallografiya,v. 7, no. 3, pp. 463-.465, May-June 1962 trets should cast fresh light on orientation and polmization
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--Crystal. processes in mechanically defolmed polymers.
lography, v. 7, no. 3, lgp.369-370, November-December
ltt162) Elastic insul_tors hav_ been l_sed b,_ed on natural rubber
treated wi:h the ustml amount_ of vulea_aizing agents but _ree
The method of modulation interferometry (developed by from fillers, fhe mixture was prepared by rolling, and was
Gorelick and Bershtein) and an apparatus designed by vulcanized in a press a_ 70 kg/cm" between sheets of alumi-
Fotchenkcw to measure the piezoelccffie effect were used to num foil. The surface charge density was measured.
measure da._ for guanidine aluminum sulfate (GAS) as a
functio, of a polarizing field on Z-eut specimens. The con- Strong fields give rise to a homocharge on on_' surface and
stant and alternating fields were applied along the Z-axis. a heterocharge on the other, the latter eventually becoming
Resulting ,Jata are graphed. The curves give an indication of a homocharge. Charges of the _me sign sometimes occur on
the type of polarization in GAS. There is a linear 1elation of d.a._ both surfaces for fields bet_ een 5 and 10 kv/cm; both charges
to field :or l_igh field strengths, which pro'_ides a means of eventually become heterocharges. A,a empirical formula is
estimating the spontaneous polarization, P_. Calcqkttioa of P, given for the surface oharge.
_:om the daL_ gwes a value of 0.3 × 1C-" coulomb/cm2; which
agrees welt with the value found from the hysteresis loop. Tkc ?_._-)e|_._tric n_odulus was measure_ along the polar-iz_a!;,m d_rection by ':tatie vwthods. This modulus was shown
to be a lqnction of the heterocharge density, the one being
1,510. FERROELECTRIC BEHAVIOR OF TRIGL_/C!NE proporhonal to the other, at least up to 10-r esu.
,';ULFATE AT HIGH tlYDROSTATIC 'PRESSURES These _'esuts all relate to el_ct_t._ made hv vulcanization
_'heludev, I. S., Tikhomlrova,N. A.,Fridkin, V. M.
KristaUografiga,v. 7, no. 5, pp. 795-797, Septem_er_-Oct£ber in au _,leetnc fielca applied _n" th_ first two minutes (total
1962 w:!cardzat,.',n time 30 rain at ],.t'_'/_'). The charge density
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Phltsics--Cr_staI- was much less if the field was _t_!>h,'.{somewhat later (after
lographv, v. 7, no. 5, pp. 643-644, March-April 19_3'_ the vulcanization had been in pi'_g_'__s for ten minutes). It
did not ,_eem possible to make elects, _,__rom materials alreaJy
The conductivlt" and dielectric parameters of trigty_'ine vulcanized.
sulfate are reported for hydrostatic pressures up to 25.,300
atm. The conductivity at these pressures has been measa,.d
in terms of (1) the forward current and (2) the reve:'._e !,512. TIiE INVERSE P_;FZC_FiECTRIC EFFECT IN
current whey the electrodes are short-circuited. The init'al TRIGLYC_NE SULk._,fE
r_verse current is graphed as a ftmetion of field for two pres.. Fotchenkov, A. h., ga._,.., .._,M. _.
sines; the cmrent in_-reases with the pressure, and satur_t:on Kr,_stallografiga,v. 7, ,*,_.6, Pin 934-937, November-
sets in at lower voltages. This result is explained by the December 1962
decrease i_ the part of the polarization associated with ferro- (Translated from the Rus_ian in Soviet Physics--Crystal.lographlt, v. 7, _o. (Lpp. 756-7_,8, May-June 1963)
elech'ie abso.wtion; the part associated with electro_ or ion
conduction toe"eases with the pressure. The effects of pressure /'-cut crystals of tr_.glycine sulfate have heen used to inca-
on the lo,,d point to the same conclusion. The dielectric con- sure d..,..,as a function of alternating field and temperature (for
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various polarizi_g fiekls) and as a function of polarizing field In P_ct I ([l Nuovo C_mento, v. 18, p. 554, 1960), Mag-
during polariza'.ion reversal. The principal features are ex- naseo has proposed '_ method for caleole, ting the me,_:, square
plained in terms of the domain structure of TGS. eie.ctnc dipole mo:nent of poly/ethylene oxide) glycol
(POEG) based ort the rotation matrices method, for three
different molec,lar structures, assuming the internal fie;dbility
1,513. OIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS FOR TItE of tLe maeromolecule in solution and the statistical independ-EXAMINATION OF PLASTICS
Langbein, G. euce of rotations.
Kunststcffe, v. 51, pp. 503-508, 1961 In this work the experimen*'d determiL, atior, is reported
Dielectric methods may bc used for the determination of of the pol_tr moment of a POEG series with molecular weight
moistt_re; since dielectric propert,.'cs of a polymer vary with ranging from 19,1 to 7770, in benzene solution at 25°C. The
crystalline and amorphou_ modf_cat:ons, the stereospecificity experimental results are briefly di:eussed.
of polymers may be determined by this meth¢_.
1.517. DIPOLE MOMENTS AND MOI..ECULAR
1514. THE ELECTRIC PROFERTIES OF CURED STRUCTURE OF COPOLYMERS. II. DIPOLE
EPOXIDE RESINS MOMENT OF METHYL ACRYLATE-STYRENE
Jellinek, K. COPOLYMERS
Kuntstoff Ruuaschau, v. 9, l_p. 549-55,1, 1962 Shima, M., Kotera, A.
Makromolgkulare Chemic, v. 65, pp. t72-180, 196:]
Dependence of the electrical properties of commercial (in English)
bisphenol A-epichlorohydtm epoxidc resins on the l,ardeners in Part I (]ournal of Pol!tmer Science, v. 56, pp. 213--223,
used is considered. The dielectric properties investigated over 196"2). a method wa., described for evaluating the dipole
a wide range of tcl,peraZ,,res and frequencies are volume
moment of copolymers in relatio, to the distribution of polar
and surface resistivity, dielectric strength, leakage-current monomer unit sequences; the use of the method was illus-
resistance, dielectric constant, and dissipation factor. The
trated with the experimental results of methyl methacrylate-
hardeners are of aliphatic and aromatic amine, poly_;mido- styrene copolymers. In this paper the measurements of the
amine, an_. acid anhydride type. The electrical ?roperties at dipole moments of methyl ac_.'ylate-styrene copolymers are
high temperatures are discussed fo,. epoxide resins with described, and the results are compared with those obtained
increased fl_xibility or w,;_h increased glass temperature, for methyl methacrylate-styrene eopolymers.
1.515. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF "I'IIANS-I,4-
POi -eBUTADIEN E I,_18. SOME DIFLECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TR__GLYCINE
Pegoraro, M., Mit,_raj, K. SULFATE, GUANIDINE ALUMINUM SULFATE
Makromolekulare ChemJe, v. 61, pp. 132--138, ;963 tIEXAItYDRATE, AND TRI.GLYCINE TELLURATEKaezmarek, F.
(in English) June 1961
Measurements were made of the dielectric- constant and of Massaehusett., Institute of Teehnoleg;', Laboratory for
tan 8 of ttar_-l,4-pclybutadiene with a stcrie purity higher Insulation Eeseareh, Cambridge
than 99% at, constant freqaenc_ of 50 cps and at variable TR 163, Nonr.184110, AF 19(604)-6155
• O,'-I
temperatures betwecu -- 50 arid + 110 _. AD-259,984
,,,, The dielectric constants of triglycine sulfate and guanidine
• ne behavior of the dielectric constants points out a first-
order transit;on at 76°C, corresponding to the known variatio, AI sulfate hexahydrate were mo,._ured as a function of fre-
of conformation of the crystalline ch_iin, and another first- quency up to about 23 kMc. The constants of tryglycine sul-
order transition at 146°C, corresponding to tile complete fate, were also measured as a function of temperature. T.Le
dielectric cor, s(ant of trigl._cine tellurate, recently syuthesized,
melting.
was measured iu the low frequency region. 18 references.
The values of tan 8 are r,c the order of 10 -a up to the first
tronsition, and then inc, ease considerably due to the inereas_
in electric conductivity. 1,519. DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN OF POI.Y(TETRh-FLUOROE'41'HYLENE). V. EFFECT ox' MOLECULAR
WEIGHT. 2. DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN TESTS
1,516. MOLECULAR S'I RUCTUEG AND STATISTICAL lida, S.
THEOhY OF ELI_CTRIC MOMENTS OF LINEAIt Nagoya Kogyo Giiutou Shikensho Hokoku, v. 7, pp. 178-184,
POLYME IS. II. ELECT.R_C, DIPOLE MOMENTb 1958
OF POLY(ETHYLENE OXIDE) GLYCOL IN
BENZE1HE SOLUTION The relatiic_t between the molecular weight and breakdown
• v_cj
,', M_._'aa_co, V., Dellepiane, C., Rossl, t :. voltage, of ,.,. ly (tetrafluoroethylene) was observed in samples
Makromolekuk_re Chemic, v. 64, pp..16--25, 1963 obtained b:,' polymerizatiov under various conditions or by
(in English) degrr, dation from -/-irradiation. Beh,vior is compared in sam-
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pies compw:ted t)x a free baking method at:d by a hot- treating the pressure effects on the interm,,L'_zla_ ,::c-]ap ot
compressior method. In ge:_eral, in the low-m,Jl_'ular-wcight electr,n orbitals. Th,: eq_i,dioxl_ ::i;i_ ar to ,qt the experimental
range, l)r-_kdm_ n voltage increcses with mol,_:ular weight, cd,scr_,aiion_ ':i; to, ihe critical pressure at wlueh metalloid
while in a high-molecuLar-weight range, t'._,. :'; -:. _e,,_ienc.v lwhavi.r appears.
to decrease.
!.5"23. DIELECTRIC C, IARACTERISTICS OF CHLORO-
1,550. TIlE ELECTRIC STRENGTltS Of.."HEXANE VAPOR BIPiIENYL AND CHLOROBIPiIENYL-IMPREGNATED
AND LIQUID IN "filE CRITICAL REGION PAPER. I. DIELECTRIC CIlARACTER|STICS OF
_Valson, P. K.. Sharbaugh, A. !i. CHLOROBIPIIENYL
1961 Tomago, A., Yamau(hi. 1.
National Academy of Sciences. Nat,onal Research Coundl. National T_ehnical Rep_,rL Matsushita Electric Indttstrial
Washin_on. D.C. Co.. Osaka, Japa:l, v. 8: pp. 526--53-':- 19C2
Pt.blication 973, pp. 95-,96 -e .....
• empeia,,_ and frequency clmracteristics of electrical
t.iotectr|t: loss ta:tge,tTheetectric breakdown field strengths of hexane vapor extra- conductivity, dielectric constant, and ]" ' " '-
pointed to pressure giving densit) c.)rresponding to the liquid of commercial trichlozo- and pentachlor,_bipheuy! (TD and
state are higher !t_.--n those actually observed for the liqm'd. PD) after being refined were measured. Electrical conducti-,-
Pi,ohabl._ because of field em:ss_on, t,i_,-_-d i_reakdown it} of TD was higher than that of PD at the same ten,perature,
strengths atmve the critical tem|wrature, for density :nore both increasing exponentially with temperature.
than 0.01 Wee, are less than the extrapolate,1 curve. New
m_surements shiny Q:at the values of breakdown strength 1,524. TRANSITION IN TI-iE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
for liquid and vapor converge as the critical point is ap- OF SOLID SECONDARY ALCOilOLS
proaehed. Formation of vap,r bubbles may account for the Dryden, J. S., Welsh, H. K.
low_ strengths in liquids. .'qaf_.re, v. 192, no. 4799, p17.2_5-256: o-:te_c, 21, i96t
The e:;ly prevmusly concluded fact about the mechanism
L521. LONC-_T_dE - EFFECTS OF IIUMIDITY CHANGE ON of the large dielectric absorption in aliphatie secondary, aIeo-
THE DIELECThlC PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN hols is that the presence of some lattice defeet or arrangement
POL-V3,.IERS of defects is required for this large absorption.
Scott, A. ti. lion-is, W. P.
1963 In the belief that further progress can be made only from
National Academy oI bciences, National Research Council, measurements on single cD'stals grown front t; _re material,
Washingto:._:D.C. - attempts have been made to grow single crystals from the
Publieation10S0, pl_.41-44 melt. Ahhough the crystals have been below standard,
, measurements made on the oriented polycrystalli,le material
The dielectric constants and dissipation factors of po!yethyl- obtained have revealed a sharp transition in t|:e dielectric
ene, poly,_lyrene, aud poIyearbonate were recast/red over time
intervals tanging from 100 days te three vear._ after transfer properties ,f certain alco!tols at a temperature abmit --4°C.
• " The transition was not apparent ii_ samples pres._ed from
from (I) 52_ relative humidity to dry egnditions, and powders, althot, gh a suggestion of its lzresence was noted in
('2) dr)' eo3.ditions to 52% relative humidity. In general, samples annealed for long periods.
dielectric constants and dissipation factors decrease under the
first conditions and increase under the second eonditions. Dielectric absorption is plotted as a fm,ction of frequency
The three polymers are compa-ed for stabi_ty, for a sample of 9-heptadecanol. Also plotted are the relative
permittivity at 4.8 cps as a function of temperature, and the
estimated permittivity below the absorl;t_ioi_ region as a fuuc-l,$:t,.*,. PIEZORESISTANCE EFI:ECTS IN CRYSTALLINE
AND AMORPItOUS MOLECULAR SOLIDS tion of temper:xture. Work is also reported on 8-pentadeeanol
[ABSTRACT] and 10-nonadecanol.
Pohl. H. A., Henry, A. W.
In"Program and Abstrac4s: Organic Crystal Symposium, 1,525. INTRINSIC ELECTRIC STRENGTH OF POLYTIIENE
Oelober l0 -1_, 1062," p. 203 Cooper, R., Rowson, C. ti.. Watson, D. B.
National Research Council, Ottawa, Cap.ado, 1962 Nature, v. 197, he. 4868, pp. 663-664. February 16, 1963
It is shown that certain crystalline and amm'ohous moleeu- Staustieal analysis of new and earlier data indicates that the
lar solids exhibit !acge and reversible piezo, zsistance co- it:trinsie electric strength E_ of polythent., decreases with
etBeients. Over a pressure range in which most metals double specimen thickness. For Alkathene 7, E_ = 12.8-3 log_ot
in conductivity (ahma 40,000 aim), these solids increase My/in. at 20°C for thickness t of 1 to 18 × 10":* in. With
up to about 1000-fold in conductivity. Part of the change is evaporated A! eleehodes the mean Et was 11.2 .My/in. corn-
due to changes i|t activation energy, and part t_, changes in pared with 12.4 My/in. with graphite electrodes. Tests with
the mobilit:.'. A simple thc._,retieal treatment _L!.h_.e e_eet is l-!tsec front impulses also gave _.ower mean values than tests
presented, based upon an absolute reaction :'ate formalism wit'h slmvly increasing diccct w_Itage. (PA, 1963, #13,125)
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1,52_3. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF CROSS-LINKED l)ieleetrie (onvtant ;rod dielectric loss angle at 60 cps, as
POLYSTYIIENE FILM FORMED IN TIlE GLOW well as de volume resistivity, were measured for az_unsaturated
I)I.LZ31IAIIf;E polyester resin prepared from maleic acid, adipic acid, pr',-
Stuart, M. pvlem: glycol, and st_ rene. The polyester irathe resin acted asNature, v. 198, no. 4888, pp. 59-60, July 6, 196"} " " "
a plasticizer as well as a cross-linking agent. Data are pre-
Irradiation of a ,nonomer vapor frequently causes poly- sented arid interpreted.
merizatioa leading to t',ae fonnati.,m of a solid deposit on c,n_,
t.ouvct6e _t surface. Electrons. ultraviolet, X- or y-radiation, or 1,530. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF THIOPttENE AND
an el.cctrical discharge carl be used. FUP, AN
In the work recorded ilere, a glow discharge at 180 kc is Matsutnoto, M., Ko,do, S.
used to form uniform l-it polystyrene film. The discharge Nippon Kagaku Zasshi, v. 83, pp. o61-'263, 1962
is maintained between parallel cylindrical :Aumint'.m elee- The dielectric properties of thiophene and f_;ra, were
trodes in several millimeters of mercury pressure of styrene invest.;gated at 68--300°K and 1-300 ke. The observed trii:le
vapor contained in a pre-evac,tated chamber. Alumi:mm foil, points and transition points of these eompounds agreed quite
in contact with one electrode, s°._ve_ as the substrate for the well with those obtained flora thermal stud.;es by Wadding-
fi|m. This electrode rotates unifo,'mlv during polymerization, ton. The dielectric behavior in tour phases is explained in
Aluminum is afterwards evaporated onto the surface of tile terms of molecular orientation.
polymer film to provide a second elex-.tro,i_.. Power factor and
cai;aeltance vs. temperature at severaI frequencies are shown
as graphs. The wide" d/strib_ttion of rt,laxation times results 1,531. DIELECTRIC PROPI:i_TiES O1- UNSATURATEDPOLYESTER RES'_NS CONTAINING THE
from the complex structure of the fihn. ESR measuremeaL_ ISOPHTHALATE STRUCTURE
made at room temperature in oacuc.show tl,c i_.r-,sence of free Shito, N.
radicals which presumably peroxidize on exposure io air. Nippon Kagaku Zasshi, v. 83, pp. 542-548, 1962
An interesting feature of the films is their insolubility, indi-
eatiag a high degree of cross-linking. Tile dielectric constant and the loss fact6r of several
unsatarated polyester resins formed from poly(propylene
maleate ,-dipate isophthalate) nd styrene monomers were
1,527. ORIENTATION OF CETYL ALCOHOL IN A measured at 20-1_0°C in the ,requeney range 120--30,000
HIGII D.C. FIELD IN RELATION TO GROSS'S cps. Resulting data are preset,ted. Degree of FolyrrJerization
TIlEORY OF THE ELECTRET and the exteat to which the isophthalate structure is eon-
Chandy, K.C. tained both influence the activatio1: energy of relaxation.
Naturwissenseltaften, v. 49, no. 5, p. 102, March 1962 These effects are discussed.(in English)
An X-racy study of cetyl alcohol solidi.qed in a de field is 1,532. DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION OF ORG.JbNIC
re,ported; the intent _s to explain the absence of homocharge,. CRYSTALS CONTAINING ltYDROGEN _ONDS
on this material. It is concluded that *his ;s due to inhomo- Yabumo:o, S.
geneitv because of the presence of a number of polymorphie Nippon Kagaku Zasshi, v. 84, pp. 547-552, 1963
h_rms. (PA, 1962, #t4,644)
1,533. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ION-EXCItANGE
RESINS1,528. DIELECTRIC DISPERSION OF DILUTE SOLUTIONS
OF ETtlYL CELLULOSE Take:hita. S.
lmamura, Y. Nippon Kagaku Zasshi, v, 84, pp. 569-576, 1963
Nippon Kagaku Zas_hi, v. 8o, pg,. 984-987, 1961
!,534. DIELEKTRISCHE POLARISA.TION UND DIE
The bridge method was used for .m__'asuring critica! fre- WECHSELWlRKUNG DER CARBONSAUREN UND
queney vc of dielectric dispers,on of ethyl cellulose in Tetralin AMINE (DIELECTRIC POLARIZATION OF
at 20 to 100_C. An equation re_ating v,, and intrinsic vis- COMPLEXES COMPOSED OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
cosily at 3.0°C is given, and the activation energy of dielectric AND AMINES)
relaxation is considered. Sobezyk, L.
• In "Itydrogen Bonding," Papers pro_cP)ed at the Symposium
The results are explained by comiderin.g the rigidity of the on tlydrogen Bonding, Liubliana, Yugoslavia,
mo]eculcs in comparison with if, at of vinyl polyme:s. July 29-August 3, 1957, pp. 323-329
I-ladle, D., Editor
Pergamon Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1959
1,520. DIE1,ECTRIC LOSS AND VOLUME RESISTIVITY
OF UNSATURATEP POLYESTER RESINS l:_ connection x_ith previous papers, some investigations
Shlto, N. of dieh'etric polarization of ':omplexes_composed of carboxylie
Nippoa Kagaku gasshi, v. 8_., pp. 1449-1456, 1961 acids and amines were carried out in order to establish a
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relati¢,nshlp between their polarity arid pK value of acidic diation doses, it is proposed that the defects produced by
component, irradiation at first only slow down the reorientati:mal motion
of the domains: however, as defects accumuh_te, the)- entirelyThe measurements have indicat_.J a h _ r relation betwee;a
immobilize an increasingly large proportion of the domains,P (or AP) and pK. The fnllowing t _onents were used:
tht,s preventing them from pa,'ticipating in the polarizationC_HsCOOH, CH.,ICOOH, CH.,CICOOH, CHCi.,COOtt.
of the sample.CCI:,COOH, N-methylpyperidine, diethylamine, and ethyl-
amine. The majority of systems contained benzene as solvent,
and in two eazes dioxtm solution w_s used in order to test lbe 1.538. THE ELECTRET EFFECT IN PARAFFIN WAX
stabili_" of complexes with hydrogen bm_d and to confirm the Goratdkiewiez, J.
absence ,of their additional assoc_ation. The role of the so-cal|ed Physiea Status Solidi, v. 3, no. 2, op. 276--282, 1963
(in English)
polar hydrogen br,.,ad i'.i acid-base interactioas was stressed.
Electrets were prepar_l from pure paraffin wa._ by irradia-
1,535. TIlE PERMITTIVI'!'Y OF ltYDROSTATICAI,I.Y tion 'witl_ fl-_a_s followed by f,,;rnation in a constant eiectrle
STRESSED DIELECTRICS field. 'The charge of the electrets was measured by means of
Gibbs, D. F., Jarman, M. the inductive met.hod and with a Faraday cylinder. The de-
Philosophical Magazine, v. 7, no. ";6, pp. 663-670, April 1962 pendence of the electret charge on intensity of forming field,
forming time, irradiation time, and storage time after irradia-
Experiments were carried out to determ.ine the change of tion was investigated, a_ was the permanence of the charge.
permittivity of sore - _ eIl-known solid dielechics with pressure. Electrets prepared in this way have charges of the same orderThe dielectrics, i_1 the form of slabs of the order of 0.1 mm
of maglaitude as thermic eleetrets made from carnauba wax
thick and 1 cm z in area were submitted to nyt_rostatlc pres- and formed in similar fonoing fields.
sures up to 3000 kg/cm • ir_, o;1, and the fractional change in
capacity was observed. Dielectrics investigated included alkali
h_ides, polystyrene, polyethylene, n_tile: and ammonium 1,539. NEW FERROELECI'R1CS OF THE TETRhMETHYL-
io_lide. (FA, 1962, #23,494) AMMONIUM-TRIHALt')-MERCURATE FAMILY
Fatuzzo, E., Nitsch _, R., RoetsehJ, If., Zingg, S.
Physical Review, v. 125, no. 2, pp. 514-516, J_nuary 15, 1962
1.536. THICKNESS DEPENDENCE OF filE NUCLEATION Three new ferroelectries belonging to a fam';lv of the gen-FIELD OF TRIGLYCIN_ SULPHATE
Kay, H. F., Dunn, J.W. eral formula [X(CH3):]HgY_ _where X = N, P; Y = CI, Br, I)
Philosophical Magazine, v. 7, no. 84. pp. 2027-2034, were discovered. They are: [N (CH3) 4]HgBr3,[N (CH3) ,]Hgl:,
December 1962 and [P(CH._)4]HgBr 3. The preparation of single crystals of
these ,'ompounds (monoclinic, space group P2,) is described.
The applied electric _.eld at the onset of polarization The dielectric co_stants are o$ the order of I0, the spontaneous
reversal during sv.-itclaing of a triglycine sulphate single crystal oolarizations between 1 and 3 ttcoulomb/'cm'-. Curie points
with a sinuso.;dal applied field was measured as a function of '_uld not _ observed because of thermal decomposition of
crystal th,.',.kness. In contrast to the sinusoidal coercive field .e compou,_ds around 170°C. The switching time varies with
measurements of Pul.vari and Kuebler, this field is frequency tb.e seventh power of the applied field E.
independent and thickness dependent according t.,, the -elation
E, o: (thickness)_z/.a. The results are discussed as a nucleation
phenomenon on the basis of a simple model aad lead to an 1,540. GAMMA IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRETS
Gross, B., de Moraes, R. J.
estimate of the domain wall surface energy of triglycine Physical Review, v. 126, no. 3, pp. 930-932, May 1, 1962
sulphate as being of the order of 1 erK/cm z. Finally. a criti-
cism of the theory is discussed. (PA, 1963, #6619) Carnauba wax electrets were irradiated witla y-rays from
a Co'"' source. Doses varied between 0 and 5 Mr. After irra-
1,537. ON THE EFFECTS OF X-RAY IRRADIATION ON diation, the polari_.ation of the electret_ was determined by
TRANSIENT PHENOMENA IN ROCItELLE SALT reheating them in short circuit and measun;:,g the released
Rewai, T. charge. This charge was found to decrease roughly exponen-
Phy#ica Status Solidi, v. 2, no. 9: pp. 1151-1157, 1962 tially with dose, with a decay constant of the order of 1 Mr.
(in English) A background effect due to Compton polarization is described.
(PA, 1962, #12,573)
Transient variations of the permittivity r subsequent to
application or removal of a de electric field are measured in
pure rochelle salt before and after X-ray irradiations with 1,541. CRITICAL FLUCTUATIONS IN IRIGLYCENE
doses up to 5.82 × 10" r. Irradiation Js found to affect the SULFATE
form of the transient phenomena considezably. The maximum Brophy, ]. J., Webb, S. L.
c,f the variation_ observed duri_,_ tl_e measurements shift; Physical Review, v. 128, no. 2, pp. 584--588, October 15, 1962
toward higher polarizing field strengths as irradiation dose Critical-point polarization fluctuatio,_s in ferroelectric tri-
increases: The variations diminish after suffieieg,tly high irra- glycene s_dphate were observed at the Curie temperature by
288
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measuring the random noise voltages appearing between elec. 1 544. SO.ME PROPEllTIP:? OF X-flAY I)AMAGED
trodes aIplied to the cwstal. These noise voltages are inter- ROCtlELLE SALT
preted in terms of the Nyquist noise assoc-iated with the Okad_, K.
crystal col_ductance and, therefore, can be used to determine Physical Society of )'apan. louma, of the. v. 15, no. 2,
the true cl :/'stal impedance at and near the transition temp*era- pp. 363-364, February 1960
tt.re where the crystal is highly nonlinear. The polariz_ation Mea;urements -,_.eremade of the pr:_pertics of a-ct:t rochelle
noise density at the Curie point has a simple relaxation spec- sa]f or>stals damaged by exposure to 50-kv X-rays. Biased
trum with a tl.me eonsta:lt of 5.3 × 10 '_ see, which, further- hysteres.;s loops were observed in poled crystals, and sym-
more, is relatively independent of temperature near the Curie metric double hysteresis ]cops were observed in completely
temperature. A thermal Baxkhausen noise observed in barivm unpoladzed specimens. The domain clamping responsible for
titanate as the crystal is passed slowly through the transition these effects was observed d_rectiy by optical metl,ods on
temperature appears to be associated with the inherent do- crystals damaged in a selected region. Permittivi_ meas.!re-
main structure of the sample. (PA, 1963: _:893_, ments on crystals which exhibited a symmetric double hys-
teresis loop showed a shift of upper and lower Curie
temperature with moderate biasing field, in the opposite
1,542. POLARIZATION RELAXATION IN TRIGLYCINE direction to that observed in undamaged crystals, i.e., similar
SULFATE ABOVE T!IE CURIE TEMPERATURE to the change in an antiferroelectrie. In _trong fields, the
Hill, R. M., lehiki, S.K. tiamaged crystals behaved in the same manner as virgin speci-
Physical Review, v. 128, no. 3, pp. 1140--1145.
November 1, 1962 " mens. (PA, 1961, _:10.077)
Measurements of the complex dielect,'Sc constant for normal
and deuterated triglycine sulphate are reported. The_e me,a- !,545..FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF X-RAYDAMAGED ROCItELIE SAL'I"
surements cover a range of 20°C above 'die Curie temperature Okada, K.
and frequencies up to 7.7 X 10to eps. A frequency- and Physical Society of Japan, lournal of the, v. 16, no. 3,
temperature-dependent relaxation of the dielectric constant pp. 414-42.;, March 1.561
was observed which first sets in around 5 × 10rcps. It was
found that ail the observations of _* could be expressed as Radiation damage effects l;y X-rays ._nro_helle salt were
studied experimentally and theoretically. A double hysteresis
C loop i'; explained as a supcrposition of taro biased single loops.E _: _ ....
T - 7f [_(vro) + i g(_ro)] Each biased single loop corresponds to one of the two op-
where C and 7',. are the Curie constant and temperature; and poslt J.y polarized :!omains of which the crystal is composed.
r, is inversely proportio,aal to (T - T_). Expre_slens for When damaged, single domain crystals show biased single
[ (vro) and g (vro) which give a good fit to the data were k_ps, and the internal bias induced can be compensated by
derived by assuming that each dipole has a Debye relaxatio,a an ex!ernal dc biasing field; however, the Curie point of the
characteristic and that there is a Gaussian distribution of te- damaged crystals compensated by this suitable external fiekl
laxation times, with r,, being the measure of the w idth of the is lower than that of the virgin by AT, which depends upo_
distribution. (PA, 1963, #2961 ) the X-ray dosage. In this respect the effect of damage differs
from tl.at of i'he stress. It is assumed that the irradiation gives
rise to pt_lar anisotropy centers which produce effective bias
1,543. ON THE ANO/_,IALOUSINCREASE OF THE fields in undamaged ferroelectri_, regions. Irradiation time
PERMITTIVITY DURING SLOW SWITCHING dependences of the spontaneous polarization, the coercive
PROCESSES ON TRIGLYCINE SULI;HATE field, and the internal bias are studied. A phenomenological
Fousek, J., .Mrilek,Z., Salim, A. J., AI Aii, N.S. theory is developed to explain tht. various phenomena. The
Physical Soci_;ty, Proceedings of the, v. 80, pt. 5, polarization within the polar anisotropy center is estimated to
pp. 1199-1200, November 1962 be of the order of 100 esu near the shifted Curie point. (PA,
An inve_'igation is r_ported of the increase in permittivity 1961, #14,555)
in extremely slow switching processes characterized by max-
imum switching currents in the range 4 ><,19-_ amp m-_ to 1,546. THE FERROELECTRIC PHASE TRANSITION IN
3 × 10-'_amp m-z, the electric fie].d across the crystal varying (GL¥CINE)._ • H..,SO4 AND CRITICAL X-RAY
at a rate between 1 v cm -_ rain -_ and 100 v cm-_ rain-_. The SCATTERING
increase in permittivit3,, measured at 1 ke, may be as large Shibuya, I., Mitsui, T.
as 700%. Typical graphs of permittivily and switching cur- ehysicalSocietuofla_an, ]oumai of the, *. 16, no. 3,
rent vs. the instantaneous field strength, and of the increase pp. 479-.489, March 1961
in permittivJty vs. the switching current show that the maxi-
mum increase in permittivity is not proportional to the Ol_ the assumption that the ferroeleetrie phase transition in
maximum switching current and does not occur at the st:me (glyeit.,e):, • H_SO_ is of the order-disorder type, expressions
field strength. (CA, 1963, #2960) for Bragg reflections and critical scattering of X-rays are given
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in terms of a long-range order parameter and pair correlation Triglycine sulphate has the crystal class f',h-2/m in tide
funcHons. Temperature dependence of the critical scattering paraelectric state abo, e its Curie point at 47.5°C; below this
is discussed on tile basis ,_ the Bragg-Williams approxin_ation temperature it transform,_ to a ferroelectric state of class
a:ad of a modified Fr6hlieh the'or),. Experimental observation,; C_,-2. The constants d.2,, d._.._,and ,12:.were measured on y-cut
agree with theoretical predictions and prove that the phase bars having angles 90, 0 and "± 45 deg bet'ween their long
transitior, is of the o_der-disorder type. The observed critical axe_ and the z(c) axis: d,.., was measured on a y-bug bar.
scattering exhibits a pronounced peak at tht Curie point, Spec£naens were prepoled ,_nder a field of 900 v/cm, and a
t 1
suggesting that the local field theory is not a good approxi- dc bb_s of 90 x ,cm was applied during measurement. The
,.'nation. 'l'he shape of the peak appears to be qu._te differer, t temperature dependences of d,.._,s::._E,and s33D are shown.
front that in the ferromagnetic case. It has been found that It is showl, that the piezoelectricity is due to electrostriction.
the S atoms do not shi._t appreciably when the glycine groups The effects cn the constants of Cu X-radiation during poling
rotate. A met;aod for evaluating the pa,.'r cozrelation funet.ion were examined. (PA, 1962. #6531)
is proposed. (PA, 1961, _14:556)
1,550. HYSTERESIS AND THERMAL STUDIES ON FERRO-
ELECTRIC TRANSITIONS IN THIOUREA
1 347. !)IELECTRIC o:- A,ND I_-DISPERSIOb.'SIN
t'OLYVINYI. BUTYRAL (PVB) Futama: H.
Takahashi, Y. Physical Society of Japan, Journal of the, ",.17, no. 3,
Physical Society of Japan, )oarnal of the, v. 16, no. 5, pp. 434-441, March 1962
p. 10"24,May 1961 The hysteresis lcop, the specific heat, ar,d the thermal
The dielectric loss _" i_ a sam'_ie :ff PVB, which was heat- expansiozl of CS(NHz)z were studied, with paiticular refer-
tre,,ted at 200"C for 30 min, was mevsured in the temperature ence to its ferroelectric transitions. With a vari:_tion of tern-
range - 70 to + 120°C and the freq,tvncy range I).3 to 10" cps. perature, the hysteresis loop in the intermediate phase III is
The I_igher temperature dispersion labeled as tt and the lower transformed into a double loop. The field dependence of the
temperatu. _ dispersion labeled as fl were observed. The plot transitiop, temperature is given by dTc/dE = + and - 0.5"C:
of log )_, vs. I/T (where _,,, is the frequency at which E" is cm/kv for the upper and lows, sides of phase III, respectively.
maximum) is a curve for the a-dispersion but a straight lin _. Below phase 1ti, a decrease of the critical field was observed by
for the ,8-dispersion. The dielectric activation energies it_r the applying a stress on the [10O] o_ [0_31] face. A new ferro-
former are 93, 80, 53, 49., and 34 kcal/mole at 80, 92, 102, electric loop was also observed at -102°C with the spon-
taneous polariz_ttion of 2 × 10-* ltcoulomb/em z. The specific11(I and 129°C. respectively. For the/3-dispersion, the energy
is }2 kcaI/mole and is independent of temperature. (PA, heat anomaly was t?ound at -I06°C with the latent heat of
1981, # 19,921) 6.6 --- 0.01 cal/mole. In [ 100] and [001] directic_ns, expansic.n
anomalies were found; a jump o_ 0.9 × 10-3 was observed
especially in the [100] direction at -105°C. The results are
1;548. DIELECTRIC (x-, I_- AND y.DISPERSIONS IN THE exami,ed ze.cording to the phenomettological theory. The
TUERMOSETTING PHENOLIC RESINS dipole moment of the molecule in the crystal is discussed
Takahashi, Y. and a molecular model of the h'ansition is also introduced.
Physlea_Society of Japan, ]ounml of the, v. 16,no. 5, (PA, 1962, #12,566/
pp. 102,8--1029,May 1961
The frequez:cy dependence of the dtelectric permittivity _.' 1,551. MEASURE._IENT OF MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC
aad dielectric loss e" was measured over the frequeney range CONSTANTS OIe"FERROELECTRICS.
0.13eps to 1 Me and the temperature range -60 to 4-170oc II. DIELECTRIC CONSTAN'! _: AND DIELECTRIC "
for a phenolic resin (synthesized from phenol, o-cresol and LOSSES OF NaNO._.AND (GLYC1NE)_ .I:IzSO_
fonn_,ldehyde under aqueous ammonia catalyst), and was Nakamura, E.
cured ,.t 200°C. The _t-dispersion at lo_ frequencies and high Ph_slcal Society o/Japan, Journal of the, ,'. _7, no, 6,
temper_:tu,es i_ attributed tc the motions of maetomolecules PV.961-966, June 196:?,
of pheno!ie resin. A fl-dis_ersi,_n at 0.3 to 103 cps (depending Dieleetrie constants and loss tangems of NaNOz and (fly-
on tempezxture) is interpreted as due to the motions of un- ciue):_- H._,SO_(TGS)single crystals were meas:dred at 3.3 kl,4c
reacted me_hylol and amino groups. A 7-dispersion i._thigh by the resonant cavity method from room temperature to
frequencies and low temperat,zres is also found. Comp,uSson 200°C for NaNO., and to 80oc for TGS. Dielectric constants !
is made with ..esults idathe lite,'ature. (PA, 1961, #17,824) measured along the b-axes of both erystals at 3.3 kMe are
smaller than those at 1 Me. No dielectric dispersion was
ohserved along the a- and c-axes of N_NO 2. Dielectz,c con-1,_t9. P_EZOELE_TRIC PROPERTIES OF TRIGLYCINE
SULPHATE stants along these axes increased monotonically with tempera-
Ikeda, T., Tanaka, Y.,To),oda, H. ture. The mechanisms of the dielectric dispersion ot both the
PhttsiealSociety _f Japan, Journal of the, v. 16,no. 19, erystals-are discussed in connection with their spectroseopie
pp. _593-_594, December 1961 properties and crystal structures. (PA, 1962, #16,768)
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1,552. DOMAIN WALLS CAUGHT IN SUDAR1RSIN mix formula, and other factors which depend on manufac-
ROCHELLE SAI.T CRYSTAL turing methods and service conditions is not clear.
Ohi, K., Nakamura, T.
PhysicalSociety of Japan, ]ourncl of the, v. 17, no. 7, P.A. Kremlevskii considers that t],c electrical properties of
p. ll195, July 1962 phenol and cresol re_._ns are of particulr_f interest and that
fat :ories ehould ir,troduce an electrical method of controllingSudards and ferrcelectrfc domains were observed simul-
the hardening proce5._. S. Ya. Yamanov has attempted to givetaneously, and evidence of strong interaction between the
a theoretical basis to the study of dielectric loss and to explain
domain waUs and the sudards was found. (PA, 19(53, #2959) this phen_Jmenon from a structural model of tile resins. 1. A.
Maigeldinov and P. N. Sheherbak have studied the depend-
1,553. DIELECTRIC EVII2ENCE OF MOLECULt_.R once of the e"ectric strength of phenolic plastics on tile thick-
ROTATION IN SOLIDS ness of the article and the time kept under vc,ltz,g,c.
_g,:yth,C. P.
In order to establish laws enabJi'_g the elechicat insulati,_gPhysicsand Ch, mistry oJSolids, v. 18,no. 1, pp. 40-45.
January 1961 properties of products to be improved both during manu-
(Pap -rpresented at the Plastic Crystals Symposium, factu*e and under working conditions, the electrical propel_ie_
Oxford University, England, April E,-6, 1960) e_ tile following three main types of phenol-formaldehyde
resins at the A-, B-. and C-stages are studied: (I) novolak 18,Measurements of dielectric constant as a function of tem-
perature give clear evidence of molecular rotation in many (2) resot 2i-s, and (3) aniiine-phenol-fermaldehydc resol
crystalline phases, comparable to the rotation in liquids and 211.
in a few organic glasse3 which have been studied. The effect Phenol-formaldehyde resins were chosen since they are the
of molecular shape upon rotation is examined, showing that most widely used, their method of manufactule is well known,
spheroidal and cylindrical molecules may rotate. The rotation _.nd laws appliearJle to them are aiso chare.cteristie of other
may usually be presumed to consist of rotational jumps be- resins.
tween potential energy mi'nima. Rotational freedom depends
upon the closeness of t_e approach to one of the ratios of the Bulk resistivity, the loss factor (tan 8) at 50 eps, the dielec-
molecular radii lit different directions, but is influenced by t,_e constant r, and the breakdown potential were _neasured at
the closeness of the molecular packing. Many solids which 20-160°C and at various degrees of hardenin._.
show a rotational transition point are soft, waxy, and trans-
lucent in this rotator phase between the transition point and
the melting point, and brittle below the transition poi_t. A 1,555. DEPENDENCE OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPEI_TIES
number of solids which show anomalous dielectric dispersion OF EPOXY INSUI,ATION ON THE T_-PE OF FILLER
Dobrer, E. K.like .hat found in liquids and organic glasses, but no rota- Plasticheskif, Mass_t,v. 1962. no. 3, pp. 32--37, March 1962
tiona] t_ansition, are brittle. It appear'; that plasticity may (Translate_. from the Russian in Soviet Plaatics, v. 1962,
result from the increase in volume per molecule occurring no. 3, pp. 28-32. Msrch 1962)
when slightly unsymmetrical molecules begin to rotate at a
transition point. Dielectric relaxation measurements sl_ow that Diele_.tric properties of epoxy resin'ED-6 were determined
t_te internal friction resisting molecular rotation in the crystal for different filleDs. The temperature depep_lence of the loss
is, in some cases, about the same as in the liquid state, and, tangent and of volume resistivity was measured and die
¢1" •
in other cases, much less. (PA, 1962, #8456) ,;e_ectnc permittivity w_tb calculated. Results are pre_ented
in graph form.
1,554. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF PHENOL- The following conclusions were drawn:
FORMALDEItYDE RESINS AT DIFFEflENT 1. The die!ectrie properties (_', tan 8, p_) of epoxy insula-STAGES OF HARDENING
Kanavets, I. F., Gr;goreva,L.F. tion dep_,nd to a considerable degree on the type Of filler and
Plastiches_ie Massy, v. ,'961, no. 3, pp. 15--20,March 1961 its chemical composition. Epoxy insulation containing calcined
(Translated from the Russia, in Soviet Plastics, v. 1961, powdered quartz has the best dielectric properties (tan 8 and
no. 3, pp, 14_i9, March 1961) Pv as functio_'_s of temperature). Compounds containing cal-
cined marshalite and alumina have similar properties, while
Pheuol-fOrmaldehyde resins of the novo!ak and resol type those containing uncalcined powdered quartz and marshaliteare often used as binders in the manufacture of dielectric
materials. However, the literature contains little information and ground ceramic waste have considerably poorer dielectric
on the electrical insulating properties of A-, B-, and C-stage properties.
lesins. Although resins are widely used in the manufacture of 2. The addition of certain fillers (barium titanate, titanium
electrical insulating articles, their .._, ,al properties have dioxide, etc.) enables epoxy resin dielectrics to be produced
been insufficiently studied. The degree to which these prop- with high dielectric permittivity and controllable temperature
erties vary with the type of resin, the stage of hardening, the coefficient of permittivity.
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3. Tile water-absorption of epoxy insulation depends on the 1,559. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE GF DIELECTRIC
type of _,iler. Ins'alation based on a compound made with kaolin la:_:LAXATION BEtlAVIOR FOR _;AI_.IOUSPOLYMER
has the greatest water absorption. SYSTEMS
Saito, S.
4. The struetllre of the insulation depends largely on t_e Reports on P.'ogressin Polymer Phgsics in Japan, v. 6,
type of tiiler ard the shape of its particles, pp. 227-228, .'963 (in Epglish)
(Available through KobayasiInstitute o_Physical Research,
5. Technical Specifications or State Standards mr.st he Kolmhunji,Tokyo, Japan}
developed for riflers for epoxy insulation, stipulating the
permissible amount of impurities (pa;ticularly l_Jvalent iron) The dielectric relax;tion times (r) for various polynaers
and the shape of the filler particles, h:ve been measured over a wide range of temperature. It has
been proved that the dependency of r on temperature does
not take the Arrhenius form but is ruled by the WLF equation
1,556. THE DIELECTRIC AND DYNAMIC MECHANICAL in a variety of polymer systems. The WLF equation has been
PROPERTIES OF POLYOXYMEI'HYLENE (DELRIN) applied on the experimental data in the following form:
Read, B. E., Williams, G.
Polymer, v. 2, no. 3, pp. 239-255, September 1961 log,o r (T) __ C_(T -- Tu _,
r(Tg) Co + T"T_
The dielectric and dynamic mechanical properties oi poly-
oxymethylene (Delrin) have been measured in order to where Tg is glass transition temperattrre and C_ and Cz are
investigate molecular motions in this polymer. The dynzmic constants. From the volume (V)-temperature (T) curve, Ta
shear modulus and loss factor have been detemained in the has been determined for the same sample as that used in
frequency range from 0.05 to 1 eps, from --190°C up to the dielectric measurements. Values of C_, C2, and r(Tu) have
melting point (180°C). Two loss maxima have been observed been obtained for various polymer systems.
at about -77 and +87°C, respectively. The dielectric proper- When the relation of r to the degree _f polymerization (2)
ties have been ;nvestigated over the frequency range 120 cps to i_ examined, the value of r increases with the increase of P at
9 kMc and the temperatm_ range-80 to +150°C. A single any constant temperature. This variation of _- with P is
broad lelaxation absorption was observed w.hich correlates with ohse:.a,ed for polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, and poly-
the low temperature mechanical relaxation. The effect on these methyl methacrylate. The effects of plasticizers, crystallinity,
relaxations of swelling the polymer with dioxan is consistent and side-c'hain length on the temperature dependence of _-
w_th motions occurring in th_ amorphous regions of the are also examined.
polymer only. Dielectric relaxation data for polyvinyl chloride have been
compared with mechanical relaxation data by Summer. There
1,557. LOW FREQUENCY DIELECTRIC RELAXATION OF is a little difference in relaxation times, but a good similarity
POLYOXYMETItYLENE (DELRIN) USING A exists between tl,e temperature dependences of both proeessez.
DIRECT CURRENT TECHNIQUE
Williams, G.
Polymer, v. 4, no. 1, pp. 27-34, Marcia1963 i,560. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF CYAN.OETHYLATEDCELLULOSE
The dielectric measurements on polyoxymethylene previ- Saito, S.
ously reported have been extended to the low frequency range Reports on Progress in Polymer Physics in ]apan, v. 6,
I0 -2 to 10 -4 cps, using a direct current method. Measurements pp. 229--232, 1963 (in English)(Available through Kobayasi Institute of Physical Research,
have been made over the temperature range 20 to - II0°C. Kokubunii, Tokyo, Japa,_
Two regions of absDrption are observed and discussed in
relation to the dielectric and dynamic mechanical- results The lek,tionship between dielectric dispersion and degree
obtained at higher frequencies, of cyanoethyl substitution is reported,
Four samples of different degrees of substitution were u,'_ed
1,558. THE DIELECTRIC BEHAVIOUR OF OXIDIZED for the dielectric measurements. The values of the degree of
HIGH-PRESSURE POLYETHYLENE. I. substitution (of the three t_¢ailable hydroxyl groups per a
Tuijnman, C. A.F. glucosidic unit) are 2.06, 2,40, 2,56, and 2.70, The dielectric
Polymer, v. 4, no. 2, pp. 2_9-268, June 1963 measurements were carried out over the frequency ;rouge of
1 to 106 eps at variou_ temperatcres below room temperature.
Dielectric measurements on oxidized high-pressure poly-
ethylene and mixtures of model _ubstances in high-pressure
polyethylene can be explained by assuming that the low- 1,561. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF OXIDIZEDPOLYPROPYI,FNE
frequency (ct) dispersion is aue to chain movement in the Kishi, N., Uchida, M.
crystallites and that the high-frequency (7) dispersion is Reports on Progress i_ l'olymer Physics in Japan, v. 6,
related to movements in the amorphous phase, pp. 233-234, 1963 (in Eogllsh)
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(Available through Kobayasi Institute of Physical Research, With the iucrease of degree of crystallinity of the lineP:
Kokubunji,Toyko, Japan) , high polymer, the relaxation time spectrum of the dielectric
The temperature dependence of dielectric properties of %-absorption becomes remarkably broader than that of the
polypropylene modified by oxidation was measure.'l by an usual amorphous high polymer. In the visco-elastie measure-
inductive-ratie arm bridge. The oxidized samples were pre- ments, the same phenomenon is also obselved. The main
cat:._e of this phenomenon has been sought by e::periment, and
pared by exposure to ultraviolet radiation fc- i00 hr at 40°C. the search is reported in the present paper.
Data are given ell temperatuze dependeP, ce of the dielectric
loss factor at various frequencies. A graph shows that for The characteristic features of the molecular chains in the
oxidized polypropy|ene two loss peaks can be cle_,rly 9bserved amoqohous part of the ,_emicrystalline polymer may be
in high temperature and r,':ora temperature range. These tw-_ the cause. Two possibilit,_s ,:re considered: the first is the
peaks correspond to the % and % peak in the dynamic network-like structure of the molecular chains in t_.e amor-
mechanical properties of polypropylene. _s the exposure time phous part o_ the semicrystalline polymer due to the exist 'nee
increases, the maximum hei._hts of these peaks increase. The of small crystallites, the second is the alteration of "he valu_ s of
peak positio,s and heights depend upon c_,stallinity, tacticity, the frictional coefficients and the force constants oi the
molecular chains in the amorphous part owing to the effectsetc. --
of the crystall;ne part. In order to test the first possibility,, the
The temperature dependence of the dielectric loss factor at molecular chains of polychloroprene were cross-linked by
1 ke for slow cooled and quenched samples is shown, and -/-ray irradiation to produce a network-like structure. As a
some characteristics for these samples are tabulated, method for testing the second possibility, thf. effect of blend-
The positions of a_ and ac peak temperature at I kc and the ing was investigated. Polychloroprene and polyvinyl chloride
" were adc,pted as the testing sample and the blem_ing polymer,
apparent activation energy are plotted as a function of respectively.
n-heptane extracted residue content.
It was concluded that tbe first possibility seems to be less ef-
fective for broadening the shape of the dielectric %-absnrption
1,562. DIELECTRIC MEKSUREMENTS OF STEREO- curve. The second possibility remains as a proper model for
SPECIFIC POLY_ETIIYL METHACRYLATES explaining this phenomenon. However, further investigations
Nagata, N., Hikichi, K._.Kaneko, M., Furuich;, J. are necessary h_ order to obtain a more detailed and well-
Reports on Progressin Polymer Physics in Japan, v. 6,
pp. 235-236, t963 (in English) defined model for an explanation.
(Available through Kobayasi Ins _tuteof Physical Resesrch,
Kokubunji, Tokyo..Japan) 1,564. GROWTH AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF
Dielectric properties of stereospeeific polymethyl metha- FERROELECTRIC GLYCINE SULFATE SINGLE
crylates (PMMA), atactic and isotaetic, were measured in the CRYSTALSToyoda, H.. Tanaka, Y., Shiokawa, W.frequency range from i to 3 × 105 eps and temperature range Review of the Electrical Communication Laboratory,
from -30 to + 120°C. Primarily, this work investigates the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation,
relations between stereospecl_eity and molecular relaxation Tokyo, v. 9, no. 7-8, pp. 485--496,July-August 1961
below glass transition temperature. Dielectric constants ,,-'and
loss factors e" are plotted for the atactic and isotactic PMMA, The crystal growth, distribution of dislocation lines, elec-
respectively, trical conductivity, and dielectric constant were investigated.
The effects of crystal imperfection on these properties are
The apparent activation energies for the/3-dispersion of the particularly interesting. Addition of Cr_+, Sn='+,and OH- to
ataetic and isotactic PMMA are 19 and 8 kcal/mole, respee- the mother solution brings about some appreciable chang,, s
tively, the latter less certain because of the very weak in the crystal habit. Most of the dislocation lines rise from
/_-absorption peak. Further experiments are needed for the the pores near the seed crystal, and the distribution of lines
precise interpretation of the/3-dispersion in polymethyl metha- seems to be related to the domain structure."The de eonduc-
crylates. Syndiotactic PMMA is being investigated, lion of the crystal obeys Ohm's law; the resist;_vity along the
b-axis is 2 × 10_4 ohm/cm at rcom temperature. The re-
sistivity shows a temperature depelldence of exp(AE/kt)
1,563. EFFECTS OF CROSS-LINKING AND BLENDING ON where AE is 1.5 ev in the ferroeleetr_c phase and 0.7 ev in
THE RELAXATION TIME SPECTRUM OF THE the paraeleetrie phase. Irradiation with X-rays decreases the
DIELECTRIC ¢g_.,_,BSORPTIONIN THE LINEAR reslstivlty by one order of magnitude and causes a slight in-HIGH POLYMER
Ishida, Y.,Shimada, K,, Takayanagi, M., Yamafuji, K. crease of AE ia the paraelectric phase, The dielectric constant
Reports on Progress in Polymer Physics in ]aoan, v. 6, of a normal crystal below the Curie point increases with signal
pp. 237-240, 1963 (in English) amplitude and shows a low-frequency dispersion. Impurity
(Available through KobayasiInstitute of Phys:cal Research, addition and irradiation diminish or remove these dependencies
Kokubunji, Tokyo, Japan) and cause some anomalies between 52 and 5O°C. Heavy
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irradiation lowers the peak value at the Curie point. Crystal between strength and pt,..tseduration obtained by other workers
"imperfections affect the ferroeleetric properlics through the agrees with that obtained by a statistical analysis. Expefi-
increase of short-range order. /PA, 1962, #6520) ments on air-sat,_rated-n-hexane .... boih short-dura;J6a _n
step-funchon pulses supi3:_-r the statistical ideas presented and
i;adieate that electrode conditions are c _tremely important. It
1,565. PERSISTENT INTERNAL POLARIZATION was found that strength and time to breakdown were affected
Freeman, J. R.,Kalimav.n, H. P., Silver, M. by the number of breakdown measurements e.'a a sample.
Reviews of Modern Physics, v. 33, no. 4, pp. 553-573, Experiments with gas-tree n-hexane ,q_,.t l:onuniform 'i_e]ds
October 1961 _ have demonstrated the importance of air t:.qntent when ]ong
Trapping oTcarriers in photoconductors gives rise to a per- duration pulses are used. It was found that, although the
sistent inte:nal polarization. Studies are made on ZnS--CdS statistical time lag _as insignificant, formative time lags as
phospl.z.s and on anthracene in p_rtieular, but the effect _s long as 10 ].:sec occurred with a point-cathode.'sphe_e-anod.e
foun_, in various organic and inorgar:ic materials. Experimer, ts configuration.
distingu___h two effects: barrier polariz_atioia due to high re-
sistance layers "t photoconductor-,.qeetrode boundaries, and
bulk polarization, J,le to retention t,f the less mobile carriers 1,_8. DIELECTRIC DISPERSION OF ROC}tELLE SALTCRYSTALS AT LOW FREQUENCIE._
in the volume ,'3f the specimen. A charge layer model ot Ida, M., Kawada, S.
polarization is developed. Experimental techniques are de- Science Reports of the Kanazawa University, v. 7, no. 2,
scribed, together with experiments on buildup and release pp. 55-59, 1961
of the _.l_arge (thermally and by epical irradiation) in both
types el" polar,z_tlon. Finally, experiments on the effects in The Cole-Cole plot is semicircular above the Curie point
single crystals of sulphides and anthracene a're reported. (PA, for. frequencies above 3 cps; the plot deviates below 10 cps
1962, ._,4089) at high humidity or below the Curie point. Low-frequency
dispersion is reduced permanently by X-ray irradiation.
1,566. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES elf MIXTURES OF
NATURAL RUBBER AND REINFOKCING FILLERS 1,569. DIELECTRIC DISPERSION OF TRIGLYCINE
Chasset, R., Thirion, P., Nauyen-Phae, V.-B. SULFATE AT LOW FREQUENCIES
Revue Generate du Caoutchouc, v. 36, pp. 857.-862, 1959 Ida, M., Kawada, S.
Science Reports of the Kanazawa Universit._,,v. 8: no. 1,
Pure natural rubber gz_m.stock aud ',nixtnres of natural pp. 39-44, 1_62
rubber with C black and with _,:!:::idal :_ilica were studied
and the dielectric constant and atsorption ",_'cr."m,_asured. By using [010] and [001] plates about 2 cm thick at tem-
• t. I. • •
The effects of temperature, impr,sed frequency, aud quantity peratures both below and above the Ctlrie point, dlelo__nc
of filler are discussed, measurements were made on triglyeine sulfate crystals at fr,_-
quencies betw:.en 1 kc and 1 cps. The effects of polariTqtion
and of X-ray damage were also studie£.
1,567. A STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION _F THE
ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN OF LIQUID
DIELECTRICS L570. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID POLYMERS
Lewis, T. J,, Ward, B.W. C:_rtis,A. J.
Royal Society of London, Proceedings of the, Series A-- SPE (Society o_Plas'ics Eng;neers) f ransaction_,v. 2, no. 1,
Mathematical and Physical Sciences, v. 269, no. 1337. pp. 82-85, January 1962
pp. 233-248, September 11, 1962 Basically, the study of dielectric relaxation, by the measure-
Pre'/ious investigators, when measuring the electric strength m_ut of dielectric constant and loss index owr a temperature
of hydrocarbon liquids with short-duration rectangular puh_.es, and frequency range, can give i,formation about m,,:.ions in
have assumed that the statistical componect of the break- polymers involving orieutation of polar segments. Insofar as
down time was insignificant compared with the formative motion of polymers studied by other methods involves motio_
time. Irathe present investigation, however, the time to b,eak- of poiar segments, tb.e results and interpretations should agree
down was measured directly by the use of step:functlon pulses, with those _rom dielectric relaxation data. Non-crystalline
and clear evidence for a statistical time lag was found. The polar polymers h,_ve previot_sl/been shown, in a large x_am-
formatiw_, time was _ 0.1 /_see, which was less than that ber of case_s, to exhibit diel-etric relaxatiou associated x. :1
given by previous estimates. A stat:stical interpretation of mmeeular motk •_s above the glass transformation tempera-
sh0rt-pulse measurements is presented which provides a con- ture. Dielectric relaxation l,as als, be_n observed in _:_any
sistent explanation of ti_e results of other workers. Further- amorphous polymers well below,., the gl_.ss transformation
more, by using an experimentally derived equation for the temperah:re, inJieative of molecular motio_,:. Thesf. low tern-
variation of the mean rate of b_eakdown f(E) with applied per_,ture relaxation pt:enon-ena hay. general!y been attributed
stress E, it has been shown that the form of the _elationship to the orientatio a of rotata _le side groups on the backbone of
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the polymer r-,_,_eeules. There exist, however, some examples of tan 3 to temperature was a characteristic curve for p')lar
of dielectric and mechanical relaxation processes below the solvents, with a strongly expressed maximum, which shifted
glass _emperatures i,a polymers where no rotatable side groups with fi'equeney variation. In general, F decreased linearly
are known to exist, with ,ncrease in temperature; ev decreased with added mois-
ture; and tan 8 increased witl', moisture.
An examinatio_ cf the available data on polystyrene sug-
gested the presence of such low temperature relaxation iu
this material. La this shueture there is no rotatable dipole m 1,373. ELECTRICAL STABILITY OF POLY(VINYL
ally side group, but study of the problem is eomnlio,_,,,_...... by CHLORIDE) INSULATION
the extremely low dipole moment of the repeat unit, about Van-Gaut, Yu. N.
0.3 Debyes. The problem could be made more accessible, TrudyKharhovskogo Politekhnlcheskogo lnstituta imeni
experimentally, by increasing the dipole moment. _lbis was V.I. Lenina, v. 27, pp. 123-128, 1959
occomplished by studying poly (p-chiorostyrene). Thus _he (See also Referativ'ayi Zhurnal, Khimiya, 1960, 94,624)
dit;ole moment per repeat unit was raiscd to -_ 1.5 Dcbycs The electrical stability of pdy(vinyl chloride) was studicd
while retaining a structure in which the dipole was rigidly' by using a!temating, pulsating, and direct current. In a heter-
attached to the main polymer ,,hain. In order to provide a ogeneous electric field, the electric stability sharply decreases
further variation on the same basic structure, ,poly(m-chloro- with increasing dielectric thickness. The disruptive voltage
s_,rene) was also prepared. In this case the rotation of the increases extremely slowly for large dielectric thicknesses. In
phe:'Tl group would be expected to produce dielectric relaxa- a homogeneous electric field, the electrical stability is 1.,5--1.6
tion bedew the glass, temperature. Disk-shaped samples were times as high as that ill a¢ and 2.7-3.0 times as high as that
wepared and dielectric measurements were carried out from in pulsating current. Comparisons are drawn between the
-- 178 to + 145°C over a frequency range from 0.01 cps to 10 st/ability of the polymer used fox' insulation and that for other
Mc. Represer:tative data for poly(p-chlorostyrene) are tabu- use.
lated; these measurements were carried out by D. J. Scheiber
with the low frequency dielectric apparatus described by
him previously. Data on poly(m-chlorostyrcne) are also tab-- 1,574. RELATION BETWEEN THE ELECTRICALPROPERTIES OF TItE ORGANO-SILICON
ulated, and a plot of the dielectric los._ index as a function COMPOUNDS AND THEIR COMPOSITION
of frequency at various temperatures is given. The results are AND STRUCTURE
interpreted and their pertinence to crystalline polymer be- Golubkov, G. E.
havior is discussed. In "Khimiia i Praktieheskoe Primenenie
Kremne0rganieheskikh Soedinenii, Trl'dv Konferentsii,
Leningrad, September 9,5--27,1958," no. 6,
1,571. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF DIMETtlYL pp. 286-288
SULFOXIDE-BENZENE M.IXTURES Tsentralnoe Biuro Tekhnlchcskoi Informatsii,
Lindberg, J J., Kenttamaa, J,, Nissema, A. Leningrad, USSR, 1961
Suomen Kemlstilehti, v. 34, pp. 156-160, 1961
Electrical conductivity, e, and loss factor, ta,a 3, as well as
Dimethyl st_Ifoxide forms chain polymers in benzene solu- assnciated properties, were investigated for different poly-
tio_l and there is a 7r-electron interaction. Data are presented siloxanes with Me, Et, Ph, C1C(_H4,or PhNHCH,, side groups
bm various concentrations. .,_ at frequencies of 200 to 1.5 × 104 cps and at temperature
>180°C. Effects of temperature variation and cross-linking
1,572. VISCOSITY AND ELECTRICAl, PROPERTIES OF were studied.
PLASTICIZERS OF POLY(VINYL CHLORIDE)
V:m-Gaut, Yu. N.
Trudy Kharkovskogo _olitekhnicheskogo Instituta _meni 1,575. DETERMINATION OF THE DIPOLE MOMENTSANI') RELAXATION TIME OF OLEIC ACID FROM
V. I. Lenina, v. 27, pp. 111-122, i959 SOLUTIONS IN DIOXANE AND CARBON TETRA-
(See also Referativnyi Zhurnal. Khimiya, 1969, #94,623) CtlLORIDE IN CONNECTION WITH
Varia,,on with tempe--'ature of "viscosity (_) and dielectric G.V. POTAPENKO'S TItEORY
properties was studied for dioetyl phthalate, tritolyl phos- Pugaeheva, A. I.
phate, dioetyl sebacate, and dibutyl sebacate from 0 to 100°C. Uchentte Zapiski Mo_kovskogo Oblastnogo Pedagogicheskogo
The frequency variation of t:,n 8 and e was also investigated lnstituta, v. 92, pp. 43--48, 1960(See also Referativnyi Zhur, ml , Fizika, 1961, #6V70)
in the range 5 × 10' to 2 × 10r cps. For the latter two com-
pounds, log r/and log :ff specific volumetric resistance (ev) Measurements were made at 20°C on the dielectric con-
in the temperature range 0--I(?0°C showed a linear character, stant and absorption coefficient of solutions of oleie acid in
For the former two compounds, the relation of log e_ had a dioxane and CCI_. Dipole moments and relaxation times were
broken form, consisting of two straight lines. The empirical then calculated, and from known data on the relaxation time,
relation of r/and ev to temperature was found, and from it the volume of oleic acid molecules was calculated to be
the basi,,_for computing the energy of acEvati-n. The relation 4 ;< 10-=2m_.
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1.576. DIELECTRIC AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS derivat'ves of polyalkylmethacrylates. The results have been
OF OLEIC ACID, DETERMINED IN ?, FIELD OF compared with analogous data for the homologous series of
3.CENTIMETER ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES polyesters of methacrylic acid. The effect of t]'.e second polar
Klygo, K. I., Bogd_nov, L.I. group on the relaxation propertie_ of the polymer, depending
Uchenye Zapiski M oskovskogo Oblastnogo Pedagogicheskogo
ln_tituta, v. 92, pp. 171-178, 1960 upon the position of the incorporated dipole, has been eluci-
(See also Referativnyi Zhumal, Khimiva, 1961, #21B122) dated,
The variation of the intrinsic component of dielectric l:er-
mittivi_ and the absorption coefficient of oleic acid with 1,58._. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
temperature is determined from -20 to + 100°C in the centi- DIELECTRICAL LOSSES IN HOMOI OGUES OF
meter range, and results are given. Total, atomic, and orienta- METItYL ACRYLATE AND VINYL ACETATE
tional polarization is calculated from the obtained data. The POLYMERSMikhailov, G. P., Krasner, L. V.
relaxation times for various wavelengths are presented. Vgsokomolekulyarnye Soedineniga, v, 4, no. 7,
pp. 1071-1075, 1962
1,577. ]'HE Hi-DROGEN BOND AND THE STATIC The temperature dependence of tan 8 and _' of some mere-
DIELECTRIC CONF'rANT OF ORGANIC LIQUIDS bers of the homologous series of polymethylacrylates and
Lutskii, A. E., Mikhailenko, S.A. polyvinylacetates as well _s of their /_-chlorosubstituted de-
Ukrainskli Fizichnii Zhurnal, v. 7, pp. 812--816, 1962
rivatives has been i,vestigated at _requeneies within the limits
Measurements were made for more than 40 organic com- 0.'2--100 kc. Measurements were made within the temperature
pounds, comprising varimz- alcohols, phenols, ethers, anaides, range -170 to +80°C. It has been found that addition of a
and acids, irom 16 to 190_C, _or the pulgose of calculating polar radical to the chain via the ester oxygen augments the
the correlation factor, g. Graphs of g vs. T are presented for relaxation time and activation energy of dipole-radical and
ten of the compounds. It is shown that iu the Kirkwood- dipole-elastic processes. A rise in relaxation time and activa-
Froelich theory four general types of curves may arise, lion energy has also been observed for the fl-chlorosubstituted
polymers of both series.
1,578. DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF BIOLOGICAL '
OBJECTS 1,582. EFFECTIVE DIPOLE MOMENTS OI_' HOMOLOGUES
Sedunov, B. I., Frank-KamenetskiL D.A. OF METHYL ACRYLATE AND VINYL ACETATE
Uspekhi Fi'z:.ehesklkh Nauk, v: 79, no. 4, pp. 617--639, POLYMERS
April 1963 , Mikhailov, ¢..;.P., Krasner, L. V.
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--Uspekhi, VysokomolekuIyarnye Soedinenlga, _. 4, no. 7,
v. 6, no. 2, pp. 279-293, September--October 1963) pp. 1976-k683, 1962
Temperature-freq_,eney expressions for tan B and s' have
1,579. A STUDY OF MOLECULAR RELAXATION IN been obtained for thlee members of the homologous series of
POLYMERS BY THE DIELECTRIC METHOD, . polymethylacrylate and poiyvinylacetate as well as of their
Mikhailov, G. P., _'orisova, T.I. : fl-chlom-substituted derivatives. Measurements were made at
UspekhiKhimii, v. 3O, pp. 895--913, 1961 frequencies ranging from 0.2 to 100 ke and temperatures
(Translated from the _ussian'in Ru.ssian Chemical Reviews, from -- 170 'to + 80°C. Calculations were made of the effec-
,.. 30, no. 7, pp. 386--396, July 1961) tire dipole moments for the glass and elastic states of the
A review of the dielectri,J met_hod for determining molecu- polymers, and the effect of isomerism of the side chain on
lar relaxation is presented. Styrene-methylacrylate copolymer, the nature of molecular interaction in the polymers has been
styrene--methylmethacrylate copolymer, polyesters, and other elucidated.
polymers are used for examples. 32 refereo.ees.
1,583. THERMO-MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
1,580. EFFECTIVE DIPOLE MOMENTS OF oc AND 1_ PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITE POLYMERS
CHLOBOSUBSTITUTED POLYALKYL- Andrianov, K. A., Golubkov, G. Ye.
METHAC_YI. ATES Vysokomolekutamye Soedineniya, v. 4, no. 9,
Mikhailov, G. _., Borisova, T, I. pp. 1375-1379, 1962
Vysokomolekult_arnye Soedinen_ya, v. 2, no. 12,
pp. 1779-1785, I060 The results of investigations o_ epoxy-polysiloxane polymers
of various composition have beeu pIesented. The existence ot?
Based on the temperatur_ e.nd frequency relations of the relaxational change in polarization in an electric field has been
generalized dielectric constant c = r/--te", an analysis has been shown, and the effect of potysiloxanes and epoxy resins on the
made of the spectrum of relaxation times, and the effective mechanical and thermo-mechanicai properties has been de-
dipole moments have beeu calculated for ct and t3 chlorine scribed.
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1,584. SYNTItESIS AND STRUCTURAL STUDY OF measurement. The uncertainty interval of the dielectric con-
CATALYTIC POLY-n-BUTYLMETItACRYLATE. stant caused by errors associated with the material was caleu-
III. ON THE POSSIBILITY OF EVALUATING THE lated or estimated, respectively. !t was noted that: especially
SI'EREOREGULARITY OF TIIE POL_.'MER FROM in the case of di-n-butylether, the preeisiot: measuremeE_t of
DETERMINATIONS OF THE DIELECTRICAL the, d_eleetrie constant is limited at the fourth decimal Ly theLOSSES AND POLARIZATION
chemical instability of the reference compounds. (PA, 1962,Borisova, T. I., Burshtein, L. L., Mikhaflov, G. P.
Vysokomolekularnve Soedineniy_, v. 4, no. 10, # 17,771)
pp. 1479-1485, 1962
The temperature-frequency relation of ta,: 8 anti d and the 1,587. PRJ_ZISlONSMESSUNGEN DER DIELEKTRIZITATS-
dipole moments of pc3y-n-butylmethacrylate oi syndiotactic, KONSTANTEN VON FONF EICHSUBSTANZEN ZUR
'_sotache, and atactic structure has been studied both in bu_ DK- UND DIPOLMOMENTBESTIMMUNG.
and in solution. Measurements were made in the range of IV. MITTEILUNG: MES_UNG DER DK VON CYCLe-
20 eps-| 50 kc at ,_emneratures varying/rom -60 to + 100°C. HEXAN, BENZOl,, TETRACIILORKOHLENSTOFi r,
" " FLUORBENZOL UND DI-n-BUT]tL;_TIIER .{M
The curves depicting this relation for the isotaetic polymer MIKROWELLENBEREICH BEI 9000 MHz
differ from the corresponding curves for the ataetic and syn- (PRECISION MEASUREMENTS OF THE
diotactic products The dipole moments calct:iated per mono- DIELECTRIC Ct)NSTANT_ OF FIVE PURE
mer unit for the polymer in solution and it_ the high elastic SUBSTANCES. IV. MEASUREMENT5 OF THE
state are higher for the isotaetie sp,_e_rnen. The effect of tLe DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF CYCLOIq _X/_NE,
stereoregular_ty of the structure on the d,ieleetrie properties BENZENE, CARBON TETRACHLORIDE, FLUORO-
of poly-n-butylmethacrylate is explained by changes in the BENZENE AND DI-n-BUTYLETItER IN I'HE
intra,nolecular intercctions in the ;,olvmer. MICROWAVE REGION NEAR 9000 Me/s_
• Mecke, R., Klingenberg, G., Mecke, W.
Zeitsch,'ift fiir Elektroehemle, v. 66, no. 6,
1,585. TEMPERATURE AND FREQUENCY DEPENDENCIES pp. 514-519, June 1962
OF THE DIELECTRIC LOSSES OF STYRENE- The dielectric cop,_ant_ o{ vyclohexane, benzene, and
METI-[AC_RYLATE AND STYRENE-METHYL VINYL carbon tetrachloride were measured with the aid of 3-cm
KETONE COPOLYMERS
Mikhailov, G. P.,Krasner, L.V. reson,_nee equipment, avd the elrors of tF,e measurements
Vvsokomole.kul!,amge Soedineniv,_, v. 5, no. 7, were examined. The total error amounts to 0.12%. A further
pp. 1085-1090, 1963 reduction of this error limit in m!ve_ considerable effort. "i'L,e
dielectric constant of the polar compounds fluorobenzene and
di-n-butylether was determined with 3-era reflection equip-
!,586. PRAZISIONSMESSUNGEN DER DIELEKTRIZITATS- ment. At 9300 Me both compounds possess high dielectric
KONSTANTEN VON FI2NF EICHS. BSTANZEN ZUR loss factors. The error _f these meast, rements is comparatively
DK. UND DIPOLMOMENTBESTIMMUNG. large and amounts to about 5 and ] 0% for the real and imag-
IlI. MITTEILUNG; DIE MESSUNGEN BEI 100 kHz inary parts of the dielectric constant respectively. (PA, 1962,
(STATISCHE DK) (PRECISION MEASUREMENTS #21,916)OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF FIVE PURE
SUBSTANCES FOR DIELECTRIC COEFFICIENT
AND DIPOLE MOMENT DETERMINATION.
IlL MEASUREMENTS AT 100 ke/s (STATISTICAL 1,588. DIE HAUPTDIELEKTRIZITJ_TSKONSTANTEN DER
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT)) HOMOGEN GEORDNETEN KRISTALLINFLUSSIGEN
Mecke, R., Joeekle, R. PHASE DES p-AZOXYANISOLS (THE PRINCIPAL
Zeitsehrift fiir Elektrochemie, v. 66, no. 3, DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF HOMOGENEOU_JLY
pp. 255--9.60, March 1962 ORIENTED LIQUID-CRYSTAL PItASE OF
: p,p'-AZOXYANISOLE!
(Part I of this series was concerned with purity te_'_i Part II Mater, W., Meier, G,
was devoted to a description of equipment.) The dielectric geitsehrifl fiir Natut¢orsehung, v. l_3a, no. 5,
pp. 470-477, May 1961
constants of the five reference substan,,es--cyclohexane, oe',a-
zene, carbon tetrachioride, di-n-butylether and fluorobenzene For highly purified 4,4'-di-methoxyazoxylbenzene (p,pp-
_were redetermined with high precision at 100 ke, and the azoxyanisole) in the t_ematic fluid-crystal phase, the principal
sources of errors (e.g,, errors depet.di,g on the material, the dieleetric constants r.. and _2 and tl,," dielectric anistropy Ae
equipment and the actual mensurement) were examined and were found at 0d0, 0,26, 0.65, ond 1.60 Me. The results were
analyzed very closely. It was possible to demonstrate that _he eolnpared with the theory of former publications. Values of
errors associated with the- material, whirl" in previous wet.t- the principal molecular polarizabilities were e_k,ulated from
had been examined by inadequate methods, ha,,e a much the refractive index measurements of Chatelain, and by these
greater effect on t_e deter,ninatioh of the dielectric cov stant data the dipole moment and orientation present in the mole-
than the errors _:ssociatcd with the equipment cr the _tual cule were fletermined.
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!.589. ANISOTBOPE DK-DISPERSION IM RADIO- 1.592. UNTERSCItlEDLICIqE FERROELEKTRISCHE EIGEN-
FREQUENZGEBIET BEt HOMOGEN GEORDNETEN SCIIAI;-IEN WNVFRSCHIEDENEN CEBIETEN VON
KRISTAI.LINEN FLCSSIGKEITEN (ANISOTROPIC SEIt, NETTEgRISTALLEN (THE DIFFERENT
DIELECTRIC DISPERSION OF HOMOGENEOUS FERROELECTRIC PRGI'FBTIES IN DIFFERENT
LIQUID CRYSTALS AT RAD!O FREQUENCIES) REGIONS OF ROCIIELLE SALT C_Y_TALS)
)laier, W., Meier, G. Miiser, il. E., Unruh: I|. G.
Ze3twhriIt f/Jr Naturfc, rschung, v. 16a, ,a. 11. Zeitschrift fiir Ptlys_k, • 162, no. 3, pp. 31.3-328, 1961
pp. 1200-1205, November 1961 Ue,_" accurate n_easuremeuts of the Curie points un,e
The d.;ele(:trJc consta,'tt of the ,mrmal liquid pbase and shown sm:.ll systematic differences between different regions
those associated with the liquid crystalline phase were ,nea- ,,f the same tryst _ i. the ,-egi,;us being related to the orientatton
sured bet,veeh 100 ke and 4 Me for the foth.,,:'ing b'q:fid of tt._e original seed crystal. A small dependence _,n tetr.lpera-
e_'stals: 4,4-di-n-prop:'loxy-azoxybenzol, 4,4-Lh-n-bctyloxy- ture of crystal ffrowth was also In,rod. While the ,a_,t,n'e of
azoxyhenzol, 4,4-di-_-hexyloxv-azoxybenzol and 4,4-di-n- tlw impurities in the er,xstals was not knower, experime:;ts
hei,tyloxy-azoxybenzel. In a homo_teneous magnetic _eld of with i:l_rposely added ammonium tartrate pointed to a pos-
2flfkO gauss, r' _hnw__ a characteristic dis!w.rsion as does the _ihle explauati,m in ttw pr_.._rential det_ositinn of impulitie_
appropriate dielectric loss. (PA, 1962, #7226) in certain region¢ duril;g growth, tPA, 1961, #10,079)
1,593. EINFLUSS .MECHANI_CHER .bPANNUNGEN AUF
1,590. ABSORPTIONSMESSUNGEN AN DIPIIENYL- DIE DIELEKTRISC|IEN EIGENSCHAFTEN DES
VERBINDUNGEN IM MIKROWELLE:',_IIEREICH PARAELEKTRISCHEN SIEGNETTESALZES
(ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS IN TI_,.E MICRO- (THE INFLUENCE OF MECItANICAL gTRESSES
WAVE REGION ON DIPtlENYL COMPOUNDS) ON TItE DIELECTRIC PROPERCIES OF PARA-
ltufnagpl., F., Klages, G., Knobloch, P. ELECTRIC ROCHELLE SALT)
Zeitschri[t ffir Naturforschung, v. 17a, tin. 1, Schmidt, G., Neumann, K. It.
pp. 96-98, lanua_- 1962 Zeit,chrift [iir Physik, v. 166, no. 2, pp. 207-215, 1962
Remlts are given of new experimental observations of _ The dependence of the reeiplocal electrical susceptibility
diel-=_.rie absorption t" at 0.7, 1.5, 10.I, and 60 cm wave- fl as a fimction of mechanical tet_sion T was determined for
length on diphenyi compounds in ddute benzene solutmn at paraelectric rochelle salt crystals. M._asurements were made
20°C. Dipole moments, relaxation times (correspond,:ng to
at 9 Mc with the axr3 o_ an I-IF hridge. The slope of the
the center o1: gravit?" of tbe distribution curveL and the fiat- /3--T curves is proportional to the electrostriction constants
tenmg as compared _.o a Debyc carve for a single relaxation Q:_, (or Q_:) and generally depends on T. This implies a
time are gSven for 13 diphenyl compounds. Mechanisms to dependence of the true elastic constants Sv and Se on the
account for the observations are proposed. (pp,, 1962.. polarization. The piezoelectric constant g_4 must be indepen-
#1i,382) dent of T_ and T_ since S 'e and hence the motmclinie con-
- -°2 9
stap.t.s St' and Se,s do not change sign with the reversal of21 -. _
1,591. DIE PIEZOELEKTRIZIT?iT UND EL EKTRO spontm:eous polariz_ation. Q_,_ and Q_:_ may however be in-
STRIKTION DES SEIGNE'IrI'ESALZES (THE fluenced by shear stresses. (PA, 1962, #6532)
PIEZOELECTRICITY AND ELECTROSTR:CTION
!
OF ROCHELLE SALT) 1,594. DIE ELEKTP_OSTRIKTION IN
Schmidt, G. DIPOLFLI)SSIGKEITEN (ELECTROSTRICTION
Zeitschri_t _r Ph_dk, v. 161, no. 5: pp. 579-603, 1961 IN POLAR LIQUIDS)
The piezoelectric conctants g and the eleetrostrietive con- Zahn, W.
stants Q were determined by polarization and displacement Zeitschzi[t _iir Physik, v. 166, no. 3, pp. '_75--288, 1962
measurements. "l-he temperature range covered the fcrroelec- Tlw coefficiept of electro_triction (i.e., increment in pres-
hie region and temperatures a little beyond this. Adc field sure per unit o! electric field strength) was measured for 12
! wa_ appl._ed in the ferroelectric range to align the domains, erganic liquid_" of widely varying dielectric consta_ats and
The curve of g_ vs. temperature was found to be eontimmus permanent electric moments. The experimental technique
through the ferroelectric region _ithout ao.y _momalies at the consisted of generating standing density waves by an alter-
two Curie points. With certain reservations the same applied nating field; the pressure was transmitted to a quartz plate,
I to Q,._. However, gt_ and g)s were not proportional to po- giving rise to a piezoelectric voltage which was measured.
_! larization, and Qt._ e.nd Q_s ill the ferroelectric regions Variation of density in the apparatus was adiabatic; the re-
,hewed anomalies on approaching the Curie points. It is suits were converted to eorrespoud to isothermal electrostric-
concluded that the existence of the ferroelectric state in tion. By these experiments Debye's relatmn between the
i rochelle salt cannot be regarded simply as a cot_sequence o[ coefficient of electrostrietion and the pressure effect on the
1 the partieular temperature variation of the electrical parmn- dielectric constant is verified. On the other hand, the relationl
! eters of the crystal, but must be ascribed to a change in the between dielectric constant and density as given by Oasager's
t structure of the crystal. (PA, 198!, # 10,078) theory is not in agreement with experiment. (PA, 1982, #7227)
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,595. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND DIELECTRIC LOSS reoHentation of the C(NH2)_ group has been estimated, and
OF GL$CEROL some ct, r,clusions are drawn regardi,g the reorientation
Tou, ky, A. It., Rizk, H. A., Elal_war, I.M. mechanism.
Zeitsehrlft ftlr Physlkalische Chem,, Frankfurt, v. 30,
PP. 116- 122, 1961 (in English,)
The mean values of t' and r" for glycerol were found to de- 1,599. DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF SOME OBGA1HIC
:rt.ase in the frequency band 10:'-10 r cps at - 19 to 0°C. The COMPOUNDS OVER A WIDE TEMPERATURE
verage values c.f relaxation time at -19, -10, and 0°C tire R iNGEIt.omandln, A. V., Bonet_kava, I. K.
_ivcn. and activation enttc, py and enthalpy for dielectri<" re- Zhuenal Fizicheskoi Khimii, v. 34, no. 4, pp. 84.5-849,
a-ration within this temperature ral,ge are presented. April 19Fd)
It is pointed out that at lower frequencies the loss due ('Translated from the Russian in Rmslanlournal of Physical
Chemist._d; v. 34, no. 4, pp. 402-403, April 1960)
o the de condueti_'ity which is present at all temperatures
_redominat_s over the Debye loss at >20"C. A continuatic__ of earlier papers by the authors on the
relation between the dielectric properties a:ld chemical strut-
,596. MOLECULAR ROTATION IN ETIIYLENE BROMIDE lure of molecules of organic c_,.._.pour,ds in the liqt:id itiid
Tourky, ._LR., Rizk, H. A., Elanwar, 1.M. supercooled states is presented. Dielectric constants were
Zeltsvh._ft fiir PhysikaUsehe Chemie, Franidurt,:v. 30, measured by a heterodyne method at 1.72 × 10 _ eps. Tables
pp. 240-249, 1961 (in English) and graphs give (1) the dielectric constants and densit._es of
o-methoxybenzoie acid methyl e_,ter, acetyls_,deyli:, acid.
The change with temperature cf the dielectric constant of salipyrine (a compound of salicyche acid a_.d antipyrine), and
_thylene bromide from -35 to + 50°C in the frequency hand benzophenone: (2) the calculated values of the total and orien-
_0_-107 eps shows 8'a abrupt change at the melting point ration polarizations for liquid and supercooled states; and
_10°C) and or.other slight change at a lower temperature±. (3) Kirlc_'ood's coefficient g for intermolecular interaction.
Lodicating a change in rotational freedom of the trans mole- The dielectric constants of each substance given are the mean
roles. Calculated values of the solution dipo!e moments are ' values of a series of three to five experiments. Other measure-
_resented and discussed, ments and calculatJo,s are from prior works. The results are
discussed.
,597. SOUND ABSORPTION IN ROCHELLE SALT CLOSE
TO ITS LOWER CURIE POINT
Shustln, O. A., Veliehkina, T. S., Baranskii. K.N., 1,600. REFLECTION OF CRYSTAL-PHASE TRANSITIONS
Yakovlev, I.A. IN THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
Zhurnal Eksperimentalnoi ",Teoreticheskoi Fiziki, v. 40, DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF LIQUIDS AND
no. 3, pp. 979-980, March ]961 SOLUTIONS
(Translated from the Russian in S=_vietPhysics_lETP, Urazovskii, S. S., Ezhik, I. L
v. 13, no. 3, pp. 68,'1---684,September 1961) Zhurnal Fizicheskol Khimii, v. 36, no. 1, pp. 156-160,
Januaiy 1962
A high absorption of 5-Me waves is found at -18°C. Such (Translated from the Russian in Russian ]ournal of Physical
lbsorpticn repre;ex[{:_ relaxation due to the reestablishment of Chemistry, v. 36, no. 1, pp. 77-79, Jammry 1962)
_cuilibrium in a crystal undergoing a second-_rder phase
The dielectric constant (c) and tangent of th._ loss angle:ransit,." -_. Excellent agreement with a theory of Landau is
_btained. _ (tan 8) were measured as a function ef temperature for :
: a-nitronaphthalene, 0.I, 1, and 3% solutit,ns of ,-dichlor_-
benzene in C_,H,;, pure p-dichlorobenzene, an.t _. ,,ixture of
:,598. INVESTIGATION OF REORIENTATION OF THE 3% solutions of diphenylamine, bibenzyl, and be.zophenone
GUANIDINIUM ION IN THE FERROELECTRIC in xylene. Crystal phar.e transitions show as abrupt changes
C(NIi=)., • AI(SCa).. • 6It20 BY THE NUCLEAR in the dieiectric-propel_T curves.MAGNETIC RESONANCE METtlOD
Lundin, A. G., Mikhailov, G. M., Habuda, S. P.
Zhur:ml Ek,_perimentalnot i Teoretlcheskoi Fizikl, v. 40, 1,601. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF COMPOUNDS
no. 5, pp. 1282-1288, May 1961 OF THE MAGNUS SALT TYPE
(Translated from the Russian in Soviet Physics--lETP, Baranova, L. 1.
v. 13, no. 5, pp. 90.3-907, November 1961) Zhurnal Neorganicheskoi Khimii, v. 6, no. 3, pp. 746-748,
Reorientation of the [C(NHz)3]  ionhas been detected in March 1961
,he ferroelectrie C (N H_) :_• AI (SO4)._ • 6.I"I.,Oat teniperatures (Translated from the Russian in Russian ]oumal of
above 130°K by means of nucle,ar magnetic resonance. The Inorganic Chemistry, v. 6, no. 3, pp. 380-381, March 1961)
_rr_perature dependence of the gecond moment of the absorp-" The dielectric constants are given for Pt (NH_), • PtCI, and
,ion lir_e of a polycrystalline sample has beer examined between f,r the salts formed by replacement of (NH_) _ b/the amines:
)0 and 400°K. The height of the potential barrier for the (MeNH_)_; (NH_)_(EtNH_)_; (EtNHo),; (en)(MeNH_)_;
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(en)z; (NH_)_oCH_CH(NH2)CH(NH2)CH3; and [CH.CIt- 1,603. DIELFCTRIC PROPERTIES OF ACE'IONE-
(NH2) CH (N H e) CH,] 2. BENZENE SOLUTIONS IN A SUPER-HIGH
FREQUENCY FIELD AND CONCENTRATION ,
FLUC_I UATIONS
1,602. I)II_LECTP2C CONSTANT OF LIQUID BINARY Akhadov, Y_. Yu., Shakhparonov, M. I., Kaslmov, R. M.,
SI"S'IEMS CONTAINING t'OLA_ CO_H'ONENTS Kornilova, N B.
Osipov. O. A., Panina, M. A., Kashireninov, G.F.. Zhurnal Strukt_trnoi Khlmii, v. -7,no. 2, pp. 131-139,
Nemirov, G. V,, Shelornov, I.K. March-April 196I
Zhurnal Obshchei Khimii, v_31, pp. 3153-3160, 196! (Translated from tire Russian in Journal of Structural
Chemistttj, v. 2, no. 2, pp. 123-131, March-April 1961)
Diel.o.ctrk constant determinations on 26 liquid binary
.;;,-stems. ni.-de by the heterodyne meth_i, showed that the Results are presented of studies of the dielectric constant • '
dielectric isotherm_ fM1 into three Iorm_: in the first group the at.d conduct,race d' of acetone solutions in benzene over a wide
m'atual!y unreacting systems yield rectilinear isotherms _hich range o_ concentrations and temperatures at X = 3.2] cm.
deviate from lineari_ in esther positive or negative direction Negati_ e deviations of d and ," fr,,m additivitT were found.
(e.g., Me,,CO--MeCOEt): the second group of systems shows The vi._wpoints attributing these deviations frem additivity to
a negative deviatioh from the linear isotherm c_msed by forma.ion of associated groups of polai molecules and to the
destruction of chain-type association tlwough the hydrogen influence o_"concentration fluctdations on _" and d" ,:re corn-
bond (primarily) (e.g., iso-BuOH-PhNO2); and the third parcel. It is shown that the hypothesis of asst,'ciated complexes
group of systems shows positive deviations from tinearity cannot account for all the expelimental facts. Tl,e observed
(e.g., FhNH_.-Et20). Data on dipole moments of comp,ments resalts a_ satisfactorily explained if the influence of concen-
and the binary systems are tabulated, tration fluctuations on e" and d" is taken into accotmt.
SYNTHESIS AND APPUCATION
1,604. CONCERNING LIGHT DETECTORS UTILIZING A critical examination is made of theories which have been
THE PYROELECTRIC EFFECT proposed to explain the eleetret effect in dielectrics. The
Silvestrova, I.M. properties of electrets are closely linked with residual polar-
Akademiya Nauk, SSSR, Izvestilta, Seriua Fizieheskaya,
v.24,no. 10,pp. 1213-1215, 1970 ization, and electrets can be propared only from dielectrics
(Paper presented at the Ferroelectricity Conference_Entry (such as polar polymers, waxes, resins, and also some ceramic
#1,321; translated from the Russian in Bulletin of the materials) possessing long-lasting residual polarization and a
Academe of Sciences o_ the USSR, Pbydcal Series, v. 24, low conductivity. Practical applications for electrets _re re-
no. 10, pp. 1216-1218_ 19661 viewe& 17 references.
T,-iglychae sulphate was used as a light detector by ampli-
fying the voltage developed by the py_oelectric effect. The
sensitivity varies markedly with temperature, there being a 1,607. THE EFFECT O,F TitE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
pronounced maximum at 4t_-47°C. If a field is applied, how- OF THE EMBEDDING MEDIA ON ELECTRO.
ever, the sensitivity increa,_es conti:mously with temperature. LUMINESCENT LIGHT hNTENSITY
The sensitivi_ increases with increasing field. The coe_.eive Tanaka, J., Berg, D.
field is _ 400 em-L There is some hysteresis associated with Eieetrochemwal Society, lournal of the, v. 110, no. 6,
the polarizing field. (PA, 1962, #18,768) pp. 580-582, June 1963
The effect of the dielectric constant of solid embedding
1,605. RADIATION EFFECTS ON ELECTRICAL mater;Ms on the brightness of electroluminescent lamps is
INSULATION described for dielectric eonstaW_s up to 65. The theory Roberts
Braneato, E. L., Kallander, J.W. used for spheres embedded in a dielectric medium is applied
Electrical ManuJacturing, v. 66, no. 3, pp. 157-163,
September 1960 and successfully accounts for the variation of light intensity
with dielectric constant.
Plastic insulating materials are considered. The dependence
of electrical characteristics on dose rate and on othe," radi,;tion
parameters is discussed. 1,608. PERSPEX ELECTRETS
Bhatnagar, C. S.
1,606. ELECTRET EFFECT OF DIELECTRICS Indian ]ournat of Pure & Applied Physics, Council of
Gubkht, A. N., Matsonashvili, B.M. Seientihc and Industrial Research, New Delhi, v. 1, no. 3,
Elektdchestvo, no. 8, PF. 56-60., 1962 pp. 107-110, March 1963
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1,609. CHARACTERISTICS OF PLASTICS USED IN glass as the preliminary insulation and a solution or phenol-
ELECTRICAL ENGINFERING formaldehyde resin in ethyl alcohol as tile binder. To stabilize
Hersping, A. their electromagnetic properties the cores are subjected to
Kuntsto_e, v. 52, pp. 73-77, 1963 special heat treatment.
Plastics used in West Germany for electric purposes are
surveyed. Moisture absorption, dielectric strength, and resist- 1,612. MOST IMPORTANT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOP-
ance to surface leakage are discussed as properties of impor- MENT OF SYNTHETIC DIELECTRICS
tahoe for these uses. Andrianov,K. A.
Trudy Vsesoyuznogo Elektrotekhnicheskogo Institute.
imeni V. 1. Lenina, no. 3, pp. 3-24, 1959
1,610. INSULATING PAPERS _'OR 310°F (See also Referativnyi Zhurnal Khimiya, 1961, #7P84)
Traut,G. R, Berry,R. C., Greenman,N. L.
Materials in Design Engineering, v. 55, no. 3, pp 1"2-13, Among the dielectrics considered are: organic polymer
March I962 comp_,,inds (block and graft copolymers, polymers with C
chain molecules containing Ph groups, linear polycondensationThree epoxy-impregnated polyester (Dacron) fiber papers
may now replace synthetic-fiber paper insulating materials, plastics, unsaturated polyesters), and organic-inorganic com-
pounds. Methods of synthesis ar_fl mixing for dielectric mate-
Physical and eleehical properties are tabulated. Compared rials are pointed out.
with insulating fabrics, papers genelally offer (1) the econ-
omy inherent in the high production papermaking process,
(2) availability in more thicloaesses, (3) better processability 1,613. ELECTRIC RESISTANCE MADE OF OIiGANIC
and forming, and (4) greater neatness. BINDING MATERIAL
Galperin, B. S.
March25, 1960 (applicationdate)
1,611. FEPROPLASTICS BASED ON CARBONYL U.S. Departn.'entof Commerce,Washington, D. C.
POWDERS; THEIR PRODUCTION AND USSRPatent 140,474
EL.'_C_I"ROMAGNETICPROPERTIES (See also Byulleten Izobre,enii, no. 16, p. 26, 1961)
Tolmasskii,I. S., Fridenberg,A. E.
Front 4 to 12% of a thermoplastic resin is added to aPiasticheskie Massy, v. 1961, no. 12, pp. 15-19,
December 1961 _ thermosetting resin.
(Transldted from the Russiaa in Soviet Pl_tics, v. 1961,
no. 12, pp. 14-18. December 1961) 1,614. DIELECTRIC
The ferromagnetic base of such a plastic is carbonyl iroi_ Burshtein, V. Kh.: Shteinpress, A. B.
for which the separate loss coefficients are low. The dielectrics January27, 1962 (patent application,April 3, 1961)U. S. Dep_rtmentof Commerce, Washington, D. C.
used are water glass for pleliminary insulation of the iron USSRPatent 144,016
particles, and a solution of phenolformaldehyde resol resin in (See also B_llete_ lzobretenii, no. 1, p. 63, 1962_
ethyl aleghol as the binder. Properties of the new ferroplastie,
me."sured at frequet_cies up to 100 ke, are considerably supe- A claim is made for the preparation of a dieleehic material
riot to those of the material in eurcent use. by combining, during rolling, 3 to 5% of butadie_a-styrene
nonpola," rubbers with a copolymer of styrene and a-methyl-
Pot-type and rod cores are used for frequencies up to 20 styrene.
Me. Two types of fen oplastie have been developed for them.
One is based on carbonyl iron "which has not been heat
treated, and uses double insulation (water glass and PF 1,615. DISPERSING CONDUCTIVE PARTICLES INRESIN-BONDED ELECTRICAL RESISTORS
resin solution ;n ethyl alcoh61); the other is based on iron- : Pass, IL H.
nickel powder N-50, using double insulation (water glass October2, 196"2(patent applicatlon, January23, 1961)
and an organosi:2con resin). Foi' frequencies above 20 Me, U.S. Department of Commeree_Washington, D. C.
cores are mostly of the pot and rod types. The ferromagnetic U.S. Patent 3,056,750 (assighed to AirReductionCo., Inc.) •
base used is the fine fraction of carbonyl iron obtained by gas
.4 claim is mi_de for improved resistivity/weight ratio andflotation. The composition of the insulation and the method
of preparing the ferroplastie are the same as for cores work- stability at elevated temperature in resin-bonded r!ectrical
ing at frequencies up to 20 Mc Cores working at frequencies resistors by predispersing the conductive C or metal _.rticles
in a polymerizabIe resin solution, removing solvent, and poly-
up to 1 Me are mainly annular or of the rod type. Two types merizing the resin. The solid conductor-resin mixture is then
of ferroplastie have been developed for this frequency ra,lge.
One is based on reduced carh_nyl iron and a solution of PF ground to the desired particle size, and the particles are
re_in in ethyl alcoh_,l; the other i; based on iron-nickel powder dispersed in various partially polymerized resi_s to form a
N-5 and a solution of PF resin in ethy! alcohol, liquid or paste composition which can be proee,_sed to form
solid resistors. Spacing of conductor particles i._ made more
The ferromagnetic base of a ferroplastic for stable working uniform by the predispersion. The process is especially useful
at 1500C is ordinary earbopyl iron, the dielectric being water for making resistors for printed circuits.
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